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MicroCentre introduce
High Resolution Graphics

Demographic Display

3-D display with angled labels

Management information

3-D plots

h
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:"

-w valve 1

Control system display

HIGH POINT
RESOLUTION

482 (vertical) x 756 (horizontal:

High -resolution display with alphanumerics

Up to 16 colours can be displayed simultaneously, from a choice of 4069. Areas can be filled with colour,
windows created, graphs plotted, etc-all under control of simple Basic, Fortran or Assembler functions.
At the heart of any Cromemco graphics high resolution, to give an overall Model Z2H/GS Graphics System
system is Cromemco's "SDI" board, the performance vastly more superior than The Z2H/GS is a special configuration of
most versatile video interface in the conventional colour TVs or CRT the Z -2H Hard Disk computer which
microcomputer industry today. The terminals. includes full graphics capability and soft-
Cromemco SDI is designed to meet the ware. Yet at under £8,000 it's a fraction
challenge of professional and industrial Graphics Software of the cost of comparable systems. It is
environments where uncompromising Cromemco's graphics software package ideal for applications in medical
performance, reliability, and continued provides an interface to Fortran IV, imaging, computer -aided instruction,
compatibility are essential. Ratfor, Macro Assembler, 16K Extended pattern recognition, and the television
With its high point resolution, colour map Basic and 32K Structured Basic. It is industry.
selection, dual page windowing written for ease of use and takes full
function, automatic fill mode, and NTSC advantage of the RGB-13 monitor's
or PAL broadcast compatibility, the most special graphics facilities. Thus it is
demanding requirements for a video efficient, flexible and extremely fast.
interface can be met. The SDI provides a The package contains routines to
choice of 4096 individual colours and up change the colour map, scale the
to 754 by 482 point resolution. Its display area, draw dots, lines and
different modes of operation include bit circles, display text, and fill areas with
or nybble mapped displays with varying colour.
levels of resolution, and window effects Screen
requiring as little as 12k data storage. addressing

can be by
RGB-13 Colour Monitor absolute or
The Cromemco RGB-13 Colour Monitor relative co -
has been speciarly designed for ordinates.
optimum colOur graphics performance
when used with Cromemco's SDI video
interface. It includes a fine -pitch 13"
CRT with a high -precision electron gun,
internal magnetic shielding, and
implosion protection band. The monitor
combines alphanumeric character
generation with colour graphics and

The Z2H/GS includes a Z -80A
processor, 64k of RAM memory, integral
11 megabyte hard disk, RGB-13 colour
monitor, 2 floppy disks, printer interface,
RS -232 serial interface. and graphics
software package.

The high-performance Z2H/GS colour graphics
system includes a Z -2H hard disk computer, RGB-13 colour monitor, and
comprehensive graphics software package-all for under £8,000!

For 1.3 Cromemco... call the experts
MicroCentre Complete Micro Systems Ltd.,

30 Dundas Street
Tel: 031-556 7354 Edinburgh EH3 6JN
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Well proven software for business applications on the
ITT 2020 and Apple microcomputers.

Prices excluding

PAYROLL

SALES LEDGER

PURCHASES LEDGER
GENERAL (OR NOMINAL)
LEDGER

UTILITIES DISK 1

APPLEWRITER

VISICALC
CAI

LOWER & UPPER CASE CHARACTER GENERATOR
Replaces character generator to display upper and lower case characters on screen,
patches to work with Applewriter, supplies the missing link! Specify Apple or ITT.

COMPUTECH DIPLOMAT H/S SERIAL INTERFACE

V.A. T. for cash with order, F.O.B. London NW3

(300+ Employees, 100 Departments,
hourly, weekly, monthly. Very powerful
but easy to use).
(500+ Accounts, 100 Departments).
(500+ Accounts, 100 Departments).
(1000 Accounts, 100 Analyses, multi-
purpose package). Job costing etc.
(Diskette patch, slot to slot copy,
zap etc).
(Word Processing, see below for U/L
case).
(Financial Modelling, Costing, Analysis).

(Converts Apple pictures for ITT display).

Over 600 packages in use, fully supported by us.

£375

£295
£295
£295

£20

£42

£95
£10

AND NOW HARDWARE! =1110
£50

includes

£80
This card has been designed and built to the same professional standards that have resulted
in the success of our software. The DIPLOMAT observes the proper "handshaking" protocol so
that you can drive fast printers and send and receive date from other peripherals at high speeds
without loss of data. Switch (& software) selectable baud rates to 19200 and many other options.
Plug compatible with 'terminal' or 'modem' wired peripherals. Guaranteed.

MICROLINE M80 PRINTER £350
This neat, reliable machine prints at 10 characters per inch, 80 characters on an 8 inch line, or 40
expanded characters, or 132 very readable characters, upper and lower case and graphics, 9 x 7
dot matrix, 6 or 8 lines per inch. Parallel interface is standard, serial optional. Both friction and
sprocket feed are standard, tractor optional. We can also supply the parallel interface card for
Apple System computers for £80 and a driver to enable both text and graphics to be used.
Optional custom colour matching for Apple or ITT. Optional character sets. Trade supplied at
very generous discounts for modest quantities.

THE FABULOUS MICROMUX 8000 from £800
This is a brand new product, an asynchronous serial multiplexor with up to 16 ports, any one of
which may communicate with any other independently, like a 'telephone exchange' for data!
Built in test function. Firmware may be customised for special applications. Available in multiples
of 4 ports up to 16.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168, Finchley Road, London NVV3 6HP. Tel: 01-794 0202

AGENTS THROUGHOUT THE UK AND OVERSEAS

A

PCW 2
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MICROLINE 80 MICROLINE 83 MICROLINE 82

UP TO 9.5 INCH PAPER UP TO 15I INCH
lil

PAPER UP TO 9.5 INCH PAPER

0 80 cps UNIDIRECTIONAL 120
riI
cps BI-DIRECTIONAL ZS cps BI-DIRECTIONAL

LOGIC
I 1

SEEKING
1 1 1

LOGIC SEEKING
I

6 & 81p. 5, 10, 16.5 cpi 6 & 8 Ipi 5, 8, 10, 16.5 cpi
1

6 & 8Ip
I

5, 8, 10, 16.5 cpi

0 BLOCK GRAPHICS BLOCK1
1 I

GRAPHICS 0 I
BLOCK GRAPHICS

1 t

0 UK or US
1

CHARACTER
1

SET 8 CHARACTER
MI

SETS
I

8 CHARACTER
I 1

SETS

CENTRONICS
1 1

INTERFACE CENTRONICS
1 1 1 1

INTERFACE
1

CENTRONICS
1

INTERFACE
1

OPTION1AL
ISER

AL INTERFACE
II

SERIAL
fl

TO 1200 BAUD 0 I

SERIAL
II

TO 1200 BAUD

TO
1

9600 BAUD 011 IONAL IINARFIACE
1

OPTIONAL
I I

INTERFACE

OPlIONAL
'

1 1

TRACTOR
1

10
I

9600
1

WIl
1

H 2K BuF
!,

FER TO 9600 bcAUD
1 I

WITH 2 K BUFFER
1 1 I

& xON
1 I

/ XOFF
1

& XON/XOFF
1

L399 I

IEEE
1

VERSI1
I

AVAILABLE 11OPTIONAL FACTOR

0 I

I RA
1ONS

CIOR STANDARD
I I I

£550I 1

6799
I

ICI
EXTREMELY QUIET & RELIABLE TRADE

---i-ENQUIRIES
& EDUCATIONAL

WELCOME- 1HEAD
200 MILLION

WARRANTY;
CHARACTERS

111:

-1

IS I

I I

MICROLINE 82

'1

MICROLINE 80 II

I\Ili\
.

i i

tjlis .

MICROLINE 83

" I I I

QUME
ALSO
/ TALLY

AVAILABLE
/ DEC / CIFER

_ .

Rohan
--tomputin4Special Price

11
flor lirinitediperl

1 1 1

only

1 1 IIIIIIIII
52 COVENTRY

1 L___ 1

STREET,
1 1

SOUTHAM,
1 1 1

WARWICKSHIRE CV33 OEP. Telephone SOUTHAM (092681) 4045 Telex 311640
1 _I 1 _I 1 1 1 1 1 1 _1 1 1 _1
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GW Computers Ltd
55 Bedford Court Mansions, Bedford Avenue, London W.C.1.

call only by appointment

SUPRBRAIN
Intelligent Video Terminal Systems

350K or 700K of Disk Storage
SuperBrain's CP/M operating system
boasts an overwhelming amount of
available software in BASIC,
FORTRAN, COBOL, and APL. What-
ever your application ... General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Payroll,
Inventory or Word Processing,
SuperBrain is tops in its class. And the
SuperBrain OD boasts the same
powerful performance but also
features a double -sided drive system to
render more than 700K bytes of disk
storage and a full 64K of RAM. All

Lstandard!

COMPUSTAir
MULTI-USER TERMINAL SYSTEM

CompuStar user stations can be configured in a countless number of
ways. A series of three intelligent -type terminals are offered. Each is
a perfect cosmetic and electrical match to the system. The
CompuStar 10-a 32K programmable RAM -based terminal
(expandable to 64K) is just right if your requirement is a data
entry or inquiry/response application. And, if your terminal heads
are more sophisticated, select either our CompuStar 20 or
CompuStar 40 as user stations. Both units offer dual disk storage in
addition to the disk system in the CompuStar. The Model 20
features 32K of RAM (expandable to 64K) and 350K of disk
storage. The Model 40 comes equipped with 64K of RAM and over
700K of disk storage. But, most importantly, no matter what your
investment in hardware, the possibility of obsolence or incompati-
bility is completely eliminated since user stations can be configured
in any fashion you like - whenever you want - at amazingly low
cost!

0

DISKSIORAGE
Options for the Superbrain and
Compustar Video Terminal
"Backup" for the 20 megabyte Century
Data drive is provided via the dual disk
system housed in the CompuStar or
the SuperBrain. The Control Data
CMD Drive features a removable, front-
;n-sertable top loading cartridge of 16
megabyte capacity plus a fixed disk
capacity of either 16 or 80
megabytes.
Each drive is shipped equipped with an
EIA standard 19" rack mounting system
and heavy duty chassis slide mechanisms
to permit easy accessability for fast and
efficient servicing.

**** WIDELY USED IN UK AND USA ***M.
**** TESTED AND PROVEN ****
*if** POWER AT YOUR FINGERTIPS *it if
**if* JUST COMPARE THIS LIST **II*

No other program in the world combines these
features in one. Many other programs, less
integrated, do not provide even some of those
features to be found on our 'bus'.

1 = Total integration of sales,'purchase 'nominal
'stock 'addresses etc

2 = Full random access enables retrieval, of any
record in a second

3 = Flexibles prompts enables word change even
to foreign language.

4 = Files may be named and set to drive default,
maximising storage.

5 = Easy to use, menu driven, no serious need of
manual.

6 = Tested and debugged in many installations
world wide.

7 = Priced less than the acquisition of a library of
programs.

8 = The program is ***totally ***in core,
maximising disk space.

9 = Core program means that disks may be inter-
changed during use.

10 = Core program means your main drive is
***free ***for data

11 = Numerous reports may be generated leg: sale
ledgers up to 301.

12 = Invoice produces immediate stock update +
double journey entry.

13 = Reference on invoices enable cost centre
build-up on ledgers.

14 = Stock valuations and re -order reports easily
generated.

15 = Bank balance and reports plus standard
mailing facilities.

16 = Customer statements and invoices printed on
plain paper.

***SALES COMMENT ***

As prices vary from dealer to dealer we append for your guidance, some details of
the justification in our prices being higher than the cash/carry concept of trade.
A standard Superbrain 64K *320K Disk at 1795.00 includes the following values
not normally expected at the lower price.

1) Equipment is burned and tested for a minimum 48 hours
2) Delivery in U.K. is free of charge
3) All goods & software are stocked on immediate delivery
4) 6 month main unit, 12 month memory guarantee
5) 24/48 hour mailing of any spare module free within warranty
6) Same service as 5) outside warranty for ad hoc charge
7) 10 free Diskettes (28.50)
8) 10% of hardware value in free software (1795.00)
9) Positive before **and **after sales service

If the transaction includes a printer and the business programs then the following
are also added:
10) All cabling between printer and Superbrain free (25.00)
11) Ribbon and thimble free (eg: Spinwriter 4.75 + 9,75)
12) Extra 10 Diskettes free 128.50)
13) Additional free software based on 10% of printer value
14) Free training session plus all necessary follow up
15) Box printer paper (28.50)
A typical deal could look like this:
Superbrain 1795.00
NEC Spinwriter 1695.00

3490.00
BUS Program 775.00 plus Basic 150.00 (less 349.00) = 576.00
Total Purchase Price 4066 plus V.A.T.
The total value of free items on this deal was in excess or 500 pounds in virtue of
incidental items as well as extended warranty and software.
Do consider your purchase on the basis of some of the things you may be likely
to need after your equipment purchase, and may either fail to obtain because
the dealer has no stock or has lost interest in you, or because you aimed at the
short term gain in price and are then compelled to pay heavily for small needs
afterwards.

GRAMA WINTER, 55 BEDFORD COURT MANSIONS, BEDFORD AVE.,
LONDON WC1. TEL NO. 636 8210/631 4818

4 PCW



*** MAIN MENU DISPLAY ***
New! Produced in U.K. and widely used in England and the U.S.A.

Complete Business Package
INCLUDES EVERYTHING FROM INVENTORY TO SALES SUMMARY

PROMPTS USER AND VALIDATES ENTRIES. MENU DRIVEN
PET AND CP/M SUPERBRAIN, TRS80 ii, N'STAR, IMS5000.

APPROXIMATELY 60-100 ENTRIES/INPUTS REQUIRE 2-4 HOURS WEEKLY
AND ENTIRE BUSINESS IS UNDER CONTROL

* PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED .. SELECT FUNCTION BY NUMBER ....
01=*ENTER NAMES AND ADDRESSES
02="ENTER/PRINT INVOICES
03=*ENTER A'C RECEIVABLES
04=* ENTER PURCHASES
05="ENTER A'C PAYABLES
06-*ENTER'UPDATE INVENTORY
07-*ENTER'UPDATE ORDERS
08-*ENTER'UPDATE BANKS
09=*REPORT SALES LEDGER
10 -*REPORT PURCHASE LEDGER
11 -*INCOMPLETE RECORDS
12=*USER DBMS AREA

ENTER WHICH ONE?

13="PRINT CUSTOMERS STATEMENTS
14="PRINT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
15=*PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
16=*PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17 -LETTER TEXT AREA
18 -ALTER VOCABULARIES
19 -PRINT YEAR AUDIT
20 -PRINT PROFIT'LOSS A'C
21 -OPEN AREA
22=PRINT CASHFLOW FORECAST
23=ENTER PAYROLL (NO RELEASE)
24=DISK SWAP'EXIT

DATABASE MANAGEMENT INCLUDES

*** FILE OR RECORD CREATE'DELETE'AMEND'SEARCH'PR INT 4 WAYS *** INFORMATION RETRIEVAL ON
ANY KEY RECORD OR PART THEREOF "** AUTOMATIC CHECK TO PREVENT DOUBLE ENTRY TO FILE
SYSTEM *** DYNAMIC ALLOCATION OF INFORMATION CONSERVING DISK SPACE.
VERY FLEXIBLE. EASY TO USE.
G.W. COMPUTERS LTD. UK ARE THE PRODUCERS OF THIS BEAUTIFUL PACKAGE. *AUTHOR* TONY
WINTER (B.A.LIT; B.A.HON.PHIL).
PET VER 3.00 LOW LEVEL INTEGRATION = 475.00. PET VER 4.00 INCLUDES AUTO STOCK -UPDATE = 575.00.
PET VER 5.00 INCLUDES AUTO BANK UPDATE = £675.00. CPM VER 6.00 IN CORE, TRANSLATABLE PLUS
DBMS = 775.00. CPM VER 7.00 AUTO STOCK -UPDATE = 875.00. CPM VER 8.00 AUTO BANK UPDATE = 975.00.
CPM VER 9.00 INCLUDES OPTIONS 19, 20, 22, 23 (LATER RELEASE). +++ EACH LEVEL AUGMENTS LOWER ONE. A

WE EXPORT TO ALL COUNTRIES CALLERS ONLY BY APPOINTMENT
CONTACT TONY WINTER ON 01-636 8210 01-631 4818

55 BEDFORD COURT MANSIONS, BEDFORD AVENUE, LONDON VV.C.!.

NOTE!!! LEVEL 9.00 TOTALLY IN CORE PROGRAM LEAVES MASTER DRIVE FREE
(SAVING OF 200 POUNDS HARDWARE).

IMPORTANT!!! No computer hardware is ever of value without software, so we provide you with
a starting set of programs **** free **** at 10% of hardware purchased.

A Superbrain and NEC Spinwriter could give you up to 400 pounds of programs. See [ 1.

PET + PET + PET + PET + SOFTWARE + SOFTWARE + SUPERBRAIN + SUPERBRAIN
CBM 3032 32K 595.00 BUS VER 3.00 PET 475.00 SUPERBRAIN 320K 1795.00
CBM 3040 DISKS 595.00 BUS VER 4.00 PET 575.00 TWIN Z80 64K +CRT
CBM 3022 PRINTER 425.00 BUS VER 5.00 PET 675.00 +2 D'D-D'S DRIVE
CBM 8032 32K 875.00 BUS VER 6.00 CP'M 775.00 SUPERBRAIN 800K 2195.00
CBM 8050 1MEG DISKS 875.00 BUS VER 7.00 CP'M 875.00 TWIN Z80 64K +CRT
CBM EPSON PRINTER 395.00 BUS VER 8.00 CP'M 1000.00 +2 D'D-D'S DRIVE
CBM MULTI USER 650.00 BUS VER 9.00 CP'M 1075.00 SUPERBRAIN 2MEG 2795.00
CBM 3032 + EPSON + CBM WORDPRO II 75.00 COMPUSTAR 10 159.00
CBM 3040 + BUS V3 2215.00 CBM WORDPRO III 150.00 COMPUSTAR 15 1495.00

CPM* WORD STAR 195.00 COMPUSTAR 20 2295.00
PRINTERS + PRINTERS + CPM* MBASIC 80 150.00 COMPUSTAR 30 2495.00

CPM* COBOL 80 320.00 COMPUSTAR 40 2795.00
DIABLO 630 40CPS 1595.00 CPM* PASCAL MT 150.00 INTERTUBE III 495.00
DOLPHIN BD80 125CPS 495.00 CPM* FORTRAN 80 200.00 EMULATOR 495.00
NEC 5510 PRINTER 1695.00 CPM* DATASTAR 175.00 10 MEG H'DISK 2950.00
MICROLINE 80 120CPS 475.00 CPM* PASCAL -M 250.00 16 MEG (8'8) 3950.00
TELETYPE 43SR 30CPS 875.00 CPM* BYSTAM S'BRAIN 75.00 96 MEG (4DISK) 7950.00
DEC-LA34 TRACT 30CP 875,00 CPM* SUPERSORT 120.00
NEC -5530 PRINTER 1595.00 CPM* BASIC COMPILER 190.00 ADDR ESS'MAILER I 95.00
QUME DAISY SPRINTS 1950.00 CPM* DESPOOL 30.00 STOCK CONTROL) 95.00
TEXAS 810 150CPS 1390.00 CPM* BYSTAM IMS'N-STAR 75.00 DBMS DATABASE) 195.00

CPM* TEXTWRITER 75.00 EEE TO PARALLEL 55.00
SPECIALS + SPECIALS + CPM* POSTMASTER 75.00 EEE'RS232 BI'DI 195.00

GPM* SELECTOR 3 180.00 EEE TO RS232 75.00
N'STAR QUAD .7 MEG
IMS 5000 48K D'D
COMPUTHINK  800K 

1500.00
1200.00
795.00

CPM* CBASIC
CPM* MACRO 80
CPM" W'STAR M'MERGE

75.00
75.00

245.00

S'HAND SWTP TERM 100.00
WARRANTY
6 MONTH FULL REPAIR

2 WAY CRDLESS PHONE 135.00
TELEPHONE ANSWER 230.00 BUS MANUAL 9.00
SHUGART SA400 5" DR 135.00 SUPERBRAIN 320K 1695.00

TWIN Z80 32K+CRT
+2 D'D-S'S DRIVE

++++++++ SPECIAL INSTITUTION AND UNIVERSITY DISCOUNTS ++++++++
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK. (ACCESS 'AMEXCO' BCLYCARD OTHERWISE CHEQUE WITH ORDER)

CONTACT TONY WINTER 01-636 8210/01-631 4818
55 BEDFORD CT MANS, BEDFORD AVE W.0 1.
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High
Technology
We nai< r

competItior
obsolete
with Information Master.TM
Information Master' is the sophisticate of
software packages, but it also speaks your
language. Its uncomplicated English-
speaking design makes it easy to learn.
No programming knowledge is necessary.
Put it in your Apple II*, and you're ready
to go.
High Technology's Information Master
organizes and prints everything from
mailing lists to stock market data. Specify
what records to store, type in the informa-
tion, and Information Master organizes,
calculates, stores and reports. Design your
own reports and labels. Information Master
is revolutionary in its adaptability and
comes with a simple step-by-step instruc-
tion manual. Its screen layouts are designed
to show you maximum information for
easy operation. Information Master is so
smart it stops mistakes that our competition
lets you make.
If your computer dealer doesn't have
Information Master, see one who does.
High Technology's perfect complement to
Information Master, Data Master,'"allows
you to change your mind months later

without redoing
all the work

you've
already

done.
Ask

about
it!

£75 + VAT

Available in the U.K. from:
Pete & Pam Computers
98 Moyser Road
London, SW 16 6SH
01-677-2052

*Apple II is a trade name of
Apple Computer. Inc

Pete & Pam Computers
Microcomputer hardware v software

Specialists in Applefore

PETE & PAM COMPUTERS

Microcomputer hardware & software
Specialists in Applefare

Peter & Pam Fisher

WE DISTRIBUTE FOR MICROSOFT, HIGH TECHNOLOGY,
STONE WEAR COMPUTER STATION, CALIFORNIA PACIFIC,

DAKIN 5, BRODERBUND, STARCRAFT, SUB LOGIC AND
M & R ENTERPRISES. DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.

HAVE YOU BEEN WATCHING OUR ADVERTISEMENTS?

Spend time reading through this one to find out how you can make more use of
Your Apple II.

M & R ENTERPRISES
SUP -R -TERMINAL. An 80 column by 24 line plug-in compatible board for
APPLE II. 128 ASCII chrs. Upper and lower case - with descenders. Shift
lock feature. Synchronous operation with APPLE. Incorporates PASCAL and
BASIC control characters. £195.00

MICROSOFT
Z-80 SOFTCARD. A true microprocessor plug-in board to allow you to run CP/M
software. Includes MICROSOFT's BASIC 5.0. £175.00
RAMCARD 16K Expansion card for APPLE. Requires 16 Sector System
(DOS 3-3) £110.95
RAMCARD DOS 3-3 together, special price £139.95
FORTRAN for SOFTCARD. Has a strong advantage over APPLE Fortran 4 to 6
times faster because it generates true machine code rather than "P" code. £99.95
COBOL for SOFTCARD. The only COBOL available for APPLE. Ask for more
information. Special Price £359.95 - NOW £299.00
BASIC COMPILER for SOFTCARD. Get fast program execution times without
giving up BASIC. 3.10 times faster than interpreted BASIC. £192.95
OLYMPIC DECATHALON. Latest game from MICROSOFT. 10 events presented
in extraordinary graphics. 1-8 players can play. £14.95
ADVENTURE. Yes, this is the original written for the PDP11, and played during
many a lunch hour on expensive main frames. £14.95
TYPING TUTOR. Runs in INTEGER (incl. relocated) It works. £8.95

NOW available on disk Applesoft £10.95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
VISICALC. Yes, the one sold elsewhere for £125. Our price £75.00
PET VISICALC - complete, sealed package - £99.95
CCA DATA MANAGEMENT. Our price just £49.95
DESKTOP PLAN. Develop your own large business model. £49.95

HIGH TECHNOLOGY
INFORMATION MASTER. The latest data management system from High Tech.
We use it for all our book-keeping up to trial balance and for our price lists. Can
be user trailored for many uses.
DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. High Tech.'s original system. Not as
many features as Info. Master but is user oriented with lots of error trapping.

£49.95
DATA MASTER. A utility for use with both info. master and D.B.M.S. allows
you to re -define field types, transfer data from one system to another, using a
wide set of parameters. We use this too. £49.95

STONEWARE
D.B. MASTER. Up to 1020 Bytes per record - Up to 100 fields per record - Up
to 9 screen pages per record - up to 4 fields in primary ISAM Key Supports
multi -diskette files - Automatic "Data Packing" for increased disk capacity. A
great Data Base Management for big applications £109.95

GAMES
TRANQUILITY BASE - Try to land a HIRES space craft
BLOODY MURDER - Like playing with knives? (Integer) Disk
MICROLEAGUE BASE BALL with real HIRES little people

EDUCATIONAL
ARISTOTLES APPLE - Tutorial Aide

PERIPHERALS PLUS
VERSAWRITER. A low cost graphics tablet for APPLE
JOYSTICK T.G. Products robust joystick - and self cantering

COMPUTER STATION
PASCAL GRAPHICS DUMP PROGRAM for Paper tiger 440 & 445 & 460 & NEC
Spinwriter and Anades 9501 £22.95
ENHANCED GRAPHICS DUMP PROGRAM also available for above £22.95
VISILIST lists out the grid location and formulas of any Visicalc fil £10.95
MACRO SCREEN EDITOR Cursor oriented editing tool £19.95
APPLEWRITER GRAPHICS. Links with Applewriter and any of the 28 character
sets. Supplied in APPLE'S "Doe Tool Kit" to provide word processing with a
difference. Tiger 4406/4456 & Silentype. £17.95

£13.95
£9.95

£11.95

£17.95

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC GAMES
AKALABETH Latest Adventure type game
TRILOGY
HEAD ON From Japan
BILL BUDGE'S SPACE ALBUM

£124.95
£34.95

£16.95
£15.95
£13.95
£20.95

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
LOS ANGELES MONOPOLY. Define your own street names or take a trip round
the streets of L.A. Allows you change the rules £15.95
HYPERSPACE WARS £15.95
VARIOUS State revision 7 or earlier
DAN PAYMAR LOWER CASE ADAPTOR. Produces upper and lower case

£29.95
BASF 5.25 in DISKS FOR APPLE. At a good price 10 for £18.50
DAK INS (HVE) Find your way around the new APPLE DSS with Programming
Aids 3-3. 12 Utility programs on one Diskette. (16 sector) Well documented

£49.95

STARCRAFT (Tokyo)
APPLE GALAXIAN The best 'Invader' game we've sett bar none. We mean ill

E13.95
GALAXY WARS Another arcade game beautifully implem nred on APPLE

£13.95
BRODERBUND Do you like Startrek adventures? 4 GALACTIC SAGAS From
Broderbund, provide a level of complexity and sophistication not seen before.
GALACTIC EMPIRE, TRADER AND REVOLUTION 13 separate disks)

each £13.95
TAWA LA's LAST REDOUBT £16.95

PLEASE ADD 16% VAT TO YOUR ORDER POSTAGE AND
PACKING FREE - ASK FOR OUR FULL CATALOG

WE SELL ALL SORTS OF THINGS FOR APPLE
TEL 01 677 2062 124 HRS) 7 DAYS A WEEK 26 MOYSER ROAD

LONDON SW16 6SH POST OFFICE GIRO NO 8460
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Microtrend software and
the Adler Alphatronic

now YOU'RE TALKIN BUSInEss
Microtrend Ltd., has software now for the microcomputer with a future.
This wide range of well -specified, user- friendly and professionally -
packaged products includes five accounting systems, two word

processors (plus an inter -micro communications system for electronic
mail and other data transfer operations).

Adler Business Systems provide Microtrend's Trendisk/1
Data Management System free of charge with each Alphatronic.

Combine our excellent software with the superb Alphatronic
and you are really talking business. Microtrend products

are available off the shelf from your local dealer or distributor.
Call 0423-711878 or write to
Microtrend Ltd., 0111.01101W
P.O. Box 51,
Pateley Bridge,
Harrogate, HG3 SDP.,
for more details.

microtrend

Professional Software icrocomputers
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pITE posT
ASTEROIDS IN SPACE (32K -d) Blas approaching Asteroids
- beware aliens £12.00
HORRIBLESCOPE (32K -d) Funniest horoscopes, great for
parties! Includes your own insults! £10.75
SPACE (48K-3) Simulation of human life in space. You
develop characters -6 games £18.00
SPACE II (48K -D) A continuation of SPACE, with more
characters and games £15.00
ADVENTURELAND (32K-3) An enchanted world of lost
treasures, wild animals - magical beings £9.00
PIRATE ADVENTURE (32K -C) Can you recover Long John's
lost treasure? £9.00
ADVENTURELAND AND PIRATE ADVENTURE (48K) Both
games on one disk £16.00
FASTGAMMON (M -24K -C or D) Best computer backgammon
available, with sound, hires graphics and cartoons. C £13.00
You'll play for hours D £15.00
TEMPLE OF APSHAI (48K -D) Mythical labyrinth with fearsome
monsters & treasure £18.00
THE WIZARD AND THE PRINCESS (48K -D) Best game ever! 100's
of beautiful Hires pictures. It is possible to win - if you persevere! £20.50
DATESTONES OF RYN (48K -C or D) Built in scoring system - C £9.25
beat your friends. D £12.00
"MYSTERY HOUSE" HI-RES ADVENTURE (M -48K -D) See each
room in 3D -type graphics £15.00
CONEY ISLAND (16K -c) 22 Fast paddle games for 1 or 2 players.
Colour graphics £8.00
OTHELLO (16K -C) - by Softape - the best Othello game we've seen £9.00
SAUCER WARS (24K -C) Oneperson game, with 150 levels of
difficulty £11.25
VOYAGER EXCURSION (24K -C) Hires lunar loading game £11.25
FORTE (16K -C) A music language -You can save your songs £12.25
APPLE TALKER (M -16K -C) Create programmes so your Apple talks

£9.75to you
APPLE LIS'NER (M -16K -c) Create programmes which understand
up to 31 spoken words £12.25

TALKER and LIS'NER are compatible with each other
GOLF (20K -C) 18 holes for 1 or 2 players - full choice of clubs
and direction £5.00
AIR FLIGHT SIMULATION (16K -C) only £6.50
OIL TYCOON (16K -C) only £6.50
WINDFALL (32K -C) The oil crisis game £9.25
B-1 NUCLEAR BOMBER (16K -C) Fly this Russian defences
- and back! £9.25
NORTH ATLANTIC CONVOY RAIDER (16K -C) The Bismark
convoy raid of 1941 £9.25
ELECTRIC CRAYON (8K -C) Full colour graphics editor £11.00
U -DRAW (16K -C) Hires graphics editor £11.00
MUSIC BOX (8K -C) Full 3 octaves by semitones,
Note -time, rests, tempo + full colour eight show) £9.50
MAZE GAME (16K -C) 3-D Colour Maze Game £9.50
RACER (24K -C) Best arcade racing game - Hires graphics £8.00
BREAKTHRU (M -16K -C) only £6.50
SPIDER TAG (M -16K -C) only £6.50
ATOMIC CASINO (16K -C) only £5.00
HIRES BASEBALL (M -16K -C) £10.25
E.S.P. (32K -C) Test yourself - Telepathy and Psycho-kinesis £6.00
NETWORK (48K -D) for 2 players -Try and programme a
TV network £12.00
THE COUNT (32K -C) You awake in a brass bed - in a
castle - in Transylvania! £9.00
VOODOO CASTLE (32K -C) Rescue Count Cristo from his fiendish
curse! £9.00
STRANGE ODYSSEY (32K -C) Escape from an ancient alien
civilisation £9.00

ALL THREE ABOVE GAMES ON ONE DISK £25.00
MYSTERY FUN HOUSE (32K -C) Days of fun, but very difficult! £9.00
AKALABETH (48K -D) 10 Hires monsters, infinite dungeons,
perfect perspective £21.50
FRACAS (32K -C or D) up to 8 players - monsters, sound - greatC £13.00

D £15.00
BATTLESHIP COMMANDER (32K -C or D) Strategy with sound,
cartoons & lights! C £10.00

D £12.00
HELLFIRE WARRIOR (48K -D) A dreamworld of danger -
very difficult! £21.25
ASTRO APPLE (32K -D) A serious horoscope £12.50
THE PRISONER (48K -D) A nightmare world of 1984 -
avoid brainwashing! £19.25
COMPUTER NAPOLEONICS (48K -D) Traditional war game -
meticulous detail £37.75
ACANTHOPTERYGIAN FORTUNE TELLING (22K-0)
Great for parties! £10.75
SARGON II (M -24K -D) The champ - No better chess
for the Apple £21.25
COMPUTER BISMARK (48K -D) Accurate simulation of epic battle £37.75
A2-FS1 FLIGHT SIMULATOR (M -34K -D) Extended and
improved version, including British ACE 3D Aerial Battle Game only £21.00

PLUS LOTS MORE!! S.A.E. for full list

All programmes in Applesoft, unless M (machine code)
C - on cassette D - on diskette

VAT ALREADY INCLUDED!! Just add 50p P and P to your order and
sned with cheque /P.O. to:-

CATE MIEFIOSYSTEiTIS LiMITE0
The Nethergate Centre,
35 Yeaman Shore,
Dundee.

CAMBRIDGE
LEARNING

Self
Instruction

Courses
Microcomputers are coming
wave! Learn to program.
Millions of jobs are threatened but
millions will be created. Learn
BASIC - the language of the small com-
puter and the most easy -to -learn com-
puter language in widespread use. Teach
yourself with a course which takes you
from complete ignorance step-by-step to
real proficiency, with a unique style of
graded hints. In 60 straightforward
lessons you will learn the five essentials of
programming: problem definition,
flowcharting, coding the program,
debugging, and clear documentation
BOOK 1 Computers and what they do well; READ, DATA, PRINT, powers, brackets,
variable names; LET; errors; coding simple programs. BOOK 2 High and low level languages;
flowcharting; functions; REM and documentation; INPUT, IF....THEN, GO TO; limitations of
computers, problem definition. BOOK 3 Compilers and interpreters; loops, FOR.... NEXT,
RESTORE; debugging; arrays; bubble sorting; TAB BOOK 4 Advanced BASIC; subroutines;
strings; files; complex programming; examples; glossary

ride the

Computer
Programming
in Basic (CPB1

£10.00

Also THE BASIC HANDBOOK (BHB) E11.50 An encyclopaedic
guide to the major BASIC dialects. A must if you use other peoples'
programs

and: ALGORITHM WRITER'S GUIDE (AWG) £4.00 Communicate
by flow chart! Learn to use Yes/ No questions for: procedures, system
design, safety, legislation etc.

of
Digital Systems

Book 1 12345e

Understand Digital
Electronics
Written for the student or enthusiast, this
course is packed with information,
diagrams, and questions designed to lead
you step-by-step through number
systems and Boolean algebra to
memories, counters, and simple
arithmetic circuits; and finally to an

understanding of the design and opera-
tion of calculators and computers
BOOK 1 Decimal Octal, hexadecimal, and binary number systems and conversion between
number systems; negative numbers; complementary systems. BOOK 2 OR and AND func-
tions; multiple -input gates; truth tables; De Morgan's Laws; canonical forms; logic conven-
tions; Karnaugh mapping; three -state and wired logic. BOOK 3 Half, full, serial, and parallel
adders; subtraction; processors and ALU's; multiplication and division. BOOK 4 flip flops;
shift registers; asynchronous, synchronous, ring, Johnson, and exclusive -OR feedback
counters; ROMS and RAMS. BOOK 5 Structure of calculators; keyboard encoding;
decoding display -data; register systems; control unit; PROM; address de -coding. BOOK 6
CPU; memory organisation character representation; program storage; address modes; in

output systems; program interrupts; interrupt priorities; programming, assemblers; com-
puters; executive programs: operating systems.

Design of
Digital
Systems
IDDS1£13.50

DIGITAL COMPUTER LOGIC Et ELECTRONICS. (DCL) £7.50
-A course covering the material in italics above, but at a slower pace.
(4 vols)
GUARANTEE - No risk to you. If you are not completely satisfied your money
will be refunded without question, on return of the books in good condition.

PLEASE SEND ME: -
CPB £10.00
BHB (E11.50)
AWG (£4.00)
DDS (£13.50)
DCL (E7.50)
FOUR WAYS TO PAY:
11 A U.K. cheque or a 1.4.K. postal order (Not Eire or overseas)
21 A bank draft, in sterling on a London bank (available at any major bank)
31 Please charge my Access/ M.Ch 0 Barclay/ TrustC/Visa 0 Am. Exp.EI Diners:I
41 Or phone us with these credit card details 0480 67446 lansaphonel 24 hour service.

Quantity

Card No Signed
THESE PRICES COVER THE COST OF SURFACE MAIL WORLDWIDE. AIRMAIL:
Eur. N.Af, Mid. E. add Y3 to price of books: Jpn, Aus, N.Z. Pcfc add 2A: elsewhere
add Y2

Name

Address

U.K. Delivery: up to 28 days
Cambridge Learning Ltd., Unit 70 R ivermill Site, FREEPOST, St. Ives,

in 4BR England.Huntingdon,.EgndgoNno,
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Manchester - the birthplace of the British computer is to stage the most
significant computer event ever to be held in the North of England.

GEST

Ile
111111111111111111Milk

Three Day Exhibition Et Seminars
29, 30 April, 1 May 1981

New Century Hall and
the National Computing Centre

Exhibition
The comprehensive microcomputer exhibition being held at
the New Century Hall will include micro systems, business
microcomputers, personal computers, word processors - in
fact a full range of products displaying the versatility of the
micro for all types of business, for use in education and as
a personal aid in the office or the home.

Exhibition Tickets
Admission to the exhibition will be by ticket only. £1.50 (inc.
VAT), available at the door. A special offer of 3 tickets for
£3.00 is available on tickets purchased before 17 April 1981.
These tickets can be obtained from the Online offices. All
ticket requests must be accompanied by cheque/postal
order and a suitable S.A.E.
Please complete the coupon below or attach your business
card.

Micros in Education
Friday, 1 May 1981
Manchester University
This special seminar will be of interest to everyone involved
in education. It has been designed and is chaired by
John Coll, one of the country's leading exponents in this field.
The speakers have been drawn from those most active in
this area - the majority being practising teachers.

Seminars
The one day seminars run in conjunction with the exhibition
will be held at the National Computing Centre in its well
appointed Atlas Theatre. Special arrangements have been
made to bus delegates from the N.C.C. to the Exhibition
each day.

Wednesday 29 April Micros in Manufacturing
Thursday 30 April Micro Systems in Business
Friday 1 May Microcomputer Update (technical)

Please send me Seminar details

I am interested in Micros in Education 0

Please send me Exhibition visitor tickets at the
special offer of 3 tickets for £3.00 (minimum).

I enclose cheque/postal order, made payable to Online
Conferences Ltd, for together with a stamped
addressed envelope.

NAME Dr/Ms/Mr

TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS

CIJODYLIA

Online Conferences Limited
Argyle House, Northwood Hills,
HA6 1TS Middlesex, UK.
Phone: Northwood (09274) 2821 1
Telex: 923498
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The best in data base management
for your micro -computer
Get the most out of your micro -computer. Use our
advanced and progressive data management system,

HDBS is an extended hierarchal data base system
offering
fixed length records
file -level read/write protection
one -to -many set relationships

MDBS is a full network data base system offered
as an upgrade from HDBS...or it may be ideal as
your initial system. Unique and versatile, it adds
these features:
full network CODASYL-oriented data structures
variable length records
multiple levels of read/write protection
one-to-one, many -to -one, and many -to -many sets
non -redundancy of data, easy updating
occurrences of a record type may own other
occurrences of the same type

a single set may have multiple owner and member
record types

MDBS-DRS. As an add-on to MDBS, the DRS
system offers extraordinary flexibility in data base
restructuring to meet new needs.
 Item, record, and set types can be added, deleted,

or renamed in an existing data base as well as
other data base characteristics. You can redesign
the data base after it is already on-line!

MDBS-RTL. As an add-on to MDBS, the RTL. (Recovery Transaction Logging) logs all data base
transactions, so that in the event of a system

4,0 failure, the data base can be recovered with
minimal loss of information.
The recovery processor permits selective
reloading of the data.base from the transaction
file. Users can log messages, indicate complex
transaction sequences, and effect selective
control over the recovery process.

MDBS-QRS. An interactive Report-
Writer/Query-System for HDBS/MDBS databases.
Features...
may be customized for non -technical users
complex retrieval conditions may be specified
detailed reports can be quickly generated
wildcard and "match -one" string specifications

included

HDBS and MDBS Packages Include:
DDL data definition language analyzer/editor
 260 -page users manual
 DMS data management routines callable from

host language
Sample application program and DDL files
Relocator to re-org all routines
 System specific manual for bringing up our

software

PINIMSD
a.

DATA SASS
IMANAOCIAOIT

1111ITIMII

Dom.

Coming soon: Multi -User Versions
of MDBS, and a Z8000 Version.

54 -page "primer" on data base
systems for micro -computers -

,i(:), ..............-- only £5.00 per copy.

Both HDBS and MDBS Systems...
Run under...

CP/M with Microsoft BASICs, FORTRAN or
COBOL; InterSystem PASCAL/Z; Sorcim
PASCAL/M; Micro Focus CIS COBOL;
Digital Research PL/I

MVT/FAMOS with BASIC
OASIS with BASIC
TRSDOS and NEWDOS (Models I and II) with

Disk BASIC
North Star DOS with North Star BASIC
Apple DOS and Applesoft BASIC
Machine Language Interface available on all

above systems.
 Up to 254 record -types definable in the data base;

each record -type may contain up to 255 item -types;
each item -type may be up to 9,999 bytes in length.

Names of data items, records, sets, and files are
wholly user definable.

 Commands to add, delete, update, search, and
traverse the data base.

Straightforward use of ISAM-like structures.
 Records can be maintained in several sorted

orders.
Written in machine language for maximum

execution efficiency and minimal memory usage.
 Independent of types and sizes of disk drives.
Support data base spread over several disk drives
(max.8); disks may be mini- or full-sized floppies
or hard disks.

Available versions: Z80 (requires approx. 18K),
6502 (approx. 26K), 8080 (approx. 22K)
Total memory requirement must allow for buffer
areas.

8086 version available. (Call or write for details
and prices.)

Ordering and pricing information:
(applicable to Z80, 8080 and 6502 versions).

HDBS £235.00
MDBS 600.00
DRS 150.00
RTL 150.00
QRS 300.00
HDBS upgrade to MDBS 440.00
MDBS with DRS. RTL and
ORS 950.00
HBDS/MDBS Manual 30.00
DRS Manual 5.00
RTL Manual 5.00
ORS Manual 5.00
System Specific Manuals each 5.00

Within a given operating system, add
£240 for each additional language
selected.

When ordering, specify intended use
with .

1. North Star DOS and BASIC
2. CP/M - Microsoft BASIC 4.XX
3. CP/M - Microsoft BASIC 5.XX
4. CP/M - Microsoft BASIC Complier

or FORTRAN -80
5. CP/M - Microsoft COBOL -80
6. CP/M InterSystem PASCAL/Z
7. CP/M - Sorcim PASCAL/M
8 CP/M - Digital Research PL/1
9. CP/M - Micro Focus CIS COBOL

10 TRSDOS/NEWDOS and TRS
Disk BASIC (Models I and III

11. Apple DOS and Applesoft BASIC
12. MVT/FAMOS and BASIC
13. OASIS and OASIS BASIC
14 Machine Language Programs

(Specify operating system)

Finally, our software may cost a little more. .

but it's worth a lot more in quality and versatility.

Micro
Dina Hulse
SUS Will5 from
SYSTEMS PLUS LTD.,
19c Glengormley Park, Newtownabbey BT36 7RE.
Tel: Glengormly 42117
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microcomputer products

At SEED you will be dealing with
professionals with extensive

experience in all fields of computing,
add to that our four years of dealing

exclusively with only one type of
microprocessor assures you of

obtaining a system tailored to suit
your application. You may wish to

develop your own software or
alternatively only require a small

accountancy system; for which our
'SYSTEM ONE' would be ideally

suited. Larger applications requiring
up to 40 megabyte of online storage,
four terminals and two printers then
our 'SYSTEM 12' range is for you.

Prices range from £565.00 to
£20,000.00+, we not only suit your
application but also conserve your

bank balance. If you are thinking of
installing a micro computer system,

then give us a call and take advantage
of our free advice. In the unlikely

event of our current range not being
able to accomodate your

requirements, then our shortly to be
announced 6809 based system may

well be the answer.

PLEASE CALL US ON 054 3378151 FOR YOUR FREE
DEMONSTRATION OR DETAILS WITHOUT OBLIGATION.

Strumech Engineering Electronics
Developments Limited

PORTLAND HOUSE, COPPICE SIDE, BROWNHILLS, WALSALL WEST MIDLANDS

TELEPHONE: 054 33 78151 TELEX: 335243
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HI TECH ELECTRONICS
54 HIGH ROAD, SWAYTHLING, SOUTHAMPTON S02 2JF

TEL 0703 581555 TELEX NO 47388 HTEL

System

Supply
Inputs

Connectors
Bandwidth
Timebase

Positional error
E.H.T.

Degaussing
Controls
Operating
Temperature Range
CRT

COLOUR MONITOR

Either 625 lines, 50 fields interlaced or 624/626 50
fields non -interlaced.
Nominal 220-240V (180-265V r.m.s.) 48 to 54 Hz.
R.G.B. and composite sync.
TTL compatible with 390R load.
socket.
5 -pin DIN.
10 MHz ±2dB.
Pull -in range ± 500 Hz
Hold in range ± 1K Hz.
Flywheel time constant 2mS.

±3%
: Approximately 23KV.

Automatic at switch -on.
Power ON/OFF; Brightness.

: 0° C to 40° C.

: Rectangular 382.3mm
(14" Screen diagonal).
90° deflection.
Precision in -line gun.
Vertical stripe screen.

Power Consumption :

Size (cased)
Colour (cased)
M2 14" RGB (cased) :
Delivery & insurance :

55W maximum.
13.5" x 1 5.5" x 19"
Cream/brown.
£318.00
£1 5.00

Prices do not include V.A.T.

PERFECT FOR

COLOUR VIEWDATA

HIGH TECHNOLOGY ELECTRONICS LTD,
A MEMBER OF THE GRAND METROPOLITAN GROUP

REGISTERED OFFICE 3 COLLEGE PLACE,
LONDON ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON.

REGISTERED IN ENGLAND NC)1486255
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SUMLOCK BONDAIN
makes the decisions easier

CASIO fx 180P

£19.95 (inc. VAT)
Famous Casio Reliability
Guaranteed 1 Year
Complete with Batteries
Cover and Full Instruction
Book.

38 PROGRAM STEPS
55 SCIENTIFIC

FUNCTIONS
7 MEMORIES

18 PARENTHESES
TRUE ALGEBRAIC LOGIC
INTEGRATION
LINEAR REGRESSION
LOG, EXP, & POWER

REGRESSIONS

fx 2700P 50 Sci. Functions 38 Prog. Steps Notebook Size £19.95 (Inc. VAT)
fx 3500P 61 Sci. Functions 38 Prog. Steps Notebook Size £22.95 (Inc. VAT)

Same Capability as fx180p + Hyperbolics (6 Functions)
fx 502P 51 Sci. Functions 256 Prog. Steps 22 Registers £74.95 (Inc. VAT)
fx 501P 51 Sci. Functions 128 Prog. Steps 11 Registers £54.95 (Inc. VAT)

fx 31-29fns-Green Display £12.95 fx 120 -40fns-Green Display £17.95
fx 39-40fns-Green Display £15.95 fx 310-50fns-LCD £17.95
fx 68-38fns-LCD Credit Card £19.95 fx 330-38fns-LCD £15.95
fx 81-30fns-LCD £12.95 fx 510-50fns-LCD-10 digit £19.95

fx 3200-43fns-LCD-10 digit £21.95
fx 6100-39fns-Clock,Stp.watch,Alarm £19.95
fx 7100-39fns-C1.,Alm.,Stp.wch.,Cr.Cd. £24.95
fx 8100-46fns-C1.,Calendar,Alm.,Stp.wch. £24.95fx 100 College-44fns-LCD £15.95 fx 2600-43fns-LCD £19.95

SUMLOCK BONDAIN LTD.
263-269 CITY ROAD, LONDON EC1V 1JX
Tel: 01-250 0505 Telex 299844
and at Cannon Street Station, London EC4

All prices include VAT, p & p.
24 Hour Ordering Service
Barclaycard/Access accepted
Above offer applies UK only.

WE STOCK THE ENTIRE RANGE OF CASIO CALCULATORS
Request Full Competitive Price List
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FAC
APPROVED

for
Commodore

Apple II
North Star Horizon

Industrial Micro Systems 5000
& 8000

Cr commodore INDUSTRIAL
MICRO

'1^
NorthSlur ikappla Annadex Ltd.

Qume
SYSTEMS

CRC:o
L T ES

APPROVED
by

Local Government
Central Government

National Laboratories
Maritime Research

Universities
Schools

APPROVED
by

Accountants
Importers/Exporters

Retailers
Manufacturers

Printers
Surveyors

WE WILL GET YOUR APPROVAL
Why? Because Micro -Facilities know that whether you are a
large establishment or a small business you are going to need
help and good service. We believe, and our hundreds of
satisfied customers seem to agree, that the service we give is
second to none.

Our service starts right from your initial contact. We will meet
with you to discuss your requirements and your business,
without blinding you with computer jargon. We will arrange for
you to have a demonstration of one or more computers from
our range together with programs to suit your particular needs.
If a ready-made program is not suitable then we can analyse,
design and program your particular procedures (we have
nearly twenty years experience of doing this).
As a further service we are able to arrange both leasing and
financing of your computer equipment.

Our service does not stop when you have purchased your
system; to ensure the smooth transfer of your work we train
you and your staff to use the computer and its programs in
your own environment. As additional security we offer full
maintenance contracts. Above all we will be available to
give you genuine after sales service. Not for just one week
or one month but everytime it is wanted.

Please contact us to discuss your problems and requirements,
we offer you a lot more, but only charge the same. Our ability
will give you peace of mind and confidence that the job will be
done properly.
Central Computer & Telecommunications Agency Approved
Tenders from Local Authorities, Education and Government
Departments welcomed.

_MICRO
Micro -Facilities Ltd. 129 High Street,

Hampton Hill, Middlesex TW12 1NJ 01-9411197 and 01-979 4546 FACILITIES
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24 lines of
80 characters
per line. 96 ISO/ASCII
character set. Dual interface -
CCITT V24 and 20/60 mA
current loop. Selectable half or full
duplex. Green phosphor non glare display.

7000

Matrix
Printer

125 cps
printing speed
CCITT V24 (RS232)
interface
80-132 characters per line

L NEWBURY EL NEWBURY NIL NEW

Smart Micro -based
Visual Display

Terminals

007/9
Full key-
board edit-

ing features. Addit-
tional 6 pages of memory
(7009). Block transmission by
line or page.

at

£466

Hard copy print out
Numeric pad

Video output for external monitors

7002

Prices from

£495
Emulations:
APL. DEC VT52.ICL 7181 Honeywell
VIP 7006 & 7250

*Prices inclusive of delivery in UK and cables

ready to plug in.

NEWBURY
LABORATORIES LTD
Head Office & Sales:
King Street, Odiham, Hampshire RG25 1N N
Tel: 025-671 2910 Telex; 858815

Sales and Service:

North East Tel: York (0904) 412043
North West Tel: Stockport 061-491 0134
Midlands Tel: Birmingham 021-707 7170
East Anglia Tel: 0223 64862
Scotland Tel: Edinburgh 031-554 0051
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CornServe
COMPUTER SHOP PRESENTS

THE ELEGANT, EXPANDABLE

video genie fyftem
£364 inc VAT. Postage. Requires T.V.
or monitor - £80 if bought with Genie

Comprises standard 16K computer. 3 manuals.
Demonstration tape. Lead for additional cassette

player. Lead for monitor.

FREE Standard cover. Head cleaning/demagnetising
tape.

FREE Programs: Games. Utilities. Subroutines.

FREE Standard soundkit

FREE Comserve joysticks

FREE Coloured plastic folders for manuals or screen
overlays.

CWO to

ComServe
98 TAVISTOCK STREET,

BEDFORD, BEDFORDSHIRE
TELEPHONE 102341216749

I
DIS DRIVE

TELEPHONE MODEM

EXPANDER

ADDITIONAL

RAM

ADDITIONAL
CASSETTE RECORDER

PRINTER

RS -232-C

SERIAL PORT

We supply various printers.
We will supply S100 expansion box, colour boards, disk drive,
fast tape drives, RS232 interfaces as available.
We are Genie specialists

S.A.E. for further information. Items and prices are as
at time of going to press and are subject to alteration.
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NASCOM SYSTEMS & PERIPHERALS
`SUPERMUM' COMBINED
MOTHER/BUFFER/PSU BOARD

FLOPPY DISC SYSTEM
Built and tested stand alone unit with 1/2
drives for both Nascom 1 & 2.
Sing le drive CP/M (160K) £450 + £4 P&P + VAT
Double drive CP/M (320K) . £640 + £4 P&P + VAT
Single drive D -DOS system . £395 + £4 P&P + vAT
(enables existing NAS-Sys software to be used)
Spare drive £205 + £2 P&P + VAT
Verbatim Diskettes £3.75 + VAT each
10 for £32 +VAT

Nascom 1 owners: Add £10 + VAT to prices
above for Reset Jump Kit

NASCOM 1 kit £125 + £1.50 P&P + VAT
NASCOM 1 built £140 + £1.50 P&P + VAT

SPECIAL INTERFACE OFFER
NASCOM 2 WITH 16K RAM BOARD
BUILT £345.KIT £295( + £2 P&P + VAL)

NASCOM IMP PLAIN PAPER
PRINTER £325+ £2.75 P&P + VAT

RAM BOARDS -SPECIAL PRICES
16K RAM £90 + £1 P&P + VAT
32K RAM £110 + £1 P&P + VAT
48K RAM £130 + £1 P&P + VAT
64K RAM £150 + £1 P&P + VAT

SOFTWARE ON TAPE
BASIC Programmers Aid £13 + VAT
8K BASIC £15 + VAT ZEAP 2 £30 + VAT

+ £10 carriage + VAT £460

A 12 x 8 piggy -back
board for the
Nascom 1, it
contains a five -slot
motherboard,
quality 5A power
supply and reliable
buffering with reset
jump. The board
facilitates easy
floppy disk
expansion.

£85
+ £3.50 P&P + VAT

ENCLOSURES
VERO Frame £32.50 + £2 P&P + VAT
Microtype M3 Case £24.50 + £2 P&P + VAT
Kenilworth Case £49.50 + £5 P&P + VAT

2 -card support kit £7.50 + VAT
5 -card support kit £9.50 + VAT

PERIPHERALS
3 Amp PSU £32.50 + £1.50 + P&P + VAT
Motherboard £5.50 + VAT
Mini Motherboard£2.90 + VAT
VERO DIP Board £12.50 + VAT
I/O Board £45 + £1 P&P + VAT
Buffer Board £32.50 + VAT
EPROM Board kit £55, built £70
+£1 P&P 4 VAT
A -D Converter £49.50 + VAT
Dual Monitor Board £6.50 + VAT
EPROM Programmer £25.95 + VAT
Castle Interface £17.50 + VAT
Port Probe £17.50 + VAT

FIRMWARE IN EPROM
IMP -PRINT £30 + VAT
NASPEN £30 + VAT
ZEAP 2 £50 + VAT
NAS-SYS 1 £25 + VAT
NAS-DIS £37.50 + VAT
NAS-DEBUG £15 + VAT
NAS-SYS 3 £25 + VAT
Programmers Aid £28+ VAT

SHARP MZ-80K + Peripherals
Bi-Directional Serial Board £99.50 + VAT
MZ8OFD (twin floppies 208K) £675 + £5 P&P +VAT
MZ80P3 Printer £425 + £5 P&P + VAT
MZ80 I/O Interface £99 + £2 P&P + VAT
CP/M 2.2 £200 + VAT
Stock Control, Sales/Purchase Ledger and
other business software and games
in stock. Full list available on request.

SPECIAL INTERFACE OFFER
48K MZ-80K System

SHARP PC -1211
POCKET COMPUTER
The PC -1211 uses BASIC and has up to 1424
program steps. 80 character input line with
full editing facilities, 18 user definable keys,
24 character alpha -numeric LCD display.
Optional cassette interface is available.
PC -1211 is battery -operated, has auto power
off function and maintains all programs and
data in its memory even after the power has
been turned off.
Cassette interface
£13 + VAT

£86.92
+£1 P&P + VAT

CENTRONICS MICRO
PRINTERS
High performance - Low cost
737-£425 + £3 P&P + VAT
737 Dot Matrix Printer runs at 80cps
(proportional) or 50cps (monospaced) giving
text processing quality print. This new printer
is capable of printing subscripts and
superscripts.
730-075 + £3 P&P + VAT
730 Dot Matrix Printer can print 10cp1 or
16.5cp1 at 100cps and 165cps respectively.

Both printers have 3 -way paper handling and
parallel interface as standard. RS 232/V24
serial interface is optional.
Fanfold paper (2000 sheets) £18 + £2.50 P&P

+ VAT

MICRO
MART

Voltage Regulators
T0220 1 amp
+ 5,+ 12,+ 15,+ 24V . 80p + VAT
- 5, - 12, - 15. - 24V . 65p + VAT

T03
1A + 5V LM309K . 50p + VAT
3A + 5V LM323K . £3.50 + VAT
5A ± 5V 78H05 . . . £5.50 + VAT

Cs
EPROMs 2708
EPROMs 2716
Memories
21L02 £0.80 + VAT
4027 £0.70 + VAT
4116 £2.50 + VAT
4118 £7.50 + VAT
2114 £3.00 + VAT
Z80 Devices (4MHz 'A'
version)
M K3880 £8.00 + VAT
MK3881(P10). £5.00 + VAT
MK3882(CTC) £5.00 + VAT

£4.50 + VAT
£7.50 + VAT

Also extensive range of standard and LS TTL, CMOS
and linear ICs, plus other semiconductors, in stock.
Send for list.

Unless stated otherwise add 50p P&P to all orders
Prices correct at time of going to press.
*New Interface catalogue now available on request.
Access and Barclaycard accepted.

INTERFACE COMPONENTS LTD.
OAKFIELD CORNER, SYCAMORE ROAD, AMERSHAM, BUCKS HP6 6SU

TELEPHONE: 02403 22307. TELEX 837788
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#111 p WATFORD ELECTRONICS

NEW SUPERBOARD
SERIES H

trl ilReadybuilt1111014
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New from OS1- Series II.
Everything series I had but
with more on a single board.
Ideal for the beginner
or experienced engineer alike.
It needs only a 5V 3A power supply
to be up and running.
Fully expandable to a
Floppy Disc and small business system.

STILL ONLY £149
 625 lines jitter free Display.
 Memory Mapped Video Display with

upper/lower case graphics and gaming
characters.

 Software selectable Display
24 x 24
48 x 12

 Uses the ultra powerful 6502 Micro.
 8K Microsoft Basic in Rom.
 Full feature Basic runs faster than

currently available computers and all
8080 based business computers.

 4K static Ram on board expandable
to 8K.

 Full 53 Keyboard with upper/lower case
and user programmability.

 Power on reset -standard.
 2 second action break key.
 Kansas City standard Audio cassette

interface for high reliability.

+ P&P £3.50 + VAT

 6 latch outputs available for control
purposes.

 8 bit Digital to Analogue converter.
 Full machine code monitor and I/O

utilities in Rom.

Superboard II Series II £149.00+ VAT
Black ABS case E 24.50+ VAT
Extra 4K Ram £ 16.95+ VAT
PSU 5A Ready Built £ 19.95+ VAT
Numeric Key Pad Kit £ 11.95+ VAT
610 Expansion Board with 8K fitted
(expandable to 24K) £150.00+ VAT
CD3P Floppy Disc £269.00+ VAT

Series 2 User's Manual
The best single source of

VAT

Video swap tape & UHF modulator FREE!

SEIKOSHA
GP8OA
This Unihammer dot Matrix
Printer gives Normal and
Double Width Characters
as well as Dot
resolution Graphics.

 Printing Speed 30 cps
 Character Set 5 x 7

Matrix
 Print Density 12 CPI

at 80 CPL
 Paper Feed 8" Tractor
 Parallel Interface

Standard

Other Interfaces
RS 232 £49 + VAT
IEE 488 or
Apple £29 + VAT
Pet £29 + VAT

£225
P&P f4 50 + VAT

500 Sheets of
paper FREE!

The complete
microprocessor
development system
for the engineer
and beginner
alike.

 Displays memory contents on standard
UHF TV.

 Can replace monitor Rom to test and
develop programs.

 Ideal training aid.
 Two 8 -bit I/O ports.
 Fast cassette interface.
 On -board Eprom programmer.
 Copies software.
 Simple modification for single rail.

Price: Kit f 99.00 + VAT
Ready built £120.00 + VAT
PSU f 20.00 + VAT
P&P £ 1.50 + VAT

FREE 2716 with each Softy

STAKPAK
Unique filing
system comprising
stackable drawers.
each containing
2 digital quality C12
cassettes. Complete
with index cards
& blank labels.
5 Stakpaks (10 cassettes)

£5'50 P&P 75p VAT

EPSON
TX8O
A complete 80 column dot
matrix printer, available in
tractor or friction feed
versions.

 Speed: 125cps.
 Undirectional print
 PET compatible graph - £295

P & P14 50 VAT
Various Interfaces available from £45

500 Sheets of paper FREE!

SUPERPRINT 800

£299
P&P£4.50 VAT

This rugged and reliable
printer offers more features
and flexibility than
competitive units but at a
new Special Offer price

 64, 72, 80, 96, 120, or 132 characters/line.
 RS -232, 20ma, 1 EEE-488 and Centronics
 Self -test switch.
 I/O fined as standard.
 16 baud rates to 19,200.
 Tractor and Friction Feed
 60 lines per minute.
 Multiple character sets facility

500 Sheets of paper FREE!

VIDEO GENIE
 16K User Ram
 12 K Microsoft

Basic
in Rom.

 64 X 16 line
Display

 128 x 48 dot graphics
resolution.

 Software
compatible with
TRS80 level II.

 Built in Cassette Recorder.
 Output and Control for Second Cassette.
 Full expansion via Expansion box to Disc -Printer

A complete
Computer System

1111illiiiii'1'1111111111'1'11111111

£290
A Z80 based computer system with Full Keyboard and built in
Cassette recorder plus outputs for Monitor and/or TV
Parallel Printer Interface £35 + VAT

P&Pf5
+ VAT

ACCESSORIES
TEX Eprom Eraser
6Mhz Modulators
8Mhz Modulators
Cassette Recorders
8" Fan -Fold Paper
500 sheets
9'/2" Fan -Fold Paper
500 sheets
TVM 10 Monitor, 9" B&W
HEX PAD
ASCII Keyboard 756
CEGMON any version
Space Invaders 8K
BASF Floppy Discs - each

£33

£2.80
£4.50
£13.95

£5.95

£5.95

£95
£3.50
£40

£29.50
£4.60
£2.85

MEI OFFER YOU A GREAT DEAL
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33/35 CARDIFF ROAD,
WATFORD,HERTS. Telephone 40588

TTL 74 Series
(TEXAS) p
7400 11
7401 11
7402 11
7403 14
7404 14
7405 18
7406 36
7407 36
7408 17
7409 20
7410 17
7411 25
7412 20
7413 32
7414 38
7416 30
7417 30
7420 19
7421 38
7422 25
7423 28
7425 28
7426 43
7427 32
7428 35
7430 19
7432 27
7433 36
7437 35
7438 32
7440 20
7441 68
7442 58
7443 120
7444 116
7445 105
7446 132
7447 72
7448 75
7450 20
7451 20
7453 20
7454 20
7460 20
7470 40
7472 30
7473 35
7474 34
7475 56
7476 40
7480 52
7481 120
7482 75
7483 90
7484 99
7485 105
7486 33
7489 205
7490 42
7491 84
7492 50
7493 57
7494 85
7495 70
7496 so
7497 176
74100 130
74104 62
74105 62
74107 34
74109 60
74110 54
74111 68
74112 170
74116 170
74118 85
74119 120
74120 75
74121 35
74122 50

74123 65
74125 50
74126 45
74128 45
74132 55
74136 55
74141 75
74142 185
74143 250
74144 250
74145 90
74147 150
74148 125
74150 130
74151 70
74153 70
74154 120
74155 75
74156 75
74157 70
74159 165
74160 99
74161 99
74162 99
74163 99
74164 120
74165 120
74166 130
74167 205
74170 205
74172 375
74173 110
74174 100
74175 82
74176 80
74177 85
74178 110
74179 150
74180 90
74181 280
74182 85
74184 130
74185 130
74188 310
74190 130
74191 120
74192 120
74193 120
74194 102
74195 75
74196 99
74197 88
74198 160
74199 160
74221 150
74246 150
74247 151
74248 189
74249 189
74251 110
74265 66
74273 267
74278 249
74279 99
74283 149
74284 350
74285 350
74290 107
74293 135
74297 236
74298 185
74365 95
74366 95
74367 95
74368 95
74390 185
74393 185
74490 185

74LS Series
LSOC 13
LS01 13
LSO2 15
LSO3 15
LSO4 16
LSO5 23
LSO8 22
LSO9 23
LS10 20
LS11 32
LS12 32
LS13 40
LS14 60
LS15 40
LS20 21
LS21 32
LS22 35
LS26 44
LS27 35
LS28 35
LS30 20
LS32 25
LS33 35
LS37 30
LS38 35
LS40 28
LS42 66
LS47 85
LS48 105
LS49 105
LS51 25
LS54 30
LS55 30
LS63 150
LS73 45
LS74 35
LS75 45
LS76 45
LS78 50
LS83 105
LS85 80
LS86 38
LS90 50
LS91 125
LS92 75
LS93 60
LS95 115
LS96 120
LS107 45
LS109 75
LS112 40
LS113 75
LS114 40
LS122 70
LS123 75
LS124 180
LS125 45
LS126 45
LS132 60
LS133 35
LS136 55
LS138 70
LS139 70
LS145 120
LS147 210
LS148 170
LS151 90
LS153 85
LS155 75
LS156 85
LS157 70
LS158 70
LS160 90
LS161 98
LS162 110
LS163 95
LS164 115
LS165 145
LS166 175
LS168 210
LS169 210
LS170 288

LS173 105
LS174 110
LS175 110
LS181 295
LS183 298
LS189 128
LS190 95
LS191 95
LS192 95
LS193 99
LS194 125
LS195 130
LS196 120
LS197 85
LS200 345
LS202 345
LS221 120
LS240 165
LS241 165
LS242 165
LS243 165
LS244 195
LS245 350
LS247 135
LS248 135
LS249 135
LS251 130
LS253 95
LS257 95
LS258 120
LS259 160
LS261 450
LS266 75
LS273 180
LS275 320
LS279 88
LS280 250
LS283 90
LS290 130
LS293 130
LS295 215
LS298 215
LS299 420
LS300 175
LS302 175
LS323 270
LS324 200
LS325 320
LS326 330
LS327 315
LS346 185
LS347 150
LS348 190
LS352 185
LS353 185
LS365 65
LS366 65
LS367 65
LS368 90
LS373 150
LS374 150
LS375 150
LS377 199
LS378 140
LS379 215
LS384 250
LS385 420
LS386 85
LS390 140
LS393 140
LS395 210
LS396 199
LS398 275
LS399 230
LS445 140
LS447 195
LS490 245
LS668 105
LS669 105
LS670 270
LS673 750
LS674 850

74S Series

74504 73
740132 138
74S138 240
740158 240
740188 210
740189 158
740194 360
740241 540
74S262 850
745287 325
740470 325
740472 1150
74S475 825

75 Series
75150 140
75154 150
75450 95
75451 70
75452 70
75454 225
75491/2 89

COMPUTER IC's
2114-450n 175
2114-300n 245
2708 350
2716-5V 450
4116 295
6502 675
6520 325
6522 570
6532 795
6545 1450
6551 785
6592 2572
6800 520
6802 670
6810 280
6821 315
6840 750
6850 315
6852 390
8080A 450
8085A 1100
81L095 125
81LS96 125
81LS97 125
8212 210
8214 425
8216 200
8251 475
8253 999
8609 1550
8T26A 190
8T28A 195
8T95N 160
8T97N 150
AY -3-1015 420
AY -5-1013 365
AY -5-2376 750
MC1488 90
MC1489 90
MC14411 950
MC14412 1250
MK4027-2 450
MK4027-4 325
RO-3-2513U 600
RO-3-2513L 600
SFF96364E 950
SFC71301 820
TMS2716-3V 1050
TMS4027 325
TMS6011 365
TMS9900J £35
280CPU 2.5 650
280ACPU 4M 825
Z80 P10 440
Z804 P10 575
Z80 CTC 440
Z804 CTC 575

CRYSTALS
100KHz 300
455KHz 370
1MHz 295
1.008M 295
1.8432M 300
2.0MHz 305
2.4576M 305
3.2768M 150
3.57954M 150
4.0MHz 290
4.032M 290
4194304M 270
4A3361954 150
5.0MHz 290
5.185M 300
5.24288M 390
6.0MHz 290
6.144M 295
6.5536M 290
7.168M 29Q
7.68MHz 300
8.0MHz 290
8867237 270
10.0MHz 290
10.7MHz 270
12.0MHz 290
1431818M 320
16.0MHz 290
18.0HMz 290
18432M 290
26.69M 290
27.648M 330
38.66667 290
48.0MHz 270
100.0MHz 375

'13' CONNECTORS
(Cannon type) Covers

Plugs Sockets plastic
9 way 90p 118p -

15 way 120p 167p 150p
25 way 180p 280p 170p
37 way 268p 390p 185p

DIL PLUGS
(Headers)
14 pm 44p
16 pin 49p
24 pin 88p
40 pin 295p

DIL
switches

ISPSTI 8 way
4 way 115p
85p (SPOT)

6 way away
98p 190p

EDGE CONNECTORS
double type

1 156
2 x 10 way 82p
2x15 way 98p
2 x 18 way 140p 120p
2 x 22 way 150p 125p
2 x 25 way 165p 160p
2 x30 way 188p
2 x 36 way 197p
2 x 40 way 205p
2 x 43 way 250p

SPECIAL OFFER
2114-450ns 175p
2114-300ns 245p
2708 350p
2716-5V 450p
4116-16k 295p

DIL SOCKETS
(TEXAS) Low Wire

profile wrap
8 pin 10p 25p

14 pin 10p 35p
16 pin 10p 46p
18 pin 16p 52p
20 pin 22p 65p
22 pin 25p 70p
24
28 pin 35p

in 3

858p
7p

36 pin 105p
40 pin 40p 109p

JUMPER LEADS
(Ribbon Cable Assemblies)

Single end DIP Jumpers length 24"

14 pin 145p 16 pin 165p
24 pin 240p 40 pin 385p

Double end DIP Jumpers
Length No. of pins

14 16 24 40
6" 185p 205p 300p 465p

12" 195p 215p 315p 490p
36" 230p 250p 375p 595p

The above is just a selection of our vast stocks of brand new, full spec,
electronic components.
To Order: Pleaseadd 15% VAT to all orders unless stated. On orders of
less than £10 add 40p P&P.
Terms of Business: Cash/Cheque/P.O.'s or Bankers
Draft with order.
Government, Education Authorities & Trade Welcome.
Access Orders: Minimum £10 please.

JUST PHONE IN YOUR ORDER WE DO THE REST.
Buy it with Access

POI CARE

CompUTopiA
30 Lake Street,
Tel: (0525)

LIAllITEd

Leighton
376600 24 hour

Buzzard, Bedfordshire
Answering Service

APPLE II - Choice of 16K, 32K, 48K

authorised dealers .
user RAMHuge

range of software
from already available.
£695 * Simply plugs into video

. Alas + monitor or UHF TV.
* High resolution graphicsVAT-..-, (5400 point array)
0 Eight Accessory expansion

slots for disks, printer etc.

(r commodore
Choice of 8K, 16K, 32K
user RAM
Huge range of software
already available
Self-contained monitor
Numeric keypad on key-
board.
Full expansion capability
for cassette, disks and
printer.

authorised dealers

Et fromp £445
+ VAT

.,. ,

a
PET 2001

* 16k User RAM plus 12k
Microsoft BASIC in ROM
. Fully TRS 80 level II soft-
ware compatible
* Huge range of software
already available
* Self contained, cassette,
PSU & UHF modulator

Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV

Full expansion capability
for disks & printer

THE VIDEO GENIE
SYSTEM EG 3003

£330 + VAT

/

1

J

is

PERIPHERALS
PRINTERS
Texas Instruments Omni
810 Printer 01450.00

Paper Tiger Printer
with Graphics E 598.00

MONITORS
VM 129 Hitachi 12" B&W

Video Monitor E 187.00
VM910 9" B&W

Video Monitor E 127.00

£395 + VAT complete
with interface for
APPLE, PET or
VIDEO GENIE

THE MICROSOFT Z80 SOFTCARD OPENS UP IN
HORIZONS FOR YOUR APPLE II
Plug the new Microsoft Z80 SoftCard into your APPLE II and
start using all of the system and application software written for
Z80 based computers.
Included with the board is the versatile CP/M; the most widely
used microcomputer operating system, and Microsoft's 5.0
BASIC, the most powerful version to date of Microsoft's famous
BASIC Interpreter. £199+VAT Dealer enquiries welcome.

WATCH YOUR APPLE GROW TO TWICE ITS SIZE!!
Add a twin 8" disk and give yourself up to 1.6 million characters
of storage on line. £1325 + VAT

Illustrating Basic Alcock 3.25
Basic Handbook Lien 11.00
Computer Programs that Work Lee/Beech/Lee 3.95
Basic Computer Games Ahl 4.25
More Computer Games Ahl 4.25
C207 Microprocessor Interfacing Lesea/ 9.50

Techniques Zaks
6502 Assembly Language Programming Leventhal 7.95
C202 Programming the 6502 Zaks 7.95
G402 6502 Games Book Zaks 8.20
The Pet Revealed Hampshire 10.00
Z80 Assembly Language Programming Leventhal 7.95
Z80 Microcomputer Handbook Barden 6.80
Introduction to Microcomputers Vol 0 Osborne 5.00
Introduction to Microcomputers Vol 1 Osborne 7.50
The Personal Computer Book Bradbeer 5.30

Please phone or write for complete book list and prices. Prices
include P & P within the U.K.
Please send cheque or P.O., or if phoning your order, state
Barclaycard number.
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11 L1TO electronics
48 JUNCTION ROAD, ARCHWAY, LONDON N19 5RD 100 yds from Archway Station & 9 bus routes
TELEPHONE 01- 263 9493 01-263 9495

YOUR SOUNDEST CONNECTION IN THE WORLD OF COMPONENTS AND COMPUTERS

8N 8K RAM
16N 16K RAM
32N 32K RAM
CASSETTE DECK

343K TWIN FLOPPY DISK

PETS & SYSTEMS
NEW 32k with 80 col screen

Twin Disk Drive 950K

All with new keyboard
and green screen
Friction Feed Printer
Tractor Feed Printer

MEM
COMPLETE 32K SYSTEM

APPROVED COMMODORE DEALER

- MEMORY EXPANSION KIT

Suitable for UK101, Super -
board expansion using 2114s
each board has 16K ram
capacity kit contains:

On board power supply
 4K Eprom expansion
 Fully buffered for easy

expansion via 40 pin socket
8K kit

 16K kit
Printed Circuit
Board

£89.95
£122.95

£29.95
 40 pin -40 pin header

plug £8.50

CASES
Available for
U.K. 101, Superboard
Nascom
Appx. DIM. 17" x 15"
435 x 384 mm

PRICE £24.50

Post & Packing £1.50

-PRINTERS

EPSON TX -80

£349

"WOOLLIES"

NEW,SHOP
NEXT DOOR

(Northern Line)
ARCHWAY
STATION

100 yds

JUNCTION ROAD
A 400

UPPER HOLLOWAY
STATION
LMR & ER

St. John's Way

Buses
24
41
45

137
143
172
239
265
C11

UK101 P.P.I.
BUILT & TESTED. INTERFACES
TX80 PRINTER DIRECT, CAN BE
PROGRAMMED TO OPERATE
RELAYS, MOTORS, VARIOUS
OTHER _PERIPHERALS
"CENTRONICS COMPATABLE PLUGS
INTO IC SOCKET. RED BINARY
DISPLAY FULLY DOCUMENTED.

£29.95

Dot-matrix printer with Pet
graphics interface: Centronics
parallel, options: PET, Apple and
compatible

UK101

VIDEO GENIE
VIDEO GENIE based on TRS80

Utilises Z80, 12k level II Basic,
Integral Casette Deck, UHF 0/P.
16k RAM

all TRS80 features £289

£179 IN KIT FORM
£229 READY BUILT

& TESTED
£255 COMPLETE

IN CASE
4K EXPANSION (8 x 2114)

NOW ONLY £18.00

No extras required
* Free sampler tape
* Full Qvverty keyboard
 8K basic
 Ram expandable to 8K on board

(4K inc)
Kansas City tape interface

NEW MONITOR ALLOWS FULL EDITING
& CURSOR CONTROL £22.00

SAIKLAICAND

VISA

PLEASE ADD VAT 15% TO ALL PRICES. POSTAGE ON COMPUTERS, PRINTERS &
CASSETTE DECKS CHARGED AT COST. ALL OTHER ITEMS P&P 30p. PLACE YOUR

ORDER USING YOUR ACCESS OR BARCLAYCARD (Min. Tel. order £5.00).
TRADE & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME, CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED.
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NEW SHOP
& SHOWROOM
NOW
OPE
TELEPHONE
01-263 9493/01-263 9495

UK101 SOUND
SOUND GENERATOR

AND COMBINED
PARALLEL IN/OUT

PORT KIT
CONTAINING P.C.B.,
AY -3-8910, 6520 PIA,

FULLY DOCUMENTED
AND DEMO TAPE.

£29.95

AY -3-8910 £8.50

UK 101 SOFTWARE -
SPACE INVADERS
REAL TIME CLOCK
CHEQUERS
OTHELLO
GAME PACK I
GAME PACK II

6.50
3.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
5.00

GAME PACK III 5.00
SCREEN MONITOR 4.00
ASSEMBLER EDITOR 14.90
10xC12 BLANK TAPES 4.00

CPUS

Z80 2.5 MEG
Z80A 4 MEG

6502
6800
8080
9900

7.95
9.95
6.95
6.50
4.75

25.95

- SUPPORT CHIPS -
Z80 CTC 5.95

Z80A CTC 6.95

Z80A PIO 5.95

Z80A PIO 6.95
6520 3.95

6522 6.85

6532 8.50

6821 4.25

6850 3.60

6852 4.35

8212 1.95

8216 1.95

8224 2.75

8228 3.75

8251 4.95

8253 9.75

8255 4.50

TMS9901 13.16

TMS9902 11.18

TMS9904 (74LS362) 4.21

MEMORY

D.RAMS £ p

4027 2.75
4050 (350NS) 2.35
4060 (300NS) 2.39
4116 3.95
S. RAMS
2102A 1.30
2102A2 1.69
2112A 2.75
2114/4045 2.75
4035 1.07
4044-5257 6.93
6810 3.50
BULK PURCHASE
8x2114 18.00
8x4116 27.50
16x2114 34.00

EPROMS

2708 4.25
2716 (5v) 6.95
2532 29.95

ROM
2513 (UC) 5.95

I.C. SOCKETS

DLL W/W
8 pin .09 .25

14 pin .11 .35
16 pin .12 .42
18 pin .16 .50
20 pin .20 .62
22 pin .22 .65
24 pin .24 .70
28 pin .30 .80
36 pin .99
40 pin .40 1.10

BUFFERS

81LS95 1.25
81LS96 1.25
81LS97 1.25

81LS98 1.25

SN74365 .52
SN 74366 .52
SN74367 .52
SN74368 .52
BT26 1.50
8T28 1.50
8T95 1.50
8T96 1.50
8T97 1.50
8T98 1.50

FMBAUD RATE DENS -

C14411 8.75

M5307 8.75

UARTS
AY -5-1013 3.95

AY -3-1015 4.75

MM5303 4.75

TMS6011 3.55

SEND S.A.E. FOR COMPLETE
PRICE LIST OR PHONE 01-263 9493

BLACK WHITE
OR
GREEN
THE CHOICE IS
YOURS.

Black Er White model £85.00 + VAT + £4.50 car.
Green model £95.00 + VAT + E4.50 car.

OVM Video Monitors: -
Precision engineered Video
Monitors, with a 9" screen,
accepting standard 1.4V P -P
inputs at 75 ohms or high
impedance.
Metal cased, solid state and
reliable, white or green.
The choice is yours.

6P AP

MINIEETIMISMEN
Bentley Bridge, Chesterfield Road, Matlock.
Derbyshire. Tel: 0629 2817-2430.

Trade enquiries welcome.
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IRS -80 SOFTWARE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

INSTANT SORT/SEARCH DATABASE
Everything in electronics takes a finite time, consequently nothing can be instantaneous. However a database that will

search 500 records and sort the names into alphabetical order in 11/2 seconds, that will go on to do the same thing with 1,000
names in only 21/2 seconds, is fast. If you add that ability to search 500 or 1,000 records for a specific range of names or ages
or sexes or whatever, in such a small amount of time that it is not worth timing it, then the program deserves to be described
as instantaneous. Especially as these times are attained on a standard Level II TRS-80.

These results are achieved, obviously, by some very clever machine language coding. This however is not enough. After all
GSF from Racet will sort 1,000 arrays in about 11 seconds and that is indeed a clever program. No, in order to achieve the
results required from this program it is necessary to change one's entire overview of database.

There are many databases available for the TRS-80 now. All of them have been designed to store as much data as possible,
as easily as possible. Not as an afterthought, but nor as a prime design requirement, they have also incorporated as fast a sort
as was practicable. This program was designed from the outset to achieve unbelievably fast sort and search times. Indeed we
do not recommend this database for application in which fast searching or sorting is not a prime requirement. And what are
the applications? It's a hackneyed phrase to say that they are limited only by the user's imagination, but that's about it. Let's
take an example. Suppose you are running a marriage or data bureau. An ordinary database will file all the names and
addresses away together with the necessary information as to sex, age and so on and with some you would be able to sort the
list, so that only people with similar characteristics were eventually obtained. With this database you could, for instance, file
the name, sex, age, category of hobby, category of chief interest, vital statistics and other data so that at the touch of a button
you could instantaneously display on the screen all women of a certain age with certain vital statistics, living in a certain area.
You could also display men with similar (excluding the vital statistics!) data that fall into similar categories. And all of this
almost instantaneously. Not everybody runs a marriage bureau, but other applications are not hard to think of. Estate agents
can file details of property away so that they can instantaneously obtain data on houses in a certain area or of a certain size.
Doctors can reach information as to patients with similar diseases, ages or whatever immediately. In the home, a record
library can be stored and every record by a certain composer written in a certain year can be accessed without delay. The list
of applications is endless. For any use where it is important to extract information within a certain range or it is important to
sort information, this database will find a use.

The prime commands and features of this program are as follows:
Datafile creation Sort/Search

1. Create a file. 1. Sort up or down.
2. Add a record. 2. Page forward or backward.
3. Delete a record. 3. Select a range for search.
4. Display a record. 4. Select or exclude a category.
5. Tape a file. 5. Select or exclude on initial letter.
6. Amend a record. 6. Resort records in a sort.
7. Display the file data. 7. New sort all records.
8. Load a tape. 8. Extended sort.

9. Arithmetic.
10. Display file data.
11. Load a tape.
12. Printout sorted data.

The data is displayed in columnar form and the data may be alphabetical, alphanumeric, integer or decimal. The number of
columns is from 2 to 10 and the records may contain a maximum 44 - 60 characters depending upon the number of columns
used. Columns may be of any width within the screen capacity but integer or decimal columns more than five and six
characters wide respectively will not have the option of searching within a range.

The program consists of two parts. The first is used for entering the data and the second for the sort or search. The second
part overlays the first when it is loaded so only 4K of memory is used by the entire program. The remainder of your memory
space is available for data. The amount of data that can be contained will of course depend upon the amount of memory avail-
able, but as a rough guide a 16K user will be able to manipulate at one time 250 records of 39 characters each or 514records of
17 characters each. As a further rough guide on sorting speed, the time to sort 1,000 records on fields of random strings of
random length, or of random number between 1 and 99,999, averages under 21/2 seconds.

Numeric columns either integer or decimal may be arithmetically manipulated almost instantaneously. A total may be cast
or an average taken for any numeric column up to five digits. This is so fast that when adding 1,000 numbers totalling over
50 million, only a slight hesitation can be noticed before the total is given.

In summary therefore this program is ideal for any application concerning the manipulation of information whether it be
business, personal or hobby which can be comfortably displayed as one record per line upon the screen and in respect of
which it is required that super fast searches or sorts be carried out. The program is supplied on cassette. At this time it is not
compatible with disk systems. A disk version is in the course of preparation. The cassette includes a set of data randomly
generated which can be fed into part 2 of the program to demonstrate the fantastically fast sort and search features.

Tape for 16K TRS-80 or video genie £19.50

All prices exclusive of VAT which should be added at the prevailing rate. Postage and packing including VAT 75p regardless
of the number of programs ordered.

Send large SAE (44p) for our current Catalogue of TRS-80 software. Add £1.85 for a binder.

A.J.HARDING CMOLIMERX3
MOLIMERX LTD.

28 COLLINGTON AVENUE,BEXHILL-ON-SEA. E.SUSSEX.
TEL: (0424) 220391 TELEX 86736 SOTEX G

BARCLAYCARD
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TRS-80 SOFTWARE
FROM THE PROFESSIONALS

SUPERSCRIPT
SuperScript is a series of machine language programs which will permanently customise Tandy's Scripsit to a

user's own requirements, particularly as to his printer. It also adds a number of enhancements to the original
Scripsit program. The program includes a number of features which we do not have space to list here, but the
three principal ones are that the user can now access the Disk Directory from within SuperScript, listing all files
and the number of free granules on the diskette. Files can be killed from within SuperScript so as to make extra
space to fit in a large text file. The third and perhaps the most important enhancement is to permit almost any
printer to be used with Scripsit. It includes eight driver routines for both serial and parallel printers and these
include utilities to enable the user to sculpture a customised serial or parallel driver to his own particular require-
ments. If your printer will backspace then underlining and slashed zeroes are options. Dedicated drivers in the
package are for Diablo parallel and serial, NEC5330 parallel and serial and two general purpose drivers.

Disk for minimum single drive 32K machines £19.50

DUEL-N-DROIDS
A "second generation" Android Nim. Leo Christopherson has done it again! Two androids battle it out before

your eyes with laser swords! There are two forms of play. In the first the player controls one android and the
computer the other. The player must achieve a certain rank of skill as a swordsman to enable the android to`go on
to fight a tournament. The player's android is controlled by four keys and the higher the rank that the player can
attain the better the chance that his android will beat the computer when it enters the tournament. Tournaments
are of two types. In one, the player's android is pitted against an equally ranked android controlled by the
computer. In the other the player's android fights against androids controlled by the computer of random ranking.
Android Nim by Christopherson created something of a revolution in microcomputer games and Duel-N-Droids
follows on in this same tradition. Excellent sound is provided in the program.

Tape version 16K TRS-80 or video genie £9.50, Disk version 32K one drive £12.50

BASKETBALL
Another highly graphically orientated machine language action game with sound. Each game lasts four minutes

and either two players take part or one player plays the computer. The graphics are based on a three dimensional
depiction of a basketball court on which there are two players. One is controlled by each human player if two are
playing, or when a human player plays against the computer the home player is controlled by the computer. The
appeal of the game is its realism. The court player may be controlled in one of four directions, may dribble and
shoot for the basket. The player who scores the most baskets in the four minutes of play wins the game.

Tape version 16K TRS-80 or video genie £9.50, Disk version 32K one drive £12.50

QUAD
Quad is three dimensional noughts and crosses. As its name implies, it is played on a cube of four layers each

with four ranks. Like noughts and crosses the aim of the game is to get crosses or noughts in a line either horizon-
tally, vertically or diagonally. The cube is depicted graphically on the VDU and either two players may take part or
a single player may play the computer. Four levels of difficulty are provided and a time clock is also included for
each move. A particularly important feature of the game is that the cube on which the game is played may be
rotated so that the player can see it from a different angle. A number of commands are provided including setting
up previous positions, backing up to a previous position, progressing to the next position, reversal of order of play
and switching of opponents. This is a complex game of strategy in which the player will need all of his skills.

Tape version 16K TRS-80 or video genie £9.50, Disk version 32K one drive £12.50

CODE BREAKER
Code Breaker is a, logic game with sound effects. It is not necessary to describe this program in great detail

because it is essentially a computer adaptation of the well known logic game Mastermind. The object of the game
is to determine with as few moves as possible the colours and positions of four secret code pegs. For each move
the colour and position of four pegs is chosen and the response of the computer is with a black, white or pink peg
in respect of each position of the player's peg. These three colours have different meanings and from their
positioning it is possible to logically deduce the position of the hidden pegs. The program features sound effects
and a graphic layout of the code pegs.

Tape for 16K TRS-80 or video genie £6.50

All prices exclusive of VAT which should be added at the prevailing rate. Postage and packing including VAT 75p
regardless of the number of programs ordered.

Send large SAE (44p) for our current Catalogue of TRS-80 software. Add £1.85 for a binder.

A.J.HARDING CMOLIMERX]
MOLIMERX LTD.

28 COLLINGTON AVENUE.BEXHILL-ON-SEA. E.SUSSEX.
TEL: (0424) 220391 TELEX 86736 SOTEX G

SANG AWARD
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PET' MACHINE LANGUAGE GUIDE

Contents include sections on:
 Input and output routines.
Fixed point, floating point,

and Ascii number conversion.
Clocks and timers.
Built-in arithmetic functions.
ProgrammIng hints and sugges-

tions.
Many sample programs.

If you are interested in or are already into machine language
programming on the PET, then this invaluable guide is for
you. More than 30 of the PET's built-in routines are fully
detailed so that the reader can immediately put them to good

use.

Available for $7.95 + $2.00 postage and handling. Payment is
in U.S. dollars or charged to your Barclaycard or Eurocard -
include card number and expiration date. Quantity discounts
are available.

11111111111

ABACUS SOFTWARE
P. 0. Box 7211
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510

IBM SELECTRIC GOLFBALL PRINTERS
AND INPUT, OUTPUT 735

TYPEWRITERS

PRINTERS FROM £195.00
735 TYPEWRITERS FROM £245.00
WIRING AND COMMISION
TO SUIT ACULAB INTERFACE £48.00
ACULAB INTERFACES EX STOCK £155.00

ALSO AVAILABLE
IBM 71, 72, 82 typewriters.
Full workshop facilities for rebuilds and servicing.
Keyboard ASCID-ASCII, 10-12 pitch, language
conversions undertaken.
11", 13", 15" platen lengths, split platens pin
feed platens. Operational keylever repeats fitted
on request.
Full IBM range of 10-12* pitch heads including
language, symbol and metric.
Language keybuttons blue or grey

WE BUY SELL OR EXCHANGE ALL IBM
SELECTRIC TYPEWRITER MODELS

For further details phone Stuart Kirby or
Louis Baker Prices excl VAT @ 15% carriage &

packing, callers by appt only please

117:1111M
Saul Lodge, Saul, Gloucester GL2 7JE

Tel: 0452 740 612

U
PET & APPLE II USERS

TINY PASCAL
Plus -

GRAPHICS

The TINY Pascal System turns your APPLE II micro into a 16 -bit P -machine. You
too can learn the language that is slated to become the successor to BASIC. TINY
Pascal offers the following:

LINE EDITOR to create, modify and maintain source
 COMPILER to produce P -code, the assembly langsuage of the P -machine
 INTERPRETER to execute the compiled P -code (has TRACE)

Structured programmed constructs: CASE -OF -ELSE, WHILE -DO, IF -THEN -
ELSE, REPEAT -UNTIL, FOR-TOIDOWNTO-DO, BEGIN -END, MEM, CONST,
VAR ARRAY

Our new TINY Pascal PLUS. provides graphics and other builtin functions:
GRAPHICS. PLOT, POINT, TEXT. INKEY. ABS AND SOR. The PET version sup-
ports double density plotting on 40 column screen giving 80 x 50 plot positions.
The APPLE II version supports LORES and for ROM APPLESOFT owners the
HIRES graphics plus other features with. COLOR, HGRAPHICS, HCOLOR,
HPLOT, PDL and TONE. For those who do not require graphics capabilities, you
may still order our original Tiny Pascal package.
PET BASIC 4.0 version available February 1981

TINY Pascal Plus -i- GRAPHICS VERSION -includes manual
PET 32K NEW Roms cassette $65
PET 32K NEW Roms diskette $60
APPLE II wIROM Applesoft only wIDOS $60

TINY Pascal NON -GRAPHICS VERSIONS -Includes manual
PET 16KI32K NEW Roms cassette $50
PET 16KI32K NEW Roms diskette $45
APPLE II wIROM Applesoft 32K w/DOS $45
APPLE II wIRAM Applesoft 48K w/DOS $45

USER's Manual (refundable with software order) $12
6502 Assembly Listing of INTERPRETER -graphics $30
non -graphics $25

Incrudes Artma
Eurocard Access

Poslage to Eupe Orders
Barclaycard eiro c

may be orepard of by Lanircard onyrude card number and exprrafron dale,

BM= ABACUS SOFTWARE

MTH% P. 0. Box 7211
Grand Rapids, Michigan 49510 USA.

REAL SUPPORT
HELP WHEN AND WHERE YOU NEED IT!

1117 -
FULL BUSINESS SYSTEMS

MMH WITH SOFTWARE NOW AVAIL-
ABLE

-1211SHARPPC A SYSTEM IN YOUR POCKET.0-,,,, COME AND SEE THE PRINTER

PC -3200 THE ULTIMATE SMALL
BUSINESS SYSTEM HERE NOW(

Word Processing,
Top quality -Low cost

Data Processing
Hard Discs - Multi User NOrthSMAr

iv*

nm NASCOM, the greatest drama
since CROSSROADS. Phone
NOW for NEWS and PRICES.

BOOKS - large range in stock S.A.E. for list
PRINTERS - MEDIA - CUSTOM & PACKAGE

SOFTWARE. If you have a PROBLEM, try us FIRST!

Phone CHRIS ROBINSON on IPSWICH (0473) 50152
for help or to make an appointment.

81 I C IL itYlifLire
15 LOWER BROOK ST. IPSWICH. SUFFOLK.
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Microcomputers on
a g-t  budget

Businessmen and professional people alike can rid
themselves of day-to-day problems and increased
workload with a microcomputer.

 Accountants
Estate Agents
Retailers
Insurance Brokers

 Doctors
Dentists
Solicitors
Architects

 Engineers
 Chemists
 Farmers
 Bankers
 Teachers

to name but a few

Just a few tasks a microcomputer could be
organising for your company, division or

department: -

0 proleshionel
computer 3032 Sereem

11,1111111.1

Sales Ledger
Purchase Ledger
Nominal Ledger

Sales Forecasting
Stock Control

Job Costing
Estimating

Payroll
Word Processing

(automatic compilation,
editing and production of

repetitive letters and
documents).

SYSTEM A

m
Basic

cluding s
computcreen

&

er

keyboard

PET

£399

APPLE II

£775

SHARP

£450

SUPERBRAIN RAIR

SYSTEM B
As 'A', plus floppy disk
drive(s) and matrix
printer for small
business user.

£1700 £1655 £1750 £2200 £2480

SYSTEM C
As 'B', but quality printer
for word processing as
well.

£2700 £2050 £2250 £2600 £2850

SYSTEM D
As C', plus hard disk for
up to 10,000,000 bytes on
line

£5550 _ £5350

'Pnces exclude VAT

Johnson
microcomputers

0141111%

111111111111Iiim1111

151  slow
A member of the T. V. Johnson Group

Johnson House, 75-79 Park Street,
Camberley Surrey. Telephone 0276 20446

48 Gloucester Road, Bristol. Telephone 0272 422061
148 Cowley Road, Oxford. Telephone 0865 721461
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Stack -Apple announce their

APPLE -SHOP
 fast delivery  one year warranty  full technical support

If you have any queries on
these or any other Apple
product call 051-933 5511

Paul Fullwood, Carl Phillips or
Fiona McKendrick

At last! A source where you can get any Apple -orientated product quickly,
at a fair price and, most importantly, with the service and support that

have made STACK -APPLE Britains' number one Apple supplier!
MICROSOFT Z-80 SOFTCARD

Microsofts innovative peripheral card
turns Apple into one of the most flexible
CP/M based systems you can buy. The

Softcard actually contains a Z-80
processor and lets you switch between the

Apples' 6502 and Z-80 with simple
commands, so you can use software

written for either processor.
The Softcard gives you the two software
standards-CP/M 2.2 and Microsoft 5.0

Basic with PRINT... USING, 16 Digit
precision, CALL, CHAIN, COMMON,
powerful file handling. Applesofts'

graphics extensions are also supported.
Softcard allows you to run almost any
CP/M based language or applications

package.

Nett VAT Total
£170.00 £25.50 £195.50

M & R ENTERPRISES
SUP -R -TERMINAL

This is the best of the 80 col. boards. 80 x
24 Upper lower case, user defined

character sets in RAM. The Z-80 softcard
and super -r -terminal work perfectly
together. If you are planning to use

existing CP/M packages written for an 80
column terminal they should be

compatible with this combination. The
softcard BIOS allow you to emulate any

common VDU or terminal using the Apple
keyboard and Super'R'Terminal.

Nett VAT Total
£245.00 £36.75 £281.75

SPECIAL

Z-80 Softcard and Super'R'Terminal
Combo.

Nett VAT Total
£370.00 55.50 £425.50

ANADEX GRAPHICS CARD

Our own printer card designed specifically
for the Anadex DP9500/1 and new

DP9000/1 printers. The card behaves as a
normal Apple centronics interface but also

includes powerful graphics dump
software on the ROM permitting dot -for -
dot reproduction of a hi-res image on the
printer with almost any imaginable format

- either hi-res, page, normal or inverse,
expanded in X or Y directions with varying
scale factors, left, right or centre justified

across page.

Nett VAT Total
1.40.00 £21.00 £161.00

CCS ASYNCHRONOUS SERIAL

This is the serial card that goes where
Apples' fears to tread! SWITCH -

SELECTABLE board rates from 50 to 19.2K
baud. On -board crystal, supports

hardware handshaking with RTS, CTS,
DTE, DTR. Recommended for use with

Apple Pascal, softcard, daisy -wheel
printers, modem control etc.

Nett VAT Total
£113.00 £16.95 £129.95

MOUNTAIN HARDWARE

Clock Calendar
Nett VAT Total
£168.00 £25.20 £193.20

Music System
Nett VAT Total
£312.00 £46.80 £358.80

Rom Writer
Nett VAT Total
£106.05 £15.91 £121.96

Rom Plus
Nett VAT Total
£128.89 £19.33 £148.22

Copy Rom Superb disk copy utility on
ROM for ROM -PLUS

Nett VAT Total
£30.00 £4.50 £34.50

VERSAWRITER

Versawriter is a highly versatile graphics
tablet of robust construction that is a
tremendous aid in using Apples' high

resolution graphics.
Cursor movement with simultaneous

display of X Y co-ordinates and
independent control of drawing size and
scale. User defined shapes can be created,
stored, positioned, rotated, even coloured
(Up to 106 colours are available!). Apple

with versawriter and printer can form
quite an effective computer Aided Design

at a fraction of the cost of conventional
systems.

Nett VAT Total
£117.00 £17.55 £134.55

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER
SYSTEMS

Centronics Card (new)
Nett VAT Total
£95.00 £14.25 £109.25

IEEE -488 GPIB (Revised firmware)
£212.00 £31.08 £243.80

Synchronous Serial RS232
£113.00 £16.95 £129.95

Asynchronous Serial
£113.00 £16.95 £129.95

Clock Calendar (new)
£99.00 £14.85 £113.85

Programmable Timer
£84.00 £12.60 £96.60

PIA (uses 6821 16 I/O lines)
£84.00 £12.60 £96.60

APPLE COMPUTER CARDS

High Speed Serial 12K PROM/ROM/RAM card
Nett VAT Total £75.00 £11.25 £86.25
£113.00 £16.95 £129.95 Arithmetic processor

Communications £240.00 £36.00 £276.00
Nett VAT Total 33/4 digit BCD A/D unit
£130.00 £19.50 £149.50 £120.00 £18.00 £138.00

Centronics Parallel
Nett VAT Total
£130.00 £19.50

Parallel Printer
£149.50 Please send me:

Nett VAT Total
£113.00 £16.95 £129.95

Nett
Pascal Language Systems

VAT Total 1

£299.00 £44.85 £343.85

Nett
Apple Fortran

VAT Total Cheque/P.O. enclosed for: £

£120.00 £18.00 £138.00

Nett
DOS 3.3

VAT Total Name

£39.00 £5.85
Eurocolour

£44.85 Address

Nett VAT Total
£113.00 £15.95 £129.95 I

Proto-Typing Card
Nett VAT Total
£15.00 £2.25 £17.25

STACK -APPLE
No 1 for

Apple Products

Prices include delivery.

Offical orders welcome.

STACK -APPLE 290-298 Derby Road,
Bootle, Liverpool 20.
Telephone: 051-933 5511.
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CALL IN AND BUY
A BETTER BUSINESS

AT

mama CREAM
ONE OF THE UK'S TOP BUSINESS SYSTEM DEALERS FOR BOTH
THE
COMMODORE PET RANGE.

PROFESSIONAL DEMONSTRATIONS AND ADVICE.

WIDE RANGE OF RELIABLE & POWERFUL HARDWARE TO
CHOOSE FROM.

COMPREHENSIVE CHOICE OF FLEXIBLE SOLID SOFTWARE
FOR MOST BUSINESS APPLICATIONS, i.e. WORD PROCESSING,
PAYROLL STOCK CONTROL, RECORD KEEPING, INVOICING,
AND FULL ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES.

OUR OWN EXPERIENCED SOFTWARE HOUSE TO HANDLE
PROMPTLY & PROFESSIONALLY ANY BESPOKE
SOFTWARE OR TAILORING NEEDS TO
PROGRAMS.

FAST DELIVERY (MOST ITEMS ARE EX -STOCK)

FULL ENGINEERING SUPPORT.

FULL STOCK OF BOOKS, DISCS, TAPES, &
OTHER ACCESSORIES FORTHE COMPUTER USER.

BUY FROM CREAM - IT MAKES GOOD BUSINESS SENSE.

CALL US TO DISCUSS YOUR PARTICULAR APPLICATION
POWERFUL APPLE II COMPUTER AND THE FULL

CREAM COMPUTER SHOP
380 STATION ROAD, HARROW, MIDDLESEX HAI 2DE. Tel. 01-863 0833

OPEN TUESDAY - SATURDAY 10AM - 6PM.
(3 MINS FROM HARROW -ON -THE -HILL TUBE STN

ACCESS AND BARCLAY CARD WELCOMED.
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MIDAS 1 : From £750
MIDAS 2 : From £1580
MIDAS 3 From £2150
MIDAS 4 : From £5900

SIRTON COMPUTERS
76 Godstone Road, Kenley (Nr Croydon)

Surrey CR2 5AA
Tel: 01-668 0761/2

MIDAS S100 SYSTEMS

ITHACA-DPS 1 : From £1075

 Our versatile Z80 Microcomputers are available as standard units or custom configured to your exact
specification from a comprehensive range of stocked S100 boards.

 Disc storage capacity of the MIDAS 3 can be 2M Bytes, expandable to over 20M Bytes
Winchester Hard Disc Unit in our MIDAS 4 range.

 MIDAS runs CP/M and MP/M is also available. Other Software includes M -BASIC, C -BASIC,
FORTRAN, COBOL, CIS -COBOL, PASCAL and Word Processing.

 A MIDAS 3, with 64K RAM and 2M Bytes storage on two 8" drives with two Serial I/O Ports and
CP/M 2 only £2835
Multi -User System (four users) - MIDAS 3 with four 48K blocks of RAM, 1 MByte disc storage on two
8" drives and four Serial I/O Ports, and CP/M 2 + MP/M - £3850.

 Printers, VDUs and other peripherals stocked to give complete package systems at keen prices.
 Business Packages include Accounts, Stock Control, Purchase Ledger etc etc.

Boards stocked from Ithaca, Godbout, SSM, S D Systems, Vector, Micromation Mullen, Mountain Hardware, Hi -Tech,
Video Vector, Pickles & Trout, Central Data, Cromemco, Thinker Toys - Send for full Price List (many available in

kit form).

PROCESSOR RAM
Z80 Starter Kit £188 Dynamic RAM 16K - 64K from £205

SBC100 £208 Static RAM 8K - 64K from £95

SBC200 £237 Memory Manager £52

Z80 CPU's4 MHz from £130

EPROM
2708 EPROM (16K)
2708/2716 Programmers from

VIDEO
16 lines, 32/64 ch
24 Lines, 84 ch

DISC CONTROLLERS
Versafloppy S/D
Doubler D/D

SOFTWARE

£60
£134

from £104
from £265

£198
£280

with a

I/O
2S/4P prow 4K RAM/4K ROM £169
2S/2P or 2S/4P or
3P/1S or 4S/2P from £135
Analogue 8 or 12 bit from £287
Optically isolated I/O £114
IEEE 488 Interface £350

MISCELLANEOUS
Real Time Clock
High Dens Graph/8K RAM
Hi -Tech Colour
Motherboards - various from
Extender Board/logic probe
Maths Board AMD 9511

£180
£333
£295

£34
£39

£330

CP/M 1 & 2, MP/M, PL/1, C -BASIC 2, M -BASIC V5, XYBASIC, FORTRAN 80, COBOL 80, CIS-COBAL, PASCAL/Z,
PASCAL (UCSD), PASCAL M/T, Forth, MAC, ZSID, Disassembler, Wordstar, Datastar, Magic Wand,
Wordmaster, Supersort etc etc.

MAINFRAMES
We are the sole UK Distributor for Integrand Mainframes and Disc Enclosures, available in nine models including Desk
Top and Rack Mounting, with or without provision for Disc Drives. All units totally enclosed, painted on all external
surfaces and complete with power supply etc. WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT
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Ahriarc

Vector
Graphic
The complete partnership

in Microcomputing

Almarc

System VIP
* Vector 3 terminal with 6 -slot 5100

bus.
* Fast (4 MHz) CPU using the powerful

Z80.
* 56K of user RAM.
* Serial RS232 port (110-9600 baud

selectable), 3 8 -bit parallel ports.

* 80 x 24 display using 8 x 10 matrix.
* Full QWERTY keyboard plus

separate numeric keypad and
capacitance keys.

* UNISTOR disc drive giving 315K
bytes of storage.

PLUS CP/M 2, Microsoft BASIC 80,
SCOPE (text editor) and RAID
(simulator debugger).

System B
* Vector mindless terminal.
* Z80 CPU with fast 4 MHz clock.
* 64K bank -selectable RAM (56K user

RAM).
* 4 serial ports (all switch -selectable

110-9600 baud), 5 parallel ports.
* Flashwriter II video board (80 x 24).

* Interrupt handling on I/O board.
* Twin disc drives - 630K capacity.
* CP/M 2.2 operating system.
PLUS
Microsoft BASIC 80, SCOPE (screen -
oriented program editor), RAID (full
screen dynamic tnulating debugger),
ZSM Z80 Assembler.

System 2800
* Vector 3 console chassis with 12 inch

CRT and capacitance keyboard.
* Z80 based single board computer

with serial port, 3 8 -bit parallel ports,
3 PROM slots and I K RAM.

* 64K dynamic memory board and disc
controller.

* Flashwriter II video board (80 x 24).
* 6 slot 5100 motherboard
* Switch -selectable asynchronous baud

rates (110-9600 bits/sec).
* IBM-compatible DUALSTOR twin

8 inch double density disc drives,
giving 2M bytes capacity.

At ALMARC Data
Systems, you can be sure of
our experience of hundreds
of Vector Graphic systems
installed throughout the U.K.
- all with 12 -month
warranty and the back-up of
full service facilities carried
out by experienced staff.

ALMARC are the
specialists in Vector Graphic
equipment with applications
in word processing, business

systems, laboratories,
research, schools, colleges,
universities and industry. Plus
an ever-growing list of
compatible software -
Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, APL,
Algol, BasicCompilerandothers.

We will be pleased to
demonstrate how ALMARC
+ VECTOR GRAPHIC

Systems equals The
Complete Partnership in
microcomputing.

DATA SYSTEMS 906 Woodborough Road, Nottingham NG5 5QS.Telephone: (0602) 625035.
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LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
NEW! - IMPROVED!

RP1600
NEW LOW PRICE £1095

Additional Facilities -

60 CHARACTERS PER SECOND
THE FASTEST DAISY WHEEL PRINTER.
FAST, heavy duty commercial DAISY WHEEL
printer, with high quality printout, coupled
with low noise necessary for office environment.
124 char: upper/lower case. * 10/12 chars per
inch giving 126 or 163 columns. * 15 inch wide
friction platen. * BOLDING, underline, and
host of other features. * Centronics type
parallel interface as standard options: serial
interface £60.  PET interface £65. * APP LE
interface £75.

NEW MAXI ANADEX WITH
GRAPHICS £895

Takes up
to 13.5 inch wide
paper Upper/lower case with --

decenders  £ sign 132 or
175 chrs/line with double width
printing' Fast 150 CPS bi-
directional logic seeking printing
 Heavy duty print head giving
650 million chrs print life '
serial, Parallel and Current Loop
interfaces built in  Host of other
features found on printers costing
twice as much.
Also Available
DP8000 £425 (Not Illus)
DP 9501 £995 (Same as 9500 Illus)

Made by Ricoh in Japan
Dealer enquiries invited

* Built in proportional spacing
* Look -ahead logic
 On-off switch

NEW Revolutionary! Epson
MX80F/T E425 the PRINTER

with FRICTION &
ADJUSTABLE

Removeable TRACTOR FEED

ULTRA QUIET.QUIET. HIGH quality PRINT.
LOWER CASE DECENDERS BI
DIRECTIONAL, LOGIC SEEKING PRINT
HEAD 80, 66, 132 Columns per line UNIQUE
BOLDING BUILT IN FEATURE 64 Graphic
Characters ITRS SO & Prestell 9 it 9 PRINT
MATRIX. E Sign Forms Handling, Top col Form
Horizontal and Vertical Tabs. Centronics
parallel interlace standard. Optional extra
Serial PET & APPLE interfaces. Easily
replaceable head.
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED

737

TRS 80 Model 18111

r SUPERBRAIN
APPLE

1-- PET

/*"" HORIZON Etc
TRACTOR FEED OIE £175
SHEET FEEDER
OPTIONAL EXTRA £550.

£425

80 CPS + double spacing and
mono spacing 10 and 16.7 CPI "
nx9 proportional spacing, 3 way
paper handling " 96 character set

Expanded print " Right margin
justification * Underlining "
Bidirectional * £ sign
contronics parallel and serial
interfaces standard optional
extras: PET & Apple interfaces.

OKI MICROLINE 80/132. THE QUIET
PRINTER YOU CAN LIVE WITH

NOW
WITH £ SIGN

The quitiest Dot Matrix available.
40, 80 or 132 cols per line 
excellent print quality * 3 way
paper handling: letterheads,
fanfold, or paper rolls * graphics
 ideal for software written for
large 132 col printers continuous
rating printing day in and day out
* centronics parallel standard.
Options: Rs -232, PET, Apple.
NEW LOW PRICE £350

DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.

TRS-80
MODEL II

State of the art second generation computer.
Over 10,000 already sold in USA, 8 slot
bus ensures expansion of hard discs & other
peripherals., 76 Key professional keyboard,
self test on power up, TRSDOS & Level
II I basic standard. CP/M available as option.
making a wide range of accounting,
educational, scientific & word processing
packages instantly usable.
Nationwide service through 180 Tandy
stores & computer centres.
NOW WITH CP/M 2.24 £1999

CPM SOFTWARE
Word Star
Word star mail merge
Magic Wand
Data Star
T/Maker
Report Writer (VisiCalc)
Accounts Packages
Payroll

250.00
315.00
250.00
195.00
175.00
90.00

from 295.00
from 295.00

Various other packages available
for details.

SOFTWARE FOR TRS-80
Electric Pencil (disc)
Electric Pencil (cassette)
Scripsit (disc)

- ask

60.00
35.00
75.00

NEW SUPER BRAIN
DUAL DENSITY £1595
QUAD DENSITY £1995
Now with CP/M 2.2 & increased disc storage.
Twin Z80 -A 4MHZ * 2 disc drives, dual
density 320 K quad density 700 K storage
* 64K Ram High resolution 12 inch CRT.
80 x 24 lines upper/lower case * 2 RS -232
printer ports * CPM 2.2 operating system
*M basic, COBOL, FORTRAN, Pascal, Word
processing & accounts packages available
DEALER ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Scripsit (cassette)
Mail Merge for Pencil/Scripsit
VAT Aid Programme

60.00
45.00
45.00

MISCELLANEOUS
Floppy discs (Box of 101 including library
case. Xcel Silver 5" single sided double
density For Pet, Apple, TRS-8U &
Superbrain 25.00
Xcel Gold 5" double sided double density

For Superbrain
Memorex 8" Single Sided
double density
Qume Daisy Wheels
Ricoh RP 1600
Paper, Ribbons, etc.

30.00

35.00
5.00

15.00
POA

NEW TRS-80 MODEL 1 48K
SYSTEM WITH DUAL DISC

DRIVES

k

NEW LOW PRICE £1175
WITH DESK AND EPSON

PRINTER £1475

New greenscreen VDU, with rock steady
display. Redesigned 32K expansion intrface
with trouble free disc operation, two
40 track teac disc drives, complete with
cables.
Tridata sales, purchase, invoicing, payroll
packages available.

LOW COST WORD PROCESSOR I
Based on TRS-80 level 2 16K cassette
recorder, electric pencil software, upper/
lower case mod, printer interface and
OKI Dot Matrix printer. Complete ready
to go £895 free mailing list program.
WORD PROCESSOR II
Same as above but with 48K, 2 disc drives
and ricoh daisy wheel printer £2275
WORD PROCESSOR III
Based on Superbrain computer shown above.
With Ricoh printer & "Magic Wand" the
ultimate in word processing. Letters auto-
matically formatted with addresses fetched
from separate file. Complete system £2950.
Invoicing, stockcontrol, sales ledger,
purchase ledger, payroll available for above
computers from £250 per package.

43 GRAFTON WAY, LONDON W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples )

Tel: 388 6991/2 OPENING HOURS: 11-7 MON-FRI 12-4 SAT
24 hour answer phone: 01-388 5721
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DATABANK
BUSINESS - PACK

WORD PROCESSOR
 PAYROLL
 BANK ACCOUNT
 STOCK CONTROL

 MAILER/LETTER
 CASH REGISTER
 SALESMAN
 LIBRARY INDEX

COMPLETE PACK( inc. DISKS, DOCUMENTATION & POSTAGE).

APPLE II / ITT 2020 ONLY £99

SPECIAL -PACK
* SUPER STOCK CONTROL
STOCK UPDATE - VALUATION - INDEXES

* FILING CABINET
* DOUBLE ENTRY LEDGER

* YEAR PLANNER
COMPLETE PACK I Inc. DISK, DOCUMENTATION & POSTAGE):

APPLE II / ITT 2020 ,disk)

* ONLY £95
* INCREDIBLE PRICES! ORDER *

NOW.OR MORE DETAILS FROM: -

DATABANK Is

66, Queens Road, Loughborough, Leic.
Tel. 0509 217671

GAMES -PACK
 Snooker
 Crossword
 Noughts & crosses
 Space dogfight
 Startrek
 Phaser
 Jet flight
 Spaceship
 K I ngon
£20 (inc. disk & postage

APPLE II ITT

ORDER
TODAY
SCI -PACK

 STATISTICS
 GRAPH PLOT 20
 ASTRONOMY
APPLE II & ITT2020

Price includes: DISK & POST

SAVE MONEY
WITH

DATABANK
Cheque with

order for our
`by -return' mail Name

service. Address

U)

0
cr
LL

0

O

Your computer? MORE DETAILS L,

Apple II El ITT202o0 [disc I

First in line.
If you're looking for an above average line

printer at a lower than average price then the WH14
from Zenith Data Systems is your first choice.

Microprocessor controlled, this compact table-
top unit can be used with most computers through a
standard serial interface. It provides hard -copy output
of your programmes as you execute them, plus handy
copies of address lines, lists and other programming
data for educational or business applications.

Features include:
 5 x 7 Dot matrix printing
 Clear easy -to -read images
 Upper and lower case characters
 Operator/software selectable line width:

132, 96 and 80 characters per line.
 Sprocket paper feed with adjustable spacing
 Stepper motor feeds allows 6 or 8 lines per

inch vertical.
 Form feed operator/computer control
 Microprocessor based electronics
And at E49, exclusive of VAT and delivery

charges, the WH14 puts economy first in line too.
Generous OEM

discounts are available. Zenith
data

riEAT) s tems
For full details of the WH14, complete this coupon and

return it to:
Zenith Data Systems Division, Heath Electronics (UK) Ltd.,

Dept. ( PCW 3/8, ), Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.

Name

Company

Address

WH14Postcode
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4** COMPLETE COMPUTER SYSTEMS 4113

BUY FROM CCS Microsales

SOFTWARE FOR APPLE/ PET
NOW you can WRITE PROGRAMS FAST for the
Apple II/PET. Using our modular data handling
approach, many tasks are reduced to your calculations
- plus simple calls to our routines to handle all the
disk input/output - screen editing and input of data -
report production.
At a cost of £40 for the main 4 modules (Define
DESCRIPTION - READ file DESCRIPTION -
FETCH - STORE) its going to pay for itself very
quickly. Also available are: AMEND - MOVE - MOVE
COMPUTED - PRINTER (PRINTER requires MOVE
and MOVE COMPUTED).
ALL 8 MODULES for £64 - with more modules to
follow.

COMMODORE
WHY PAY MORE? SAVE £200

3032 PET - 3040 Disc - 3022 Tractor Printer -c2N
Cassette - 2 Cables - Pet Revealed. Our price £1722
(ex. VAT). Save £50 on most units.
Full range of Commodore programs available plus
programming and extended maintenance.

APPLE
 The Apple is great in a business environment, with

our commercial systems software.
 An Apple based Word Processing System is available
for only £1990, including software.
File management/database systems available.

 For the technically minded there are CCS boards,
including Arithmetic Processor, ROM, IEEE
interface, Synchronous and Asynchronous Serial
Interface, and an A -D converter.

 18 months guarantee included

HIRE FROM CCS Microhire
 The leading microcomputer hire company.
 Available are: Apple, PET, Exidy Socerer, Seed

System One/ MSI 6800, NASCOM/MICROS, and
the Tandy TRS 80.

 Peripherals also available, and software!
New monthly rates - £79 to £99 per month (8K to
48K).

CCS Microsales
,end

CCS Microhire

WE HAVE RELOCATED! Visit or contact us at our new showroom

7 The Arcade
Letchworth
Herts

Tel No. (04626)-73301
Telex 261507 (Ref 3244)
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INVASION ORION
an Automated Simulations Game

Welcome aboard the STARFLEET. INVASION ORION is more
than a unique space battle game designed to challenge your
tactical skill and imagination; it is in fact, a multitude of games
that should provide you with years of enjoyment. In addition to
the Space Battle program itself, the cassette supplied with the
game also includes a separate programme that allows you to set
up any of the 12 scenarios using 2 to 15 spacecraft described in
the manual or to create entirely new ones based on your
favourite science -fiction novels, films or your own vision of the
history of the future.

£13.95 LII 16k Cassette
(INC. VAT, P.b-P.)

Starfleet Orion £12.95
Same system as 'Invasion' but for 2 players, includes Battle

Manual and Ship Control Sheets.

Rescue at Rigel £10.95
Is a graphic, real-time quest. As Sudden Smith with Force

Shield and Blaster you make your way through several levels
and scores of rooms to find and beam to safety the prisoners.

ALGRAY
ALGRAY House, 33 Bradbury Street, Barnsley.
South Yorkshire Tel: Barnsley (0226) 83199

AIL
rah bone

4883 8
8

Itg8L8
**************************

The
Intelligent
terminal.
The Z19 'intelligent' Video Terminal, from Zenith

Data Systems, is ideal for a wide variety of high-speed
data handling tasks.

Compatible for use with E1A RS -232 or 20mA
current loop, it has all the capabilities and features you'd
expect from a top -of -the -line peripheral.

 Z80 Microprocessor based electronics
 Special deflection system for sharp resolution
 Full editing functions, plus user -definable keys
 Reverse video by character
 24 lines of 80 characters plus 25th user status line
 5 x 7 Dot matrix (upper case)

5 x 9 Dot matrix (lower case)
 128 characters (95 ASCII and 33 Graphic)
 ANSII and DEC VT 52 compatible
And there's one feature of the Z19 you wouldn't

expect. The price. Just £548 exclusive of VAT and
delivery charges.

Generous OEM
discounts are available.

HEATH
1."7if

data
Zenith
systems

For full details about the Z19, complete this coupon and
return it to:

Zenith Data Systems Division, Heath Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Dept. ( PCW 3/81 ), Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.

Name

Company_
Address

Z19
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Old tricks for new Pets...
LUMMANO-0 is a FOUR KILOBYTE Rom for the 4000/8000 Basic 4 Pets
with all the 'Toolkit' commands RENUMBER (improved), AUTO, DUMP,
DELETE, FIND (improved), HELP, TRACE (improved g includes STEP).
and OFF - plus PRINT USING - plus four extra disk commands
INITIALIZE, MERGE, EXECUTE, and SEND - plus extra editing
commands SCROLL, MOVE, OUT, BEEP, and KILL - plus SET
user -definable soft key, 190 characters - plus program scroll up
and down - plus 8032 control characters on key. Ask for Model
CO -BON for the 8032 or CO -40N for the 4016/4032. F50.00 plus Vat

New tricks for old Pets...
DISK -O -PRO is a FOUR KILOBYTE Rom that upgrades 2000/3000 Pets.
but lets you keep all your old software - including Toolkit. As

well as REPEAT KEYS and PRINT USING, you get all the Basic 4

disk commands CONCAT, DOPEN, DCLOSE, RECORD, HEADER, COLLECT,
BACKUP, COPY, APPEND, DSAVE, OLOAD, CATALOG, RENAME, SCRATCH and
DIRECTORY - plus extra disk commands INITIALIZE, MERGE, EXECUTE
and SEND - plus extra editing commands SCROLL, MOVE, OUT, BEEP
and KILL - plus SET user definable soft -key, 80 characters -

plus program scroll -up and scroll -down. We recommend the 4040
disk or upgraded 3040 for full benefit of disk commands. Ask for
Model OOP -16N for new Pets 2001-3032, and 2001-8 with retrofit
Roms 6 TK160P Toolkit. F50.00 plus Vat, other models available.

PRONTO -PET herd/soft reset switch for the 3000/4000 Pets. We
don't think you'll 'crash' your Pet using our software, but if

you do the Pronto -Pet will get you outl Also clears the Pet for
the next job, without that nasty off/on power surge. £9.99  Vat

and no tricks missed!
KRAM Keyed Random Access Method. Kid your Pet it's an IBMI VSAM
disk handling for 3032/4032/8032 Pets with 3040/4040/8050 disks
means you retrieve your data FAST, by NAME - no tracks, sectors
or blocks to worry about. Over 2,500 users worldwide have joined
the 'Klub') Now you can too, at the 1981 price, £75.00 plus Vat.

SPACEMAKER All our Rom products are compatible with each other,
but should you want, say, Wordpro with Kram, or Oisk-o-pro with
Visicalc, then SPACEMAKER will allow both Rome to address one
Rom socket, with just the flip of a switch, for F22.50 plus Vat.

We are sole UX distributors for all these fine products. If your
CBN dealer is out of stock, they are available by mail from us,
by cheque/Access/Barclaycard (UK post paid) or send for details.

Falco Software
Lakeside House Kingston Hill Surrey ATMIT Tel 01-546-7256

Two more products
from Mutek

BASIC 1 & 3
Two replacement PROMs for all OSI and UK101 BASIC -in -ROM systems:

BASIC 1 removes the input 'mask' to allow direct entry of graphics
from either keyboard or cassette

BASIC 3 contains the patch for the string -handling 'garbage collector' bug,
as published by the OSI/UK User Group

f15.00'
for the pair, including notes and installation instructions

Serial to parallel
converter
300-9600 baud RS232 serial input

Centronics -compatible parallel output

f40.00'
including case, cables and documentation

Mutek Quarry Hill, Box, Wilts. Tel: Bath (0225) 743289

Digital Design and Development
18/19 Warren Street  London W1P 5DB Tel: 01 387 7388

CBM PET SHARP MZ-80K
Specialist Suppliers of
Complete Systems for
Industrial and Laboratory
Monitoring and Control.

Please note our new address.
Callers welcomed for demonstration
and/or discussion.

SHARP MZ-80K INTERFACES
 Parallel Printer Interface
 Serial Printer Interface
 Bi-Directional Serial Interface
 16 -Channel A/D Convertor Unit
 Fast Data Acquisition System -

40,000 readings/sec. 4 analog channels
IN and 4 channels OUT.

PET INTERFACES
IEEE -488 Compatible Units
 16 Channel 8 -Bit A/D Convertor
 8 Channel 8 -Bit D/A Convertor
 8 Channel 12 -Bit A/D Convertor
 12 -Bit D/A Convertor
 X -Y Analog Plotter Interface
 Digital Data Input Unit, 64 Bits
 Digital Data Output Unit, 64 Bits
 16 Channel Relay Unit
Also....
 USER Port Convertor A/D plus D/A
 Fast Data Acquisition System

40,000 readings per sec. 4 A/D + 4 D/A

£110
£150
£210
£280

P.O.A.

£300
£350
£600
P.O.A.
£200
£400
£350
£350

£200

P.O.A.

All units boxed complete with IEEE -488 address internally
selectable, with integral power supply, cables, switch, fuse,
indicators and illustrative BASIC software.

TERMS: All prices EX -VAT. P&P extra.
Cheques should be made payable to
3D Digital Design & Development.
All goods supplied under 90 days warranty.
CUSTOM DESIGN UNDERTAKEN
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TOMORROW TODAY
at

irmingham Computer Centr

Commodore official distributors

New
low
rice

3016, 3032, 3008 PETs
The reliable value for money system
with after sales support, instruction

and training facilities and a wide
range of programmes.

48K
Disk

drive with
controller

£1,044
+ VAT

Apple authorised distributors
The sophisticated quality system with
a reputation for advanced design and

innovation.
SHARP
Z8OK

The incredible computer system.
Now available ex -stock including the

new dual drive duble sided
floppy disk.

THE ULTIMATE IN DAISYWHEEL PRINTERS
RICOH RP 1600

THE BEST WORD PROCESSOR
PRINTER AVAILABLE

DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Camden Electronics, First Floor,
462 Coventry Road, Small Heath,

Birmingham B10 OUG.
Telephone 021 773 8240

Open Mon. -Sat. 9.30-6.00 p.m.
A MEMBER OF THE COMPUTER RETAILERS ASSOCIATION

Altogether
abetter

computer.
All the power and built-in peripherals for business

and educational computing in one compact, desk top unit.

The Z89 Series Microcomputer.

Designed and built to the highest specification, the
Z89 combines reliability and efficiency with ease of
operation. And is backed, of course, by our excellent
after sales service.

Features include:
 Z80 CPU
 Built-in floppy Disc with optional dual external

drives
 Built-in Z19 VDU
 Up to 65K RAM
 Three serial RS -232 I/O
 Operating systems C/PM & H.DOS.
 Languages: M -Basic, C -Basic, Fortran, Pascal, etc.
And with generous OEM discounts available you can

see why the Z89 is a Zenithbetter computer.

data
terns

For full details about the Z89, complete this coupon and
return it to:

Zenith Data Systems Division, Heath Electronics (UK) Ltd.,
Dept. ( -cm"' ). Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.

Name

Company

Address

Z89
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NEWSPRINT
Guy Kewney, editor of Datalink, presents the latest news from the micro world.

CRA cuts three teeth
The appointment of the
.CRA's three-man steering
committee is no surprise
to readers, I hope, after the
irritation felt in Commodore
circles recently. My phone
was still warm from the
imprecations of a Commod-
ore dealer complaining of
the treatment meted out in
this column to said company,
when he rang again, having
rapidly changed his tune.

`Have you seen,' he asked
`the new terms and condit-
ions? I don't know, just as
you think they've turned over
a new leaf they come out
with something stupid like
this - the Computer Retail-
ers' Association is in an
uproar...' and so on.

The story goes something
like this. Last year, an
ambitious company called
Isher-Woods went bust. The
proprietors sold the company
off, lock, stock and barrel,
for a song. Isher-Woods was
a PET dealer. In stock at the
point of bankruptcy was a fair
old heap of PET equipment
which had not been paid for
and when Commodore rolled
up to collect its share of the
debris, it turned out that it
wasn't going to be paid for,
either.

Apparently Commodore
had failed to put in a fairly
standard clause to the effect
that it was entitled to a prior-
ity share of the money raised
by selling the equipment, or
that the machinery belonged
to Commodore until it was
sold. Commodore accord-
ingly retired to lick its
wounds and redraft its terms
and conditions of sale.

The clause which says that
a dealer's stock of PETs
remains the property of
Commodore until it is paid
for is one result and not
many PET dealers would
argue with that. What has
enraged one or two of them
are two extra clauses. One,
rather astonishingly, claims
that 'time is not of the
essence' in delivery and the
other insists on a trust fund
for the money received from
any PET sales.

The 'time' clause is explain-
ed as follows: if goods from
Commodore are delayed,
then a dealer has to wait for
two weeks 'minimum' before
he can contact Commodore

and insist on prompt delivery.
As one dealer said, angrily, 'If
we get goods on 30 days
credit and can't sell them for
at least two weeks, then it
becomes 14 days credit at
most.'

If the other clause is
invoked (Commodore says
it won't be) then the dealer
won't be getting even 14 days.
All the money he gets from
the sale of the equipment has
to go into the bank. Not his
bank, but a special account
belonging to Commodore.
He has, in effect, to pay
cash.

Hence the setting up of a
special PET division within
the CRA and, for good
measure, special Apple and
Sharp divisions, too, repres-
enting the dominance in the
UK market of the three
machines.

The Sharp division couldn't
happen in America, because
there is a deal between Sharp,
and Zilog, which gave Sharp
the licence to make the Z80
micro for the MZ-80K from
its own design. The deal
prohibits Sharp from selling
into Zilog's patch. Mind you,
this nice little carve -up is
close to ending. Watch the
American press for the
announcement of the next
Sharp over there, deal or no
deal.

Medical
marvel
`Doctor, I need another
tetracyclene prescription
the symptoms are easing
encouragingly but I feel
prognosis will be greatly
enhanced by taking a prophy-
lactic attitude to reinfection
and I'll collect the form from
you this afternoon.'

Weill you might just as
well, mightn't you? The
doctor has no real idea of
whether s/he prescribed only
one week's supply last time or
two, and whether you did or
didn't have the second
prescription. S/he can find out,
but just writing all the repeat
Px forms can take over four
hours each day.

Medicom, which is moving
into surgeries with micros,
has now produced a system

to keep track of repeat
prescriptions. It also does
other practice managment
jobs, but repeats alone will
pay for it, they say. Details
01-579 5845.

Which Cobol?
We can expect some interest-
ing fights in pubs among
people who like writing pro-
grams in Cobol on micros.
Some of them will be staunch
supporters of the Cobol
compiler which Micro Focus
supplies and which runs on
several orthodox 8 -bit micros
plus the powerful Intel 8086
16 -bit micro.

Others will be enthusiastic
about a new Cobol called
Alpha Cobol, a version
which coverts Cobol into
instructions for the Alpha
Microsystem, a machine that
uses the S100 bus, but in
most other respects looks like
a good old-fashioned 'big
mini', rather like a DEC PDP
-II in fact.

The proponent of the new
Cobol is Angusglow, whose
proprietor is Tony Sale. His
claims for the compiler
include: 'The only true
multi-user (concurrent
compilation); the fastest
compiler; the most intelli-
gent (error detecting and
correcting); the fastest in
execution; produces the most
compact code; has the most
extensive level 2 implement -
action (?).'

Contact him on 02302
2788 or his agent, Leo
Scheiner, 01-486 0702.

ZX8Owisdom
It is more important to tell
an operator what to do after
pressing RUN, than it is to tell
the operator why the comp-
uter does what it does when
you do.

That gem of wisdom is
contained in my latest copy
of the ZX80 micro user
Interface, which emerges
from the National User Club
every so often.

It comes after a neat list
of standards (standards being
things that computer people
love to play with) which you
need if you are going to swap
programs with other ZX80
users. And it is in an equally
neat list of reasons why you
should avoid most document-
ation, this being something
else which computer people
love to play with.

I'd welcome some reader -
thoughts on documentation;
and you can start from this
thought that there are two
types of documentation:
first, there is the documentat-
ion you add to your own pro-
grams so that while you are
writing them you can find
out what you've done wrong.
And second, there is the sort
of documentation you add to
a program which somebody
else will run, so that they can
run it.

The first case would contain an Apple and two dish drives
fully connected, Microsense suggests. The second case holds
a video monitor; by plugging the monitor into the Apple
and plugging the lot into the mains, you have an instant
Apple demonstration hit for a mere £60. Phone Hemel
Hempstead (0442) 48151.
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They don't write numbers like this any more; Intel's latest
offering is a 16-kbit static RAM chip. It's cheaper than it
it might be, because it has spare transistors on the chip. Like
the chip soon to be released by Inmos, Our Own Taxpaid
Chip Company, this memory chip can be tested on the prod-
uction line - any dud columns of transistors can be switched
out of the array and new ones switched in. So Intel gets more
good chips and so it charges less. Still doesn't make the chip
all that cheap, but one day it will.. .

It's the first sort that Tim
Hartnell is talking about,
of course, when he says of
the algorithm is not transpar-
ent, document.' He has in
mind the time when you
want to change the program
and won't be able to under-
stand the brilliant flash of
insight which produced the
code late one night. The
second sort is much more
important to someone who
is trying to sell 1000 copies
of his code; he wants to make
sure that nobody who didn't
pay for the program can run
it. Not, that is, without the
little booklet that tells him
what to do to avoid the dis-
aster -trap he has set (and it is
the booklet which costs
£15, not the cassette or disk).

Standards on the ZX80 are
more important than on
many micros because it has
no printer yet so you have to
type out your programs by
hand. And standards such as
`the symbol * signifies a
blank that is necessary in a
PRINT statement' are
essential in this case. So
write to Unit 3, Woodthorpe
Road, Ashford, Middx
TW15 2RP for the
Users Club, and send an
SAE for details.

MZ-80K
hot up kit
Newbear just can't leave well
alone on the Sharp MZ-80K
micro - it has launched
more additional functions,
in software, available on
cassette. Apparently you get
11 additional functions
without the use of any extra
memory. The package costs
£12.50. They are: Break,
Trace, Single step, Block
delete, Renumber, Auto
number, String inequalities,
Logical operators, Set Reset,
USR(x) and Print cursor
control. Details on 635
30505.

Enter the
heavies
Big companies find it hard to
do original things, mainly
because they don't run out
of money. So it was that the
network of computer dealers
in Britain appeared courtesy
of no large established comp-
anies, not even the ones like
IBM, ICL or Univac or even
Digital Equipment, Zilog or
Intel, who could have been
expected to have some idea
of what to do. Now that
many of the pioneers are rich
and established, it is much
harder to get into the market
and so, here come the big
guys at last.

Curry's was the first and
now Xerox has climbed in. It
has opened two stores in
London, calling them 'one -
stop business efficiency
stores' in massively expensive,
prestige offices in the city
centre. Well, the West End,
actually. And it is planning
more in other major towns
over the next 18 months.

I notice it sells Apple.
A good move - as long as it
doesn't fall for the Apple III
(see story elsewhere).

Details on 01-370 6971

Smooth
scroller
You will have noticed my
fondness for the Hitch Hiker's
Guide to the Galaxy in the
past. Accordingly, you will
have dutifully glued yourselv-
es to the screen of your telly,
now that it is out from
behind the modest shrouds of
radio, and you will have
noticed that the Book (elect-
ronic, containing useful
information on 100,000
planets) has the dinkiest little
video display. And it's only
a couple of inches thick!

Well, save the excitement
- it's a fake. That screen
doesn't have a single computer

generated line, word or
letter on it - it's all animat-
ion from an art studio - and
is in fact a standard cinema
screen. The projector is out
of sight.

That said, you will have
noticed that there was a nice,
smooth system for moving
all the lines of text up one
line when the page was full -
unlike the abrupt flicker
you're used to on your micro.

That, surprisingly enough,
is available on a real
computer terminal. Unfortun-
ately, it's not only very
expensive (it is Digital Equip-
ment's VT100) but DEC can't
make enough to give one to
everybody who likes them.

So you can buy a little
machine which emulates it,
from Mostek, using its own
version of the Zilog Z80
micro. It'll produce a split
screen, just like the Guide,
and the lines will scroll
smoothly. But it won't make
God vanish in a puff of logic.
Details on 01-294 9322.

Intel EAROM
Intel's latest clever chip is
a memory which has the
ominous -sounding ability to
be reprogrammed from a
distance.

It is a 'permanent'
memory chip like the ones
which most micro builders
use to hold the monitor
program (the one which runs
constantly on every machine,
waiting for you to press a key
and then deciding what that
key means) but unlike the
normal permanent chip
(EPROM) which can only be
changed by completely eras-
ing everything in it with ultra-
violet light, this one can be
erased by electricity.

That means, theoretically,
that Transam's idealistic
service to users of its original

Triton kit - it supplies all
new software free to users of
the old software - could be
done by phone. The Transam
computer could phone yours,
and tell the circuitry to erase
this chip, then load in new
data.

This is one of several excit-
ing possibilities which Intel is
suggesting in an attempt to
wake us all up to the arrival
of the new chip. When it
actually arrives.. .

Posh printer
Anybody who has ever watch-
ed in fascinated horror as
someone leans over the print-
er and puts his foot in the box
of concertina -folded contin-
uous paper, will understand
why Data Dynamics is so
pleased with its £995 fast (120
characters per second)
terminal. It has the paper
inside, out of cigarette -end
and coffee -spill dangers. And
the price looks good enough
for them to quote in their
announcement, usually a
good sign. Details on
01-848 9781.

Authors
wanted
Successful Software for
Small Computers is a book
which you may have read
recently, especially if you use
Tandy's TRS-80 Model I.

The next publication from
the same house could be
absorbing reading for your
computer because the
publishers, Sigma Technical
Press, is looking for software
authors.

Sigma sees two types of
publishable software: collect-
ions of small- to medium -size
programs and large, specialis-
ed business programs. The big

This is Lear Siegler's latest dumb terminal but it is actually
bit smarter than a truly dumb terminal, says Lear. But it's
not smart. Ask Lear, not me: they're on 04867 80666.

a
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business software will be
supplied on tape or disk with
a booklet to back it up. The
smaller stuff will be supplied
in a book, with optional tape
or disk back-up. Either way,
the author will receive royal-
ties exactly as if he'd written
an ordinary book. Details
on 0625 531035, or write to
5 Alton Road, Wilmslow,
Cheshire SK9 5DY.

Forth sally
It has always been rather
frustrating to those of us who
waited to find out how to
write programs in the language
Forth to be told that virtual-
ly the only micro which
could understand it was a
strange beast supplied by
RCA.

Since the claims made for
Forth include the suggest-
ion that it takes a tenth of
the time needed to get a Basic
program working properly,
the frustration was felt quite
keenly.

So a Forth compiler at
£100 looks like a brilliant
idea. It comes from some-
one called F Donavan, whose
address looks very similar
to that of one of this
magazine's own consultants,
and the price includes 'a
comprehensive manual, the
Using Forth book, two
sample programs, and the
compiler itself.'

The only snag is that I
can't afford the Research
Machines RML 380Z which
the compiler runs on. A lot of
schools already have these
machines, of course, but the
rest of us will have to wait for
a version for the 6502 micro
(found in PET, Apple, Acorn
and Microtan). The formation
of a new subset of the RML
user group is similarly good
news for them but not for
most of us.

Donavan explains the
choice: am a non profit
making enterprise, existing to
promote the easy exchange
of software amongst 380Z
owners.' He or she is at 35
St Julians Road, St Albans,
Herts.

Ah well just have to get
the £120 Forth package from
Digital Devices which runs
under CP/M. It's one of
several CP/M compatible
packages written by the US
company Supersoft, which
DDL is selling here. Details
on 0892 37977.

ZX80 active
display
The one thing that nobody
was ever going to do with a
Sinclair ZX80 toy computer
was to play Space Invaders.
It couldn't be done because
the computer can't generate
the picture of green meanies
at the same time as it decides
where to move them, or
whether one has been exterm
inated. So much for theory.

Ron Bissell and Ken

Macdonald of Solihull have
blown theory right apart by
producing a program called
Amazing Active Display, You
can get it two ways, possibly
three. First, you can buy Tim
Hartnell's book Making The
Most Of Your ZX80, where
the program is listed and
explained, as one of several
examples of how to program
the computer. Second, you
can buy the active display
program for £5 from Ken
Macdonald, who wants an SAE
sent to him at 26 Spiers
Close, Knowle, Solihull, West
Midlands B93 9ES. Third,
Clive Sinclair himself the
proprietor of the ZX80, is
tickled pink by the amazing
display because it can make
Space Invaders possible after
all. And he is setting up a
software division, much to
the disappointment of ACT
Petsoft which had hoped to
have his exclusive franchise.
This software division hopes
to sell programs from every-
body, including Bissell and
Macdonald. It doesn't stock
Space Intruders (that's the
ZX80 version) yet, because it
wants a version that will fit
into the memory of the stan-
dard ZX80 and at the
moment Bissell's code needs
most of 2 kbytes, twice
that of the standard machine.

Speech
recognition
PCW's editors made an
interesting visit to the
National Physical Laboratory
a week or two back. They
saw what is claimed to be a
new approach to speech
recognition by computer - in
this case an LSI-11. NPL
suggests that recognition
systems which depend on
words or phonomes are pretty
limited in their application
and not only that: most

systems available at the
moment are trained to recog-
nise only one voice. NPL's
system overcomes these
disadvantages by accepting
speech continuously and
`cleaning' it of its natural
colour - intonation, pitch,
speed and so on. The result-
ing 'speech' sounds weird
but is just about recognisable
for humans.

During this stripping
process, the number of bits
required to represent, say,
one second of speech are
drastically reduced from
80,000 to 1600, therefore
speeding up the next stage -
that of matching the input
with sounds, words and
phrases held in the
ccmputer's memory. At the
moment, this table is limited
to around 64 words because
of the time taken to match
the incoming patterns with
each table entry as they came
in. Of course, if time didn't
matter then the table could
be as long as you like - have
a few megabytes on disk,
why not?

The NPL system doesn't
mind too much if you're in
the habit of running your
words together; it could pick
three words out of `notinews'
- if the match table contain-
ed the words not, tin and
news, for example. All this
talk of matching tables has
probably diverted attention
from the fact that the sys-
tem actually works as a
sub -phoneme level using 16
speech features. There are
more, in fact, but they
haven't been implemented
yet. The features are stuck
together to form a pattern
for each word or phrase to
be matched.

The hard work, that of
reducing speech down to the
minimum recognisable size,
is done by nine analogue
processors working in
parallel. Each board is res-

PCW 'Reader Survey' (inexplicably referred to last month as
Printer Survey') winner Larry Woods of Birmingham's Aston
University, pictured receiving his prize, a Sharp MZ-80K.
Larry, an assistant librarian at the university, will be able to
use the machine as part of a microcomputer project he is
undertaking. Pictured from left are: Derek Bailey, of Camden
Electronics, Small Heath; Larry Wood; Ron Bailey, also of
Camden Electronics; and Paul Streeter, Sharp national sales
manager. Our thanks to Sharp for donating the computer
and to the 7000 -odd readers who took part in the survey.

ponsible for reducing a
different speech feature to its
its component parts. The
results are then blended
together to form the input
to the LSI-11.

Now, the main reason
for this news item is to
announce a Speech Recog-
nition Club which is open
to commercial establish-
ments (subject to committee
approval) who feel that they
could contribute to and
benefit from an association
with the speech recognition
unit at the NPL and with
other companies working on
related projects. For
example, a manufacturer
joining the club may well
find a software house
already involved in produc-
ing programs which he could
use in his systems. There is
an entry fee of around £8000
but which is varied according
to the benefit derived from
the association. No-one
joining the club will have to
reveal anything about
their developments other
than that which they wish to
reveal. The NPL will share its
accumulated experience in
speech recognition and,
hopefully, will see its brain-
child incorporated in
commercial products.

The man to contact is
Dr David Schofield, NPL,
Teddington, Middlesex,
TW11 OLW. Telephone: 01-
977 3222.

Happy ending
For a few horrible moments,
it looked as though Britain's
pioneer micromaker, Tang-
erine, might have to polish up
its image.

The company has just
launched a £200 'black box'
which turns your ordinary
television (rented, even) into
a Prestel terminal. So what
could go wrong with its
image?

Administrative confusion
is one answer, unnecessary
suspicion of their customers
could be another. Either way,
it seems the problem has been
solved, a tremendous relief
for the British computer kit
business. It started as a joke.
For Datalink's Xmas issue
we invited people who had
trouble in their relation-
ship with their computer to
write to one of the paper's
less feminine staffers,
Benjamin Wolley, for instant
psycho -system analysis.

In amongst all the
wisecracks was a
plea from a Tangerine custom-
er whose kit had been lost in
the post and who had been
trying for four months to find
out where it had gone and
who was responsible. Tanger-
ine had written a rather un-
sympathetic letter, he said,
stating that he should seek
compensation from the Post
Office (maximum £10 or so,
since the parcel was un-
insured).

We were all delighted to
find, when we contacted
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You're never alone
with a Commodore PET

If you buy just any make of microcomputer you
could find yourself on your own. And that's serious.
Because without first class software and support, all
you're left with is a box of wires.

On the other hand, when you buy Europe's No.1
microcomputer, the Commodore PET, you have
access to the largest and finest range of software in the
UK today; the most experienced dealer network; 24
hour field maintenance service; plus our very own
training courses and user's club - all to ensure that you
get the best from your system.
LONDON AREA
Adda Computers Ltd,
W13, 01-579 5845

Advanced Management Systems,
EC2, 01-638 9319

C.S.S. (Business Equipment)
Ltd, E8, 01-254 9293

Centralex- London Ltd,
SE13, 01-318 4213

Computer Sales & Software
Centre Ltd,
ILFORD, 01-554 3344

Cream Computer Shop,
HARROW, 01-863 0833

Da Vinci Computer Shop,
EDGWARE, 01-952 0526

Henderson Bennett,
SE25, 01-654 5609

Home and Business Computers,
E12, 01-472 5107

L &J Computers,
NW9, 01-204 7525

Logic Box Ltd,
SW1, 01-222 1122

Merchant Systems Ltd,
EC4, 01-353 1464

Micro Computer Centre,
SW14, 01-878 7044

Micro -Facilities Ltd,
HAMPTON HILL, 01-979 4546

Sum lock Bondain Ltd,
EC1, 01-250 0505

Sum lock Bondain Ltd,
EC4, 01-626 0487

HOME COUNTIES
Millhouse Designs Ltd,
ALTON, 84517

H.S.V. Ltd,
BASINGSTOKE, 62444

MMS Ltd,
BEDFORD, 40601

D.D.M. Direct Data Marketing
Ltd, BRENTWOOD, 214168

Ampl icon Micro Systems Ltd,
BRIGHTON, 562163

T & V Johnson (Microcomputers
Etc) Ltd, CAMBERLEY, 20446

Cambridge Computer Store,
CAMBRIDGE, 65334

Wego Computers Ltd,
CATERHAM, 49235

Dataview Ltd,
COLCHESTER, 78811

Am plicon Micro Systems Ltd,
CRAWLEY, 26493

S. M.G. Microcomputers,
GRAVESEND, 55813

South East Computers,
HASTINGS, 426844

Bromwall Data Services Ltd,
HATFIELD, 60980

Alpha Business Systems,
HERTFORD, 57425

Commonsense Business Systems
Ltd, HIGH WYCOMBE, 40116

Kingsley Computers Ltd,
HIGH WYCOMBE, 27342

Brent Computer Systems,
KINGS LANGLEY, 65056

Computopia Ltd,
LEIGHTON BUZZARD, 376600

South East Computers Ltd,
MAIDSTONE, 681263

J.R. Ward Computers Ltd,
MILTON KEYNES, 562850

Sumlock Bondain (East Anglia)
Ltd, NORWICH, 26259

T & V Johnson (Microcomputers
Etc) Ltd, OXFORD, 73101

C.S.E. (Computers),
READING, 61492

Slough Microshop,
SLOUGH, 72470

Business Electronics,
SOUTHAMPTON, 738248

H.S.V. Ltd,
SOUTHAMPTON, 22131

Super -Vision,
SOUTHAMPTON, 774023

Symtec Systems Ltd,
SOUTHAMPTON, 38868

Stuart R Dean Ltd,
SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, 62707

The Computer Room,
TUNBRIDGE WELLS, 41644

Orchard Computer Services,
WALLINGFORD, 35529

Photo Acoustics Ltd,
WATFORD, 40698

Microchips,
WINCHESTER 68085

P. PM. Ltd,
WOKING, 80111

Petalect Electronic Services
Ltd, WOKING, 69032

Oxford Computer Systems,
WOODSTOCK, 812838

MIDLANDS &
S. HUMBERSIDE
C.B.S. Consultants,
BIRMINGHAM, 772 8181

Computer Services Midlands
Ltd, BIRMINGHAM, 382 4171

Merchant Business Systems Ltd,
BIRMINGHAM, 706 8232

Micro Associates,
BIRMINGHAM, 328 4574

Peach Data Services Ltd,
BURTON -ON -TRENT, 44968

Jondane Associates Ltd,
COVENTRY, 664400

Davidson -Richards Ltd,
DERBY, 366803

Allen Computers,
GRIMSBY, 40568

Caddis Computer Systems Ltd,
HINCKLEY, 613544

Machsize Ltd,
LEAMINGTON SPA, 312542

Arden Data Processing,
LEICESTER, 22255

Roger Clark Business Systems
Ltd, LEICESTER, 20455

Lowe Electronics,
MATLOCK, 2817

A.J.R. Office Equipment Services
Ltd, NOTTINGHAM, 206647

Betos (Systems) Ltd,
NOTTINGHAM, 48108

PEG Associates (Computer
Systems Ltd), RUGBY, 65756

Walters Computer Systems Ltd,
STOURBRIDGE, 70811

System Micros Ltd,
TELFORD, 460214

YORK &
N. HUMBERSIDE
Ackroyd Typewriter & Adding

Machine Co. Ltd,
BRADFORD, 31835

Microprocessor Services,
HULL, 23146

Holdene Ltd, LEEDS, 459459
South Midlands Communications
Ltd, LEEDS, 782326

Yorkshire Electronics Services
Ltd, MORLEY, 522181

Computer Centre (Sheffield) Ltd,
SHEFFIELD, 53519

Hallam Computer Systems,
SHEFFIELD, 663125

Holbrook Business Systems Ltd.
SHEFFIELD, 484466

But how can Commodore offer so much? Well,
we've been in the high technology business for over 20
years, whereas many of our competitors have just
started out. We even manufacture the silicon chips for
other microcomputers. This enables us to keep our
costs to you down, so you can buy a self-contained
PET for £450, or a complete business system from as
little as £2,000 (+ VAT).

Of course, you could buy a box of wires for about
the same price. But all you'll get from our dealers is
sympathy.

NORTH EAST
Currie& Maughan,
GATESHEAD, 774540

Elfton Ltd,
HARTLEPOOL, 61770

Dyson Instruments,
HETTON, 260452

Fiddes Marketing Ltd,
NEWCASTLE, 815157

Format Micro Centre,
NEWCASTLE 21093

Intex Datalog Ltd,
STOCKTON-ON-TEES, 781193

S. WALES &
WEST COUNTRY
Radan Computational Ltd,
BATH, 318483

C.S.S. (Bristol) Ltd,
BRISTOL, 779452

T & V Johnson (Microcomputers
Etc) Ltd, BRISTOL, 422061

Sum lock Tabdown Ltd,
BRISTOL, 276685

Sigma Systems Ltd,
CARDIFF, 34869

Reeves Computers Ltd,
CARMARTHEN, 32441

A.C. Systems,
EXETER, 71718

Milequip Ltd,
GLOUCESTER, 411010

Jeffrey Martin Computer Services
Ltd, NEWQUAY, 2863

Devon Computers,
PAIGNTON, 526303

A.C. Systems,
PLYMOUTH, 260861

J.A.D. Integrated Services,
PLYMOUTH, 62616

Business Electronics,
SOUTHAMPTON, 738248

Computer Supplies (Swansea),
SWANSEA, 290047

NORTH WEST &
N. WALES
B & B (Computers) Ltd,
BOLTON, 26644

Tharstern Ltd,
BURNLEY, 38481

Megapalm Ltd,
CARNFORTH, 3801

Catlands Information Systems
Ltd, CHESTER, 46327

Catlands Information Systems
Ltd, WILMSLOW, 527166

LIVERPOOL
Aughton Microsystems Ltd,

LIVERPOOL, 548 7788
Stack Computer Services Ltd,
LIVERPOOL, 933 5511

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
For further information about Commodore services
and products, contact your local dealer, or send off
this coupon to obtain our free literature pack.
To: Commodore Information Centre, 360 Euston
Road, London WI 3BL Telephone: 01.388 5702

Name

Position

Address

Intended application

L_

MANCHESTER AREA
Byte Shop Computerland,
MANCHESTER, 236 4737

Computastore Limited,
MANCHESTER, 832 4761

Cytek (UK) Ltd,
MANCHESTER, 872 4682

Executive Reprographic Ltd,
MANCHESTER, 228 1637

Professional Computer Services
Ltd, OLDHAM, 061-624 4065

SCOTLAND
Gate Microsystems Ltd,
DUNDEE, 28194

Holdene Microsystems Ltd,
EDINBURGH, 668 2727

Gate Microsystems Ltd,
GLASGOW, 221 9372

Robox Ltd, GLASGOW, 8413
Thistle Computers (Macmicro),
INVERNESS, 712774

Ayrshire Office Computers,
KILMARNOCK, 42972

Thistle Computers,
KIRKWALL, 3140

N. IRELAND
N. Ireland Computer Centre,
HOLLYWOOD, 6548- - - -
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Remember how once we all speculated that bubble memory
might get so cheap that we'd use bubbles instead of floppy
disks? You didn't? Well I did and I'm still wrong. This shows
why: on this highly costly card is as much memory as you
get on one floppy disk -half a megabyte. But that explains
why diskettes are getting cheaper, doesn't it?

Tangerine ourselves, that
in charge of the problem was
a company director called
Mike Rose. It wasn't only his
name which pleased us, it
was the speedy way he moved
into top gear, got the system
crunching and despatched a
new Microtan to our micro-
lorn reader the very same day.

Apparently something
(they didn't specify what)
had given the Tangerine
man who had originally
written to the customer the
notion that he was perhaps
trying to get an extra
machine. Once assured by
Datalink of the man's
sincerity, all was sweetness
and light and he received his
machine by return of post.

Not content with that,
Tangerine tells us that it has
`re -assessed its delivery
system' to make sure that the
same problem doesn't recur.

Most parcels that the Post
Office is given get where they
are sent (providing the label
doesn't get unstuck) so it is
quite realistic of Tangerine to
save the 30p insurance per
parcel it would cost to give
£100 cover. But I do think
that if a company decides to
save this money, it should
compensate unhappy buyers
without question and Tanger-
ine obviously agrees.

Just a small memory from
the past to wind up with:
ten years ago I ordered a
stereo pre -amp and two
power amplifiers from
Sinclair. They arrived and I
couldn't make them work, so
I sent them back with a
snooty letter. Sinclair didn't
receive them. When I wrote
again a month later, having
checked with the Post Office,
I had no doubt that I had
fallen into the hands of big,
indifferent bureaucracy and
would never see my amplifier
again. I was right. By return
of post with no questions
asked, Sinclair refunded not
the amplifier but the full cost
of the system, together with
a note hoping that my sad
experience hadn't deterred
me from buying again. As a
result, I have always trusted
Uncle Clive's mail order

ethics and, in future, I shall
feel similarly about Tangerine.

Communicate
with PET
Connect your PET to other
computers - not just ICL
ones but even networks
of them, with a
program called Intercomm,
or a program called
Syncomm, from Cortex in
Bedford.

It enables you to get all
the central computer's data
set up locally and squirted
through as fast as possible.
It also allows you to dig out
information from the central
network and to do this from
a central database manage-
ment system (it doesn't
say which ). The only thing
against it is that Intercomm
on disk costs a mere £350 an
and Syncomm on disk a
piddling £1700 including
extra bits of hardware and
installation costs. Cortex is
in Tavistock House, 34-36
Bromham Road, Bedford; tel
0234 213571.

Coventry
courses
Somebody who knows noth-
ing about computers but has
£75 to spend can spend a
day at the Coventry manage-
ment training centre in
Leamington Spa, where they
believe that 'the only reason
for not using computers in
more aspects of business is
people's reluctance and lack
of knowledge.'

Fees include lunch, coffee,
tea and VAT, and the course
covers such essential details
as input, output, processor
and memory, plus inform-
ation on types of system,
something on Basic, and a
chance to use a computer.

For somebody with a bit
more money (around <£167)
there is another course,
lasting three days based on
the Commodore PET. And if
you can bring your own PET

you get a discount of nearly
£25. This course aims to
teach you to program in Basic.
Details on 0926 36621.

6809 board
People who buy cars are not
interested, advertising men
have discovered, in how
powerful, flexible, multi-
cylindered, overhead-cammed
or other magic words apply
to the engine. Write an ad
about the engine and watch
them all turn the page unread.
Daft.

Similarly, people who buy
microcomputers do them-
selves no service when they
regard the microprocessor
inside it as an irrelevance.
And such people will certain-
ly not be attracted by an out -
of -the -ordinary machine with
a very out -of -the -ordinary
micro chip inside it, the
Motorola 6809.

This can be said with con-
fidence. Acorn has been sell-
ing a 6809 -based board for
a year. Well, offering one but
selling. . . no, not really.
South West Tech has a 6809
processor available - power-
ful, but the number means
nothing even to the people
who buy it, it seems.

Now an independent
consultant, D A MacDonald,
has produced a board using
the 6809 - designed to
appeal to people who in
the past used its ancestors,
the Motorola 6800, and the
Synertek System 65 based on
the 6800's cousin, the 6502.
MacDonald's system is a
single board, and he claims it
is compatible with the rather
expensive boxed system of
multi -cards which Motorola

called the Exorciser when it
was launched six years ago.
That should mean, compatib-
le with the then popular D2
development evaluation
board, too.

Details on 04892 81108

Solicitor's
software
It has been said that Solicit-
ors' Accounts are the most
complicated form of book-
keeping there is. It was said
by PK Microsystems, in fact,
a company connected with
Keith Jones of The Software
House - and PK has just
produced a system which
solicitors can use to keep
their accounts on an Apple
II microcomputer. It had
better be good; the programs
cost £1500 and with a
complete system thrown in,
including disks, you pay up
to £5300. Details on
01-637 2108

North Star
stats
Infoworld, the US fortnightly
magazine, described as 'the
best on the market' a piece
of software from a company
called Ecosoft. The program
runs on North Star micros
and is called U Microstat -
a statistics package which
consists of programs which
perform the most common
statistical procedures. It
needs a minimum of 32
kbytes, a dual drive disk
system, and a good video
and versions are available for
the different operating sys-

This shows the scene inside the Bristol area school Portway,
in Shirehampton, where pupils are setting up a commercial
computer programming service, based on a Cado 20
computer supplied by the man with the beard, Robin Laney,
who is managing director of DRG Business Machines. It's
part of the Young Enterprise scheme - they're going to
computerise the school's accounts.
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Jan Dysan Diskettes

FROM STOCK
30,000 Diskettes is our stock level !

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Call Ann Perkins or Dan Taylor

on Dysan Hotline: Weybridge (0932) 48346/7
HAL COMPUTERS LIMITED

57 Woodham Lane, New Haw, Weybridge, Surrey KT15 3ND.

TWO SUPPLIES HOTLINES !

The Solution to your
Short -Run Form problems!
* Single and Multi -Part Forms

from our standard sizes to suit
your systems. From 1000.

* Word Processor Letterheads
(tractor or friction feed).

* Self Design Layout Sheets.
* Full Artwork Service.
* Listing Papers, Word Processor

Papers , Self Adhesive Labels.
* Diskette Storage Systems.

Small -User Packs of Listing Papers
(depth x width) 500 sheets 1000 sheets

11"x 91/2" (plain or green music line) 6.00 £ 11.75

8"x 91/2" (plain only) £ 5.50 £ 10.50

11"x 141/4" (green music line only) 6.00 11.75

These prices INCLUDE VAT and P & P - CASH with order please!

Call Bob Humphrys or Richard Wells
on Forms Hotline : Weybridge (0932) 48218

PRINTOUT BUSINESS FORMS
57 Woodham Lane, New Haw, Weybridge, Surrey KT15 3ND.

Printout Business Forms
PCW 4!
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BURR BROWN1=3

You may never have thought of your pocket calculator as a
fire hazard; nonetheless, there is a very small chance that it
could generate a spark when you press the keys. This micro -
terminal from Burr -Brown may also generate a spark, but
since it is guaranteed waterproof there is no chance of fumes
or petrol vapour or gas reaching the spark. Clever, huh? Costs
£300. Details on 0923 33837.

tems, either CP/M or North
Star DOS.

UK agent for the software
(and all other Ecosoft packa-
ges) is Digital Devices Ltd,
also a Horizon dealer.
Contact Val Long in South-
borough, Tunbridge Wells,
on 0892 37977.

Sorcerer
software
Games still come top of most
lists of software sent in.
Whether 'Know Your Sorcer-
er' counts as a game or as
serious software for the
Exidy Sorcerer or not is hard
to judge, but Liveport has put
the three £6 programs under
this title at the top of its list
of 20 packages now available
for this machine. Most of the
next 17 packages have typical
names - 'Shoot Em Up Cow-
boys' and 'Stranded in Deep
Space' giving way to a couple
of mathematical routines,
plus something called
`Mortgage and Interest',
which almost certainly isn't
much good in the UK since
the whole batch was written
in America by North American
Software. However, for
serious programmers, there is
a disassembler to analyse the
programs written for the
Zilog Z80 micro inside the
Sorcerer. There is also a
Basic macro renumber and
linker program, one of the
three most expensive at £17.
Details from Liveport on
0736 798157.

Creative
change
We at PCW have all the time
in the world for an American
magazine called Creative
Computing, because we have
good taste. So now that
David Ahl and his mag have
changed address, we will
share it with you to prove
how informative we are.
The new address is 39 East
Hanover Avenue, Morris
Plains, NJ 07950. The new

building also contains
Microsystems, and SYNC, plus
the book, software and
consulting sides of the
group. SYNC? It's the ZX80
mag over there.

Chip chat
Chips, chips, and more chips
- on show with masses of
plugs, sockets, and other bits
and pieces - are to be dis-
cussed in serious papers at
Seminex a show from 23
to 27 March at Imperial
College. Details from Seminex
Ltd on 0892 38664.

May the fourth
be with us
soon
You know what the Apple
II and III are; now, what do
you think Apple IV and V
will be? The answer is: soon.
Apple is the bright new star
of the American stock
market, having put its amaz-
ing growth up for grabs and

having hit the jackpot. The
next thing to happen could
well be a stock value dive,
for two good reasons.

First, a lot of people who
bought stock did so because
they knew it would resell for
a lot more than they paid for
it. People inside the company
with advantageous stock
options, (for example did you
hear about the Apple director
who made all his stock over
to his wife a few years back,
when it was worth a few
pennies and since got divorc-
ed, leaving her with $25
million and him with a few
thousand?), or just good
horse -backers who saw a
winner. They will sell because
they planned to.

Others will start to hear
worrying things about the
Apple III, most to the effect
that nobody wants it and that
Apple is going to drop it.

The idea that nobody
wants it is not altogether
accurate. Dealers like Apple
III because it offers a good
profit margin. Profit,
however, only comes on sale,
and I'm blessed if I can see
what will cause the dealers'
customers to buy the thing.
It offers one or two facilities
but for so much more money
compared with the old Apple
II that most users will settle
for the old one. Especially
with all the old software and
add-ons you can get already
and can't yet get for the III.

American dealers are
already letting it be known
that they want none of it.
And in order to stop the
share price going down too
embarrassingly, the company
is likely to start leaking
details of its next, exciting,
world-shaking products -
the Apples IV and V. Apple V
is the answer to Commodore's
Vic. It should be exactly
what Sinclair and Acorn have
proved people want - some-
thing to get started on for as
little as possible.

Apple IV is The Big One
however. Its existence is still

As plotters go, this may not be right up to architect/drafts-
man standards. As matrix printers, go, it's a damn fine
plotter. Roxborough makes it in enough versions that you
can connect it to Apple, PET, HP and any other sort of cheap
micro using a Centronics or RS232 port standard. It looks
like a useful printer, too. Details on Rye (079 73) 3777.

officially secret but it came
out through Motorola
contacts who couldn't resist
crowing about the multi-
million dollar order they just
had for the 68000 chip.

The 68000 is still the
biggest, most powerful single
bit of silicon you can plan
to buy and some think it will
be the world's biggest micro
even after Intel produces its
32 -bit version. Apple is putt-
ing that 68000 micro into the
IV and will attach a version
of the software Bell Labs
developed for running disk
storage - Unix - plus a wide
range of other language
options. I still don't have
details or price. Apple is
being a bit paranoid about
this one.

Tandberg tries
again
Tandberg, best known for
its tape recorders, has passed
through an unfortunate
phase of trying to sell its own
design of microcomputers to
schools. Instead it has picked
up an American machine,
the Boles 3450 micro. The
microsystem itself is well
worth considering. It isn't
quite down there with the
Gemini and Superbrain, by
the figures I've seen, but it is
a reasonable price, something
which nobody could expect
after the original Tandberg
system.

This one just so that you
don't get confused, is called
the TG3450. It is made 'to
Tandberg's specifications'
according to Mike Keenan of
Tandberg, but it is being
marketed in this country by
Boles & Co (UK) Ltd, the UK
arm of the American trading
company (Boles Inc) which
produced it. Details on
0372 65461; talk to Alan
Marchant.

S100graphics
Plug in a board and get cheap
graphics on a system. All you
need is the S100 bus inside
the system to plug the board
into. The product is the
board from Almarc Data
Systems and the company
claims it is usable with all
Vector Graphic systems in
conjunction with a standard
Vector Graphic memory
board holding 8 kbytes of
RAM. Details on 0602
625035.

Atom dub
I am having some trouble
debugging the official soft-
ware supplied with my Acorn
Atom. Since there are now
around 5000 other users, I
assume that some of them are
having similar irritating pro-
blems - isn't there somebody
out there trying to start a
user group? Get in touch with
me, (via PCW) and I'll
publicise it. I might even join.
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ELECTRONIC GAMES

SPACE
INVADERS

Pi IR PI
eiht,,T,MrINet 

IR R 4.?

A l OI

HAND MELDS. CARTRIDGES
ATARI ACETRONIC
PRINZTRONIC

RADOF IN DATABASE etc.

We keep a full range,
Send for cartridge Inn d.thnd
machine you own.

INTELLIVISION MATTEL

£173.87 + VAT

Available August 1980
This is the most advanced TV
game in the world.
Expandable
next year into a full
microcomputer.
COLOUR CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE WITH
DETAILS ON ALL THE
CARTRIDGES

BRIDGE
COMPUTER

* Plays 1/2/3 or 4 Hands
* Problem Mode
* Audio Feedback
* Instant Response
* Auto storekeeping

DRAUGHTS
COMPUTER

awn * Solves Problems
* Rejects illegal moves

2 level machine
£43 + VAT
4 level machine
£77.78 + VAT

TELEPHONE & MAIL ORDERS - accepted on-
Access*Barclaycard * American Express * Diners Club * credit facilities arranged SI LICA SHOP
CALLERS WELCOME - at our shop in Sidcup - Demonstrations daily 1/4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd.,
Open from 9am-5.30pm Mon -Sat 9am-1pm Thurs 9am-8pm Fri Sidcup, Kent
GUARANTEE -- Full 12 months + After Sales Support' Tel: 01-301 1111
We have comprehensive brochures on all products. Please let us know what you are rnterested in and we will send you detailed brochures AND our own
32 page catalogue covering most games on the market.

CHESS

Send for further details.

COMPUTERS

NEW RANGE
AVAILABLE
AUGUST 1980
We specialise in
computer chess
machines &stock
over 13 different
models from
£20 to £300

BACKGAMMON
COMPUTERS

OMAR 1
OMAR 2
CHALLENGER
GAMMONMASTER

From £38 to £108. Send for further details.

LEISURE
*CHEAP TV GAMES
*TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES
* AUTO DIALLERS
*CALCULATORS
* DIGITAL WATCHES
*PRESTEL
* HAND HELD GAMES

TELETEXT
111203.2111.Ea

cOja ntoomrte, Lan. ca..-gttz. 

RADOFIN
TELETEXT
Add on Adaptor

£173 + VAT

24TUNE
DOOR
BELL
£13.65

MAIL ORDER SERVICE - Free postage & packing
rJ PCW. 3.81

FREE
CATALOGUE

Oa9d

cataloguerstamp to

S'illca Shop
Ltd

or Telephone
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THE GREAT COVER-UP!
Not since the days of Watergate has there been a
public scandal of such far-reaching implications.

It has recently come to the attention of the
PCW Secret Police that certain regular readers have
been storing their valuable back issues 'au naturelle'.

We consider this practise to be singularly lacking
in dignity, and would therefore appeal to you in the
name of common decency to please ensure that your

leeirscoodtk-.

to

magazines are properly dressed at all times.
This may be achieved by the simple expedient of

purchasing one or more of our sturdy yet colourful
PCW binders.

So why not join in the great cover-up and preserve
your precious PCW 's in their original pristine perfec-
tion.

Just check the coupon at the foot of the page.
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NEWS

It's good news once again - this month
we announce ComputerTown Gateshead.
This has been started by John Stephen
Bone plus ten computer -owning volun-
teers. This particular Computeerown,
like Sutton-in-Ashfield before, is closely
affiliated with a computer club - New-
castle Personal Computer Society, in
fact. Anyone in the Tyne & Wear
district who'd like to join in the fun,
please contact John at 2 Claremont
Place, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear - he'd
love to hear from you. More news from
John when we hear how his first day
went (he started on Saturday 10
January).

Since we launched ComputerTown
last November we must have had letters
from at least 30 people, but so far we've
only heard about three ComputerTowns
actually starting. Are there more of you
out there who haven't told us about
your activities, or do some of you need
a gentle reminder? We'd really like to
have the time and money to ring every-
one up periodically and whisper words
of encouragement, but sadly we have
neither, so it's really down to you,
individually, to find the enthusiasm and
drive to get your local ComputerTown
started. Don't pretend that it will take
up too much of your time - Eastcote
gets around six hours' attention per
month from each of its volunteers. The
sessions are run twice a month for two
hours each. Demand is increasing quite
heavily but then again we are meeting
quite a few people through the project
who are capable of running Computer -
Town evenings themselves. This should
mean that those with little time to spare
should not necessarily have to increase
their commitment. Surely you can find
just six hours per month?

Another thing that's beginning to
happen in Eastcote is that adults are
coming along and seeing their children
getting stuck in to the computers with-
out any fear or problems. Six -year -olds
arrive and, within ten minutes, are
operating the PETS as if they'd grown
up with them. The problem for the
adults is that they're frightened of
making fools of themselves in front of
all the children. Even worse, we suspect,
is the thought of a child explaining how
to use the machines. Accordingly, there
is a movement in favour of adults -only
evenings or even some sort of formal
lessons away from ComputerTown as
such. At the moment it's fairly tenta-
tive but if the pressure increases then
we'll be taking one or other of these
alternative approaches.

The third thing that adults find dis-
concerting is that ComputerTown works
on the 'discovery' principle of learning.
If they run into difficulties they can

ComputerTown UK! is a nationwide network of voluntary
computer literacy centres. All letters should be addressed

to CTUK! c/o 14 Rathbone Place, London W IP 1DE

chew the problem over with the in-
evitable group of onlookers and, if that
fails, they know they can come to one
of the three or four qualified organisers.
I suspect that this all appears pretty
chaotic to those used to a more formal
learning environment. Enough, enough
- let's move on to the other news of the
month.

Arthur French from Crawley
Teachers' Centre has kindly sent us a
cassette tape for the new ROM PET
called 'This is a PET and this is what it
does'. The program occupies 10k and is
really quite excellent - we shall be
using it at ComputerTown Eastcote
next Tuesday. Any other Computer -
Towns who'd like a copy should send a
cassette and the return postage to
CTUK! at 7 Collins Drive, Eastcote,
Middlesex We'll send your cassette back
with the program encoded on both sides
but we will only provide this service to
those running ComputerTowns, needless
to say.

It looks as if a ComputerTown West
Bromwich will come into existence
soon. Sorry to be a bit mysterious - but
if you're in the area and interested in
contacting the organisers then we at
CTUK headquarters will pass your
letters on. Similarly, anyone in the
Winslow area of Buckinghamshire who
might be interested should write to us
here and we'll pass your letter on to
someone in that area.

Have a peek at this month's
`Commons Report', you'll see that
ComputerTown has caught the imagina-
tion of Ian Lloyd MP. Needless to say,
we have offered to run a Computer -
Town Houses of Parliament whenever
he likes. We shall pursue this idea and
keep you posted.

Nick Green of Commodore kindly
sent us a couple of cassettes containing
40 programs. These form the basis of
Commodore's Workshop Software
which is used by educational establish.
ments around the country where
teachers are learning about micro -
computing. According to Kit Spencer,
these programs are considered to be in
the public domain and anyone
associated with ComputerTown is free
to copy them. At Eastcote, where we
evaluated the programs, we chose seven
as being particularly suitable for use in
ComputerTowns. Anyone interested in
using these programs should write to us
and we'll pass your address on to
Commodore, who'll do the rest. Once
again, this only applies to bona fide
ComputerTowns.

Anyone in Aldershot who's interested
in starting a ComputerTown should
contact David Williams at 94 Gloucester
Road, Aldershot, Hants GUll 35H. At
the moment David is looking for
kindred spirits. A trip home on the

underground following the PCW Christ-
mas festivities may pay dividends. Les
Ord of RAF Uxbridge expressed great
interest in the idea so anyone else in the
area should write to Les there. Inciden-
tally, we already know that he'd get a
sympathetic hearing from Mr Colehan,
the borough librarian, if he wants to use
library premises. We also bumped into
Frank Fadipe who lives at 1 Brook
Close, Ruislip. He's got an Apple and
would be interested to hear from others
in the Ruislip area who would be
interested in getting something going
there.

Julian Allason (founder of Petsoft
and now publisher of Printout) came
up with a smart idea the other day.
Knowing how busy we are running
PCW, he suggested that we might find
people prepared to take over the cen-
tral organisation of Computefrown at
colleges and universities. It seems that
such establishments are often looking
for real projects for students to run in
order to gain practical experience. It
sounds like a great idea to us - any
offers?

Pete Shaw kindly wrote from
Clacton -on -Sea in Essex to offer us help
in London; he also mentioned that he
might be getting something going near
where he lives. Anyone interested write
to us here and we'll pass your letters
on. Another Essex man, Philip Joy,
writes from Romford to say that he'd
like to start a ComputeiTown in his
area. Anyone else in the area who'd like
to join him write to Philip at 130 Rush
Green Road, Romford, Essex.

Simon Withers, who is 13, writes
from Wigan to volunteer his services
to anyone willing to start a Computer -
Town in his area. Simon can be contac-
ted at Kilmartin, Bellingham Mount,
Wigan Lane, Wigan WN1 2NJ.

Lovely Cherry Watret of Microsense
thinks that Hemel Hempstead is ripe
for its own ComputerTown. According.
ly, she visited Eastcote recently to see
how things operate there. Someone
else who has visited Eastcote is Ian
Thomasson and he is now planning to
start a ComputerTown of his own in
Rayners Lane. Anyone in the area who
is interested should contact Ian at 16
High Worple, Rayners Lane, Harrow,
Middlesex.

Look out for your local Computer -
Town in our quarterly User Group
Index - it will be listed under the
National section.

Finally, thank you all very much for
all your enthusiasm and interest in
ComputerTown. Please keep in touch
and tell us how things are going in your
neck of the woods. Remember, we'd
like to see thousands of Computer -
Towns all over the country! We look
forward to hearing from you.
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Spring in San Francisco
from £440

Enjoy a two -centre holiday in sunny California, 1 -9 April, 1981
just in time for the 6th West Coast Computer Faire.

Lounge on Santa Monica beach, visit the first ever
computer store or maybe even take a peek at Hollywood.
Follow this with a few days in San Francisco visiting
the Computer Faire and possibly pop down El Camino
Real to Silicon Valley.

All this, and n-uch more can be yours if you take
advantage of Meridian Tours' special offer to PCW
readers, details of which are now being finalised.

Three holidays are planned, each of which ensures
that you are in San Francisco for the duration of the
Faire, which must be the biggest micro -dedicated show
in the world. The first holiday coriptises one night in
Los Angeles at the first-class Sheraton Miramar at
Santa Monica Beach followed by six nights in San
Francisco at the Civic Centre Holiday Inn, just round
the corner from the Faire. The second holiday provides
the chance to spend three nights in Los Angeles and
four in San Francisco while the third allows you to 'do
your own thing' for a week following one of the above
holidays, simply returning to base for the journey home.

The holiday price includes all flights, hotel
acrommodation, supervised transfers between airports
and hotels, entrance to the Faire, a copy of the
conference proceedings and compulsory insurance.
The cost does not include transport to and from
Gatwick, meals abroad or additional accommodation
for those wishing to stay an extra week.

Car hire can be arranged at special rates by Meridian
before departure and special excursions may be booked
with their local representatives while abroad.

Having said all that, this promises to become quite an
event in the PCW year; it's bound to be fun - even for
those who aren't too interested in computers. They
can make the most of San Francisco with its Golden
Gate Bridge, cable cars, Chinatown, Fisherman's Wharf
-not to mention a more recent phenomenon, lobby
watching in the Hyatt Regency.
For further infornution and a booking form write to
West Coast Trip, PCW, 14 Rathbone Place,
London W1P 1DE.

This holiday is being organised by Meridian Tours Midlands Ltd who are bonded tour operators
(Air Tour Operator's Licence No. 700B)

-
977

Meridian
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There are times when news
of the mundane has implica-
tions that could be called
sensational. In this case, that
news is that the manufacture
of small 5'/4in Winchester disk
drives is becoming routine
and that instead of pioneering
new technology, manufac-
turers are sticking to
`conservative' design and
manufacturing principles.
What this means, in turn, is
that the small and inexpensive
Winchester drive will soon
turn from technical wonder
to commonplace.

Tom Williams reports on the American side of the microscene

ler and data separator while
adhering to the Shugart
interface standard. Manu-
facturing Winchester drives
is the product of experience
and that investment in
experience will soon begin
to pay off in reliable volume
production.

It is well known that one
of the main reasons Apple
did not include a hard disk
option in the Apple III is
that there was no source of
drives that could produce in
the volume that Apple would
require to meet its needs.

.. the small and inexpensive
Winchester drive will

soon turn from technical
wonder to commonplace.'
Manufacture of 8 and

14in Winchesters is gearing
up something fierce in
Silicon Valley, with a new
company called Quantum
recently formed for the
express purpose of manufac-
turing drives that are compa-
tible with the Shugart inter-
face. There is quite a bit of
carping among drive manu-
facturers about the Shugart
interface, but like the 5100
bus it has a foothold that
is not likely to disappear. Of
greater interest to users of
personal computers, however,
are the goings-on in the 5'/4in
Winnie world.

First to market a 51/4in
drive was Shugart Technolo-
gy, a company formed after
the founder of Shugart
Associates was eased out of
the company he started (a
not uncommon occurrence
in this industry). Shugart
Technology has since been
renamed Seagate, and the
original Shugart is now
announcing its own 51/4in
drive. The other serious
contender in the market is
IMI, a Cupertino -based
company which is located
right across the street from
Apple.

Indications are, that as
production volume increases,
these highly reliable drives
will be selling in OEM
quantities for around $800.
That means that a 6 mega-
byte disk system should be
available to end users for
around $1500 in the near
future. But, as in the past,
users will probably become
blase and treat even this
phenomenal amount of
storage as the norm.

Another question is that
of the controllers. IMI
has built in its own control -

Now that production looks
like it is indeed going to
come up to a decent volume,
there are rumours that
Apple is planning to include
that option.

There are even rumours
that Apple will begin to
manufacture its own 51/4in
Winchesters, either inde-
pendently or under licence
from an established manu-
facturer. At any rate, if these
rumours are true, Apple
will have to initially buy in
pretty sizeable numbers in
order to keep up with
the current trend toward
these fantastically small mass
storage devices.

Rumours
Now here is a super rumour,
so if it doesn't happen,
don't blame me, but if it
does, you heard it here first.
According to obscure sources,
Sperry Univac is reputed to
have a true Josephson compu-
ter working in the lab.
Josephson junctions are those
circuits that operate best at
a temperature near absolute
zero. The Sperry machine is
said to operate around 2
degrees absolute, and
Sperry's solution to the
repair/service problem is
supposed to be simple
replacement. If all goes well,
the machine should be
announced in about two
years. There has been no
word about how the
company plans to ship such
a product, but many inane
suggestions come to mind.
Perhaps it'll set up a plant
at the north pole.

Another it -should -happen -
soon report concerns a per-
sonal computer that will fit
in a case small enough to

fit under the seat of a plane
and be complete. By
complete, I mean full key-
board, 64k RAM, CRT dis-
play, 51/4in floppy drive
and running CP/M. The little
bird who told me this one
has not been known to be
wrong very often in the past,
but, of course, I can't say
which bird it is.

The trend towards
practical voice I/O is receiv-
ing another boost from
Centigram Corporation with
a new improved version of
their Mike voice terminal.
Mike incorporates both voice
output and voice recognition.
The terminal can be trained
to recognise up to 99
separate words, which it
converts to codes and sends
to the host computer via an
RS232 channel.

Mike is not limited to that
set of 99 words, either; the
host computer can
dynamically swap word sets
in Mike's memory so that
the operator can work with
an arbitrarily large number of
sets of 99. The computer

accuracy when training Mike
and then testing the terminal
against a tape recording.
At the same time, it recog-
nises that voice I/O is still
in its infancy and there is not
really a practical limit to the
refinements they feel would
really be desirable.

The world of local net-
working is getting another
boost from Giltronix, a
Palo Alto company special-
ising in automatic switching
(mostly of the RS232
variety) among computers
and various peripherals. The
company started out pro-
ducing simple RS232 switch
boxes, so you cculd switch,
say, between a CRT terminal
and a hard copy terminal.
It has recently come out with
an intelligent controller
(run by an 8085) that can
control traffic between five
serial ports, an. IEEE -488
interface, two parallel ports,
and 16 DPDT DIP relays.

This little wonder
sells for $599 in kit form
and is positioned midway
between the manual switches

' .. a personal computer
that will fit under

the seat of a plane .

can also limit recognition
possibilities to subsets of the
current 99 so that there will
be less chance of confusion
within the current set.

Mike uses a method of
digital recording which
generates patterns by analys-
ing words spoken into it by
the operator. Centigram says
it has achieved 100% lab

and a $40,000 unit meant
for the big boys. The service
it provides at an amazingly
righteous price is a traffic
centre for data acquisition,
multiple computer
communications, and very
versatile process control.
My 'Fearless Forecast' is
that Giltronix will be heard
from loudly in the near
future.

'Honestly mum he never speaks to me these days.
He just leaves me the occasional floppy disk.'
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COMMUNICATIONS
PCW welcomes correspondence from its readers but we must warn that it tends to be one way!

Please be as brief as possible and add "not for publication" if your letter is to be kept private. Please
note that we are unable to give advice about the purchase of computers or other

hardware/software - these questions must be addressed to Sheridan Williams (see 'Computer Answers'
page). Address letters to: 'Communications', Personal Computer World, 14 Rathbone Place,

London W1P 1DE.

Easier entry
As a half -blind, one -fingered
keyboard -poker, I have found
that the easiest way of enter-
ing a long program single-
handed from written matter
is to dictate it first onto tape
on an ordinary tape recorder;
then, using headphones, type
it in at a rate appropriate
to one's ability. This way
leads to far fewer errors
(spaces for example, can be
counted aloud both on dictat-
ing and on playing back),
far less fatigue and is much
quicker. In addition the
listing can be much more
easily checked (again via the
headphones) and it seems to
allow much earlier under-
standing of the program.

The method is so success-
ful that I am considering
modifications to my PET
to allow the built-in cassette
to be used for the job.
Peter Tyler, Attenborough,
Notts.

MWforWP
Your penetrating article on
the Microwriter (November
PCW) rightly lists its values
as a portable word processing
system but makes the
peculiar suggestion that the
terminal price, around £400,
is too costly.

As a marketing consultancy
with no connection whatever
with Microwriter, we were
one of the first MW users two
years ago and our system has
proven the equal of dedicated
WP setups costing thousands
more - with the added
benefit of true portability.
Like any WP system, it has
seen continuous use in
producing personalised direct
mail letters and standard
documents requiring
successive updatings. But
unlike others, it has also
enabled me to cope personal-
ly with secretarial chores when
staff are absent and confident-
ial correspondence that
cannot be routed through a
secretariat.

To gain the cheapest
comparable WP facilities with
VDU and letter quality print-
ing would require at least a
Superbrain or Superpet 8000
plus peripherals at upwards
of £3000. And you cannot
put a PET in your brief-
case and write your reports
at home or during train
journeys, as you can with the
MW.

The usual objection to the
MW, its non-qwerty key-
board, is actually beneficial
in learning the system. I was
using the MW fluently within
a week, whereas our new

Superpet with Wordcraft
(acquired for its large disk
memory) will take our
secretaries weeks of training
before it shows any real gains
in productivity.

It beats me how your
writer can suggest that under
£2000 is too much to pay for
a full word processing system,
including all peripherals and
with the benefit of portabil-
ity, when you could pay the
same again for a comparable
system, that was non -
portable and more difficult
to learn!
Nick Robinson, Datanews
Services, Luton.

It is not possible to compare
the Microwriter system
directly with more expensive,
conventional word processors
(and such a comparison was
deliberately avoided in the
review) because the latter
offer many facilities which
are not available on the
MW we tested - automatic-
ally searching for and substit-
uting strings, for example, or
reading names and addresses
from a separate file when
printing direct mail letters.
The extra facilities o f more
complex WP systems
contribute to the longer
training periods which they
require - Ed.

Sord not
'defunct
We would like to formally
request a retraction of the
statement `(not to be
confused with the long
defunct Japanese Sord)'
in 'Yankee Doodles', January
PCW.

As one of the two import-
ers of the Sord range of
microcomputers into the UK
we feel very strongly that
such sweeping statements,
which are very detrimental to
our business, should be
published without first check-
ing the facts. We are already

finding that questions over
the security of Sord are being
asked by prospective purchas-
ers.

Sord is not only still in
existence but is one of the
leading manufacturers in
Japan. The basic unit, the
M223 Mk III, is based on a
Z80A CPU with an AM9511
APU, integral VDU and twin
350k Teac disk drives. The
unit is very flexible and has
expandability options of add
on 8in IBM compatible
floppy disks, 8 mbyte hard
disk with magnetic cartridge
backup and a complete range
of peripherals including
colour graphics, paper tape,
extra VDUs, data pads, etc.

For 1981 Sord is intro-
ducing two new ranges of
products. Firstly, the M243
which has as standard 192k
bytes of RAM (and can be
extended to approximately
1 mbyte) and 8in IBM
compatible units; hard disk,
etc, are all available. Secondly,
a new series of 16 -bit
computers, the M400 series,
based on the 8086 CPU and
with up to 1 mbyte RAM and
with internal 8 mbyte hard
disk.

As you can see, pro-
gression is fast and to state
that Sord is defunct is a
gross error.
Paul Whitehead, Exleigh
Business Machines Ltd,
Penzance.

`Yankee Doodles', of course,
reflects and reports the
situation in the USA where,
we understand, Sord products
are no longer sold. We're glad
to assure readers that, as Mr
Whitehead states, the comp-
any itself is by no means
defunct and that its products
continue to be sold in Britain.
- Ed.

No LIST
B Mistry's method of prevent-
ing listing on Ohios or UK1O1s
also prevents the program

from running.
The following routine

causes the computer to jump
to the machine code monitor
if the program (which runs
as normal), is stopped or
exited:
10 POKE 4,0 : POKE 5,254

If somebody tries to list
the program they will discover
that it is impossible to get to
command mode. To RUN
again, stay in the monitor,
put C3H into 0004H and
A8H into 0005H. Type `.'
then A274G - and run or list
as required.
10 POKE 4, 17 : POKE 5,189
will cause a cold start and
make things even more
difficult! For automatic start
of Basic programs after load-
ing, first save the program.
When OK appears, stop the
tape using the pause control,
type "? POKE 515,0 : RUN',
release the pause control and
hit RETURN.
Dave Henniker, Edinburgh

Printer
interface
This is a very low-cost RS232
to 20 mA converter for those
guys that don't want to spend
mucho pounds on a com-
mercial converter. I use it
between my Explorer 85
RS232 printer port and an
LA 36y printer.
Les Solomon, Popular
Electronics, New York

1211 problem
Many thanks for mentioning
the PC -1211 Users Club' in
the December edition of PCW.
I would like to offer the
services of the club to help
solve any problems readers of
PCW have with their
PC-1211/TRS-80 pocket
computers in the same way
that the ZX-80 Users Club
appears to be of service.

Any queries sent in can
be forwarded to us at the

*5 V 0

RS232

GNI) 0

Hi4-(0

IN914

6-1 3k3

RS232 to
TTL converter

Inverter

470

-12V c,..--1170

20 mA
device

Low-cost RS232 to 20 mA converter -see 'Printer Interface'.

20 mA
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address below and we will
solve them as quickly as
possible.

Also, we were pleased
to see the PC -1211 inform-
ation in 'Calculator Corner',
but please remember that it
is a computer, not a
calculator.
Robert Valt, PC -1211 Users
Club, 281 Lidgett Lane,
Leeds LS17 6PD, Yorkshire

Telesolution
Recently, a telecommunicat-
ions problem in my office
started a thought process
which rapidly led to my
concluding that the problem
could be solved using exist-
ing technology but in a novel
manner. Furthermore, the
idea has world-wide applicat-
ion potential and could be
patented. Hopefully no-one
has a similar system in their
lab! Are any fellow PCW
readers interested? If so,
please make contact.

New readers may be
interested to know that I
started reading PCW last
autumn after reviewing two
other magazines: the choice
was an easy one. I hope
PCW maintains the educat-
ional items in particular;
I recommend the magazine
to other newcomers.
T R Armstrong, 21 Merdon
Ave, Chandlers Ford,
Eastleigh, Hants S05 1EH

Image digitiser
In the July 1980 PCW, Dr
Steve Abbott requested
information regarding the
eventual availability in
England of the Periphicon
image digitiser.

We are pleased to inform
you that we stock both the
32x32 and the 64x64 pixel
models in Denmark, complete
with housing cable and TV
camera lens. We have started
using this interesting device
in industrial robotics mainly
and have developed a range
of supporting software. As
one example of its applicat-
ions, we can mention that it
is used on the Champion
Spark Plug production line
to control preset spark plug
gap as well as electrode
quality.

One application which
we would find very interest-

ing, but which we have no
time to develop, is a charact-
er recognition device, perhaps
combined with one of the
new language dictionary chips,
to enable direct reading of
normal printed manuscripts.
Perhaps that would be an
idea for Dr Abbott!

The price for the 32x32
unit is about £300, and for
the 64x64 unit about £800.
E -C Data Inc, Tornevangsvej
88, POB 116, DK-3460
Birkered, Denmark

NEWtip
Having recently purchased
a UK101, I have found it is
possible to retrieve programs
after typing NEW.

When NEW is typed,
the 101 places zeros in locat-
ions 769 and 770, which are
the top of program pointers
in RAM. By keeping a note of
the various values which the
locations contain for your
programs it is possible to
retrieve them after you have
typed NEW.
P Mirams, Northwich,
Cheshire

Micros in
libraries
I am an external postgraduate
student at Loughborough
University and I am writing
a thesis for a Masters degree
in Library Studies entitled
`The Microcomputer and the
Library'. I would be very
glad to hear from anyone
operating or using a micro-
computer in any form of
library or information work,
to learn what systems they
are using and to hear about
their problems and successes.
Andy Dawson 53 Downton
Avenue, London SW2 3TU

The Basic
saga
The dispute between Malcolm
Peltu and D McFarlane
(`Communications', Decemb-
er 1980) is akin to deciding
whether Robin Cousins or
Sebastian Coe is the greater
sportsman - like is not being
compared with like.

Basic was designed to

I

`No we can't tonight Gerald, it's not safe!'

enable beginners (not necess-
arily programmers) to make
use of a computer as a mathe-
matical and analytical tool as
quickly as possible, while
Cobol was aimed at the
business programmer. Basic
programs tend to be short
and short-lived, while Cobol
programs (outside 'real-time'
transaction processing applic-
ations) tend to be large, may
have to run regularly for
years and will handle far
greater combinations of data
than the average Basic
program. The accounting
package described in the
NCC book reviewed by Peltu
(September Bookfare) is
almost certainly typical.

Thus, professional
programmers take many man-
hours to make sure that their
programs are 'right', and to
document them so that other
programmers and their
successors can understand the
logic in order to amend it
correctly when necessary
(large systems tend to change,
even while the programs are
being written!). Less than
50 percent of a programmer's
time is spent in writing code.

It would not be possible
to write the average Cobol
program in standard Basic.
On the other hand, few prof-
essionals would attempt to
write a predominantly
mathematical routine in
Cobol, although the facility
to link subprograms written
in different languages would
enable them to write, say, a
control and file -handling
routine in Cobol which

Fortran
routine

invoke a
routine to perform statistical
analysis on the input data.
(Not being a mathematician,
I wonder how much better
Fortran is than Basic - apart
from being compilable, I
mean.)

I hope Mr McFarlane does
not ignore the wider world
of programming altogether.
I do advise him, though, to
use the System 4 Cobol refer-
ence manual as a doorstop or
bookend until he can scrounge
a copy of an ICL Cobol train-
ing manual (System 4, 1900
or 2900 versions, though the
former probably describes the
simplest implementation)
which will be much more
readable.

Having said all that, I
agree that Mr. Peltu has gone
out on the wrong limb for
once. I believe that the real
conflict is the one which will
occur between the 'complete
language' Ada and Cobol
(or Fortran or Basic, not to
mention Jovial, Coral 66 and
RTL2), and which is pre-
figured by the Pascal v the
others debate.
Frank Little, Swansea

Oh Oh Guy
It's the privilege of user
groups to moan and to dream
of the ideal machine, but
Guy Kewney (Oh Oh Ohio
in last issue's Newsprint)
certainly got the wrong idea!

He quoted the piece out of
date and out of its user group
context, which assumes that
everyone knows the good
points of OSI's kit. The
standard Superboard like all
machines has a few limita-
tions but a typical member's
machine has one and a half
times the screen display and
three times the Basic speed
of the TRS-80 for example, a
screen editor and extensive
machine code monitor built-
in, and plenty more besides, a
all for around £250. And
despite Guy's comments the
kit is robust and consistently
reliable - something that I
believe can't be said of the
`Big Three' systems. All of
our moans in the piece quo-
ted have since been resolved
- even the documentation,
now produced for Ohio by
the Howard Sams publishing
group.

For more details contact
the dealers, or the user
group through me.
Tom Graves, 19a West End,
Street, Somerset.

Computing
philatelist
found!
In answer to Nigel Stokes'
query about computing
philatelists, I am one such!
I use an Apple II with disk
drive to store want lists of
stamps needed in files by
country. These I then update
and send to my correspond-
ents around the world.

I am also working on the
planning stage of a catalogue
program to update the value
of my collections and to diag-
nose the areas showing the
greatest appreciation, etc. I
would be very grateful to
hear from anyone else work-
ing in similar, or other,
philatelic fields.
John Oldfield, Calle Galatxo
29, Capdella, Mallorca, Spain

Big keys please
One of our customers is

the Spastic Centre of NSW,
sheltered workshop and
training centre, in Sydney.
We supply them with soft-
ware for their nine Apples.
The Director has asked me
to try to find a source of
special keyboards with
large letters, with the keys
having separation one from
the other. They would have
to be connectable and compa-
tible with the Apple, of
course. The object is to allow
those with spastic problems
to use the Apples and make
fewer mistakes.

Apple education in Cuper-
tino doesn't know of a suit-
able supplier, I wonder if any
of your readers can help?
Keith Stewart, Seahorse
Computer Services, PO Box
47, Camden NSW 2570,
Australia.
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In the microcomputer jungl
The Sharp MHO system now wit

Since its introduction,
the Sharp MZ-80 system
has proved to be one of the
most versatile systems in
the micro jungle, for
commerce, industry and
enthusiasts alike.

Now the MZ-80 Computer
system has even more versatility
thanks to CP/KD giving greater
adaptability to face the future.
After all look what happened to
the Dinosaur.

The MZ-80 system
is made up of the MZ-80K
computer with the powerful Z-80 microprocessor.
MZ-80FD Floppy Disc storage unit, now with
CP/M@ for even greater versatility.
MZ-80P3 dot printer producing ultra Sharp print out copy.

CP/M is a Trade Mark of Digital Research Ltd and was developed by Crystal Electronics,Torquay.



urvival depends on adaptabity.
/M has even greater versatity.

Your Sharp Microcomputer Dealers
AVON
BCG SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD  BRISTOL 
TEL: 0272 425338
DECIMAL BUSINESS M/CS LTD  BRISTOL"
TEL: 0272 294591

BEDFORDSHIRE
H. B. COMPUTERS (LUTON) LTD  LUTON 
TEL: 0582 416887

BERKSHIRE
BCG SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD  READING  TEL 0734 54015
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD  NEWBURY
TEL: 0635 30505
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
INTERFACE COMPONENTS LTD  AMERSHAM 
TEL 02403 22307
CHESHIRE
CASH REGISTER SERVICES  CHESTER  TEL:0244 317549
FLETCHER WORTHINGTON LTD  HALE  TEL: 061-9288928
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD  CHEADLE HEATH,
STOCKPORT  TEL: 061-491 2290

CLEVELAND
HUNTING COMPUTER SERVICES LTD  STOCKTON 
TEL: 0642 613021
DEVON
BCG SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD  PAIGNTON  TEL: 0803 557711
CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS LTD  TORQUAY  TEL: 0803 22699
PETER SCOTT (EXETER) LTD  EXETER  TEL: EXETER 73309

DORSET
SOUTH COAST BUSINESS M/CS  FERNDOWN, DORSET 
TEL: 0202 893040
ESSEX
PROROLE LTD  WESTCLIFFE ON SEA TEL: 0702 335298

GLOUCESTER
GLOUCESTERSHIRE SHOP EQUIPMENT LTD 
GLOUCESTER TEL: 0452 36012
LANCASHIRE
B & B (COMPUTERS) LTD  BOLTON TEL: 0204 26644
MICRODIGITAL LTD LIVERPOOL  TEL: 051-227 2535
SUMITA ELECTRONICS LTD  PRESTON TEL: 0772 55065
SUMLOCK SOFTWARE LTD MANCHESTER
TEL: 061-228 3502
SOUND SERVICES  BURNLEY  TEL: 0282 38481
LEICESTERSHIRE
ARDEN DATA PROCESSING LEICESTER . TEL: 0533 22255
GILBERT COMPUTERS  LUBENHAM . TEL: 0858 65894
LINCOLNSHIRE
HOWES ELECT & AUTOM. SERVS. WASHINGBOROUGH 
TEL: LINCOLN 32379

LONDON
C.S.S. BUSINESS EQUIPT LTD  LONDON  E8
TEL: 01-836 1176

CENTRAL CALCULATORS LTD LONDON  EC2
TEL: 01-729 5588
DIGITIAL DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT  LONDON  W1
TEL: 01-387 7388
EURO-CALC LTD  LONDON E.C.2. TEL: 01-729 4555
EURO-CALC LTD  LONDON W1. TEL: 01-636 8161
EURO-CALC LTD  LONDON VV.C.1. TEL: 01-405 3113
JAXREST LTD  LONDON EO  TEL: 01-403 1801
LION COMPUTER SHOPS LTD  LONDON VV.1.
TEL: 01-6371601
PERSONAL COMPUTERS LTD  LONDON  TEL: 01-626 8121
SCOPE  LONDON EC2M 4HX TEL: 01-247 8506
SUMLOCK BONDAIN LTD  LONDON EC1R OAA
TEL: 01-253 2447
VIDEO SERVICES (BROMLEY) . TEL: 01-4608833
CREAM COMPUTER SHOP  HARROW  TEL: 01-3800833
NORFOLK
SUMLOCK BONDAIN (EAST ANGLIA) LTD NORWICH 
TEL: 0603 26259
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
HB COMPUTERS LTD  KETTERING . TEL: 0536 83922
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
KEEN COMPUTERS  NOTTINGHAM  TEL: 0602 583254
MANSFIELD BUSINESS M/CS LTD  MANSFIELD 
TEL: 0623 26610
OXEN
OXFORD COMPUTER CENTRE  73/75 GEORGE STREET
OXFORD OX1 2 BQ  TEL: 0865 49349
SALOP
COMPUTER CORNER  SHREWSBURY  TEL: 0743 55166
SOMERSET
NORSETT OFFICE SUPPLIES LTD  CHEDDAR 
TEL: 0934 742184
SUFFOLK
MICROTEK IPSWICH . TEL: 0473 50152
SURREY
PETALECT ELECTRONIC SERVICES
WOKING TEL: 04862 69032
8.13.M. DATA SERVICES 
CBOYDON TEL: 01-6841134
BARNES CONSULTANTS  GUILDFORD 
SARADAN ELECTRONICS SERVICES 
WALLINGTON  TEL: 01 669 9483

T & V JOHNSON (MICROCOMPUTERS)  CAMBERLEY 
TEL: 0276 20446
SUSSEX
M & H OFFICE EQUIPMENT BRIGHTON  TEL: 0273697231
TYNE & WEAR
P.M.S. LTD  SUNDERLAND . TEL: 0783 480009
WALES
CITY RADIO CARDIFF TEL: 0222 28169
SIGMA SYSTEMS LTD  CARDIFF TEL: 0222 21515
MORRISTON COMPUTER CENTRE 46 CROWN STREET
MORRISTON  SWANSEA  TEL: SWANSEA 795817
WEST MIDLANDS
CAMDEN ELECTRONICS SMALL HEATH (BIRMINGHAM)
TEL: 021-773 8240
E.B.S. LTD  BIRMINGHAM  TEL: 021-233 3045
JAXREST LTD  BIRMINGHAM - TEL: 021-328 4908
NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD BIRMINGHAM 
TEL: 021-707 7170
POINTCRAFT - BIRMINGHAM  TEL: 021-233 2325
YORKSHIRE
DATRON INTERFORM LTD  SHEFFIELD  TEL: 0742 585490
BITS & P.C:S  WETHERBY, W YORKSHIRE . TEL: 0937 63 744
SCOTLAND
A & G KNIGHT  ABERDEEN  TEL: 0224 630526
BUSINESS & ELECTRONIC M/CS  EDI NG URGH
TEL: 031-226 5454
FORTRONIC LTD  DUNFERMLINE TEL: 0383 823121
STRATHAND LTD  GLASGOW  TEL: 041-552 6731
NORTHERN IRELAND
O & M SYSTEMS BELFAST 49440
EIRE
TOMORROWS WORLD LTD  DUBLIN 2 TEL: 00001 776861
ISLE OF MAN
DELTA SYSTEMS LTD - DOUGLAS  TEL: 0624 4586

SHARP COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

Find outtoday what a Sharp Microcomputerwill do foryou.



BENCH
TEST

IF

A few years ago, computers could be
divided (by word -length) into main-
frames and minicomputers - fewer than
20 bits to the word and it was a mini-
computer; otherwise, it had to be a
mainframe. When the microcomputer
came along with an 8 -bit word length,
it fitted in neatly below the mini but
when the 32 -bit `superminis' were
announced, the dividing line began to
blur and it became necessary to find
other ways of classifying machines.
Some people just said, 'a mini is a
computer produced by a minicomputer
manufacturer' and left it at that. Now
that microcomputer manufacturers axe
producing 16 -bit machines which com-
pete directly with minicomputers, it is
difficult to know whether it is approp-
riate to think in terms of `supermicros'
or to treat them as normal minis. In
either case, the Onyx C8002 is the first
of the 16 -bit Z8000 -based systems to be
made available in this country.

Sue Eisenbach brings you the first
review in our multi-user

Benchtest series.

The Z8000 processor has an interest-
ing history. Originally it was designed
to be supplied in two versions: the
Z8001 had a total of 45 distinct instruc-
tions (or 105 mnemonics or 187 in-
structions including all variations - it
depends on what you want to count)
and could address eight Mbytes via
memory management hardware, while
the Z8002 had a straightforward 64
kbyte addressing range (no fancy hard-
ware extras) and slightly fewer instruc-
tions. Both processors offered 16
16 -bit registers, or eight 32 -bit registers
or four 64 -bit registers. If desired, the
first eight 16 -bit registers can be further
subdivided into 16 8 -bit registers.
Recently, Zilog announced that a third
version which incorporates hardware
paging will emerge. In the course of
events, the Z8000 design, particularly
in its Z8001 form, seems to have run
into more revisions than even Zilog can
be happy with, with the result that a

number of OEMs have been unable to
deliver the memory managed systems
they had designed in advance of quan-
tity production.

In the meantime, Onyx has hedged
its bets: it, too, wanted a large -memory
Z8000 system but began with the more
readily available Z8002 and then de-
signed its own memory management
system to expand the Zilog processor's
addressing range from 64 kbytes to
1 Mbyte. It was this ploy which enabled
Onyx to win the race to provide the
first commercially available supermicro
system. Confusingly, although this sys-
tem is known as an Onyx C8002, the
other system which Onyx offers, the
C8001, incorporates a Z80A processor
rather like the Z8001 implied by its
designation.

Having resolved the hardware ques-
tion, there was still a requirement to
provide enough software to compete
with the established minicomputers and
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once again two choices were available.
Firstly, one could beef up the current
8 -bit software, offering (for example)
MP/M 8000, exploiting the rudimentary
scheduling offered by MP/M. It is
doubtful, however, whether this package
would behave as flexibly and coherently
as a modern minicomputer operating
system designed in and built for the
type of processing environment at
which this product is aimed. As an
alternative, one could adapt a ready -
written, well -established minicomputer
operating system to run on one's own
hardware. Accordingly, Onyx has
obtained a licence to provide Western
Electric's Unix V7, running under the
name Onix.

In fact, this 'lock, stock and barrel'
approach has left a few, for the most
part fairly cosmetic, patches showing.
For instance, at login, the system comes
up with 'UNIX' rather than 'ONIX' and
there is the occasional reference to
`PDP11' in the documentation. Finally,
for the British user, it is somewhat
disconcerting to work on a computer
which insists on telling the time accord-
ing to Silicon Valley (Pacific Standard)
Time.

Hardware
The least impressive feature of the
Onyx is its looks - it's not that the
box is particularly ugly but one expects
such a 'big' machine to need more
than a 22 x 17 x 8in, 601b metal cabinet
with a key -type on/off switch and a
single on/off light at the front. In-
stallation involves releasing the carriage -
lock which stops the disk heads from
flopping about, plugging a terminal into
the 'console' slot at the back, plugging
the machine into the mains and switching
on. As the fans start (one for the disk,
the other for the rest of the system) so
does the Winchester drive sounding like
a jet engine warming up until it gets up
to speed (3600 rpm) and settles to a
steady hum.

In the meantime, the system puts
itself through a series of hardware tests,
displaying the message 'C8002 SELF
TEST COMPLETED' on the console
when it is finished, followed by the
prompt. Of course if something is
wrong then a suitable message appears
instead. A simple carriage return will
initiate loading from the disk while a
`T' will load from magnetic tape.

Immediately beneath the cover are
two printed circuit boards (side -by -side)
which completely span the box so that
the first impression is that it is packed
full of components. However, further
examination reveals a second layer of
PC boards, beneath which lie the
Winchester drive unit, the magnetic
tape unit (accessed through a slot in
the front), the power supply and fan.
The top two boards comprise the
processor board and a 256 kbyte mem-
ory board, while the next layer provides
a second 1/4 Mbyte of RAM and the
mass storage controller board. All
boards are interconnected by cables
along their common edge across the
middle of the box so there is no back -
plane as such.

The processor board contains a
40 -pin Z8002 which, according to
Zilog, has a cycle time of 250 ns and
executes everything but 'multiply' faster
than a PDP11/ 45. This is supplemented
by the AMD 9512 floating-point pro-
cessor capable of 64 -bit floating or

fixed point arithmetic, incorporating
its own stack and capable of interrupt-
ing the Z8000 on completion of com-
putation. Unfortunately, there was no
way to access this device through the
software supplied with the review
machine. Apparently an imminent ope-
rating system revision will, once im-
plemented, allow this feature to be used.

All the I/O ports stem from the
processor board - they are wired onto a
plate at the rear of the cabinet via
25- and 37- way D -sockets. There are
ten serial ports; nine of them are
RS232C, of which one supports a
standard synchronous modem employ-
ing bisync or SDLC protocols, while
the other eight are for terminals or
printers. The console port has hardware
switches on the processor board but all
the rest have software selectable baud
rates from 300 to 38.4 k. The tenth
serial port is a high-speed (880 kbits/
sec) RS422 port designed for local
networking with other C8002s. There
is a single parallel port - 16 bidirection-
al, buffered and terminated TTL lines
(eight for data, eight for control) for a
parallel printer or similar peripheral.

The rest of the processor board
contains circuitry to drive a DMA
channel for communication with the
disk controller and for the Onyx special,
the Memory Management Controller,
which extends the Z8002's address
range from 64 kbytes to 1 Mbyte via a
mapping system (based on a 2 kbyte
page) which effectively generates a
20 -bit address. In addition, this device
makes it possible to maintain separate
program and data areas for each process,
each area being addressable up to the
maximum 64 k. This represents an
improvement over many 16 -bit minis
where the 64k limit must include both
instructions and data.

The memory modules are each com-
posed of four 64k banks of 4116s
(16k dynamic RAMs) together with
refresh hardware and parity checking.
The cards supplied filled the cabinet,
although, according to Francis Kelly
of Keen Computers, systems with 1
Mbyte (ie two additional cards) would
be supplied fitted with a larger top
cover which allows more room.

The mass -storage controller on the
fourth board incorporates a 280A pro-
cessor with 64 kbytes of memory.
Some of the memory is used to hold the
software necessary to control the disk
and tape hardware and the rest is used
as a disk sector cache. Frequently
accessed sectors will not initiate any
disk -seek activity as they will still be
left in this memory from the last access.
Transfer is from disk memory to main
memory via the 8 -bit DMA channel.
The controller is capable of supporting
a total of eight disk drives (10 Mbyte,
18 Mbyte or 40 Mbyte). However, the
system as a whole cannot support more
than one controller so that there is no
likelihood of improving efficiency by
separating filestore from paging memory.

The disk drive on the review machine
was the IMI 7710 Winchester with a
capacity of 10 Mbytes when formatted
and which is also used in the Corvus
sub -system and the Cromemco Z2H.
The special Winchester read/write heads
together with the two actual disks
(providing three data surfaces or 350
data cylinders, depending on which
direction you look) are enclosed in a
sealed, contamination -free clear plastic

container. The specification claims zero
preventative maintenance and a half-
hour repair time, which sounds as
though they just throw away the
broken unit and stick a new one in.
Mean access time is rated at 50 ms.

A magnetic tape drive is built into
the Onyx to enable an external backup.
The 4 x 6 x 3/4in cartridges are inserted
through a slot in the front panel of the
cabinet and have a capacity of about
12 Mbytes. An entire 10 Mbyte disk can
be dumped in about 15 minutes. Alter-
natively, it is possible to transfer indi-
vidual named files from disk to tape and
vice versa so that any given user can, on
a multi-user system, maintain a personal
backup cartridge. Finally, the operating
system can be loaded from tape.

During the time we had the review
machine a number of different terminals
were attached (without any difficulty)
to the system, including our own ADDS
Regent 25 and Cossor Unitels and as
well as Hazeltines and ITTs at Queen
Mary College. Keen Computers supplied
an Ann Arbor Ambassador as the
console device. Unfortunately, with
such an exciting computer at the other
end we _didn't have much time to
investigate the facilities offered by this
intelligent (Z80A controlled) terminal.
Physically it features a 15in P39
phosphor non -glare screen with a
detachable (up to 4ft) 94 -key key-
board divided up into a qwerty area,
an editing/numeric key pad (program-
mable) and a programmable 12 -key
top row (24 functions via the shift
key). The display screen provides 60
lines of 80 characters. This gives a
pretty cramped screen of smallish
characters but the line count can be
decreased by the operator down to a
minimum of 18 lines of correspondingly
larger characters. In fact 30 lines was a
perfectly comfortable compromise.

A 'Setup Mode' can be invoked
within which all terminal -type functions
such as baud rate and scrolling/paging
can be defined. Once these specifications
are made the information is stored in
RAM which is maintained by battery
when the terminal is switched off so
that it doesn't have to be reset every
time it is used. In addition, it is possible
to define a window anywhere on the
screen and to restrict operator access
to this region; further, you can define
fields (in `form -filling' mode) within
which operator entry may be forbidden,
curtailed (eg numeric only), formatted
(eg right -justified), or hidden (eg pass-
words). Such fields may be selectively
transmitted to (or omitted from trans-
mission) to the host machine or to a
printer.

Software
On completion of the boot -up pro-
cedure, the console will have to be
placed within the Onix operating
system. Since none of the other ter-
minals will, be 'live' at this point, the
console is in single -user mode, useful
for certain operations (eg, backing up
the disk) when it would be dangerous
or a nuisance to have other users on the
system. As soon as the console is logged
out (Ctrl -D), the multi-user Onix
system boots in, enabling all attached
terminals for logging in. Onix is the
Onyx implementation of Unix V7. It
would seem to be appropriate to try to
give some idea of what the system feels
like, particularly for readers accustomed
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to a single -user system. (A fuller descrip-
tion appears in a separate Unix article
in this issue).

In response to the login:' prompt,
the user is required to type a directory
name followed (after another prompt)
by a password which is not echoed on
the screen. The directory name refers
to the user's own file space and the
password guarantees the user privacy of
access. After logging in, the command
'Is' will produce a list of all the entries
in the directory. These entries may be
the names of files containing programs,
or data, or text, or the names of other
subsidiary directories. In fact, the
user's own directory name is simply
another entry in some higher -level
directory so that the entire file -structure
is a massive tree -like hierarchy stemming
from a ROOT directory. (This is the
directory the console is logged into after
booting up.) For security reasons it is
possible for users to prohibit access by
other users to one or more of their
files, the access attributes of a file
defining whether or not it is readable,
writeable and executable. An executable
process (including 'system' processes
such as editors, translators and utilities)
can be initiated simply by typing its
name; two or more processes can, in
one command, be initiated for sequential
or parallel execution and a file con-
taining a series of commands can be
created, made executable and run.
Finally, no practical distinction is drawn
between I/O devices and disk files (eg
the Serial Line Printer is a 'write -only'
file called `sip').

The question is : Is Onix really Unix?
We decided that, since every reference
on the screen is actually to 'Unix'
rather than 'Onix', it must be, but then
wondered how successfully Unix had
migrated from its birthplace in the PDP
architecture. This is not such an easy
question to answer so we sought the
assistance of the Computer Systems
Laboratory at Queen Mary College. This
unit, under Professor George Colouris,
runs a network of three PDP11s, all
running under Unix, and has developed
a quantity of software, including some
for computer -to -computer communica-
tions. The Onyx was linked into this
network with no difficulty and commu-
nications established. With the 11/34
behaving as a terminal, a small C
program was typed into the Onyx This
was compiled with the Z8000 C compiler
and then used to handle the hand-
shaking while a much larger program
(a QMC editor) was transferred at a
much higher speed.

C is a high-level system language in
which almost the entire Unix operating
system is written. It has specially
convenient data -types for system work
and, because it is a high-level language,
it is fairly easy to use. It is thus a
straightforward matter to modify or
adapt Unix to specialised applications.
To transfer Unix to a new machine one
needs a C compiler that will generate
the machine code of the target system
and a few device -specific handlers.
The whole operating system can then
be compiled like a normal program and
executed on the new system.

However, there are bound to be a
few chinks in software which has
migrated in this way. For instance, at
run-time, the little communications
program flagged an OVERFLOW error
which seems to have been caused by the

Z8000 C compiler allocating register
space more economically than its PDP
11 counterpart (ie, an 8 -bit register).
There were no such problems with the
(much larger) editor so we must assume
that portability from the PDP will be
fairly straightforward - and, of course,
this sort of problem would not arise
with anything developed on the Onyx
itself. We were able to crash the system
by creating absurdly large arrays - not
very nice in a multi-user environment.
More serious was the fact that the
system could be crashed by omitting the
EXIT instruction from a C program.
The compiler really should be able to
pick up faulty syntax of this kind.

Other software on the system
included a Pascal compiler (based on the
UCSD system but without GET or PUT)
which generates native Z8000 code
rather than p -code, and a special Z8000
implementation of adb (the Unix
assembler/debugger). Apart from these,
most of the system routines and facilities
seemed to be direct recompilations of
the PDP originals, as described above.
These included be and dc, the Unix
desk calculator programs and nroff and
eqn, the Unix text -formatting packages.
There was a slight feeling of fragility
about the system (the occasional un-
expected occurrence or unusual error
message) as though not all utilities
had been completely tested. As the
software matures, however, we can
expect this to fade and certainly the
new (forthcoming) releases promise to
incorporate more of the features which
make up the 'standard' Unix system,
including:
- access to the floating-point hardware;
- f77, the Fortran '77 compiler;

Basic, apparently a special Z8000
version of Microsoft;

- Cobol ANSI '74, level 2 with multi -
key ISAM;

- UUCP communication software, the
Bell equivalent of the QMC routines
which we used.

- a screen -oriented editor;
- the GAMES package, SPELL &

CRON;
- Codasyl DBMS (Microseed);
- the portable C compiler.

The Pascal compiler, which was not
supported by any documentation, was
slightly slower than we had expected.
In addition, on one trial we hit a series
of run-time errors which, when correc-
ted, revealed a batch of unrelated but
previously unflagged compile -time
errors. It is difficult to be certain about
the mechanism which gives rise to this
phenomenon but it is clearly unde-
sirable for compile -time errors to be
masked in this fashion.

Overall, however, we were impressed
with the power and flexibility of Unix
and with the fidelity of the Onix
implementation, as far as it has gone.
Our thanks to the Computer Systems
people at Queen Mary College for their
enthusiasm and instructive help.

Timings
Unix provides a program called TIME
which can be run in association with a
specific process and with which most of
the figures given below were obtained.
When a process has finished, TIME
provides three figures:
Real - elapsed time measured on the
system clock (rounded to the nearest
second);

User - time actually spent executing
the program. (When we ran the same
job several times simultaneously, this
produced a wide variation in results so
we think it needs attention before it
will be accurate.);
System - time spent obeying system
calls initiated by the program.

In fact, TIME samples the processor
every 60th of a second in order to
discover which process is actually run-
ning at that instant, so that the figures
given for user and system are 'statis-
tically' accurate rather than 'absolutely'
accurate, as one would expect with
stopwatch timings. There is a certain
amount of system time required regard-
less of the number of tasks being ex-
ecuted so when the system was run
as a single user system the sum of the
user and system time was a smaller
percentage of the real time than when
several tasks are run. (Similar system
overheads built up when a large number
of jobs were run.) Real is taken off
the system clock and is slightly longer
than a stopwatch timing since TIME
itself is a program that is running during
the interval that the process is being
timed.

As a final caveat, it would be un-
reasonable to expect identical timings
for two runs of the same job, even in
single -user state, owing to the system
activity inherent in managing a large
block of memory (paging) and an even
larger backing store (disk access is
optimised through a very large buffer).
Nevertheless, we felt that the figures
obtained under the 'real' heading were
sufficiently meaningful, particularly as a
basis of comparison one with another,
to be worth recording here.

The first tests to be run were the
multi-user tests described in a previous
article. Test 1 is designed to tie up the
processor (it is Basic Benchmark 7
translated into Pascal) while Test 2 is
an I/O test (listing the character set
onto the terminal 100 times). Tests
3 and 4 write and read records to and
from the disk. Test 3 opens and closes
the file between each access while Test
4 simply opens the file once to write
and once to read. All tests are run with
one, two, three and then four users,
the idea being to measure the effects
of increasing usage on the system.
Only (the longest) real timings are
shown, since it is the effect on actual
time elapsed which is being sought.

As was expected, system overheads
accounted for most of the time on the
processor test so that the four pro-
cesses took markedly less than 4 x 1
process would. For the I/O test, we
unfortunately had to use two terminals
at 9600 baud and two at 2400 (all we
had). The timings show, though, that
this job was completely limited by the
terminal speeds (that is, sending charac-
ters to four terminals is no slower
than sending to one). By comparing
the figures for tests 3 and 4 it is possible
to get some idea of the weight of
system calls necessary to open and
close the diskfile between accesses
although these tests did not seriously
test the file I/O owing to the size of the
disk buffer (64k) compared to the
file size (12.8k). Overall, however,
although these tests were probably not
as successful (or stressful to the system)
as we would have liked, it is probably
true to say that the system can cope
very well with four users at the level
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of activity indicated by the tests and
that no catastrophic loss in response
time occurs at this loading.

We felt the need to push the system
quite a bit harder by increasing both
the loading and the number of users.
Compiling a Pascal program seemed to
place pressure on the system and so,
for this test, we decided to compile the
first multi-user test. Compiling makes
ample use both of the processor and of
disk accesses and should therefore
provide a realistic loading.

As the figures show, the system
seemed to cope best at about four
users and still offered good response up
to six users. After that, response drops
off badly as the system struggles to
meet all the demands made on it,
spending more time moving code back-
wards and forward from the disk and
correspondingly less time on the user
programs. (The ultimate catastrophe,
known as 'thrashing' would occur when
all its time is spent on these disk trans-
fers.) As it is, with eight users executing
programs on the system, a 40 -second
compilation would take nearly ten
minutes to complete. (Timings would
have been even worse if the users were
compiling different language source
code as all the compilers are re-entrant,
so on our test only one copy of the
Pascal compiler was being used.)

While we had the review system in
our possession, we were fortunate to
be able to link it into a network of
PDP11s, all running under Unix in the
Computer Systems Laboratory at Queen
Mary College. We were able to compare
its performance, in single user mode,
against that of a PDP11/34 (also single
user) with 192 kbyte of memory (in
single user mode the amount of memory
is irrelevant) and a massive 132 Mbyte
Winchester disk system. These tests
were devised by the QMC Computer
Systems Laboratory and were written
in C. The first one was designed to tie
up the processor by initialising a 10000
element array 100 times while the
second listed a large file to the terminal
using the NROFF text formatter (an
I/O test). The final one wrote single
characters into a large disk file and then
read them back. Everyone was surprised
at how well the Onyx performed against
the pricier 11/34, especially in the I/O
test. The 11/34 seems to beat the Onyx
when accessing disks, as is shown in
the 'system' times.

Finally, the Pascal Benchmarks were
run on the Onyx in single -user mode
but without the 'arithmetic' tests
(MATHS, REALARITHMETIC, REAL -
ALGEBRA), owing to the absence of
floating point facilities. The figures
from TIME varied quite a bit between
runs and, since we felt it was unfair to
compare these, which included the
TIME overhead and went from load to
completion against those of other
machines which went from S to E, we
ran the whole lot through again with a
stopwatch.

As expected, the stopwatch timings
are all below the figures from TIME,
although the differences varied more
than we would have liked. The compiler
produced Z8000 object code. When
these figures are compared with those
obtained for OMSI Pascal running on a
PDP11/04, a slower processor, it seems
that there is scope for a more efficient
compiler.

Potential
There seem to be two major areas where
the Onyx can make an inpression. The
first is probably in educational insti-
tutions both for teaching programming
and computer systems and as a research
tool. Unix provides a good development
environment for programmers and an
especially gentle entry into the arcane
world of systems programming. With
a sound implementation of Pascal,
Fortran, Basic and Cobol, the system
should adequately provide for high-level
programming teaching regardless of the
programming philosophy adopted. How-
ever, the absence of a backplane rather
rules out specialised hardware -dependent
laboratory or control applications.

The second area should be small
scale commercial software houses. Faci-
lities exist within Unix for the creation
of highly effective turnkey systems
and when Microsoft's Bascom is im-
plemented, commercial development
work could take place on the Onyx
and the finished software down-
loaded for distribution on single and
multi-user micros. Moving in the other
direction, with a fairly extensive Cobol
compiler, a relational database and good
networking facilities (all promised),
mainframe -scale development work
could be undertaken. In either case, the
size and scope of the Onyx system seem
well suited to offer a flexible environ-
ment for a wide range of commercial
applications. In addition, since little
of this type of application software
exists at present, there is the opportu-
nity to establish an early footing in
what could turn out to be a rapidly
expanding software market.

Documentation
The review machine was accompanied
by three large Unix manuals, draft
copies of the Onyx C8002 User's Guide
and Software Release Notice and user
manuals for the Ann Arbor VDU and
the Anadex printer. The Unix manuals
are the standard Bell labs set - The
Programmer's Manual and the two -
volume Supplementary Documents.
This material is also supplied on the
system - a good idea since software
updates can incorporate amendments to
the documentation and, in addition, the
user can reproduce as many copies as
required. Onyx doesn't seem to have
taken advantage since there are still
references to PDP 11s within the text.
The first manual is divided into eight
sections: Commands; System calls;
Subroutines; Special files; File formats
and conventions; Games; Macro
packages and language conventions and
Maintenance. Each section describes
every program pertaining to that section
so there is a certain element of repetition
in the descriptions. There is also a great
deal of cross-referencing but, since
`the obvious is often left unsaid in
favour of brevity,' this makes the
manual hard to use unless one adopts
a scholarly approach and makes intense
use of the index which accompanies
the text.

In contrast, the supplementary text
contains 38 essays and tutorials on a
variety of topics (Unix for beginners,
The editor, The C language, etc).
These are carefully and clearly written
and an excellent way of learning about
Unix for anyone willing to submit

themselves to the 'tutorial' discipline
and pace. For reference purposes
though, it's a pity there isn't something
between the exhaustive tutorials and the
laconic Programmer's Manual.

The 33 -page draft C8002 User's
Guide describes how to install and run
a C8002, but too superficially to be
really useful to anyone who needs more
than straightforward 'operator know-
ledge' about the system. There really is
a need for a more detailed description
of the system and its procedures. The
seven -page Software Release Notice
simply lists the software available and
repeats the tape -loading sequence found
in the User's Guide. There was no Pascal
manual at all.

Expansion
The minium system configured for
four users comes with 256 kbytes of
memory, the 10 Mbyte Winchester
and magnetic tape backup. The system
can be expanded to an eight -user
system with up to eight 40 Mbyte
drives and 1 Mbyte of memory (accor-
ding to Keen - the sales literature says
the top memory is 1/2 Mbyte). It would
probably be unwise to think in terms
of eight heavy users on the full com-
plement of disk drives, particularly
with the 4 MHz processor and com-
paratively slow (only one controller)
disk system.

On the software side, there is the
hope that the vast and ever-increasing
quantity of PDP originated Unix soft-
ware will migrate quite happily onto
the Onyx C8002.

Prices
Now for the bad news - the Onyx sys-
tem is totally unbundled. Thus the
review system was priced at £19,060
plus VAT, which breaks down as
follows:

C8002/512/10Mb
Onix/8
C Compiler
Pascal Compiler
Onix Manuals
Ann Arbor Ambassador
Anadex 9500
Total:
Other prices quoted by
Four user systems:
C8002/ 256100Mb
C8002/256k/18Mb
Onix/4
Eight user systems:
C8002/512k/18Mb
Add-on hardware:
10Mb add-on disk
18Mb add-on disk
256kb memory board
Additional software:
Microsoft Z8000 Basic
CBasic II Compiler
Fortran IV
RM Cobol
Bysync Comm Package

£13,700
£2300
£550
£550
£70

VUD £995
£895

£19,060
Keen are:

£11,800
£13,050

£1400

£14,950

£3300
£4450
£2400

£375
£150
£475
£550
£475

We have stated that the Onyx C8002
competes in the traditional minicom-
puter market and it is interesting to
see how competitive it is. The closest
match we could find (to the bottom of
the range) was a Comma Hawk (PDP11/
23 with 256k, 5Mb fixed, 5Mb re-
movable) four user system for £10,200.
This price doesn't include the Unix
licence (free for educational users,
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$20,000 for commercial users) and so is
only worth considering in an educational
environment.

Conclusion
Did we like it? Definitely - it was
exciting to have such compressed com-
puting power humming away in the
front room throughout Christmas and
New Year but then all we had to pay
for was the electricity. For those who
must pay more for their programming
pleasures there are other considerations.
The hardware seems reasonably reliable
- occasionally it took two goes to boot
in - but Keen Computers remedied
the only real problem we encountered -
a memory failure, probably due to
lugging the system about too much -
with commendable rapidity. The soft-
ware is a bit limited at present but this
should expand and improve in quality
and the PDP Unix software is obtainable
(not to say available). The Z8000
assembler is a software plus and the
current lack of floating point facilities
a definite minus.

With the forthcoming crop of multi-
user systems, we are likely to face un-
certainties similar to those which
abounded in the early days of eight -bit
micros. In this context, Onyx seems a
good bet because it seems to have
selected the correct processor to guaran-
tee early production and to have
adopted sensible software. It is difficult
to know when the expansion limit of
1 Mbyte of main memory, eight Win-
chesters all on one controller and no
proper backplane, will become a handi-
cap - that really depends on what con-
figurations the other designers can come
up with.

For the educational user, the facilities
offered are slightly greater than those
available on a PDP 11/23 - only 64
kbytes of user memory (for program
and data) and 256 kbytes memory in
toto - but a less flexible range of disk -
drives and a higher price -tag. For the
commercial user the promised software
(Cobol '74, Fortran '77, DBMS and
BASCOM) should prove superb tools
for giving a competitive edge to pro-
duction software provided these arrive
before the competition can get their
systems to the market. For the Unix
enthusiast, Onyx will supply the sources
for the device -drivers and those parts
of the system for which any licence -
holder can show a need.

It would be misleading to end on
anything but a positive note... therefore,
it is a pleasure to welcome the first of
the supermicros into the British com-
puting arena.
Pascal Benchmarks

Real
Benchmark (from TIME)

magnifier 1

forloop 7
whileloop 6
repeatloop 7
literalassign 8
memoryaccess 8
vector 24
equalif 10
unequalif 10
noparameters 8
value 9
reference 8
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

CPU:

Memory:

Keyboard:
Screen:
Printer:
Cassette:
Disk Drives:
Ports:
System Software:
Languages:

Z8002 4 MHz, ZBOA 4 MHz on mass memory controller
board
256k to 1 Mb dynamic RAM and 64k dynamic RAM on
mass memory controller board
94 keys including numeric, cursor and function keys
18 to 60 lines of 80 characters
Anadex 9500
4 track 3M DC300 type 12Mb
1-8 Winchester Drives 10Mb, 18Mb or 40Mb
10 serial, 1 parallel (16 lines bidirectional)
Unix Version 7
Z8000 Assembler, C and UCSD Pascal
Basic, Cobol and Fortran 77 promised

1'
ec,

cct,'Z'003
Multi-User Tests

Stopwatch
0.5
6.1
5.9

,.\,+
<S44

0''4 0
Processor Real 27 22

User 22.2 17.6

Users 1 2 3 4

Test 1 3 4 5 6

Test 2 32 32 63 65

5.4 System 0.3 0.1 Test 3 19 32 47 63
6.7
6.9

I/O Real 137 58
User 73 35

Test 4 12 21 31 40

22.7
9.9

System 5 10
Disk Real 723 770 Compiling a small Pascal program

9.9 User 16 9 Users 1 2 3 4 5

7.4 System 533 622 Time 40 68 105 114 157
8.0
7.9 Timed against a PDP11/ 34 with Users 6 7 8

96Kword and a 132 Mbyte Time 237 392 582

Winchester drive
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Better than Adventure?
We reckon that CATACOMBS, our latest game in the Adventure mould, is better
than the original: You'll need a 16 or 32k PET with disks to find out if
we're right - and £27.

Also for disk owners we've two new games collections, each of six programs on
one disk - BRAIN TEASERS (£15) and GAMES PLUS (£12). On a more serious note
there's DISK APPEND and DISK MERGE at £15 each, and for £22 MASTER DIRECTORY
is a powerful package that will keep track of all your disk files. We are
official WORDPRO and VISICALC dealers and we can also offer KRAM for £59!

There are dozens of great PET programs in our free 1981 Catalogue, together
with supplies and some nifty gadgets - like the KL-4M four-part harmony music
board which comes complete with the excellent VISIBLE MUSIC MONITOR for £34.
Also from the States we've PAPERMATE, a really versatile word processor that
does everything that most people will ever want - for £25 on tape or disk:

We've the TOOLKIT at £29 (Basic 4 £34), and for £45 you can choose between
PIC-CHIP and SUPERCHIP (now also available for Basic 4). Short of sockets ?

Then we can offer both in one 4k chip for £90. If you've still got OLD ROMs
then how about the OLD ROM PACKAGE - Toolkit, Superchip, and extension board
for £75, the price you could have paid for Toolkit alone until recently.

From plug -ins to a plug -on, the PRESTO DIGITIZER, at a Supersoft price of
just £18, saving you £24: Back to software with PEP, or PET ENHANCEMENT
PACKAGE. For £25 you get a double -density PLOT command, computed GOTO and
GOSUB, INPUT with timeout and many more original features. If you fancy
writing your own machine code, we have MIKRO and MAKRO assemblers at £50 each.

SUPERSOFT
POST FREE - ADD 15% VAT TO ALL PRICES

28 Burwood Avenue - Pinner - Middlesex 01-866 3326

AN INEXPENSIVE NEW DATA STORAGE DEVICE FOR THE nil/corn IS HERE AT LAST'
For under £325 you get a TWO drive expansion for your computer. The full kit includes two mini -
cassette drives, interface board, firmware, cables, manual, etc. Two mini-cassettes also included.

Also.. .

Philips Mini-Cassette (MOCR20) drives.. . . £13.00 Serial Interface Checker/Faker (I/O Tester).. £81.00

Serial RS232C to Centronics Parallel Interface Adaptors f row £50-90 All prices exclude V.A.T.

C.I.E.L. are interested in veer designs. Excellent rates for any
professional hardware or software.

Send s.a.e. for more details and price list to;
Computer Interfacing EP Equipment Limited,
46, Moredun Park Gardens, Edinburgh, EH17.
Tel. Edinburgh (031)664 3877, accounts or,

Glasgow (041)221 3399 Sales &Technical Enquiries

*5% DISCOUNT TO COMPUTER CLUBS
*DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

Name

Commons

Address

Post Code Tel
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Rip off
Let's put the record straight,
for a start. The true author of
the Ski -Jump Simulation
program that we published
three months back was Clive
Riches of Sprowston,
Norwich, and not as credited
at the time.

The story goes like this -
four months ago `YCW'
received four programs from
a reader, and very nice they
were, too. One of them was
subsequently published but
no sooner was the issue on
the newsagents' stands than
we got a letter from Clive.

`Oi!' he said, 'that
program is mine! It's a
straight steal of one I did
for my A -levels, and I can
prove it!'

Getting to the bottom
line, Clive was right - he had
been ripped off by a youth
who had been able to make
straight copies from disks
held at Norwich Polytechnic.
Not only had he copied
Clive's program, but those of
three other students, too!
Then he simply stripped off
any identifying lines and
coolly submitted them to
this page for publication and
payment!

In the end, justice was
done. The real author receiv-
ed payment and the thief
has been blackballed, but I
can't help wondering what
sort of an idiot would do a
thing like that in the first
place.

I can imagine only two
reasons: (1) the honour and
glory of seeing his name in
print over a published
program, and (2) the money.
If the first was his motiva-
tion, then the supposed
honour is sour; when he
proudly flashes the maga-
zine about, he knows that his
friends' congratulations are
undeserved. If the second,
then the idiot might have
guessed that the original
author would spot the publi-
cation and the events would
take the turn that they did.
Or perhaps he was simply
taking a chance on it? Either
way, his action was
contemptible.

In point of fact, I suspect
that it was money he was
after, because I am told that
he wants to set up in
business selling software -
preferably someone else's,
I suppose. You could be sure
that he won't be allowed to
advertise in this magazine,
but readers in the Norwich
area had better look to the
security of their programs!

Compiled by Derrick Daines

Security
Time was when the whole
society of computer users
was a sort of scattered
village, with everyone
knowing everybody else, but
one of the results of the
explosion in computer use is
that all sections of society
can get to use them - and
that means the young and
the old; honest and
dishonest; wise and foolish;
adequate and inadequate;
law-abiding and criminal.
New forms of crime are
enabled as fast as old ones
are rendered difficult by
computers. Clive Riches is
only one victim among what
will, without doubt, be a
vast army of victims of a
type of crime impossible
a few years ago.

Computer users will have
to come to terms with this
and take what precautions
they can - especially as the
Law has not yet caught up
with new methods of data
storage. It must be recogni-
sed that storing programs on
disk in a College or Poly-
technic is virtually the same
as leaving them lying about
in a public place. This isn't
much help to young folks
like Clive, who are depen-
dent upon what is provided,
and college authorities must
recognise that as they pro-
vide lockers for students
to store books, sports gear
and suchlike, so it is their
duty to provide secure
storage for computer data
and programs. The method
is easy, once the need has
been recognised - students
log in and are given access
to a restricted number of
files.

We have the technology -
why are we not applying it?

There are two human
failings here that I would
like to draw your attention
to. The first is that, because
we work and study with
another person, we are loath
to think of them as thieves.
`Our school isn't like that!'
we say, or, 'I can't believe
he would do a thing like
that!' That is a failing that
crooks take advantage of.

The other failing is that
once a school - or any indi-
vidual or group of indivi-
duals - gets a reputation for
harbouring crooks, it is
extremely difficult to get rid
of it. 'Give a dog a bad
name. . .' That human failing
is the one that dishonest
people whine about the
most, of course. For a school,
it means that in order to
undo the dishonesty of a few,
thousands must labour long
and hard. That is why I hate
thieves and vandals so much
- and why I crack down on
them so hard in my own
school.

Programs
received
PET subroutines by Neil
Stoker (16) of Gateshead.
Planet Predictor by D H
Matthews of Brussels.
Anti -Aircraft Gun by Daniel
Brown (13) of London.
Space Station Alpha by
Jonathan Lansdell of
Wokingham.
Shootout by Matthew
Sargaison (11) of
Berkhamsted.
Mole Hunter by Carl Birks
(14) of Southport.

The submission from
Jonathan Lansdell was parti-
cularly interesting, although
we cannot publish it. It is
very long - some 19 pages -
but represents not an actual
program so much as an idea.
At first sight, spending this
much time and effort into re-
fining an idea might seem
pointless, but it isn't. With a
complex notion such as
Space Station Alpha, getting
the idea down onto paper is a
necessary first step - it's
much easier to make changes
at this stage than it is when
you have begun to write the
program, or even when flow-
charting has begun.

Jonathan is also right in
supposing that ideas are
saleable. I once had a friend
who wrote for the film
industry and who earned £30
(a lot of money in those
days) for an idea scribbled on
the back of an envelope.

(Yes, it was eventually made
into a film.)

No - the main reason that
we are not publishing is
because of its great length. It
is also somewhere between an
`idea' and a 'program'; what
the film industry would call a
`treatment'. One also suspects
that when our friend comes
to translate his treatment into
a program, he may find that
he needs more computer
memory than most of us have
available; a common failing
with treatments.

Still - 'You Gotta Have A
Dream!' - and why not?

I was also happy to get
Matthew Sargaison's program.
Regular readers may recall
that we published a Space
Defence program by Stewart
Sargaison some time ago -
well, Matthew is Stewart's
kid brother. That's quite a
computer family they've got
going there in Berkharnsted;
I was privileged to meet them
all at the PCW Show - kids,
dad, even grandad - all
interested in computers.
Great!

Talking of grandads re-
minds me: a kind old gentle-
man came to see me at the
PCW Show to say that he
thought that I was writing no
not only for young readers,
but also (as he put it), 'the
young in heart'. Thank you
sir - I hope so. All the kids
that I know have a very -well -
developed sense of what is
`fair' and will, I hope, agree
with my comments about
program theft.

TRS -80 L2 GRAPHICS
by Torstein Kongshem

3 'RIET"INPUT SCREEN 3IZi.

4 INPUT H:INFUT V

5 H=H-1:CLS

6 B=RND(5)+1

10 FOR A=0 TO H STEP B

20 3ET(A,Z)

30 NE:ZT A

40 Z=Z+1

45 IF Z=V,LET Z=0:GGTO

50 GGTO 6

60 C=RND(5)+1

70 FOR D=0 TO H STEP C

80 1:]!T(D,Y)

90 NL X T N

100 K=K+1

110 IF K=V,LET K=0:GOTC 6

120 GOTO 60

(HCEIZONTAL & VERTICAL)"
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OFF UNIX
All you ever wanted to know about Unix - courtesy of Chris Sadler and Sue Eisenbach.

The December 1980 issue of the
American micro magazine Byte carried
an item which commented on the
number of 'Unix -like' operating sys-
tems which were being advertised. The
author, Sol Libes, mentioned three:
Xenix, from Microsoft, for all the
16 -bit processors, OS -1 from Electro-
labs and a third, for Z80s, from Morrow
Designs. Had he read the advertising
copy for that very issue, Sol Libes
would have been able to add Cromix
(from Cromemco), Uniflex (from
Technical Systems Consultants), Idris
(from Whitesmiths) and OS -9 from
Microware. Even then he would have
missed out Onix, Omnix, Tynix and
Zilog's plans to sell Unix proper on its
Z8000 systems.

Now, most of the above will work
only on one processor or
some of them have been designed from
scratch (incorporating Unix -like fea-
tures) while others have been trans-
ferred directly (under licence) from
the Bell Labs system sources, but all
exist because of the high regard in
which the system software community
holds Unix.

Unix was developed in Bell Labs (the
research and development company of
AT&T) in 1969 by Ken Thompson,
whose main objective was to create a
hospitable environment for software
development. By 1971 Thompson, who
had been joined by Dennis Ritchie, had
produced the first single -user version,
running on PDP 7s and 9s and drawing
somewhat on some of the features of
Honeywell's Multics mainframe op-
erating system which had been developed
at MIT. The second version was on a
PDP 11/20 while the third incorporated
multi -programming and could run on
the entire PDP 11/34-70 range. The
fourth version could run on the Inter -
data 8/34 as well as a PDP. Nowadays,
most installations run Version 6 on PDP
11s although Version 7 exists, running
on large PDP lls and the VAX 11/780.
Apart from the new micro -versions
catalogued above, Amdahl last Novem-
ber announced a version running on one
of their mainframes.

Bell Labs is a branch in a . tree of
companies, the root of which is the
corporation AT&T (see Figure 1). A
series of legal judgements in the United
States during the fifties has led to the
application of major monopoly con-
straints (the AT&T family of companies
is to be involved in communications
only) to its marketing policy. This

colours almost everything about getting
and implementing Unix. It appears that,
although Western Electric (the marketing
company of AT&T) will take your
money when you buy Unix, it is not
allowed to treat you like a customer.
For instance, it is not allowed to ad-
vertise, there is no maintenance or
support, no warranty and no trial
period. The terms are strictly cash in
advance and the amount paid varies
from $4000 to $40,000, depending on
who you are and what exactly you buy.
For customers who only require Unix
to run the products they sell, binary
code should be sufficient. Western
Electric allows object code to be sold
for the same price as source for a second
CPU. It also makes special arrangements
with large software suppliers (Onyx,
Microsoft) who supply object code
only. Purchase price covers the licence
only, the handling charge (expenses and
medium) being extra. Bona -fide degree -
giving educational institutions only have
to pay the handling charge. The software
comes on a nine -track magnetic tape
with one set of manuals.

It is a comment on the quality of
Unix that, even though Western is
forced to treat its customers (about
2000 sites) as shoddily as this, and even
though the bulk of distribution goes to
educational users (65 percent), the
revenue obtained from Unix is big
enough to have featured in one aspect
of AT&T's recent reorganisation (ie
it is recognised as a significant source
of income).

What 's so special
about Unix?
In order to discover why so much fuss
has been made of this piece of software,
it is necessary to look at those features
which constitute any operating system
and see which aspects Unix implements
in a special way. Every interactive
operating system incorporates at least
two things - a command interpreter to
decode instructions input by the user
and act on them and a peripheral
management system so that I/O devices,
data files, and user and system programs
can be located and manipulated at will.
In addition, a multi-user system must
have a scheduling algorithm and a file -
security system in order to allocate the
system resources among competing
users. The first of these tries to ensure a
unique share of the processing facilities

for each user while the second provides
a unique share of the storage facilities.

A good operating system will have a
concise and logical command format
that is easy to learn and quick (and
consistent) to use. In addition, the
peripheral management system should
make efficient use of disk space. There
are many other features which are
highly desirable in an operating system
but it is probably best to look first at
the four essPntials: a command inter-
preter; a peripheral management system;
a scheduler and a security system to
deal with the extras afterwards.

The Unix command interpreter is a
program called the shell. The basic
command format for the shell is a single
word (generally two letters), which will
normally be the name of a particular
program which performs the action
commanded, eg
$1s ($ is the Unix prompt)
will execute the program `ls' whose
function is to list the user's filenames
on the terminal screen. Similarly,
$who
will execute program 'who', which
displays a list of all users currently
on the system. Should the called
program require parameters, these will
be passed with the command line. The
shell assumes that the user's terminal is
the default input/output peripheral,
although this can be easily over -ridden
by means of the operators `<" and
'>' such that
$ prog > filename (where filename
may be a perhipheral)
will have the effect of executing the
program `prog' and directing the output
to the specified file. Likewise
$ prog < filename
will execute `prog' accepting input
from 'filename'. There are other operat-
ors which can be used in shell command
lines and these will be discussed later.

The shell's mode of operation is
quite complex. Once the required
command has been interpreted and the
requisite program located on the disk, a
`fork' process is initiated (any program
in a state ready for or during execution,
is called a 'process' in Unix). What the
fork does is to create two versions of
the shell, one called the parent process
and the other, the child process. At this
point a second program (exec) loads
in the code for the child process and
begins to execute it. All the inform-
ation available to the parent process
(ie the information about the 'environ-
ment', which terminal to talk to, which
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files are accessible, etc) is inherited by
the child (see Figure 2). In the mean-
time, the parent process is still active,
although in some cases it may not have
anything to do until the child process
completes. For instance, any command
terminated by `iKr' will pass control back
to the shell while it is executing, so that
the shell can deal with the next
command in parallel. Commands separat-
ed by a `:' will be handled in sequence.
This is the first hint that Unix is a clever
operating system.

The filing system owes its strength
to its simplicity - merely a tree -structure
whose root is a directory (a list of
names of other files) and whose final
branches are the programs and data
files of the system and the users (see
Figure 3). Disks full of files, organised
into subtrees, may be attached (mount -

not have write access, Unix doesn't
write it back to the disk after usage);
x = permission to execute a file (files
created using an editor don't have this
permission unless the user specifically
changes a file's access rights).

Access rights are granted on three
levels:

(owns)
rvvx rWX

(owner) (group) (world)
The above describes a file which is
wide-open. Utilities exist which make
it possible for the user to protect
files from, or to make them available
to, users in his group (a special designat-
ion of users) or to all users.

The designers of Unix have been at
great pains to make operations concise
and efficient for its users, who have
repaid with fierce loyalty. But Unix
makes very little attempt (short of giv-

presents to the user. Some may be
impressed by the power of the shell,
others by the simplicity of the filing -
system, but every development user
will know that no off -the -shelf operat-
ing system can exactly match the part-
icular requirements of the current
programming job. The real strength of
an operating system lies in its adapt-
ability - its capacity to accept patching
or rebuilding as the programming
environment evolves.

Several powerful operating systems
seek to meet this requirement by offer-
ing a wide variety of `building' options.
When the operating system is set up, a
`generation' program asks the user
which of the available options should be
built into the system. The result is a
more -or -less customised system. The
Unix approach is completely different.

(Local
phone calls)

Parent company

(long distance phone -call)

(Research &
development)

Fig 1 Structure of AT&T

ed) onto the at any point.
Each file (including directories)
comprises a sequence of characters
terminated by the end of file marker
(CTRL -D). (No record structure or file
headers exist.) At any given time, a
logged -in user will occupy some position
in the tree. Any file to which access is
required will lie in a directory and the
`path' is the route taken from one point
to another. Paths can be stipulated
either in absolute terms (eg /usr/chris/
notes) or sometimes relative terms
(eg `. . ' means 'next highest level ')
in commands to the shell. Additionally,
I/O devices are treated simply as entities
in a directory dev so that it is straight-
forward to direct output to, say, a
line, printer (ie, $ file >/dev/slp where
`sip' regers to `serial line printer'. Finally,
the shell can interpret an extremely
generous selection of wildcard designat-
ions so that `?' refers to any character
in the sense that `a?e' stands for `aae',
`ale', etc. Similarly, [. . ] means `in
the range' so that [a. .c]xyz stands
for axyz, bxyz, cxyz. Finally * stands
for `everything' or `any string'. So,
*ing will find `string', 'writing', `laugh-
ing', etc. More than one wildcard can
be used in a single string.

Security is dealt with by a password
system. Each user logs into a named
area on the file tree and must supply a
password to gain access. All the pass-
words are held in a publicly available
(at least for reading) file called `passwd'
- but in encrypted form. In addition,
every file reference in a directory
includes a string of bits which grant
(or withhold) access rights as follows:
r = permission to read;
w = permission to write (if a file does

(Manufacture and
supply)

root

1
Process
Environment

Process A
Process B

FORK

EXEC

Environment

Process B
overlays
Process A

lo

Figure 2 Fork process

I I I Ibindev etc lib usr

i
1 I
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bin Chris man Susan
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I ,

I

I

articles not s programs
Onyx j

unix i I

pascal .

bin = binary files (commands etc)
dev - devices (peripherals)
etc - all the rest of the system files
lib - library files
usr = user files Fig 3 Directory hierarchy

ng some error diagnostics) to keep its
users from making mistakes - the user
is assumed to be intelligent. This is in
contrast to some operating systems
(particularly on mainframes) which
assume their users to be button -pushing
morons who must continually be stop-
ped from doing something stupid. Never-
theless, with all the attention paid to
the user, Unix does not seem- to have
the capacity to save the machine much
work - it is known to need comparative-
ly large amounts of memory and disk
space and the scheduling algorithm is
perhaps not as sophisticated as it could
be . Still, if a system has to be kind to
users or kind to machines, few would
choose the latter.

Adaptability
The previous section attempted to give
some idea of the sort of face Unix

Process A PIPE

Parent
environment
inherited by
child.

Process A
initiates
Process B

Fig 4 The pipe

& EXEC

(write)

FORK 0

SYSTEM
BUFFER

PIPE
(read)

Process B
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LUNAR LANDER SURPEME (16K /GB) -
classic spacecraft -landing simulation. Short,
medium & long-range scans show planet
surface in arying detail. Continuously up-
dated STATUS REPORT gives vertical,
horizontal & relative velocity, altitude , -fuel
level, G factor & surface scan for suitable
landing site. 8 skill selections. Brilliant
graphics 213.95
STARTREKII (32K /G B) - enthralling, real-
time version from our Invasion Earth author,
using M/C code sub -routines to great effect.
Special features include larger galaxy
shielded homing warheads (fired by Itling-
ons), time slots I. non stop action. 213.95
INVASION EARTH (MC /G) - New improv-
ed version! 4 complexity ratings. 10 overall
speeds. Variable shot speeds & alien descent
rate. 4 invader types. Intelligent homing,
exploding, angled, direct, multiple warhead
& radio -jamming missiles. £10.95
INVASION EARTH (MC /G) - as above with
SOUND EFFECTS using AY -3-8910 CHIP
£12.95
"NASCOUNT" - PEROSNAL FINANCE
(16K /MC) - Make life simpler with this
finance planner. Budget income expenses
month by month and highlight likely
surpluses & deficits. Can be used to check
bank account & record past income /expenses
50 entries eachperiod. Five digit codes with
analysis by code & sub -code. Calculate
cumulative cash flow to specified month
end. Output to cassette & printer. 212.95
CONSTELLATION (16K /B)- Turn your
screen into a telescope & view the stars
from any point in the Northern Hemisphere
at any time & date. Display stars by mag-
nitude, identifying number or constellation.
The telescope can be raised & lowered,
zoomed in & out. Also output of star map
to printer.

.* NASCOM 1 - COTTIS BLANDFORD
cassette interface for N2 format, reliability
& fast load. E14.50 or £11.50 with program
order.
B = Nascom BASIC (State Tape BASIC if
required). MC = Machine Code. G = Nascom
Graphics. 8k RAM required unless otherwise
stated. Ask for NAS-SYS or T4 versions.
ALL PROGRAMS SUPPLIED ON
CASSETTE IN CUTS/KANSAS CITY
FORMAT.

NASCOM
1 & 2

WORDEASE - WORD PROCESSOR (MC)
Professionally written 4K word processor:
- 14 line window on text buffer & extnesive
on -screen editing facilities. Insert & delete
characters, lines & paragraphs. Text man-
ipulation - copy from one section of text
to another, or read in additional material
from tape to any point in the text. FIND &
REPLACE facility. Text buffer size accord-
ing to available memory.
Exceptional formatting cpapability: -
commands embedded in text allow complete
flexibility e.g. variable tab position, indent,
line length & page length. Use of up to 10
'MACROS' permits automatic inclusion of
headings, footings & other 'text repeats',
& also automatic page numbering.
Ouput to printer - can vary character
delay, inhibit line feeds & force upper case
if required.
An extensive manual is supplied (itself
prepared on Wordease).
(MANUAL ONLY - El/refundable against
program order) E25.00

DRAUGHTS (B/G)- by a Country
Player & member of English & American
Associations, this program plays the stand-
ard E.D.A. rules & employs advanced end-
game tactics. 6 levels & large clear graphics
mean real value for beginners & experts.
Hints/instructions included. State if games
graphics ROM version required £9.95
BACKGAMMON (16K /B) -5 levels
of play are offered in this game, played to
the standard rules. Program includes
instructions. Available to run on its own or
excellently presented using our special
games graphics ROM £9.95

WRITTEN ANY PROGRAMS?
We pay handsome royalties

List of programs as follows: -
Super Startrek 16K/g) E9.95, Cowboy
Shoot-out (MC G) £6.95, Alien Labyrinth
16K /B/G) £8. 5, Musical Break-out
MC/G) £6.95, Super LIFE (MC/G) 18.95,

'ver (B/G) £6.95, Cliff Invasion (B/G)
E8.95, Labyrinth (8 /G) £6.95, Space
Fighter (B/G) £7.95, Death Run (B/G)
E6.95.

MUSIC BOX

Now you can make music with
NASCOM. Easy to follow program
allows you to key in old favourites or
have fun composing your own tunes. 7
octave range with staccato option. 9
tempos. Set note duration or tap in
rhythm as required.
Comprehensive editing. Delete, insert or
amend notes. Single-step forwards &
backwards through tune. Add new lines
within declared array size.
The program includes tape generating &
play -back routines & is supplied with 2
demonstration melodies & instructions
for connecting your Nascom to an ampli-
fier/speaker such as our unit below.
Min.16K required - please state T4 or
Nas-sys/2 or 4 MHz/with or without
graphics. Only 213.95

AUDIO INTERFACE BOARD &
SPEAKER
Compact & ready assembled, suitable for use
with "Music Box" & other 'sound effects'
programs. 3 simple connections. Complete
with instructions on programming for
sounds £9.75.

AY -3-8910 SOUND CHIP
Program up to three independent channels
with music & sound effects! Supplied with
detailed write-up £8.50
SOUND CHIP INTERFACE BOARD-
Using the PIO, program up to four sound
chips at once. e.i. 12 separate programmable
sounds. Each board contains an interface
allowing a further board to be attached.
Only simple link changes required. Connect
to amplifier/speaker such as our unit above.
E13.50
SOUND CHIP DEMO PROGRAM - First
mode gives direct entry to chip registers,
making experimentation simple & thus rapid
appreciation of chip's potential. Second
mode turns keyboard into 7 octave 'piano',
displaying state of registers & notes (up to
3) being played. 26.95

GAMES GRAPHICS ROM
Contains grap 'cc exacters or NA --
CHESS, DRAUGHTS, BACKGAMMON,
DICE & a number of other userful charact-
ers. Uses NAS-GRA ROM socket. £16.00
GAMES ROM ADAPTOR - allows switch-
ing between NAS-GRA ROM & GAMES
GRAPHICS ROM £5.90
COMBINED ROM & ADAPTOR £18.90

PROGRAM POWER
5, Wensley Road, Leeds LS7 2LX
Telephone (0532) 683186

Please add 55p/order P & P + V.A.T. @ 15%
Sae for FULL CATALOGUE (now over
:(1) items!)

at.

8 LE AB F8 0
F FF 01 74 0
OC 01 25 FE
96 FF 01 20 0
00 00 FE 76 0

DE 6F 08 00 00
FF 01 28 38 01 0

OMB

B

NUM

THE
0

POCKET BOOK
7 NEW PROGRAMS  Mastermind

 Reverse
Space- Docking
 Putting

PLUS HINTS AND  Program Writing
TIPS ON  Graphics

PLUS REFERENCE  Basic
SECTIONS ON  ZX80 Op Codes
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The bulk of the operating system was
written in C, a high-level system lang-
uage (also developed at Bell Labs).
There was a time when 'high-level'
and 'system' were mutually exclusive
when applied to languages. Although C
is not the only such language around, it
is a fairly powerful example of its kind
and has the right sorts of control and
data structures to make it relatively easy
to set up activities at system level. It
also produces very efficient run-time
code. (It is said that Zilog's interest in
Unix stems from its discovery that C
was more efficient than PL/Z, Zilog's
own 'system' language.) In addition,
Unix provides a large number of routines
which provide access to the system
tables and other information which is
essential to system programming.

Further, since the shell has very little
processing capability in its own right, it
relies on calls to lower -level utilities.
Since the source for these utilities is
written in C, it is a simple matter to
modify or replace these to suit one's
purposes and still make them available
via the shell. Finally, Unix can migrate
to foreign hardware more easily than
most operating systems (which is why
you are likely to see it around quite
a lot) because one simply needs a good
C compiler generating the required
machine code and, apart from device
handlers, a few hardware -specific
routines and a few time -critical routines,
the whole system can be built like an
ordinary program.

At a higher level, the shell will
execute any filename which it is supplied
so that a file containing a sequence of
commands can be submitted to the shell
which will process them, one command
at a time, as directed. This is known as
`programming the shell' and has develop-
ed some very powerful features:
1. Commands can be strung together
with & or ; or on consecutive lines;
2. Parameters can be passed into
dummy string variables;
3. The control structures
if <condition>then<action> fi
case < instance > in <list>)< action>
;;<action> ;; ;; esac
for <instance> in <list> do <action>
done
while <condition> do <action> done
are implemented;
4. Output from one program can be
directed (as input) to another program
running in parallel, without requiring
an intermediate datafile or explicit
synchronisation, by means of the
`pipe' function ( : ). Thus, $nroff
<text : pr will invoke `nroff (see later)
to process tile text and output to
program 'pr' (the line printer) line by
line. Figure 4 illustrates this mechanism.

These facilities enable the system
programmer (or anyone else who wants
to spend the time) to create a custom-
built environment with utilities which
perform exactly the tasks required,
invoked by appropriate names - eg
`chatty' Unix would have a file 'remove'
which contained the single (standard)
Unix command rm followed by a
dummy string variable for the filename;
alternatively CP/M could be emulated
by calling this file ERA. In fact, it is
even possible to replace the entire shell
(in its role as the place which users log
into) so that users find themselves in a
special environment (turnkey, or
dedicated to one function).

For the most part, however, pro-

grammers will be happy to accept
the bulk of the Unix environment as
they find it, as it contains a broad
range of system facilities. The Unix
ethos distinguishes between: 'commands'
which are utilities directly available for
invocation at the terminal, like editors
& compilers; 'subroutines', which are
self-contained segments of code avail-
able to users within their programs:
and 'system calls' which are far from
self-contained, burrowing into the inner
workings of Unix itself to achieve some
system function like accessing a file or
loading and executing a program. Both
commands and subroutines can and do
make implicit use of system calls, but
Unix is especially flexible in making the
naked system calls so easily available
to the general user.

Commands
Standard Unix comes with ed which is
a fairly ordinary line -oriented editor
with a few irritating features (eg no
prompt at the beginning of each
command line). Anyone in this country
either has, or should, be able to get hold
of em (an improved line -oriented
editor or, better still, ded (a screen -

oriented editor) - both emanating from
Queen Mary College, London University.
One unusual feature of these editors is
that it is possible to pass commands out
to the shell from within the editor.

There is a C compiler, obviously, as
it's the father of the Unix system in the
sense that everything else sprang from
the digital equivalent of its loins. A
utility called lint will accept a C source
program and perform 'strong' type -
checking and a number of other checks
(presumably the actual compiler is a
bit sloppy about these things, probably
to cut down on compile -time). Develop-
ers are advised to use lint on all
completed programs, particularly those
which may have to travel (see Onyx
review). Alternatively, there is a port-
able C compiler which should aid in
producing less troublesome transfers.

There is a Fortran compiler and in
version 7 this is the full (structured)
Fortran 77 implementation called f77.
The Unix approach to Fortran is some-
what mixed - rumour has it that the
first Fortran IV compiler was produced
in a fortnight for a bet! Any language
deserves more respect than that. And
yet there is Ratfor - the structured
preprocessor for Fortran which lies
at the heart of `Software Tools' - yet
another Bell Labs development. Under
Unix, Fortran porgrammers are encour-
aged to write their programs in Ratfor.
Failing that however there is struct
which will convert a Fortran program
into a Ratfor one. This is then fed to
the Ratfor preprocessor which produces
another Fortran program for onward
transmission to f77.

The standard Pascal compiler under
Unix is Tanenbaum's 'Amsterdam'
Pascal which generates a pseudocode
(not p -code) with great efficiency
and some thorough error checking. It
is also possible to compile directly into
native PDPP11 machine code (assuming
you have a PDP11). This is a longer
process but produces faster code since
the psuedo-code interpretation phase
is eliminated. On the Onyx, the UCSD
Pascal compiler was used. For both of
these, the compiler outputs to a fixed -
name file (typically a.out) from which
the user is expected to extract the

object file. This could be a great
nuisance during heavy program develop-
ment.

Other offerings under Unix include
APL, Lisp. BCPL (an ancestor of C),
ALGO68s (from Manitoba) and POP
-11 (from Sussex).

There is a wide range of development
tools including:
- yacc (for 'yet another compiler com-
piler') and lex (a lexical analyser), for
building your own compiler or cross -
assembler;
- make for maintaining (ie making
global amendments to and then re-
compiling) a suite of (usually interlock-
ed) programs;
- adf a debugger featuring core -dumps,
breakpoint execution etc;
- Id (for `loader'), a link loader which
enables the assembly of collections of
self contained object -modules into
something executable;
- ar (for 'archive'), a library creation
and manipulation package, and
- as an elementary assembler.

Text -handling is a part of the raison
d'etre for the entire Unix project at
Bell, so there is an unusually large range
of programs which transfer, format
and otherwise manipulate text files.
Chief among these are nroff and troff
which can detect formatting commands
embedded in text -files and implement
these on a line -printer or photo-
typesetter respectively. In addition,
however, there are egn, which enables
the user to insert mathematical equat-
ions into text - tbl, which offers the
same facilities with tabular formats
- spell - which will check the spelling
of every word in the text -file against
30,000 (American) English words (this
will only be valuable in this country
when the project to Anglicise all these
words has been completed) and a large
number of smaller -scale programs which
search, sort, count and otherwise
manipulate the words and letters in
text -files. Finally, pr and cat handle the
output of these files onto the printer or
terminal.

There are programs to pass messages
from one user to another, whether the
recipient is currently logged -in or not.
There are other programs which permit
(and control) communications between
different Unix systems, interconnected
in some way.

Finally, there are all the 'extra'
programs such as a games package which
includes chess (another Bell speciality),
Othello, Blackjack and Moo (numerical
Mastermind). The program learn accepts
input in programmed -learning format
and uses this to control 'lessons', there
being six such files to introduce the
new user to Unix. Unfortunately the
feedback mechanism is not sufficiently
sensitive for this program to be a
particularly powerful educational tool.
There are a pair of 'desk calculator'
programs, dc which provides immediate
mode, Polish notation arbitrary precis-
ion arithmetic capabilities and be which
is simply a pre-processor which allows
one to pass input to dc by means
of C -type syntax.

Conclusion
Many of the features described here
deserve more attention than we have
been able to give them and there are
many other useful or interesting
features which we could have discussed,

GOTO page 146
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Qume's Sprint 5

When you buy what is regarded as the best daisywheel printer
terminal in the world - the Qume Sprint 5 - you expect a backup
service to match. ISG Data Sales Ltd., your official UK
distributor of Qume terminals, provide just that:-

On -site installation, commissioning, service and maintenance by
our own trained engineers.
Fast response to service calls
Maintenance contracts
Ex -stock delivery of Qume terminals, accessories and supplies
Purchasing or leasing options

 THE MOST COMPETITIVE PRICES AROUND.
The Qume Sprint 5 offers:-

Letter perfect printing at 45 or 55 cps.
Over 50 different type styles including APL, scientific symbols and
international character sets
Smart microprocessor utilisation for powerful flexibility
43 Qume-defined commands for operator control
Convenient switch selectable functions on front panel
Built-in diagnostics
Serial or parallel interface
MultiColor ribbons

If you want to be ahead of your time, ask for Qume - from ISG
Data Sales, your official UK distributor
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DISTRIBUTOR

isg data sales ltd
Fairacres Estate, Unit 9,
Dedworth Road, Windsor, Berkshire.
Telephone: Windsor (07535) 57955
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SECRETS OF
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

PART 7: THE FIRST STAGE IN SPECIFYING A PROGRAM
Lyn Antill continues her series aimed at bridging the gap between the micro expert and the would-be user.

So far in the series we've looked at the
need for systems analysis, the means of
analysing the user's requirements and at
the way in which a buyer can go about
looking for hardware and software.
All these jobs can be done by someone
who didn't know anything about comp-
uters when he started, because they
rely so much on knowing what the
micro is going to be used for. The user
is the one who knows about the job that
is going to be done on the micro. If
he can put that knowledge in terms of
requirements that the computer people
can understand and if he can ask the
right questions about the systems he is
offered, then he can make a sensible
choice of system. At least he can if
there is a system on sale which meets
his requirements.

If you have not managed to find a
suitable program package and a machine
to run it, and if you still feel that a
microcomputer system is going to be
the best solution for your problems,
then you have to start breaking new
ground. You will have to write your
own program, or get someone else to
write one for you. One thing that you
have to accept before you embark on
such an enterprise is that it will not
provide you with a quick solution to
anything (except, perhaps, for the
problem of how to use all that spare
time and cash you didn't know what to
do with!). In other words, writing a
program takes time, and having a
program written for you takes time and
costs money, and it's only justified if
it saves you more of both in the long
run.

Specifying a program is probably the
most difficult part of systems analysis
for the non -programmer to come to
terms with. Indeed, many people who
are good programmers themselves would
find it very difficult to write a specific-
ation for someone else to program from.
All sorts of information has to be
communicated to the programmer.
Some of it is straightforward. Some
aspects may be difficult but still perfect-
ly clear-cut, eg, calculating PAYE,
where, even though the rules are comp:
Heated, there is a standard way of doing
things and knowing whether the answer
is correct. Unfortunately, there are also
areas where there are no rules and where
people have relied on their common
sense to decide how the work should be
done. Obviously computers do not have
common sense so the work must be
spelled out in detail if it is to be
programmed. If you leave it to the
programmer to do this you may well

find that his view of common sense
does not agree with yours, or that he
simply does not allow for the odd -ball
situations that you know keep cropping
up. Another thing which has to be
communicated is the sequence in which
different tasks have to be done, especial-
ly the occasional jobs like end of month
and end of year.

Because there is so much information
involved in a computer program
specification, this is one area that has
been thoroughly investigated by the
NCC, and most of their forms are devot-
ed to various aspects of program
specification. There is so much involved,
and it is so important to get it right, that
I will be spreading the subject of specify.
ing a program over two months.

What machine are
you writing for ?
As well as deciding who is going to write
the program, you need to decide what
machine you are going to buy. There
is more freedom of choice here because
there is not the problem of teaming it
up with an existing program package.
Before you decide, you should have
worked out what constraints your
program is going to make on the choice
- what memory; does it need a full
size screen; graphics; disks? You will
want to choose a programmer who is
familiar with the machine (or a machine
your programmer is familiar with) and
the particular features of the machine
will have to be borne in mind when
designing the programs.

It's a toss-up just how soon to buy
the machine. You don't want to part
with all that money before you have to,
but then you don't want to find that
deliveries are late and your programmer
is twiddling his thumbs in your time.
So, once you've decided on a machine,
you need to check out two things -
how long it will take to get one
delivered (and functional), and how
long it will take to get hold of a
programmer and get him to the stage of
sitting down at the machine. If you're
thinking of writing the programs your-
self, get hold of a machine as soon as
possible, because it always takes longer
than you think it will to learn your way
around the machine and the language.
This means that the more time you have
to spend on playing around the better.
It also means that you have more time
to ask questions about all the snags
you're bound to hit as you try to find
your way through the manual.

Who's going to
write the program?
Before looking at the job of writing
a specification, I would like to look at
the question of who is going to use that
specification. This is because you can
get away with less formality if the
program is to be written by you or
someone close to you. Many teachers
of systems analysis would regard that
statement as a heresy and would point
out the danger that the lack of form-
ality may hide a lack of clear thinking
that would lead to disaster later on -
and, of course, that danger does exist.
Nevertheless, it is clear that good pro-
grams are sometimes written from
informal specifications by people who
know what they're doing. The import-
ant part is to specify the overall pattern
correctly, the skeleton, or, more proper-
ly, the structure. If the structure has
been laid down clearly, then an inform-
al specification can afford to be sketchy
about the details, eg, 'prepare invoice'
is a perfectly good instruction to some-
one familiar with the way you prepare
your invoices, but would need to be
spelled out in more detail to a stranger.

Well, could you write the program
yourself? You may already have decided
that you don't want to or don't have
time to, or that what you want is far
too complicated for a novice. But if
you're toying with the idea, and can't
decide whether it's feasible, the only
way of finding out for sure is to try.
The only trouble with this is that you
may have used up quite a lot of time
before you discover that the answer is
`No', and this could be very frustrating.
But if you want to try (for the
experience if nothing else) then you
need to start on a simple problem, or
at least a problem with a simple solution.
You will probably go for Basic as this
is the most popular language on micros,
and it is the easiest one to write simple
programs in (although this is a rather
circular definition of simplicity). Basic
was designed for doing calculations
and for passing information to and
from the operator. If this is the sort of
program you had in mind, you stand a
fair chance of learning enough Basic to
write the program satisfactorily. Also,
it's much easier to test this sort of pro-
gram because you can see whether you
are getting the right answers to the
calculations by working out a few of
the answers yourself.

Files were added to Basic as an after -
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thought and different Basics have differ-
ent ways of handling them - some nicer
than others. It's more difficult to test
file handling programs, because you
have to write another program to read
back the file you've written and if the
results are not what you expected, it's
not always obvious whether it's the
reading or the writing that has gone
wrong. It's more disastrous if a file
handling program goes wrong because
not only will you have wrong answers
this run but you will have duff input to
the next run unless you re-create your
data. File handling programs also call
for greater thought about security and
backup procedures and this relies on
better knowledge of the operating
system for taking copies, renaming
files, etc. Students are quite a way
through a course in Basic (or Pascal)
before they do any file handling.
Cobol is the only language avail-
able on a micro where you start
with file handling but you have to
learn quite a lot of Cobol before you
write any programs at all. So, if yours is
a file handling program, I would think
very hard (and possibly take some
tuition) before embarking on that as
a first foray into programming.

Experimenting
Whether you are thinking of writing the
program yourself or getting someone
else to do it, you may well want to start
off by doing some experimental
programming - trying out different
ideas to see what looks best. This is
rather like an architect drawing sketch-
es of a building showing what it might
look like and getting his client to decide
what he wants before the detailed plans
are made. This is not something that
you will find recommended in a text-
book, probably because it is not really
feasible on a mainframe, although it is
precisely what I intend doing this
year at work where we are toying
with the idea of creating a database
on our mainframe. It is a technique
that I have always used but it probably
only works for me because I am a user
and a programmer as well as an analyst.
This is very rare in mainframe situations,
but quite common on micros. For this
reason, the program sketch is worth
writing into the textbooks, as an early
stage in the design process.

If you are writing your own program
and it's not too complicated, you may
well be able to go from the experiment-
al program to the finished product with-
out writing down a formal specificat-
ion. This only works if you can keep the
whole of the program in your mind's
eye while you are working. What tends
to happen is that things go fine for a
while and then you start adding bits,
or making corrections, and you patch
the code to cater for things you forgot
the first time through. The patches get
patched again for the second round of
amendments and the program starts
getting into a mess. You forget which is
the latest version of the program and
the listing and try amending the wrong
one. And so on. Most programmers
(except perhaps for a few youngsters
brought up on a strict diet of structured
programming) will have gone through
the galling experience of each new patch
creating several new bugs. This is bound
to catch up with you at some point as
your programs get bigger, but you always

think it won't until some time after
it has.

This is the biggest pitfall for the pro-
grammer (layman or professional) so
even if you think you can tinker around
on the machine, experimenting with
ideas and refining them, do make sure
that you take a long cold look at what
you have done - see to what extent it
meets your requirements and don't
be afraid to throw away a first attempt
when it appears to be getting too messy.
You won't have lost the ideas, but they
will be better for being put back to-
gether in a more coherent structure.
(If it's any consolation I shall have to
throw away the first draft of this article
because I've caught myself writing this
under the wrong section heading.
When you read it it'll be in a different
place. PS: the second draft got thrown
away, too, because I'd started to tackle
things in the wrong order!) Don't be
afraid to doing a bit of redrafting -
but if you're doing too much of it it's
because you didn't think the problem
out properly in the first place, or
because the problem was more difficult
than you realised or knew how to
handle.

If you want to get a professional
programmer in, or you want to do a
professional job yourself, then you must
write the specification out properly.

This is the culmination of the systems
analyst's job.

Run chart
The first thing to specify is the way in
which programs fit in with each other
and with the user's clerical procedures,
and the way in which files are passed
from one program to another or from
one run of the program to the next. If
you have only one program and no data
other than DATA statements in the
program, then the run chart becomes
trivial and can be ignored. In all other
cases it should be drawn even if it
appears to be very simple. A Run Chart
is drawn up from the Systems Outline
Charts, and shows how data is input to a
particular program to be processed, how
programs store data on files, or read
stored data from files produced by
other programs, and create output on
the screen or on the printer. It is a flow-
chart and uses different symbols to
indicate the different elements involved.

It is customary for the Run Chart to
be produced at various levels of abstract-
ion, but on a micro it is probably
quite satisfactory to draw it at the
programmer's level, using actual files
and programs, rather than talking
generally about processes and storage.
The symbols used are shown in Figure
1, and Figure 2 gives an example of a

procedures

O
data passing between
computer & non -computer
parts of the system

Fig 1 Run chart symbols
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keyboard
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Ensure valid
data

diskette

Check stock
available.
update stock

computer backing store
ie, disks or tapes

CD
terminator

Orders
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diskette

Invoices
outstanding

diskette

prog INV

Fig 2 Specimen run chart
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Run Chart in use.
All flowcharts should observe several

general principles. They start at the top
and work down to the bottom. Stand-
ard symbols should be used so that their
meaning is immediately apparent. The
symbols should be joined by lines
(which should never cross) with arrows
on them to indicate the direction in
which the diagram is to be read. On a
run chart this arrow represents the flow
of control within the program. It should
be clear where data enters the program
from the outside and where the flow
starts and stops. The flowchart is not
intended to be a confusing bit of techno-
jargon. It is the simplest way of repre-
senting flow through a variety of
processes. If it is not self-explanatory
this isn't because it's a flowchart but
because it's a bad one. Simplicity is the
key both to clear thinking and to good
communication.

Several things are identified in the
Run Chart which then have to be speci-
fied in detail later on. These are screen
dialogues, reports and printouts, files,
programs. I like to tackle them in this
order, if only because that puts the
easiest ones first. Every other part of
the specification should be cross-
referenced to its place in the Run Chart.

Screen layout
charts
These are done on a piece of glorified
graph paper. Ordinary graph paper
would do but it won't convey quite the
right shape for the letters. The correct
paper has oblongs rather than squares.
A full size screen is usually 80chs wide
and 24 lines deep, but many screens are
less than this. So the first thing to do is
to check the size of screen that you'll
be using.

Unless the screen format is particu-
larly important, or you want to create
interesting graphics effects, then it is
probably sufficient to draw up samples
of each dialogue on ordinary paper and
leave the exact spacing to the program-
mer. The main danger here is of trying
to fit in more characters than you have
available, especially with a smaller
screen. But this can be avoided by
remembering to count any long lines,
and also allowing a character position
for each punctuation mark.

Printer layout
charts
The same goes for these as for the
screen layout charts. The first thing to
check is the size of your printer. If you
have particular requirements - like wide
forms that have to be printed - then
these will have been taken into account
when you bought the printer. Normal
requirements for reports, etc, where the
exact spacing is not critical, can be
drawn up on ordinary paper, but if
you are using pre-printed forms, eg,
to print invoices, where much of the
information has been printed on to the
paper and the computer has only
to fill in the gaps, then these must be
specified formally on the correct paper.
This is the only way in which the pro-
grammer can work out the exact spacing
required to get the items to print in
the right places. This sort of exact print-
ing is far easier to do in Cobol than in
any other language I have come across,

because it permits you to incorporate
the complete format of each different
sort of line into the data definitions
within the program. With Basic you
have to mess around with TAB state-
ments with every field you print.

Some printers have variable spacing,
which could have some effect on the use
of printer layout charts for specifying
fields to be filled in one pre-printed
forms, but this shouldn't cause any real
problems. Other printers have facilities
for printing double size letters for,
headings. Again, any use of this should
be indicated on printer specifications.

Figure 3 shows an example of a prin-
ter layout chart.

Error messages
and reports
These aren't really a separate item.
Every time an error might occur, there
should be an indication of the message
which should be sent to the operator
indicating what has gone wrong and
what should be done about it. This is
always the area where the operator
needs the most help and the
most thought should, therefore, be
given to this type of message. There is
nothing more frustrating for the user
than to be confronted with a message
he doesn't understand and to be stuck
in a situation he can't see how to get
out of. One of the worst situations for
the operator - and the one where he
is most likely to lose confidence in the
competence of the programmer - is
where the program suddenly drops
out of Basic and announces 'SYNTAX
ERROR AT LINE 99'. The ability of
Basic to produce such messages for the
programmer is one of its strengths,
but statements such as these are
completely meaningless to the non -
programmer. What is more, the
operator has no idea what has happened
to any data that was being processed,
files have not been properly closed, and
any pretence at security and control
over the program has been lost. This
message indicates that the program has
failed to test for potential errors, and
has blindly tried to execute something
impossible.

The user should have a good idea of
the sorts of clerical error that might
occur, eg, trying to post an amount to
an incorrect account because the

account number has been mistyped.
However, s/he may not be too clear
about what sorts of errors could occur
from the computer's point of view.
Things which it is easy for a human to
check may be difficult for a machine
and vice versa. A user may also not be
familiar with the program instructions
that are being used, or the way in which
data is stored and retrieved by the use
of certain commands. This often makes
it difficult for the user to imagine the
sorts of errors that are going to occur
in day-to-day operation. Conversely, it
is often difficult for the programmer
to put himself in the position of the
operator who has no idea of the logic
of what is being done inside the
machine and so has no idea of why mis-
takes are occuring, or what to do about
them.

The only way in which a satisfactory
solution can be worked out is for the
programmer and the user (and that in-
cludes the keyboard operator as well as
the boss) to sit down together and dis-
cuss what is going on, both in the office
and in the machine.

Forms design
You may be trying to write programs
to use your existing forms, in which
case you must make sure that the
programmer has copies of all of them
and knows how they are used and how
they fit in with the other parts of the
program specification. There again, you
may be designing new ones. I have
already outlined the way in which the
layout is specified for the programmer,
but there are a few other things to be
borne in mind.

Form, are fed through the printer
in different ways on different machines.
On a typewriter, they are always fed
through from the back, and there is
always a chance to open the carriage
and correct the adjustment of the paper
if necessary. A typewriter uses a friction
feed, normally works on single sheets
of paper and can be adjusted for a
variety of paper thicknesses including
multiple copies. Some printers have a
friction feed and have hoppers for
single sheets. Others will only work on
rolls of paper (like a Telex machine)
others have a sprocket feed mechanism
and have to use fan -fold paper with

GOTO page 145

Account No
999999

Layout for aged debtors report. prog ADR

Aged Debtors Report
As at DD/MM/YY

Name Date Due
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx DD/MM/YY

Page No 99

Amount
,££££9.99

Total on this page ££££££9.99
Total so far ££E£I£9.99

N.B. '9' indicates any number
`x' indicates any character
DD/MM/YY shows that the date is to be printed in the English style.

indicates that the £ sign should precede the first significant digit.
Each page should carry the same page header and trailer. The final page
should conclude with the following:
Total No Debts = 999999 Total Amount ,££££££9.99

Fig 3
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BENCH
TEST

BIGBOARD

PCW welcomes Dr Neil Cryer to what we hope will be the first of many
Bench tests by him.

The name Bigboard reflects the facilities
offered by this single board computer,
rather than its size. At only 81/2 x 133/4
in, it is small enough to fit into a
large keyboard case, which was how I
first saw it at the Breadboard exhibition
in November, 1980.

At the moment, it is available only as
a kit and is advertised as being suitable
for people with some hardware/software
experience. It comes without the
necessary ancilliaries of an ASCII
keyboard, a power supply and a video
monitor, and with no floppy disks. For
review purposes, however, the suppliers,
Maclin-Zand, provided a ready construc-
ted board, tested to the minimum
configuration advertised.

Facilities
Bigboard comes with a floppy disk
controller, and gives a full 64k of RAM.
Maclin-Zand says that it will eventually
be available made up and in a case as a
complete system.

The minimum configuration has no
spare ports; the existing two drive the
floppy disk system and the ASCII
keyboard. Extra kits are available - one
supplies an extra PIO giving two spare
8 -bit ports, and another is available
for adding two serial ports with soft-
ware programmable baud rates (50 to
19.2 kbaud), while a third provides a
counter timer chip to give a real time
clock, together with floppy disk shut
down after any 30 second period
of inactivity. No further expansion is
intended, which some users may find
limiting.

I see Bigboard as providing the heart
of a system comparable with Super -
brain.

Construction
The instructions in the construction
manual are clear, concise and adequate
for the manufacturer's target custom-
ers experienced with hardware and
software. Other users might find them
too brief, as there is no advice on such
things as identifying resistors and
soldering.

To put myself in the position of
someone making up the kit, I asked the
agents to supply me with the compo-
nents for the serial port so that I could
see how easy it was to construct using
the instructions. I consequently fitted
six ICs, a crystal and 20 sundry other
components. There were no problems.
The component positions were marked
on the board in the usual way and the
soldering was no finer than with most
other computer boards.

As with any kit of this type, there is
little documented help for anyone
unlucky enough to have a system which
doesn't work first time. The instructions
do offer a few suggestions as to the
areas of the circuit which may be
responsible for certain faults, but
essentially the user would have to be
experienced enough to trace through
the circuit using suitable equipment,
Maclin-Zand does, however, promise a
full back-up service.

Installing the system
The system will operate without floppy
disk drives, but since I imagined that
most people would be buying it largely
because of the controller, I wanted to
incorporate this. So I connected two
8in Shugart SA800 units.

The video section provides a 60Hz

frame signal for a monitor which gave
no problems. I would not advise anyone
to fit their own modulator for running
this board on a normal television
because any display of 80 characters per
line is generally unreadable on a normal
television. Although Maclin-Zand says
that later versions of the board will
operate with a 50Hz frame frequency, I
would still advise use with a monitor.

Memory
arrangements
Bigboard has a full 64k of usable RAM,
plus 2k of video RAM, plus up to 8k of
EPROM type 2516. The video RAM
and EPROM are addressed at the cost of
temporarily switching out some of the
64k main RAM. Bigboard switches
between alternative memory blocks by
addressing an appropriate output port
location.

On power up, Bigboard switches out
the first 16k of RAM and makes the 8k
block of EPROM available instead. It
starts by executing the monitor program
in this EPROM at address zero. The
first instruction is the Z80 block move,
which relocates the monitor to the top
of RAM. Bigboard then makes a simple
jump to the new copy of the monitor
in RAM which then switches the
bottom block of RAM back into use.
Pressing the reset button does the same
trick. 6k of the EPROM are not used at
the moment and so are free for user
programs. The memory -mapped video
display similarly block switches bet-
ween video and normal RAM. For the
rest of the time, the whole of RAM is
available for use in whatever way the
user wishes. This contrasts with systems
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where some of the memory addresses
are taken up permanently with EPROM.

Bigboard's ports, in common with all
Z80 systems, are addressed by separate
IN and OUT commands and don't take
up memory locations. Its port addresses
are used not only for the usual input
and output from the board, but also to
control the baud rate of the serial ports,
scrolling for the video, and block
switching of the memory as described
above.

The character set
Like many systems giving 24 lines of 80
characters, each of Bigboard's characters
is formed using a 5 x 7 dot matrix. I
found these characters rather difficult
to read and I was particularly unimpres-
sed by the way lower case is presented
as a smaller version of upper case. I
would have preferred a true lower case,
although I appreciate that, with so few
dots available, it would have required
some compromise in displaying the
descenders of letters, like y and g.

This character set would detract
from Bigboard being used as the basis
for a word processor unless a separate
serial terminal is used with its own
character set. Alternatively, if a suit-
able program was written, Bigboard
could drive a daisywheel printer to give
a quality printout.

The system
commands
Bigboard powers up to display the
message . . system 3.3 . . .', followed
on the next line with an asterisk and a
dash as a non -flashing cursor. Eleven
single letter commands are available
before CP/M is called up: in particular,
D to display the contents of a block of
memory; M to display the contents of
successive individual memory locations
to allow them to be changed; R to read
a sector from disk into memory; and
of course B to boot in CP/M.

Two commands strike me as unneces-
sary: one to test memory and the other
to verify that two memory blocks hold
the same information. I feel that these
are only needed if the system has prob-
lems with corrupted data in memory,
and that for a properly debugged
system there are many more useful
commands that could be supplied
instead, for example, to write a block of

memory out to disk.
Bigboard requires all commands with

numbers to be typed in with only
commas as separators and with no extra
spaces anywhere. This is simple to get
used to, but might be a little annoying
at first to anyone used to a freer format.

I see purchasers adding other com-
mands to the monitor program which,
at present, makes no use of the scroll
and cursor movement facilities, available
as subroutines. I think it's a pity that
Bigboard doesn't come with these; it
would seem a relatively simple matter to
provide full cursor control and
on -screen editing, which would make
such a difference.

Keyboard
Any keyboard should be suitable,
provided it supplies the ASCII codes
directly along seven wires (bits 0 to 6)
together with a strobe signal going high
or low when the data is ready. The
strobe line prevents there being signifi-
cant problems with contact bounce. All
power supply lines are available on Big -
board's keyboard connector.

Floppy disks
Bigboard uses the 1771 controller chip
and can drive up to four SA800 or
similar disk drives. Connections are
standard. It powered up without trouble
and, on typing B for boot, came up with
the message '60k CP/M version 2.2'.

With the use of CP/M, a wide range
of software should be available for
purchase, although any with specialised
screen displays may have to be modi-
fied. As it is too early for any
commercial software to be advertised
for Bigboard, and as the review board
was supplied with no software other
than CP/M 2.2, I borrowed a copy of
Basic from another CP/M system. I
found no problems running it.

I checked a large number of the disk
copy, verify and editing commands
without any problems.

Video
The video is memory -mapped in a 2k
section which Bigboard block switches;
it is therefore independent of the main
RAM at the same address, 3000H.

When the screen is written to, it
fills from the top down and, when it is
full, the display moves up each time a

Technical Data
CPU:
Memory:

Bus:
Ports:

System: S/W:

Z80 2.5 MHz
64k dynamic RAM
+8k EPROM type 2516 (Only the 2k system monitor supplied)
+2k video ram
Not available
2 serial, 2 parallel uncommitted
+ ASCII keyboard port
Monitor with 11 commands, CP/M

OPTIONAL ANCILLIARIES
For full potential an 8M Shugart SA
power supply is needed.
+2k video RAM
800 compatible disk drive and
associated power supply.

NECESSARY ANCILLIARIES
(Not supplied with the kit)
Power supply: +5V 3A

+ 12V .25A
-12V .2A

ASCII keyboard with strobe line
Video monitor

new line is entered. The screen may also
be scrolled up or down by writing to
an appropriate port, in which case any
lines moving off the top will reappear
on the bottom and vice versa. I see few
occasions for using this facility.

Writing to the screen is by means of
a subroutine in the monitor and occurs
at the current cursor position which
may be moved up/down, left/right. The
user could also block switch in the video
RAM and write direct to it, but the
method of scrolling the screen would
have to be taken into account which
would make the programming trickier.

Expansion
possibilities
Bigboard has been designed to be
complete in itself, and no external bus
connector of any sort is provided. The
system should be used within the facili-
ties offered and should not rely on
later expar -ion, as this may not be
simple or inaeed possible.

Documentation
Bigboard is supplied with an 11 sheet
construction manual, a seven sheet
user manual, a seven sheet theory of
operation manual and very clear circuit
diagrams. The manuals are rather brief,
but are in accordance with Bigboard,
being for people with some expertise.

At a glance
Bigboard has some very attractive
features, in particular the incorporated
floppy disk controller and the full 64k
RAM.

In summary, Bigboard's ports could
drive a printer, a modem, a serial
terminal and an ASCII keyboard and
still have one 8 -bit port spare. As no
software is supplied to run the system,
the user would have to write it himself.

With Bigboard, a system of video
monitor, keyboard, 8in floppy disk
with CP/M and power supplies can be
put together for less than £1000, which
is certainly not unreasonable.

Overall I consider Bigboard to offer
good value for money. I found it easy
to set up and use and I suspect that for
those with some experience it would
be fairly straightforward to build from
a kit. The lack of a bus arrangement
limits expansion considerably but then
you do get quite a system for your
money. The ability to use CP/M makes
an enormous number of packages
available to the user and that, coupled
with the 64k memory, must be one of
the strongest points in Bigboard's
favour.
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PRINTERFACING
Peter Faff concludes his series on hooking low-cost printers to micros.

Printina MP18S
electro -sensitive
print mechanism
The MP 18S is a fairly compact electro-
sensitive printer that functions in an
unusual but very clever fashion. The
print needles are mounted on a plastic
arm that moves in and out of the printer
frame itself, while the connection to the
print needles is made by seven wiping
contacts, plus a separate set that gener-
ates the timing signals. Due to its
method of construction this printer
needs to be ordered with a special
printed circuit board, which serves two
purposes. Firstly, it provides a mount
for the printer and enables the paper
feed to function, and, secondly, it
carries gold-plated tracks that enable
the connections to be made to the print
needles. The print mechanism and the
mounting board are both available from
Seltek Instruments Ltd at £58 and
£4.25 respectively.

The mechanism itself is simple and
there is little to be said about how to
use it. Printing is carried out from left
to right in a serial fashion: that is, dot
column by dot column. The timing
tracks on the board indicate when to
turn off the motor power at the end of
a line and when to start printing a new
line. Print format is 5x7 bit, and the
unit can print up to about 21 characters
on the paper. The spacing between dot
columns is determined by an external
dot clock. By varying this clock
frequency you can alter the number and
the size of the characters that are
printed.

As the unit is so simple I will only
give a brief description of the control
logic required. A block diagram of the
control circuit is given in Figure 1.
When the motor is started, one of the
moving contacts will indicate when the
start of the line is reached; when this
occurs you must allow a short delay
before starting to print. This delay will
give the left hand margin. The frequency
of the dot clock determines the dot
spacing and should be varied to taste.

The next stage is the column counter,
which determines which of the five
possible seven -bit data words is output
by the character generator. This counter
should count from 1 to 7, then reset to
1 and start counting up again. The first
five counts will select the five possible
columns of the 5x7 character cell while
the next two counts will give a space
between the characters.

A further stage is the character
counter. This addresses the line store
RAM and selects the 6 -bit data for
each character in turn. These six data
bits go to the character generator where
they select the correct page of 5x7
data. This character counter is incre-
mented by one each time the column

counter resets from 7 to 1. The count-
er's upper limit is determined by the
number of characters you wish to print.
When the counter reaches its maximum
count, the line of print is finished and
the various stages should be reset ready
for the next line. Power to the motor
should be turned off when indicated
by the timing contact. You can see that
this printer builds up characters from
left to right and that the characters to
be printed are sequentially read out of
the RAM until the line is finished. The
motor requires a supply of approx 5V.
The print head supply should be some-
where in the region of 40-60V between
the paper roll and the print needles.
The pulse width required to print a dot
should be adjusted to give good print
density. If you wish to print large
characters, you will find that the
individual dots are not very clear; one

way around this problem is to print two
adjacent dots instead of one. This will
complicate the circuit slightly but the
resultant print is much more legible.

Olivetti series
PU1828&PU1840
parallel thermal
printers/plotters
These two mechanisms look like stretch-
ed versions of the PU-1800 printer
described in January. The main differ-
ence is that both units have a modified
timing disc which enables them to print
a continuous field of characters or dots;
both units can thus be used as printers
or plotters. The PU-1800 cannot be
used as a plotter because it can only
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Fig 1 MP18S control circuit block diagram.
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Fig 2 Diagram of character cell covered by each thermal element
and relationship of DT 1+2 and STLN timing signals
to character matrix for PU 1828 printer.
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print columns of five dots. The PU-1828
and the PU-1840 are both available
from Roxburgh Printers Ltd and cost
£40.50 and £76.50 respectively. The
PU-1828 is a 28 -character printer that
has one element for each character
field; the PU-1840 is a 40 -character
printer that has one element for every
two characters.

The PU-1828 differs from the other
units in that it has one print element
per character, which makes it somewhat
easier to drive because there is no need
to work out which character out of two
is being printed. When designing a con-
trol circuit for this printer, you first
need to know which dot in the charac-
ter zone is to be printed next. After the
DT1 and the DT2 signals have been
ORed together and debounced by a
suitable monostable, the resultant pulse
train should go to a counter. At the
start of the print cycle, this counter
should be set to zero. The first DT1+2
pulse to occur will then set this counter
to 1, indicating that the next character
to be printed is the first in the character
field. The control logic must now load
the first dot of the 28 characters to be
printed into the 28 -bit latch. When the
next DT1+2 pulse occurs this will
enable the latch outputs to print a line
of 28 dots. This pulse will also incre-
ment the counter indicating that the
next dot to be printed is the second one
in the character field; the control logic
must now load the state of the second
28 dots into the latch ready for the next
DT1+2 pulse. Each successive DT1+2
signal thus enables the latch outputs and
increments the counter by one. When

:SAlgra
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Fig 3 Connection diagram for PU 1828
flexible connector.

the counter reaches a count of 6, the
dot selection logic should be disabled;
the next DT1+2 pulse to occur is the
last of the first group (see Figure 2).
This pulse should reverse the count
direction so that the next pulse to occur
will cause the counter to count down
from 6.

At this point, the print head also
reverses the direction of its travel and
the paper is spaced up by one dot line.
The next DT1+2 signal is thus the first
of the second group, decrementing the
counter by one to 5. The counter now
indicates that the fifth dot of the dot
line can now be loaded into the 28 -bit
latch ready to be printed by the next
DT1+2 pulse to occur; this pulse will
also decrement the counter to 4. This
process continues until the counter
reads 1; the logic now loads the first dot
of the second dot line into the latch
ready to be printed by the next DT1+2
pulse, which also decrements the
counter to 0. The counter is now reset
to 0 by the STLN signal and the count
direction is set to `up'; as this occurs,
the print head again reverses and the
paper is moved up by one dot line again.

The next DT1+2 signal to occur is
the first of the third group and this
increments the counter by one to indi-
cate that the next dot to be printed is
the first of the third group. The cycle
then continues as outlined above so
that, at any time, the control logic can
look at this counter to find out which
dot is next in line to be printed. The
next step is to determine which row is
being printed. The best way to do this is
to use a counter that is reset to 1 by
the first STLN pulse to occur after the
`print start' command. This counter will
thus indicate that the first row is being
printed. After seven DT1+2 pulses, this
counter will increment by one to indi-
cate that the second row of dots is being
printed, and so on. In this way you can
keep track of which row is being printed
at any one time.

Now that you know which row and
column is being printed, you can identi-
fy any dot out of the 5x7 character
matrix. As explained above, the state of
this dot now has to be loaded into the
28 -bit latch; since there are 28 latch
positions the loading routine must be
carried out 28 times, once for each

character position. The dot counter and
the row counter remain fixed for each
line of dots. You now have to determine
the state of the first dot. To do this, the
first RAM location is addressed and the
resultant 6 -bit output is fed to the
character generator ROM. This ROM
outputs seven -bit slices out of a 5x7
character zone; a 3 -bit address from
the coloumn counter will indicate which
of the five possible 7 -bit slices will
be output. This 7 -bit word is then
further processed by a data selector
(controlled by the row counter) which
selects one of the seven bits and outputs
it. The single bit of data that results is
then loaded into the first location of the
28 -bit latch. The next RAM location is
now selected by a counter and the
stored character data is output to the
character generator ROM; the row and
column counters do not change while
this is going on.

The single bit data output of the data
selector is then loaded into the second
latch position. This process continues
until all 28 latch positions have been
filled, at which point the cycle stops,
and when the next DT1+2 pulse occurs
the latch outputs will be enabled and
the 28 elements will simultaneously
print a complete line of 28 dots. As this
occurs, the column counter will incre-
ment by one and the row counter may
also change. The control logic must now
cycle through the 28 RAM locations
again in order to load the data for the
next dot into the latch. The cycle
continues as outlined above until the
entire row of characters is printed.
When the row counter reaches eight,
the selection logic should be disabled;
the power to the motor should be turn-
ed off when the next STLN pulse
occurs, and a dynamic break circuit
should be employed to bring the motor
to a swift halt. When you wish to print
another line, the motor power should
again be turned on and the control
logic must wait for the next STLN
pulse, which will initialise all the count-
ers and allow the cycle to continue as
outlined above. If you refer to Figure 6,
you will find a block diagram of the
control circuit as described above,
which should help you to understand
the circuit operation.

The PU-1840 is a 40 -character print -
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Fig 4 Diagram of character cell covered by each
thermal element and relationship of DT
1+2 and STLN timing signals to character
matrix for PU 1840 printer.
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Fig 5 Connection diagram of PU 1840
flexible connectors.

er that uses 20 thermal elements. Each
element covers an array of 14 x n dots
which can contain two 5 x 7 character
cells as shown in Figure 4. This printer
could be used with a modified version
of the control circuit suggested for the
Olivetti PU-1800 thermal printer in
January's Printerfacing', but for the
purposes of this article I will suggest an
alternative circuit that you may like to
try out.

With the circuit described in January,
most of the processing required to
determine which dots are to be printed
next is carried out in the interval
between DT signals. Further, this pro-
cessing must be repeated for every
thermal element. In the case of the
PU-1840, this would mean 20 times.
Now for the PU-1840, the interval
between DT signals is approximately
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Fig 6 PU 1828 suggested control circuit block diagram.

2.7 ms; you therefore have only about
130 /is in which to read a character
out of the line store RAM into the
character generator, select the correct
bit from the resultant character column
output and load this bit into the correct
position of the 20 -bit latch.

This might seem to be pushing things
slightly, so I have devised an alternative
circuit where all the processing is carried
out before the start of the print cycle.
With this circuit, the data for each
element is stored in a shift register, from
which it can be read out and sent direct-
ly to the print element drivers with the
minimum of fuss. This approach is
probably the best to use with a series
parallel printer that has a large number
of columns, such as the PU-1840. By
referring to Figure 7 you will see how
each print element of the PU-1840
scans_ through two character cells within
the 14 x n bit character zone. The dia-
gram below this figure shows how the
information required to print these two
characters would be stored in a 70 -bit
shift register. Each group of five dots
that makes up each row is stored in the
sequence that it will be required by the
print element.

Now, since 70 -bit shift registers are
probably rather hard to come by, I
would suggest that you use a RAM

WTI
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ROW 1

ROW 2

ROW 3

ROW 4

ROW 5

ROW 6

ROW 7

1

r 28

instead. For instance, a 256 x 4 bit
RAM could be used to replace four
70 -bit shift registers - these days RAMs
are also very cheap. The PU-1840 has
20 print elements so you will require
five RAMS. By referring to Figure 8,
you will be able to get a rough idea of
how the circuit functions. The first
section is the address counter for the
line store RAM. When the print cycle is
started, this counter should be reset.
The least significant bit of this counter
can be set independently of the rest and
it determines which character is to be
printed, ie, left to right. The counter
itself cycles through a count of 1 to 20.
The resultant 6 -bit address goes to the
line store RAM. The character stored in
the selected RAM location is then output
to the character generator.

Also feeding this character generator
is a row counter that determines which
of the seven possible rows is to be out-
put. This row counter is incremented' by
one after the address counter has cycled
through a full count of 40. The charac-
ter generator thus outputs the five -bit
data for the first row of each of the 40
characters stored in the line store RAM.
The output of the character generator
is then loaded into one of the four 5 -
bit parallel load serial output bi-
directional shift registers. When the first
rows of the first four right hand charac-
ters have been loaded into these shift
registers, the data is shifted out and
serially loaded into the first five loca-
tions of one of the 256 x 4 bit RAMS.
The direction in which the data is
shifted is determined by the control
logic and it will reverse after the second
set of five -bit data is shifted into the
RAM. The five 256 x 4 bit RAMs are
addressed in turn and eventually the
first five RAM locations will contain the
data for the first row of 20 right hand
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Fig 7 How data for one thermal element is stored in a
70 -bit shift register.
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At any given time, your hardware is only as useful as
the software you run in it. Our programs let you
realise the full potential of your hardware

Graham -Dorian provides highly detailed and well
documented programs. All pretested on the job. Each so
comprehensive that it takes little time to learn to run a
program - even for someone who's never operated
a computer before.

Graham -Dorian programs are on-line now working
for us and others around the world. They are ready
to go to work immediately or to be tailored for your
more specific needs. Each package contains a software
program in BAS and INT film form plus a user's manual
and hard copy SOURCE LISTING.

Programs are compatible with most major computers
using CP/M disk operating systems, and come in
standard 8" or on various mini -floppy disks.

Graham -Dorian stand behind dealers with technical
advice.

Yes, there's a world of difference in business soft-
ware. Graham -Dorian has more per -package capabilities
and more packages (with new ones added every few
months).
Distributors for Micropro:- Wordstar, Datastar &
Mailmerge. CP/M for Tandy Model I & II

tGDSS are appointing UK Dealers and European
Distributors. Enquiries and applications invited.

.CBASIC-2 is a trade mark (copyright 1980) of
Compiler Systems, Inc. GDSS are the
European Distributor for CBASIC-2.

Nominal Ledger

Purchase Ledger
Sales Ledger
Job Costing
Order Entry &
Invoicing
Payroll
Manufacturing
Inventory

Manufacturing
Job Costing
Wholesaler Inventory
Retailer Inventory
Cash Register
Apartment

Surveying
Dental

CBASIC-2*

Ask your dealer for a demonstration soon.

Graham -Dorian Software Systems
A division of Graham -Dorian Enterprises

& Terodec (Micro Systems) Ltd.
Unit 58, Suttons Park Avenue, Earley

Reading, Berks RG6 1AZ
Tel (0734) 664345/6 GDSS



Free with every ATOM, kit or built, is a computer
manual. The first section explains and teaches
you BASIC, the language that most personal
computers and the ATOM operate in. The
instructions are simple and learning quickly
becomes a pleasure. You'll soon be writing your
own programs. The second section is a reference

Special features include

FULL SIZED
KEYBOARD
ASSEMBLER
AND BASIC
TOP QUALITY
MOULDED CASE

NEW!
Colour Encoder
for full colour

graphics

£21.50
The Acorn Atom is a definitive personal
computer. Simple to build, simple to operate.
A powerful, full facility computer with all the
features you would expect.
Just connect the assembled computer to any
domestic TV and power source and you are

fully illustrated with example programs.
The standard ATOM includes:

ready to begin. (Power requirement: 8V at HARDWARE

800mA). There is an ATOM power unit available  Full-sized QWERTY keyboard  6502
- see the coupon below Microprocessor  Rugged injection -moulded

case  2K RAM  8K HYPER -ROM
 23 integrated circuits and sockets  Audio
cassette interface  UHF TV output  Full
assembly instructions
SOFTWARE

 32 -bit arithmetic (±2,000,000,000)0 High
speed execution  43 standard/extended
BASIC commands  Variable length strings
(up to 256 characters)  String manipulation
functions  27 x 32 bit integer variables
 27 additional arrays  Random number
function  PUT and GET byte  WAIT
command for timing  DO -UNTIL construction
 Logical operators (AND, OR, EX -OR)  Link to
machine - code routines  PLOT commands,
DRAW and MOVE

Unique in concept-the home computer that grows as you do!

The Acorn Atom
Eplus AQ

Also available
ready -built

£150
plus VATand p&p

 The picture shows mixed
graphics and characters
in three colours
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manual giving a full description of the ATOM'S The ATOM modular concept

facilities and how to use them. Both sections are The ATOM has been designed to grow with you.

As you build confidence and knowledge you can
add more components. For instance the next
stage might be to increase the ROM and RAM on
the basic ATOM from 8K + 2K to 12K +12K
respectively. This will give you a direct printer
drive, floating point mathematics, scientific and
trigonometric functions, high resolution graphics.

From there you can expand indefinitely. Acorn
have produced an enormous range of
compatible PCB's which can be added to your
original computer. For instance:

A module to give red, green and blue colour
signals Teletext VDU card (for Prestel and
Ceefax information) An in -board connector
for a communications loop interface - any
number of ATOMs may be linked to each other -
or to a master system with mass storage/hard

copy facility Floppy disk controller
card. For details of these and other
additions write to the address below.

CO
ApigER 4a Market Hill,

CAMBRIDGE CB2 3NJ
Your ACORN ATOM may qualify as a business expense. To order complete the coupon below and post to Acorn Computer for delivery within 28 days.

Return as received within 14 days for full money refund if not comp etely satisfied. All components are guaranteed with full service/repair facility available.

Quantity Item
Item price inc.

VAT+ p&p
TOTALS

ATOM KIT -8K ROM+2K RAM (MIN) @ £140.00
ATOM ASSEMBLED -8K ROM+2K RAM (MIN) © £174.50
ATOM KIT -12K ROM+12K RAM (MAX) @ £255.00
ATOM ASSEMBLED -12K ROM+12K RAM (MAX) @ £289.50
1K RAM SETS @ £1122
4K FLOATING POINT ROM (inc. in12K Version) @ £23.30
PRINTER DRIVE 6522 VIA @ £10.35
(inc. in12K version) LS244 Buffer @ £3.17

COLOUR ENCODER @ £21.50
MAINS POWER SUPPLY (13 amps) @ £10.20

TOTALL

To: Acorn Computer Ltd., 4a Market Hill, CAMBRIDGE CB2 3NJ

I enclose cheque/postal order for £

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No.

Signature

Name (Please print)

Address

EMIR
Telephone No. WWI
Registered No:1403810. VAT No: 215 400 220 PCW 3/81



Comart Approved
Dealers

Belfast
0 & M Systems
95 Dublin Road
Tel: 0232 49440

Birmingham
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
94/96 Hurst St, B5 4TD
Tel: 021 622 7149

Cambridge
Cambridge Computer Stores
1 Emmanuel St, CB1 1NE
Tel: 0223 68155

Cornwall
Benchmark Computer
Systems Ltd
Tremena Manor
Tremena Road
St Austell, PL25 5GG
Tel: 0726 610000

Dublin
Lendac Data Systems Ltd
8 Dawson St
Tel: 0001 372052

Glasgow
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
Magnet House
61 Waterloo St, G2 7BP
Tel: 041 221 7409

Leeds
Holdene Ltd
Manchester Unity House
11/12 Rampart Road
Woodhouse St
Tel: 0532 459459

London
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
324 Euston Road
London W I
Tel: 01-387 0505

Digitus
9 Macklin Street
Covent Garden WC2
Tel: 01-405 6761

Jarrogate
67 Tulsemere Road,
West Norwood,
London SE17
Tel: 01-670 3674

Manchester
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
11 Gateway House
Piccadilly Station Approach
Tel: 061 236 4737

NSC Computers
29 Hanging Ditch
Tel: 061 832 2269

Newbury
Newbear Computing Store
40 Bartholomew St
Tel: 0635 30505

Nottingham
Byteshop Computerland Ltd
92A Upper Parliament St,
NG1 6LF
Tel: 0602 40576

Sheffield
Hallam Computer Systems
4$1 Eccleshall Road, S11 9PN
Tel: 0742 663125

Southampton
Xitan Systems
23 Cumberland Place,
SO1 2BB
Tel: 0703 38740

Sudbury
Eurotec Consultants
Holbrook Hall
Little Waldingford
Tel: 0206 262319

Wanvicks
Business & Leisure
Microcomputers
16 The Square
Kenilworth
Tel: 0926 512127

Watford
Lux Computer Services
108 The Parade
High Street
Watford WD11 2AW
Tel: 0923 29513

Comart Microcomputer dealers
are located strategically
throughout the country to give
support, guidance and
assistance. In the event of
difficulty contact Comart direct.

Cromemco

Z-2/1

A

C Cromemco Syster

A

Crome

B

Flexibility +Versatility
System Flexibility
Cromemco give you the high performance,

reliable computer power you need now, with the
in-built capability for future expansion and
adaption as demands and requirements change.

The choice is wide. Cromemco's S-100 bus
construction provides for expandable memory
capability and the widest choice and future
options in peripheral support.

Now there is the exciting range of Cromemco
High Resolution Colour Graphics Systems.

The U.K. Leaders in Microcomputer
Development, Application and Support.

Applicational Versatility
Cromemco's CDOS Operating System

supports proven, well documented Software for
Business, Industry, Science, Research and
Education; COBOL, RPG II, Macro Assembler,
16K and 32 BASIC, FORTRAN IV, LISP,
RATFOR, Word Processing and Data Base,
are all included in the range.

Now, there is the new CDOS compatible,
Cromix Multi-user Multitasking Operating System
which opens up new avenues in application and
performance for Cromemco System Users.

comart
St Neots HUNTINGDON Cambs PE19 2AF
Tel (0480) 215005 Telex: 32514 Comart G.



WOULDN'T YOU LIKE AN
OSCAR

FOR A SUPERB PERFORMANCE

To a casual glance, we must admit that there are several
other computers which superficially resemble OSCAR.
However, if you peek under the stylish structural foam
housing, with its separate keyboard for better
ergonomics, you'll notice the differences.

S100 SYSTEM
OSCAR has a 6 -slot motherboard, housed inside the
VDU housing, with proven IDS 5100 cards to inter-
national standards for a flexible, easily maintained,
system.

4MHz Z80A PROCESSOR CHIP
Possibly the most powerful m.p.u. chip in its class,
running at full speed, makes OSCAR more powerful than
many mini -computers.

64K DYNAMIC MEMORY
A full sized system for your full sized applications.

DISKETTE OR HARD DISK
The options are yours, starting with twin floppies at
400KBytes per drive or an 11MBytes Winchester located
inside the VDU housing.

Maximum size? We're not saying, as we keep on
increasing it, but it's unlikely to be too small.

CP/MTM OPERATING SYSTEM
Use of the industry standard CP/MTm Operating System
means that a wealth of applications software will run on
your OSCAR.

VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT
With the green phosphor recommended by opticians for
low eyestrain, the VDU also has a bonded face -plate for
extra safety. There is a full character set with real
descenders on the lower-case letters. There are 24 lines
each of 80 characters.

KEYBOARD
Separate keyboard with full QWERTY and numeric pad
for fast entry.

PRINTER OPTIONS
A range of printers is available. Your dealer can help you
select the appropriate one for your requirements.

APPLICATION PROGRAMS FREE
Sales, Purchase and Nominal Ledgers plus Stock Control
and Payroll are available from your dealer and to avoid
the problems of pirating, all you have to pay for are the
manuals and the media. If these packages do not suit,
your dealer will be able to offer alternatives, although,
these are unlikely to be free!

NATIONAL SERVICE NETWORK
It's no good owning the best system if you can't get it
mended, so IDS have arranged for q National Service
Network to offer maintenance contracts on your OSCAR.

PRICE
An OSCAR with twin floppies costs from £2,495.00
(excluding VAT and printer)

NOW
Cut along this line, complete and post for further details.

Designed and manufactured in the United Kingdom by:-

INTERACTrVE DATA SYSTEMS LTD.
14 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes MK12 6HP

Buckinghamshire, England
Telephone (0908) 313997

Please send details of OSCAR and your other 5100 products to:

Name

Position

Address

Company
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DT 1+2

Start
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SEL

SEL

R/W 256x4 o/p
EN
R/W 256x4 o/p
EN

R/W 256x4 o/P
EN

256x4R/W 0/P
EN

R/W 256x4 o/p
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LD L5 -bit o/p
BIDIRECTIONAL N 0/p

LD LShift REG o/p
PARALLEL IN R 0/p

LD Serial OUT L 0/p
R o/p
LLD Shift o/p
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line store
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40x6 bit
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CLR
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Row o/p
Character

Generator
ROM

OR

OR

-0.
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Fig 8 Block diagram of alternative control circuit for
PU 1840 etc.
characters.

This process is repeated again, but
this time the address counter selects the
20 left hand characters stored in the
line store RAM. The first row of data
for these 20 characters is then loaded
into the second set of five RAM loca-
tions. When the first ten RAM locations
have been filled, the row counter
selects the next row of character data
stored in the character generator and
the data for the 20 left and right charac-
ters can again be loaded into the output
RAM, only it now goes into the second
set of ten RAM locations. Since the row
counter has changed, the data will have
to be reversed and so the control logic
changes the shift direction of the shift
register. This ensures that the data is
again loaded into the output RAM in
the correct sequence required to drive
the elements. This process of cycling
through the line store RAM is repeated
until the data for all seven rows have
been correctly stored. When the cycle
stops each 256 x 4 bit RAM will contain
a 70 -bit long data stream that corres-
ponds to that shown in Figure 7.

The 20 RAM outputs can thus be
used to control a thermal element
directly. When the print cycle proper
is then started, the logic will wait for
the next STLN signal and when this
occurs the DT1+2 signals will be used
to clock the output RAM address
counter and the stored data will be
read out to energise the thermal ele-
ments in the correct sequence to print
a line of 20 characters dot by dot.
With the PU-1800 printer, the DT1+2

To element
drivers

signals could be used directly but when
using the PU 1828 or the PU 1840 you
will have to allow for the two -dot
space between characters and also the
single -dot space at the edge of the
14 x n bit character field.

If you wish to use the PU 1828 or
the PU 1840 for plotting, you will
have to try a different approach. I
suggest dividing each 14 x n bit charac-
ter field into two 7 -bit columns.
You can then load the 7 -bit data
word for the 20 left or right hand
columns into shift registers in groups
of four. The data in these shift registers
could then be left or right shifted into
a 256 x 20 bit RAM array. When 140
bits of data have been loaded into the
RAM, the character zone will have been
filled and the data stored in this. RAM
can then be directly clocked out by the
DT signals and fed to the element
drivers. This is again very similar to the
process outlined above for the character -
only printer.

Anyway, that just about sums up

Rows 1

the Olivetti thermal printer series. Please
bear in mind that the ideas given above
are just suggestions and will require
further development to suit your
particular application. Remember that
you can always contact me by writing
to (not telephoning) PCW if you run
into difficulties. I will try to help out
anyone who bothers to ask.

Datac DMI 40
print mechanism
The DMI40 is a 40 -column series -
parallel impact printer with five solen-
oids mounted on an oscillating frame,
each covering eight character cells. The
mechanism can also be used for graphics
and plotting because the print is not
constrained by a preset timing disc to
print only in columns. In order to print
a complete line, the print head must
make seven passes over the paper as well
as two passes for the line space. It
operates at approximately two lines per
second. The basic mechanism prints on
pressure -sensitive paper only, but a
version fitted with a roll holder will
shortly be available. The DMI-40 is
available from Datac Ltd and costs
approximately £139.

The DMI-40 is rugged and should
therefore give years of trouble -free
service. The motor and the five solen-
oids both require a 12V DC supply.
The dot timing signals are generated by
a slotted strip and a LED and photo -
transistor assembly. This timing assem-
bly generates one dot pulse DTS for
each dot position. Using a 5x7 character
matrix, each dot line will contain 240
dots; each print element thus prints 48
dots for each pass across the paper. By
referring to Figure 9 you will see the
zone that each print element covers;
each zone contains eight characters
and there are five zones across the width ,
of the paper. During operation the five
zones are printed simultaneously.

Designing a control circuit for this
printer will pose problems similar to
those posed by the Olivetti series -
parallel printer mentioned in January.
From Figure 9 you will see that each
print element prints eight characters.
The print element moves from left to
right and then from right to left down
through the column of eight characters.
On each pass, an element can print up
to 48 dots. The timing strip generates
48 pulses as the print head moves
across the paper; at the end of each dot
row a fairly long home region is located
where no pulses are generated. During
this home period, the print head rever-
ses and the paper is spaced up by one
dot line. Figure 10 shows a block dia-
gram of a suggested control circuit. The
four important stages on this diagram
are the column counter, the character

Columns
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Fig 9 Character zone covered by each print element.
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prentice-hall
books

Michael P. Zabinski

Introduction to
TRS-80 LEVEL II
BASIC and
Computer
Programming
With step-by-step instructions, this

practical book shows how to use the

TRS-80 for a wide range of applications

from multiplication tables to

computer graphics and video games.

£7.10 pb 186 pages 13-499962-2

Hubert S. Howe, Jr.

TRS-80
Assembly
Language
For the first-time user as well as

experienced users of the TRS-80. this

book covers introductory concepts,

practical programming applications,

ROM and RAM usage, and disk

operating systems.

£6.45 pb 186 pages 13-931121-1

Lance A. Leventhal

Microcomputer
Experimentation
with the Motorola
MEK6800D2
A complete introduction, this new

book stresses practical applications of

microprocessors in such areas as

instrumentations, communications.

test equipment, and industrial and

process control.

£11.00 pb 368 pages 13-580761-1

Lance A. Leventhal and Colin Walsh

Li Microcomputer
Experimentation
with the Intel
SDK -85
A series of laboratory experiments with

over 70 fully documented programs

are provided that cover all the basic

aspects of using microprocessors in

engineering systems design.

£10.35 pb 384 pages 13-580860-X

Prentice -Hall
International

Prices are coned at the time of going to press but may

he subject to change

sams
books

Stephen M. Murtha and
Mitchell Waite

CP/M Primer
Illustrated throughout with diagrams

and photographs, this book gives

clear instructions on how to use and

work with the CP/ M TM disk operating

system which is very popular for the

8080, 8085 and Z80 microcomputers.

£7.75 pb 92 pages 672-21791-0

Howard M. Berlin

Circuit Design
Programs for the
TRS-80
This book provides a variety of useful

BASIC programs that will greatly

simplify the design and analysis of

common circuit problems.

£5.80 pb 140 pages 672-21741-4

Howard Berenbon

Mostly BASIC
Applications for Your Apple II

£7.10 pb 152 pages 672-21789-9

Howard Berebon

Mostly BASIC
Applications for Your PET

£7.10 pb 160 pages 672-21790-2

Howard Berenbon

Mostly BASIC
Applications for Your TRS-80

£7.10 pb 168 pages 672-21788-0

book orders
These books can be ordered from your

bookseller or in case of difficulty from

Department 30,

Prentice -Hall International,

66 Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead.

Hertfordshire, HP2 4RG, England.

Please mark the number of books you

wish to order in the boxes beside each

title and return the advertisement to

the address above with your payment.

Name

Address

I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £

Please add 55p per book for postage
and packing. Payment should be made
out to International Book Distributors.

Please allow 28 days for delivery.

INTEGRATED
SMALL BUSINESS

SOFTWARE
ISBS

Professional Business Packages for Microcomputer
systems include:

 PAYROLL
 STOCK CONTROL
 ORDER ENTRY & INVOICING
 COMPANY SALES
 COMPANY PURCHASES
 GENERAL ACCOUNTING
 NAME & ADDRESS SYSTEM
Available as individual modules or complete system to
run on RAIR BLACK BOX, NORTHSTAR, HEATH,
CROMEMCO, DYNABYTE, IMS 5000/8000, ALTOS,
ALTAIR, SUPERBRAIN, MICROMATION and most
other 8080 based systems.

Contact Lifeboat Associates, 32 Neal Street, London
WC2 or your nearest dealer.

CIMAMMEI!!!!M 52 SHAFTESBURY AVENUE
SYSTEMS GROUP LONDON W1 01-734 8862

BUTEL-COMCO
RP1600 Daisywheel Printerfs

60cps!

List Price:
£1450
(excluding VAT)

 Price includes an interface
 Interfaces available are

Serial V24/IEEE/Centronics/Qume/Hytype
 Trade/OEM discounts available

Write or call for further information

Butel-Comco Limited I am interested in purchasing the RP1600

50 Oxford Street, for connection to
Southampton,

Name
England SO1 1 DL

Telephone 0703 39890 Company

Telex 47523 Address

BUTEL Telephone
Technology for business
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Fig 10 Suggested DMI 40 control circuit.

counter, the row counter and the zone
counter. The column counter keeps
track of which column is to be printed
at any one time. At the start of a print
cycle when the control logic detects the
home signal, the various stages are reset.
At this time the column counter will
read 0 to indicate that the first column
is to be printed. Some time after the
leading edge of the DTS signal all the
processing will have been carried out
and the 5 -bit latch will contain data
for the first dots to be printed. The
control logic will then print these dots
and then on the trailing edge of the
DTS signal the column counter will be
incremented to read one, indicating
that the column number one is next
to be printed. This continues until the
counter reaches a count of five, which is
the space column and so no dots will be
printed.

The next DTS pulse will cause the
counter to reset to zero, thus indicating
that column number zero is to be
printed next. In this way, the control
logic always knows which dot is being
printed next and therefore it has time
to get the next series of dots loaded into
the 5 -bit latch. The column counter
is an up/down counter; for the first
eight characters it counts up from zero
to five and for the next eight charac-
ters it reverses its count direction and
counts down from five to zero. This is
to allow for the print head reversing
after every row of dots and is under the
control of the control logic.

The next stage is the character
counter. This counter keeps track of
which character is being printed. The
counter is clocked by a carry signal
from the column counter; this carry is
generated every time that the column
counter resets. From start, this counter
will count up to seven which is the last
character of the first row. The next
carry pulse now causes the counter to
reverse its count direction. The next
carry will now decrement the counter
to six, and so on. When the counter
now reaches zero it will again be revers-
ed by one carry pulse and the next
carry pulse will increment the counter
to one again. In this way, the character
counter keeps in step with the print
head as it zig-zags across the paper.

The third stage is the row counter
which keeps track of which row is

Motor
drive

NI.

NI-

being printed. This counter is incre-
mented by a carry pulse that is generated
every time that the character counter
reverses. From reset this counter counts
up to nine, when the motor should be
stopped, as the print cycle plus line
space is now finished. The four -bit
output of the row counter goes to a
data selector which selects one bit from
the seven that are output by the charac-
ter generator ROM. This bit will belong
to the row that is being printed at that
time.

Next is the zone counter, which
cycles through the five zones that cover
the paper while the other stages remain
fixed. The zone counter cycles through
a count of zero to four selecting, in
turn, five blocks of eight characters
each from the line store RAM. The
3 -bit data from the zone counter
also goes to the output latch where it
selects the bit that corresponds to the
character zone being printed. This
allows five bits of data to be loaded in
turn into the output latch ready for
printing. Thus, as the zone counter
cycles through the five blocks of data,
one of the eight available data words is
being selected by the character counter.
The five data words that are thus
selected go in turn to the character
generator, which outputs a 7 -bit
data word which is sent to the data
selector where one of the seven bits is
passed and then loaded into the five bit
output latch in the position pointed to
by the zone counter. You can see that
the dot selection process only has to be
repeated five times, whereas the Olivetti
series -parallel printer required that the
selection process be repeated ten times,
which is a little bit more difficult. This
circuit might seem a little complex at
first but if you spend some time study-
ing Figure 9 so that you become famili-

ar with the print format and how the
data bits have to be selected in turn,
you will understand the operation that
much better.

The block diagram and the descrip-
tion is given only as a guide to point
you in the right direction and you will
have to undertake a certain amount of
development work before you have a
working printer, so good luck.

Conclusion
I hope that you have enjoyed this short
series of articles, which was inspired by
a letter in 'Communications' last July
by reader H P Steam, who asked if it
was possible to interface a cheapo
calculator type printer to a KIM com-
puter.

In order to make this series useful
to as many people as possible, I have
refrained from any mention of specific
microprocessor systems, and have given
a short survey of the various cheap dot
matrix printers that are available in this
country. I have also explained how the
units work and suggested ideas for
control circuits. Since the interface
requirements of most peoples' systems
will differ, this side of the construction
has been left to you.

With the circuits given you will have
to load the ASCII data for the line to
be printed into the block that is shown
as the line store RAM on my block
diagrams. All the circuits suggested are
self-contained in that they only have
to be loaded with a line of data and told
to print. This means that the micro is
not tied up controlling a peripheral that
could function on its own. Since you
will be building the unit yourself, the
extra work and cost involved is not too
important. I estimate that for between
£50 and £100 you should be able to
build a control circuit for the printer of
your choice.

At the end of the exercise you will
have a printer that costs less than a
commercial unit and you will also
have had the satisfaction of building the
thing yourself. You could, of course,
write suitable software that would
enable your micro to control the printer
directly. This approach is certainly far
cheaper but it does have the disadvan-
tage of tying up your processor when it
could be doing other things. Remember
that if you run into any problems you
can contact me via PCW and I will do
my best to help you out.

Suppliers of units mentioned are:
Seltek Instruments Ltd, The Old Pied
Bull, High Street, Stanstead Abbots,
Herts SG12 8AB, tel 0920 871094.
Roxburgh Printers Ltd, 22 Winchelsea
Road, Rye, East Sussex TN31 7BR,
tel 07973 3777. Datac Ltd, Tudor Road,
Broadheath, Altrincham, Cheshire
WA14 5TN, tel 061-941 2351/2.

Is it good? My dear fellow, this is the very machine
that wrote the last 600 episodes of 'Crossroads'!
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Malcolm Peltu reviews more books on social and political microimplications.

Makers
or breakers?
Mindstorms sounds like the
title of a John Lennon song.
It represents the kind of
cultural and personal
thoughtquakes and whirl-
pools of ideas which helped
to shape Lennon and which,
in turn, he helped to create.

Mindstorms (at least as
far as this 'Bookfare' goes)
is also the title of an
important new book by
Seymour Papert. In it he
explains why he believes
that computers could become
an educational aid which will
overcome `mathophobia'
and the cultural blocks
which have divided people
from an early age into arts/
humanistic/`creative' or
maths/scientificrboring'-
technological ghettoes.

Architect or Bee?, on the
other hand, sounds like the
start of a children's ABC or
a constructively censored
version of the old Birds
and Bees tale. It is, however,
a question based on a phrase
from Karl Marx and the title
of another thought -stirring
book which examines the
relationship (or possibly
the power struggle) between
people and technology.

The author of this book,
technologist and active trade
unionist Mike Cooley, uses
the Marxist analogy because
it encapsulates his fear that
computers are being used to
emasculate creative skills.

Marx wrote: 'A bee puts
to shame many an architect
in the construction of its
cells; but what distinguishes
the worst of architects from
the best of bees is namely
this. The architect will
construct in his imagination
that which he will ultimately
erect in reality. At the end
of the labour process, we get
that which existed in the
consciousness of the labourer
at its commencement.'

Supported by a range of
practical examples, Cooley
shows how computers have
been used to
human creativity from many
jobs, such as toolmaking
and engineering design,
thereby diminishing human
beings and making them
`subordinate to the machine.'

Unlike many left-wing
critics of technology,
however, Cooley also shows
how computers could be
used as a human -enhancing,
liberatory form of techno-
logy. He shares with Papert
a belief that, in the right
political and cultural
environment, computing
could be a positive social
force.

Cooley states unequivocal-
ly 'Human ingenuity, expres-
sed through appropriate
science and technology,

could do much to free our
world from squalor and
disease and fulfil our basic
needs of food, warmth and
shelter.' Papert believes
that, by placing computer
power in the hands of many
people, the personal compu-
ter explosion will open new
opportunities for imagina-
tion and originality. 'There
might be a renaissance of
thinking about education,'
he concludes.

They also agree that the
determining factor in the
direction taken by compu-
ting will not be technical but
political and cultural.
Mindstorms are needed, they
argue in their different ways,
in order to create an environ-
ment which places the ful-
filment of individual creative
potential as well as
community well-being as
a prime social goal. 'The
bottom line for such change
is political,' as Papert
inelegantly expresses it.

Papert, however, is a
technological optimist who
believes that the capitalist
environment could, after
some mindstorming, be a suit-
able base for nourishing the
darling buds of computer
creativity. Cooley, on the
other hand, believes that
the forces currently domina-
ting most societies (and he
is critical of Russian
communism as well as
Western capitalism) are so
strong that computing will
be used by those in power to
`gain control over human
beings' because, as a head-
line in The Engineer once
stated: 'People are trouble
but machines obey.'

Cooley quotes positive
examples of the use of
computers in 'human -
enhancing' roles but regards
them as insignificant drops
in the political ocean com-
pared with the majority of
industrial applications.
Papert, however, quotes his
own personal experiences
with one computer educa-
tional project as proof of the
potency and practicality of
his vision.

Papert is a professor of
both mathematics and educa-
tion at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
(MIT). Since 1967 he has
been developing a special
computer language for use
by children called Logo.
The Logo group in the
Artificial Intelligence (AI)
laboratory at MIT has used
Logo with a movable device
called a Turtle as a means of
teaching mathematical con-
cepts like geometry and the
Newtonian laws of motion
as well as computer program-
ming techniques and struc-
tured systems thinking.

Papert, however, predicts
that the mindstorms set off
by computer techniques like
Logo will create new

approaches to the whole
process of education and
training. He explains the
twin objectives of Logo
by pointing out that the
Greek word 'math' meant
`learning' and that Logo
has applications both in
mathematics and in
`mathetic' (learning about
learning) techniques.

He believes that the com-
puter can make formal,
abstract ideas concrete and
personal to a child. Even
`difficult' concepts like
differential geometry can be
translated into Logo
programs which control the
movement of the Turtle.
The child views Turtle
geometry partly as a game
which tries to create different
shapes made up of simple
program steps which move
the Turtle forwards, to the
right, etc.

For example, a child could
be asked to: 'Play Turtle.
Draw a circle.' After experi-
menting with Logo program-
ming, the child will realise
that drawing a circle involves
the repetition of a large
number of very small Logo
programming steps of the
form FORWARD 1 RIGHT 1
1, where '1' indicates to the
Turtle to 'move a little bit'.

This is effectively an
intuitive analogue of the
differential equation, a con-
cept that is fundamental to
traditional applied mathe-
matics. Differential calculus
describes growth by explain-
ing what is happening at the
growing tip; the Turtle pro-
gram describes the difference
between where it is now and
where it shall be in a
moment.

Although the child will
not be immediately aware of
the relationship between
the Logo circule program
and the differential calculus,
Papert believes that the
knowledge which the child
learns in a concrete way will
become a point of reference
when learning about wider
mathematical ideas.

Most significantly, claims
Papert, the child will be learn-
ing the languages of mathe-
matics in a natural way and
will not feel excluded from
the world of mathematics
as do so many children when
faced with traditional, forma-
lised classroom maths.

Papert describes the learn-
ing environment created by
Logo and the Turtle as a
Mathland in which children
can learn the language of
mathematics as naturally as
English children learn English
in England and French child-
ren learn French in France.
What is more, he argues that
procedural and systems
thinking inherent in comput-
er techniques and systems
`powerful intellectual tool'.

As one child working with
Logo described it, structured

programming techniques
break complex ideas into
`mind -sized bites'. The child
may initially learn the benefit
of this when trying to draw
a figure with the Turtle but
finds bugs in the program.
An unstructured program is
difficult to debug but the
fault in a well -organised
modular program is more
easily identified and rectified.

Working in the Turtle
Mathland, children therefore
learn a systematic approach
to generalised problem solv-
ing. The child knows why, for
example, overall complex
problems should be broken
into simpler, 'mind -sized
bites' and can be related to
problems that are already
understood. From drawing a
circle, more complex pro-
blems can be explored. The
notion of debugging teaches
a child that there are no
simple right/wrong solutions
to the process of exploring
new ideas and that a key
question is whether the over-
all 'theoretical' structure is
`fixable' or basically
incorrect.

From a cultural point of
view, this type of use of
computers to 'concretise'
formal ideas could help to
break through what he calls
the 'balkanisation of human
knowledge which children
come to see as a patchwork
of territories separated by
impassable iron curtains.'
Difficulty with school maths
is frequently the first step of
an 'invasive intellectual
process that leads us all to
define ourselves as bundles
of aptitudes and ineptitudes,
as being "mathematical" or
"non -mathematical",
"artistic" or "non -artistic",'
he says.

Echoing the McLuhanism
`the medium is the message',
Papert expects that the
versatility of computing
could, in the appropriate
political and social environ-
ment, break through the
shackles of traditional school
maths which were created by
the inadequacies of teaching
tools in the past.

As he explains, 'A major
factor that determined what
went into school maths was
what could be done in the
setting of school classrooms
with the primitive technology
of pencil and paper.' This
forced an emphasis on tasks
like drawing graphs and
writing formulae and created
the notion of maths as an
abstract, formal technique.

Yet, as Papert explains,
mathematics can be based on
physical actions. For exam-
ple, Descartes apparently
invented analytical geometry
by observing the movements
of a fly on his bedroom
ceiling and Papert himself
related mathematics to his
childhood understanding of
how the gears of a motor car
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worked. He has used Logo
to analyse a supposedly
purely physical activity like
juggling into mathematical
notions of structured think-
ing just as the 'physical' act
of drawing a circle should be
used to illustrate the theore-
tical concept of differential
equations.

The challenges posed by
Papert to traditional educa-
tional notions and descrip-
tion of possible learning
innovations makes Mind -
storms a stimulating book but
more as a mind -rippler than
a mind-stormer. Although
his theory is a general one,
Papert uses Logo as the only
specific example, so
that the book becomes
mainly a justification for
Logo. It also gets bogged
down in a great deal of educa-
tional theorising which is an
example of the 'thought
balkanisation' which Papert
so dislikes.

If ycu are an education-
alist to whom 'Piaget's
epsitemology', is second
nature then you will not, as I
did, begin to feel excluded
from a special 'education
psychology club' in parts of
the book. The fixation with
Logo and a too liberal sprink-
ling of educational jargon
makes Mindstorms a book of
specialist interest to those
already involved in comput-
ing and/or education rather
than a major work of general
importance which its thesis

justified.
Papert

have
Papert also dismisses

criticism of his beliefs too
glibly. He accepts that the use
of computers in education
may not have the effect he
intends. In most cases of
existing educational use, he
admits, computers are being
used primarily to put chil-
dren through their traditional
arithmetic or spelling paces,
reinforcing traditional school
drill and practice techniques
and imposing rigid, automat-
ed methods on children.
Instead of becoming a tool,
like a 'pencil', that children
can use to experiment with,
to think and to make things
with, the computer imposes
its way on the child.

His only answer is to say
that he has seen children
interact creatively with Logo
and that he hopes experi-
ments like Logo will stimu-
late a major change in 'how
things might be'. In other
words, he has little more
to offer than wishy washy
wishful thoughts.

Mike Cooley takes a
much harsher and, to me,
more realistic view of the
equivalent dichotomy
between experience and
promise in the application of
computing to employment.

He describes how humans
and computers could inter-
act creatively at work. It is
possible, for example, to
program a numerical -control
machine by allowing the
skilled craftsman to instruct
the machine directly through

a physical medium, such as
turning a crank or moving a
joystick, rather than using
a symbolic programming
language. This is close to
Papert's Turtle concept of
'programming through doing'.
There is also a technique of
computer -aided design in
which the designer's special
skills and aptitudes for
assessing complex situations
and making intuitive leaps is
emphasised, with the
computer acting best as an
excellent analyser and
computational machine.

Cooley has also been
actively involved in the Lucas
Aerospace Combine Shop
Stewards' Committee which
has been internationally
recognised as a major contri-
bution to creating an environ-
ment in which industrial
democracy is used to direct
technology to socially bene-
ficial uses. When faced with
the prospect of redundancy,
the Combine Committee
created a corporate plan
which included the develop-
ment of a special vehicle for
children with spina bifida, a
life support system to help
people with heart attacks to
get to hospital, solar collec-
ting equipment and a vehicle
that could run on rail and
roads. They would also like
to have money to build
kidney machines.

Unlike Papert's promo-
tion of Logo, however,
Cooley does not build a
revolutionary mountain by
clutching at these few
positive straws. He uses these

examples, however, to get to
the political and economic
`bottom line' when he quotes
the secretary of the Combine
Committee who said, 'It is
outrageous that our members
in Lucas Aerospace are being
made redundant when the
state has to find them £40 a
week to do nothing except
suffer the degradation of the
dole queue... Our workers
should be given this money
and allowed to produce
socially useful products such
as the kidney machine.'
Social usefulness, however,
is a not a bottom -line profit -
making criterion in business.

Cooley provides many
examples to show that a
major management aim in
introducing new technology
is to reduce reliance on
human skills and to improve
productivity. He quotes an
American systems designer,
Robert Boguslaw, who put
into words the usually unstat-
ed assumption and objective
of many managements.
Boguslaw says that systems
designers should analyse the
ways in which human
behaviour can be controlled
and to create the instruments
which can achieve that
control. In systems design, he
says, the 'human operating
units' have many disadvant-
ages. 'They are somewhat
fragile, unreliable and limited
in memory capacity. But
beyond all this, they some-
times seek to design their
own circuitry. This in a
material is unforgivable and
any systems utilising them
must devise appropriate
safeguards.'

The bluntness of this
quote is appalling, regarding
people as 'materials' and
'operating units'. But many
computer systems are design-
ed precisely to this specifica-
tion - to design human
creativity and 'unreliability'
out of rather than into the
system. As an advert for a
computer -aided design pack-
age put it: 'If you've got a
guy who can produce draw-
ings non-stop all day, never
gets tired or ill, never strikes,
is happy on half pay, with a
photographic memory, you
don't need (the name of the
package).'

Cooley detects a -trend
towards developing library ,
medical, educational and
other systems in which
human/computer interaction
communication replaces
'the rich interaction which
comes from people discussing
work problems with each
other.' He fears, quite rightly,
that this could lead to the
loss of the open-ended cross
fertilisation which flows
from natural human interac-
tion and that 'human beings
could become industrial
Robinson Crusoes in an
island of machines.'

Apt and vivid phrases
like these bring Cooley's
work to life. The book is
liberally peppered with crisp

force people to become
'operating units' and dis-
cards them when they
become too old or unreliable
to obey the machine's
commands.

It is a pity, therefore, that
he should fall into the simpli-
stic Marxist cliche that the
potential of technology to
free rather the enslave work-
ers 'can only become
actuality' when workers 'own
the means of the production'
and 'the object of their
labour.' However, he
also points out that Lenin
believed that 'capitalist'
techniques of automation
should be the foundation of
'socialist' organisation and
the Soviet Union espoused
with enthusiasm the manage-
ment notion of Taylorism
or Scientific Management.
This was introduced in the
first wave of manufacturing
automation in the early
20th Century by Frederick
Winslow Taylor who summa-
rised its aim as; 'In my system
the workman is told precisely
what he is to do and how
he is to do it and any
improvement he makes
upon the instructions given
to him is fatal to success'
(sounds just like Boguslaw).

The means of production
in 'socialist' countries clearly
does not in itself harness
technology to more humani-
stic ends. Solving the prob-
lems so lucidly posed by
Cooley will need a much
subtler, more complex
approach than Cooley's
solution.

Two other criticisms
slightly tarnish Cooley's
otherwise refreshingly stim-
ulating book. Firstly, it is
unworthy of his otherwise
highly perceptive technolo-
gical descriptions to suggest
that, because IBM operating
systems have hierarchical
structures and use words
like 'supervisor', the techno-
logy intrinsically implies a
particular management
philosophy; such technical
developments were related
to available technology and
to solving the practical prob-
lem of scheduling multi
programming and multi-
access to systems, not to
imposing a fascist organisa-
tional regime.

Secondly, and this is
acknowledged by Shirley
Cooley who edited the book,
it is not so much a book but
a compilation of various
writings and speeches; as
such, it is a bit disjointed
and repetitive in places but
this is overcome by the
vigour and clarity of most of
the text.

Between them, Cooley
and Papert raise many urgent
and important questions
about the application of
computer technology. From
their different perspectives
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they converge on the belief
that computers could
enhance human life, although
they can also impose
inhumane conditions at
work and in education.

Their interplay between
practical politics and philo-
sophical, humanistic thoughts
would have appealed to John
Lennon. Unfortunately, as
Lennon's death showed,
mindstorms can prove to be
insufficient to overcome the
forces of fear, violence and
frustration created in a
society where individuals
feel alienated and part of a
soul -less machine rather than
a living, caring community.

Myth tickle
The Myth of the Micro by

Ridney Dale and Ian William-
son is like a tasty and
nourishing Christmas pud
coated in shocking -pink
marzipan. The startling cover
may attract attention but
spoils the wholesome goodies
inside.

As with many other of the
flood of books about the
microelectronics 'revolution'
the Myth of the Micro has
been tarted up to try to
appeal to the mass market
created by the Horizon 'Chips'
TV programme and Dr Chris
Evans' Mighty Micro book
and TV series. The Dale and
Williamson twist is to disguise
a very lively and readable
introduction to micros and
programming techniques as
an attack on the micro
`myth' makers.

This leads them to scatter
some sour -grapeshot against
the pundits who have predic-
ted the future importance of
microelectronics. They
reserve particular bile for
Chris Evans and the title of
the book seems clearly aimed
at his Mighty Micro.

They make much of their
attack using a generalised,
guilt -by -implication
technique. `Futorologists
have the misfortune to be
spectators, divorced from the
game - perhaps disinterested-
ly observing the play from
the sidelines,' they comment.

Who are they talking
about? Surely not Chris
Evans? At the National
Physical Laboratory, he was
in the thick of micro
developments and his team
was one of the first in the UK
to make innovative uses of
the micro, particularly in
socially useful activities like
the Mavis aid to the disabled
or the Mickie hospital patient
interviewing system. Yet
Evans is high on their list of
myth makers.

Or could they be talking
about a person who helped to
trigger the fears about mass
unemployment caused by
the micro because of a report
he helped to produce? But
then Iann Barron, director of
Inmos, minicomputer pioneer
and co-author of The Future
with Microelectronics could

hardly be described as
`divorced' from the micro
game. So, come on, Dale and
Williamson - name some
names please.

They quite blatantly
state that 'Having thoroughly
aired the scepticism with
which we approach the myth
of the micro what dare we
ourselves say constructively
about the world we face in
the coming decade?' Without
pausing for breath to at least
attempt a justification, they
launch into almost 50 pages
of mainly superficial
futurology and micro myth -
making.

Without giving any real
contradictory evidence and
without stating who said that
micros would be the only
factor in increased unemploy-
ment, Dale and Williamson
dismiss fears that informa-
tion technology could contri-
bute to the 'collapse of work'
using the standard argument
of 'we will lose more jobs if
we do not use technology.' In
fact it is they who create
myths. Clive Jenkins, Barrie
Sherman, Colin Hines and
others who have written and
spoken about the micro
threat to unemployment
have based their projections
on the fact that rapid micro -
inspired employment changes
is happening at the same time
as factors like world reces-
sion and a population bulge
caused by the early sixties
baby boom are already
increasing unemployment
throughout the world.

Yet, by their own calcula-
tions, they accept it is not
unreasonable to project the
loss of 1/2 million jobs in
manufacturing industry in the
1980s and that in the service
industry, 'the less privileged
and organised members of
society will no doubt be sacri-
ficed in the interest of
economy.' If this is not a
cause for concern, if the
human suffering likely to be
created is not cause for
voiciferous, emotional
questioning, then what is?
It is not myth making to
call attention to the possible
exacerbation of such human
problems.

Dale and Williamson also
mount a superficial, unin-
formed attack on Chris
Evans' notion of Ultra
Intelligent Machines. As is
typical of many critics of
artificial intelligence, they
virtually define intelligence
as that which a computer
cannot at present do. When
a computer can do something
that was once regarded as a
sign of human intelligence,
like playing a good game of
chess, it is dismissed as no
sign of intelligence at all.

Compared with the sub-
stantial, stimulating analyses
by Papert and Cooley in the
books reviewed earlier in this
`Bookfare', the futurology
and sociology of Dale and
Williamson is lightweight
punditry.

To concentrate on what

I regard as the distasteful
wrappings of the Myth of the
Micro is unfair to the bulk
of the book which is a read-
able, witty, intelligent
introduction to concepts
like algorithms, binary
arithmetic, computer archi-
tecture, software, micro-
chip making and other basic
microelectronics and
computing techniques.

It does get quite heavily
into the details of circuitry
and binary rather empha-
sising the uses of information
technology and, as such,
might lose people who want
to relate the technology to
their real working lives.

Dale and Williamson do,
however, use familiar
metaphors and examples of
micro -control, say, in a
washing machine. Anyone
wanting to get into bits and
gates is therefore likely to
find the Myth of the Micro
accessible and informative.

The book's publishers
and the authors have,
however, led with their glass
chins by emphasising the
superficial shock -horror anti -
myth mythology of the
book with slogans such as
`Don't be fooled by
technofear', on the cover.
Don't be fooled by publi-
shers' blurbs and authors'
wild hobby horses is my
advice. Despite them, you
might actually get to the
succulent goods that lie
behind the gaudy wrappings.

Basic bashing
In the December PCW, I was
taken to task by reader D
McFarlane for my frequent
attacks on Basic. In Mind -
storms (reviewed above)
Seymour Papert provides
some more ammunition
for my Basic bashing.

He calls Basic a typical
example of the QWERTY
phenomenon. The layout of
the standard typewriter
keyboard (with QWERTY
as the top alphabetic row)
was designed to overcome
the way keys jammed on
manual typewriter key-
boards if the typist went too
fast. But when this techno-
logical limitation was over-
come, the QWERTY design
remained because so many
typists had been trained on
it.

In the same way, he says,
Basic took root on micros
because it was possible to
have Basic on systems with
the small memory capacities
of early microcomputers.
But when the technical
constraints were removed
and hardware became cheap-
er, Basic lingered on.

`Complex arguments are
invented to justify features of
Basic that were originally
included because the
primitive technology demand-
ed them or because
alternatives were not wen
enough known at the time
the language was designed,'
comments Papert.

He continues: 'An
example of Basic ideology is
the argument that the
language is easy to learn
because it has a very small
vocabulary. The surface
validity of the argument is
immediately called into
question if we apply it to the
context of how children
learn natural languages.

`Imagine a suggestion that
we invent a special language
to help children to speak.
This language would have a
small vocabulary of just
50 words, but 50 words so
well chosen that all ideas
could be expressed using
them. Would this language
be easier to learn?

`Perhaps the vocabulary
might be easy to learn, but
the use of the vocabulary to
express what one wanted to
say would be so contorted
that only the most motiva-
ted and brilliant children
would learn to say more than
"hi".

`This is close to the situa-
tion with Basic. Its small
vocabulary can be learned
quickly enough. But using
it is a different matter.
Programs in Basic acquire
so labrinthine a structure
that in fact only the most
motivated and brilliant
("mathematical") children
do learn to use it for more
than trivial ends.'

Of course, this seems to
contradict the experience of
many schools where it
appears that children find it
`easy' to learn Basic. Papert's
answer is that 'Most teachers
do not expect high per-
formance from most
students, especially in a
domain of work that appears
to be as "mathematical"
and "formal" as program-
ming. Thus the culture's
general perception of
mathematics as inaccessible
bolsters the maintenance of
Basic, which in turn confirms
these perceptions.'

Ultimately, he believes,
Basic 'neutralises the poten-
tially revolutionary nature
of computer technology,'
which he believes could trans-
form maths and other
teaching methods. And there
endeth my latest sermon on
the evils of Basic.

Reviewed in this month's
`Bookfare' were:
Mindstorms by Seymoure
Papert (The Harvester Press,
Brighton, £9.95)
Architect or Bee? by Mike
Cooley (Langley Technical
Services, 95 Sussex Place,
Slough SL1 1NN, £2.50
plus 50p post and packing)
The Myth of the Micro by
Rodney Dale and Ian
Williamson (Star paperback,
£1.50.)
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7:2
Your local National Computer Exhibitikii

Your 'Local' National Computer Exhibition. Hundreds of exhibits,
computers for large companies, small companies, departments, depots...
Systems for accountants, shop keepers, estate agents, solicitors,
manufacturers, importers, exporters, retailers, wholesalers, butchers,
bakers, candle stick makers... Peripherals and software for
mainframes, minis, micros... Ancillaries, software, services and
supplies for existing and potential computer users.

Why should you go to Computermarket '81
4P6To be sure you
know what you're
talking about in
this age of micro
electronics and the
silicon chip" -
CHAIRMAN/I. To see if you can

get more accurate and
up-to-date
information to help
you make better
business decisions"
- MANAGING DIRECTOR

0 N,

"To keep you abreast
of latest developments
in data transfer and
communications
techniques" -
COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGER

"To investigate
the closer control
of your costs and
resources"
- PRODUCTION

DIRECTOR

r"To improve
accounting
procedures,
streamline payroll
and stimulate
better cashflow
situations" - "To check
FINANCIAL DIRECTOR out the most

'modern of
computerised
personnel file
maintenance systems"
- PERSONNEL MANAGER

'"To consider how a
computer might
reduce labour time
in reproducing
contracts and
agreements" -

"To see how inexpen-% SOLICITOR
sive it could be for
a word processor to
handle sales records

your sandoersonal -
iseproposals"
- SALES
DIRECTOR

COMPUTERMARKET'81 is open FREE OF
CHARGE from 10 to 5 daily to
businesspeople over the age of 18.
Other admissions £2.50. In order
to preserve the business -like
nature of the exhibitions, student
parties cannot be admitted and the
Organisers reserve the right of
admission. Organisers: Couchmead
Ltd, 42 Gt Windmill St, London W1V
7PA.

For FREE admission, complete this
coupon and present it on arrival at
the exhibition - additional tickets
will be available for your staff or
colleagues at reception.

"To find out if
anyone has a
software package
that will save
writing your own"

- SOFTWARE
 MANAGER

"'ro see what
computer controlled
graphics can do
for architects.
engineers and
designers"
-TECHNICAL DIRECTOR/

"To see just how
little a computer
can cost a email
company like mine"
- CHAIRMAN'S BROTHER

NIN LAW

"To actually see the
patient record handling
systems that have been
written about"
- DOCTOR

"To evaluate new
peripherals for the
enhancement of existing
hardware"
- DATA PROCESSING

MANAGER

SCOTLAND 17th to 19th March
Albany Mtel, Douglas Street,
(off Bothwell Street), Glasgow.

NORTH WEST 24th to 26th March
Rew Century Hall, Corporation
Street, (opp Victoria Stn)
Manchester.

"To compare the prices
and quality of
alternative supplies
of paper, ribbons
and magnetic media"
- OPERATIONS MANAGER
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Don Finlay analyses the music -making method used by the MTU Instrument Synthesis Software Package.

In principle, it is easy to turn a series of
binary -encoded numbers into analogue
voltages, which then drive loudspeakers
to produce sound. The broadcasting and
recording companies are using this
process very successfully to achieve high
quality and low noise, without the dis-
tortion of normal tape recording
processes.

To synthesise sound, however, is not
so easy if natural or interesting effects
are wanted. The lack of repeated
patterns means that either the digital
samples must be calculated as needed, a
job which is still beyond any computer
at the rates necessary for high quality,
or they must be calculated at lower
rates and then stored on tape for play-
back at normal rates, a process which
involves expensive buffer stores to
smooth the rate of output of the taped
samples. A tape store is needed because,
as yet, no electronic memory is feasible
for the size required. A small computer
with 32k memory can give only one
second of sound at a reasonable
sampling rate of 32 kHz, needed for hi-
fi.

So we- are driven -to using repeated
patterns in oui'lltralional..computers. I
have ctescribe&, in previous articles, how

to generate organ -like notes and play
tunes with them in a Nascom 1 system
(PCW Vols 2, 8 and 3, 5) and how a
package by Micro Technology Unlimit-
ed uses similar principles but adds four
waveforms to get four-part harmony in
a PET (PCW Vol 4, 1). The method
adopted in both systems is to set up a
256 -byte waveform table and scan
through it repeatedly, skipping samples
as necessary to get the frequencies of
the equal -tempered scale.

But why limit the table length to 256
bytes? Could there not be a compromise
between this and 32k? In fact there can,
and the methods of setting this up are
the main advances offered in the
`Instrument Synthesis Software Pack-
age', again by MTU, written by Frank
Covitz and Cliff Ashcroft, and made
available for the 6502 -based PET, KIM
and AIM systems. Obtainable from IJJ
Design Ltd, 37 London Road, Marl-
borough, Wilts SN8 2AA, it consists of
a 55 -page booklet and a cassette and
costs £30 plus VAT. It is intended for
use, initially, with a hardware board
carrying a single digital -to -analogue con-
verter and 500 mW audio amplifier,

which gives mono output and is sold
with the simpler software at £57 plus
VAT, as described in the January 1981

e of PCW. However, stereo options
are lNe4$QJ, in the new software, so
that the four `voices'' could be distribut-
ed as required between- two output if
the hardware were available. Muctimore
interesting sounds can be produced' and
many of the effects of an analogue syn-`-*
thesiser can be imitated.

Principles
In a musical instrument which is sound-
ing a steady tone, such as an organ pipe,
there is a fundamental frequency and a
number of harmonics of this frequency
which give a periodic waveform. This
can be reproduced reasonably well by
storing just one cycle of the waveform
in a table, usually occupying one page
of memory, and scanning it repeatedly.

However, it takes time to build up a
steady tone in a pipe, and it also takes
time for the tone to die away when the
wind supply is stopped. If sudden
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switch -on and release are allowed in a
computer simulation, the imitation is
not so good. It is far worse when
simulating other musical instruments
which do not have a steady tone at any
time, such as plucked string types -
guitars and harpsichords, for instance.
So a first approach is to control the
build-up and decay of amplitude of a
waveform with a fixed harmonic
content, allowing also for a steady por-
tion (`sustain') if wanted. We could have
a sequence of several cycles for the
attack stored in a section of memory
several pages long, then a repeatable
sustain page and another sequence of
several page/cycles for release.

However, even this technique
occupies too much memory. Our 32k
memory contains only 128 pages, so a
440 Hz waveform (concert pitch A)
would scan through the whole memory
in only 128/440, or about a third of a
second. This is less than the decay time
of many real instruments.

There is another aspect to consider.
This is that, during the attack and decay
cycles, the harmonic content of the
waveform also changes. A simplified
explanation is that, for example, in a
plucked string, air friction is greater for
higher harmonics, so these die down
more rapidly. So any method of specify-
ing attack and decay waveforms should
allow for amplitude variations of each
harmonic.

Figure 1 shows a simplified example
with a fundamental and second
harmonic only. The harmonic rises
immediately to a value greater than the
fundamental but dies away more rapid-
ly. The waveform, and its analysis into
fundamental and harmonic, are shown
in (a) and (b) respectively.

To avoid having to use all our
memory in reproducing this waveform,
we approximate it into a number of
steps - a form of quantisation. Figure
2(a) shows an eight -step approximation
to the analysis of Figure 1(b). For each
step, we can carry out a Fourier
synthesis and create a waveform page
containing the appropriate level of
fundamental and harmonic, so this will
occupy only eight pages of memory.
Now, in playing through these wave-
forms, we should ideally use interpola-
tion between the tables but this would
again be too slow for real-time playing.
Instead, we repeat each page as many
times as needed before moving on to the
next one, making the total time the

I

I '

Fig 1(a)

- Fundamental
- - - -- Second harmonic

Fig 1(b)

same as for the original waveform.
Figure 2(b) shows the waveform
produced by this 'stair -step' approxima-
tion. It is simplified, showing only three
cycles for each waveform instead of 32;
even so, to make the figures less
complex, eight steps is rather a small
number, and 20 is more typical for the
steps to be inaudible.

Figure 2(a) is calibrated in 'tempo
periods' rather than seconds. This is be-
cause the tempo setting in a piece will
affect the timing but not the tempo
periods. A tempo period is in fact equal
to 'tempo setting' multiplied by
`sampling time' (118 microseconds).
This time between samples is determin-
ed by the software loop which has to
get samples from each of the four sets
of waveforms (or four samples from one
waveform, etc), add them, output them,
and increment the pointers ready for
the next samples. The 6502 is extremely
efficient at this because of its 'zero -page
indexed addressing' mode. Surprisingly,
even a 4 MHz Z80A could not better it.
Even so, the time taken limits the range
of frequencies to a maximum of 3.5
kHz.

In the tempo period scale in Figure
2(a), for example, a tempo setting of 80
decimal gives 80 x 118 microseconds, ie,
just under 10 ms per tempo period. The
whole time axis then occupies about 2.5
seconds. Each tempo period corresponds
to scanning one page, so each of the
eight pages is scanned 32 times in
succession.

Although setting up the waveform
tables according to this diagram implies

Fig 2(a)

I I I T I 1

32 64 96

Fig 2(b)

1 I

128 160 192 224 256
TEMPO PERIODS

decaying sound, scanning in reverse
order can give a controlled attack. Vary-
ing numbers of repetitions of individual
waveforms may be used to alter the rate
of change, or to improve the resolution.
Figure 3 shows two other sequences.

Two data tables
per' instrument'
In addition to the set of waveforms, we
need instructions telling the computer
which waveforms to use and how many
times they are to be repeated. So we
have a 'waveform set' and a 'waveform
sequence table'. Any waveform set can
have several sequence tables controlling
it at different times. For convenience, a
waveform sequence table is always
allowed one page of memory, so

much less than the waveforms.
In cases where the sound must decay to
zero in a time less than provided for by
the 256 tempo periods, the end table
entries are made to scan a 'silent' wave-
form, consisting of a page of 80s (hex),
since offset binary coding is used.

Software
implentation
All the MTU software is carried out in
machine code, as for the earlier version.
There is just one line of Basic, which
clears the screen and calls up the start-
ing address of the machine code routine.
Program execution is automatic after
loading the PET from a cassette and it
can be re -executed by the usual RUN
command.

However, we are promised a 'human
interface' with a graphical entry mode
or alphanumeric mode for very large
pieces and this should be available any
time now. At present, all instructions
and data have to be turned into hex -

coded bytes and entered into approp-
riate memory locations. The codes have
nothing to do with the 6502, but are
interpreted by the MTU monitor soft-
ware according to principles which are,
on the whole, very well explained in the
software book. Each command re-
sembles an instruction to a micro-
processor, in that it has a single byte
operation code followed by one or more
bytes of data or address operands.
Execution follows the command string
from an address SQSTRT (sequence
start) whose location depends on the
computer being used, but is OEOOH in
the PET.
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Constucting a
waveform set
It would be very tedious for the pro-
grammer to have to work out the ampli-
tudes of several harmonics in each of
about 20 waveforms in a sequence, and
then get the microprocessor to calculate
each waveform in turn. Instead, it is
assumed that each harmonic grows or
decays in a linear manner between
breakpoints specified by the user and
the monitor interpolates between the
breakpoints for the intermediate wave-
forms. The command consists of the
operation code F5H, starting and end
page numbers relative to a memory
boundary LOWLIM (page 20 in the
PET), and a series of x -y co-ordinates
for each harmonic, where x gives the
page number of a breakpoint and y the
amplitude of the harmonic in that page.
Terminators FFH are inserted after each
harmonic, and OOH ends the command.
The waveforms are then calculated and
entered into the correct pages by this
command; since this sometimes takes
several seconds it is best done before a
piece is played.

A noise component can also be
specified by this command, using hex
numbers 80 or more in the position of
the harmonic number.

In creating this waveform set, ampli-
tudes are not normalised, because the
versatility of the system requires the
user to retain control of amplitude. It is
necessary, though, to guard against over-
flow and against too small an amplitude,
which will give poor signal-to-noise
ratio. Rule -of -thumb advice is given to
aim at a total harmonic amplitude sum
of about 350 for a large number of
harmonics, or 300 for only a couple, on
the basis that the theoretical maximum
of 255 results in smaller waveforms be-
cause of cancellation effects between
harmonics.

Constucting a
waveform sequence
table
The obvious way of telling the com-
puter how to scan the waveform set is
to type the waveform page numbers one
at a time into the appropriate page of
memory reserved for the waveform
sequence table. For the simple example
of Figure 2, the first page number
would be typed 32 times, then the next
32 times, and so on, until the page is
filled with eight sets of 32 repeated page
numbers.

Rather than do this, we use the
`arbitrary waveform sequence table'
command. In this, the op code, F8H, is
followed by an instrument identity
number (one nibble - allowing up to 15
instruments, since zero is reserved for a
silent instrument; the other nibble of
the byte is not used); then pairs of
bytes, the first of which gives the
relative waveform page and the second
the number of repetitions; and finally, a
terminator FFH. So the table for Figure
2 could be constructed using commands
which occupy only 19 bytes instead of
256.

However, for many instruments a
useful sequence can be constructed even
more simply. For struck or plucked -
string instruments, there is a sharp

-L_

WAVEFORM 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
REPEATS 8 12 16 24 32 48 64 52 TIMES

fl
WAVE 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
RPTS 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 16 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 TIMES

Fig 3

attack and then a decay which decreases
more slowly as time goes on, as in an
exponential decay in an electric circuit.
So a sequence which can generate a
decreasing rate of decay automatically
could be very useful.

This is done in the 'simple stretch'
option of the 'build waveform sequence
table' command, which needs only five
bytes. The first one is the op code F6H,
and in the second one are two nibbles
which define the simple stretch option
(using zero) and instrument identity
number. The third byte specifies the
degree of stretch to be used; its first
nibble defines the length of the initial
block in the table and its second defines
how many times a block is to be repeat-
ed. The fourth and fifth bytes define
the starting and end page numbers. For
instance, if the initial block length is
one and each block length is repeated
once before incrementing the block
length, we may get a table of this form:
05 06 07 07 08 08 09 09 09 OA OA OA .

. etc.
A little thought reveals that this

would turn a linear fall of amplitude in-
to a quadratic one or, to use MTU's des-
cription, it gives 'quadratic stretching'.
The same sequence in reverse would give
a rising waveform amplitude whose rate
of rise decreases with time, giving an
inverted quadratic. Since the sets of
waveforms are built using linear inter-
polation, this is a very powerful pair of
commands, on which the authors should
be congratulated.

Generating attack,
sustain and release
(ASR )sequences
For sustained wind instrument sounds
such as trumpet, clarinet, and horn, we
need a more complex sequence table.
The 'simple stretch' option nibble in the
F6H command set is now changed so
that it is an odd number, and used to
determine the length of the sustain
phase. This length is in fact made equal
to 32*INT(X/2), where X is the nibble,
and the last waveform of the attack
phase is scanned this number of tin es
for the sustain period. Three more by es
are added to the command to determine
the release sequence.

ADSR envelopes, as used in some
analogue synthesisers, are not mentioned

by MTU. The extra letter refers to
decay before the sustain period and is
sometimes wanted to simulate, for
instance, the decay of a piano string
vibration after the key is struck but
before the key is released. Probably the
arbitrary sequence command should be
used here, as the stretch options do not
allow for three sections.

As might be expected, an even value
of X in the sustain -length nibble is made
to do something different from when it
is odd. In fact it is made to give a
pseudo -tremolo effect which the
authors describe, fairly, as 'warble'. In
this mode, during the 16X table entries
of the sustain period, the sequence
cycles through the last three waveforms
in the attack set, playing them twice
each to and fro, so that they take eight
table entries per cycle. For a typical
tempo setting, this gives a rate of about
13 Hz.

Strumming sounds
One more command is provided for
creation of a waveform sequence table.
This one simply modifies an existing
table by taking the first block of entries
from it, and repeatedly copying them
into the new table until the page is full.
This uses the op code F7H, with two
nibbles for source and destination ins-
trument identities and one more byte
for the block length to be copied. Uses
include synthesis of strumming sounds
for plucked or struck instruments.

Note coding
So far, I have summarised the methods
of creating musical instruments with-
in the computer. We now have to look
at the way in which notes are coded. In
the previous software (PCW Jan 81),
each note of the scale was given a single
byte which had to be entered into a
song table. This byte was used to access
an address where a two -byte code for
the frequency (in fact, the skip needed
in incrementing the sample pointer) was
stored. This was a little trying to use, as
the codes bore no resemblance to
musical notation. In the latest version, it
is even more trying, because each note
has four possible identity codes!

The reason for this is that sometimes
we need to change the computer
specification for an instrument accord
ing to the note it is to sound. A natural
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Last year we tested or
reviewed 141 PET
programs, evaluated
54 peripherals ranging
from light
pens to
printers,
and ran
27 major
articles on
PET pro-
gramming.
Our gossip
columnist
blew the
gaffe on
dozens of inside
stories, receiving two
death threats, five
poison pen letters and
a dead rat for his
pains. We also
published 53 letters
from PET users, 88

listings, 105
programming hints,
and 116 news stories
about the CBM/PET.

All this
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To PRINTOUT PO Box 48, Newbury, Berkshire RG16 OUJ, England.

My Name is

Address

added up to
more than
150,000
words of
essential
PET infor-
mation.
We are
PRINTOUT,
the inde-
pendent

magazine about the
CBM/PET. Shouldn't
you subscribe?
£9.50 buys you the ten issues of
Volume 2 (1981) or the complete
set of Volume 1 (19801. Simply
send us a cheque, postal or
money order or the number of
your Barclaycard/Visa, Access,
Mastercharge or Eurocard.
We also accept credit card
orders by telephone on
0635-201131. Sample
copies of the latest
issue are available at £1.
All prices include UK
Postage.

Postcode .

Please Enter my Subscription to : [ ] Volume 2 (1981)
[ ] I enclose my cheque or Postal Order OR
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musical instrument covering a wide
range of notes has different character-
istics of timbre, volume, attack and
decay for different notes, so the require-
ments of good simulation must take
account of this. In addition, aliasing can
occur if there are too many harmonics
in a computer -generated waveform,
which can happen in high notes; but if
we cut down on the harmonics in
these high notes, the lower versions will
sound impoverished. Ideally, we should
have a waveform which is individually
controlled for every note. As always,
compromise is made, and in this system
any particular note can use any of three
instruments, created as already
described.

A note code occupies one byte. Of
this, the six least significant bits select
63 notes (zero is used for a rest) and the
other two select the three instruments
or a 'sustain' mode. The sustain mode is
necessary to allow tied notes to carry on
sounding when other parts are changing
in a new musical event. This means that,
usually, the programmer does not have
to regard a break between repeated
notes as an event, as in the previous
software, since normal decay will take
place, and sounding the note again by
using the sustain code will have the
required effect. In this sense, program-
ming is easier. In another, looking at the
printed page which shows 252 codes
against an enlarged pair of musical
staves, it is certainly not!

There has to be a command to
specify which instruments are called up
by the different modes for the four
voices. This uses the op code F1H, and
it is followed by bytes defining the
mode table and the four instruments
used by the four voices. I found this
section of the software difficult to grasp
as there isn't a clear example, but
eventually worked out the following
sequence of commands to provide one:
Fl 01 45 67
Fl 02 89 AB
Fl 03 CD EF

In this, voice one uses instrument
four for mode one; voice two uses
instrument five for mode one; voice
three uses instrument six for mode one;
etc . . . and voice four uses instrument
FH for mode three. The order of the
four voices is implied by the position of
the nibbles of the last two bytes in each
line.

As before, the song table, which
corresponds to a musical score, com-
prises a series of groups of bytes. If four
parts are being used, each group starts
with one byte for the duration of the
event and the remaining four are the
note codes for voices one to four in
order. Where a voice is inactive, a zero is
inserted. The principle to follow in
coding for the three optional instru-
ments is to use one of the modes one to
three for the initial entry of any voice
but if it is to carry on sounding without
repeat then use the sustain code in the
next event. Codes up to 3FH represent
the sustain mode.

Transposition
The restriction of the note range to 63
may not always be acceptable, so two
commands are provided to shift the
notes by 'offsets'. One enables any or
all of four voices to be shifted down
one octave or up two octaves, and the
other gives absolute offsets of -12 to
+24 half -steps (semitones) or relative

offsets of -15 to +15. Absolute offsets
cancel previous ones. My criticism of
the previous software, that transposi-
tion was limited to an octave upwards,
has been fully overcome.

Finally, in the set of commands, two
more set the number of voices to be
interpreted from the song table and
the tempo, and there is, of course, one to
locate the start of a song table sequence
to be played.

User impressions
I received the cassette carrying the
`INMDS MONITOR' software with
three demonstration programs some
time before the 'Instrument Synthesis
Software Package Release 1' arrived.
The difference from the previous
package was immediately apparent. The
first program is a demonstration which
can be run in an 8k system, although
this is really inadequate for the package.
This contains short note sequences of
scales and arpeggii, and a chord
sequence, to be played in one, two and
four voices as appropriate, with changes
of instruments giving different effects:
plucked string instrument, trumpet -like
instrument (using the three modes),
weird metallic instrument, constructed
with only fifth, seventh, tenth and
fifteenth harmonics, oddball instrument
using the warble effect, and a chiming
instrument made by modifying the
previous one. The software booklet
contained the complete listing for this
program in assembler language format
with explanation column, so I was able
to study it in detail. The instrument
descriptions I have listed here are those
given by MTU in this listing, and are
apt.

As before, no knowledge of 6502
code is needed to use the package.

The sounds produced by the demons-
tration program show the versatility of
the system in a very effective way.
They are marred to some extent by
noise, which is inevitable in an 8 -bit
system where sometimes only six bits
are being used (one -voice note
sequences). Slight clicks can be heard
occasionally and there are long pauses
between playings of the note tables
while new waveforms are created.
Truly, music is one of the most demand-
ing applications for a computer!

Also on the cassette is a program bas-
ed on Bach's Sinfonia No 14. This
produces some good harpsichord sounds
and some unconventional ones, and
requires 16k of memory. Finally, there
is Tchaikowsky's Dance of the Reed
Flutes from the Nutcracker Suite,
requiring 32k and giving a fair imita-
tion of orchestral sounds. No listings are
provided for these two programs, al-
though they can be examined by enter-
ing machine code mode on the com-
puter and looking at the memory. The
command and note sequences for the
Tchaikowsky occupy only locations
OEOOH to 1B4EH in the PET, so it
wouldn't be necessary to look at the
whole 32k. However, the commands
for some of the instruments used in
these programs are listed in a very use-
ful 'Library of Instrument Definitions'
in the software book. Twenty instru-
ments are specified, each defined by a
pair of instructions to build the wave-
form set and the waveform sequence
table, and some with extra sequence
tables.

You don't really understand a
system, though, until you have tried
to program it youself. I decided to write
a short program to see if I could
generate a number of instruments and
use them in the three modes, as they
had caused me trouble in the reading.
There's a natural tendency to 'switch on
Bach' when you have a twangy sound
available, so I programmed the first few
bars of his Toccata in D major
(BWV-912) and entered the 'plucked
catgut' instrument from the library, plus
two softer versions of it which I invent-
ed for the other two modes, and used
there for all four voices.

Memory allocation was the first
problem. There is a lot about this in the
software book, which seems overwhelm-
ing. Anyone working in machine code
faces this - you have to specify where
you are putting your codes as there is
no high level language to do it for you.
However, examining the default settings
carefully showed that I had plenty of
room. The playing sequence code starts
at OEOOH and goes upwards through
memory, being followed normally by
the song table, which has to be called up
from memory addresses specified in the
playing sequence. There is a `LOWLIM'
boundary at 2000H; waveforms are
constructed in pages counting up from
here, but waveform sequence tables
count down from it, so there is a danger
of song table and waveform sequence
tables colliding. Also, a silent waveform
is entered into page 20H (all 80H) and
its corresponding sequence table into
page 1FH (all 20H). If you don't cons-
truct your own waveform, a sinewave is
entered into page 21H and its sequence
table into page 1EH (all 21H). This isn't
written out in so many words in the
booklet, so I checked it by examining
memory.

I wanted to create three instruments,
so their waveform sequence tables
would occupy pages 1EH, 1DH and
1CH, over -writing the sinewave. This
would leave pages OEH to 1BH, avail-
able for the playing sequence table and
song table - ample for this need.

The three sets of waveforms would
use 11H pages each, so would occupy
pages 21H to 53H. Even this simple
program requires more than 16k of
memory, which would give only up
to page 3FH, so it's fortunate that my
PET had 32k.

The command sequence code turned
out to occupy memory from OEOOH
to OECCH, so I started the song table at
1200H, leaving plenty of space for after-
thoughts on instruments. If I eventually
code the complete toccata - unlikely, as
it is a very long work - I would have to
move LOWLIM up, or possibly use the
top of memory, for the song table. This
is allowed for in the monitor.

I wrote out the command sequence
on paper first, so that I could add
memory locations and keep a check on
where I had reached when entering it; it
went in with only one major error,
which took some time to find by study-
ing sequence tables to see which had
gone wrong. The song table was more
difficult; I have already mentioned the
problem of reading the four possible
codes for each note, and when it goes
in as sets of five bytes but has to be
entered using the PET cursor on a block
with lines of eight bytes of memory, the

GOTO page 146
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GATEWAYS
TO LOGIC

CHAPTERS: PERIPHERALS
Derrick Daines continues his series on teaching microcomputing to others.

So far the microprocessor has been
discussed almost entirely in connection
with computing. Now is the time, how-
ever, to stress that although computing
is an important application, it is only
one among many. Hazarding a guess,
I would estimate that less than ten
percent of all micros in use today are in
computers and that this eventually will
level off at about three to five percent.
The rest will go into an infinite variety
of industrial, commercial and domestic
appliances.

It is not that the actual numbers of
computers will drop - on the contrary,
they will increase as never before -
but that there will be an explosive
growth in the range of products using
the micro. Where this process will end
is anyone's guess and it is this very fact
that endows the long-term future with
its most exciting aspects.

Earlier in the series we stressed that
microprocessors can be put to an
amazing variety of uses simply by
attaching different peripheral devices. A
peripheral is any device that can be
coupled to the micro, by means of
which the micro is controlled or
communicated with, and through which
the micro can communicate with and/or
manipulate the outside world. It can be
extraordinarily simple as in the case of
a switch, or fantastically complicated
like an electronic typewriter keyboard.
(Figure 7 in chapter 3 shows some
peripherals.)

Switch inputs
Any on/off switch can communicate
with a micro. Apart from switching the
power supply on or off, or resetting
all contents to zero, the switch can
also be used to input information of
one kind or another. An example would
be a road pad to count the number of
vehicles, or a light -operated switch to
count the number of articles passing
along a conveyor belt. A few years
ago a switch of this type was used to
count bees entering and leaving a hive.

The switch may also be used to
program the micro. Impecunious souls
with patience may easily rig up a set
of switches that are used to input
binary-coded information into memory;
the Open University has for years
used just such a device (called 'Opus')
for teaching the rudiments of comput-
ing. One sets up the eight binary switch-
es and then, when satisfied, presses a
push-button to transfer the data into
memory.

A slight extension of this idea

provides a restricted keyboard. The
addition is a dedicated chip which turns
hex to binary, so all that is needed are
16 simple pushbuttons labelled 0 to F.
Such microcomputers are available for
as little as £40 in kit form, with 256
bytes of memory, which would provide
very useful computing facilities and
enable the control of peripheral output
devices.

Computer terminals
Ideally, a terminal should be in two
halves to stress the fact that it comp-
rises two separate units. One part is an
extended keyboard (with its associated
electronics) and the other is a Visual
Display Unit (VDU), like a television
set without the sound. Many install-
ations will indeed use an unmodified
television in the same way that TV
games do.

Some of the mystery of the VDU
will disappear if the student is en-
couraged to examine the display very
closely, when it will be found that
each character consists of a pattern of
dots or very short dashes (see Figure 1.)
The characters are coded by circuitry in
the VDU in a manner similar to the
ASCII system detailed below but work-
ing in reverse. Figure 2 is an example of
a 7 x 5 matrix. 

Computers with graphics capability
use a variation of the technique in order
to draw diagrams and pictures of all
kinds. The screen is divided up into a
very large number of cells, each one of
which is accessed by one particular
memory location within the computer.

By addressing the memory the cell can
be turned on or off - white or black.
The definition varies from one man-
ufacturer's product to another and of
course depends upon the number of
cells on the screen. Other computers
allow for different numbers to be load-
ed so that the circuitry can then decode
it and display the cell in a choice of
colours. Home computers boasting
colour graphics are becoming very
popular.

Newspaper photographs can be used
to illustrate the basic idea, and no doubt
many will have seen the type of
computer photograph that prints the
image in close typescript, wherein the
shading is produced by different printed
characters. What is important with all
of these ideas is not the fine technical
detail but the main outline of the
technique involved.

Another offshoot of all this work is
the enhancement of photographs by
computer - a technique that was used
on the pictures sent back by Mariner

Fig I
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from Mars, for example.
The typewriter keyboard is the

principal method by which the human
communicates with the computer. The
basic principles have been taught
already, with the dedicated chip turning
the number input into binary code.
With the introduction of a full keyboard,
students will want to know how the
computer deals with letters, spaces,
brackets, etc. The answer lies with
the ASCII code, which is given in
Table 1. ASCII stands for American
Standard Code for Information Inter-
change and was originally designed for
the transmission of news reports,
telegrams and the like over wire. Al-
though other systems have been tried,
the ASCII code remains the most
popular, sometimes with local variations.
(There is no £ sign, for example.)

ASC II code
To change a character to its hex equiv-
alent, find the character on the chart,
note the number of the column and
then the number of the row. (MSB
stands for Most Significant Bit.) Thus
`A' in hex is 41, while the lower-case
`a' is 61. To change from hex back
into script is obvious - find the column,
then the row. Thus 3F is ?

In passing it might be noted that this
adds a slight complication to computing
since (eg) 3F can stand for a question
mark, an instruction to stop or the
numeric value 63 (decimal), depending
entirely upon the context. As far as the
micro is concerned, however, it is still
either an instruction or data in the
manner described in a previous chapter.
When instructed to print, it sends the
data to the printing device which
decodes it back into characters.

The complication is more than offset
by the advantage of having a binary
code for script, making it easy to use
the micro for text manipulation. Perhaps
the most spectacular application of this
is in programs for word processing, but
all computer programs make use of it to
a greater or lesser extent.

A very useful program for those
with a 6800 -based computer is contain-
ed in Table 2. Children of 8 years old
and up will happily translate their
name or other short message into
ASCII -coded hex and then trot over to
the terminal. The computer asks them
to type in their list of hex numbers,
automatically printing a space after each
pair of input symbols. The child signals
the end of his input by typing
RETURN, which prompts the computer
to translate the hex into a row of
script. It then waits for the next inputs.
This has been found to be a most
successful program with a number of
points to commend it. (1) It accustoms
children to the ASCII code; (2) it
restricts the child's use of the keyboard
to the numeric keys and A-F; (3) the
child learns of the computer's infinite
patience; (4) the principles of coding
generally are absorbed; (5) the lesson is
self-correcting and (6) the child is
highly motivated.

Need it be added that the program is
also great fun? Somewhat deliberately,
there is no way that a keying error
can be corrected. With coding errors
added, the printout frequently causes
great hilarity plus, of course, great
satisfaction when something is printed
out correctly.

MSB
LSB 0

0 NUL
1 SOH
2 STX
3 ETX
4 EOT
5 END
6 ACK
7 BEL
8 BS
9 HT
A LF
B VT
C FF

CRD
E SO
F SI

1

DLE
DC1
DC2
DC3
DC4
NAK
SYN
ETB
CAN

EM
SUB
ESC
FS
GS
RS
US

2 3

SP 0
1
2
3

$ 4
% 5
& 6

7
8

I 9

t

Notes: SP = space.
CR = Carriage Return
LF = Line Feed
BS = Back Space
BEL = Bell
DEL = Delete

4

A

C
D
E
F
G

J

K
L
M
N

B

5

Q
R
S
T
U

P

W

z
Y

6 7

p

b r

d t

f v

g w
h x

j z

n

o DEL

The other signs need not concern the general reader,

Table 1 ASCII to hex conversion table.

This program accepts a series of Hex numbers and prints out their ASCII
equivalent.

0100
0103
0106
0109
010A
010C
010F
0111
0112
0114
0117
011A
011D
0120
0122
0124
0125
0128
012A
012C
012E
0130
0131
0132
0133
0134

0135
0137
013A
013B
013E
0140
0143
0145
0147
014A
014D
0150
0152
TEXTS
0200
021E
0238

CE 0200
BD E07E
CE 000
4F
A7 00
8C 00FF
27 03
08
10 F6
CE 021E
BD E07E
CE 0000
BD E1AC
81 OD
27 1F
16
BD E1AC
80 30
81 09
23 02
80 07
58
58
58
58
1B

A7 00
BD EOCC
08
8C 00B4
27 03
7E O11D
86 04
A7 00
CE 0238
BD E07E
CE 0000
BD E07E
7E 0100

C/R, L/F,
C/R, L/F,
C/R, L/F,

LDX
JSR
LDX
CLR (A)

-->STA,X
CMP X

-BEQ
INX

-BRA
-->LDX

BSR
LDX
BSR
CMPA (A)
BE Q
TAB
BSR
SUB (A)
CMP (A)
BLS
SUB (A)
ASL (B)
ASL (B)
ASL (B)
ASL (B)
ABA

STA (A), X
BSR

CMPX
BEQ
JMP

STA (A), X
LDX
BSR
LDX
BSR
JMP

Starting address of title text
Print intro text
Routine start to clear all temp storage.

Store A, indexed.
Has index reached ()OFF?

Increment index
Branch always
Start of instruction text
Print text
Point to first empty store
Fetch 1st digit from keyboard, put in A
Is it C/R?
If so, done with entries
Copy in B
Fetch 2nd digit, put in A
Subtract ASCII bias

Add A to B. (Result is ready -to -print hex
code in one memory)
Store A, indexed
Print a space
Increment X by 1
Has index reached allowable limit?

to step O11D above; repeat input
with ASCII code, "end of text"

Start address "Your code was"
Print text
Point to first
Print to end of text
To start; begin all over again

NUMBER CODE 04
Please type your code C/R, L/F, L/F, 04
Your code was - 04

Program begins at 0100.

Table 2 Decoding program.
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NEW! CP/M HANDBOOK
MAKES CP/M EASY AS ABC

CP/M-the industry standard in operating
systems: now Sybex makes it easy as ABC
with a new step-by-step guide: THE CP/M®

r HANDBOOK (with MP/Mtm).
Gain a clear understanding of CP/M's

basic operation, learn how to use the editor
and assembler, then explore all versions of
CP/M, including CDOS and multi-user MP/M.

Numerous sample programs, practical
operating hints and handy reference tables
make the CP/M HANDBOOK a must for
anyone -from beginner to experienced
programmer.

For sophisticated editing or simple
copying, the new CP/M HANDBOOK gives
you a hand -and makes CP/M easy as ABC.
By Rodnay Zaks, 250 pp., Ref. C300,

CP M' and MP/M tm are trademarks of Digital Research

Get your copy of the CP/M Handbook
from your local Computer store or
Bookshop. In case of difficulty, send
cheque/ P.O. for £8.95 + 70p post &
packing to the SYBEX UK Distributor.

The
Eomputer
13ookshap
Temple House,
43/48 New Street,
Birmingham B2 4LH

Please send me a copy of the
CP/M Handbook.

I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £9.65

Name

Address

PCW
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KEEN COMPUTERS

NETWORKING SYSTEMS --
FOR MICROCOMPUTER

POWER ON TAP

Miracle
Applications unlimited with

database flexibility.
Add up to 72Mb of Corvus hard disc drive to

a single -user microcomputer system -Apple, S-100,
Superbrain, LSI-11 and many others - and you're
half -way towards a Miracle. Add on more micro-
computers, link them up with a Constellation
shared data multiplexer - and you've arrived.

Miracle puts distributed data processing on
tap - with each user station enjoying high-speed
access and total flexibility. A Miracle system can
be as big or as small as you want - as and when
you want it. With a 4 -micro Miracle system you can
save £7,000 on a minicomputer system - and gain
database flexibility.

Onyx C8000 Series
Your powerful new ally in

applications technology.
Processor, memory, fixed 8 -inch disc and cart-

ridge tape come in a single compact powerhouse
- and in two versions.

The powerful 16 -bit C8002, which handles up
to eight users, has a faster throughput than the
PDP-11/45. With its UNIX 7 timesharing operating
system, the C8002 gives you the power of a
mainframe in a desk -top device. Extra user
stations and storage capacity can be added in
minutes; and C8002s can be connected together
in a network.

The 8 -bit C8001 is ideal for one or two users
and can be easily upgraded to the C8002.
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Miracle
A Miracle system has almost unlimited
scope for accessing shared data via
multiple terminals in accounting word
processing financial planning stock
control, graphics, critical path analysis
and database management applications
- and at the same high-speed as with
single -user systems.

In addition to his own dedicated
computer and associated memory,
each user has access to a central hard
disc memory - without interference from other users.
Miracle also makes it possible for like computers to

Five -user scientific
Miracle system

10 or 18Mb
Corvus hard

disc drive

Mirror VCR
interface

VCR to
-u

Constellati
multiple Printer with

graphics capability

This system is
suitable for R&D
and computer aided
design. Miracle
systems can be
configured for
accounting, word
processing, stock
control, critical
path analysis and
database management
applications.

Graph plotter

140K floppy
disc drive

Single -user system
with Corvus hard
disc storage

64K Apple micro Printer

Five 64K Apple micros
Four b/w monitors

communicate with each other in the
network and for peripherals to be shared.

Apple, Alpha, Altos, Superbrain,
TRS-80 Models 1 and 11, DEC
LSI-11 and all S-100 bus computers.

The system will interface with all
these micros- in any combination.
Traditional peripherals, such as printers
and VDUs, plus interactive devices like
speech output, voice recognition, colour
graphics, light pens and digitisers can
also be linked up to give a Miracle
system unrivalled configurability.

A single -level Miracle network polls up to 8 com-
puters; and a two -level network allows up to 64 computers
to share the disc memory.

The Constellation shared data multiplexer is used to
connect the computers in the system to 10Mb or 18M b of
Corvus hard disc drive. Using four disc drives the total
capacity of a Miracle system can be extended by up to
72Mb. Corvus will work with your existing software and
give disc accessing speed which is
normally twenty times faster than with
floppies.

Mirror back-up system
The unique Corvus Mirror provides an
inexpensive back-up for the hard disc
system. It interfaces the data signals on
the disc with a 100Mb capacity video
tape system; and the entire contents of
a 10Mb disc can be archived in about
15 minutes.

Making use of a comprehensive
range of languages, from BASIC, COBOL,

and FORTRAN to PASCAL, ALGOL
and APL, the applications of Miracle
are flexible and almost limitless. Cost
effectiveness is enormous - for the
simple reason you never have to buy
more system than you need.
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[-I A SINGLE -USER SYSTEM.

Onyx C8000 Series
In fields such as computer aided design,
critical path analysis, finite element
analysis, document production, photo-
typesetting surveying cartography, and
internal electronic mail, the Onyx C8002
proves that microcomputer systems
have not only caught up with minicom-
puters - but actually overtaken them!

Take, for example, the PDP-11/45*-
a superb minicomputer system by any
reckon ing.Yet how does it compare
with the C8002's compact and cost-effective package of
18Mb of Winchester hard disc drive,12Mb of 3M cartridge
tape drive, 512Kb of RAM and 16 -bit Z8000* processor?

The plain fact is that all but one of the 28000's
instructions are faster than with the PDP-11/45 -
and the C8002 costs a few thousand pounds less.

Both the C8002 and C8001 can be directly connected
to almost any standard terminal, printer or modem. Disc

1 to 7
external drives

Onyx C8002
system

Ambassador
User -definable terminal provides

cost-effective flexibility.
This powerful and flexible terminal imple-

ments a major portion of the ANSI X3.64-1979
standard -with a comprehensive set of cursor,
erasure, editing and transmission commands;
and a full complement of graphics.

The Ambassador can be customised by
selecting the required features, downloading
command functions, setting up operating para-
meters and defining function key operations.

30/60 line display, selectable cursor
display and user -selectable page, window and
status areas are available on the15-inch green
phosphor screen. A 94 -key detached keyboard
is standard, including 13 programmable function
keys, cursor movement and numeric pad, and
system keys.

--

18Mb hard
disc drive

64K RAM
mass storage

controller

12Mb cartrilil
tape back-up

Local
network

storage capacity can be increased by daisy -chaining up to
seven additional disc drives to the internal controller.

Eight -user system.
At the heart of the C8002's advanced systems architecture
and powerful throughput is the UNIX 7* timesharing oper-
ating system.This enables up to eight users to share files
(subject to security constraints) and to compile or execute
programmes written in BASIC, COBOL, FORTRAN, UCSD
PASCAL, C and MUMPS - concurrently and independently.
Memory allocation and management uses techniqu.es
previously unavailable on microcomputers.

When more than eight terminals are required,
C8002s can be linked together in a high-speed local net-
work for construction of very large distributed databases -
at less than half the price of a comparable minicomputer
network.

One or two- user system.
The 8 -bit C8001, available with either OASIS or CP/M*
operating systems to tackle similar applications to the
C8002, is a powerful one or two -user 4MHz Z80A-based
microcomputer system with 10 or 18Mb 8 -inch Winchester
hard disc drives (also available for the C8002) and 64Kb
of RAM. It uses the same cartridge tape drive as the
C8002, thus enabling an entire 10Mb disc to be copied in
less than 14 minutes. It can be quickly upgraded to the
C8002 when more computing power or terminals are
required.

'Zilog is a trademark of Zilog Inc. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research Inc. UNIX is a trademark of Bell
Telephone Laboratories. PDP-11 is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation.



KEEN COMPUTERS
BRING YOU SERVICE

ALL ALONG THE LINE.

The Keenstar range of over
200 hardware and software products
is backed up by a complete service -
from consultancy to after sales.

Consultancy has been the
cornerstone of Keen Computers'
success.They will correctly identify a

user's problems and requirements; then design, develop
and commission a system which exactly fits the bill.

Software capability has an important role to play
providing cost-effective solutions.
And this capability has enabled Keen
Computers to assemble many of the
software packages in the Keenstar
range - as well as providing custom-
built software, as required.

in

111111111111117iminalaw

ENQUIRIES FROM OEMs, DEALERS AND
OVERSEAS WELCOME

5b the Poultry
Nottingham NG12HW
Tel: 0602 583254
Telex: 37297 (keenco)

In addition to staff training,
Keen Computers organise seminars for
top management - so that they can
fully appreciate a system's potential
and derive maximum benefit from it.

Purchase and leasing terms -
made available over 5 years through a kit
leading finance company- are sup-
ported by full maintenance service.
Special short-term hire facilities are also available for
customers who want to appraise equipment or test soft-
ware and systems before cornmiting themselves.

Trouble -free operation and prolonged life for Keen
Computers' installations can be safe
guarded with cost-effective
maintenance agreements.

Microcover Guarantee is that
extra bonus for all Miracle/Onyx
systems - providing delivery,
installation, commissioning and
90 -day on -site parts and labour
warranty in the quoted price.

Imican
Computer

pm mom mom Immo NIMM IMO MEM MO MEMO MEMO OEM EMI MEM MEI
I Please send me details and prices on:

 Miracle/Corvus Peripherals (please state)
D Onyx C8000 series micros
CI S-1000 Apple micros
El Ambassador VDU
Please state other services or products in which you are interested

I
I
I
I
I

I

Name
Position
Company/Establishment
Address

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
Tel.

Please post to Keen Computers, 5b the Poultry, Nottingham NG1

MO MOM OEM OEM MI EMM OM MO OM OM MO
Offices in London and San Francisco



Calculators
It may seem odd that hitherto I have
made no mention of calculators. This
is because we have been concerned with
the mainstream of technological develop-
ment and where that stream is likely to
take us. Although fascinating and
worthy of a study in itself, it is my
view that the calculator stands a little
aside from the mainstream, an end in
itself without the potential for future
development that the micro has.

The programmable calculator is a
hybrid, standing between the calculator
and the computer proper. Certainly the
programmable calculator has consider-
able potential as a teaching aid with
which to illustrate the stored program
concept and give students sufficient
practice at writing simple programs, but
needless to say, such programs will be of
the number -crunching variety.

It is one of the small ironies of history
that up until about 15 year ago, all
research and development went into
designing computers that did consider-
ably less than the average hand-held
calculator of today. What was termed
a computer then we now call a calc-
ulator. There is the blessing that now
mathematicians have nearly all they ever
wanted in the programmable calculator,
the close identification of the computer
with higher mathematics has been
relaxed. It is also true that the
manufacturing techniques that went
initially into the calculator have been
turned with benefit to the computer
as we know it today.

Both the calculator and the
computer use binary arithmetic but
their internal structure or architecture -
how the bits and pieces are fitted
together - makes the calculator good
at number -crunching and good at
control. Certainly the computer can
impress you or I with its speed and
accuracy but, compared with the
calculator, it is neither fast nor accurate.
It is, in fact, extremely difficult to
program a computer to do mathematics,
as anyone who has studied such a
program will tell you (I mean, of course,
in machine code. When we use Basic,
for example, it includes a floating-
point arithmetic program in its
structure).

The calculator chip therefore makes
an excellent peripheral for the micro,
especially in the computer. The micro
takes care of all the control functions -
switching gates on and off, shunting
data about, running programs and
generally being a busybody - and when
it needs operations on numbers, it flings
the details to the calculator. It's all
rather like the boss of an international
corporation having an accountant at his
elbow - he could do it himself, but it
is more efficient to let the other do it.
Quick as a flash the calculator chip
flings back the answers and the micro
deals with them. Both chips are doing
what they do best and obviously the
installation of a calculator in a computer
speeds up the operation of most
programs.

Figure 3 gives a block diagram of the
installation, based upon the National
Semiconductor MM 57109 calculator
chip. The PIA (Peripheral Interface
Adaptor) is simply a device that allows
the two chips to talk to each other,
while the separate clock shown is for
the use of the calculator only, allowing

it to run at its own speed once it has
been given a job to do. Within the
calculator chip itself, apart from the
obvious calculating circuitry (see Figure
4), are a number of registers and a
memory, which is rather like the
accountant having his own scratchpad
or jotter: It should be obvious that the
user cannot access the memory directly,
but must in effect say to the micro,
`Please ask the calculator what it has got
in its memory, so that you can tell me.'
Because of this, perhaps the hardest
part of having such a calculator coupled
to the micro is learning to trust it.

Since the chip has full trig functions,
squares, roots and pi, can operate in
degrees or radians as well as utilise its
memory as a constant and deal with
brackets embedded four deep, the
calculator constitutes a very powerful
adjunct to the computer.

Micro
program
ROM store

Control

Printers
A very wide variety of printers are avail-
able as peripherals. Perhaps the simplest
would be the Morse ticker -tape printer
that might make a suitable project
for boys to make out of Meccano.
Stepping up from that are 20 -and 40 -
column printers that use rolls of adding -
machine paper. These are very widely
used for program development and for
some types of accountancy work. In a
more expensive bracket still are full -
width printers mainly of two types.
The first are dot printers employing
a set of solenoid -driven needles which
are driven forward in a matrix pattern
on the lines of Figure 2. The other is
based on the electric typewriter and is
the most expensive of all.

The latest developments in this
field do not rely on the impact of some

Address
Data
Data
Data
Data

From PIA

Arithmetic
unit

Control
logic

T

z

Y

4 -bit bus

M

Data
out

Fig 4 Calculator block diagram

Fig 5

Fig 6

B Jones Smith

B -digit
registers

To PIA
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Your search for the right
price stops here.

Pet
Well known for making short

work of accounting, word processing,
mailing lists. A great buy from NSC.

Apple
You know what the Apple system

will do but you don't know the deal
we're offering. Come and see for
yourself.

Rair
The exciting new 3/30 system

offering 5 mb of fixed disc storage on
brand new 51/4" Winchester drives.
64K Machine £4,313 incl. VAT.
Full range of black box systems
available. Rental terms available.

Cromemco
We can now supply the Cromix

operating system for single and multi
user working. The first big system
operating system to be offered on a
small system-the only system which
offers up to 63K memory space
per user.

Acorn Atom
Now available ex -stock. Special

offer to ZX80 owners: We will take
your ZX80 in part exchange for an
Atom.

Used Bargain: Second hand
ZX80's from £50.

North Star Horizon
A complete word processing

system extendible from 32K -56K
RAM, with up to four mini disc drives,
4MHz Z80A processor, serial and
parallel I/O ports and extended BASIC.
Full range of accounting packages
available. You can lease this very
popular system for as little as £25
per week.

Bargain Offers

CI

South West Technical Products
56K 6809 based system, with twin

8" disc drives and Centronics 779
printer. From £3,163 incl.VAT, while
stocks last. Keenest prices around on
individual boards and peripherals.

48K Apple for £695
Buy a 16K Apple from NSC

Computer Shops now and get 32K
FREE.

After Sales Service
When you buy from NSC Computer

Shops you have the opportunity to take
advantage of a special service contract
on favourable terms.

Order by post with confidence
Instead of calling personally at NSC

Computer Shops you can send cash with
order. Orders are despatched by carrier,
please telephone for details of delivery
charges.

BOOKS: Send s.a.e. for our full price list,
or call in at our shop to see our wide range of
publications.

All our prices are heavily discounted and
therefore payment must accompany the
order. Credit card payments will be
accepted. Please quote credit card number
and type of card.

WE WILL NOT BE
KNOWINGLY UNDERSOLD.

cCOMPUTER
SHOPS

Computing to suit your size.
NSC Computer Shops, 29 Hanging Ditch, Manchester M4 3ES. Ring 061-832 2269 for further information.
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gadget bashing its image through a
ribbon, but upon the arcing of tiny
sparks from electrodes to a microscopic-
ally -thin aluminium layer on black
paper. The spark burns away the
aluminium to reveal the black under-
neath. These printers are very much
faster than the other types and, because
there are few moving parts, are also
cheaper, but of course the paper is more
expensive.

However fast they appear to be,
printers remain the slowest of peri-
pherals and any computer confined to
driving only a printer is grossly under -
used. the problem of keeping the
computer in step with the printer is
solved by the latter having memory
capability equal to one line-lingth. Some
will remember whole pages. The
computer is then able to execute other
tasks until signalled by the printer that
it is ready to accept more data.

Recording data
When the power is switched off, any
program stored within most computers
is lost. For this reason - as well as for
those occasions when the program
bombs - all computer users feel the
need for some form of long-term
storage of programs. Then again, data
of all kinds must be stored when it is
not actually used by the computer.
Three methods are in current use -
magnetic tape, paper tape and magne-
tic disk. All are easy to understand but
it is probably best to introduce students
to paper tape first as they can see and
decode the information stored.

Samples of paper tape are easy to
come by from firms using this form of
storage, provided that the teacher is
able to explain what he or she wants
it for and the firm is satisfied that no
breach of confidentiality is likely.
About 6 - 9ft per pupil is sufficient.
Now there are four ways to hold a strip
of paper and Murphy's Law ensures
that no-one will hold it the right way,
so the first exercise must of neces-
sity clear up this point. The sprock-
et holes are smaller than data holes
and are in a continuous line to the
right of centre, while the curl of paper
will be away from the user. Some manu-
facturers provide tapes with broad blue
arrows printed on them to show the
direction of movement and some punch-
es automatically cut the ends of the
tape with a vee for the same purpose.
Both systems help a great deal.

Have the student draw a pencil line
under any selected row of holes and
write it on scrap as a binary word.
Usually there is no difficulty in getting
them to understand that a hole repre-
sents a binary 1 and that the absence of
a hole represents a binary 0.

Given previous experience of deco-
ding binary to hex and hex to ASCII,
most people will be able to decode a
few rows before boredom sets in,
but nothing more is required for them
to have grasped the idea. The keen or
fortunate may have come across some-
thing intelligible and will pursue it
doggedly to the end.

Now that much earlier commercial
computer equipment is being disposed
of at give-away prices, it would be a
good plan for schools to acquire paper -
tape punches or readers. The first
translate depressions of keys or
computer -held data into holes in tape,
while the readers accept punched tape

and translate it into a stream of data for
transmission to the computer.

The cassette tape recorder is a very
common piece of equipment nowadays
- so common that, in any given class of
children, half are likely to own their
own. This is fortunate because the
cassette is increasingly used for data
storage. The system relies upon electro-
nic circuitry that translates binary 1 and
0 into high- and low-pitched tones. The
idea is quickly grasped and there is little
that one need do to illustrate except
put such a data tape into an ordinary
machine and allow the class to hear the
stream of tones, or if a computer is
available, to have it echo onto the VDU
screen the data being received from
cassette.

One can discuss what is known as
the baud rate - the number of binary
bits per second that are transmitted.
The children will be impressed to learn
that the standard for magnetic tape is
300 baud, so that if the tape is travel-
ling at its standard 17/8in per second,
lft of tape holds 1920 bits of binary.
This is impressive, although computer
users frequently grumble about how
slow it is. I know - I'm one of them.
It also means that the average C-60 tape
will store some 1,080,000 binary bits,
or 135,000 computer words.

Just about the same order of storage
is provided by the disk system. This
too is familiar in concept but there are
a number of important differences

To computer

Fig 7

Fig 8

Fig 9

+27V

PIA

between computer disks and the domes-
tic LP. Firstly, it is magnetic, like the
tape. Secondly, it spins very much faster
and thirdly, it is not sequential. To put
that another way, you do not have to
play all the recording to get to a bit at
the end.

The point can be illustrated by two
simple cardboard models from the SMP
books, Man Uses the Computer and
Computer Bits Si Pieces, (Blackie,
1967). A length of ticker tape is
analogous to the cassette tape. Children
write a lot of names on it and then feed
it through two slits in a piece of card
so that only one name can be read at
a time. Now to find a particular name,
the tape must be fed through from the
beginning - perhaps in its entirety. The
disk system can be modelled by a disk
of card with the names arranged in seg-
ments, one name per segment. (See
Figures 5 and 6.) The pick-up head is
modelled by a small window of card
free to slide up and down a fixed guide.
To find a particular name with this
system, one simply pushes the window
up, looking at the first one or two
letters of each name, until one finds the
one wanted.

For computer users, the difference is
one of up to half an hour with tape
compared with milliseconds for disk.
Not only that, but disk allows the com-
puter to access program and informa-
tion freely, jumping from one program
to another without any human inter-
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vention - a process known as chaining.
A little thought, and you will see that
this greatly multiplies the power of even
the humblest computer.

In practice, up to four disks can be
accessed at once. Moreover, disks are
double -sided and/or double density as
well, so that the information readily
accessible attains astronomical propor-
tions, with yet more available in no
more time than it takes to change a
disk. Such devices are expensive at the
present time, although blank disks are
themselves cheap. Since the advent
of home computing, smaller devices
known as mini -floppies have become
available. The disks are flexible, as their
name implies, and hold a little under
half a million bits per side, although
the same remarks about double density
apply. The latest developments in this
field include Winchester storage and
stringy floppies. The Winchester is a
more sophisticated disk system with a
greater storage capacity and shorter
access time, while the stringy floppy is a
continuous tape.

ROM and his
relations
Another device for the long-term
storage of information is Read -Only
Memory (ROM). It is an ordinary
integrated circuit in appearance but
locked within it is a stack of memory,
each with its own address and each with
its separate contents in binary. These
are, of course, determined during manu-
facture.

Originally the ROM was developed
for housekeeping duties within the
computer - all those little chores

power -up, interrupts,
print-out, reading from the keyboard
and so on. These tasks are carried out
so regularly that they are standard
sequences and perfect meat for auto-
mation. With a ROM containing these
programs, the user can access the
appropriate address and forget about
the details of the chore. Examples of
this were the BD E1AC and BD E1D1
instructions of machine code, where
E1AC is the address appropriate to the
task of reading an input from the key-
board.

Slightly more expensive than ROM is
PROM, or Programmable Read-only
Memory, in which the purchaser may
encode his own memories and is
thereby not confined to those supplied
by the manufacturer of the chip. To
be sure, the manufacturer can and does
supply ROMs to specification, but the
lead-time can be quite long and the
method is not viable unless thousands
of identical ROMs are required. With
the PROM, however, small batch quan-
tities are possible since the customer
programs them himself on a fairly
simple device.

There are several other devices
related to the ROM, but the last one I
wish to mention here is the EPROM,
which finds favour among amateur users
and small businesses. EPROM stands
for Erasable Programmable Read -Only
Memory and, as its name implies, the
user can program it, use it for as long as
is desired as a ROM and then erase the
program (under ultra -violet light) ready
to program it again. Although the most
expensive of the three devices, it
obviously has a great appeal.

Currently, ROMs are used almost
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exclusively for the storage of programs,
but there is no technical reason why
they should not also be used for the
storage of data in small quantities.
Some industrial environments would
be totally unsuited to the storage of
data on tape. Besides which, tape
machines and disk readers are enor-
mously bulky by comparison with the
ROM and their costs disproportionate.

Some computer games and television
games are already available as ROM and
it seems certain that the scope will
widen. The more versatile home com-
puters are made with sockets for a plug-
in ROM. Manufacturers are beginning to
supply the simpler versions of Basic as
ROM and it doesn't take much imagina-
tion to see that all written or printed
matter is capable of being stored for
eternity in ROM. I confidently expect
a considerable amount of develop-
ment in this field - perhaps beginning
with statistical data. It is only the
longer works that need disk or tape

Mounting hole

Actuating coil contacts

Return springs

Spring adjust

Contact breaker assembly

storage, although this will become
less true as the manufacturer packs
more and more into his integrated
circuits.

Between them, the three ROM -
types cater for all the market require-
ments. The EPROM provides for one-
off applications such as the average
home -user might require, the PROM
caters for the small business entrepre-
neur who hopes to sell a few hundred
gadgets containing a micro and PROM,
while if you are a large manufacturer
or governmental agency, the ROM is
very cheap.

Perhaps before we leave the ROM
family, one further advantage over other
forms of data storage ought to be stres-
sed - the data is not degradable under
normal storage conditions. Tape and
disk -stored data are susceptible to degra-
dation due to magnetic field and dust
and indelicate handling. Paper tapes
tear, magnetic tapes get fouled up or
torn or creased, disks get scratched.
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Output switching
The micro is great for switching things:
the number of devices that it can switch
directly is governed by the length of the
computer word, but the practical limit
is set by the bulk of the PIA's (Peripher-
al Interface Adaptors). The average
home computer has room inside for
about six or eight of these devices, each
one addressing up to 16 or 32 separate
lines with suitable multiplexing.
However, this number can be greatly
extended as I will show.

The simplest method is shown in
Figure 7. '0 is an opto-isolator inserted
to isolate the computer from the circui-
try that follows - possibly high-energy
circuits that could damage the micro.
Figure 8 is a diagram of the working
of the opto-isolator. A rise in voltage
caused by the presence of a binary
1 causes the LED to glow. Encapsulated
with it but electrically separate is a
photo -resistor or (sometimes) a photo -
transistor. Both are encouraged to
operate when light falls upon them,
so the output is an image of the input,
but in the event of something going
wrong with later parts of the circuit,
no damage can accrue to the micro.

Following the opto-isolator of Figure
7 is a transistor used as a switch. For
small -current applications, this is suffic-
ient, but for heavier currents and per-
haps alternating current, the transistor
switches -in a relay to carry the heavier
current. Relays of this type commonly
carry a few amps but for even greater
currents, the first relay can switch in
another, really rugged. This application
would be suitable for heavy duty
motors or electric heaters. (Figure 9)

A model railway is a small -current
application that is both an excellent
demonstration piece and a first-class
school project. There is no limit to the
size and complexity of the layout as far
as the computer is concerned, but for a
discussion of the general principles
involved, I will confine myself to the
layout of Figure 10. At the most this
would accommodate three locomotives
at A, B and C. Three switchpoints at
1, 2 and 3 would energise whichever
section of track was open. (See Beale,
Model Railway Encyclopaedia and other
works.) A rail gap at point 4 would
isolate the section 3-4 and one or two
other gaps might be needed, depending
upon the working and number of locos
involved. Initially, a loco would be ener-
gised (off to full on) by action of the
pointswitches but see later for speed
and other controls.

Normally, pointswitches are self -
holding. That is to say, they remain
in whatever condition they are placed
without the need for further current
applications. Therefore simple control
of locos is gained by merely switching
over the appropriate pointswitches
through circuits as per Figure 7. Signals
however are different, whether sema-
phore or lamp. They need a continual
supply of current. It would be uneco-
nomical and perhaps even impossible to
devote the computer to the job of
continually addressing the signal, so we
have recourse to a self -latching circuit
as per Figure 11. Here it will be
noticed that action of the relay closes a
pair of contacts Al that bypass the
energising device, thus the relay remains
on after the initialising pulse. When we
wish to switch it off, we actuate a

release switch that is normally closed,
thus breaking the circuit to the relay
coil. Spring action pulls it off. The
release switch can be another relay or
transistor switch, but the relay is better
in this case and it could act in a similar
capacity for several self -latching devices
at once.

Suppose that we build on the system
until we have neither the room nor the
cash to accommodate enough interfaces
and switching circuits? There are several
ways out of the dilemma. Electroni-
cally, we could multiplex in the manner
previously described and it could be
made extremely compact and not too
expensive. For school use however I
recommend the uniselector. It can be
obtained very cheaply on the surplus
market, it is reliable and above all else,
its action is visible to the students. The
uniselector is a selective switch with

one way in and a choice of routes out.
(See Figure 12). It was designed and
built for the Post Office for the auto-
matic switching of telephone lines, in
which the actuating pulses were provid-
ed by the dialling mechanism. The num-
ber of pulses determined the route
taken. The computer/small relay combi-
nation can handle this pulsing very
easily from one address out of the PIA,
while another signal from the PIA
would then be routed as chosen to any
one of 25 lines. The scheme is shown in
Figure 13.

If that were not enough, there is no
reason why, on a super -scale model
railway, we could not emulate the Post
Office and cascade uniselectors,
allowing one to address hundreds of lines
from the PIA board.

With the wide range of skills involv-
ed, building and running a model
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Record keeping problems? Our CCA Data
Management System solves them easily.

Having information at your fingertips can make your job a
whole lot easier. And that's what the CCA Data Management
System is all about.

With this Personal Software package and an Apple II'"
disk system, it will be far easier to keep inventories, custom
-er lists, accounts receivable and payable records, patient
histories and many more items.

In fact, you can use the CCA DMS for all of your data
management needs, rather than buying (expensive) or writing
(time consuming) separate programs for each applica-
tion.. That's because DMS lets you create your own
filing systems, adapting itself to the types of records
you keep. You specify the number and names of
each data field-without any programming.

With DMS keeping all of your records, you only
have to learn how to use one system. That's
easier, too. It's menu driven, with plenty of
prompts to help you create files and add,
update, scan, inspect, delete, sort, con-
dense and print data. Our compre-
hensive 130 -page step-by-step
instruction manual even provides
complete "how to" inventory and
mailing list applications so you
can start processing immediately.

DMS is a very powerful sys-
tem, with more file and record
storage capacity than other data
base programs on the market.

ACT
Micro
Computer
Programs

£75 + VAT

And it also gives you greater data handling flexibility. To cus-
tomize DMS, write add-on BASIC programs that read or write
DMS files and perform any kind of processing you want.

You can sort and print your data in nearly any form of
report and mailing label you want. Sort data by up to 10 fields
for zip code, balance due, geographic location or whatever.
And print reports with subtotals and totals automatically
calculated.

Apple DMS has two additional features. Its ISAM
search method helps you find any item on a diskette within

10 seconds. And it's Data Interchange Format Program
allows you to move DMS files into our Apple VisiCalc
program-the "electronic worksheet"-for powerful,
flexible calculating.
Ask your dealer to show you how easy computerized

record keeping is. To locate the nearest dealer, contact
ACT (Microsoft) Limited

For free details plus the address of your neares-
ACT dealer send us your name and address

Name:

i''. Address:

Postcode Tel

ACT Microsoft Ltd.,
5/6 Vicarage Road, Edgbaston,
Birmingham B15 3ES
Tel: 021-454 5341 Telex: 33934E
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railway on the above lines would be a
most admirable project for a Senior
school and I am sure that many such
projects will be undertaken, both by
schools and solo enthusiasts. For the
general reader, the point to be absorbed
is that a single micro can and does
switch a very large number of electronic
and electrical circuits. What one does
with the secondary circuits so switched
is limited only by the imagination. They
range from slot machines to control
systems for giant oil tankers.

Every switchable item could be
under the control of a micro or fully-
fledged computer. Already some enthu-
siasts in the States have computer -
operated lawn mowers, for example,
while in this country the notion of
computer -controlled central heating has
become so commonplace that in compu-
ter circles it is a standing joke.

Digital to analogue
The title will not convey much to many
readers, so it must be explained that the
computer is termed digital because it
deals with numbers. However many
electronic applications are analogue,
which is to say that instead of two
states (on or off), there is a whole range
of states. A good example familiar to
all is the volume control knob. Turning
the knob adjusts the output over a wide
range and to within close limits. Now by
combining voltage -adding and multiplex
circuits, we are able to make a digital -to -
analogue converter. The simplest model-
ling of the method is the numbering
round the skirt of some control knobs;
a numeric input is turned into a sliding
scale of output.

If you imagine that users are going
to be confined to audio, then your
imagination is still in bottom gear. That
model railway engine's speed can be
controlled, for example, as can any
electric motor. Electric heaters can be
precisely controlled, as well as a host of
other industrial devices. Nevertheless
audio applications will probably intrude
into our lives first. For example, elec-
tronic organs have over the last four or
five years shown the most remarkable
development, but there is a lot more to
come. Synthesisers are prime targets for
micro control and with the marriage of
the micro -controlled synthesiser and
electronic organ, I expect whole
orchestras of super -realistic sound to be
available to one -finger players within
the next decade.

There is also a type of computer ter-
med an analogue computer. We don't
hear so much of it these days and its
use seems to have been confined to the
higher mathematical processes of
integration and differentiation and the
interaction of constantly -sliding states
as in complex mathematical models of
systems. Recently, there has been a
move to combine digital and analogue
computers, but the potential is not
clear. It seems likely that the uses of
the combination will remain in the
sphere of higher mathematics, but,
as yet, no one can tell.

Stage lighting has been under
computer control for some time now
and with the plummeting cost of con-
trol devices it is certain that even village
hall companies will invest, while less
ambitious lighting control devices will
begin to creep into the home, with per-
haps a dozen or so lamps under the

control of a single micro.
It is extremely simple to make an

analogue output control physical move-
ment by means of a stepping motor,
for example, or some types of plunger -
both of which give rise to a number of
possibilities, particularly in hazardous
industrial applications.

Analogue to digital
The opposite transformation is equally
possible and maybe the most familiar
application is the joystick control
common to many TV games. Here it
is worth noticing that a physical move-
ment has been turned to digital data via
analogue voltages; a situation ripe with
potential. Any physical movement will
suffice to feed information to the
micro -movement of the head of a bed-
ridden patient, for example, the move-
ment of a steering wheel, the turn of a
road wheel, the spin of a wind -speed
indicator, the growth of a plant, the
opening of a door or the movement of
wind and tides.

It will be noted that the A/D convert-
er is essentially an input device for the
micro, while a D/A converter is essent-
ially an output. When the two are used
together some interesting possibilities
arise, especially in the field of motor
control. By use of a feed -back loop the
motor can, as it were, keep the micro
informed as to its current state of
position (Figure 14). Perhaps the most
spectacular application of this at the
present time is the graphic plotter. At
first sight this device looks somewhat
like a printer, but instead of printing
text, the plotter draws pictures. It does
this by means of a pen head free to
move in an East/West direction under
the control of a stepping motor (a
special kind of electric motor able to
move in small increments.) Another
stepping motor controls the move-
ment of the paper in a North/South
direction. Combining the two move-
ments backwards and forwards, the
result is an impressive drawing based on

data accessed by the computer. Current-
ly such plotters are used in drawing
weather maps and a wide variety of
engineering drawings.

A very good model of the graphic
plotter is the child's toy known as
Etchasketch, which forms a good
teaching aid in classrooms devoted
to learning about the future. The Etch-
asketch control knobs are numbered
round the skirt, lending themselves
admirably to a written form of program
to draw given pictures. If a child was
given the task of writing such a program
he would learn much - as would any
other child that attempted to follow
the program later.

A/D converters are, of course,
capable of much more than this. By
coupling them directly to dedicated
micros and/or other circuitry, the retail
cost of digital voltmeters and similar
test equipment has shown a dramatic
fall in recent years. Anyone with an
A/D converter and the smallest of
computers can, with a minimum of
programming effort, provide himself
with the facilities of a digital voltmeter,
ammeter, ohmmeter, frequency meter,
oscilloscope, transistor checker and
curvetracer, plus a number of other
things - surely a most telling argument
for a micro in a school department,
regardless of budget.

Sound generators
Manufacturers have produced sound
generators by incorporating two or
three simple amplifiers, a noise
generator, envelope shapers and multi-
plex switching all within one little pack-
age. Waveform envelope shapers give a
note to its characteristic timbre and
make it possible to distinguish a violin
from a shriek, although both may have
the same pitch and duration.

A simple application is to couple a
micro, a tone generator and some
ROM and you have a whole range of
noises suitable for fitting inside a child's

GOTO page 144

SOME TRANSDUCERS

Lamp, tungsten
Lamp, X-ray
Lamp, arc
Pressure gauge
Brake meter
Decibel meter
Laser beam
Human mouth
Heater, electric
Horn
Voltmeter
Electricity consumption meter
Frequency meter
Clock, electric
Light meter
Auto pilot (?)
Gas sensor
Human nose
Welding arc
Motor
Ammeter
Speedometer
Spectrometer
Barometer
Battery
Human tongue
- there are many, many more.

Aerial
Thermometer
Piezo-electric crystal
Ohmmeter
Milometer
Car ignition
Human muscles
Microphone
Depth gauge
Bell
Gas meter
Petrol gauge
Frequency generator
Detonator
Colour temperature gauge
Torch
Human eye
Human skin
Loudspeaker
TV screen
Weighing machine
Geiger counter
Altimeter
Human brain
Human ear
Joystick
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You thought we
were conceited.

Now we're
perfect!

With the addition of the HP/85 Personal Computer to our range.

HP85HEWLETT
PACKARD .
£1,750.

The HP85 is designed for personal use in business and
industry, by professionals such as engineers, scientists,
accountants and investment analysts.

The keyboard, video display, printer, cartridge type unit and
operating system are all built into one desktop unit.

Nett VAT Total

* HP85A Computer with 16K RAM
* 16K Memory Module (for a total 32K)
* ROM Drawer (takes up to 6 ROMs)
ROMs
* Mass Storage
* Plotter/Printer Each
* Matrix
* Assembler
* Input/Output
Interfaces
* HP-IB (IEEE 488)
* Serial (RS232)
* GP I/O (Parallel)
* B.C.D.

1750.00
158.00

25.00

262.50
23.70
3.75

78.00 11.70

159.00 23.85

213.00 31.95
213.00 31.95
267.00 40.05
267.00 40.05

2012.50
181.70

28.75

89.70

182.85

244.95
244.95
307.05
307.05

Plotter -requires HP -113 interface and Plotter/Printer ROM
* 7225A Plotter 1208.00 181.20 1389.20
* Personality Module for HP85 412.00 61.80 473.80
Disk Units -require HP-IB interface and Mass Storage ROM
* Dual Master Mini Floppys (540K) 1350.00 202.50 1552.50 CO
* Dual Add -On (540K) 1185.00 177.75 1362.75
*Single Master Mini Floppy (270K) 810.00 121.50 931.50 I.
* Single Add -On (270K) 700.00 105.00 805.00
Application Packs
* Basic Training * General Stats
* Finance * Math * Circuit
Analysis * Games * Linear
Programming * Text
Editing * Wave Form Analysis
* Basic Stat and Data
* Regression Analysis
* VisiCalc Plus

Each
52.00 7.80 59.80

108.00 16.20 124.20

Official Orders from bona fide commercial and government
organisations welcome.

For further details ask and we will send you a 24 page colour
brochure and full price list.

Retail Premises at:
25 BRUNSWICK STREET,
LIVERPOOL L2 OPJ.
Tel:- 051-227 2535/6/7

Mail Orders to:
MICRODIGITAL LIMITED
FREEPOST

(No stamp required)
Liverpool L2 2AB
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...when you need a dependable supplier, an authorised
distributor with a comprehensive range of products at keen
prices, backed by large stocks for fast delivery, with full
after -sales support. We promise you a rapid response.

ANADEX DP8000
Exceptional value and high reliability.
84 lines per rrinute, 112 cps. Parallel and
serial interfaces as standard. 96 ASCI set,
9 x7 font. Variable tractor. Forms
handing facilities. 1K buffer store. Options
include 2K extra store IEEE interface.

from only £494
LEAR SIEGLER ADM -3A
The most popular visual display in the
world. 1920 character screen capacity.
Cursor addressing. Dual interface. Auxiliary
port. Wide range of speed and word
formats. Options include Tektronix 4010
compatible graphics.

from only £450
LEAR SIEGLER ADM -31

N \ Low cost VDU with two page display and
Jfull editing features. Dud interface, 50-
9600 baud data rates. Upper/ lower case
character set. Cursor addressing, eating,
protected fields, dual intensity. Optional
polling and addressing, printer port.

from only £795
LEAR SIEGLER ADM -42
Semi -intelligent VDU with up to 8 pages
of display. Full editing features, blinking,
blanking, cursor addressing, former
transmission, protected fields, dual
intensity, separate function keys, status
display. Optional alternative character set,
programmable function keys, synchronous
interface, line drawing set. £1049from only

TELETYPE 43
Versatile, economic and reliable30 cps,
serial interface keyboard printer. 132 or 80
columns. 94 ASCII set, 9 x7 font. Crisp,
high quality printout. Microprocessor
controlled. Portable versions. Character
set options.

LOW COST
GRAPHICS
TERMINAL

SPECIAL

£625
OFFER

£1190
A low cost Tektronix 4010 software compatible option means that we can offer the

well-known Lear -Siegler ADM 3A with powerful graphics capability. A Z -80A
microprocessor and RAM sufficient to provide a 512 x 250 dot grid

and automatic scaling from a 1024 x 780 dot grid enable point plotting,
vector drawing and alphanumeric character display.

Call today for a demonstration or more details.

PERIPHERAL HARDWARE LIMITED
Arrnfield Close West Molesey Surrey Telex 922175

SOUTH NORTH IRELAND
01 941 4806 Harrogate 501263/4 Dublin 952316
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When loading programs from cassette
to microcomputer via the DIN socket
on the cassette recorder, the signal
level to the computer is a function
of the volume control. As the input
circuit of the microcomputer which
converts the audio analogue signal to
a digital signal has a certain threshold
and perhaps built in hysteresis, it is
necessary to set the audio level above
a minimum for the circuit.

The cassette when playing back via
the DIN socket also produces an audio
signal via the loudspeaker. It is quite
useful to hear the audio signal of the
cassette recorder when loading programs
but the required level for the micro-
computer may make the audio level too
loud for normal hearing. Another pro-
blem may arise when loading a program
from a cassette which was recorded on a
different machine, with a different audio
level. The volume control will have to

ON THE

If you're having tape troubles then this simple
circuit from B Ward should help.

cell A G is wired in the feedback loop of
the operational amplifier. The input
signal to the ALC circuit goes to the
operational amplifier and the rectifier
circuit. When the average input signal

THD
8/9

trim
6/11
R3 Inverting

5/12
input

Gain in
Variable
gain cell

G Output3/14 EMI
7/10

Rectifier in R1
2/15 10

Rectifier

C rectifier
1/16

Fig 1 Block diagram of NE570

GND

VCC = 12 V, pin 13

GND = pin 14

be adjusted to the optimum level for
correct loading.

To overcome these problems, here's
an automatic level control (ALC)
circuit to fit between the cassette and
the microcomputer interface. With this
circuit, a constant output voltage is
obtained over a wide variation of input
voltage. The circuit consists of two dual
inline (DIL) modules and several discreet
components, the total cost being in
the region of £5.

Principle of
operation
The ALC circuit used is a Signetics
NE570 Compandor. This circuit was
originally designed for telephone net-
work requirements where the audio
signal is compressed before transmission
over a telephone link and then expand-
ed back to the original dynamic range
at the other end. Figure 1 shows the
basic block diagram of the NE 570.
In fact there are two identical circuits
within the module, hence two pin
numbers are given for each of the signal
lines. The circuit consists of:
- a full wave averaging rectifier, provid-
ing gain control current IG;
-a variable gain cell A G;
- an operational amplifier.

The NE570, as previously stated,
may be wired up as a compandor,
expandor or for our case an ALC circuit,
as shown in Figure 2. The variable gain

varies, the gain control current IG from
the rectifier changes the gain of the
variable gain circuit in the feedback
loop of the operational amplifier. The
net result of this is that for a large
input variation one obtains a constant
output level.

The dynamic range over which a
constant output level is obtained can

be controlled by resistor RX. Reducing
the value of RX reduces the dynamic
range. For this application, where the
maximum dynamic range is used, an
infinite value of RX is used - that is, no
resistor at all. Figure 3 shows the
response of the ALC circuit for Maxi-
mum dynamic range. It can be seen that
the output voltage remains relatively
constant for an input variation of 10
millivolts to 3 V RMS, which is nearly
a 50 dB variation of input signal.

ALC circuit
Figure 4 shows the proposed cassette
recorder to microcomputer interface
circuit. The NE570 wired up as an ALC
circuit drives an operational amplifier
buffer whose gain can be set to any
amount from 0 to +5. The buffer
amplifier also avoids overloading the
output operational amplifier of the
NE570.

As can be seen from the circuit
diagram, only a 12V power supply is
required. The components' values shown
are those which I used, because they
were available. The four 0.68 nF coupl-
ing capacitors could be any value
between 0.47 nF and 1 nF. I used one
quarter of an operational amplifier
RC 4136, but any 741 type operation
amplifier would be suitable.

Setting up and
testing
I recommend that the circuit be wired

Input

0.68 pF

0+

R1Pin 2 ,
0 I 10 k

GND

R3

20k
0.68 pF R4

GND

DG

Pin 5
0

V ref

Fig 2 NE570 connected as ALC circuit

Pis 1

C rectifier

20 k
Pin 3

30pF

15 pF

3.3 pF

Pin 7

GND

0 Output
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15 good reasons for visiting Cambridge
1. Sharp Pocket Computer 8. Acorn Atom
2. TRS-80 Model I & II 9. UK -101

3. Apple II & III 10. X -Y Plotters
4. CBM (PET) 3000 11. Qume
5. North -Star Horizon 12. Farm Systems
6. Cromemco 13. Word Processing
7. Hewlett-Packard HP -85 14. Computer Books

With a uniquely comprehensive selection like this -
all generally on demonstration and available from
stock with full support by our team of computer
professionals - you'll have the ideal chance of
finding precisely the right system for your application.

Looking for a microcomputer? - then visit us at:

Cambridge Computer Store
1 Emmanuel Street Cambridge CB1 1NE
Telephone: (0223) 65334/68155

,
'''YI

A-cw-t,
%c'

III\ Z, 3 CRUNDALE
'0000"

rIt. Jt
9

\-00MPUTERS _ 3
fliCaumi- --4.)AVENUE, KINGSBURY NW9 9PJ 01-204 7525 /..puri

THE "PET" SPECIALISTS

NEW LOW,LOW 'PET' PRICES!!
AVAILABLE FROM STOCK

SOFTWARE
As well as a full range of Petsoft and Commodore Software, we
have some highly reliable "Home -Brewed- programs available.
STOCK CONTROL & INVOICING £60
(Handles up to 500 items - 32k) (80 on 16K). Stock depleted
on invoicing, search etc. Cassette, disk (84 colour print option).
CASH BOOK £90
Enter daily/weekly amounts printout and totals, weekly
monthly analysis, totals and balances.
(4032. & 8032 Versions £110 & £120.
MACHINE HIRE Typewriter & Plant Hire £420
STOCK TAKING Cuts out all the hard work £230
OUTSIDE SERVICES (For Mini -Cabs etc.) £220

Sae for free software booklet

Pet 8K (large keys) £420 *
Pet 16K £499 *
Pet 32K £630 *
Ext. cassette decks (+ counter) £55 *

TRY US!
YOU WILL NOT BE

DISAPPOINTED

8032 (80 col. screen: new keyboard)
SUPERPETS NOW EX -STOCK!

Printers Disc Drives Sundries
PET 3023 PET 3040 Tool kits: library cases
PET 3022 Compu 400K Disks: C12 cassettes
Centronic 779 Compu 800K 'Paper (roll & tractor feed)
Spinwriter Interfaces Labels: Dust covers

Petmaster Superchips - upgrade your pet even more! £45

Toolkits - £29 for 4032 & 8032 £35
._ , SPECIALISTS IN:

Commodore Business Programs: Superpay;
Bristol Trader, Item & Monitor: Word Processing

The -MUPETs" are HERE!
3 to 8 PETS only need 1 DISK DRIVE ....
Daily demonstrations: Ring for details.

COMPLETE SYSTEMS
.---- - -, )141-11 FROM f1700f!PraEsmI aft/ as

THE ESTIMATES WE SUPPLY & INSTALL ARE COMPLETE
ESTIMATES GIVEN FREE WITH NO HIDDEN EXTRAS:

FULL BACK-UP: GUARANTEED EXPERTISE.

SPECIALISED SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS
UNDERTAKEN. RING FOR DETAILS

2 FOR JUST OVER THE PRICE OF 1!
We now have limited stock of new cassette
decks with a built-in counter soundbox
for PETS!
At ONLY £65*
Orders dealt with in strict rotation.,*'PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE VAT

PERSONAL SHOPPERS WELCOME ALL GOODS SENT SAME DAY WHEREVER POSSIBLE .....,....T.

Phone & Mail Orders accepted. LARGE S.A.E. FOR LISTS ETC. MA
liu t -Rh 4,,,

/
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P'ig 3 Input/output characteristics of ALC circuit

up using either wire wrap or solder
sockets for the two DIL modules.

If an oscilloscope is available, play a
program cassette tape and measure the
output wave from of the NE570 on pin
7; it should be 2 V peak to peak. Vary
the volume control of the cassette
recorder and the output of the ALC
should remain constant. Note that at
maximum volume control setting there
is considerable signal distortion with the
cheaper cassette tape recorder and
hence this should be avoided.

Place the oscilloscope on the output
of the capacitor from the operational
amplifier and vary the potentiometer.
The signal should vary from OV to 10V

peak to peak. Connect the output of
the circuit to the microcomputer; try
loading a program and adjust the
potentiometer until the correct output
voltage is obtained so that the program
is correctly read. It should now be
possible to adjust the volume control
over a wide range with satisfactory
program loading.

Component list

1 x NE570
1 x RC4136
4 x 0.68 uF >+15 V working
2 x 3.3uF > +15 V working
1 x 15uF > +15 V working

ON THE

LEVEL

*12V oni

+12 V

0 volts

0 Volt.

Output to
microcomputer

0 68,AF

Fig 4 Cassette recorder to
microcomputer interface

1 x 30pF capacitor
2 x 33k resistor 5 percent 1/4 W
3 x 10k resistor 5 percent 1/4 W
1 x 50k pot, 1/4W

BACK NUMBERS
PLEASE NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING

ISSUES ARE SOLD OUT
VOLUME 1 Nos. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12

VOLUME 2 Nos. 5, 6, 8
VOLUME 3 Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4

ALL OTHER ISSUES MAY BE
ORDERED USING THIS FORM.

Volume 1 No. 1 May 1978
Mascom 1/77-68: The Mighty
Micromite/A charity system

Volume 1 No. 2 June 1978
Research Machines 380Z/
Computer in the classroom/
The Europa Bus.

Volume 1 No. 3 July 1978
Buzzwords -A to Z of
computer terms/Pattern re-
cognition/Micro music
Volume 1 Number 7 Inter-
facing PET to X -Y Plotter/
Structured Programming/
Programming Decision Tables

Volume 1 No. 8 December
1978 Computers and Art/3-D
Noughts and Crosses/Mickie
- the interviewing micro.

Volume 2 No. 1 May 1979
Small computers for small
organisations/Sorcerer graph-
ics/Chess Programming Hints/
Parkinsons Revas.

Volume 2 No. 2 June 1979
MSI 6800/Witbit - disassem-
ble your programs/The Multi-
lingual Machine/Polytechnical
Processing.
Volume 2 No. 3 July 1979
Vision link: Interfacing and
Software for the Superscamp

VDU/Pet Preening/Extended
cursor graphics for the TRS-
80.
Volume 2 No. 4 August 1979
The North Star Horizon/High
Speed Cassette Interface for
the SWTP 6800/Garage Acco-
unting program/Apple Medi-
cal Application.

Volume 2 No. 7 November
1979 PCW Show issue/6800
Bug/Hard disk security/
Detecting literary forgeries/
Benchtest - the Challenger
C3
Volume 3 Number 5 May
1980 Benchtests - TI 99/4,
Altos ACS -8000-2, HP -85/
West Coast Faire report.

Volume 3 Number 6 June
1980 Benchtests - TRS-80
Model II Periflex 630/48/
Stringy Floppy Checkout/
Compucolor Case Study

Volume 3 Number 7 July
1980 Benchtests - Acorn
Atom, DDE SPC-1/Animistics
-Humanoid Micros/Sharp
PC 1211 review

Volume 3 Number 8 August
1980 SuperBrain Benchtest/
Printer Survey/ROMPLUS+
Checkout

Volume 3 Number 9 Sept-
ember 1980 Benchtests -
BASF 7120, CBM 8032/
Hi -Tech Colour Board Check-
out/Portable Basic

Volume 3 Number 10 October
1980 Benchtests - DAI
Personal Computer, Atari
400 and 800/Robotics/
3D Graphics/Program
`Tuning'
Volume 3 Number 11
November 1980 Benchtest
- SBS 8000/ComputerTown
UK! - Community Computer
Literacy Project/Apple
Colour. Graphics

r

Volume 3 Number 12
December 1980 Benchtest
- Raannd SP1/Pascal Micro-
Engine/Microwriter Check-
out/Micro-based Toys Review

Volume 4 Number 1 January
1981. Benchtest - Transam
Tuscan/Printer Surrey
Update/MTU PET Music
Board Checkout.

Any one issue 95p; Any two issues £1.75; Any three
issues £2.50; Any four issues £3.00. All additional issues
@ 50p each. Binders @ £2.95. All prices include post and
packing. Cheque or P.O. payable to (PCW) Sportscene Pub-
lishers Ltd., 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE. Please
allow up to 3 weeks for delivery and don't forget to state
clearly your name and full address with your order.
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COMPETITION
Modern microcomputer technology has many applications, but one where it has

so far had little impact is in reducing the problems of disability.
To mark the designation by the United Nations of 1981 as 'The International Year

of Disabled People ', PCW, in conjunction with the IYDP Technology Working Group,
is holding a competition for the best article on the subject:

'he application of micro -computer technology to the problems of disability' .
There must be many possible applications for microtechnology in the fields

of physical and sensory disabilities - remember, these include handicaps such as deafness,
blindness, diabetes and epilepsy, as well as the more obvious physical impediments .

DAIPERSOglieCOMPUTER
2nd Prize 3rd Prize

E100 £50
Articles of around 2500 words are invited, which can be either theoretical

or a description of an actual application (with photographs, if possible), and
which we will print in/3CW later in the year. Entries will be judged by

PCW's Editor, David Tebbutt, Adrian V Stokes, Chairman of the
IYDP Technology Working Group and Judith Hann, presenter of Tomorrow's

World and science writer.

Please send your entry to IYDP Competition, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE,
to arrive not later than 30 April 1981, enclosing a suitable SAE

if you would like it returned.

CEoeiriiither

19 81
11

International Year of
Disabled People

Data Applications Ltd has kindly donated the first prize of a 48K personal computer worth
£595. Plugging into the domestic TV, it provides sound, colour and high -resolution graphics.

Sharp Electronics (UK) Ltd has kindly donated the third prize of £50.
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COMMONS REPORT
The articles I have read recent-
ly on ComputerTown have
encouraged me to think that
this concept will be applied
throughout the UK as rapidly
as it deserves. In recent years
I have come to the conclusion
that the UK is most proficient
at diagnosing the 'British
disease' and much less effec-
tive at suggesting and taking
the proposed action. This is a
most heartening exception
and I look forward to hearing
that the examples of Sutton-
in-Ashfield, Street and East -
cote will be widely followed.

There have been several
developments at Westminster
in recent weeks, even if we do
not have our own Computer -
Town centre - yet. Perhaps
the most significant is the
belated appointment of an
actual Minister of Information
Technology, indicating that
the Government has at last
recognised the importance of
this area. Kenneth Baker will
bring energy and enthusiasm
to this task, but he will have
to be a fast learner and his
success will be proportionate
to his determination to ensure
that Information Technology
is appropriately and intensive-
ly developed in all govenment
departments and not exclu-
sively in or by the Department
of Industry.

Within the House of Com-
mons itself two developments
deserve a mention. The first is
the advent of the TOMS'
system, which was formally
inaugurated on December 15
by Philip Whitehead, Chair-
man of the Computer Sub
-Committee of the Services
Committee. This acronym
reveals that Parliament has
acquired a Parliamentary On
-Line Information System. It
was supplied by Scicon Com-
puter Services, a BP subsi-
diary and is intended to meet
a requirement by Members
and their staff for: 'instant
access to up-to-date inform-
ation on parlamentary papers
and proceedings, UK and
EEC legislation, current
affairs, and other items of
specific interest to Parliament-
arians.'

The hardware consists of
six British -made Cifer 2632s
with printers, three Cifer
2684 terminals with printers
and magnetic diskettes in
Norman Shaw (our annexe).
The database, to which the
system is linked by private
lines with 9600 baud mod-
ems, is held on Univac 1100
computers in Milton -Keynes.
There is also a 5D11-PDP-11
system with printer and disk
storage in Norman Shaw. The
software has also been dev-
eloped by Scicon and is based
on the use of a UNIDAS
in fnrmat inn rpfriaval cuctom

WESTMINSTER NEEDS A
COMPUTERTOWN

by Ian Lloyd, MP

on the mainframe and is
transaction oriented, using
TIP/CMS. Mr, Chris Baker, of
SCICON, will supply either
details or explanation on
(0908) 565656.

But what does it all do
and who can use it?

At present, the only input
is Parliamentary Questions.
Thousands of these are asked
and answered every month
that the House is in session
and it is important to be able
to discover quickly who has
asked the question, what has
been asked, what answer has
been given and by which
minister. Hitherto the Library
and the Table Office (a small
department which handles
the questions and motions put
down by members) have been
completely dependant on a
manual index. The advantages
of rapid search and analysis
by computer will need no
advocacy, but I think that
experience will demonstrate
many unsuspected advantages.

The database will even-
tually be extended to include
proceedings, papers, legis-
lation, UK and EEC official
publications, international
and foreign official public-
ations, press comment and
miscellaneous Library mat-
erial. Even when fully develop-

ed it will not be a system to
which Members have direct
access. But a request to the
Library will produce informa-
tion virtually immediately.

In due course Members
(and other users) will be able
to provide the Library with
an information profile and
thus receive a regular printout
of any material which has
been added to the database
within this definition of their
interest or interests.

The House of Commons
Computer Sub -Committee
decided at an early stage that
there was likely to be a
demand for outside access to
this information and that,
since most of it was in the
public domain, the demand
should be met wherever pos-
sible without prejudice to the
primary objective of providing
an improved service to Parlia-
ment itself. Organisations out-
side Westminster may apply
to the Library of the House
for access to the system on a
subscription basis and may
install their own terminals.

All this is very heartening,
even if the initial system
covers only a small segment
of the wide spectrum of in-
formation which the House
of Commons itself generates
and requires. When, in due
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course, answers as well as
questions are included, im-
mediate public access to what
is undoubtedly one of the
most comprehensive data-
bases in the Kingdom - the
daily input to Hansard - will
be possible. All this inform-
ation is already available
today, unsorted, unclassified,
virtually on a random basis.
The country, as things are,
does not really get value for
the money which it spends on
the large machines which
Whitehall has created to deal
with the innumerable ques-
tions which MPs ask on their
constituents' behalf.

While all this was going on
downstairs, a most interesting
speech on microelectronics
was being given upstairs by the
Rt Hon James Prior, who was
addressing that august body,
the Parlamentary and Scien-
tific Committee. Jim Prior, I
am delighted to say, is a recent
convert to the significance of
microelectronics. As St Paul
once said, the late Christian is
always more welcome than
the early Christian, though it
is a sentiment which many
find puzzling and paradoxical.
The text of his speech deserves
much wider circulation than
it received, but there is one
argument with which I dis-
agree. The Secretary of State
for Employment does not
believe that the microelec-
tronics revolution is, in fact, a
`revolution' at all. He believes
it is similar to the revolution
heralded by the discovery of
steam, electricity and the in-
ternal combustion engine and
that 'historical precedent
gives us reason to expect that
society will take it all slowly
and quietly, in its stride.' I
believe this to be a profound
misjudgement of the differ-
ence between all previous
technologies which have en-
hanced the power of human
muscle and this unpreceden-
ted and novel technology
which will enhance, expone-
entially and with dram-
atic effect, the power of the
human brain.

I do not believe that the
effects will be negative or da-
maging for society as a whole.
No system which enables men
to eliminate drudgery, danger
or monotony from what has
hitherto been defined as
`work' can be other than
beneficial if wisely and intelli-
gently harnessed to human
need. But I have no doubt
that the effects will be trau-
matic for some, difficult if
not impossible, to anticipate,
and catastrophic where there
is mindless resistance and a
total lack of imagination. I
have written to Jim Prior
about this and in my next
article will discuss his reply.
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OTHELLO
David Levy exaMines the underlying principles of the century -old

game of Reversi.

This month we are going to take a look
at the game of Reversi (which has
recently become known as `Othello').
This is a superb game simply because the
rules can be learned in less than one
minute, yet it can take years to master.
It is more complex than draughts
(checkers) but far less so than chess.
And it is great fun to play.

Reversi was invented in England
during the early 1880s, and so it should
now be celebrating its centenary. The
game is played on an 8 x 8 board with
discs which are coloured black on one
side and white on the other. The players
move alternately until the board is full
or until neither side may make a move,
at which point the player with the most
discs on the board is the winner. If a
player reaches a position in which he
has no moves at his disposal, he must
pass, and the right to move is returned
to his opponent.

In order to make a legal move, a
player must put down a disc with his
own colour uppermost, so that the disc
being put down and another of his discs
which is already on the board contain
between them an unbroken line
(horizontal, vertical or diagonal) of his
opponent's pieces. These pieces showing
the opponent's colour are then flipped
over and now belong to the player who
has just moved, but they may be flipped
back later by a move made by the
opponent. If the disc being put down
forms more than one 'sandwich', all
the sandwiched discs are flipped.

The first four moves must all be
made in the four central squares of the
board, d4, e4, d5 and e5, and herein lies
the one and only difference between
Reversi and 'Othello'. In Reversi, the
two players may choose where they
play within these four central squares.
Thus, the player who moves second may
either force his opponent to make the
first two moves in a horizontal or
vertical line or offer his opponent the
choice between that and a diagonal
line. Black moves first and if he decides
to put a disc on (say) d4, White could
force him to play in a horizontal or vert-
ical line by himself playing on the only
diagonal spot, e5. Or White could leave

the choice open by playing on e4 or d5.
In Othello, which was 'invented' in

Japan during the early 1970s, Black
starts the game with discs on d4 and e5,
White with discs on e4 and d5. If this
really is a new game then I have just
invented a wonderful game called David
Chess, in which the rules are exactly
the same as in normal chess except that
White must make his first move on the
King's side. (Incidentally, Kevin
O'Connell has invented another game,
almost as interesting as my own, called
Kevin Chess, in which White must make
his first move on the Queen's side, and
we are both going to patent our games
and try to make as much money out of
the licensing fee as did the man who
`invented' Othello).

Since the principles of playing
Reversi and Othello are identical, we
shall now refer to the games under the
combined name of Reversi/Othello.
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Fig 1. Starting position
g

How to playa
good game of
Reversi/Othello

h

Having explained the rules of the game,
we should now examine some of the
more important principles or heuristics
of good play. Figure 1 shows the initial

position of Othello, in which Black may
play on d6, c5, d3 or f4. All of these
moves are nothing more than reflections
of each other, so the decision as to
where Black should place his next disc is
completely immaterial. I would suggest
that your program choose between the
four squares at random, so that the
human player will be faced with a
visually different board position more
often.

The first principle of the game is
that it is the end result that counts, not
who has most discs on the board during
the earlier parts of the game. In fact, it
is very often the case, particularly in
games between beginners and experts,
that the beginner has the vast majority
of discs until near the end of the game,
and he finally loses by an absolutely
enormous score. One reason for this is
that until the very final stages of the
game, material (ie, the relative number
of white and black discs on the board)
is much less important than structure
'where your discs are situated) and
mobility (how many moves you have at
your disposal). If you have a lot more
discs than your opponent, he will tend
to have the greater mobility, so it is
usually the case that a strong player will
try to minimise the number of discs that
he turns during the first part of the
game. Of course, this strategy can be
taken too far. One Othello program
which is commercially available recent-
ly lost two games in a Pris tournament
when it turned so few discs that its
opponent scored a clean sweep during
the first 20 moves. Such accidents are
rare, but your program should prevent
them.

Material and mobility are easy to
measure, but structure is much more
complex. Certain aspects of structure
are obvious, and these help us to
formulate a sensible strategy. For
example, a disc on a corner square can
never be captured, so it can form an
ever growing base from which its owner
can expand outwards unmolested. For
this reason, the player who first captur-
es a corner very often wins the game.
Since a corner square is so desirable, it is
very disadvantageous to place a disc on
any of the squares b2, g2, b7 or g7,
since this almost always leads to the loss
of the adjacent corner, when the
opponent gets one of his own men on
the long diagonal for just long enough
to make a sandwich that includes the
b2/g2/b7/g7 square. Similarly, the
squares bl, a2, gl, h2, b8, a7, g8 and h7
are undesirable, as they allow an
opponent to creep along the edge and
finally capture the adjacent corner. On
the other hand, since al is such a good
square and bl, b2 and a2 are so bad, it
is obviously desirable to have discs on
cl, c3 and a3, so that one day the
opponent will be forced to capture
these discs, putting his own disc on bl,
b2 or a2, and you will be able to
recapture, putting your disc on al.

This analysis of structure can be
continued, by placing greater value on
the squares d3 and e3 than on c2, d2,
e2 and f2, on the grounds that if a
player occupies the third rank, when his
opponent occupies the second rank, he
will be able to make a capture on the edge
of the board, and edge squares are
worth having. In fact, the value of
edge squares is an extremely complex
subject, well beyond the scope of this
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article, but suffice it to say that a lot
of erroneous ideas have been expressed
about edge squares. Certainly bi and a2
are bad squares to occupy from the
structural point of view, but in fact it
is edge formations that are really
important, and not individual edge
squares.

How the game
changes
The nature of the game changes as more
and more discs are added to the board.
In the early stages (the opening) and the
middle -game, structure and mobility
are all important, but in the final
analysis it is the player with the most
discs on the board who wins the game.
It is therefore clear that up until a
certain point in the game, structure and
mobility should be the most heavily -
weighted features in the evaluation
function, while during the last few
moves the evaluation should become
more and more oriented towards the
number of black and white discs actual-
ly on the board. One way in which
this might be accomplished is to have
an evaluation function of the form:
W1 x (MOBILITY + k x STRUCTURE)
+ W2 x MATERIAL
where W1 =e-nz and W2 =(1-e-nz)

n=number of discs on the board
k and z are constants

When the number of discs on the board
was low, ie during the early stages of the
game, W1 might be just below 1, while
near the end of the game, when n
approached 64, W1 approached 0.

Quantifying the
features
Mobility is easy to measure, being mere-
ly the number of moves available, but
in a tree searching program the matter
is not so simple, The reason for this is
that after a white move, it is possible
that White has a very low mobility
because he has just made a number of
captures (ie flipped a number of black
discs), whereas after Black's reply move
White might have a much higher mobility
because Black has flipped a number of
discs back. It is therefore rather mean-
ingless to compare mobility evaluations
at odd and even ply, so the tree should
be searched to a uniform depth, or at
least all terminal nodes should be either
at odd or even ply. In this way the
program can happily compare its
mobility in different positions, whereas
were it to compare the mobility after a
White move with the mobility after a
Black move, the answer would be mean-
ingless.

Material is also easy to measure, being
merely the count of how many White and
Black discs are on the board. The most
difficult problem is how to measure the
structural aspects of the position. One
obvious method, which has gained wide
support, is to weigh the squares of the
board in some way that reflects which
ones are desirable and which ones
should be avoided. A simple weighting
map is shown in Figure 2.

All things being equal, which they
never are, the above map represents an
acceptable valuation of individual
squares, but the problem is made more
complex by the fact that occupation of
one square may well change the desirab-
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Fig 2. Possible square weightings to
reflect good and bad squares.

ility of occupying some other square,
and this change might have an effect of
fatal proportions. A simple example is
the question of the b2 square. It is very
bad to occupy it, because occupation of
b2 might lead to the loss of al, but if
you already occupy al then b2 can do
you no harm. A map of square values
must therefore change dynamically as
the game progresses, and your program
should be able to cater for these changes.

The openings
Reversi/Othello is not yet sufficiently
well analysed for us to be able to
tabulate the best and worst openings,
but that is not to say that we cannot
make some definite remarks about
opening play. Indeed, it is quite possible
for your program to build up its own
openings library, given one or two
elementary principles.

We have already discussed the subject
of mobility. Another important aspect
of opening play is the apparent undesir-
ability of being the first player to place
a disc outside the central 16 squares.
The reason for this is rather obvious -
if you are the first to place a disc one
rank or file away from the edge, your
opponent will probably be the first
player to place a disc on the edge of
the board, and edge squares are import-
ant. Therefore, if your program could
analyse exhaustively the first 12 moves
of the game (remember that there are
4 discs on the board at the start), it
could determine which side was ahead
in mobility in every variation, and it
could also select the move or moves
which gave itself the best chance of
being the first player to place a disc on
the edge of the board. This exhaustive
12 -ply search might take a great deal of
time, but it would only need to be done
once, and the results could be printed so
that you would be able to construct
an openings book comprising optimal
play (at least, optimal in the context of
this strategy). Then, even though your
program might only be able to perform
a 3 -ply or 4 -ply search during the game,
it could play the first few moves on the
basis of the exhaustive 12 -ply search.

I should perhaps add that it is not
yet known the extent to which the
`Sweet 16' strategy is likely to be
successful, but that, combined with a
mobility feature, should enable your
program to write a strong openings
book.

The middle game
We have examined the form that a
Reversi/Othello evaluation function
might take, and it only remains for the
reader to select his weightings, which he
can perhaps do on a learning basis. The
small number of independent parameters
(W1, k and z) makes it relatively easy
and quick to play a large number of test
games in which one version of the pro-
gram employs one set of parameters
while its opponent uses another set. At
the end of a series of such games, the
programmer can select optimal weight-
ings. (Once again, let me remind you to
ensure that, in its quest for high
mobility, your program does not give
away all of its discs.)

The end game
Since the total number of discs on the
board is the final and absolute criterion
for determining the winner, it is clear
that your program should, during the
last few moves, search the game tree to
its very end, and apply only material as
its evaluation feature. How far from the
end of the game an exhaustive search is
possible will depend upon the speed of
your processor and the efficiency of
your program. For this reason, it is
doubly important to have an efficient
move generation routine. The advantage
of being able to search the whole of the
game tree from six or eight moves prior
to the end of the game, are rather
obvious.

Writing the
program
This article contains all that you need
to know to be able to devise a suitable
evaluation system for the game. Your
program will be a traditional tree -search-
ing program, employing the alpha -beta
algorithm and all the tricks associated
with it (alpha -beta window; killer
heuristic; iterative deepening; move sort-
ing; etc). Some of you may have missed
my earlier articles in which I went into
great detail over these essential elements
of game playing programming, and I
would strongly urge you to beg, borrow
or even buy the back numbers of the
magazine so that you will be properly
acquainted with all the principles of tree -
searching, otherwise most of my articles
will be lost on you.

Examples of
computer play
Just how strong are the best Othello
programs compared to the strongest
human players? Since the game is quite
complex, and humans have more
difficulty envisaging board positions
after a number of discs have changed
colour and changed back again (and
again and again), the relative difference
between the best humans and the best
programs should be much smaller than
is the case in, for example, the game of
chess. And that is exactly how things
are. The world's strongest human
players are not demonstrably better
than the best Othello programs and I
would guess that within a year or two
there are programs which will never,
ever lose a game to a human.

In order to test the world's best
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human players against good Othello
programs, Professor Peter Frey, of
Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois (home of the famed CHESS
4.n programs), organised a man v
machine tournament on June 19 1980
at the Northwestern campus. Six
Othello programs were pitted against
the two top ranking human players in
the world, Hiroshi Inouie of Japan
(the current World Champion), and
Jonathan Cerf of the USA (runner up
in the previous World Championship
but winner of the title in October 1980.)
The result of the tournament was a
win for Inouie,but he did lose one game,
to a program written in London named
The Moor*. Cerf also lost a game,
to a program written by Dan and Kathe
Spracklen of Sargon fame. Since June
the programs have all been debugged to
some extent, and I imagine that if the
tournament were to be replayed the
humans would have more difficulty
finishing at the top.

To produce programs that can play
this well, normally requires a substantial
commitment in man hours. But there is
no reason why the readers of this
magazine cannot write a program to
play at or near expert level. Mike Reeve,
who programmed THE MOOR, didn't
even know how the pieces moved when
he began working on the game, so
some advice from a strong player is
very useful; you can achieve quite a lot
with the information I have given you.

The following games show The Moor
in action, and illustrate some of the
finer points of Othello/Reversi.
*The Moor was written by Mike Reeve,
a postgraduate student at Imperial
College, University of London. Expert
advice was provided by Michael Stean,
a chess Grandmaster who is also a very
strong Othello player. The program was
written for Philidor Software, a
company owned by myself and Kevin
O'Connell, and will be available later
in 1981 as part of the Scisys range of
game playing computers.

Game
8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

BBBBB BB
BBWWWB BB
BBWWB B B B

BBWBBBWB
BWBwB B B B

BBBBWB BB
BBBBB
BBBB W

a b lc d e f g h

First a position, taken from a game in
the third Othello/Reversi tournament
for computers organised by the
French magazine L'Ordinateur Indivi-
duel , in May 1980. In this game The
Moor, searching to a depth of only
2 -ply, had fallen foul of a program look-
ing to 6 -ply (The Moor was a develop-
ment version, written in Pascal). Black,
our opponent, had just made a mistake,
and I give this position only to illustrate
the point that having a large number of

discs on the board is not always a good
idea, even near the end of the game.
Look what happens now, from a posi-
tion in which Black is 'winning' by 46
discs to 11,with only seven squares left to
play on. We begin with White's play at
move 58: (White moves are W, Black
moves are B)

54 W bl 55 B PASS
57 B PASS 58 W h2
60 W hl 61 B PASS
63 B a2

56 W h8
59 B PASS
62 W b2

and now neither side may move again,
so the game ends, with White 39
discs to Black's 24.

The previous episode shows just how
easy it is to be deceived into thinking
that having a big material advantage is
decisive. In the next game, for which
you will need an Othello set if you wish
to follow it properly, Black gets into
serious trouble from early on, and then
makes a serious mistake which costs
him the first corner. This game was
played at the finals of the 1980 British
Othello Championships in London,
immediately after Neil Cogle won the
Championship title. It illustrates my
argument that a computer program can
already play at the same level as top
human players.

Game two
Black: Neil Cogle (1980 British Othello
Champion - for humans!)
White: The Moor (4 -ply look ahead)

1 B c5 2 W e6 3 B f5
4 W c4 5 B c3 6 W d3
7 B f4 8 W b3 9 B b4
10 W c6 11 B d6 12 W a4

So The Moor has gained the first disc on
the edge of the board, and to redress
the balance Black takes the dangerous
square a2.

13 B a2
16 W f8
19 B f7

14 W f6
17 B b5
20 W a5

15 B e7
18 W e3
21 B a6

Black was already in a bad way, with a
disc on a2 and a deficit in mobility, but
this move is a fatal mistake which puts
his position beyond repair. See if you
can spot The Moor's killing reply.

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

W

W B

B WWBB
WBWWW B

WWBWW B

BWWW
B

a b c

22 W a3

g h

Now you can see the danger of playing
on a2. Black must lose the al corner.

23 B d8 24 W b6 25 B c7
26 W al

Now that The Moor has a corner, it uses
it as an impregnable base from which to
expand its control of the board.

27 B f3
30 W g4
33 B el
36 W d7

28 W g3
31 B h5
34 W d2
37 B c8

29 B f2
32 W e2
35 B h4

White can afford to concede virtually
every edge square at this stage of the
game, in the knowledge that his corner
anchor on al will eventually allow a
clean sweep of the edges.
38 W gl 39 B dl 40 W g6
41 B h6 42 W g5 43 B c2
44 W bl 45 B b2
Now that al is already occupied, put-
ting a disc on b2 is relatively unimpor-
tant.4 B

There is no way that White can be kept
out of hl. If Black plays on fl, White
replies on cl and then Black is forced
to play on b7 and g2 within the next
few moves.
48 W hl 49 B h2 50 W fl
51 B b7 52 W cl 53 B PASS

Black has no moves, and White continues
its march around the edge of the board.
54 W h3 55 B PASS 56 W h7
57 B PASS 58 W g8 59 B g7
Black's problems are aggravated by the
fact that by now The Moor is examining
the whole of the game tree exhaustively,
and is always making the very best
move.
61 B PASS 62 W e8 63 B PASS
64 W 138
Neither side may move to a8, so the
game comes to an end with The Moor
winning by 61 discs to 2, which is
rather like being several queens up at
the end of a game of chess.

Finally, I shall give without comment
the game won by The Moor against
World Champion Hiroshi Inoue of
Japan, on June 19 1980. The final score
in this game was 36-28 in favour of the
program, and not 34-30 as reported in
the tournament bulletin.
Black: The Moor
White: Hiroshi Inoue

1 B d6
4 W c4
7 B c7
10 W c3
13 B f4
16 W e3
19 B d3
22 W a4
25 B a5
28 W e8
31 B c8
34 W h5
37 B h7
40 W b2
43 B e2
46 W bl
49 B b7
52 W g3
55 B al
58 W b8

2 W c6
5 B b3
8W b5
11 B c2
14 W f5
17 B a3
20 W g4
23 B d8
26 W e7
29 B f8
32 W g5
35 B h4
38 W cl
41 B dl
44 W fl
47 B g8
50 W a7
53 B hl
56 W h8
59 B a8

3 B c5
6W e6
9 B a6
12 W b4
15 B f3
18 W d7
21 B f6
24 W b6
27 B h3
30 W f7
33 B h6
36 W g6
39 B d2
42 W el
45 B f2
48 W gl
51 B g2
54 W h2
57 B g7
60 W a2

Black wins by 36-28.
To the best of my knowledge, this

is the first time that a computer
program has ever defeated a human
World Champion in a game of pure
skill.
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SUN
NOW THE INTEGRAL SYSTEM WITH PERFORMANCE, QUALITY,
EXPANDABILITY & RELIABILITY; ESSENTIAL FOR A BUSINESS
SYSTEM.

ABC 24:- 620K BYTES ON
DUAL MINI FLOPPY DISKS

ABC 26:- 2.3 MBYTES ON DUAL 8 INCH FLOPPY DISKS

LOOK AT THESE STANDARD Al FEATURES, INCLUDED IN THE PRICE.

* DOSKET OPERATING SYSTEM
* FORTRAN IV
* UTILITIES
* DIAGNOSTICS

* BASIC INTERPRETER/COMPILER
* Z80 ASSEMBLER
* LIBRARY
* EDIT (& MORE)

HARDWARE
* 64K BYTES RAM
* REAL-TIME CLOCK (INTERVAL TIMER)
* GREEN SCREEN
* SEPARATE KEYBOARD
* SECURITY LOCK
* HARD DISK AVAILABLE
* MULTI USER HARD DISK AVAILABLE SOON

* SEPARATE SCREEN BUFFER
* IEEE 488 INTERFACE BUS
* LARGE GRAPHICS SET
* 12 FULL RS232 PORTS
* 16 SEPARATE USER DEFINABLE KEYS
* DMA FOR HARD DISK ATTACHMENT

Al ELECTRONICS ABC 26 £4750 Al ELECTRONICS ABC 24 £3350

* CP/M
* SALES LEDGER
* PURCHASE LEDGER
* NOMINAL LEDGER
* STOCK CONTROL
* WAGES/SALARIES
* ABOVE INTEGRATED PACKAGES
* WORDSTAR & MAILMERGE
* ISR DATABASE
ALL WITH SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION
AND LICENSING AGREEMENTS.

OPTIONAL SOFTWARE

£150
£200
£200
£200
£200
£200
£800
£350
£400

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
BY MARCH 31ST 1981, A NATIONAL DEALERSHIP
NETWORK, WILL BE OPERATIVE FOR THIS
POWERFUL MACHINE.
IF YOU ARE AN ESTABLISHED & PROFESSIONAL
DEALER, WISHING TO APPLY, PLEASE CONTACT:

SUN Computing Services Ltd
138 Chalmers Way
North Feltham Trading Estate
Feltham
Middlesex
TEL. 01-751 5044 TWX 8954428 SUNCOM 6



Why the Sinclair 1X80
is Britain's best selling

Built: S99.95
Including VAT, post and packing, free course in computing, free mains adaptor.

Kit: £79.95
Including VAT, post and packing, free course in computing.

This is the ZX80. A really powerful, full -
facility computer, matching or surpassing
other personal computers at several
times the price. 'Personal Computer
World' gave it 5 stars for 'excellent value'.
Benchmark tests say it's faster than all
previous personal computers.

Programmed in BASIC -the world's
most popular language -the ZX80 is
suitable for beginners and experts
alike. And response from
enthusiasts has been
tremendous -over 20,000
ZX8Os have been sold so far!

Powerful ROM and
BASIC interpreter

The 4K BASIC
ROM offers
remarkable
programming
advantages:
* Unique

'one -touch' key
word entry: the ZX80 eliminates
a great deal of tiresome typing. Key
words (RUN, PRINT, LIST, etc.) have
their own single -key entry.

* Unique syntax check. A cursor
identifies errors immediately.

* Excellent string -handling capability -
takes up to 26 string variables of any
length. All strings can undergo all
relational tests (e.g. comparison).

* Up to 26 single dimension arrays.
* FOR/NEXT loops nested up to 26.
* Variable names of any length.
* BASIC language also handles full

Boolean arithmetic, conditional
expressions, etc.

* Randomise function, useful for games
and secret codes, as well as more
serious applications.

* Timer under program control.
* PEEK and POKE enable entry of

machine code instructions.
* High -resolution graphics.
* Lines of unlimited length.

Unique RAM
The ZX80's1K-BYTE RAM is the

equivalent of up to 4K BYTES in a
conventional computer -typically storing
100 lines of BASIC.

No other personal computer offers
this unique combination of high capability
and low price.

The ZX80 as a family learning aid. Children of
10 years and upwards are quick to understand
the principles of computing -and enjoy their
personal computer.

The Sinclair teach -yourself
BASIC manual

If the specifications of the Sinclair
ZX80 mean little to you -don't worry.
They're all explained in the specially -
written 128 -page book (free with every
ZX80). The book makes learning easy,
exciting and enjoyable, and represents a
complete course in BASIC programming -
from first principles to complex programs.

Kit or built -it's up to you
In kit form, the ZX80 is pleasantly easy

to assemble, using a fine -tipped soldering
iron. And you may already have a suitable
mains adaptor -600 mA at 9V DC nominal
unregulated. If not, see the coupon.

Both kit and built versions come
complete with all necessary leads to
connect to your TV (colour or black and
white) and cassette recorder. Plug in and
you're ready to go. (Built versions come
with mains adaptor.)



personal computer.

Now available for the ZX80...
New 16K -BYTE RAM pack

2X80

Massive add-on memory. Only £49.95.
The new 16K -BYTE RAM pack is a

complete module designed to provide
you -and your SinclairZX80 -with
massive add-on memory. You can use it
forthose really long and complex
programs -or as a personal database.
(Yet it can cost as little as half the price of
competitive add-on memory for other
computers.)

For example, you could write an
interactive or 'conversational' program to
show people what your ZX80 can do.
With 16K -BYTES of RAM, they could be
talking to your computer for hours!

Or you can store a mass of data -
perhaps in a fairly simple program -such
as a name and address list, or a telephone
directory.

And by linking a number of separate
programs together into one giant, but
modular, program, you can achieve the
same effect as loading several programs
at once.

We're also confident that it won't be
long before you can buy cassette -based
software using the full 16K -BYTE RAM. So
keep an eye on the personal computer
magazines -and brush up your chess
perhaps!

The RAM pack simply plugs into the
existing expansion port on the rear of the
ZX80. No wires, no soldering. It's a matter
of seconds and you don't need another
power supply. You can only add one RAM
pack to your ZX80 -but with 16K -BYTES
who could want more!

How to order
Demand for the ZX80 exceeds all other

personal computers put together! So use
the coupon to order today for the earliest
possible delivery. All orders will be
despatched in strict rotation. We'll
acknowledge each order by return, and
tell you exactly when your ZX80 will be
delivered. If you choose not to wait, you
can cancel your order immediately, and
your money will be refunded at once.
Again, of course, you may return your
ZX80 as received within 14 days for a full
refund. We want you to be satisfied
beyond all doubt -and we have no doubt
that you will be.

Fro: Science of Cambridge, FREEPOST 7, Cambridge CB21YY.
Remember all prices shown include VAT, postage and packing No hidden extras. Please send me:

Science of Cambridge Ltd.
6 Kings Parade, Cambridge, Cambs.,
CB21SN. Tel: 0223 311488.

Oty Item Code Item price
£

Total
£

Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer kit(s). Price includes
ZX80 BASIC manual, excludes mains adaptor. 02 79.95

Ready -assembled Sinclair ZX80 Personal Computer(s).
Price includes ZX80 BASIC manual and mains adaptor. 01 99.95

Mains Adaptor(s) (600 mA at 9V DC nominal unregulated). 03 8.95

16K -BYTE RAM pack(s). 18 49.95

Sinclair ZX80 Manual(s). (Free manual with every
ZX80 kit or ready-made computer.) 06 5.00

NB. Your Sinclair ZX80 may qualify as a business expense. TOTAL: £

I enclose a cheque/postal order payable to Science of Cambridge Ltd for £
Please print
Name: Mr/Mrs/Miss

Address

LEREEPOST -no stamp needed. PCW031
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Revas request
Can you tell me where I can
get a complete listing of
Parkinson's Revas (1.5k Z80
Reverse Assembler)?

One other thing that may
be of interest to users of the
RML 380Z and an Anadex
DP9501 doing HRG hard
copy: if you are using a
two -wire serial link at highest
baud rate and are having
extra dots printed, go down
to 1200 baud or, better
still, parallel mode. This
occurred on the program that
I have written for Anadex
driving and not RML's driver
program. If anyone would
like further details they may
contact me directly.
C J Pink, 14 Cowbeck Close,
Park wood, Rainham, Kent.

Thank you for a most useful
tip, I know lots of people are
working on high resolution
graphics hard copy. The
information that you want on
Parkinson's Revas can be
found in PCW vol 2 nos 1, 2,
3,4 7, 8 and vol 3 no 1.

There was also an offer in
vol 2 no 1 which read as
follows: 'REVAS on casnette
in relocatable form £4,
listing of a suitable loader
included. You tell the loader
where to load REVAS, the
REVAS program origin,
REVAS workspace origin,
the loader does the rest.
State CUTS or NASCOM
standard. From D W Parkin-
son, Well Cottage, The Street,
Tuddenham, Ipswich 1P6 9BT.
SW

Atari answer
I was very interested in your
review of the Atari 400 and
would like to know whether
you recommend it compared
with other systems. How
much is it going to cost? Are
there any drawbacks with
the keyboard? What is the
actual memory configura-
tion? Will the graphics plot
off the screen'? Can I use
other software than that
developed for the Atari 400?
A K Timms

As I had no inside informa-
tion on the Atari, I sent your
letter direct to Ingersoll
Electronics, 202 New North
Road, London N1 7BL, who
kindly replied most promptly

COMPUTER ANSWERS
Send your queries to: Sheridan Williams, 35 St Julians Road, St Albans, Herts.

with this answer:
'We expect that the

suggested retail price of the
Atari 400 with 16k RAM
will be £395 inc VAT. With
the full colour range capa-
bility, on -screen editing and
all the features described in
your excellent original
write-up (PCW, Oct 80),
coupled with consumer
end -users' requirements for
ease of operation and
reliability, the Atari repre-
sents a significant advance.

'There are no particular
drawbacks with the mono -
panel keyboard and it is
capable of all the functions
of a standard typewriter
Qwerty keyboard. It also has
the advantage that if liquids
are spilt over it, it will not
immediately blow up the
electronics.

'The Atari 400 has 10k
ROM plus 16k RAM plus a
ROM cartridge slot, which
can hold up to 16k depend-
ing on the size of the ROM
cartridge pack being used.
You will therefore be able
to write programs of up to
16 kbytes long. The graphics
do plot off the screen. The
Atari 410 cassette recorder
will not accept any other
brand of software as they are
not written in the same Basic.
Steve Bernard, Ingersoll
Electronics Ltd.

It is very hard for me to
comment on the above state-
ments as the machine has
yet to be released. On paper
it certainly looks good value
for money, especially at
under £400.
SW

Numerial
nasty
I have unearthed a peculiar
fault in the Nascom Microsoft
Basic (8k version 4.7). The
following results appear:
PRINT 26.53-26 yields the
result .529999. On further
investigation, I noticed a
large number of similar
results, and the program
10 A=A+0.01 : PRINT A:
GOTO 10 seems okay up to
.83 but the next value given
is .839999. Is there a problem
confined to version 4.7 of
Microsoft Basic? Does it
appear on all Nascom 2
machines? What is the precise
mechanism for the failure?
Is there a cure for it?
M D Heden, Ampthill,
Bedfordshire

The problem that you have
found exists on any system
that uses 'pure binary' for its
representation of decimal
numbers. Certain numbers
can be represented exactly
in both denary and binary;

examples are 0.5 = 0.1
0.25 = 0.01 0.75 = 0.11,
etc; however, the majority
cannot, eg,
0.2 = 0.0011001100110011
recurring.

Computers have limited
storage and therefore
numbers have to be represen-
ted by a fixed number of bits
(binary digits); a common
number might be 32 bits of
which 24 would be the
mantissa and eight the
exponent (there are many
good books dealing with this
and a good one is Computer
Science by C S French, DP
Publications). Using 24 bits,
0.2 is held as 0.19999999881;
now as long as the version
of Basic only prints six or
seven decimal places, the
error will not appear until
this number has been added
up many times, but as soon
as this erroneous value has
been added up enough times,
it will soon appear. This
weird effect can also be
observed by trying the
following program:
10 A = 10000001
20 B = 10000000
30 C = 0.0000001
40 PRINT A/C-B/C; (A-B)/C

This has serious implica-
tions when developing
programs, especially in the
scientific field, and should
always be borne in mind. The
cure for it in some applica-
tions, such as finance is to
work always in pence and not
in pounds, dividing by 100
when necessary for display
purposes. It is not confined
to Nascom or, for that
matter, any particular
machine, as it is not the
fault of the machine but
rather of the version of the
language implemented.
SW

Text troubles
Soon I will have totted up 50
years of writing. I am getting
more and more frustrated
with the time taken to type
a 'clean' copy so I would like
a word processor. I have set a
budget of around £1000 and
would like your advice. I
realise that disk drives are
out, but I would like a nice
keyboard, a reasonable
printer (Centronics 737 or
Epsom MX80 will do), use
of my own TV, display of
'long lines, plenty of RAM
(would 16k suffice? ); and a
'ready -to -go' system.
J H Miskin, London

I am sorry to disappoint you,
but I don't really think that
you will be able to put a
system together for under
£1000 that will satisfy a
professional such as yourself.
I will explain why. Firstly,
the printer will cost you

around £400 of your budget,
leaving £600 for computer
and cassette. Although this
will enable you to buy a
computer, it will inevitably
have 16k or perhaps 32k of
RAM; if you are going to do
without disks then you will
need as much memory as
you can possibly get.

Assuming each page has
36 lines, and 55 characters
per line, that makes approx
2000 ch/page or 2k/page.
Therefore ten pages need
20k RAM. You will also
have to have a program to
perform the word processing
which may take anywhere
from 8-20k depending on
sophistication, making
perhaps 30k in all. I don't
think it would be practical
to type and edit fewer than
20 pages at a time.

Another point is that it
will take around four
minutes to load 20k of text
from cassette; this may not
worry you, but you ought
really to make regular back-
ups of your text each time
you edit it. With a disk
system I do this about every
ten minutes.

You also want a 'turn -key'
system, and I know of none
for under £1000.

To be more optimistic,
there are hopes, for example,
the Nascom II with Naspen,
which is certainly cheap and
good value for money. Look
at a stringy floppy system,
too, and get a quote for a
maintenance contract. An
alternative is the PET with a
ROM -based word processor,
but unfortunately the new
80 -column PET is outside
your price range at about
£825 plus VAT for a 32k
system; you would be wisest
to try and save up for this
version, but I wouldn't be
talked into getting anything
less than 32k; again, look for
a stringy floppy for that.
SW

ZXpansion?
I am considering buying a
ZX80. What is the avail-
ability of peripherals like.
Is it possible to expand it
cheaply?
D Bloodworth (and many
other users throughout
Britain!)
You may find that you
obtain better, more up-to-
date answers by writing
directly to the National
ZX80 user group. The
address is: Tim Hartnell,
ZX80 Users Group, 44-46
Earls Court Road, London
W8 6EJ.

It is essential that you
enclose an SAE. You can
obtain monthly copies of
their newsletter called
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'Apple means business
- who says so?

Mobil
Oil Company Ltd.

Says SO . . .

just one 48K Apple, VisiCalc,
disc -drive and printer enabled us to save
over £13,000 p.a. in outside computer
bureau costs' states Mobil's Manager,
Financial Analysis, Mr E.A.E Peach.
'With this sort of saving it is hardly
surprising that our use of Apples has grown
from one Apple to five in under six months.
Our trolley -mounted Apples bring the
analytical powers of VisiCalc direct to the
user's desk; and the simplicity and
robustness of the system make it as easy to
use as a desk calculator. Apples are now
producing virtually all our analytical work,
profit plans, forecasts etc., promptly and
cost -efficiently.'

I

RANK XEROX says so . . .

f small businesses are to continue trading
successfully during the next 10 years they cannot
afford to let the business equipment revolution pass
them by' observed Mr B.H. Nicholson,
International Director of Rank Xerox Ltd., at
the recent opening of the Xerox Store,
Piccadilly, London.
'This store carries almost everything the small
business needs, and that has to include Apple
microcomputers, and the software programs that go
with them. Our research has identified 500,000
small businesses in the UK: Apple will feature
strongly in our service to this mass market!

CROWN JOINERY
and LAMINATING
Says SO . . .

'Faced with a 1000/nincrease in
turnover in our factories in Chesham
and Aylesbury, we recently installed
an Apple microcomputer in our
Accounts Department'
comments Mr R.F. Alderton,
Partner of the Company.
'The results have been a revelation to
us. Apple gives us prompt
management information on sales and
bought ledgers, our cash flow situation
is much improved because of our debt
analysis control, and my P.A.
accountant has really enjoyed the
transition to computerised accounting
with Apple'

If you direct, manage or control a company or department
then the Apple Computer can help you.

Apple means...business
software which is available and in
everyday use now. Below is listed just a
small selection of business management
programs available for users of the Apple
Computer System:

 Apple Cashier
 Apple Desk Top/Plan
 Apple Plot
 Mailing List
 Job Costing System
 Stock Control
 Time and Cost Recording

Accounting Programs for Apple Users:
 Apple Business Controller
 Fixed Asset and Plant Package
 Incomplete Records
 Invoicing System
 Sales Accounting and Invoicing System
 Sales and Purchase Ledgers

Specific professions can benefit too:
 Agriculture and Business Group Package
 Architecture
 Contract Costing
 Estate Agents
 Matching Vehicle Service Records
 Personnel Matching

AND IN ADDITION-most companies can use:
 Payroll and Salaries
 Apple Writer (Word Processing)
'This is just a small selection of the hundreds of programs

available for the Apple business user.

*Prices exclusive of VAT and correct at time of going to press.

.Apple is a trademark of Apple Computer Inc, Cupertino, California, USA.

APPLE MEANS . .. that you can have
immediate access to vital, accurate
business information, keep that same
information up-to-date more easily and
have printed copies instantly, thus giving
your company or department a
competitive and efficient edge.
Apple means ... solving problems not
creating them! Executives can make valuable
use of their Apple System within only a few
hours of delivery, administrative staff lose
any fear of computers and are soon planning
and printing their data at the touch of a
button.
Apple means ... reliability and service.
To assure the Apple user that there are no
unanticipated service costs and that their
System is fully maintained, Apple offer an
optional, renewable Extended Warranty

Apple means ... you are not alone. Over
200,000 Apple Systems have been sold
throughout the world. At £2,400 (smaller
starter systems available) the Apple Business
System is capable of running any of the
programs listed here and many more besides.
Sole UK Distributor

microsense
comppters limited

Apple means ... educationalists, scientists,
engineers and computer professionals have a
choice. Apple grows - with many useful
accessories including sound, music and
colour graphics. In addition to the BASIC
language, Apple have their own UCSD
Pascal, and more recently PILOT for the
courseware author, and FORTRAN for the
scientist.
Apple means ... a problem shared is a
problem solved when you share it with an
Apple Dealer. For details of your nearest
dealer please contact us at the address below.

Finway Road, Hemel Hempstead, Herts HP2 7PS.
Hemel Hempstead (0442) 41191 and 48151. Telex: 825554 DATEFF G.

appie°
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Interface by sending £7.50
(UK) £9.50 (Europe) or
£13.50 (elsewhere) to:
National ZX80 Users Club,
Unit 3, Woodthorpe Road,
Ashford, Middx. TW15 2RP.
SW

Words wanted
Can you tell me where I may
get a book on the subject of
word processing? Also the
following books: Electronic
Logic Circuits by J R Gibson,
published by Arnold and
Systems Design with Micro-
processors by Zissos publish-
ed by Academic Press?
Name and address supplied

I wonder why you requested
to remain anonymous?

You should be able to
order the two books mention-
ed above from any good
bookshop - after all, this is
their job.

As for books on word
processors there is Word -
processors Report and
Supplement by Lamsac 1978
at around £4 if you can still
get it; also, Word Processing
in the Modern Office by
Paula Cecil, published by
Addison Wesley in 1980 for
£7 and there is also a maga-
zine called Which Word
Processor? available from
some stationers.
SW

Mathematical
micro
Can you give me any prob-
lems to work on using my
micro. They are best kept to
something mathematical, but
I would prefer to try some-
thing that no-one else has yet
solved; are there any such
problems?
T Hutchinson, Weybridge,
Surrey

Try these:y4 z4Has x' = N got any
any wliole pumlier solutions?
Has x' + x + z = N got any
whole number solutions,
where N is an exact fourth
power?

Let's hope they don't

SWkeep

you awake all night.

Data difficulty
I have an Apple II and
recently bought a 6502
manual and assembler with
a view to writing subroutines
for Basic programs. I cannot
see how to pass data and
variables (strings in parti-
cular) between Basic and
assembler.
Miss H Prince, Harrow, Middx

You have hit on one area that
is lacking in many micros,
the Apple being no excep-
tion. However, all is not lost,
as page 137 in the Applesoft
manual explains all.

Let us consider variables
only. Whichever variable is

defined first in the program
can be accessed via locations
hex 69 and 6A. However,
only the first one can be
located in this way. Let us
assume that line 0 of our
Basic program is 0 MDS =
"Mike Dennis". At locations
69 and 6A will be found two
bytes that, together, make up
an address where MD$ can be
found. This address depends
on the size of the program
but whatever value this
address is, it can be found
from these two locations.
Let us assume that location
69 holds 9E and 6A holds
35. At address 359E will be
found the following data,
ASCII M then ASCII D at
location 359F. The $ isn't
stored. At location 35A0
will be found a byte whose
decimal equivalent is the
current length of the string
(in this instance it will be
11) which explains why
strings have a maximum
length of 255. The next two
bytes hold the address of
where the string will actually
be found, say 8E98. This
address will dynamically
change every time A$ is
referenced by the program
but we can always find this
address via 69/A. Try writing
simple programs and then
looking at the various
memory locations either from
Basic or alternatively via the
monitor.

The next two bytes are set
to zero; this is to leave room
to store real variables. Other
variables can then be found
on seven byte increments
from the address given at
69/6A but you do have to
know in what order your vari-
ables appear in the program.
Mike Dennis

APL available
I have just read the letter
from L Davies of Cheshunt
on the subject of APL on a
Tandy TRS-80. You may be
pleased to know that there is
an APL subset for the
TRS-80 called APL80 and
this is available in both disk
and cassette form from:

Micro Computer Applica-
tions, 11 Riverside Court,
Caversham, Reading, Berks.

I have a copy of the tape
version and am well pleased
with it.
P G Hughes, Bracknell, Berks.

This letter needs no answer
from me but it does illustrate
a good point - that inter-
action from readers will help
make these pages more
up-to-date and readable.
Thank you Mr Hughes.
SW

TVtips
I am considering buying
either a Superboard II or an
Ohio Challenger. PCW's
review stated that the com-
puter was built for use with
a domestic television - does

this mean that I will not be
able to use a standard monit-
or with it?
P Beauchamp, Hinckley,
Leics

The main difference between
a domestic TV and a monitor
lies in the manner in which
the signal is transferred from
the computer to it. The
domestic TV expects the
signal to be a radio -frequency
(or rf) modulated signal. In
other words, it expects to see
a signal similar to that which
crawls out of the end of your
TV aerial lead. To this end,
many single board computers
(including the Superboard
and UK101) are fitted with
modulators that 'prepare' the
computer video signal into a
suitable form for the
domestic TV, ie they have
UHF modulators fitted. A
TV monitor, on the other
hand, expects a standard un-
modulated video signal and
this is also provided on the
UK 101 at pin 12 on J2, the
earth being on pin 11. You
should connect your monitor
to this point. You may need
to adjust contrast and bright-
ness to achieve a decent
picture.
Mike Dennis

Speedier
shapes
I have a 32k ITT 2020. It is
a bit slow, especially when
drawing shape tables. Is it
possible to speed it up to
2 MHz? Also I am thinking
of buying a disk drive from
the US. Will it run on my
present power supply?
Terence Wong, London

I'm surprised that you think
the ITT 2020 slow, particu-
larly as it is virtually identical
to the Apple II which has
always been considered to
have quite respectable Bench -

mask timings, although I
appreciate the fact that they
don't test shape tables.
Normally, the solution that
I would suggest would be to
incorporate some assembler
subroutines but, as these are
extensively used already,
there is very little to be
gained in that area. If you
knew exactly what shapes
you wanted and exactly
where they were destined to
go (and not to move around)
then you could POKE direct-
ly into the screen memory
using machine code for speed.
However since this defeats
the object of 'drawing'
shapes, it's not of much
practical use. You can't run
the ITT at 2 MHz for many
reasons, such as the fact
that the screen display is
tied into the clock -rate,
and so I am afraid that you
will have to learn to live
with the status quo - after
all there are a heck of a lot
of dots being plotted which
must take some time to
plot!

In answer to your second
question, there is no
problem with buying a disk
drive from the States as far
as power supplies are
concerned since it runs off
the DC supplied and not
the mains. You may have
some difficulty with the
slight difference between the
clock speeds of the Apple
and ITT. They are marginally
different and can cause
difficulty when, for instance,
trying to read on an ITT a
disk recorded on an Apple.
It all depends on the
tolerances of the respective
disk drives. If you have
access to a disk -speed test
disk then one answer (if you
are experiencing this prob-
lem) is to set the speed to
run slightly fast for one
machine but slow for the
other and so achieve a
compromise.
Mike Dennis

"It's amazing - with these microcomputers we only need
one filing cabinet instead of five!"
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PASCAL
READERSWRITE
Chris Sadler presents a selection of reader's letters resulting from the recently proposed Pascal Benchmarks.

As promised, here are the collected
timings of the Pascal Benchmarks as
sent in by PCW readers. Some of the
letters we received appear below. First,
however, the misprints (p61, PCW Dec)
- five in all, starting with program
VECTOR where the second for -loop
should read:
for j:=1 to 10 do
The second error is in program UNE-
QUALIF where the 'else' line should
terminate with a semi -colon. The third
is in program VALUE, procedure
VALUES, the body of which should
read:
i:= 1

Program MATHS was a bit of a
mess so I've listed it - see Listing 1.
Now for the letters.

program maths;
var k: integer;

x,y: real;
begin

writeln ('s');
for k:= 1 to 1000 do
begin

x:= sin(k);
y:= exp(x);

end;
writeln (V)

end.

Listing 1

I have just tried out your Pascal Bench-
marks on our Apple II Pascal system but
I have made two amendments to the
programs. For convenience, I replaced
all WRITELN('S) by READLN and all
WRITELN(V) by WRITELN(CHR(7)).
This meant that programs did not start
running until I pressed RETURN and
gave an audible bleep at the end, result-
ing in easier timing. The second -
essential - change was in PROGRAM
MATHS where you try to take the
EXP of K from 1 to 1000. This will,
of course, result in a floating point
error when you try to calculate
EXP(1000)! I also wrote a couple of
other test programs which time an
iterative and a recursive calculation, as
in Listings 2 and 3.
Dr John Rostron, Dept of Biology,
NELP

We adopted the 's' and `e' scheme to
conform to the Basic Benchmarks (and
because not every computer produces a

tone on CHR(7) but the tactile start
and audible finish is a good idea which
certainly makes timings. more conveni-
ent. Iteration and recursion are interest-
ing to compare but since both use the
same procedure -calling mechanism -
although for a different number of
calls - they don't distinguish different
aspects of the compiler.

program iteration;
var i,k: integer;
function ifac (n: integer);
var i,f: integer
begin

f:= 1
if n > 1 then

for i:= 2 ton do f:=f*i;
ifac:=f

end;
begin

readln;
for k:= 1 to 1000 do

i:= ifac(10)
writeln (chr(7))

end

Listing 2

program recursion;
var i,k: integer;
function rfac (n: integer);
begin

if n >1 then rfac:= n*rfac(n-1)
else rfac:= 1

end;
begin

readln;
for k:= 1 to 1000 do

i:= rfac(10)
writeln (chr(7))

end

Listing 3

I have just read the Pascal Benchmarks
article and found it most helpful. I had
been looking for some way of comparing
my own Pascal system with others and
have now run all the relevant Bench-
marks (my system does not yet support
REAL arithmetic or reference para-
meters).

The Pascal system in question is one
which I developed myself for the
TRS-80 Model I and which is now
available from A J Harding (Molimerx).
It compiles first into a form of p -code
and then translates the p -code into Z80
machine code, hence the rather fast

times.
I should like to take this opportunity

of thanking you for your coverage of
Pascal in PCW. Please carry on the
good work!
Tim Bourne, Hemel Hempstead

Congratulations on writing your own
compiler and I hope you don't mind
my naming it as such in the timings
table. Please press on with the REAL
arithmetic.

You may be interested in the enclosed
timings which I ran on our depart-
mental PDP11/04. The system com-
prises a Unibus PDP11/04 processor,
64k MOS memory, two RK05 disk
drives and a bunch of exotic lab peri-
pherals which are irrelevant in the
present context.

The Benchmarks were compiled with
the OMSI Pascal 1.2 compiler running
under RT11 V3B. This compiles Pascal
source code into MACRO (PDP11
assembler language) which is then
assembled and linked. All Benchmarks
were self timing, using the system clock
which runs at line frequency (although
these times should probably only be
considered accurate to 0.1 sec.

As you can see, the execution times
are an order of magnitude faster (with
the exception of the floating point
routines) than the Benchmarks run on
the H11A which you reported in
December. The slow floating point
execution is a consequence of the
11/04 system having no EIS or FPP
installed. However, as the 11/04 and
LSI 11/2 are roughly comparable in
terms of performance, this OMSI
Pascal compiler may be of interest since
the differences in performance seem to
be largely a function of the software,
which can be run on any RT11 system
with sufficient memory.
Dr J B Brooke, Department of Applied
Psychology, UWIST

The OMSI Pascal timings make an
interesting comparison with those of
our H11A. We seem to benefit from the
EIS chip and suffer for the p -machine.

I enclose the Benchmark timings achie-
ved by Pascal -Z version 3.2 on my
Midas 3 system, which comprises an
S100 system with 4 MHz Z80 and 64k
RAM running under CP/M 2.1.

The Pascal -Z times are quite favour -
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able except in those areas requiring
calculation, as in REALARITHMETIC
and REALALGEBRA. The relatively
bad timings for calculations are un-
doubtedly due to some extent to the
maths chip used in the H11A, but in
view of the low precision used by
Pascal -Z (seven to eight decimal digits,
with all REAL numbers held as binary
in a 32 -bit two's complement field
where the first eight digits are expo-
nent), I feel that the results are signifi-
cant.
Mr C J Neville, Welling, Kent

Thank you for your Pascal -Z timings -
your floating point software certainly
does seem a bit slow.

Enclosed are timings run on a Com-
modore PET with the TCL Pascal Chip,
using the resident compiler. Due to lack
of disk space I could only test a few of
the Benchmarks with the disk compiler
but they came out approximately five
percent faster than with the resident
compiler.
Mr C Cook, Middlesbrough

It's a pity that the one major Pascal
compiler produced in Britain is so slow,
even when compared with the Apple II
Pascal which uses the same processor
and also goes through pseudo -code.

The prospect of the Pascal Benchmarks
being used in all future PCW Bench tests
of Pascal systems is so appalling that I
must point out the glaring shortcomings
of the Benchmarks published before
they become any more widely used:
1. Probably the most important
problem is that the short tests, such as
memoryaccess, have an inner x10 loop
as well as the outer x10,000 loop in
order to give a reasonable runtime for
stopwatch timing. This means that
memoryaccess, for example, executes
110,000 for statements and only
10,000 assignments in its run; thus the
time for the statement supposedly being
tested is quite swamped and quite
misleading times result. Useful results
can be extracted by doing the right
arithmetic, but what is really required is
a set of figures which can be compared
directly, which could be achieved if ten
assignment statements were written out
explicitly, and similarly for most of
the other tests.
2. No test is made of operations on
character type data; why not?
3. It certainly is worth noting that no
account has been taken of the speed of
compilation. Again, one can only ask,
why not? In practical program develop-
ment, this factor is at least as important
as the execution speed.
4. Some figures on memory usage really
should be provided. The size of the
compiler at least should be easy to find
out. The size of the object code gene-
rated could be tested by compiling some
standard program of reasonable size,
say a standard sort of algorithm, and
this would also give a useful test of
compilation time, execution speed of a
typical mix of statements and show up
quirks in the system. Pascal standards
are much more widely adhered to than
Basic standards, so development of a
reasonably large Benchmark program
should not present serious problems.

5. Finally, the programs printed contain
several errors. As well as the traditional
`misprints', the program statements
should be of the form program bench-
mark(output), to be accepted by a
standard compiler.

In conclusion, yes it is a nice idea to
have some standard Benchmarks for
Pascal but only if they are thorough and
informative.

PS - Whatever happened to case
statements and function subroutines?
Paul Farrell, Birmingham

To tackle the points in order:
1. I have always claimed that one of
Pascal's strengths is its readability. My
apologies - we now have positive proof
that it cannot be as readable as we
thought. How else can one explain the
following? Program MEMORYACCESS
(and all of the other 'short' tests) has a
10,000 step loop, within which is a
ten step loop, contained within which
is the assignment statement which we
are trying to time. Simple arithmetic
dictates therefore that the assignment
statement will execute 10 x 10,000 =
100,000 times, once for every iteration
of each for -loop. If there were a semi-
colon between the last `do' and the
`1 := j' (and this is where the readability
comes in) then the quoted figures would
be correct; but there isn't, so they
aren't.
2. This is a good point. Most character
handling routines in our PCW series
performed using library string -handling
routines and indeed we published our
own emulation of the UCSD string -
handling routines in our PCW series
`The Complete Pascal' (which is soon to
be published as a book entitled Pascal
for Programmers published by Springer-

Verlag). Since these vary considerably
both in form and in scope, there didn't
seem any way of comparing them and
it never occurred to us to descend to
character -handling per se. I accept,
however, that some types of program-
ming deal almost exclusively in charac-
ters (imagine trying to write an editor?)
and we would be pleased to hear from
Pascal programmers with this type of
experience who can suggest a brief,
effective test of these facilities.
3&4. I feel that Sue and I were frank
enough about the limitations inherent
in the ideas behind our Benchmarks
when we wrote the original Benchmark
article. These remarks are simply
Mr Farrell's own ideas for a different
type of Benchmark with a different set
of limitations.
5. There are five Pascal compilers
(commercially) available for 8 -bit micro-
computers in this country. At least one
of these will flag a compile -time error
if the 'standard' syntax is used and the
rest will certainly ignore it.
PS The CASE statement is structurally
similar to the IF- THEN -ELSE state-
ment and the function -calling mecha-
nism is similar to the standard call -by -
reference. It seems unlikely, therefore,
that a compiler -writer would be able
to find any shortcuts in implementing
these and so we could see no point in
Benchmarking them.

Finally, we would like to thank
everyone who wrote in to us. There
are still some gaps in our table which
I would be grateful if readers would
help us t( fill; we need: Pascal/M,
Pascal/MT, TCL Pascal under CP/M
or resident, Whitesmiths Pascal, UCSD
Pascal on a Z80A processor.

PASCAL BENCHMARKS
SUMMARY

Benchmark
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magnifier 3.9 0.8 6.4 0.5 2.4 0.3 2.2 9.5
forloop 42.8 9.5 74.3 6.1 29.3 3.3 26.6 119.0
whileloop 40.1 9.3 70.0 5.9 29.9 2.5 28.6 158.0
repeatloop 35.0 9.1 63.3 5.4 29.3 2.2 26.4 168.0
literalassign 49.9 11.0 88.5 6.7 30.3 3.92 29.5 149.0
memoryaccess 52.0 11.4 91.0 6.9 31.4 4.3 31.2 155.0
realarithmetic 61.7 8.7 93.0 192.9 58.0 164.0
realalgebra 40.6 6.8 83.4 127.9 53.3 156.0
vector 102.9 26.4 203.3 22.7 51.6 9.4 72.2 332.0
equalif 66.8 16.0 116.7 9.9 33.9 5.3 46.1 240.0
unequalif 65.8 15.8 115.3 9.9 33.4 5.2 45.9 231.0
noparameters 26.4 4.5 50.2 7.4 13.7 3.0 21.4 66.b
value 29.3 5.0 54.4 8.0 14.2 3.9 21.7 75.0
reference 29.7 5.0 55.3 7.9 15.0 3.9 77

maths 25.3 7.0 66.0

Table 1 Pascal Benchmarks summary. Timings are in seconds,
rounded to nearest 0.1 sec

If you have a contribution for Pascal c/o PCW, 14 Rathbone Place, London
Benchmarks, send it to Chris Sadler, W1P 1DE.
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Take a step up to your next Computer!
THE CONCEPT

How many ways are there to build an 5100 system? Not
many, and all expensive.TUSCAN changes all that.

Five S100 boards on one single board-just for
starters. Plus five extra slots for future expansion.

What a combination! Z80 and 5100 with the
TRANSAM total package of system and applications
software.

How do we do it? Our prices start at £195 and you
can build up in easy stages to a fully CP/M compatible
disc based system. Something to taink about!

THE HARDWARE
The first Z80 single board computer with integral S100
expansion. British designed to the new IEEE (8 BIT)
S100 specification, the TUSCAN offers total system
flexibility. A flexibility available now.

The board holds the equivalent of a Z80 cpu card,
8k ram, 8k rom video and I/O cards with 5 spare
S100 expansion slots and offers a price/performance
ratio which is hard to beat.

Just compare our price with a commercial S100 ten
slot motherboard with this specification.

THE SOFTWARE
TUSCAN offers the user the choice of system monitor,
editor, resident 8k basic, resident Pascal compiler or full
CP/M disk operating system. All options are upwards

compatible and fully supported with applications
software. Both 51/4" and 8" drives are supported in
double density.

THE PACKAGE
TUSCAN is available in kit form or assembled. With
several hardware and software options to suit your
requirements and budget. Attractive desk top case also
available holds 2 x 51/4" Drives.

TEA1NAM
NOBODY DOES IT BETTER!

Send to Transam Components Ltd., 59/61 Theobald's Road, London WC1.

I am interested in the TUSCAN Z80 based single board computer
with S100 expansion and enclose a S.A.E. for further details.

Name

Address

1

Telephone

L
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CALCULATOR CORNER
Dick Pountain tests Hewlett Packard's problem solver.

Introduced to the UK in November
1979, the HP 34C is Hewlett Packard's
latest programmable calculator, though
inevitably it has been somewhat over-
shadowed by the remarkable alpha-
numeric 41C. While the HP 34C is an
altogether more modest (and much
cheaper) machine, it has some features
which will endear it to the mathe-
matically -involved user.
As one would expect, the 34C is very
well -made and finished, in a strong
ABS case and large, positive, 'click'
keys with sloping lower surfaces which
bear a second function symbol.

Power is supplied by a battery pack
which can be recharged without removal
by plugging in the supplied AC adapter.
The calculator may be used on AC
while recharging. A fully -charged pack
allows about three hours of continuous
operation.

The suffix C denotes that the 34C
has continuous memory, ie, memory
contents are retained when switched
off. No bulk storage by cassette tape
or magnetic card is provided so atten-
tion must be given to the state of
battery charge, as it must to good docu-
mentation of programs. Programs in the
calculator are safe for around one
month without recharging.

The display, surprisingly, is a tradi-
tional red LED 10 -digit affair with
no frills; a pity that an LCD unit, as
on 41C, could not have been adopted

to prolong battery life.

Memory
The 34C has its memory allocated as
follows: 70 lines of program and 20
data storage registers, plus four stack
registers, a 'last x' register and the 'I'
register for indirect operations. Program
data and I registers are continuous; the
others are lost on power off.

More than 70 lines of program
memory may be used by repartitioning
the memory; this task is handled auto-
matically in a very straightforward
fashion. As the seventy-first program
line is entered, a data register (R.9 the
highest numbered) is converted into
seven extra program registers. Data
registers are converted as required, from
the top, until a maximum of 210
program lines are accommodated, leav-
ing only the I register for data storage.

To check how many data registers
are left at any point, one presses the
MEM command which displays the high-
est program line number and highest
memory free. Simple, effective and
much less confusing than messing
around with partitions.

Functions
The 34C has a useful set of scientific
functions including trig and their
inverses (but no hyberbolics), exponen-
tials, roots, reciprocals, factorials, rec-
tangular to polar, degrees to radians,
sexagemisal conversions, FRAC, INT
and ABS. In addition to these usual
functions are some useful statistical
ones; I +, E-, standard deviation,
mean, linear estimate and correlation
coefficient, and linear regression. The

two final tours de force are SOLVE
and integrate, about which more later.

These functions are accessed by a
deceptively simple -looking 30 -key
board, by making almost all the keys
serve no less than four functions. To
this end, three shift keys labelled f, g
and h are provided.

The display formats are fixed point,
scientific and engineering and the dis-
play status is in continuous memory.

As expected from HP, the 34C
operates in Reverse Polish Notation and
the excellent 300 page manual lays
heavy stress on the full use of the stack,
including the stack -fill technique and
Homer's method for reducing poly-
nominals to nested first order
expressions.

Programming
All the necessary instructions for full
programmability are provided; that is to
say, conditional and unconditional bran-
ching, register arithmetic (including
multiply and divide), six levels of sub-
routine, loop control and flags and
indirect operations. In true HP style,
no less than eight conditionals are avail-
able: x<y, x>y, x*y, x=y, x<0, x>0,
x40, x=0. Four flags with set and test
are provided.

The destination of jumps is either a
numeric label 0-9, or to an absolute
address stored in the I register. In addi-
tion, two user -defined keys A and B can
be used as labels to execute programs
from the keyboard. If more than two
programs are stored, the remainder are
executed by GSB and the numeric label
of the start. GTO.nnn sends control to
line nnn without executing the program
and is useful in editing.

The loop control functions ISG and
DSE are of the sophisticated multi
argument variety, with start value, test
value and increment value, as on the
41C. They work only on the contents
of the I register, as do the indirect
commands which include STO, RCL,
STO + etc., GOTO, and GSB.

Program editing is straightforward
with automatic insertion and manual
delete. The only gripe here is that both
back and forward step are shifted func-
tions requiring two keystrokes. Program
steps are well displayed with a three
digit line number separated from the
instruction code. When keying in, the
step just entered is displayed and all
instructions are fully merged to
occupy one line.

In short, the 34C has features to
allow program structures as sophistica-
ted as those of the TI -59, Casio 502 or
the HP 41C. The only criticism in this
area is the slow speed of execution. For
my Benchmark I, the 34C took 67 secs,
as opposed to 36 sec for the TI 59 and
7 sec for the Casio.

Solve and
integrate
These two special features of the 34C
have been widely advertised by Hewlett-
Packard and will recommend the
machine to mathematicians and
engineers.

They are hard wired routines, execut-
able by a single keystroke. SOLVE
finds zeros of a function defined in a
users subroutine. 'Integrate' evaluates
definite integrals of the function by a
rather sophisticated numerical method.

To use SOLVE you first write a sub-
routine which evaluates f(x). Then enter
two estimates of x between which you
wish to find a root of f(x)=0. Then on
pressing f SOLVE, the calculator will
search for and evaluate the desired
root. If no such root exists in the range,
the routine may find a minimum or an
asymptote if such exist. In this case, an
Error message results and values are left
in the X, Y and Z registers, which
enable further analysis. SOLVE may be
used in a program, in which case it acts
as a conditional test causing a branch if
x is not a root.

fy or integrate is used in a similar
wayx, entering the upper and lower limits
of integration and pressing f g. The
value of the integral is displayed and its
range of uncertainty is stored in the Y -
register. This latter is a nice touch which
put this routine a cut above the Simp-
son's Rule programs which are available
for other calculators. You can specify
the level of accuracy of your function
by using FIX n to limit the number of '
decimal places computed. Integrate will
then calculate the integral to this degree
of uncertainty, choose its own number
of iterations. Obviously a less certain
result is more quickly calculated, often
remarkably so. Integrate can be used in
programs and in a subroutine used by
SOLVE, but cannot be used recursively
to calculate multiple integrals.

Both these routines are more sophis-
ticated than the usual ones found in
calculator program libraries. They are
rather slow in operation, often taking
several minutes to evaluate an integral
to high accuracy. Nevertheless, having
them permanently on tap should be
attractive to the right sort of user.
At around £83, the HP 34C is compet-
ing with the TI -38C and the Casio
fx-502p, both of which have continuous
memory and more of it.

However, particularly among the
scientific community, the Hewlett
Packard name and quality reputation
exact a price premium which overrides
such strict value -for -money considera-
tions. With the undoubtedly useful
SOLVE and 'integrate' facilities, it will
find many users in the laboratory and
lecture theatre. I found it a pleasant
machine to use, well documented and
presented, but rather slow.

Benchmark No. HP 34C HP 41C TI -59 Casio 502
I (store and recall) 67 31 36 7
II (multiply) 98 32 54 13
III (cos) 170 49 76 53
IV (log) 105 34 51 32

The Benchmarks consist of 100 loops of the functionindicated. Times are in seconds
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Epson MK 70
- The budget version of the MX80 that
must be what everybody has been waiting
for. A quality printer from the world's
largest print head manufacturer.

* 80 characters per second (Uni-directional)
* 9 x 7 matrix (63 dots maximum per character)
* 80 or 40 characters per line * LF and FF
(other details as MX80 (see below) except no VT.

AN UNBELIEVABLE £279 + VAT

Compukit V.'s7DRIVES
0 1'er with up to 32k RAM expansion,1x

free
tit oe70.049arnes

,:)......70,01 I.,

cSSSVAL
disc

0.4

' 9 Digit extended Basic
* Plugs straight into 8k Compukit requires
no hardware mods. (5v.5A required for 610)

610 Expansion (8k) ONLY £159 + VAT
Disc Drive with DOS ONLY £285 + VATAL

nEc Spinwriter TVI Terminal

SYrI

Seikosha GP8O

4

4441""ftiviam../

- for the
professional
word processing
system

£1390 + VAT

Model 5510 - RS232, Model 5530
Centronics 8 bit par. NEC's high quality
printer uses a print "thimble" that has
less diam. and inertia than a daisy wheel.
(128 ASCII chrs.) *5 copies *Friction or
Tractor fed *55 chrs. per second.

NEW

80 COLUMN 32k

ONLY £825 + VAT
Standard Large
Keyboard
16k - £499 + VAT
32k - £559 + VAT

Very popular for home &
business, using 8k Microsoft
Basic in ROM. Both models are
with new improved keyboard and all with
green screen. Extra Cassette Deck £55 +VAT

- IDEAL FOR HOBBYIST & EDUCATION
Complete range of Interfaces available

*Tractor Feed *80 column
*One needle dot matrix *5x7 matrix
*128 Characters *ASCII *30 chs second
"80 chrs or extended per line * 12 lines
per inch *6 lines per inch (9 for graphics)
*5 lines per sec. (7.5 for graphics) *Pin
Feed "Up to 8" plain paper *3 copies

Model GP80 ONLY £250 + VAT

FULLY
INTELLIGENT
TERMINAL

11011°t with dual inteny,sity,
'24 x 80 displa

blinking, reversed,
underline and protected fields *96 ASCII
characters (upper and lower case)
*Separate numeric keypad *Auto repeat

TVI 912C ONLY £475 + VAT

MK 8C)
- COMPLETE RANGE OF INTERFACES
TANDY, SHARP, PET, APPLE, etc.

- with true descenders, tractor feed & optional friction feed
* 9x9 dot matrix Logic Seeking * Bi-directional
* 96 ASCII Characters " 64 Graphics and 8
International Characters Centronics I/P with
optional RS232 and IEEE 488 * Four print
densities 40, 80, 66 or 132 columns * Multiple
type fonts Self Test * Self Diagnostics
*Buzzer for end of paper and bell code error

Tractor Version £359 +VAT
Tractor and Friction £399 + VAT

Oki microline 80
Small, light,
quiet matrix
printer.

toy 40, 80 or
132 cols.

6 or 8 lines per inch.
96 ASCII + 64 graphics character set
with Centronics compatible interface

ONLY £329 + VAT
RS232 version available.

1

4

Olympia ESW I00
- LOW COST DAISY

UCH )WHEEL PRINTER

alumminsaierL', At last a quality
daisy wheel
pprriicnetse.r at matrix

*96 character set 10, 12, 15 pitch and
proportional spacing * Up to 13" paper
width * Centronics Interface

ONLY £836 + VAT

Base 2 MODEL 850B with
2k Fifo Buffer

80 col. High
Performance Impact

Printer -
Suitable
for most
Micro's

Features inc:
*Friction & Tractor

RS232 ,20mA, IEEE 488 &
Centronics I/O *15 Baud rates to

9600 * 100 chs per sec - bidirectional

Model 850BON LY £399 + VAT

Centronics 737
LETTER QUALITY PRINTER

Dot Matrix: 7 x 9 Paper Handling: 3 way
* Pitch: 5, 10 or 16 characters per inch
* Speed: 80 characters per second proportional/
50 characters per second monospaced
* Line Length: 40, 80 or 132 characters
* Standard Interface: Parallel

ONLY £349 + VAT

micro
Poi Meals

PMITRECREST LIMITED)
SALES HOTLINE
0256 56468 also i

FULL SERVICE BACKUP - FULL DETAILS ON REQUEST INCLUDING PRINTOUT
Please add VAT @ 15% Carriage extra,will advise at time of order.Official orders welcome

61 NEW MARKET SQUARE, BASINGSTOKE, HAMPSHIRE
Telephone: Basingstoke (0256) 56468 (4 lines) Telex: 858757

Buy in confidence. If on receipt of your order the goods do not meet with your
satisfaction, return within 7 days for full refund. Credit facilities arranged.

DISCOUNTS: Attractive quantity discounts for OEM, Educational & Dealers
n association with O.S.I. COMPUTERS, ESHER, SURREY. Telephone: 0372 62071

Ayr APO 
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Alan Sutcliffe examines the underlying patterns
in mathematical pastimes relating to the knight's move.

The moves a knight can make on a
chess board are a rich source of mathe-
matical pastimes. In 1512 Guarini put
two white knights on the top corner
squares of a 3 x 3 chess board and two
black knights on the bottom corner
squares. He asked what was the smallest
number of moves in which the pieces
could be interchanged, the black pieces
to the top corner squares and the white
ones to the bottom corners.

One of the most discussed of all
puzzles is the tour of a single knight
to every square of the chess board,
visiting each square just once and
returning to its starting point. Euler
was working on this in the 1750s - he
is the same man who had figured out
the famous problem of the bridges of
Konigburg some 20 years earlier.

The puzzle I am going to describe
here concerns the shortest path a knight
can take from one square to another.
What is the smallest number of knight's
moves that are needed to get from any
square to any other square on a 5 x 5
chess board? Generalising it to boards of
different sizes will be left to you.

Figure 1 shows the least number of
moves needed by a knight starting from
a corner square to reach any other
square. There are three squares that can-
not be reached in fewer than four
moves, all - as it happens - along the
diagonal. No square needs more than
four moves.

There are five other distinct possible
starting points: all others are equivalent
to these by rotation and reflection.
Similar arrays can easily be made for
each of these five cases and Figure 2
shows them in various states of comple-
tion. You are invited to fill in the
remaining cells. You will find that in no
case are more than four moves necessary.

Here is the terminology I shall use in
discussing this puzzle:
Board The 5 x 5 board of squares;
Square or cell a single square on this
board;
Move a knight's move in chess, one
square orthogonally then one square
diagonally;
Trip a sequence of one or more moves
from one cell to another;
Value (of a cell) the least number of
moves to reach the cell from the
starting point;
Generation all the cells on a board with
the same value; the first generation is
all those with value 1, and so on.

The procedure for calculating all the
values on a board for a given starting
point is straightforward. The first step
is to mark with value 1 all those cells
which can be reached in one move from
the start square, which is marked 0.

The second step is to take each of these
squares just marked in the first genera-
tion and mark with value 2 all those
cells which can be reached in one
further move, except for those which
have already been given a value.
This step is then repeated for each
succeeding generation until all the
squares have been marked. This all
seems straightforward and you might
think that writing a program to do it
was hardly worth talking about. Cer-
tainly there are no deep principles or
difficult ideas involved. Nevertheless,
this innocent puzzle is like a small
jewel box: open it, set about solving
it by program, and there are all these
tiny fascinating questions.

2

3

2

3
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3 2 3 4

2 3 2 3

1 4 3 2

4 1 2 3

3 2 3 2

Fig 1 Least number of knight's moves
needed starting from a corner square.

Notice, for example, that towards
the end, for the last one or two
generations, it would be more efficient
to invert the procedure and look at
each remaining cell in turn to see if it
could be reached in one move from a
cell in the last generation. If you
completed the squares in Figure 2,
you have made this switch in method
without even thinking about it. With
only one cell left unmarked you can
simply see that it can be reached in one
more move. No need to look at every
cell in the last generation to see where
they lead to.

This typifies one of the common
problems in programming. A task may
be so trivial for a human to perform
with pencil and paper that the method
used is hardly thought about, while to
write a program to do the same thing
automatically turns out to be awkward.
Turning back now to the main puzzle,
there are, as is often the case, items
to be selected, moves to be made, or
conditions to be met which are easy
to do by hand and eye but tricky to
turn into code.

The problems here are:
1. Selecting the squares in the genera-
tion just produced as the starting points
for the next generation. Visually, it is
not necessary to inspect each square to

see if it is one of those with the right
value as the eye picks them out without
the need for any apparent thought;
2 To list the squares that can be
reached from a given one in a knight's
move is trickier by program than it is
by hand;
3. Ensuring that the squares that are
one move away are within the area of
the board may not even be noticed as
a problem by a human solver but a pro-
gram is certain to need to test for this.

I have written two programs to list
the number of moves needed to reach
any square from a given starting point.
The different approaches and methods
vary in the quantities of code, storage
and processor time they need. This may
not matter for these smallish programs
but they are often important factors,
especially when a small machine is being
used. For larger problems they can
make the difference between being able
to solve it or not on your computer.

There are no best solutions, however.

1 . 1 .

1 . . . 1

2 . 2 . 2

1 2 1 . .

2 2 1 2

O . 2

. 2 1 2

3 2 3 2 3

. 1 2 1. .

1 2 3 2 1

2 3 0 3 2

1 2 3 2 1

4 1 2 1 4

1 2 3 2 1

2 3 11 3
2

1 2 3 2 1

4 1 2 1 4

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig 2 Partly completed arrays for the
other five possible starting squares.
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It all depends on what resource you are
most keen to save: programming effort,
storage space or running time. And
usually there are trade-offs as less use of
one resource entails more use of
another.

-2

2 -1 2 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 1 -1 -1
01-1 -1 -1 -1

-2

Fig 3 Data structure for program A
during the second generation.

In program A I have concentrated on
simplicity of coding, with liberal use of
memory and reasonable but somewhat
wasteful effect on run time. The approa-
ches to the three problems stated above
are:
Al For each generation of starting
squares, the whole 5 x 5 board is
scanned for cells with the right value.
Inefficient, but simple to code;
A2 For the knight's moves from a given
square, a table of eight pairs of relative
coordinates is used. These are added in
turn to the position of the base cell to
give all those that can be reached from
it in one move;
A3 The 5 x 5 board is embedded in a
9 x 9 board so that there is a border of
two squares all round. These border
squares are initially set to a different
value to those in the inner board: this is
the simplest way of testing for moves
that go off the board.

I counts through
1st generation

4,_ N = 5

Fig 4 Data structure for program B
at the same point.

How this works out in detail can be
seen by looking through program A.

In program B the following methods
are used for the three problems:
B1 Instead of scanning the 5 x 5 array
for cells with the current value, a list is
kept of cells in the order in which values
are allocated to them and grouped by
value. There is a pointer to the first cell

with each value;
B2 To generate the knight's moves
from a given square, code replaces the
list of relative coordinates;
B3 Similarly, to test whether a square is
off the board, logic is used rather than
the border of squares.

These different approaches can be
adopted independently. However,
having an array of cells to scan as in Al
works naturally with having border cells
as in A3. A mixed method, with a list of
cells as in B1 and an array correspond-
ing to the same cells as in Al but with-
out the border squares, is quite work-
able. The method of generating the
knight's moves does not affect the way
the other problems are solved.

Now let us turn to some possible
refinements. First there is the possibility
already mentioned of switching the
method of scanning for the last genera-
tion or two. This is not relevant to
method B1 because the cells to be used
are already listed and in any case there
is no representation in this method of
the cells which have still to be allocated
values: they are simply the ones that are
not yet on the list.

The point at which it is advantageous
to switch to the alternative scan is
when there are fewer cells left to be
given values than there are in the genera-
tion just completed. This is easy enough
to test for. A new counter is needed for
the number of cells in the current
generation while the number of cells
remaining is 25-M. These should be
compared at the end of each generation,
that is after statement 440 in program
A. A piece of code is then needed,
modelled on statements 320 to 440.
The statement corresponding to 340
is altered to test for equality with -1,
indicating a square not yet allocated a
value. The statement corresponding to
380 is altered to test for equality with
N-1, indicating a cell in the last genera-
tion. The saving is small, even if a larger

board were being dealt with, but it
serves to illustrate the kind of refine-
ment possible.

Programs A and B are almost the
same length. The main loop in A is only
half the length of that in B, including
the subroutine but not the print state-
ments. The code in A is easy to follow.
In B the code to generate the knight's
moves is more opaque - it just happens
to work. The main difference between
the programs is the way the data is
organised - an array in A and a list in
B. This is illustrated in Figures 3 and 4
which shows the state of the data at
the same point part way through the
second generation of cells.

Symmetries
There is another kind of saving that a
human might make in solving this pro-
blem, by taking advantage of different
kinds of symmetry. The 5 x 5 arrays
contain two sorts of redundant infor-
mation. First, some of the arrays have
an axis of symmetry. Figure 5 shows
these for the six cases of Figures 1 and
2. The array in Figure 1, for example,
is symmetrical about the diagonal
through the start cell. It is only neces-
sary to compute the values for the cells
along the diagonal and on one side of it:
those on the other side can simply be
copied. They are all needed because a
path to a cell on one side of the axis of
symmetry may go to a cell on the other
side. In Figure 1, for example, the cell
value 2 in the middle of the bottom row
can only be reached in two moves via
the 1 cell in the other half of the array.

In the six arrays there are four
different kinds of symmetry, including
none in the second array. This is
reduced to three kinds as it will be
shown in the next section that the sixth
array need not be computed. This still
leaves code to be written to distinguish
the cases, and further code for the

100 DIM A(9,9), B(8), C(8) A is main board, B & C are relative coordinates
110 A = -2 Set all cells to value for border
120 B(1) = 1 Set 1st four relative X coordinates
130 B(2) = 2
140 = 2

0

150 B(4B(3)) = 1
160 C(1) = 2 Set 1st four relative Y coordinates
170 C(2) = 1
180 C(3) = -1
190 C(4) = -2
200 FOR I = 1T04 Copy the 2nd four from the 1st
210 B(I+4) = -B(I) for the X coordinates and
220 C(I+4) = -Ca) for the Y coordinates
230 NEXT I
240 FOR I = 3T07 Set all cells in the 5 x 5 board to -1
250 FOR J = 3T07 leaving the border cells at -2
260 A(I,J) = -1
270 NEXT J
280 NEXT I
290 A(3,3) = 0 Set the start cell to zero
300 M = 1 Initialise the number of cells set
310 N = 1 Set the value for the current generation
320 FOR I = 3T07 Search the 5 x 5 board for cells
330 FOR J = 3T07 with the value of the last generation
340 IF A(I,J) <> N-1 THEN 430 Jump if not correct value
350 FOR K = 1T08 Loop for 8 possible Knight's moves
360 X=B (K) + I Set absolute X
370 Y=C (K) +J and Y coordinates

1

380 IF A(X,Y) <>-1 THEN 420 Is this cell within the 5 x 5 board & not yet set
390 A(X,Y) = N Set it to the value for this generation
400 M=M+1 Increment the count of cells set
410 IF M=25 THEN 470 Test if all cells are set
420 NEXT K End of loop for 8 Knight's moves
430 NEXT J End of loops for search
440 NEXT I of 5 x 5 board
450 N=N+1 Increment generation value
460 GOTO 320 Return for next generation
470 PRINT "MAX VAL = "; N Print maximum trip length for this start point
480 PRINT A Print all the final values
490 END

Program A
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500 DIM R(25), S(25), T(10)
510 L=1
520 N=1
530 R(1) = 1
540 S(1) - 1
550 T(1) - 1
560 T(2) = 2
570 FOR I=T(L)TOT(L+1)-1
580 P=1
590 Q=2
600 U=R(I)
610 V=S(I)
620 FOR J -0T03
630 X-U+P
640 Y-V+Q
650 GOSUB 800
660 X=U-P
670 Y=V-Q
680 GOSUB 800
690 P=P+J-2
700 Q-Q-J-
710 NEXT J
720 NEXT I
730 L=L+1
740 T(L+1)=N+1

750 GOTO 570
800 IF X<1 THEN 920
810 IF X>5 THEN 920
820 IF Y<1 THEN 920
830 IF Y>5 THEN 920
840 FOR K=1TON
850 IF R(K) <> X THEN 870
860 IF S(K) =Y THEN 920
870 NEXT K
880 N=N+1
890 R(N) = X
900 S(N) = Y
910 IF N=25 THEN 930
920 RETURN
930 PRINT "MAX VAL - "; L
940 PRINT R,S,T
950 END

R & S list cells, T is pointers to R & S
Set pointer to current position in T
Index of last entry made in R & S
X and
Y coordinates of start point
Pointer to 1st item in R & S
Pointer to start of 1st generation in R & S
Main loop fora generation: only 1 item 1st time
Start values for relative X and
Y coordinates
Copy X and
Y coordinates and base cell
Loop to generate relative coordinates
Set absolute X and
Y coordinates
Test if this cell is on the board & not yet set
Set 2nd set of
absolute coordinates
Test these
Increment relative X and
Y coordinates
End of loop for coordinates
End of main loop
Increment L for next generation
Enter pointer for start of next generation in
R & S
Return for next generation
Subroutine to test cell coordinates
Is X coordinate on the board
Same test for the
Y coordinate
Loop to test if this cell has already been set
If X coordinate is different, next entry
If Y coordinate is the same, cell already set
Next item in list
Cell not yet set: increment pointer
Put new X and
Y coordinates in the list
If all cells set go to print results.
Return to main program

Program B
diagonal and vertical symmetries. A lot
of effort for rather small return. On
larger boards there will be relatively
fewer arrays with symmetry, so that
even here the saving will not be great.
The second kind of symmetry arises
from the fact that in the set of cases for
all six starting points, most paths appear
twice: once for each end, if the end cells
are of different sorts. For example, in
Figure 1, to get from a corner square to
the centre takes four moves. In Figure
2(e) it takes four moves to get from

0

0

0

Fig 5 Axes of symmetry for the six
arrays of Fig 1 and 2.

the centre of a corner square. The only
routes which are not duplicated are
those which begin and end on the same
kind of square. In Figure 1 again, the
route from corner to opposite corner is
not repeated elsewhere. To take advan-
tage of this kind of symmetry would

-2 -

-2 -2

-1

0 -2 -2

Fig 6 Start points already used set
as being off the board.

also need a lot of code, more than the
saving would justify unless a very large
board is being solved. There is one small
easy saving to be made. On the 5 x 5
board, all the routes to the centre
square shown in Figure 2(e) have
already appeared in earlier arrays.
Except, strictly, for the path from the
centre square to itself, a route of zero
length, requiring 0 moves. Thus there is
no need to compute the values for this
sixth array.

To implement this saving more
generally, the following method might
be tried. Each square of a kind that has
already been used as a starting cell for
an array should be blanked out. In
terms of Program A this is achieved
simply by setting these cells with value
-2 so that they are considered to be off
the board. This is shown in Figure 6
for the array corresponding to Figure
2(b). However this method does not
work, for a reason similar to that men-
tioned for the first kind of symmetry.
The squares that have been blanked off
will be needed as intermediate points
on the paths to other squares. It is only
when the array is complete that the
values in these squares can be discarded.
Not much saving in that, but it is the

kind of improvement that should be
considered even if it is rejected.

Generaisalion
It has already been suggested that
these programs can be generalised to
deal with larger boards. But before that
we should put in a loop to set up the
different start squares automatically.

3 2
0 3

Fig 7 Central squares on a 6x6 board.

This could be done just be setting the
coordinates explicitly. In terms of
program A this is done in statement
290 A(3,3)=0 then A(4,3)=0,
A(5,3)=0 A(4,4)=0 and A(5,4)=0. But
since we want to extend this to the
general case it is better to generate these
values by program:
290 FOR G=3T04
292 FOR H=GTO5
294 A(G.H)=0

482 NEXT H
484 NEXT G

This leaves one last awkwardness in
generalising to any size of square board.
Odd and even sizes differ slightly. With
an even -sided board there is no centre
square but a set of four central squares,
as shown in Figure 7 for a 6 x 6 board.
It is not possible to omit the array
starting at one of these squares without
a bit more thought. Not all the paths
from such a square will have been dealt
with in earlier arrays. But the only cases
not covered are trips from one central
square to another. The moves needed
are also shown in Figure 7. Let us, for
the sake of discussion, not rely on this
always being the case. The outer loop
for the 6 x 6 board would then be
290 FOR G = 3T05
292 FOR H = GTO5

To generalise this further to cope
with both odd and even boards, the
following code is needed:
290 INPUT D Board size
292 E-INT (D/2)+2 Half board size

rounded down 42
294 F-INT (D/2+0.5)+2 Half board size

rounded up +2
296 FOR G-3 TO E The 2 loops
298 FOR H -G TO F as before.

Various statements throughout the
program would need to be changed to
use D, the length of the side of the
board. For example, the test for comp-
letion of the array would become
410 IF M=D* D THEN 470
The dimensions of A would have to be
increased to allow for the largest board
that was to be solved. Similar amend-
ments would be needed in program B.

GOTO page 146
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PACK IT IN
by Roger Morgan, Joan Rosell and John McMullan

Most microcomputers are able to store
large volumes of data on magnetic
media such as cassettes or floppy disks.
Nevertheless, when used for automatic
data collection, even the largest cassettes
or disks can be too small. This article
describes a method for improving the
storage capacity for numerical data.
The specific examples are intended for
the PET but it is easy to adapt them for
any Basic -speaking microcomputer.

Numbers are usually stored as strings
of numeric characters, which can in-
clude the numbers 0 to 9, the sign, the
decimal point and the exponent E, and
they are terminated by a terminator
character, such as a new line. Such
storage is provided very simply by the
Basic interpreter by means of a state-
ment such as 10 PRINT 1, X. In
mathematical terms this is known as
counting in base ten.

It is possible to represent numbers
by counting in bases other than ten.
Computers count in binary or base two,
using symbols 0 and 1. Assembler code
usually counts in hexadecimal, using 0
to 9 and A to F. In fact, any integer
base is permissible provided that one
has enough distinctive symbols. The
advantage of using a higher base than
ten is that it allows one to represent a
bigger range of numbers with a given
number of characters. To make this
clearer, let us consider the problem of
representing positive whole numbers.
In decimal counting, a two -character
number has a maximum value of 99. In
binary characters, the maximum is 3
(11). If one goes to a higher base, such
as 16, the maximum rises to 255.
Generally, the maximum integer which
can be represented by C characters

BCwhen counting in base B is- 1.
For the present purpose, the advan-

tage of counting in bases higher than
ten is that it allows one to use fewer
characters to store numbers of a given
range. Once again, let us make this
clearer by studying the problem of
storing positive whole numbers. Let us
imagine that an experiment produces
results over the range 0 to 4095, as
might result from a 12 -bit A/D con-
verter. In decimal notation, this can
require up to four characters, plus a
terminator character. If instead one
chooses to count in base 64, one needs
only two characters plus a terminator.
Thus the number of characters is
reduced from five to three. Indeed, if
one decides to insist that all numbers
should be two characters`long, one can
do without the terminator altogether,
reducing the character count to two.
This last step is almost always bene-
ficial because, though it apparently
`wastes' a character for numbers from
0 to 63, this wasting is not really a
waste because one would have needed
two characters anyway, the number
and the terminator.

As an example of the benefits of
such, an approach to storing large
volumes of data, consider Program 1.

A random whole number is generated,
with value between 0 and 4095, by line
20. It is then divided up into two parts,
the first representing 'sixty -fours' and

1 LET 0=32
10 DIM M(1000),C$(1000
20 LET R=INT(RND(1)#64 64)
30 LET R1=INT(R/64)
40 LET R2=R-(64#R1)
50 PRINT R,R1,R2,
60 LET M(C)=R
100 LET A$=CHRI(R1+0)
110 LET 14=CHRS(R2+0)
120 PRINT A$;B$;"
130 LET C$(C)=A$+B$
140 PRINT C$(C)
200 LET C=C+1
220 IF C=1000 OUTO 290
250 00TO 20
290 PRINT
300 OPEN 1,1,1
310 FOR C=0 TO 999
320 PRINT#1,M(C)
330 PRINT M(C),
340 NEXT C
350 CLOSE 1
355 PRINT
360 OPEN 1,1,1
370 FOR C=0 TO 999
380 PRINT#1,C$(C);
390 PRINT C$(C),
400 LET A$=LEFTS(C$(C) 1)
410 LET B$=RIGHT$<C$(C ,1)
420 PRINT A$,B$,
430 LET R1=ASC(A$)-0
440 LET R2=ASC(11)-0
450 LET R=(R1#64)+R2
460 PRINT R
470 NEXT C
500 CLOSE 1
600 STOP

Program 1

the second representing 'units', by
lines 30 and 40, and then for interest
and illustration, the original number
and its two divided parts are printed
out in ordinary decimal notation by
line 50. The two parts are now given a
character representation and the ob-
vious ones to use are 64 characters of
the ASCII set, starting at 0. Unfor-
tunately the characters 0 to 31 are
unprintable in the sense that they are
control characters rather than screen
symbols, so they are somewhat diffi-
cult to follow; it makes better sense to
use the 64 characters starting at 32
(space) and ending at 96 (backward
arrow). All these characters are prin-
table, so it becomes easy to display
them for interest and illustration;
this is done by line 120. Next comes
one of the useful features of Basic
character facilities, the ability to add
strings to form longer ones. This is
done in line 130, forming a string
which when printed by line 140, should
look identical to the pair of characters
printed by line 120.

The above has accomplished the
essential encoding of the numbers, and
has also stored the results of encoding
in the arrays M(C) and C$(C). Lines
300 to 350 record the 1000 numbers
on to cassette tape using the conven-
tional decimal system with a newline
as the terminator, also displaying the
numbers to ensure correct operation.
Lines 360 to 500 record the numbers
in their encoded two -character form,
without a terminator, and also display
the two -character string, the two
separate single -character parts, and the

decimal number equivalent, again to
satisfy oneself that the system really is
working.

When this program was run on a
PET, the recording of the first batch
of data, from line 300 to line 350, was
fourid to take 4 min 25 sec, while the
second batch in its encoded form,
including the time taken to decode for
display on the screen, took only 2m
45s. Thus there is an appreciable saving
of time in recording. More significantly,
when the two batches of data were
replayed through an ordinary audio
tape recorder, the decimal batch took
up 3m 57s of tape, while the encoded
batch took only lm 20s, almost exactly
one third of the tape.

1 DIM A(1000),D 000:
2 LET 0=32
10 OPEN 1,1,0
15 PRINT "FOUND DATA'
20 FOR C=0 TO 999
30 INPUT#1,A(0)
40 PRINT A(C),
50 NEXT C
60 CLOSE 1

100 PRINT "TO 00 ON PRESS KEYRNDRET"
105 INPUT 2$
110 OPEN 1,1,0
115 PRINT "FOUND DATE"
120 FOR C=0 TO 999
130 GET#1,A$
140 GET#1,B$
160 LET RI=AEC<A$)-0
170 LET R2=ASC(B$)-0
180 LET D(C)-(RI*64)+R2
190 PRINT D(C),
200 NEXT C
210 CLOSE 1
220 PRINT "TO VERIFY PRESS KEY AND RET"
225 INPUT 2$
230 FOR 0=0 TO 999
240 IF A(C)0D(0) THEN PRINT 'ERROR ",C
245 IF A(C)=D(C) THEN PRINT C;" OK"
250 NEXT C
260 PRINT "DONE"
300 STOP

Program 2

Having recorded the data, it is neces
sary to write a decoding program for
recalling it - see Program 2, which also
checks that the system has worked.
Lines 10 to 60 recall the decimal -
recorded numbers and put them into
array A(C). Lines 110 to 210 recall
the encoded numbers, decode them and
put the results into array D(C). Finally
lines 230 to 260 compare the two arrays
and notify any mistakes. When this
program was run, the recall of the first
batch took 4m 30s, the second batch
took 2m 15s and there were no errors.
Thus the system saves recalling time as
well.

Having succeeded in our initial aim,
it is tempting to push the idea as far as
it will go, by counting in the highest
base available to us. With the PET and
most other microcomputers, the maxi-
mum number of different characters is
256, so it should be possible to count
with this as base. This makes a very
useful facility for 8 -bit A/D converters,
which have a range of positive integer
outputs from 0 to 255, allowing each
measurement to be stored with only a
single character. As mentioned earlier,
some of the characters are unprintable,
but this does not prevent their use on
tape. The program might then be very
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10 DIM m(wea)
20 LET R=1NT(RND(1)#254)
30 PRINT R.
40 LET M(C)=R
50 LET C=C+1
60 IF C=1000 OOTO 90
70 GUTO 20
90 PRINT
100 OPEN 1,1,1,"D8TA254"
110 FOR C=0 TO 999
120 PRINT#LM(C)
130 PRINT M(C),
140 NEXT C
150 CLOSE 1
155 PRINT
160 OPEN 1,1,1,"D8TB254"
170 FOR C:=0 TO 999
172 IF M(C><9 THEN 3=1
174 IF M(C))=9 THEN 3=2
180 LET AS=CHPVM(C)+J)
190 PRINT#1,A$J
200 PRINT WC),
210 NEXT C
220 CLOSE 1

230 STOP

Program 3

simple; the main job of encoding would
be done by a line such as
10 LET A$ = CHRS (X)

Attempts to use such an approach
met with some unexpected faults. The
symbol corresponding to CHRS (p), the
ASCII character NUL, caused the pro-
gram to crash during recall, for reasons
which are by no means clear. Fortu-
nately, it is easy to avoid the problem
by changing the program line to
10 LET A$= CHR$ (X+1)

This allows the program to store and
recall the number (I without crashing,
but also restricts the largest number to
254 instead of 255, an acceptable limi-
tation. A further problem produced
the rather bizarre effect of missing a

number whenever it had the value 9
(corresponding to CHR$ (1l), the
ASCII character LF or line feed). This
could have been avoided by adding 10
to every number, but since this would
restrict the maximum number to 245
it was felt to be extravagant. Instead,
the inelegant procedure was adopted of
adding 1 to the number if it was less
than 9, and 2 to the number otherwise.
This restricts the maximum to 253.

Program 3 generates random num-
bers from 0 to 253, records them in
the usual decimal notation, and then
records them again in coded form. When
tested on a PET, the recording of the
first batch of data took 3m 40s, and
the second took 1m 50s. Playing back
through an audio tape recorder, the first
batch occupied 3m 20 s and the second
batch 50s, representing a tape saving of
a factor of four. Recalling the numbers
using Program 4 took 3m 50s for the
first batch and lm 40s for the second
batch, with no errors. Thus this is a
very satisfactory system.

Up to now we have dealt with whole
numbers only. Some types of data
recording systems can produce decimal
fractions and it would be useful to
devise ways of handling them. The
simplest way is probably to multiply
them up to a whole number, possibly
rounding or truncating where appro-
priate. Alternatively, it would be
possible to encode the figures before
the decimal point and after the decimal
point as separate entities, imitating what
is already done in ordinary decimal

10 DIM W1000),B<1000)
20 OPEN 1,1,0,"DAT8254"
30 FOR C=0 TO 999
40 INPUT#1,R<C)
50 PRINT WC),
60 NEXT C
70 PRINT
90 CLOSE 1

100 PRINT
110 OPEN 1,1,0,"DAT8254"
130 FOR C=0 TO 999
140 OET#1,8$
150 LET Z=ASC(F4)
152 IF 2(10 THEN 3=1
154 IF 2>=10 THEN 3=2
156 LET E(C)=2-3
160 PRINT B(C),
170 NEXT C
180 PRINT
190 CLOSE 1
200 PRINT
210 FOR C=0 TO 999
220 IF A(C)C4(b THEN PRINT "ERROR",C
230 IF A(C)=B(C) THEN PRINT C., "OK'
250 NEXT C
260 PRINT "DONE"
300 STOP

Program 4

counting. Indeed, the system can be
made as simple or as complicated as
the user needs it to be.

The operation has been described
entirely in terms of cassette recording.
Obviously, however, the system can
be adapted to suit floppy disks. In this
case, the object is not to save time, since
disks are so quick anyway, but rather
to improve the storage capacity. The
factor of improvement should be
roughly in the same proportion as the
saving in tape consumption. It is worth
remarking, however, that we have not
actually tested the system with disks.
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We bring you the lowest prices -first!
Compare our prices before you buy elsewhere! All devices are brand new,
factory prime, full spec. and fully guaranteed!

NEW
680975.100 SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
 Meets IEEE S-100 Standard!
 Uses Motorola's Powerful

MC6809 CPU!
 4K, 8K. 16K ROM!
 2K RAM!
 ACIA, PIA, 8080 Simiulated POI
Bareboard only £49! (plus El p&p), CPU 68091 £19.00! ADSMON. Monitor
(27161 £251 COMPLETE BOARD ASSEMBLED AND TESTED, ONLY £250!
(plus £2 p&p).

 RS - 232 Handshake!
 Selectable BAUD Rates!
 Manual includes, 11" x 7"

Schematic, Parts List. User Notes
Software Listings and MORE.

Introducing the incredible
BIG BOARD sc:74:,ingle :it oearr:it

Z80 CPU! 64K RAM!
FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER!

24x8OVDU! BASIC I/O!
PFM 3.0 2K SYSTEM MONITOR!

NEW EXCITING, ENTERTAINING SOFTWARE FOR THE APPLE!!
and APPLE II PLUS!! ASTEROIDS IN SPACE!!!

If you liked Invaders you'll love ASTEROIDS IN SPACE by Bruce Wallace!
Your spaceship is travelling in the middle of a shower of asteroids. Blast
the asteroids with lasers, but beware - BIG ASTEROIDS FRAGMENT INTO
SMALL ASTEROIDS! The apple game paddles allow you to rotate your
spaceship, fire Its laser gun, and give it thrust to propel It through endless
space. From time to time, too, you'll encounter an alien spaceship whose
mission is to DESTROY YOU, so you'd better destroy it iiret! High
resolution graphics and sound effects add to the arcade -like excitement
this program generates. RUNS ON ANY APPLE II WITH AT LEAST 32K
AND ONE DISK DRIVE!

ON DISKETTE ONLY £14.95

THE NEW GI
COMPUTER SOUND
CHIP
The amazing AY3-8910 is a
fantastically powerful sound and
music generator, perfect for use with
any 8 -bit micro processor. Contains
3 tone channels, noise generator 3
channels of amplitude controls 16
bit envelope period control 2 parallel
110. 3DIA converters plus much more.
All in 40 pin DIP Super easy to
interface to the S 100 or other
Busses.

ONLY 28.50* VAT, including FREE
reprint of BYTE 79 article! Also, add
£2.25 for 60 page data manual.
"Perhaps the next famous composer
will not direct a 150 piece orchestra
but rather a trio of microcomputers
controlling a bank of AY3.8910s.
BYTE July '79.

NEW! SPECIAL OFFER! 4K CMOS RAM (1K x 4) 450 NS ONLY £5.50.
The TIC 5514P from Toshiba, CMOS equivalent of the 2114!

a Lower Power Dissipation
.10pW/BIT (TYP.) at 3.0V (STANDBY)
.10uW/BIT (TYP.) at 5.0V (OPERATING)

* Data Retention Voltage 2V to 5.5V
* Single 5V Power Supply
* 18 PIN Plestic Package
* Full Static Operation
* Three State Output
* Input/Output TTL Comestible
* Fast Access Time 450NS

Toshiba's TC5514P (industry type 8514) is a full static read write memory
organised as 1024 words by 4 bits using CMOS technology. Ultra low
power dissipation means It can be used as battery.operated portable
memory system and also as a non-volatile memory with battery back-up.
Operates from a single 5V power supply with static operation, hence no
refresh periods and a much simplified power supply circuit design. Three
state outputs simplify memory expansion for minimum date retention
voltage is 2V, the battery back-up system needs only simple circuit.
Toshiba's original C2MOS technology also means wide operating and
noise margins. The TC 5514P Is moulded in a dual-in-Une 18 pin plastic
package 0.3 inch in width.

COMPLETE KIT only £395!
(plus E5

BAREBOARD & 64K RAM (32 x 4116
ROM SETS only £150! 200NS) only £64!
(plus £3 p&p) (plus El p&p)
It's taken three whole years to
produce the BigBoard.
designed from scratch to run the
latest version of .CP.M. so just
Imagine what software you could
run WITH NO MODS NEEDED!
In fact, add a couple of 8" Disk
Drives, Power Supply and an
enclosure and you'll have a Total
Business System for about ONE
THIRI2 the cost! That's what you
call BigBoard flexibility. power -
and sheer operating value. Send
for your BigBoard today!

Size 81/2 x 13% inches.
Requires +SV @ 3 Amps
+/- I2V Q 0.5 Amps.

p&p)

PLUS THESE OPTIONS
Serial 110 Full 2 channels upne the 2.80510 and the SMC

8116 Baud Rare Generator You get FULL RS232'
For synchronous or asynchronous communicat.on
and clocks can be transmitted or recemed by a
modem .n the former Both enamels can be set up
for either data communication or data terminals
Supports mode 2 Inc PRICE JUST £60 .

Four Port Uses Z-80 PIO to give lull 16 hits. fully bur fered and
Parallel bo.chrectional User can select hand -shake polarity.
I/O and set of all parts and connectors for parallel I 0

ONLY £26 .

Real Time Uses Z-80 CTC and can be configured as a
Clerk counter on Real Time Clock Set of all parts

ONLY £12

CP MI 2.2 The popular CP MOOS as modeled by MKronnt
Systems for use on the BiBoard is pm 499

Microchips at micro prices!

NEW, LOW, LOW PRICES ON MEMORIES!!!
Compare our prices before you buy elsewhere, All devices are brand new,
factory prime, full spec. and fully guaranteed!
All prices exclude p&p and vAT. Please refer to Ordering Information before ordering.
DON'T DELAY - BUY TODAY- SUCH LOW PRICES DON'T LAST FOR EVER!!

STATIC RAMS 1+
2114L 450 NS 195p
2114L 300 NS 250p
2114L 200 NS 275p
4118 250 NS 8K
NEW!! 995p
HM6 116 16K (2K x 8)
150 NS 24£pinNEW! 2 60p
DYNAMIC RAMS
4116 200 NS Ceramic 225p
4116 150 NS 375p

MB8264 64K
(65K x 1) 200 NS
Single + 5V supply
16 -pin NEW!! £40

50+ 100+ CMOS RAMS
175p 160p 5101 1K (256 x 4)
225p 195p 450 NS 350p
250p 225p 4315 4K (4K x 1) 450 NS 995p

TC5514P 4K (1K x 4)
895p 795p 450 NS

HM6116 16K (2K x 8)
£2395p £1995p 150 NS 24 -pin NEW!!

EPROMS
195p 175p 2708 450 NS 375p 350p
350p 325p 2716 Single 5V 450 NS 495p 450p

2532 Single 5V 450 NS 1895p 1595p
2732 Intel -type 450 NS 1895p 1595p
2564 64K (8K x 8)450

£35 £30 NS 28 -pin £99 £95 £90

325p 295p

550p 525p 495p

£26 £23 95p £19 95p

325p
425p
1395p
1395p

NEW SUPER MUSIC
MACHINE KIT!
AT LAST - en affordable kit that
can be PROGRAMMED TO PLAY
ANY SONG OR GROUP OF SONGS!
Instead of a nightmare of numerous
ICs and special expensive Bipolar
ROMs the SUPER MUSIC MACHINE
uses a SPECIAL MASK
PROGRAMMED COMPUTER CHIP
one CMOS gate and the most
popular erasable EPROM, the
2708/2716 series. BASIC KIT includes
drilledpiated and screened PC board
and ALL components except the
EPROM and 12V transformer. The
basic kit will play short renditions of
25 tunes through its 7 WATT
AMPLIFIER SECTION. Add an
optional ROM and any tune

programmed will be played. If you
have the equipment to program 2708
EPROMs, we supply full information
on programming your own music!
FEATURES
* Basic kit contains 25 short tunes

in the main ICI.
* Will address external ROM for up

to 1,000 MORE NOTES per ROM
(ROM is not included).

* Operates on 12V AC or 12V DC at
500m A. (Using unit on 12V DC and
with optional ROM requires 9V
bias battery, not included).

* 7 watts of audio powr will drive
8 or 16 ohm speakers or horn
speakers (not included).

* DIP switches not included.
* 'NEXT TUNE' provision steps

sequentially through all tunes.
* Tune address can be wire jumper

selected or board is designed to
take DIP switches.

a PITCH VOLUME and TEMPO are
all adjustable.

* SPECIAL 'CHIME' SEQUENCES
can be activated regardless of
tune address to provide for
multiple doorbell applications.

o All tunes consist of electronic
musical notes played one at a
time. There are no chords or
harmony sound to the music.

* STEP-BY-STEP ASSEMBLY
INSTRUCTIONS provided.

* Large number of
PREPROGRAMMED ROMS with
popular and clessical tunes
readily available. Send SAE for list
and prices.

ONLY £16.75 for basic kit (plus
p&p 60p).

INTERFACE
LINEAR
MC1488
MC1489
DM8123
75150
75154
76182
75322
75324
75326
75381
75385
75451
7549112
8729
8728
8795
8797

90p
90p

125p
125p
125p
195p
250p
3250
325p
350p
295p

50p
75p

17 Sp
175p
175p
175o

KEYBOARD
ENCODER
47,5,2376 795p

CHARACTER
GENERATOR
RO-3.2513 UC 450p

DEVELOPMENT
MODULE
28000 DM £1099

DISPLAYS
FND500
FND510
FND567
DL704
DL707
MV57164

80p
80p

125p
850
85p

2250

SUPPORT
DEVICES
6520
6522
6532
6551
6810
6820
6821
6850
6852
8212
8214
8216
8224
8228
8251

325p
625p
825p
825p
350p
4250
425p
425p
425p
3950
450p
395p
395p
396p
495P

8253 £11.25
8255 495p
8257 £10.50
8259 C13.25
MC144 12VL 7a 7p
280 P10
Z80 CTC
ZOOS P10
ZOOS CTC
Z80 DMA
280A DMA
Z80 510 0
ZOOS S100
Z805101
ZOOS 5101
Z80 510 2
ZOOS 010 2

596p
696p
696p
696p

019.96
024,96
C29.95
C 30.96
£29.96
C34.95
C29.96
C34.95

UARTS
AY -5-1013A 325p
AY -3-1015D 398p
IM64021PL 325p

CPU'S
6502
6504
6505
6800
6802
6809
8080A
8085A

6250
795p
795p
695p
995p

C19
5250

410.95

Z80
Z80A
Z8001
X8002
WD9000B

EPROM5
2708450 NS 375p
2716 5V 450 NS 4950
2532 32K 450 NS C111.95
2732 Intel type 450 NS 018.90
2584 64K 18K x 8)

450 NS 28 -pin NEW. £99

BIPOLAR PROMS
93448 518 x 840 NS
93453 1k x 440 NS
934511k x 845 NS
93511 2k x 850 NS

FLOPPY DISK CONTRO
FD1771 B-01 SID Inverted Bus
F0179113.01 DID inverted Bus
FD1792 B.01 SID Inverted Bus
FD1793 B.01 =True Bus
F0179413.01 510 True Bus
F01795 B DID inverted Bus.

Side Select
FD1797 B DID True Bus,

Side Select

795p
995p
£125

£95
£199

£29.96
£39.96
434.96
£64.96
434.96

£69.96

469.95

Ordering information. Unless
otherwise stated, for orders under
£50 odd 50p PAP. Add 15% VAT to
total (no VAT on books). All devices
are brand new, factory prime and full
spec. and subject to prior sales and

Prlcas subject to change
without notice. Minimum telephone
order using ACCESS Is £10. If ordering
by post with ACCESS, include
name, address and card no.

written clearly. Pleas/fallow 418
weeks delivery on books.

Miorobytej
Dept. PC VV7 Unit 9110,
1st Floor, E Bleak,

MICRO 3 B NOUnt PI
London WCIX OAP.
Telephone: 01.276 7369
Telex: 696 3084
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MICRO CHES

surprised the
onlookers.

programmer

12 Qf3-h3 Qd8-e7
13 g2 -g4 h5xg4
14 Ne5xg4 g7 -g6
15 Ng4-e5 a7 -a5
16 Qh3-h6 Ra8-c8

Last month I promised to let you know
how the Chess Champion Mark V* fared
in the Islington tournament. Although
it somewhat disappointed its programm-
er, it still acheived a better perform-
ance rating than, to my knowledge, any
other chess micro has yet achieved.

In 1979 Sargon 2.5 (as it then was)
played in a human tournament in the
United States and obtained a rating of
1640. In Islington every one of the
Chess Champion's opponents was rated
1700 or over and by scoring 2'/2 points
out of 6 it achieved a rating for itself
of 1700, thus proving itself to be a
stronger player than 80 percent of all
serious human chess players and strong-
er than more than 99 percent of humans
who play chess. It might have done
even better but for a bug that caused it
to lose its last round game without a
real fight.

Chess Champion's best game of the
tournament was played in the 4th
round, its human opponent having a
rating of 1760, placing him comfort-
ably among the top 1% of humans. The
game developed as follows:
White: A Bice
Black: Chess Champion Mk V
1 d2 -d4
2 e2 -e3
3 Bfl-d3
4 f2 -f4
5 Ngl-f3
6 c2 -c3
7 Nbl-d2
8 0-0 (Kel-gl)
9 Nf3-e5

10 a2 -a4
11 Qdl-f3

d7 -d5 2
Ng8-f6
e7 -e6
Bc8-d7
Bf8-b4+
Bb4-e7
0-0 (Ke8-g8)
Be7-d6
b7 -b6
Nb8-c6
h7 -h5?

A weak and rather curious move that
and the

Although Black has developed all of
its pieces, White's position is much
better. Black has no active plan to use
as a counter to the slow build-up of
a king -side attack by White. However,
computers do not relax, while humans
do..
17 Rfl-f2? Bd6xe5!

by Kevin O'Connell

JAWS MK H
This wins at least an exchange (rook for
knight or bishop). If 18 f4xe5 Nf6-g4
followed by 19. . Ng4xf2
18 Rf2-g2
White thought that he had a very strong
attack after this move and it was the
best practical chance.
18 . Be5-d6
19 Bd3xg6 f7xg6
20 Rg2xg6+
At this point some of the spectators
began to laugh at the program's poor
play: snatching at material and allow-
ing a mating attack - little did they
know...
20 .. . Kg8-f7
21 Rg6-g7+ Kf7-e8
22 Rg7xe7+ Ke8xe7
23 Kgl-fl
Otherwise the black rooks would
immediately start an invasion along the
open g -file.
23 . . . Rf8-g8
24 Nd2-f3 Rc8-f8!
Building up irresistible pressure against
the white king.
25 Nf3-g5 Bd7-c8
26 Qh6-h3?
This hastens the end, but White was
already lost.
26 .. . e6 -e5
27 Qh3-g3 Nf6-e4
28 Ng5xe4
White's best chance was 28 Qg3-h4,
hoping that Black would get lost in the
complications after 28. . . Ne4xg5.
But White was now feeling rather
demoralised.
28 .. . Rg8xg3
29 Ne4xd6 Bc8-h3+!
There is no rush to recapture the
material - that can wait while Black
further improves its position.
30 Kfl-el
31 Kel-f2
32 Kf2-el
33 d4xe5
34 b2 -b3
25 Bc1-a3+

Rg3-g1+
Rgl-g2+
c7xd6
d6xe5
Rg2xh2

This was White's very last hope, but it
was completely crushed by
35 .. . Nc6-b4!!
A beautiful move. If 36 c3xb4 Rf8-
g8 37 b4xa5+ Ke7-f7 (or any other
white square) and then 38. . .Rg8-gl
will be mate.
36 Rai -di Rf8-g8
37 White resigned
It is mate in two (at most).

This game was impressive not so
much because the machine beat the
human, even though I believe this is
the strongest human any micro has ever
beaten in open competition, but because
of the manner of the program's victory.
White made a serious mistake and was
then ground relentlessly (and rapidly)
into the dust.

If you have a chess program that can
play anything like as well as the Chess
Champion Mark V then please let me
know (send me some games it has
played) and I will be delighted to ment-
ion it in this column, as well as booking
it a place in the next World Micro-
computer Chess Championship.

*The Chess Champion Mk V is not
commercially available at present.

"Do you mind if I plug in my computer. I've made
my shopping list on it."
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TRANSACTION FILE
The classified service that's free to non-commercial readers. Advertisements (50 words max) to:

PCW Transaction File, 14 Rathbone Place, London W 1P 1DE.

For sale
Grandstand/Fairchild prog TV
game in good cond & fully
working, c/w box instructions,
PSU, 1 cartridge, £35 ono. Also, 3
cartridges (Spitfire, Breakout,
Baseball) £7 each or all 3 for £15.
Tel Barry after 4.30 or weekends,
01-501 1661.
ZX80 fully ass, working, in
inc mains adaptor, manual & all
leads. Inverse video switch fitted
(black on white/white on black)
plus tape with many progs, sub to
Users Club, 3 months old, good
cond, £90. Tel 021-351 1'730.
Nascom 1 ... with 5100 bus, 16k
static RAM, switchable NasSys/
T4, CUTS & Nascom tape ints
(variable baud to 1200), port
status indicators, many extras, all
documented, fully cased, remote
kbd, £200 software (not games),
reliable in daily use, must upgrade,
£450. Tel Langport (0458)
350834.
PET 32k ... large keyboard.
green screen, new ROMs,
firmware inc Toolkit. Rabbit -
Supermon & Computhink dual
disk DOS. Computhink dual disk
controller, documentation, tons
of software etc sensible offers
please. Tel 0905 813558.
UK101 ... 8k, Microtype 3 case,
AY -8910 sound board, complete
with leads, tapes &
documentation, ready to run,
£300. Tel 041-9 56 1768.
Ex IBM/360 golfball console,
converted for office golfballs,
parallel interface, complete with
manuals, connector & details of
how to interface to a parallel port
port, many extras available if
req. Comp Shop asks E650 + VAT,
I'll settle for £499. Tel Tony
Aylward, 0634 56830.
KB756 keyboard ... £35. 211-A
RAMs, new, E2.50 or £40 lot (20).
Superboard PIA £15. Light pen,
£8. ETI March 77 to April 79,
offers. P Mistry, 75 St Margaret's
Rd, Bradford Bbl 2BY.
Apple II + 48k ... with disk &
controller, 4 months old. Tel
01-450 5049.
TRS-80 L2 16k . Attie used,
VDU, cassette, P/S, ref manual.
some games tapes, £380. Tel
Medway 31757 after 7.
TI58 ... good cond, in box with
manuals, charger, module etc, ine
a few progs, £40. Tel Tim,
Burnham -on -Sea (0278) 785845.
ZX80 ... boxed as new, Sinclair
built with leads & PSU, £75. Also
£43 of commercial software, £20
or both for £90. Tel Menai Bridge
712177.
TRS-80 L2 16k ... with monitor
& software, editor/assembler,
Bug, monitor 3, Sysdmp, 6
months old, perfect & boxed as
new, worth £600, accept £395.
Tel 0954 80437, eves.
UK101 ... prof built, tested,
cased, assembler/editor, plus own
software, 4k RAM manuals etc,
£230 ono. Tel 01-300 5987.
ZX80 ... Sinclair built, never use
used, genuine reason for sale,
offered complete with all leads,
manual, Sinc PSU, expansion
board with additional lk memory,
cost £136 accept E86. Tel Byflee
By fleet 4d712.
PET 32k ... disk system,
comprising 8k PET, 24k Expand-
amem, new ROMs, Computhink
400k disk drive, Toolkit, external
keyboard, over 250 progs, £1150,
will split. Tel 01-894 7149.
UK101 . 8k, 2 MHz, cased,
progs, Basic & m/c code, cass int,
illust. training manual, loads of
info, prof assemb, lightly used,
improved PSU, £260. 140
London Road Nantwich,
Cheshire, Tel 6270 64403.
HP67 mag card prog calc, in
very good cond with standard
pac, £90. Tel 021-421 5372.

TRS-80 L2 16k ... 16k, latest
ROM (needs no debouncing),
numeric keypad, CTR-80 cass
recorder, ext speaker, all manuals
& sample tapes, TV mod, etc
£350. Software: renum,
adventure, typing tutor, flight
simulator, duel'n'droids, etc &
doz books, £100. Going to Hong
Kong. Tel Theo, 01-274 4403.
PET 8k ... new ROM, built-in
cassette; progs: business develop-
ment, games & manuals, all for
£350. Tel 01-330 2233 days or
Worplesdon 234474 eves or
w/ends.
PET 16k ... new ROM, large
keyboard, green screen, cass deck,
Toolkit, all as new, documen-
tation, many games, progs &
assembler, £600. Tel 0475
81413 (Greenock).
Data Dynamics ... 390 RO
printer, ASCII, plain paper,
teleprinter 110 baud (ideal for
UK101/micros), £250. Tel
01-959 1844, eves.
Acorn Atom ... 4k RAM, integer
Basic & assembler in 8k ROM,
PSU & manuals, built by Acorn,
3 months old, buyer collects.
Tel Hemel Hempstead 50500
eves.
Keyboard ... serial printer, 180
cps, Dacoll LX180, standard V24/
RS232 int, monochrectional with
stand, form feed control, etc £20
£200. Tel Iver (0753) 652389.
UK101 ... 8k, cased (Microtype),
2k Cegmon monitor ROM & 2
others, sound board fitted, fully
switched & socketted for TV,
cassette, etc, all leads, cass player,
tapes & documentation, £285.
Tel Bill, 041-956 1132 (eves) or
041-204 2737 ext 34 (day).
UK101 ... 8k Microsoft Basic. 2k
monitor, 4k RAM, prof built with
case, fully working, TV set & cass
deck inc, PSU, manuals & many
games on tape, delivery possible,
£210. Tel 0245 469370 eves or
w/ends.
S100 ... bits & pieces, 8k SRAM
card, 16k SRAM (inc 4k chips),
8 -slot motherboard in rack mount
chassis with 12.5 A/2 A/2 A PSU,
other bits. MPU & TTL chips
available. Tel Max, Southampton
(0703) 553660 & ask for prices.
Colour Micrographics &
modulator & interface for 16k old
ROM PET, instruction & demo
cassette, £70. Tel 01-840 3610.
Sorcerer II 48k ... Microsoft
Basic, 22 months warranty
remaining, with Hitachi TR Q299
cass, 12 unopened Microdigital
cassettes, manuals. cables,
Adventure cass, 2650 or with
Hitachi VM910 9" prof monitor,
only £700. All private owner 2
months. (Retail was E1130). Tel
Steve, Kings Lynn 61538,
weekdays Gam-8pm.
Fairchild Grandstand ... video
entertainment computer, 4
cartridges (Tanks. Codebreaker,
Robot Wars, Tic Tac Toe) with
many other games & variations,
hardly used & in good cond, £90
the lot. Tel Farnborough 54344.
Sharp PC1211 pocket comp,
owner now a computer science
student, moving to mainframe,
£90 ono. Tel A Scobie, 031-667
6557 after 6.
Nascom 1 ... 16k RAM, 8 A
PSU, TV monitor, Verocased,
Basic & Zeap, etc 2350. Tel
Paignton (0803) 521237.
HP41C ... 41C prog calc with
alphanumeric display & per-
manent memory, complete with
manuals, keyboard overlays,
case, warranty card & box,
made redundant by 32k micro,
offers around £140. David
Morgan, 5 Ashmole Close,
Lichfield, Staffs WS14 9RS,
tel Lichfield (05432) 51300.
ZX80 . .. guaranteed as new,
complete inc leads, mains
adaptor, manual, extra lk
memory etc cost £137, accept
£100. Mr C England Headlands,
Whitley, Dewsbury, \v Yorks.

System 68 ... home built
computer, as ETI magazine, in
Verocase, inc b/w TV & 2 systems
manuals, £300 ono. Also Petsoft
soundbox with demo tape &
instructions sheet for use on 2nd
cass port, £10 ono. Tel Stevenage
(0438) 5807 eves.
PET serial interface ... drives any
V24 serial device, eg Qume Sprint
5 printer. Baud rates 110-9600,
brand new, complete with
manuals maker's price £147.50,
sell for £95. Tel 0353 3205 eves.
Triton ... with L7 monitor &
Basic (Basic not fitted, no
montherboard), full doc & plenty
of software, full on -board RAM,
accept £300 ono the lot, Also 2
Teleprinters type 7, one working,
one for spares, with service data,
reperforator & tape reader (5
holes), £30 the lot. Geoffrey
Hillier, 5a Gregory St, Lenton,
Nottingham, tel 0602 783938.
Apple II+ 48k ... 2 disk drives &
controller, 12" monitor,
Silentype printer, DOS 3.3, data-
base & w/p software, full doe. as
new, £2000 ono (list over £2500).
Tel 01-876 4613 eves.
Apple II 48k & twin disk
drives, DOS 3.2.1, little used
since May, many games & useful
s/ware routines, games paddles,
manuals & orig packing, £1100.
Tel Norwich 810675.
TI59 ... brand new, complete,
bargain at £110 ono. T Lawler,
Brywater, Ripple Tewkesbury,
tel Upton 2995 eves.
Printer ... super fast 180 1pm,
serial int, £300 ono. Keyboard
TASA solid state, parallel ASCII,
£30 ono. Tel Tring 4797 or St
Albans 64077.
Sharp TV ... 4.5" screen with
radio & clock, ideal for use as
small monitor for micro (RF in
only), £50 ono. Tel Robert,
Derby (0332) 701964 after 6.
ZX80 ... with Sinclair mains
adaptor, leads & manual, E60.
Tel Terry Hoare, Birmingham,
021-444 7320 eves.
PET 2001 16k ... new keyboard
& ROMs, ext cass, lots of s/ware
inc 3D Star Trek, Space Invaders,
Micro Chess, Breakout,
Dissembler, Assembler, several
Microsoft progs, also manuals &
books inc PET Revealed, Zaks
6502, £600. Tel 01-807 8249
anytime.
ZX80 as new, Sinclair built,
with adaptor, leads & manual.
£70. Tel Horndean (Hants)
593827.
Teletype . , . terminal, cheap hard
copy, £150. Tel Hitchin (0462) 7
730809.
MZ-80K ... 20k RAM, in maker's
box, as new, bought August last
year, inc m/c code tape, Crystal
Basic tape & manuals, plus Space
Invaders, delivery not possible,
£500 ono. M Davies, 12 Bishops
Ave, Llandaff, Cardiff CF5 2HJ.
Superboard II ... 4k RAM, 8k
Basic, RS232, video & cass int,
properly cased & assembled,
PSU, UHF modulator, ready to
go with all cables, 4 manuals &
sample cassettes, £210. Tel
Windsor 61258 most days, all
eves.
PET 8k ... as new with large
number progs, 2350. PET cass
machine with built-in Soundbox,
£40. Tel High Wycombe 33164.
Complete set ... PCW mags, May
78 -Jan 81 (33 issues), £5;
Computing Today complete set
Mar 79 -Jan 81 (23 issues), £3.50;
Practical Computing complete
except Sept 78 Oct 78, Dec 79,
Nov 80, Nov 78, Jan 81 (24 issues
issues), E3.50; Creative
Computing Nov 77 -Dec 78 plus
June 79, also Byte Dec 79, £2. As
sets or £12 the lot, buyer collects.
Tel R. Wilmot, Horsham (0403)
69835.
Tangerine Micron ... 8k RAM,
1/case, chunky graphics & ASCII
keyboard, some games inc Space
Invaders, E320. Tel 01-690 6676.

PET 8k int cass, old ROMs,
calc keyboard, upgraded to 32k,
£250 no offers. To see & test tel
01-582 7766 any time.
Nascom 1 32k ... Stuart colour
board, NasSys & Nasbug monitors,
Verocase, 8k Basic & Zeap
assembler on tape, 10 books,
loads of progs, good cond, reliable,
£240. Tel Fareham 280829, 9am-
5pm.
ZX80 ... fully built inc all leads.
manuals & memory exp board
with additional lk RAM £80. Tel
Medway, Kent, 0634 30329 after
7.

HP25C ... continuous memory, 8
registers, 49 steps, 10 -digit
accuracy, charger, separate
charging cradle, spare batt pack,
2 yrs old but little used & still
with orig packing & manuals,
owner has bought micro, £50
plus postage. H G Shaw, 2
Cambridge Terrace, Douglas,
IoM.
Expandamem ... board, converts
8k PET to 32k, complete with
manual & test tape, £160 ono. Tel
061-654 8983 after 7.
Sorcerer 32k ... Basic (Microsoft
8k), s/ware manual, h/ware
manual, cass recorder, many
progs inc 1 Adventure game,
£500. Tel Kim Wood, Eris 2399
or 2rite 8 Ash Close, Laken -
heath Camp, Brandon, Suffolk.
TRS-80 L2 ... 4k with VDU,
PSU, manual, instruction tapes, 6
monthsl old, £225 ono. Tel
Alsager (09363) 3365.
12" monitor ... new ICL,
uncased, boxed with
documentation, giveaway at £50
for quick sale as surplus to req,
tel 01-950 6936 after 7.

Wanted
Apple II+ ... with single disk
drive, PET, MZ-80K, 32k for
preference, cash waiting. Tel Ken,
0632 678828 anytime.
Constructed ZX80 ... will pay
around £60-£70. Contact James
Corby, tel Sevenoaks 62620.
Back issues ... of
Microcomputing, March, April,
May, August & September, Tel
Nottingham (0602) 206573.
HP97 prog printing calc or
similar. 21 Leicester Rd, Poole,
or tel 0202 761936.
PCW Vol 3 No 1 ... moderately
good cond, tel Whitstable (0227)
272148.
Helping Hand... say an hour a
week for 2 months, to get going
with a ZX80. Location 2 mins
Baker St tube. Please tel 01-723
2557 (pm).
ZX80 . .. must be in good
working cond, tel Chelmsford
(0245) 57350 eves or w/ends.
8" Shugart 800... series disk
drives, also VDU Hazeltine type,
also Centronics 100 series, also
S100 dynamic memory boards.
Harold Easton, 7 Ingrebourne
House, Broadley St, London NW8,
tel 01-723 5822 anytime.
PCW Vol 3 nos 1,4 willing to
pay £2.50 for both. Tel
Alexander Holt, Plymtree (08847)
423.
SC/MP MK14 ... any reasonable
cond, Mk 5 PCB & RAM I/O if
Poss, spare parts &/or upgrade
per PCW articles to PROM pro-
gkammer or intelligent int for
TRS-80. Tel Derby (0332)
550408 eves or/w/ends.
Large keyboard PET ... must
have intact expansion port &
4116 sockets. Can collect (50
miles). Tel Sandiway 883436
after 5.
Eight 6550... RAM chips req to
help old PET recover its memory.
Please send details to Mr D
Johnston, 12 Balgillo Rd,
Broughty Ferry, Dundee DD5 3L
3LU.
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PCW's 'Packages' section is produced bi-monthly, alternating with our 'In Store'
hardware guide. We have confined coverage to business packages which are

available and supported at national level and which have been in use for at least
six months in a minimum of five sites. Producers of packages which fall within

these constraints should send details or updates to: Packages, PCW, 14 Rathbone
Place, London W1P 1DE.

The layout has been designed to allow you to discover which packages are available for the
application you have in mind and to show you which packages are available for your

computer if you already have a machine. In either case the code enables you to look up the
supplier's name and telephone number in the table below.

Application Machine
CP/M
Cromemco
North Star
Horizon

PET
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
Tandy Model I
Tandy Model II
TRS-80
TRS-801
TRS-801
TRS-8011
8080/Z80
ITT 2020

Code Company Telephone H4 Hipposoft 0332 23127
Job costing Apple IIAI ACT/Petsoft 021-4545348 11 Intereurope Software Design 0734 786644

A2 Arden Data Processing 0533 22255 12 Intex Datalog Ltd 0642 781193 Apple II
B + B Computer Ltd.

B2 Beam Business Centre
183 Benchmark Computer Systems
B4 Bristol Software Factory

0204 26644
01-636 1392
0726 61000
0272 23430

ji T. V. Johnson
KI Katanna Management Services
K2 Keen Computers
LI Lifeboat Associates

027662506
0245 76127

0602 583254
01-836 4663

CP/M
ITT 2020
Tandy Model I
Tandy Model II

Cl CAP-CPP Products Ltd.
C2 Commodore

01-4040911
01-388 5702

L2 Liveport (Exidy Sorcerer Firmware)
13 Ludhouse (Computing) Ltd.

0736 798157
01-6794321

Job order control 8080/Z80

Leasing CromemcoC3 Compsoft 0483 39665 MI Micro Computer Applications Ltd. 0734470425
C4 Comput-a-crop
C5 Computastore Ltd.

01-499 6987
01-499 6987

P1 Padmede Computer Services
P2 Personal Computers Ltd.

025671 2434
01-6268121 Legal precedents CP/M

C6 Computech
DI Data Bank

01-7940202
0509 217671

RI Rockliff
SI SMG Micro Computers

051-521 5830
047455813

Letter writer Apple II

Lisp PET/CBMGI Graf fcom Systems Ltd. 01-7348862 S2 The Softwarehouse 01-6372108
G2 Grama (Winter) Ltd.
G3 Great Northern
HI A.J. Harding
H2 Hartford Software

01-6368210
0532 450667
0424 220391

0606 76265

S3 Stage One Software
S4 Systematics International
S5 Sumlock Bondain
TI Tridata Micros Ltd.

0202 23570
0268 284601
01-2500505

021 622 1754

Lotteries
Mailing list

PET
Altos (CP/M,
MP/M)

H3 H.B. Computers 0536 83922 V1 Vlasak Electronics Ltd. 062-8474789 Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple

Applications Application Machine
Financial planning Applell/IT72020

Price Code
£250 S4

Apple II
Apple II

Application Machine
Appointments Commodore/
planner Computhink

Price Code

£100 S3

Apple 11/ITT
2020

CBM
Commodore/

General ledger/NL Apple
Apple
Apple

£300 A2
£300 S5
£300 K2

Assembler dev PET/CBM £50 L2 Apple Il £295 P2 Computhink
Apple II £225 VI CP/M

Bank accounts Apple II £10 DI Apple II £295 C6 CP/M
Commodore/ CBM £200 H3 ITT 2020
Computhink £100 S3 Commodore/ PET

ITT 2020 £10 DI Computhink POR S3 PET
PET £10 DI CP/M £500 L3 PET

CP/M
CP/M
CP/M

£500 KI
£375 LI
£500 C4

PET/CBM
PET/8032
Tandy Model I

Bonds/pension Commodore/
quotations Computhink £100 S3

Budgeting package MCZ Zilog £500 + I 1 CP/M £400 GI Tandy Model II
Cromemco £250 B3 TRS-80

Bureau de change CBM £8 H3 ITT 2020
ITT 2020/Apple II

£295 C6
£250P S4

TRS-80

Cash flow Apple 11 f75 P2 Mail shot AppleNorth Star
Apple II £80 VI Horizon £250 B3 Apple II
CP/M £250 L3 PCC 2000 Commodore/
PET £8 Al Simpelec Triton 3 £350 B2 Computhink

Cash register Apple II
ITT 2020
PET

£10 DI
£10 DI
£10 DI

PET/CBM
Tandy Model I
Tandy Model II
TRS-80

E200 C2
£90 MI
£90 MI
£225 HI

CP/M
MCZ Zilog
PCC 2000
Simpelec Triton 3

CBasic Tandy Model II £70 M 1 TRS-80 I £225/325 TI Tandy Model II

Company secretary CP/M E450 C4
TRS-80 I
TRS-80 II

£325 K1
£425 TI Membership accting PET

Conference organiser MCZ Zilog £500 + II Vector
8080/Z80

£400 C5
£357 L1

Order entry/invoicing CP/M

Contract costing CP/M £2000 L3 Order processing CP/M8080/Z80 £275 G3
8080/Z80

CP/M & utilities Tandy Model II £150 MI Hire purchase Cromemco £400+ B3
Office admin Apple II/ITT 2020

Credit control Apple II
PET

f98 P2
£650 B4

Incomplete records Apple
Apple

£250 S2
POR K2 Pad to plotter systems Apple II

Apple II
Commodore/

£125 P2
Database manage-ACT800 E225 H4 Pascal PET/CBM
ment/Information Apple
retrieval Apple

Apple
Apple
Apple II
Aple 11/ITT 2020
Commodore/
Computhink
CP/M
Cromemco
North Star
Horizon

PET
PET
PET
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM
Tandy Model 1
TRS-80
TRS-80
TRS-80
8000 Series

£150 A2
£150 K2
£60-140 S2
£150 S5
£98 P2
£100 S4

£45-250 S3
L150,750 C4
£250 B3

£250 B3
£170 C3
£325 Al
E225 H4
£75 B1

£50/150 C2
£150 J1
£150 G2
£25-80 MI
£60 S2
£150 11

£32.50 HI
POR C2

Computhink
Tandy Model 1
TRS-80

£750 S3
£40 MI
£40 HI

Payroll Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Apple 11/ITT 2022
CBM
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
Cromemco
ITT 2020
ITT 2020
North Star
Horizon

PET
PET

PET

Individual designed TRS-80 I
programs

£100+ K1

Integrated Accts Altos (CP/M,
MP/M)

Apple II
Apple II
Apple II
Commodore/

Computhink
CP/M
CP/M
CP/M
Cromemco
ITT 2020
MZ-80K
North Star
Horizon

PET/CBM
PET/CBM
PET/CBM

£300 BI
£450 P1
£340 P2
£855 VI

POR S3
£950 LI
£1500 C4
£1100 GI
£950 B3
£450 PI
£150 P2

£950 B3
£300 BI
(£50) C2
£650 JI

Disk operating system PET/CBM £150 BI PET/CBM £650 G2 PET
Tandy Model I £350 MI PET/CBM

Estate agent Apple £850 A2 Tandy Model II £350 M1 PET/CBM
Apple £850 S5 TRS-80 £75 11 PET/CBM
Apple £850 K2 Vector £1000 C5 Sorcerer
Apple II
Apple 11/ITT2020

£175 P2
£750 S4

8000 Series
8080/Z80

POR C2
£950 LI

Tandy Model I
TRS-80

CBM £30 H3 8080/Z80 £995 G3 TRS-801
Commodore/
Computhink £250 S3

TRS-801
TRS-8011Investment portfolio TRS-80 £20 S2

CP/M
PCC 2000
Simpelec Triton 3

PET

£750 C4

£350 B3
£25 AI

8000 Series
8080/Z80
8080/Z80

Invoicing Apple
Apple II
Apple II
Apple II

£295 S2
£300 P1
£125 P2
£140 VI Personnel records Apple II

Equipment lease/rent/ CP/M £400 GI Commodore/ CP/M
HP Computhink POR S3 MCZ Zilog

CP/M £500 K1 PET
Financial modelling CP/M £400 GI CP/M £325 LI

Price Code
£150-350 C4
£100 B3

E100 B3
£350 AI
£25-50 B1
POR 31
£90 M1
£90 M1
£25 HI
£75 T1
£75 K1
£125 TI
E325 LI
E300 P1

£125
£300
£700
£300
POR
POR

P2
P1
C4
P1
MI
MI

£275 G3

£400+ B3

£1100 C4

£80 VI

£75 C2

£45 H2

£75 B1
£300 A2
£50-150 S2
£300 S5
£300 K2
£40 P2
£50 DI

£100 S4
£35 H3

£100 S3
f50-150 C4
£250 GI
f50 DI
£45 H2
£50 DI
£15 Al
£75 B1
E75/150 SI
£40 M1
£75 MI
f50-150 S2
£25/38/55 HI

£14 S2
£225 P2

£125 S3
E200-360 C4
£250 11

£450 B2
£75 M 1

E85 H2

£350 GI

E550 LI
£550 LI

£100 S4

£250 P2

E120 C2

POR
£200
POR
POR
£200
£375
£375
£10
£250P
£10
£450
£500
£475
£495
£500
£350
£375

A2
S2
S5
K2
P2
VI
C6
DI
S4
H3
L3
KI
LI
C4
GI
B3
C6

£10 DI

£350 B3
£200/350 C5
00/25/
195 Al

£50/195 12

£10 DI
E150 G2
£150 JI

£150 C2
£250 L2
£249 NH
E200 HI
£218 KI
£218 TI
E375 TI
£250 C2
E475 LI

E275 G3

£98
£450
£500 +
£85

P2
C4
11

H2
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11.----cES PACKAGES

Application Machine Price Code

Application
Statistics

Machine
Apple

Price

£150

Code

G3 Machines
Petaid report Commodore/ Apple II £100-195 P2

generator Computhink £125 S3 TRS-80 £45 S2 Machine Application Price Code
ACT 800 Database management/ £225 H4

Petsoft programs PET/CBM £160 11 Stock control/ Altos (CP/M, Word processing £375 H4
recording MP/M) £300 B1

Planning/Maintenance PET/8032 £595 SI Altos (CP/M, Integrated accts £300 131Apple POR A2

Postal advertising
response package

Apple £350 S2
Apple
Apple
Apple

POR
POR
£150

K2
S5
G3

MP/M) Mailing list £75
Stock control/recording £300

BI
BI

PR/advertising Commodore/
Apple Database management/Apple £80 S2

package Computhink £1000 S3 Apple II £35/98 P2 information retrieval £150 K2

Apple II
Apple II

£10
£285

DI
VI

Database management/
information retrieval £150 A2Price lister CBM £12 H3

Apple II
Apple 11/ITT 2020

£300
£500

PI
S4

Database management/
information retrieval L60-140 S2Printers job control Commodore/

Computhink £250 S3 CBM £35/25 H3 Database management/

Production analysis Apple II £75 P2 Commodore/ information retrieval £150 S5

CP/M £700 C4 Computhink £100/250 S3 Estate agent £850 S5

PET/CBM £300 BI CP/M £500 KI Estate agent £850 A2

CP/M E325 LI Estate agent £850 K2

Prof appts groups 8080/Z80 £275 G3 CP/M £500-1500 C4 General ledger/NL £300 K2

CP/M
Cromemco

£350
£450

GI
B3

General ledger/NL £300
General ledger/NL £300

A2
S5Prof appts individ 8080/Z80 £220 G3

Prof client billing 8080/Z80 £330 G3 ITT 2020 £10 DI Incomplete records POR K2

ITT 2020 £300 PI Incomplete records £250 S2

Programming aids Apple II £40 P2 MZ-80K £150 P2 Invoicing £295 S2

North Star
Horizon £450 B3

Job costing £450
Mailing list £300

S2
K2Property management CP/M L450-1000 C4

Purchase ledger Apple £300 A2 PCC 2000 Mailing list £300 A2

Apple £300 S5 Simpelec Triton 3 £350 B2 Mailing list £50-150
Mailing list £300

S2

Apple £300 K2 PET £12/25/
Mail £14

S5
S2Apple II £295 C6 350 Al shot

Payroll POR S5Apple II £300 PI PET £10 DI
Apple II £295 P2 PET £195 12 Payroll POR

Payroll POR
K2

Apple II £315 VI PET £300 B4
Payroll £200

A2

Apple II/ITT 2020
CBM

£250P
£350

S4
H3

PET
PET/CBM

£15
£300

A2
BI Postal advertising

S2

Commodore/ PET/CBM £150 C2 response package £350 S2

Computhink POR S3 PET/CBM £150 11 Purchase ledger £300 K2

CP/M £500 C4 PET/CBM £150 G2 Purchase ledger £300 A2

CP/M £450 GI PET/Computhink £250 RI Purchase ledger £300 S5

CP/M £500 L3 PET/8032 £395 SI Sales ledger £300 A2

CP/M £500 KI Tandy Modell L30-50 MI Sales ledger £300 K2

CP/M £425 LI Tandy Model II £300 MI Sales ledger E300 S5

Cromemco £250 B3 TRS-80 £48 S2 Solicitor's complete

ITT 2020 £295 C6 TRS-80 £200 H I record accounting £3000 S2

ITT 2020 £300 PI TRS-80 £115 11 Statistics £150 G3

North Star TRS-801 £200 KI Stock control/recording £150 G3

Horizon £250 B3 TRS-80I £200 TI Stock control/recording POR K2

PCC 2000 TRS-80II £375 TI Stock control/recording POR A2

Simpelec Triton 3 £350 B2 8080/Z80 £275 G3 Stock control/recording £80 S2

PET £300 B4 8080/Z80 £325 LI Stock control/recording POR S5

PET £95/120/
350 Al

Time/cost recording £450
Video message £200
Word processing £75

S2
G3
K2

TAP business system PET £125 H2

Text file librarian Apple II/ITT 2020 £125 saPET/CBM
PET/CBM

£200
POR

C2
11

Word processing £75 A2

Time/cost recording Apple £450 S2PET/8032 £395 SI
Word processing £60 S2

Tandy Model I £90 Ml Apple II £300 PI Word processing £75 S5

Tandy Model II £90 M I Apple II £125 P2 Apple II Bank account £10 DI
TRS-80 £225 H I Commodore/ Cash flow £80 V 1
TRS-80I £225 T1 Computhink POR S3 Cash flow £75 P2
TRS-801 £225 KI CP/M £400 G1 Cash register £10 DI
TRS-8011 £375 TI Cromemco £250 B3 Credit control £98 P2
Vector £400 C5 ITT 2020 £300 PI Database management/
8000 Series £250 C2 North Star information retrieval £98 P2
8080/Z80 £275 G3 Horizon £250 B3 Estate agent £175 P2
8080/280 £425 LI PCC 2000 General ledger/NL £225 V 1

Simpelec Triton 3 £350 B2 General ledger/NL E295 P2Revolving credit Cromemco £400 + B3 PET/CBM £300 BI General ledger/NL £295 C6
Sales ledger Apple £300 A2 Tandy Model I POR M I Incomplete records £125 P2

Apple £300 S5
Tandy Model II POR Ml Integrated accts £855 VI

Apple £300 K2 Utilities Apple II £20 C6 Integrated accts £450 PI
Apple II £295 C6' ITT 2020 E20 C6 Integrated accts £340 P2
Apple II £300 P1 Invoicing £140 VI

Utility set CBM £78 H3Apple II £295 P2 Invoicing £300 P1

Apple II
Apple II/ITT 2020

£315
£250P

VI
S4 VAT PET £17.50JobAl Invoicing £125

costing £125
P2
P2

CBM £350 H3 VAT master CBM £25 H3 Job costing £300 PI
Commodore/ Letter writer £80 V I

VAT register TRS-80 £115 HIComputhink POR S3 Mailing list £50 DI
CP/M
CP/M

£500
£450

C4
GI Vet package PET/8032 POR SI

Mailing list £40
Mail shot £225

P2
P2

CP/M £500 L3 Video message Apple £200 G3 Pad to plotter system £250 P2
CP/M £500 K I Payroll £375 V I

Warehousing PET/8032 POR SICP/M £425 LI Payroll £200 P2
Cromemco
ITT 2020

£250
£295

B3
C6 Word processing ACT 800 £375 H4

Payroll £375
Payroll £10

C6
DI

ITT 2020 £300 P1 Apple £60 S2 Personnel records £98 P2
North Star Apple £75 K2 Production analysis £75 P2
Horizon £250 B3

Apple £75 S5 Programming aids £40 P2
PCC 2000 Apple £75 A2 Purchase ledger £315 VI
Simpelec Triton 3 £350 B2 Apple II £150-300 P2 Purchase ledger £300 PI

PET £300 B4 Apple II £75 11 Purchase ledger £295 P2
PET £800 Cl Apple II £120 VI Purchase ledger £295 C6
PET E95/350 Al Apple II £40 DI Sales ledger £315 VI
PET/CBM POR 11

Apple II/ITT 2020 £180/95 S4 Sales ledger £300 P1
PET/CBM £200 C2 CBM f35 H3 Sales ledger £295 P2
PET/8032 £395 SI Commodore/ Sales ledger £295 C6
Tandy Modell £90 MI Computhink £120 S3 Salesman £10 DI
Tandy Model II £90 MI CP/M £500 KI Statistics £100-195 P2
TRS-80 HI CP/M £150-260 C4 Stock control/recording £285 VI
TRS-801 £225 TI CP/M £400 G1 Stock control/recording £300 PI
TRS-80l £225 KI ITT 2020 £40 DI Stock control/recording £35/98 P2
TRS-80I1 £375 TI MCZ Zilog £500+ H Stock control/recording £10 DI
Vector £400 C5 PET £85/65/ Time/cost recording £300 PI
8000 Series £250 C2 40/20 H2 Time/cost recording £125 P2
8080/Z80 £275 G3- PET £40 DI Utilities £20 C6
8080/Z80 £425 LI PET £375 H4 Word processing £120 VI

PET £25/325 AI Word processing £150-300 P2
Salesman Apple II £10 DI PET £325 C5 Word processing £40 DI

ITT 2020 £10 DI PET/CBM L75/150 C2 Word processing £75 11
PET £10 DI PET/CBM

PET/CBM
f75/150
E75/150

II
G2 Apple II/ Database management/

Screen generator MCZ Zilog £75 + II Tandy Model 1 £50/75 Ml ITT 2020 information retrieval £100 S4

S/L, P/L & Tandy Model II £175-240 M 1 Estate agent £750 S4

stock control CP/M £1000 L3 TRS-80 £30/60/90 S2 Financial planning £250 S4
TRS-80 £45/95 11 General ledger/NL £250P S4

Solicitor's complete Apple £3000 S2 TRS-80 £15 HI Mailing list £100 S4
record accounting TRS-801 f70 KI Office admin £100 S4

Solicitor's package PET/8032 £750 SI
Vector

Series
£400
£250

C5
C2

Payroll £250P
Purchase ledger £250P

S48000

S4
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FaiLI(AGE ACCESES
Code
RI

Machine Application Price

Sales ledger £250P
Stock control/recording E500
Text file librarian £125
Word processing £180/95

Code

S4
S4
S4
S4

Machine Application Price
Stock control/recording £10
Stock control/recording £300
Time/cost recording £300
Utilities £20
Word processing £40

Code
DI
PI
PI
C6
DI

Machine
PET/
Computhink

Application Price
Stock control/recording £250

PET/8032 Mailing list £75/150
Planning maintenance £595
Purchase ledger £395
Sales ledger £395
Solicitor's package £750
Stock control/recording £395
Vet package POR
Warehousing POR

SI
SI
SI
SI
SI
SI
SI
SI

CBM Bureau de change £8
Estate agent £30
General ledger/NL £200
Mailing list E35
Payroll £10
Price lister £12
Purchase ledger £350
Sales ledger £350
Stock control/recording £35/25
Utility set £78
VAT master £25
Word processing £35

H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3
H3

MCZ Zilog Budgeting package £500+
Conference organiser £500+
Mail shot £200
Personnel records £500+
Screen generator £75 +
Word processing £500+

II
II
II
II
II
II

Sorcerer Payroll £250 L2
MZ-80K Integrated accounts £150

Stock control/recording £150
P2
P2 Tandy Model 1 Database management/

information retrieval £25-80
General ledger/NL £90
Incomplete records £40
Integrated accts £350
Invoicing £90
Job costing POR
Mailing list £40
Payroll £249
Purchase ledger £90
Sales ledger £90
Stock control/recording £30-50
Time/cost recording POR
Word processing £50/75

M 1
M I
M 1
M 1
M I
M I
M1
M 1
M I
M I
MI
M1
MI

North Star
Horizon

Database management/
information retrieval £250

General ledger/NL £250
Integrated accts £950
Invoicing £100
Payroll £350
Purchase ledger £250
Sales ledger £250
Stock control/recording £450
Time/cost recording £250

B3
B3
133

B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3

Commodore/
Computhink

Appointments planner £100
Bank accounts £100
Bonds/pension
quotations £100

Database management/
information retrieval £45-250

Estate agent £250
General ledger/NL POR
Incomplete records £750
Integrated accts POR
Invoicing POR
Mailing list £100
Mail shot £125
Petaid report generator £125
PR/advertising package £1000
Printers job control £250
Purchase ledger POR
Sales ledger POR
Stock control/recording £100/250
Time/cost recording POR
Word processing £120

$3
S3

S3

S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3
S3

PCC 2000
Simpelec
Triton 3

Estate Agent £350
General ledger/NL £350
Mail shot £450
Purchase ledger £350
Sales ledger £350
Stock control/recording £350
Time/cost recording £350

B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2
B2

Tandy Model II CBasic £70
CP/M + utilities £150
General ledger/NL £90
Integrated accts £350
Invoicing £90
Job costing POR
Mailing list £75
Mail shot £75
Purchase ledger £90
Sales ledger £90
Stock control/recording £300
Time/cost recording POR
Word processing £175-240

M I
MI
M I
MI
M1
M I
M I
M I
MI
M 1
M I
M I
M 1

PET Bank account £10
Cash flow £8
Cash register £10
Credit control £650
Database management/
information retrieval POR

Database management/
information retrieval £325

Database management/
information retrieval £225

Database management/
information retrieval £170

Estate agent £25
General ledger /NL £1000
Invoicing £350
Invoicing £400
Lotteries £45
Mailing list £15
Mailing list £50
Mailing list £45
Membership accting £85
Payroll £50/195
Payroll £10
Payroll £50/25/

195
Payroll POR
Payroll £200/350
Personnel records £85
Purchase ledger £95/120/

350
Purchase ledger £1000
Purchase ledger £300
Sales ledger £300
Sales ledger £800
Sales ledger £95/350
Salesman £10
Stock control/recording £195
Stock control/recording £10
Stock control/recording £12/25/

350
Stock control/recording £15
Stock control/recording £300
TAP business system £125
VAT £17.50
Word processing
Word processing L85/65/

40/20
Word processing £375
Word processing L25/325
Word processing 325

DI
A I
DI
134

CI

AI

H4

C3
AI
CI
AI
CI
H2
AI
DI
H2
H2
12

DI

AI
CI
C5
H2

Al
Cl
134

B4
CI
AI
DI
12
DI

AI
A2
134

H2
Al
DI

H2
H4
AI
C5

CP/M Cash flow £250 L3
Company secretary £450 C4
Contract costing £2000 L3
Database management/
information retrieval £150-750 C4

Equipment lease/rent/
HP £400 GI

Estate agents £750 C4
Financial modelling £400 GI
General ledger/NL £500 L3
General ledger /NL £500 C4
General ledger/NL £400 GI
General ledger/NL £500 KI
General ledger/NL £375 L1
Integrated accts £1500 C4
Integrated accts £1100 GI
Integrated accts £950 LI
Invoicing £325 LI
Invoicing £150-350 C4
Invoicing £500 KI
Job costing £700 C4
Legal precedents £1100 C4
Mailing list £50-150 C4
Mailing list £250 GI
Mail shot £200-360 G4
Order entry/invoicing £350 GI
Order processing £550 LI
Payroll £450 L3
Payroll £495 C4
Payroll £500 GI
Payroll £500 KI
Payroll £475 LI
Personnel records £450 C4
Production analysis £700 C4
Property management £450-1000 C4
Purchase ledger £500 L3
Purchase ledger £450 GI
Purchase ledger £500 KI
Purchase ledger £425 LI
Purchase ledger £500 C4
Sales ledger £500 L3
Sales ledger £500 C4
Sales ledger £450 GI
Sales ledger £500 K1
Sales ledger £425 LI
S/L, P/L + stock
control £1000 L3

Stock control/recording £325 LI
Stock control/recording £500-1500 C4
Stock control/recording £350 GI
Stock control/recording £500 KI
Time/cost recording £400 GI
Word processing £500 K1
Word processing £400 GIPurchase
Word processing £150-260 C4

TRS-80 Database management/
information retrieval £60

Database management/
information retrieval £32.50

Database management/
information retrieval £150

General ledger/NL £225
Incomplete records £40
Integrated accts £75
Investment portfolio £20
Invoicing £25
Mailing list £25/38/

55
Mailing list £50-150
Payroll £200
Purchase ledger £225
Sales ledger £225
Statistics £45
Stock control/recording £200
Stock control/recording £48
Stock control/recording £115
VAT register £15
Word processing £45/95
Word processing £15
Word processing f30/60/

90

S2

H 1

JI
H I
H I
11

S2
H1

H I
S2
HI
HI
HI
S2
H 1
S2
11

HI
11

H I

S2

TRS-801 General ledger/NL £225/325
General ledger/NL £325
Individual designed
programs £100 up

Invoicing £75
Invoicing £75
Payroll £218
Payroll £218
Purchase ledger £225
Purchase ledger £225
Sales ledger £225
Sales ledger £225
Stock control/recording £200
Stock control/recording £200
Word processing £70

TI
K1

K1
KI
T1
T1
KI
KI
TI
TI
K I
KI
TI
K 1

PET/CBM Assembler dev £50
Database management/
information retrieval £75

Database management/
information retrieval £50/150

Database management/
information retrieval £150

Database management/
information retrieval £150

Disk operating system £150
General ledger /N L £200
Integrated accts £300
Integrated accts £(50)
Integrated accts £650
Integrated accts £650
Invoicing POR
Invoicing £25-50
Lisp £75
Mailing list £75
Pascal £120
Payroll £150
Payroll £150
Payroll £150
Petsoft programs £160
Production analysis £300
Purchase ledger £200
Purchase ledger POR
Sales ledger POR
Sales ledger £200
Stock control/recording £150
Stock control/recording £300
Stock control/recording £150
Stock control/recording £150
Time/cost recording £300
Word processing £75/150
Word processing £75/150
Word processing L75/150

C2

B1

C2

G2

3 I
BI
C2
BI
C2
G2
.11

11

BI
C2
BI
C2
G2
J1
C2
11

BI
C2
JI
31
31
C2
BI
G2
JI
BI
11

G2
C2

TRS-80I1 General ledger/NL £425
Invoicing £125
Payroll £375
Purchase ledger £375
Sales ledger £375
Stock control/recording £375

T1
T1
T1
T1
TI
T1

Vector General ledger/NL £400
Integrated accts £1000

ledger £400
Sales ledger £400
Word processing £40

C5
C5
C5
C5
C5

Cromemco Database management/
information retrieval £250

General ledger/NL £250
Hire purchase £400+
Integrated accts £950
Invoicing £100
Leasing £400+
Purchase ledger £250
Revolving credit £400+
Sales ledger £250
Stock control/recording £450
Time/cost recording £250

B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3
B3

8000 Series Database management/
information retrieval POR

Integrated accts POR
Payroll £250
Purchase ledger £250
Sales ledger 1250
Word processing £250

C2
C2
C2
C2
C2
C2

8080/Z80 General ledger /N L £275
General ledger/NL £375
Integrated accts £950
Integrated accts £995
Invoicing £325
Job order control £257
Order processing £550
Payroll £475
Payroll £275
Prof appts groups £275
Prof appts individ £220
Prof client billing £330
Purchase ledger £425
Purchase ledger £275
Sales ledger £275
Sales ledger £425
Stock control/recording £325
Stock control/recording £275

G3
LI
LI
G3
LI
G3
LI
L1
G3
G3
G3
G3
LI
G3
G3
LI
LI
G3

ITT 2020 Bank account £10
Cash register £10
General ledger /NL £295
Integrated accts £450
Invoicing £300
Job costing £300
Mailing list £50
Payroll £10
Payroll £375
Purchase ledger £300
Purchase ledger £295
Sales ledger £300
Sales ledger £295
Salesman £10

DI
DI
C6
P1
PI
PI
DI
DI
C6
PI
C6
P1
C6
DI
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USER GROUPS INDEX
Here are the details of additions and changes recently notified. If we have failed to include YOUR

group (or have published incorrect information) either here or in the complete listing, then please address
changes/additions to: PCW (User Groups Index), 14 Rath bone Place, London W 1P 1DE.

Finally, the next complete listing will appear in our May issue.

INTERNATIONAL
Sym-1 Users' Group. Publishes a
quarterly newsletter Sym-physis.
Annual sub $13.50 (airmail).
Contact Sym-1 Users' Group
PO Box 315, Chico, CA959237,
USA.

NATIONAL

British Amateur Robotics Asso-
ciation. Recently formed for
anyone interested in robotics.
Membership free but small pro-
duction charge for newsletter.
Contact: D Stocqueler, 66
Waterloo Rd, Penylan, Cardiff,
S Glam.
UK Pilot User Group. Send an
A4 -size SAE for fact sheet on
various Pilot versions available.
Common Pilot Reference Man-
ual available for £5. Versions of
Pilot available for different
machines. Contact: Alec Wood,
Wirral Grammer School for
boys, Cross Lane, Bebington,
Wirral, Merseyside L63 3AQ.

ZX80 Users Club. Bi-monthly
newsletter, software bank, tech-
nical support. Annual member-
ship £6 (UK) or £10 (overseas).
Contact: ZXSO Users Club PO
Box 159, Kingston-upon-Thames,
Surrey KT2 5U2.

BUCKS/BERKS

Anyone interested in joining an
Apple Users Group in the Bucks/
Berks should contact: S F Proffitt
on Marlow 73074 (evenings) or
01-750 7298 (day).
DERBYSHIRE

Derby & District branch of IPUG
meets second Thursday each
month. Contact: Raymond Davies
Davies, 105 Normanton Rd,
Derby DE1 2GG.

EAST MIDLANDS

The East Midlands Independent
TRS-80 Users Group now has to
charge for its newsletter. Send
50p for Issue 4 (balance credited
to your account). Contact: Mike
Costello, 17 Langbank Avenue,
Rise Park, Nottingham NG5
513U.

LONDON

East London Computer Club.
Meets every Friday at 7.30 in
term 'at North East London
Polytechnic, Romford Rd
Precinct, Stratford E15. Contact
John Gneve, 01-533 4761.

NORTH-EAST

North-East RML 380Z Users'
Group. Meets monthly at Micro -
Electronics Education Centre,
The Polytechnic, Newcastle
upon Tyne. Contact: M Hatfield
or R Reed, Computer Unit,
Northumberland. Building, The
Polytechnic, Newcastle-upon-
Tyne NE1 8ST, tel: 26002 ext.
268 (office hours).
SCOTLAND

Central Scotland Computer Club.
Meets twice monthly in Falkirk
College of Technology, Grange-
mouth Rd, Falkirk. Contact: Jam
James Lyon, 78 Slamannan Rd,
Falkirk FK1 5NF, tel (0324)
22430.

Computer -
Town Centres
EASTCOTE: Meets 1st & 3rd
Tuesdays monthly in Eastcote
Library from 6-8pm. Contact:
CTUK! Eastcote, 7 Collins
Drive, Eastcote, Middx HA4
9EL.

GATESHEAD: Meets on Satur-
days (except last Sat in month)
from 10am to 4pm at 22 Durham
Rd, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear.
Contact: John Bone, 2 Claremont
Place, Gateshead, Tyne & Wear
NE8 1TL.

SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD: Group
has a computer permanently
available to the public in Sutton-
in-Ashfield library, The Precinct,
Sutton-in-Ashfield. Contact:
Deric Ellerby, tel (0380) 75376.

DIARY DATA
Bilbao, Spain Electrical & Electronic Equip Exbn - ELA 2 -8 Mar

Contact ECL Ltd, 01-486 1951.
London, England (Wembley Conf C) Microsystems '81 Exbn. Contact: 11 - 13 Mar

IPC Exbns Ltd, 01-837 3636
Glasgow, Scotland (Albany Hotel )Computermarket. Contact: Couchmead Ltd., 42 Gt 17 - 19 Mar

Windmill Street, London Wl. 01-437 4187
Malmo, Sweden Computer Exbn - DATAKRAFT. Contact: 23 - 27 Mar

ECL Ltd, 01-486 1951

Manchester, England (New Cent. Hotel) Computermarket. 24 -26 Mar
Contact: Couchmead Ltd., 01-437 4187

Dublin, Eire Int Computing Exbn - COMPUTEX. Contact: SDL Exbns Ltd, Dublin 763871 24-27 Mar
London, England (Wembley Conf Centre) Numerical Control Equip Exbn & Conf. Contact: British 30 Mar - 1 Apr

Numerical Control Socy, 01-579 9411
Birmingham, England (Albany Hotel) Computermarket. Contact: Couchmead Ltd, 01-437 4187 31 Mar -2 Apr
London, England (West Centre Hotel) Peripherals '81 Exbn. Contact: IPC Exbns Ltd, 01-837 3636 1 -3 Apr
London, England (West Centre Hotel) Computermarket. Contact: Couchmead Ltd, 01-437 4187 7 -9 Apr
Paris, France Int Exbn of Electronic Components. Contact: French Trade Centre, 01-439 3964 7 - 11 Apr
Kenilworth, England (Nat. Agric. Centre) Computer Numerical Control Equip, Machine & Services Exbn 12 - 14 Apr

& Conf. Contact: Corinthian Exbns, 01-681 7055
London, England (Grosvenor House) All Electronics Show. Contact: All Electronics Show, 22 - 24 Apr

(0799) 22612

NETWORK NEWS
Personal computer networks have been springing up all over the States for 18 months or more and now we

have two in Britain. As more networks appear - and as more facilities are added to existing networks
-we'll report them in this section, which appears monthly.

Forum -80... operated by Frede- Sun 1200-2200. Facilities: National TRS-80 Users' Group... will be reduced and refunds
rick Brown, tel: Hull (0482) bulletin board program library being set up at time of writing, made accordingly. Facilities:
859169. No access charge, open for downloading (all in Microsoft will be available to all micro bulletin board & programs for
to any micro owner. Operating Basic), users, not just TRS-80 owners. downloading. Contact: Brian
Tues & Thurs 1900-2200, Sat & Initially access charge will be a Pain, tel 0908 566660 (office).

£10 sub, but as more join, this
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PCIN
SUBSET

Sub Set is not confined to Z80 routines; by sheer
coincidence the original contributors were Z80 users, but

contributions, documented as shown here, are most welcome
from users of other processors. Send your subroutines to:

PCW Sub Set, PCW, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P 1DE

Block move
The first Datasheet this month,
HEXMV, is a collection of routines
from Paul Zarucki of Solihull. These
translate a block of binary data to
ASCII -hexadecimal characters, which
are stored at a specified location with a
checksum appended.

HEXMV is used to prepare for the
serial transmission of ASCII data from
one micro to another. Several systems
put data to backing storage in this form.
Storing data in ASCII -hexadecimal
has the advantages of allowing for the
176 possible non -ASCII bytes to be
used for control purposes or for redun-
dant bits to be used in the detection and
correction of transmission errors. It has
the disadvantages of occupying twice
as much space as the original data and
therefore taking twice as long to trans-
mit and allowing twice as many oppor-
tunities for errors in transmission to
occur.

There are other situations, apart
from data storage, where it is useful
to convert and hold data in ASCII -
hexadecimal, in order to distinguish
't from control information. Write in

and tell us of any you have found.
Just as we received these routines,

Nigel Stephens of Wembley wrote to
tell us how neatly Intel's MDS monitor
converts a binary to an ASCII -hexa-
decimal digit and pointed out that the
technique could be adapted to any
machine with a DAA (decimal adjust)
instruction, such as the M6800. So,
in place of Paul's original HEXASC
routine, we have borrowed the Intel
technique Nigel wrote in about.

Motorola
HEXMV is our first Datasheet for the
Motorola M6800 processor, which has
two 8 -bit accumulators, A and B, a
condition codes register and a 16 -bit
index register, stack pointer and
program counter. Don't skip this Data -
sheet, you Z80 owners, but enjoy the
simple directness of the M6800 instruc-
tion set, with addresses the right way
round, superb indexed addressing facili-
ties and BSR (a relative call), then con-
sider how you would do the job with
the Z80's abundance of 16 -bit registers
and its digit rotating instructions. See
Figure 1 for the appearance of the stack
while HEXMV is being executed.

Datasheet

;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;/
;I

;I

;/
;/
;/
;I
;/
;/

HEXMV - Block move.
CLASS: 1
TIME CRITICAL ?: No.
DESCRIPTION: Takes a block of data up to 256 bytes long,

translates it into ASCII -hexadecimal and
deposits the result in a destination table with
a one -byte (two ASCII -hex digits) checksum
appended.

ACTION: 1. Initialise checksum to zero.
2. Subtract 2 from destination address.
3. Read byte pointed to by source address.
4. Unpack low & high nibbles and add both to checksum.
5. Convert to 2 ASCII -hexadecimal digits.
6. Increment source address by 1.
7. Increment destination address by 2.
8. Store MS -digit of ASCII -hex at dest. address

and LS -digit at Dest. address + 1.
9. Decrement byte count and so to step 3 if not zero.

10. Read checksum then repeat steps 4 thru 8.
11. Return to calling program.

SUBr DEPENDENCE: None.
INTERFACES: None.
INPUT: Parameters supplied on stack by calling program:

SOURCE ADDRESS at SP+1 and SP+2
DESTINATION ADDRESS at SP+3 and SP+4
BYTE COUNT at SP+5

OUTPUT: 2n+2 (where n = byte count) bytes of ASCII -hex data

MICROMART

WE'RE
WARNING

YOU
If

you don't
have a Superboard

or UK101 you're going
to regret not being
able to buy these
amazing add-ons!

CEGMON
The new monitor for all OSI and UK101
systems, with the right range of features!

* Twin -cursor screen editor *
* Improved keyboard routine *

* New screen -handler *
with fully programmable protected areas,

screen and 'window' -clear, cursor controls
* New machine -code monitor *

with load/save, tabular display,
'modify' entry for text and hexadecimal,

breakpoint handler, block move,
and much more

* Disc bootstrap *
* Full compatibility *

Complete with full manual and card for

only £29.50

HIGH-SPEED
CASSETTE

INTERFACE
Really fast cassette loading at 4800 baud:

loads an 8K BASIC program reliably
in under half a minute!

Switchable to standard 300 baud
for compatibility with existing software.

Ready built interface unit for

a mere £22.50
All prices quoted exclude VAT

Quarry Hill, Box, Wilts
MUTEK Tel: Bath (0225) 743289
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ZX80
DIS ASSEMBLER

Display ZX80 monitor in full Z80 assembler, learn its secrets.
Enter your own code and see it translated instantly to assembler.
The program, written almost entirely in M/C code, edits all 600+

280 operations at high speed, in under 3k.

Cassette includes mini M/C code enter/edit/exec for 1k owners
waiting to grow. Plus, detailed guide to the dissassebler. How

to interface your M/C code to ZX80, and tape handling.

E8 to. Campbell Systems, 15 Rous Rd, Buckhurst Hill, IG9 6BL

BUSINESS & COMPUTER
SERVICES

Microcomputer Consultants
and Programers

(TRS 80 Specialists)

Tel.
01 607 1057

292 Caledonian Rd,
London N1 1BA

REAL TIME CLOCK
£26

* Time down to tenths of secs.
* Day of week
* Day on month with Leap Year correction
* Month
* Interrupt output
* Crystal controlled
* Rechargeable battery backup.
All functions software controlled.
MM58174 I.C. with data £14
SAE for more details. Mail order only.

LINTRONICS 37A Chiltern Ave.
Bushey Herts. WD2 3QG

ZX80 SOFTWARE
Battleships, Maths test, Maze (1-4), Number guessing

(with a difference),
Pontoon, Slot machine. For 1K memory.

All on one cassette with full instructions £2.50

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
(Level II, 168).

SPACE ATTACKERS
A low cost version of the popular pub game,

AND

DIGITAL CLOCK
with alarm facility. Both on one cassette £2.50

Both cassettes are excellent value.

Send cheque or P.O. made out to

P. BRAMWELL TO:
BRAMWELL ENTERPRISES
87 ANDERSON CRESCENT

GREAT BARR, BIRMINGHAM B43 75T

To advertise in
MICROMART

Please ring Jacquie Hancock
on 01-631 1682

;/ (including checksum) stored at destination.
;/ Parameters still on stack:
;/ SOURCE ADDRESS = input value + n
;/ DESTINATION ADDRESS = input value + 2n
;/ (points to checksum)
;J BYTE COUNT = zero
;/ REGs USED: XR, ACCA, ACCB and CONDITION CODES
;/ STACK USE: 8
;/ LENGTH: 89
;/ PROCESSOR: M6800
HEXMV: CLR A ; initialise checksum

PSH A ; and put on stack.
TSX ; point XR to stack workspace.
LDA A 6,X ; initialise
SUB A *2 ; destination
STA A 6,X ; pointer to
BCC A7 ; DEST-2 for
DEC 5,X ; pre -incrementing.

A7: LDX 3,X ; fetch next byte XR4-(XR+3-4)
LDA A 0,X ; of binary source.

4F
36
30
A6 06
80 02
A7 06
24 02
6A 05
EE 03
A6 00

TSX ; convert to ASCII, store 30
BSR HEXMV1 ; at dest. and update 8D OB
TSX ; pointers & checksum. 30
DEC 7,X ; decrement byte count & 6A 07
BNE A7 ; repeat until zero. 26 F4
LDA A 0,X ; append checksum A6 00
BSR HEXMV1 ; to ASCII data. 8D 02
PUL A ; clear stack of checksum. 32
RTS ; return. 39

; convert byte from binary to hex, move it to
destination and update pointers and checksum.

HEXMV1: BSR BINASC ; convert byte to ASCII -hex 8D 19
INC 4,X ; update 6C 04
BNE A8 ; source 26 02
INC 3,X ; pointer 6C 03

A8: INC 6,X ; update 6C 06
BNE B8 ; destination 26 02
INC 5,X ; pointer. 6C 05

B8: INC 6,X 6C 06
BNE C8 26 02
INC 5,X 6C 05

C8: LDX 5,X ; XR(--(XR+5-6) EE 05
STA A 0,X ; store ASCII at A7 00
STA B 1,X ; destination. E7 01
RTS 39

; convert byte to two ASCII -hex bytes in A & B
; and update checksum.

BINASC: TAB 16
AND A if0FH ; separate byte into two 84 OF
AND B #FOH ; hex, digits in A and B. C4 FO
LSR B ; logical shift 1 bit right.
LSR B
LSR B
LSR B

54
54
54
54

PSH A ;save A. 36
ADD A 0,X ; add checksum to A. AB 00
ABA ; add B to A. 1B
STA A 0,X ; put updated checksum on stk. A7 00
PUL A ; restore A. 32
BSR HEXASC ; convert hex digit to ASCII. 8D 06
PSH A ;save A. 36
TBA ; A - B. 17
BSR HEXASC ; convert hex digit. 8D 02
PUL B ;restore A to B. 33
RTS 39

; hexadecimal to ASCII conversion subroutine.
HEXASC: ADD A 90H ; so A-F will give carry on 8B 90

DAA ; decimal adjust. 19
ADC A 40H ; add any carry & 40H. 89 40
DAA ; decimal adjust. 19
RTS 39

Dave Barrow who, in last month's
HLFHL, gave the shortest solution to
HL = HL/2, when HL contains four
BCD digits, has now sent the fastest
solution so far received. It takes 82 -
93 T states and 23 bytes. He has also
given this version of HLFA, eight bytes
shorter than that printed in February:
HFA: JR NC,LB1 ; skip if no cy.

ADD A,AOH ; make cy. worth 10.
LB1: RRA ; divide by 2.

LB2

BIT 3,A
JR Z,LB2
DEC A
DEC A
DEC A
RET

; cy. into units'?
; skip if not.
; else convert
; carried 8
;into 5.

32 -bit binary
You don't often see routines to do
calculations on 32 -bit binary numbers,
not even in expensive books on micro -
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processor programming. This probably Paul Jenner of Southampton is the first
has something to do with the fact that contributor to brave your scrutiny of a
they are not all that easy to handle with 4 -byte integer divide in our second Data -
the limited number of registers in the sheet, DIV4. In the true spirit of this
popular microprocessors. Even the Z80 series, Paul will be interested to see any
could do with more registers when it better attempts and so will we.
comes to manipulating 32 -bit numbers.

Datasheet
;= DIV4 -4 -byte integer divide.
;/ CLASS: 1
;/ TIME CRITICAL ? No.
;/ DESCRIPTION: Divides one 4 -byte unsigned integer by another.
;/ Returns quotient and remainder. Checks for
V divide by zero.
;/ ACTION: Long division by shift -and -subtract, using HL
;/ and (SP) as an extended accumulator.
;/ SUBr DEPENDENCE: None.
;/ INTERFACES: None.
;/ INPUT: Dividend in IX,IY
V Divisor in BC,DE
;/ OUTPUT: Carry set, arguments unchanged if BCDE = 0 on entry.
;/ A is always set to zero.
;/ Quotient in IX,IY.
V Reminder in BC,DE.
;/ REGs USED: All normal and index registers (not alternate
V registers).
;/ STACK USE: 2
;/ LENGTH: 54
;/ PROCESSOR: Z80.

DIV4: LD A,B ; if all 78
OR C ; BC B1
OR D ; DE B2
OR E ; are zero B3
SCF ; set carry 37
RET Z ; and return. C8
LD A,32D ; set bit count. 3E 20
LD HL,0000H ; set accumulator 21 00 00
PUSH HL ; and extend to stack. E5

TOP: ADD IY,IY ; shift left IY. FD 29
EX (SP),IX ; get IX DD E3
EX (SP),HL ; into HL E3
ADC HL,HL ; shift it left (with carry) ED 6A
EX (SP),HL ; and return E3
EX (SP),IX ; it to IX. DD E3
ADC HL,HL ; shift HL left (with carry). ED 6A
EX (SP),HL ; get (SP) into HL E3
ADC HL,HL ; shift it left (with carry) ED 6A
EX (SP),HL ; and return it to (SP). E3
OR A ; clear carry. B7
SBC HL,DE ; subtract ED 52
EX (SP),HL ; BC, E3
SBC HL,BC ; DE ED 42
EX (SP),HL ; from (SP),HL. E3
INC IY ; set result bit. FD 23
JR NC,WENT ; jump if 30 09
JR Z,WENT ; subtraction went. 28 07
ADD HL,DE ; else 19
EX (SP),HL ; add E3
ADC HL,BC ; back ED 4A
EX (SP),HL ; divisor E3
DEC IY ; and reset result. FD 2B

WENT: DEC A ; repeat 3D
JR NZ,TOP ; 32 times. 20 D9
EX DE,HL ; put remainder from EB
POP BC ; (SP),HL to BC,DE. Cl
RET C9

LEISURE LINES
The check digit problem set in puzzle specify the modulo.
number 16 proved to be a little tougher I'm not sure about that last comment
than usual, and only about 30 entries but anyway the solution was as follows:
were received. Weights 1-82

In inverse proportion to the number 2-86
of entries were the cries of too easy' - 3-94
this time only two correspondents corn- 4-53
plained - although one reader pointed 5-59
out that there was no need to give the 6-61
information about successive primes and
another said that there was no need to And the required checksum (not check

MEMORY
UPDATES!!
TRS80, APPLE, SORCERER, SUPER8RAIN ETC.

FROM £18.50 per 16K.
EPROMS: 2716 £5.00 EACH

EPROM PROGRAMMING FROM 20P PER UNIT.

CLEARTONE COMPUTER CONSULTANTS LIMITED
PRINCE OF WALES INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

ABERCARN, GWENT. NP1 5RJ
TEL: NEWBRIDGE 104951244555

CLEARTAZNE-1

NASCOM SOFTWARE
We offer the following quality software for
NASCOM systems:
NASPAS - a 12K PASCAL compiler which
produces Z80 code directly i.e. no P -code.
The compiler offers floating point and integer
airthmetic, arrays, sets, strings and all major,
Pascal statements together with fully recursive
functions and procedures with value and varia-
ble parameters. The object programs run very
quickly. Price: £35.00
NASMON - A new monitor for NASCOMs.
Occupies 4k and includes a sophisticated
screen editor, a 'front panel' mode, blocked and
buffered tape routines and powerful debugging
commands. Price: £30.00 in EPROM
BAS12K - a 12K BASIC interpreter offering
11 digit precision arithmetic, PRINT USING,
IF... THEN... ELSE and other advanced
features. Price: £25.00
NASGEN a fast 3K assembler generating a
full symbol table and with many assembler
directives and commands.
Price: £15.00 on tape, £25.00 in EPROM.
NASNEM - a TAK disassembler which inter-
faces to NASMON's front panel to produce
single step disassembly. Optionally it produces
labels and oip may be directed to a text buffer
suitable for NASGEN.
Price: £10.00 on tape, £15.00 in EPROM.
All the above software runs under NASMON
except NASPAS which can run under NASMON
or NAS-SYS.
All prices are fully inclusive.
FREE: a free CHESS program with every order
of NASMON.
Full details may be obtained from:
HISOFT 60 Hallam Moor, Liden, Swindon

Wiltshire.
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SYNTAX SOFTWARE
ZX80 Software
11K GAMES
SUPAPACK ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA DELTA
5 games on each cassette £4.95 each
4K GAMES
WUNDAPACK 1 (including MicrADraughts)
3 games for £6.95
MZ8OK SOFTWARE
BUMPAPACK 1 (Draughts & Astronomer)
BUMPAPACK 2 (Space station. Helter Skelter +
Fruit Machine) E7.95 tar each cassette.
PC1211 SOFTWARE
SUPERSET 1 SUPERSET 2
6 + 5 games respectively for £7.96 each peck)
ZX80 PUBLICATIONS
"Making the most of your 2)(80" by Tire Hartnell
at E5.95 incl. p&p
"50 Rip Roaring Games for the ZX80" at £4.95
incl. p&p.
Make cheque/P.O. payable to:
Syntax Software, 96 Cottinwood Gardens, Ilford.
Essex.
For our latest catalogue, send a large SAE
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ORRISTON
OMPUTER

ENTRE
46 CROWN ST

MORRISTON
Tel: 795817 SWANSEA

SHARP
VIDEO

GENIE
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APPLE SOFTWARE
Business
Visicalc 75.00
Mailing System 55.00
Word Processing 45.00
Write -On 60.00
Retail Inventory 40.00
Disk Inventory 25.00
Data Base 10.00
Education
Algebra I 7.50
Function Plot (2 -dim.) 15.00
Statistical Analysis 15.00
Paddle Graphics 20.00
Typing Tutor 7.50
Utilities
Crystal Cat 10.00
CRAE-editor 10.00
MCAT -catalog 5,00
available together CRAE & MCAT 13.00
Games
Bridge 10.00
Fastgammon 15.00
American Football 10.00
& many others
Add 15% VAT Postage & Packing Free
Contact: SBD SOFTWARE
15 Jocelyn Road Richmond TW9 2TJ
Tel: 01-940 5194 Telex: 22861

SPECIALS FOR PET
FANTASTIC MUSIC MACHINE!
Write a play music on your PET. Displays notes
as they play. 4 voices, chords, re -definable key-
board and waveforms. Repeat segments, re -arrange,
transpose, change tempo, key etc by just typing
a row of letters. Save/load music with tape or
disk. Includes amplifier, manual and m/code
program on cassette. 8K -32K, old or new ROMs.
HARDWARE + SOFTWARE: only £37
PROGRAMMER's TOOLK IT - 16/32K New
ROM: makes programming less like work! £30.

LIGHT PEN + SOFTWARE - plugs in. £22

SCOTT ADAMS ADVENTURES 1 & 2: classic
game: needs 24K. Each £7 (both £13)

SUPER MACHINE CODE WORD PROCESSOR:
does all you'd expect for £75-150, and also gives
re -definable keyboard, works with tape & disk
files, old or new ROMs, any printer, AND 80 -
column PETS!! We didn't believe it either: £35
(£37 disk)
ALL PRICES + VAT PLEASE, BUT POSTAGE
FREE. SEND FOR LIST & MORE DETAIL.

MICROCASE
"turns a board into a real computer"

NASCOM 2
SUPERBOARD

COMPUKIT

also uncut for Nascom 1 & OEM

Direct from us or from your dealer - but make
sure you see a

GENUINE 'MICROCASE'

Simple Software Ltd
15 Havelock Road
Brighton Sussex BN1 6GL Bu)ii with Aar.

(0273) 504879
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MICROLINE 80 Mk

£329*
NORTHAMBER LTD
Great Oak House, Esher, Surrey
KT10 9BR Tel: 0372 62071

'plus VAT and delivery

digit - someone else picked me up
about that!) was 51.

The winner by random selection was
again from overseas - Brussels to be
exact - Mr Hans Van Leeuwen.

Congratulations - your prize is on its
way from Angleterre (or should we
say Engeland?).

Quickie
Sorry quickie addicts, nothing this
month since you got two last month.

Prize puzzle
This month's prize puzzle will prob-
ably eliminate all those readers who
don't have alpha facilities on their
calculators. But necessity is the mother
of invention, so perhaps they'll find
some other means of cracking this prob-
lem.
1 The 49 letters shown in the grid can

be formed into seven by seven -letter
words and the initial letters of each of
the seven words will form an eighth
word which is the answer to the puzzle.
2 Alongside each letter is also a num-

ber in the range 1-6. This indicates
the number of squares that must be
traversed to reach the next square.
3 Starting with the letter D in the

centre of the grid move the number
of squares specified (in this case six)
East, West, North or South (assuming
North is at the top of the grid) and you
will arrive at another square.
4 If any move takes you beyond the

edge of the grid, you should assume
that the grid 'wraps round'. Thus, if a
Northerly move takes you to the top of
the grid, the count of squares should
continue from the foot of the same
column.

T4 R6 E3 S6 T5 S6 05

U, Y3 L4 S2 05 N2 A3

R5 B3 St E2 E1 R2 N5

Y6 L5 R2 D6 N3 D2 II

E5 A4 T6 S1 B3 N5 G,

A3 E2 E5 A2 T3 G4 R6

Y2 Al T1 T3 R3 N1 I6

5 Hence, from the start point, a move
of six squares East will take you to

the right hand edge after three squares
and the fourth, fifth and sixth squares
should be made from the left-hand edge
of the same row to bring you to the
letter R2.
6 In this way the initial move can take

you to either the R2, E2, N3 or S1
squares immediately adjacent to the
start letter.
7 No square may be landed on more

than once. Diagonal moves are not
permitted.
8 A correct series of moves throughout

the grid will yield seven consecutive
seven -letter English words, the initial
letters of which, taken in order, will
then give the required solution.

One word only required.
Answers on a postcard please, to Puzzle
number 19, PCW, 14 Rathbone Place,
London, W1P 1DE, to arrive no later
than March 31. The prize is the usual
book token.

PROGRAMS
TRS- 80 Show Jumping

by Roy Bowden

This must be the best TRS-80 program
we've ever received! It is a game for one
to four players each of whom must
make their way round the course using
the arrow keys. Start by positioning
your horse under the START hitting S
when you reach the right position. Press
R to start your round. As you reach
each jump a picture of it will appear and
a square will appear in the top centre of
the screen. You then have two seconds
to put in your figures relating to the

height and the spread of the jump. Low
height is represented by number keys
1, 2 and 3, medium by 4, 5 and 6
and high by 7, 8 and 9. Spread is dictat-
ed by which of the keys in the group is
chosen. 1, 4 and 7 represent no spread
and 3, 6 and 9 represent maximum
spread. The only other point worth
making is that the vertical arrow comes
out on the listing as a square bracket.
Good luck!

70 CLEAR 2000:RANDOM:DEFINT
80 DIM R$(4),H$(4),JP$(2,15),JP(15),FP(4),LL4)
90 CLS:PR1NTCHR$(23)
100 PRINT8338,"SHOW JUMPING"
110 PRINTO)402,"....M..
120 FOR K=1 TO 750:NEXT K
1E0 CLS
170 INPUT"HOW MANY COMPETITORS
160 IF N(1 OR N)4 THEN 170
190 PRINT
200 FOR C=1 TO N:PRINT"COMPETITOR NUMBER";C
210 INPUT"NAME OF RIDER, HORSE.";R$(C),H$(0
220 NEXT C
230 PRINT:PRINT"PLEASE WAIT WHILE THE JUMPS ARE CHECKED."
250 C=0:TN=0:J=0
260 JP(1)=1:JP$(1,1)="1-15-1"
270 GOSUB 600
250 IF P=1 THEN JP(2)=1:JP$(1 2 ="H5-1"
290 IF P=2 THEN JP(2)=4:jP$(1,2)="H5-4"
300 IF P=3 THEN JP(2)=7:JP$(1,2)="H5-7"
310 GOSUB 600
320 IF P=1 THEN JP(7)=2:JP$(1,3)="55-0":J1P ( 3)="H5-1"
330 IF P=2 THEN JP(3)=5:JP$(1,3)="55-0":JP ( 7)="H5-4"
340 IF P=3 THEN JP(3)=8:JP$(1,3)="95-0":7P ( )="H5-7"
350 GOSUB 600
360 IF P=1 THEN JP(4)=1:JP$(1,4)="H5-1"
370 IF P=2 THEN JP(4)=4:JP$(1,4)="H5-4"
780 IF P=3 THEN JP(4)=7:JP$(1,4)="H5-7"
390 JP(5)=4:JP$(1,5)="H5-4"
400 JP(6)=7:JP$(1,6)="H5-7"
410 JP(7)=4:SP$(1,7)="H5-4"
420 GOSUB 600
430 IF P=1 THEN JP(8)=1:jP$(1,8)="H5-1"
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0

440 IF P=2 THEN JP(8)=4,JP$(1,8)="H5-4.
450 IF P=3 THEN JP(8)=7;JP$(1,8)="H5-7.
460 JP(9)=6:JP$(1,9)="616-0"
470 GOSUB 600
480 IF P=1 THEN JP(10)=1:7P$(1,10)="H5-1.
490 IF P=2 THEN JP(10)=4:JP$(1.10)="H5-4"
500 IF P=3 THEN JP(10)=7:JP$(1,10)="H5-7"
510 GOSUB 600
520 IF P.1 THEN JP(11)=2:7P8(1,11)="S5-3";JP$(2,11)="H5-"
530 IF P.2 THEN JP(11)=5:JP$(1,11)="65-3.:JP$(2,11)=.H5-4"
540 IF P=3 THEN SP(11)=8:JP$(1,i1)="S5-3":JP$(2.11)="H5-7"
550 JP(12)=7,JP$(1.12)=-H5-7.
560 JP(13)=5:JP$(1,13)="65-5":JP$(2,13)="H5-4"
570 SP(14)=1:JP$(1,14)=.H51.
580 JP(15)=7.1P$(1,15)="H6-7"
590 GOTO 660
600 P=RND(3):RETURN
660 PA8=CHR$(191):PB$=CHR$(131):PC$=CHR$(92):PD$=CHRS(93)
670 PES=CHR$(140)1PF8=CHR$(143):PG$=STRING$(4,131)
680 P1$=PAS+PG$+PB$+PC$+PG$+PD$+PG$+pB$+PD$+PG$+PD$+PO$+JP$(1,7)+JP$(1,6)+p0$4.p8
b+PB$+JP$(1,5)+STRING$(3,131)+JP$(1,4)+STRING$(11,131)+PA$+pAw "+PC$+"

"+PC$+. "+PD16+" "

690 P1$=P1$+PD$+" "+PB$+PAS+PB$+" "+PBs+PAS+PB$+" .+PB$+PAIi+PB$+" "+PB$

0

+pA$+PB$+" "+.D$+" "+PA$
700 P24=PA$+" .+PA8+STRING$(3.140)+PA$+5TRING$(13.32)+"C "+PE$+PF$+PE$+" "

+PE8+PF$+PE$+" "+PE$+PF$-FPE$+" .+PE$+PF$+PEs+. C "+Pflii+PAg."
"+JP$(1,12)+" 11

710 P24=P2$+PC$+STRING$(12,32)+"S DHL 5 4 "+JP$(2,3)+" "+PA$
720 P3$=PA8+" "+JP$(1..13)+" T C .+PD$+" "+PD$+" .+PDS+STRING
$(18,32)+.3.+PA$+STRING$(3,143)+PAW .+PAIi+PA$+" .+PA$+STRINGS(3,188)+PAW

)9 .+PA8+STRING$(3,140)
730 P3$=P3$+PA$+"7.+STRING$(15,32)+"C"+STRING$(19.32)+JP$(1.3)+" "+PA$
740 P4$=PA8+" .+JP$(2.13)+. L "+JP$(1,8)+STRING$(15,32)+JP$(2,11)+STRING$(2
6,32)+PAS+PA$+" .+PA$+STRING$(3,140)+PA$+STRING$(22,32)+"10"+PA$+STRING$(3.143 00 )+PA$+STRING$(16,32)+.2"+PA$+STRING$(3.140)+PAW "+PA$
750 P5$=PA$+. "+SP$(1.14)+, "+pAsi+ETRING$(3,188)+PAW6.+STRING$(13,32)+J
P$(1,11)+STRING$(18,32)+JP$(1,2)+. "+PAS+PA$+9TRINGS(13,32)+.WATER.+STRING$(4
4.32)+PA$
760 PES=PA$+STRING$(13,32)+JP$(1,9)+STRING$(35,32)+.1"+PA$+STRINW.3,140)+PAW

.+PA$+PA$+" .+PA8+STRING$(3.140)+PAW12"+STRING$(21,32)+"9"+PA8+STRING$(3,1
40)+PA$,STRINS$(17,32)+JPs(1.1)+, .+PA$
770 P74=PA$+" ",,IG$(1,1:)
780 P8$=PA$+". FINISH.
790 P9$=STRING$(21,32)+STRING:,(42,76)
800 PRINT.THE COURSE IS NEARLY READY..
820 PO$=STRING$(6,179)+STRING$(6.191)
830 PO$L-PO4+PO$+PO$
840 01$=STRING$(36.188)
850 62$=PA$+STRING$(5,32)
860 03$=STRING$(4,32)+PA8+PA$+STRING$(4.32)
870 02$=02$+62$+PA$+G3$+G2$+02$+PA$
880 M1$=STRING$(11,191)
890 Ml$=M1$+P8S+M1$+PBW.11$
900 M2$=STRINGS(7,131)+PA$
910 M2$=M2$+M2$+M2$+M2$+STRINo$(3,131)
920 M3$=P5$+STRING$(7,131)
930 M3$=STRING$(3,131)+M3$+M38+M3$+m1$
940 T18=CHR$(184)+PA$+STRING$(9,188)+PA$+CHR$(1S0)
950 T2$=CHR$(160)+CHR$(190)+STRING$(13,191)+CHR$(189)+CHR$(144)
960 73$=CHR$(184)+CWR$(140)+CHR$(180)+STRING$(13,176)+CHR$(184)+CHR$(140)+CHR$(1
80)
970 T4$=CHR$(16,0)+CHR$(190)+PA$+C:HR$(136)+CHR$(157)+STRING$(13,140)+CHR$(174)+CH
R$(132)+PA$+CHR$(189)+CHR$(144)
980 T5$=CHR$(170)+PAS+PAS+CHR$(179)+CHR$(183)+STRING$(13.:79)+CHR$(187)+CHR$(179 0
)+PAS+PA$+CHR$(149)
990 01$=CHR$(184)+CHR$(i80)+STRING$(12,176)+CHR$(184)+CHR$(180)
1000 02$=CHR$(160)+CHR$(192))+PA$+CHR$(157)+STRINO$(12.140)+CHR$(174)+PA$+CHR$(18
9)+CHR$(144)
1010 074=CHR$(184)+STRING$(20,191)+CHR$(180)
020 51$=P111$+PB$+PP$

1040 53$=PAS+PB$+PB$+PB$+PA$
1050 S4$=PAS+PG$+PA$
1.060 S5$=PA$+PG$+P8$+PA$
1070 S6$=PA$+PG$+PB$+PB$+PAs
1060 57$=PA$+PG$+P9$+1.8$+P9$+,,At
1090 58$=PR$+PG$+PG$+GA$

0 1100 PHS=STRING$(4.32):P1$=STRING$(5,32)
1110 71$=PA$+PG$+PA$
1120 J2$=STRING$(2,191)+pHs+pA$
1130 J3$=STRING$(3,191)+PH$+PA$ 0
1140 J4$=STRING$(4,191)+CHR$(32)+CHR$(32)+CHR$(136)+STRING$(2.191)
1150 J5$=STRINO$(5,191)+PH$+PA$
1160 J6$=STRING$(5,191)+CHR$(136)+STRIN13$(,,1P-
1170 J7$=STRING$(5,191)-,11-T37,-..,,,,HE
1180 j64,-STRING*15,19i)+PI$
1190 K1$.71$

0 1200 G2$=PAS+PH$+STRING$(2.191)
1210 G3$=PA$+PH$+STRING$(3.191)
1220 R4$=STRING$(2,191)+CHR$(132)+CHR$(32)+CHR$(32)+STRING$(4,191)
1230 K5$=PA$+PH$+STR1NG$(5,191)
1240 K6S=STRING$(4,191)+CHR$(132)+STRIN0$(5,191) 0
1250 K7$4PAS+STRING$(4,189/+STRING$(5,191)
1260 K8S=PI$4-13TS14,04,561)
1270 W1$4CHR$(176)+CHR$(182)+PAS*CHR$(188)+CHR$(176)
1280 W2$=P14$+PG$+PBE+PAS

0
1290 W3$4PAS+PIS.PAS
1300 W4S.W2$ 00 1310 W5$=W3$
1320 W6$=W2$
1330 W7$=W3$
1340 W8$=W2$
1350 W9$=W3$
1360 FIS=CHR$(188)+STRING$(43,140)+CHR$(188)
1370 F2S=Pf4$+CHR$(32)+PA$+PA$+STRING$(5, 131 )+CHR$(32)+PB$+PAS+PAS+PBS+CHR$(32)+P
A$+PAS+CHR$(188)+CHR8(178)+CHR$(32)+PA$+PAs+CHR$(32)+PB$+pA$+pA$+PB$+CHR$(32)+CH
R$(188)
1380 F2$=F2$+PA$+PB$+PB$+PBS+CHR$(143)+CHR$(140)+CHR$(32)+PAS+PA$+STRING$(3,32)+

0 PAS+PA$*CHR$(32)+PA$
1385 PRINT"NOT LONG NOW...."
1390 F35=PA$A-CHR$(32)+PA$+PA$+STRING$(3,131)+STRING$(4.32)+PA$+PA$+STRING$(2.32)
+PAS+PAS+CHR$(131)+CHR$(143)+STRING$(3,191)+STRING$(2,32)+PA$+PA$+STRING$(2,32).
CHR$(176)+CHR$(179)
1400 F35=F3$+STRING$(3.131)+PAS+CHR$(188)+CHR$(32)+PA8+PA$+STHING$(3.131)+PA$+PA
$+CHR$(32)+PA$ 0

S 1410 F45=PA$+CHR$(176)+STRING$(2,179)+STRING$(6,176)+STRING$(4,179)+CHR$(176)+ST
RING$(2.179)+STRING$(3,176)+STRING$(2.173)+CHR$(176)+STRING$(4,179)+STRING$(2,17
6)+STRING$(5,179)+STRING$(2,176)+STRING$(2,179)

0 1420 F4$=F4$+STRING$(3,176)+STRING$(2,179)+CHR$(176)+PA$
1430 GOTO 2110
1440 GOSUB 2030
1450 PRINTSTRING$(11.32)161$1STRING$(36,32)161s 40

1460 PRINTSTRING$(10,32);S2$;POCS2$
1470 PRINTSTRING$(9,32);83$;STRING$(36.32)163$
1480 PRINTSTRING$(8,32):S4$:P0$;S4$ 0
1490 PRINTSTRING$47,32);65$;01$;85$
1500 PRINTSTRING$(6.32)196$;02$;SEA

MICROMART
PRINT&GRAPHICS
GRAPHICS& PRINT

IF YOU NEED AN 80 COLUMN
PRINTER WHICH WILL HANDLE

ANY PLAIN PAPER UP TO 8.5 INCHES WIDE,
HAS 96 ASCII CHARACTERS, PLUS U.K.,

GERMAN, AND SWEDISH SPECIAL
CHARACTERS, NORMAL OR DOUBLE WIDTH,

WITH FULL GRAPHIC
CAPABILITIES WITH A

RESOLUTION OF 480 DOTS PER LINE -
THEN LOOK NO FURTHER -

ALL THESE FEATURES AND MORE ARE
AVAILABLE NOW, FOR LESS THAN £300

INCLUDING VAT AND DELIVERY!!
send a SAE to:-

SCALE ENGINEERING
6 GOSS BARTON NAILSER AVON BS19 2XD

Also available:
VARIOUS SERIAL INTERFACES 2 SPEED MOD.

FOR ONLY £10 LOWER CASE VIDEO MOD.
LOGIC PROBE, etc.

EIGHT INCHES
OF PLEASURE

PROFESSIONAL 8"
IBM TYPE DISKETTES

Single Sided -
Single & Double Density Formats

£1.95 EACH Inclusive
+ 90p P&P per order

ANY QUANTITY (Cash with Order)
Fast Delivery
Mail Order
(or call in!)

IT DATA SERVICE
43 PRAED STREET

LONDON, W2INR

STOKE on TRENT

for
TUSCAN

and
TANGERINE

and
VIDEO GENIE + SOFTWARE

and
BOOKS

MICRO -PRINT Ltd.,
59, Church Street, Stoke on Trent.

(0782) 48348. Barclaycard and Access

GOOD TTIINGS FOR 6800 SYSTEM
BUILDERS

1. P.C.B.'s, including component list & schematics:
CSH001 - SWTPC mpb/2 motherboard £24.20
CSH002 -SWTPC MPA/2 CPU board E11.50
CSH005 - SWTPC MPL/A
parallel interface board £ 6.60
2. Assembled Boards
CSH003 - SWTPC MPA /2 CPU,
SWTBUG, space for 8k Eprom
CSH004 - SWTPC MPA CPU,MIKBUG £49.50
3. Components
CSH - 6800 Chip set:
M6800. M6821, M6850, M6810 & M6875 216.50
CSH021 - Molex connectors, E 2.50
10 pin male, pack of 10.
CSH022 - Molex connectors, E 3.00
10 pin female, pack of 10.
CSH030 MOTOROLA 6800
PROGRAMMING MANUAL E 6.60
VAT free
Prices include postage but add VAT at
15% when ordering.

COMPUSENSE LTD. PO BOX 169
LONDON N13 4HT Tel: 01-822 0681

E75.00
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MICROMART
ZX801. I VE ACTION

SOFTWARE
Top quality games at unbeatable prices: -
BREAKOUT (1k0; £4.00. SPACE INTRU-
DERS (2K): £4.00. Also MOVIES (2K plus),
7x8 character pictures displayed in rapid
rotation giving animation effect; £3.00. -
No hardware modification whatsoever.
Written in machine code without loss of
TV Syncronisation.
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE? - YES, but it's
true. Reviews say the ZX80 can't be used for
continuous live action ARCADE type
games. - WELL IT CAN - WE'VE DONE
IT - SEEING IS BELIEVING - Send
cheques or PO's for program listing (or
SAE for list of all software) to:-
MACRONICS, (K. Macdonald) 26 Spiers
Close, Knowle, Solihull, B93 9ES.

NEW
OHIO SUPERBOARD III

Immediate Delivery
Full Warranty & Back Up

New Low Price

SEIKOSHA PRINTER
Home and Educational Use

UK101/SUPERBOARD II ADD ONS
48 x 30 Video Conversion £15

16k Memory Expansion from £40
Send S.AE. for free prog. + price list
High Educational and Club Discounts
NORTHERN MICRO add 15% VAT
29 Moorcroft Park Tel. HOLMFIRTH
New Mill (048489) 2062

HUDDERSFIELD 10am-8pm Mon -Sat

topmark
NEW ! NEW ! NEW !

dappla
APPLE FORTRAN
(Needs language card)

Send only £120 + VAT £18 (Fortran only)
or £419 + VAT £62.85 (complete
system, includes Pascal and language card)

NEW ! NEW ! NEW !
NEW ! DOS 3.3 - much improved
capacity £40 + VAT £6.
NEW ! Eurocolour card - vastly
superior to previous versions £113 + VAT
£16.95
Official Government and Educational
orders accepted.
Contact Tom Piercy at
Topmark Computers, 77 Wilkinson Close,
Eaton Socon, St Neots, Cambs. PE19 3HJ
Huntingdon (0480) 212563

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE FOR
THE PET

e
"FUN WITH ENGLISH"

Spelling, Grammar, Vocabulary, etc.
Written by a Teacher/Graduate team

for Primary School level
Cassette. English 1 "4 Programs" £6.00
Cassette. English 2 "4 Programs" £6.00

Inclusive

WHIZ MATHS
Cassette Maths 1 4 Programs £6.00 incl.

State old or new ROM, Orders to
MENTRIX 420 VALENCE AVE
DAGENHAM ESSEX RM8 3QL 

118 I'C\\

PROGRAMS
II ETIRED.":0020 4220

4210 PRINT:PRINTFAM;"FAUI_TS IN ";:PRINFUSINO CLI,:CL(V)
4220 FOR K=1 TO 2000:NEXT K
4230 GOTO 2110
4250 CLS:PRINTCHRS(27)
4260 PRINT9320,"WINNER O. THIS COMPETI,I0,"
4270 PRINT".*******w****.**.4.*******":PRINT
4280 IF FPO/1=100 THEN PRINT"DISQUALIFIED 0. HETIR.D-":PRINT.NO WINNER...00TO 43
20
4290 PRINTRENW RIDING "

4300 PRINTHVV);" :-":PRINT"FAULTS :";FA(V);.. 1

4310 PRINT.TIME : ";USING rLs,cL(v)
4320 PRINT.PRINT:PRINT"WOULD vOU LIKE"
4330 PRINT.ANOTHER COURSE ? (V/N)"
4340 IS=INKEVS:IF 1$="" THEN 4340
4350 IF 1$="V" THEN RUN
4360 IF 1$0"N" THEN 4320
4370 END Listing courtesy of London Computer Centre

PET Grand Prix
by Michael Matar

This runs on a new ROM PET. You have race track, competing against a PET -
to steer your car around a convoluted driven rival.

REM GRAND PRIX BY MICHAEL MATAN 1
2 CLR,001.09000
5 0=102:PRINT"3",R2=42:R3=144:R5=002=326

V2=1:' :=1

10 FORA=17080
20 W=32767+ 2=33687+A
30 POKEW,Q,POKEA2,0
3:3 NEXT
39 IFTS="M"THEN50
40 IFT$="E"THENPOKE33340,0 007050
41 POKE33350.0:F0KE33390,0
42 P0KE33094,0,F0KE33095,0
43 POKE32895,0,POKE32975,0 POKE33015,G
44 POKE33018,0:POVE32898,0 IF TsC"H"THEN50
45 FORA3=1708
46 A2=32822+(40*A3O
47 POKEA2,0
43 NEXT
50 FORA3=1T025
60 44=(A3*40)+32808:A5=(A3*40)+'':2847
70 POKEA4,0:POKEA5,0
-1 NEXT
79 IFTS="M"THEN90
80 IFTS="E"THEN90
31 POKE33n98,0,POKE33399,0POKE33400,0:POKE33430.0:POKEa3439,0 POKE33440,0 0
32 PCgE234313,OT0KE33467,07P0KE33518,0,P0KE33507,0
83 P0KE33671,0,POKE33631,0,FOKE33591,0
90 FORA6=IT020
100 A7=32216+A6:A8=33256+R6,A9=33296+A6
110 POKEA7,0,POKEAS,O-POKEA9,0
111 NEXT
120 IFTS="E"THEN130
121 P0KE33338,3,P0KE33378,0
122 POKE33418,WP0KE33412,0
130 F3iRB=ITO5
140 142=(B*40)+32827:02=(1440)+32991B3=(B*40)+32979
141 A=329894:R2=33276+B

0 142 H=33036+B
143 POKEH,Q,P0KE33255,QPOKE33213,0-1FT$="E"THEN150
144 POKE33105,0,POKE33106,0:P0KE33107,0:POKE33147,0
150 POKEW2,0:POKEB2A-4:POKEB3.0,POKEA2,0
155 NEXT
156 POKE32942,32
150 FORN3=1T000
170 B4=33095413 B5=33210W3*40)
130 POKEB4,CrPOKEB5,0
185 NEXT
186 PRINT"0 LAPS-YOU"R4 'PET"4:
in FORB6=1204
100 B7=(B6*40)+-33465
210 POKEB7,O
215 NEXT

. 216 POKE23585.32
"' 220 P0KE33284,0,FOKE33425,0P0KE33535,0

230 IFD=STHEN2400
A 131 FORP=1709
''' 240 P2=40*P)+33315,A=33314+(F440) A2=33313+(P*40)

150 POKEP2,86:POKEA,90 -POKEA2,90
254 NEXT
255 IFR5=1THEN31O
356 IFR5=2THEN2400
260 X=33395'3=334756i=0 R=-1K=0:R4=0A4=33102 A3=-1 B5=0
265 POKEX,42,POKEJ,144
266 POKE33469,O
27'0 FORI3=170300
200 NEXT
300 C=PEEK(166)
301 A=R-1:IFA=22THEN2600
302 IFXC33260THEN310
303 IFX).33287THEN310
304 H=7.R5=1:00T0230
310 IFC=10THEND=-10070360
320 IFC=1 THEND=1:0070360
330 IFC=80THEND=-40'607011000
340 IFC=32THEND=40:00T0360
350 D=0
360 14=XX=X411
370 GOSUB1000
371 IFA=23THEN390
330 POKEN:02,POKEX,R2
390 00SUB2000
410 00.10300
600 B6=RND(1):02=32 e



PROGRAMS
605 89=B9+1'IFB9=1THENPRINT"MYOU ARE OUT OF CONTROL 8=1
610 X=N:POKEX,170AFB6(.26THENX=X-1,00T0650
620 IFB6<.51THENX=X+1,00T0650
630 1F86.76THENX=X+40,0010650
640 X=X-40
650 IFFEEK(X)=WHENB5=0:00101020
652 B5=B5-1
655 IFB5=0THENPRINT"SWM~XWANY~MNAM",00T0700
660 RETURN
700 PRINT"0 LAPS-YOU",R4,"PET",K
701 00T0660'
1000 K5=PEEK(X):IFK5=127THENB9=0,145=B5+5
1001 IFB5>OTHENOOSUB600
1002 IFK5=32THENRETURN
1003 IFK5=0THENBWA WALL":19=2,00101020
1004 IFK5=144THENB$="PET"'00101020
1010 RETURN
1020 PRINT"WOU HAVE HIT ",E$,
1021 IFI9=2THENPRINT"VOMMENW"
1025 FORA=1.105
1026 POKEN,170
1030 00SU62000
1031 POKEN,42
1035 NEXT
le:.36 A=23:03=03+1 IFID3)1THEN6I2=127
1037 X=N
1040 RETURN
1500 IFRND(1).5THEN04=1 60101520
1510 R=4EFOOT02400
1520 R=-40:00102400
1530 IFJ=33430THENR=-1:00102400
1540 IFJ=33386THENR=-1:00102400
1550 IFJ=324601HENR=-1:00102400
1560 IFJ=33380THENR=40,130102400
1570 IFJ=33546THENR=-1:1301.02400
1580 IFJ=33540THENR=-40,00102400
1590 IFJ=33426THEN1610
1600 00102400
1610 IFRND(1)< 5THENR=-4000102400
1620 R=-40:00162400
1700 IFRND(1)(.5THENR=40
1710 00102400
2000 IFJ=33176THENR=-1,00102400
2001 IFJ=33456THEN04=0,R=-40:00102400
2005 IF04=1THEN1530
2010 IFj=33173THENR=-40:00102400
2011 1F3>334001HEN2080
2012 IFJ)33000THEN2072
2015 IFJ=32952THEN1700
2020 IFJ=32933THENR=1:130102400
2030 IFJ=32945THENR=40:00102400
2060 IFJ=329491HENR=1.00102400
2070 IFJ=32966THENR.=40,00102400
2071 G0102400
2072 1FJ=33123THENR=40:00702400
2073 IFJ=330651HENR=1:00102400
2074 IFJ=33069THENR=-40,00102400
2075 IFJ=33112THENR=1,00102400
2079 00102400
2060 1FJ=33486THENR=-1:130102400
2085 IFJ=33483THENR=-1,00102400
2092 IFJ=38475THENR5=2,0010230
2093 IFJ=38470THEN1500
2094 IFJ=33590THENR=-1,00102400
2095 IFJ=33580THENR=-40,00102400.,
2096 IFJ=33460THENR=-1,00102400
2100 G01024002400 J8 =J

2410 J=J+R
3415 IFJ=33475THEN2500
2420 IFD=5THENFETUFN
2431 00103000
2434 IFJ3=33475THENJ3=337672435 POKEJ,144:POKEJ3,32
2440 RETURN
2500 K=K+1:PRINT"M LAPS -YOU" P4,"PET"4:
2510 00102420
600 PRINT"AMMWWWWWWW4MMOWW:MaNr
05 FRINT"M LAPS-YOU";FA,"PET",K,"=4*OWWW744WQW" 59=0

2610 0010302
3000 IFH=THEN3030
3010 IFPEEK<X-1 )=86THENR4=R44-1 H=0,PFINT"M LAPS -YOU" '4;"PET",K

3020 IFR4=3THEN3050
3030 IFK=3THEN3070
3035 60102434
3050 IFR4=K-1THEN3080
3060 PRINT"YOU HAVE BEATEN PET" 60103100
3070 PRINT"PET HAS BEATEN YOU" 00103100
3080 PRINT"YOU AND PET HAVE DRAWN" 00103100
.3100 IFR4=K-1THEN4000
3110 IFR4=3THEN3140
3120 00T04000
3140 D=500SUB2000
3150 V7=V7+1
3160 IFK<3THEN3140
3170 00103910
3910 PRINT"MWOMMAWANOWWOONONVOOMMOMMONONSMOMINOMMO"
3915 PRINT"YOU FINISHED ",V7," PLACES AHEAD OF PET"
4000 PRINT"PRESS SPACE FOR NEXT 00"
4001 CLR
4002 IFFEEK(166)06THEN4002
4010 00105000
5000 CLR
5010 PRINT"OIF YOU WANT ANOTHER LOOK AT THE RULES THEN PRESS(R);OTHERWISE";
5020 PRINT"PRESS(N)"
5021 PRINT"IF YOU DO NOT WANT ANOTHER GO THEN PRESS RETURN";
5e743 N8=PEEK(166),IFN8=22THEN10145
5035 IFN8=27THEN20000
5037 IFN8=6THEN5030
5040 IFN6=255THEN5030
9000 PRINT"0"
9001 PRINT"****************************************"
9002 PRINT" GRAND PRIX"
900:3 PRINT"********************000**************"
10000 PRINT" YOU CAN CONTROL YOUR CAR WITH THE CONTROLS INDICATED BELOW"
10010 PRINT" I"

MICROIVIART
U.K.101 SOFTWARE
"YOU'RE THE BOSS"

The Business Game that lets you control a
Company and make all the decisions.

Requires 8K.

£6.95 inclusive of VAT and p.& p.

PET SOFTWARE

We have a range of games and educational
programmes on cassette. Write for a free
list and see what we can offer you with a

"by return service"

Appendeck Ltd., 12 Cleeve Close, Astley
Cross, Stourport-on-Severn, Worcs.

DY13 ONY

EX EQUIPMENT SALES:
5 to 8 Channel Mechanical Paper Tape Readers
made by Kode Ltd. £10.00 each. Carriage £1.50
5 to 8 Channel Paper Tape Punches made by
Addo. £15.00 each. Carriage £3.00
Keyboards - Mechanical action with interlock,
complete with smart case and control panel -
not encoded £7.50 each. Carriage £3.50
Power Supplies - excellent stabilized power
supplies made by Weir for Kode Limited.
£10.00 each. Carriage £3.50.
Small Electronic Sub assembly Racks with
cards containing variety of TTL circuits and
BC107 transistors etc. £5.00 each.
Carriage £1.50
7 track'," Magnetic Tape handlers ex Honey-
well equipment, ideal for H IF I enthusiasts or
fast dump. £20.00 each. Carriage at cost or
buyer collects. More details on request.
Technical details are available for all above
items.

Write or call VALLDATA SERVICES, 26
High Street, Mel ksham, Wilts, Tel 0225-705957

/A2di:Fi USED
TELETYPE ASR 33's

L. .------'-----..,--

-.2 .---------., '-----,. --

-  :`-:'',
"---/roo(

I

V24 INTERFACES ARE STANDARD
ALL UNITS CARRY 30 DAY

RETURN -TO -DEPOT WARRANTY

£250 + VAT
(QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE)

Call or Write to Chris Turner
ADP Netqork Services Ltd.

179-193 Great Portland Street
London W1. Tele: 01-637 1355

SEE THE VERY LATEST

SHARP-PC3200
48K - E1720.VATMZ-80K BUSINESS SYSTEM

FULL
S

SOFTWAREUPPORT

NASCOM * NORTH STAR
PC1211 + PRINTER

NOW IN STOCK!

BOOKS * SOFTWARE * GAMES
PHONE CHRIS ROBINSON

C.J.R. IPSWICH (0473) 50152

A II C IU OT IIE IF
15 LOWER BROOK ST. IPSWICH LTD
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MICROIVART

426
Dual

416

480
All
power
The
button
Program
Software
8080,

PIO
Available

Prices
SAE

UNION

pH
PROGRAMMERS

and

programmers

426

for

MICROHEX

2508/2708/2758/2516/2716
Single

2704/2708/2716

2704/2708

supplies.
&

selection.
any

6800

PIA

inolude
further

STREET,

ex

416

length
included.
.and

INTERFACE
for

EPROM

supply Eproms. £95

Dual only.Z65

Kit £35. Built £40.

require only standard

are cased and have push-

block into the Eprom.
Range covers no,

6500. State machine.

MODULES
n0/8080 and 6800/6500.

carriage. Please add VAT
product information.

COMPUTERS

TROWBRIDGE, WILTS.

the

PET COMPUTERS
Southampton

New 4000 series PET's now available (identical to 3000 series
but with SUPERPET operating system) Fora limited period at

following prices 400 8N £405, 4032N E620, C2N Printer E395
2001-85

TENSAI Cassette Deck with counter. C82 sound E70
TOOLK IT E45 or E35 with computer

We also HIRE Commodore equipment by the week 8K £23.
16K £26 32K E30, includes manuals, tutorials, games

(Invaders, Microchessl & Cassette Floppy Disk Unit E30,
Printer E30

Some new and ex hue 3000 PET's available e.g. 32K E565
ft1( E475 Matching beige dustcovers for all models E4

Software (Commodore, Petsoft). books and many other PET
related items stocked. All prices exclude VAT

Official Commodore Dealer

SUPER
Telephone

-VISION
13, St. James Road, Shirley, Southampton

107031 774023 After hours 107031 554488

PETS
PETS - We Sell Them

As authorised Commodore Dealers we stock
and supply all PET Hardware., Computhink

Discs, Oki Microine 80 Decwriter LA34,
Texas 810, Qume Sprint 5 - all at corn.

petitive prices
PETS - We Buy Them

Part Exchange is very welcome, we also
buy for cash.

PETS - We Hire Them
Our specialist hire service, with main-

tenance included for all Commodore equipment.
- Complete systems for evaluation
- Multiple units for educational courses
- Single units for individual use

From 1 day upwards, all units available.
Delivery by arrangement, anywhere in UK,

PETS - Software
We are fully authorised BUSINESS SOFT-
WARE DEALERS for Commodore Soft-

ware - COMPAY COMSTOCK.
WORDPRO etc. Also PETSOFT, BRISTOL
SOFTWARE, LANDSLER PAYROLL &

HOTEL SYSTEM.*

PLUS for ACCOUNTANTS, the unique
CSM INCOMPLETE RECORDS PACKAGE

- this is the best available.
MAIL - ORDER

All Hardware and Software can be bought
by Mail Order Delivery by Securicor, or

Registered Post. Discounts for Cash & Carry
or Mail -Order. Access accepted or by

Leasing (subject to acceptance)

MICRO -FACILITIES LTD
129 High Street, Hampton Hill, Middlesex,
TW12 1NJ 01-979 4546 or 01-941 1197

(

PROGRAMS
1510 PRINTSTRING$(5,32):574;62$:37$
1520 PRINTSTRINGS(4,32):S8$;026:S8$1:RETURN
1530 GOSUB 2040
1540 PRINTSTRING$(8,32):W1*;STRING$(37.32):W1$
1550 PRINTSTRING4k7,321;02$;STRING$(35,32)1W20
1560 PRINTSTRING$(7,32)103$1Mts:w3s
1570 PRINTSTRINGS(7,32);w4s:M2E;W4$
1580 PRINTSTRINGS(7,32);W5S:M34:05$
1590 PRINTSTRINGS(7,321:86$;t12$:W6$
1600 PRINTSTRING4(7,32)1147$;M3t1W74
1610 PRINTSTRING4(7,32);W8$;M2S:08$
1620 PRINTSTRING$(7.32):W9$;M3$1W9V:RETURN
1630 GOSUB 2030
1640 PRINTSTRINGS(8,32):J1s:OTRING$(36,32)161$
1650 PRINTSTRINGS(7,32);J2$;POSIK2$
1660 PRINTSTRING4(6.32):J3$:STRING$(36,32)1K3s
1670 PRINTSTRING$(5.32);J4STPOS:K4S
1680 PRINTSTRING4(4.32)05$;STRINGS(36.32):65$
1690 PRINTSTRING4(4,32);76$;POS:K6$
1700 PRINTSTRING$(4,32);17$;61$;K7$
1710 PRINTSTRING$(4,32);.18$;02$:K8$;:RETURN
1720 GOSUB 2030
1730 PRINTSTRING$(11,32):S1$1STRINGS(36,32)1815 .

1740 PRINTSTRING$(10,32):62$:STRINGs(b,321:176);CHRs(188):CHRs(143);STRING4
(18,131):CHR$(143)1CHR$(188):CHR$076):STRINGs(E.72):s2*
1750 PRINTSTRING$(9,32):S3S:STRINGs(3,32):CHRs(176);CARs,188);CHRS(143)1CHR4(131
);STRING8(22,32)ICHR$(131);CHRS(143):CHR$(188):CHRS(176):STRINGS(3.32)103s
1760 PRINTSTRING$(8,32):64S:CHRS(176);CHR$(188);CHRS(143);CHR8(131);STRINGS(28,3
2);CHR$(131);CHR$(143):CAR4(188);CHR4(176):S4$
1770 PRINTSTRING$(7,32):555;P0S:S54
1780 PRINTSTRING$(6,32);S6$;G1S:S6$

1790 PRINTSTRING*(5,32);674:02*:S7%
1800 PRINTSTRING$(4,32);58$:028;68s;
1810 PRINT8671."..,,w. ".

1820 PRINT8724," "-RETURN
1830 GOSUB 2050
1840 PRINTSTRING$(24. 32) 1010
1850 PRINTSTRING$(22, 32):025
1860 PRINTSTRING$(21,32)103$
1870 PRINT:GOSUB1450
1880 RETURN
797 (,-,7.9PTNT

1900 PIRIN151SINGS(25,:w:/lIls
1910 PRINTSTRING$(23.32):T2$
1920 PRINTSTRING$(22,32)11-3$
1930 PRINTSTRING$(20, 32) 114$
1940 PRINTSTRING$(20.32):T5$
1950 GOSUB 1540
1960 RETURN
1970 GOSUB 2050
1980 PRINTSTRING$(24,7211010
1990 PRINTSTRINGS(22,2),02
2000 PRINTSTRING4(21,32):03$
2010 PRINT:GOSUB 1640
2020 RETURN
2030 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:RETURN
2040 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:RETURN
2050 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:PRINT:RETURN
2110 C=C+1:JN=0
2120 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23):PRINT
2130 PRINT"COMPETITOR NuMBER":C
2140 PRINT:PRINTRE(C):PRINT"RIDING ";Hs(C)
2150 FOR K=1 TO 1400:NEXT 2270
2170 CLS
2180 PRINTP1$::PRINTP2$;:PRINTP3S;
2190 PRINTP4$1:PRINTA5$;:PRINTP6$: ill
L.20 PRIN7P70i
L210 PRINT8784,PC$;:PRINT8801,JF$ki.10)::PRINT8831,PAs:
2220 PRINTP8$;:PRINT8885,". START .";:PRINT8895,PAS;
2230 PRINTPW:PRINT8912,CHR4(94)::PRINT8922,CHR$(94):
2240 PRINT8931,"[";:PRINT8959,PAS;
2250 PRINTP9$;:POKE 16383,191:RETURN
2270 X=64:Y=45
2280 SETCX,Y):FOR K=1 TO 50:NEXT K
2290 RESET(X,Y):FOR K=1 TO 50:NEXT K
2300 IE=INKEYS:IF 1$="" THEN 2280
2310 SET(X,Y)
2320 GOTO 2410
2330 ON I GOSUB 2430,2440,2450,2460
2340 RESET(X1011):IF POINT(X,Y)=0 THEN 2380
2350 X=X1:Y=Y1
2360 ON I GOSUB 2440,2430,2460,2450
2370 GOTO 2340

0
2380 SET(X,Y):FOR K=1 TO 25:NEXT K
2390 I$=INKEY$:IF I$="" THEN 2330
2400 IF IS="6. THEN 2470 5
2410 I=(ASC(IS)AND 3).1
2420 GOTO 2330
2430 X1=X:Y1=Y:X=X-2:RETURN
2440 X1=X:Y1=Y:X=X+2:RETURN
2450 X1=X:V14Y,Y=Y+1. RETURN
2460 X1=X.Y1=Y:Y=Y-1:RETURN
2470 IS=INKEYS:IF 15="" "HEN 2470
2480 IF IS="R" THEN I=430TO 2510
2490 GOTO 2410
2510 IF(X<112 OR 0)117) OR V(41 THEN 2720
2520 IF(X)111 AND X(118) AND Y141 THEN UOSUB 2460
2530 SET(X,Y):RESET(X1,Y1):FOR K=1 TO 25:NEXT K
2540 IF Y141 THEN 2520
2550 IF Y=41 THEN CLS:PRINTCHRS(23)
2560 PRINT8406,"...******"
2570 PRINT8470,.. START ,
2580 PRINT8534." m,":FOR K=1 TO 750:NEXT K
2590 C1=0:C2=.00:FA=0:CLS
2600 GOSUB 2170
2610 CLWE.EE"
2620 IF C2(=.59 THEN C1=C1+1:C2=.00
2630 CL=C1.C2
2640 PRINT8960."FAULTS1.;FA;
2650 PRINT8970."CLOCK:";
2660 PRINTUSING CLCCL:
2670 GOSUB 2460:SET(X,Y):RESET(X1,Y1):FOR K=1 TO 25:NEXT K
2680 C2=C2..01
2690 IF Y=32 AND(X)Ill AND X(118) THEN JS=1:GOTO 2820
2700 GOTO 2620
2720 CLS:PRINTCHR4(2
2730 PRINT884."imma,
2740 PRINT8148,.. WARNING *"
2750 PRINT8212,,FaFaix******0
2760 PRINT8456,"YOU ARE NOT APPROACHING.
2770 PRINT8524,"THE START CORRECTLY."
2780 PRINT8660,"WAIT PLEASE."
2790 FOR K=1 TO 1200:NEXT K
2800 GOSUB 2170:00TO 2310
2820 CLS:J=JS
2830 IF J5)=7 THEN J.JS-A
2840 IF J5=13 THEN J4J6-2
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2850 IF JS)I3 THEN J=J6-3
2660 IF J5=1 OR JS=2 OR JS=4 OR J5=7 DR S=R 11R J5=10 DR J5=14 THEN DOSUB 1440 41

2870 IF J5=3 OR JS=11 THEN GOSUB 1630
2880 IF JS=5 OR JS=15 THEN GOSUB 1530
2890 IF JS=6 THEN GOSUB 1.630
2900 IF JS=9 THEN GOSUB 1720
2910 IF 38=12 THEN GOSUB 1890

4,

2920 IF JS=13 THEN GOSUB 1970
2230 N14=CHR$1:188I+STRING$(4,140).CHR4(188) 41

.:940 824=PA4+PH4,PAS
2950 N34=PBS.PO4+pB4

0 2960 PRINT80,141S; 111

2970 PRINTG64,82$:
2980 PRINTB128,83$;
2990 PRINT6E5.7:
3000 GOSUB 3490

40

3020 JN=JN.I:IF JS()JN THEN 3710
3030 GOTO 3070
3050 IF J8=15 THEN 3880 ELSE 3360 41

3070 R$RND(15)1F$RNO(15)
3080 RF$INT((R+F1/2)
3090 IF AF () 36 ,HEN 3160
3100 FA.FA+3
3110 ON I GOSUB 2440,2430.460,24501008U8 .4,90101381)4 3494
3120 ON I GOSUB 2440.2a38.2460,2450100604 14901008130 3490
3130 JN'JN-1:CL8;PRiNTcwaf,7,
3135 PRINT®384, "YOUR HQ.V-.^ l H- ,
5/40 FOR K41 IU 756:4(I h:44 .D -r Jo

41

3150 FOR A460 TO 65
3160 FOR 8.0 TO 2
3170 SET(A.B)

41
3180 NEXT 116A
3190 FOR K.1 TO 50

41

3200 IIII.INKEY$IIF JI$."" THEN !,220
3210 GOTO 3250

41 3220 NEXT K
3230 GOTO 3300
3250 II$VAL(11$)
3260 IF II.JP(J8) THEN H.RND(10)-1 ELBE 300
3270 IF R.9 THEN R.1 ELSE H.0
3280 J=JP(JE)+RIIF 11=3 THEN ;050
3300 FA.FA.4sCL131PRINTCHRC23)
3310 PRINT2384."YOU DID NOT CLEAR"
3320 PRINT"THE JUMP."
3330 FOR 1(.1 TO 500:NEXT K 41
3340 GOTO 3790
3360 ON I GOSUB 2430,2440,2450,24E0
3370 ON I GOSUB 2430.2440/2450,24E0
3380 GOSUB 34901GOSUB 21701GOSUB 3510
3390 I4=INKEY4:IF IS="" THEN (3OSUR 349016091J9 2610100TO :.;420
3400 SET(X,Y)

41
3410 I=CASC(I$)AND 3)+1
3420 ON I GOSUB 2430,2440.2458,2460

41

3440 RESET(X1.81):IF POINT(X.8).0 THEN 3488
3450 X=X1:Y=Y1
3460 ON I GOSUB 2440.2430.2460.2450 41

3470 GOTO 3440
3480 SET(X.Y):GOTO 3525
3490 C2=C2+.01:IF E2)..59 THEN CI=C1+1:C2=.140
3500 CL=C1+C2:RETURN

4,

3510 PRINT8960."FAULTS:";FA:

3520 PRINT/1970,"CLUCK:"1:PRINDMiN.3 0.s;f:L,:t2E014$
41

3525 IF Y=32 AND (8)111 WO 5111H) TH,N j-i=1,(30rk) .,.,.320

3530 IF 8=23 AND (X)111 AND )(118, ,14,7,1 JS=DiQrfl 2820

0 3540 IF 8=14 AND (X)111 ON) X(1160 TH-74 J5=3:13010 :1320 41
3550 IF X=100 AND (8)3 AND v(7) THEN :S=4:6.310 2820
3560 IF X=86 AND (8)3 AND 8(7) THEN J5=b:13010 2820
3570 IF 1=68 AND 003 AND V(7) THEN JS=6:G0r0 2820
3580 IF X=60 AND (8)3 AND 8(7) THEN JS=7:GOTO 2820
3590 IF 8=15 AND (X)29 AND X(36) THEN J9=8:GOT0 2820
3E00 IF 8=24 AND 0029 AND X(36) THEN J9=9:GOTO 2820
3610 IF 8=35 AND (X)67 AND X(74) THEN J8e.10:Gar0 2820
3620 IF Y=23 AND (X)67 AND X(74) THEN J9=11:GOT0 2820
3630 IF 1,6 AND (X)9 AND X(16) THEN jS.12:BOr0 2820
3640 IF 1,15 AND (X)9 AND X(16) THEN JS=13:GOTO 2820 6
3650 IF 8=21 AND (0)9 AND X(16) THEN j5=14:60T0 2820
3660 IF 8=33 AND (X)9 AND X(16) THEN JS=15:GOTO 2820
3670 GOSUB 3490:GOSUB 35101I$$INKENDWF 16=". °HEN 3420 60 3690 GOTO 3410
3710 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23)
3720 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"YOU HAVF BEEN"
3730 PRINT:PRINT"DISOUALIFIED"
3740 PRINT"$$$$$$$$$$$$"
3750 PRINTIPRINT"FOR TAKING A JUMP"

41 3760 PRINT"OUT OF ORDER."
3765 FOR K=1 TO 1000:NEXT K
3770 GOTO 4030
3790 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23) 1,0 3800 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"YOU HAVE JUit COLLECTED
3810 PRINT"SOME FAULTS."
3620 PRINT:PRINTIPRINT"DO YOU WANE TA"
3830 INPUT"RETIRE rY/N) .IRTs 0
3840 IF RT$4.8. THEN 39E0
3850 IF RTIWN. THEN 3050
3860 GOTO 3820
3880 CLS
3890 PRINT8393iF1$
3900 PRINT8457.F2$ 41
3910 PRINT8521.F3$
3920 PRINT8585.F4$
3930 FOR K=1 TO 1000:NEXT K
3940 GOTO 4030 41

39E0 CL5:PRINTCHR$(23)
3970 PRINT8394,.YOU HAVE"
3980 PRINT8456i.SIGNALLED. 41

3990 PRINT8522i.NTUR RETIREMENT"
4000 PRINTB586,................
4010 FOR K=1 TO 750:NEXT K
4030 CLS:PR1NTCHR$(23)
4040 PRINTG322."RESULT FUR"

41

4050 PRINT" ";H$(C):PRINT" RIDDEN HY.:PRINT. ":It4(Gr:P4INT
4060 IF RTS="Y. THEN PRINT" RETIRED":FA=100:60TO 4094 41

4070 IF JSOJN THEN PRINT" DISQUALIFIED.:FA=100:GOT17 6090
4080 PRINTFA;"FAULTS. IIME.IIIL

41
4090 FOR K=1 TO 2000:88X7 K
4100 RTS=..
4110 V=1
4120 FA(C)=FA:CL(C)=CL 41
4130 FOR K=1 TO C
4140 IF FA(V)=FA(K) THEN IF C,.(V))1;L(KI yl-liEN (4(

4150 IF FA(VI)FA(K) THEN V=K
4,

4160 NEXT K
4170 IF C=N THEN 4250
4190 CLS:PRINTCHR$(23)
4200 PRINT0322."BEST RESULT SO FAR: -.:IF FA(V)=100 THEN PRINT. DISQUALIFIED OR 14 41

MICROMART

BIG
SPEECH
INPUT
FOR
YOUR
COMPUTER!

BIG EARS opens the
rnan.machine communication.
comprises analogue
preamps and signal
quality microphone
Words, in any language,
prints" by simply repeating
"learn" mode. Using
large vocabularies can
Use BIG EARS as a
data enquiry, robot
possibilities are unlimited...

BUILT, TESTED & GUARANTEED
PRICE INCLUDES POSTAGE

PLEASE STATE COMPUTER
PET,

riti,

EARS
a

1c, S. '.
,/%.000'0 0

42
'!U :::::: !i (2::

= me ofr!
Do!! 0

c000n g 1 ''' L

""' * .. ."kW" .- rllir44 'door to direct
The system

frequency separation filters.
conversion, together with a

and extensive software.
are stored as "voice-

them a few times in
keyword selection techniques,

be constructed.
front end for any application:

control, starwars - the

ONLY £45 I
8 PACKING PLEASE ADO VAT AT 15

U1001. SUPERBOARD. NASCOM2
TRS80. ETC.

MICROGRAPHICS
Colour Conversion for

UKI01/NASCOM 1 82/ Superboard. KIT £45
(Modulator Included) BUILT £60

I

COLOUR MODULATOR KIT £12
RGB in. PALJUHF out BUILT £18

Please add VAT at 15% to all prices
Barclay/Access orders accepted on telephone

WILLIAM Dower House, Billericay Road.®
twood,HLreo.ngeamtei,383resnD lkSTUART

14SYSTEMS Ltd Telephone. Brentwood 102771 81024,10

VIDEO GENIE

£344 VAT paid
Everything included

Fully tested and run, and with full
cassette modification

TOM CROSSLEY
B.Sc., M.I. Mech. E, Engineer

Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield,
S44 5XF

(0246) 850357 Ext. 10

APPLE & ITT 2020 BUSINESS
SOFTWARE

Professionally written packages now availa-
ble with comprehensive manuals, built-in
validity checks, interactive enquiry facilities,
user options, satisfying accountancy, Inland
Revenue and Customs & Excise requirements.
On diskette under DOS 3.2 in Applesoft
with SPACE utility. Not adaptations. Writ-
ten for Apple System. Support all printer
interfaces. Sales, Purchases and General
Ledgers £295.00 each. Manual only £3.
Payroll £375. Manual only £4.
General Ledger supports Incomplete
Records, Job Costing, Branch and Consoli-
dated Accounts, etc.
General Ledger Applications Manual £10.
Prices exclusive of V.A.T. From our shop
or your nearest stockist.

COMPUTECH SYSTEMS
168 Finchley Road, London NW3,
Tel: 01-794 0202
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MICROMART PROGRAMS

PET!
Contact PI-LOK Systems Ltd for all your
software needs.

Send s.a.e. for list of currently available
programs.

We also provide programming support for
IBM370, 1BM3790 and WANG2200.

313 Bury and Rochdale Old Road,
Heywood, LANCS. 0110 4GN.
Telephone 0706-69693 lAnsafonel

*OMP E
FREE details of independent
advice and experience as well as
discounts on a wide range of
computer hardware, software,
suppliers, etc.

Send large SAE to Dept PCW,
COMPUTERCLUB, 42 Great
Windmill Street, London
W1V 7PA

MINIDISK DRIVES 40 Track
SA400 Compatable but only 21/4
inches wide! Ex new equipment
and completely re -tested with

three month guarantee.
Limited quantity available at

£130.00 +£2.50 carriage +VAT
Total price £158.38

Send SAE for details to:
Disks, 12a Millfield Lane, London,

N6 6JD

MINE OF
INFORMATION LTD

1 FRANCIS AVENUE,
ST ALBANS AL3 6BL

ENGLAND
Phone: 0727 52801

Telex: 925 859

MICROCOMPUTER
CONSULTANCY ft

BOOK SELLERS

PART-TIME FROM HOME

PASCAL
MICRO PROGRAMMING

SMALL BUSINESS
APPLICATIONS

TEL 01-989 0430

10020 PRINT"! 1"

10021 PRINT" 1"

10025 PRINT"UP 1"

10030 FORA=1T04
10040 PRINT" 1"

10050 NEXT
10060 PRINT" 2 I 0 ="

10070 PRINT"DOWN (LEFT RIGHT" 0
10071 PRINT
10080 PRINT"PET WILL CONTROL HIS OWN CAR.YOU CANNOT HIT ANY WALLSOMANW";
10090 PRINT"IF YOU DO, PET WILL ADVANCE 5 PLACES.YOU HAVE 3 LAPS TO DO "
10100 PRINT"YOU START AND FINISH ON THIS LINE (XXXX) .D0 NOT MOVE RIGHT ON ".;

10110 PRINT"THESE LINES(****)";
10120 PRINT"YOUR CAR IS(*),AND PETS IS (P)" .

4
10130 GOT010200
10145 PRINT"MWHAT STANDARD OF TRACK DO YOU WRNT?.HARD(H),MEDIUM(M),OR EASYCE7?"
10147 GETT$
10148 IFTWH"THEN5
10149 IFT$="M"THEN5
10150 IFT$="E"THEN5
10170 0OT010147
10200 PRINT"FOR MORE RULES PRESS SPACE";
10201 IFFEEK(166)=255THEN10201
10210 PRINT"nIF YOU HIT THE WALLS MORE THAN TWICE";
10220 FRINT", THEN YOU WILL LEAVE AN OIL TRAIL BEHIND"
10230 PRINT"IF YOU HIT THIS TRAIL THEN YOU WILL LOSE";
10240 PRINT"CONTROL OF YOUR VEHICLE FOR 5"
10250 PRINT"MOVES"

010880 PRINT"TO START PRESS RETURN";
10890 IFFEEK(166><>27THEN10890
10900 00T010145

4111000 IFX(33322THEN360
11010 IFX>33326THEN360
11020 D=0,0070360

41,20000 END Listing courtesy of Eurocalc Ltd

PET Aircraft Landing
by K Bywater

This program is for either new or old slope, adjusting its speed and height to
ROM PETs and will fit into 8k. You avoid stalling, landing too soon or over -

have to fly the aircraft down the glide- shooting.

0
f UF=0,A=1. 77,0 7.1.M.20
10 E4="101;1;16.1slal-ifitliNKKO11101001166611111*61"

DA$="4i01410141010/101010.141"1l..$-" WNW
10 11$,DH3om1/01/016
i1 Bl=i;T+,1111111ININIMIMMel"

C.,(12 =124,S0(3)=12:6INT-1THEN50
'II. I 7.1113110FRE5S .* FOR IF4STRUC.TIuIIS. IF NOT, THENWRESS ANY OTHER KEY."

- E:,,,, 7 "-.'S." 'THEN40
174=';'THEH6OSUB10000

r;ihT.:11c---

a

. 'PINT" -
E5 ,'PINT' -__

0 Ps 1117" -
'A, 7'5 PRINT"

30 PF1NT" --._

35 FRINT"
Al PRINT"

_

100 PRINT"
110 FRINT" ---_
120 PRINT" -------
1L0 FRINT" NAW=WWWWWWWX44WAPAWAVA.1.,..,
135 PRINT"
140 PRINT":4* * * * * INSTRUMENT PANEL * * * * *MI".:
145 PRINT"" "

200 FA=0,H=1900,PS=150:A0=0,EF=1 EP=2000
220 GOSUD5000
240 GOSUD2000:RO=AO+AF
241 IrSR=ITHEtta*V-1IFXDC7THEN243
.: 2 ITFil20ANDSA=ITHENCA=0,D=0

IF,A=ITHENPRINTIM$"YOU ARE a STALLING ill"
E7-EP4-(EF*341':,IFEP)10000THENEP.10000
ITEP<OTHENEE=0
IELF=1N1I3A=1THENUF=0Z2=1 0
11,72=1ANDITHENZ2=021=1
T=1.5*EP*2>/:A8-20+(UF=1)420+(27.=1 175-(FA*3)-19*SIN(AGW180)*M>

5 1722=1THENUF=1,:2=0
_51 177.1=1THENZ:=1::1=0
252 AS=AS+INT(10*TF/MVIO
253 IFAS'j=1THENH=H-(T*22),FIS=1:S9=1
260 HD=4+INT(COS(AGW180)*AS+.1) 0
230 IFAEG)).9THENL=(11<ABS(A0)-9))+00T0302
235 IFSA=1THENAS=AS+INT(10*TF/M)/10,0070302
300 L=1-(COS(AGW6))*AS/150
302'IFAC92THENsA=1:u0T0325
304 IFAS<I1OAND(FA=OORU=1)THENSA=1
320 IFAS.:A85ANDFAAANDAS<210THENPRINTI11$"SPEED TO GREAT FOR FLAPS11" 0
322 IFAS-177ANDFAD0ANDWO1THENL=L*(FA*2)
:25 IFC=10PC=2THENFORI=33649T033664,POKEI,32NEXT
326 IFC=2THEN360

IFAS'>210ANDFADOTHENC=1
340 IFC=1THENPRINTD1$"FLAPS 8 WINGS TORN OFF! 1",W=1
360 IFC=1ORC=2THENAG=AG-5
36f IFSA=ITHENGCGUB6000rGOT0400
330 L=1.4-(3114TA0/180)).(45.<1-SIWASW180W
4.0 H=H+INT((n*SIN(AG.IT/180)+L*COS(ROW180)))
410 OCCU05200

a 421 IFH>1900THENPOKEPV,32:6070644
- 4,0 IFHIG970THEN7105

4e, x=4-1D/9ociy=«1950-H)/15o) 1
a, 460 IFINT01)=INT(X+.1)THENX=INTOO 00T0500
'' 42:0 :=INT(/1)+.5

500 IF1NT<Y>=INT(Y+.5)THENY=INT(Y) 0070540
120 Y=IHT(Y>+.5
540 3S=8:IFINT(X)THENCIS.11S+1
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PROGRAMS
550 IFY=INT<Y)THENOS=C64-2
5/0 Pr:EERY:RC
600 PV=32758INT(X))+INT(Y)*40
520 PC=PEEK(PV)
525 IF14(=OTHEN5100
540 POKEPV,S0<0.3)
544 IFLIF=OTHENUPOKE33715,32:POKE33717,32P0KE33713,32
545 IFLIF=1THENU=-1TOKE3371581POKE33717,81,POKE33719,81
650 IF:Z=OTHENZ=1:POKE33723,32
551 IF22=1THENZ=-IPOKE33723,42
652 IFAS)-250THENW=1,PRINTDWFLANE HAS JUST LOST WINGS! !1",C=2
653 IFASD-225ANDAS<250THENPRINTDWDANGER!! AIR SPEED TO HIGH.1"

0 660 GOT0240
2000 REM******INPUTS********
2010 GETR$AFFI=""THENRETURN
2020 IFFI=">"THENEF=1
2025 IFR$="1'"THENEF=0 le
2000 1FR$="("THENEF=-1
2050 IFFI="U"THENLIF=LIF+0
2010 IFFISC(F4)55ANDASC(R$))47THENFA=5*VAL(R$)
2/65 1FR$="-"THENAF=-1
2070 IFF$="+"THENAF=1
2075 1FR$="="THENAF=0
2076 IFRWA"THENZZ=22+7.
2080 RETURN
5000 PRIKT"1 -END OF"
5010 PRINT" AIR SPEEIMIDOMOSHOPUN. DIST. HEIGHT"
5020 PRINT"! I"

5030 PRINT" ANGLE .

5040 PRINT"! -4"
5050 PRINT"IENO. REVS I FLAPS LI/CARR. A/B. "

"5040 PRINT"'
5100 RETURN

0
5200 AS=INT(AS+.5)
5201 IFH,C6ANDAD-10THENH=0
5202 PRINTDN$TRINTTAB(11)0L$RS 41

5205 PRINTTAB(20)" ISOONVI"33955-HDTAB(32)CL$H
5210 FRINTTAB(16" 121112MrCL$AG+1
5215 IFC=10Ff=2THENFRINT"OIN NO ENGINES!!!! ":00105230
5220 PPINT"V"TAB(11)" 1110111WEP
5200 FRINTTAB(21 CL$FA
5235 FORI=2,7Tn-.7.:375'.=:,FGKEI,32:NEXT
5250 RETURN
5000 iC=AG-:':-AF
5002 IFAGATHEIMG=INT(AGAXD+1))
005 A=INTCH+AS#ASIN(AG*4r/180))-9.5)

6010 A77-,AS-,-((AGC0)#3)
5000 RETURN
5100 IFW=1THEN7100
5110 IFHIK=30000ANDHD>13000THEN7110
5120 IFHIK=19000ANDAS)200THEN7120
6125 IFHD<=19000THE147125
5130 ITRS3150ANNIID.30000ANDHD(32955ANDFA15ANDU=-1ANDAG)=-1ANDAG<=4THEN7130
51'0;5 IFAS150ANDHI30000ANDHDC_33945ANIfAl5ANDU=-1ANDA0),--1ANDAG<=4THEIr135
140 U'Elf30000ANDHDC33965ANDLI=1THEN7140

5150 GOSUB8000:PRINT"I THINK YOU COULD DO BETTER - TRY AGAIN! 001013000
7000 R=RNII(TI),IFE,.5THEN7103
71051 GOSUB8000,PRINT"StIEWS HEADLINES! SUICIDAL PILOT HEADS"
7102 PRINT"AUCI THE CENTRE OF THE EARTH!" 007013000

41

-:. , . ,.-102 uuoUBd000,PFINT 21EWo HERILINES:P SUICIDAL MANIAC TRIES"
104 PRINT"OITO COPY METEORITE!!":001013000

7105 3OSUB8000 FFINT"WW'E OVERSHOT THE RUNWAY AND YOU'RE"
7106 F7',jNT"AFLIGHT CFEW WISH TO RESIGH.",007013000
7110 O07.UBS000:PRIta"SCI SORPr'! I DIELNT KNOW YOU WAS BLIND!" :001013000
7120 GOSUB8000PRINT"DIOGING FOR OIL ARE WE7??",007013000
71:15 GOSUP8000:PRINT"I SUPPOSE YOU THINK THAT'S A VERY"
:125 PRINT"ALUTE LANDING IN THE MIDDLE OF NOWHERE!" :001013000
.100 OC.UP5000:PRIHT'IT'S A GOOD JOB THAT THE TOWER WAS IN"
710: F641-"ATHE WAY TO CLOW YOU DOWN --YOU CAME IN"
7102 'RINT"OPT"AS"MILES PEP HOUR!"007013000
7Lt.: 0a5U88000:PRINT"Arel CONGRATULATIONS "

7105 PPINT'Vfai MADE IT! jLT) "OOT013000
7140 /0SU88000PRIW"THANK. Y011 FOR SAVING THE USE OF THE"
:141 FRIN7"4.INDERCARRIAGE, BUT THE BOTTOM HALF OF"
7142 PRINT'OF THE PLANE SEEMS TO BE MISSING!!" :007013000
3000 FFINT"g4COMINCOMIC4",FORI=110400,FRINT" "NEXT
3001 PPINT"mairtatamennem";.RETURN 41

13000 FrISUD12000
10005 fINT" BY '.-.IYWATER AND I. -AI."
13015 1KINT"01.0111VN THIS GAME YOU HAVE TO LAND AN"
1:102C. PRINT-OPEROPLANE WHICH YOU CONTROL FROM THE"
00.25 FRINT"WIGROUND."
13000 FRINT-604011.) CAN SEE THE PLANE ON A RADAR"
130-,5 PFINT"ASCREEN WHICH HAS A PATH PLOTTED ON IT."
10040 PRINT"AIHE NECESSARY INSTRUMENTS WILL APPEAR"
13045 FRINT"MON THE BOTTOM HALF OF THE SCREEN." 41
10050 GOSUB11000
12060 PRINT"ORIMME I- -r/I_ruir"

1010065 PRINT"
10070 PRINT"IHE 'F KEY INCREASES RATE OF CLIMB."
10075 PRINT"! HE '-- KEY DECREASES RATE OF CLIMB."
10080 PRINT"IHE =' KEY MAINTAINS THE RATE CF CLIMB."
10085 PRINT"IHE '-.>' KEY INCREASES THE ENGINE REVS."
10090 PRINT"IHE .-Y KEY DECREASES THE ENGINE REVS."
10095 PRINT' HE 'I- KEY MAINTAINS THE SAME ENGINE REVS."
10100 000UE11000

41

10110 FRINT"MODMIIHE ' ,.' KEY LOWERS S RAISES THE UNDERCARRIAGE."
10115 PRINT"IDDIDEHE A." KEY OPERATES THE AIR BRAKES."
10117 PPINT"ORAIONDHE KEYS '0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7' OPERATES"
10118 PPINT"THE FLAPS AT FIVE DEGREE INTERVALS."
101'20 GOSUB11000
:0290 FRINT"OPME-/--tL ----r-_%,-,,, 41

10295 PRINT"
10300 FRINT"OIMMICI PLAY THIS GAME IT WOULD BE BEST IF";
10305 PRINT"YOU KNOW THAT TO LAND THE AEROPLANE AT" 41

10310 PRINT"LEAST 15 DEGREES CF FLAP SHOULD BE ON"
10315 PRINT"AT TOUCHDOWN. -CI NOT PUT ANY FLAPS ON"
10020 FRINT"IF YOU ARE DOING MORE THAN 185MPH."
10321 FRINT"OPPLANDING SPEED IS A MAXIMUM CIF 150 MPH" 14

9 10325 PRINT"FOOWTALLING SPEEDS, THAT'S WHEN YOU FALL",
10326 PRINT"OUT OF THE SE'?, ARE 92 MPH WITH FLAPS 6"
10330 FRINT"LANDING GEAR DOWN, OTHERWISE STALLING"
0.3.35 PRINT"SPEED 13 110 MPH."

41

9 10250 G0UB11000
10380 PRINT"YADMIEF YOU WANT TO GO OVER THESE" 111

10.382 FORI=IT011,GETR$,1/EXT
10385 PRINT"XMINSTRUCTIONS AGAIN THEN PRESS A.", IF"
10365 PRINT"OVOT THEN PRESS AN'? OTHER KEY." '
10390 PRINT":01,10199999$991M9999111114-rl I Lt....--. el e !" r FOR 1=170500 ,GETR$ ,NF.'T

NASCOM
W. 111 r.. Extremely simple to program in BasicSM. & machine>renera co

tes tes over an 8 octaverangeode.
parallel output2 ;; ;,:-

£1&65 Ikit). £21.99 assembled and

S A 'led).
Multiple boards may be used to great
effect.

I R
F MUSIC0477iC Dc=2=4=1
BOARD HEADER CONNECTORS -
£4.99

Software for instant enjoyment - 'MUSIC MAKER' -
comprehensive music entry program, can

handle multiple channels, 116k min).
- E7.50

p&p 65pence per order.
BBF ENGINEERING

82 Buckingham Drive, Luton, Bads

CARDIFF
CENTRE

PETs

SHARP

HEWLETT

COMPUTER

MICRO

& SUPERPETs
+
MZ-80s

+

PACKARD
+

BOOKS

SIGMA SYSTEMS
54 Park Place

Cardiff 21515/34869

Joftcentre
OVER

Send

+
Part exchange

Top Royalties
quality

(I.T.P/Sharp
VIDEO

RADOFIN.
PETMASTER

VERBATIM

PET
10xC-15

COMPUTHINK

PET
WITH

MOST

EPTELEO
26 ALBANY
RAYLEIGH
Callers strictly
(0268-774089)
ALL PRICES
OF VAT

100 PROGRAMS
14p stamp
60p stamps
free program...

your

programs-send
& TRS80/V.

GENIE
EPSON

FRICTION/TRACTOR
TELETEXT
ONLY
SUPERCHIP

MD526.01
C)THINK
SOUND

CASSETTE
AUDIO

COUNTER
MICROS

ROAD
ESSEX
by

EXCLUSIVE
& CARRIAGE

unwanted
Programs.
for

2299
TX

(N.R.)

CASSETTES
DID:
£995

REPAIRED

appointment
NOON

for free
for

your

SHARP
-808

2167.50

E30

222/10
BOX

400K

MONITOR

BOUGHT,

- 8pm

FOR
catalogue

catalogue
worth

own

Genie

2368

CONVERTOR

245

DISKS

214,50.
23.99

(PANTAL)

257

CBM

.E's!
(Brand

original
cassette.
also

(48k)

TOOLKIT

(PET/ITT

2825

&

SOLD

Mon -Sat

/PET
or

Label)

top

wanted).
2499

800K

SUMMER SCHOOL In Personal
Computing
covering

*Programming (high and low level)
micro -architecture
input-output control
interfacing
*practical sessions

July 1980 for two weeks residential

at University College of Wales,
Aberstwyth

details from
PC Summer School,
Sandmarsh, Queens Road,
Aberstwyth, Dyfed, ST23 2HH
Tel: 0970 617749
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Bola. software
117 BLENHEIM ROAD, DEAL, KENT

UK 101 380Z and small ACORN programs
UK 101 The DOLA PIANOLO uses the AY -3-8910 sound
chip. The keyboard acts as piano keys, and the note play-
ed not only sounds on the loudspeaker but is also shown on
screen by the depression of the appropriate piano key. In
order to time the chip it is necessary to perform part of the
control routine in machine code. This is done, and there is
an automatic scan of all registers which enables simple sound
programming to your own wishes.
ACORN FREQUENCY COUNTER. Written for the small
Acorn this program takes a TTL compatible input and gives
a frequency readout. It will range automatically from pulses/
second to seconds/pulse dependant on the input. Accurate to
12500 pulses/second and down to as slow as you like. Has
been used to set a variable oscillator to a very accurate 1
second/pulse.
PUBLICATIONS TTL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS. Dab-
bling in TTL? This explains the pitfalls that newcomers
encounter. Takes the mystery out of DEBOUNCING,
DECOUPLING, CLOCKS, FAN OUT, SIMPLE INTER-
FACING, RACE HAZARDS and much more. Useful material
for someone who wants to do his own designing, or just
understand mom. SAE for full list

UK 101 & SUPERBOARD * SOFTWARE
The top ten from the guy who wrote "LE
PASSE -TEMPS".
1. GALACTIC HITCHHIKER (8K) An

Adventure. all in Machine Code. A beauty!
2. STARTRZ,K (8K) The old favourite but

no scrolling! All the info. on display all the time.
3. SUPERTREK (8K) A graphics version.

Sail boldly, through the universe, zapping
moving Klingons in real time.

4. PIRANHA* A fun, real time graphics game.
5. BREAKOUT* A smashing version with

machine -code to move the paddle.
6. STUD POKER (8K) You against the mean

machine.
7. LUNAR LANDER A real challenge. You

won't get down in less than 3 hours.
8. STOCKMARKET (8K) A realistic

simulation for would-be millionaires.
9. LE PASSE -TEMPS* You need this one,

if you haven't already got it.
10. HANGMAN* Excellent graphics (P.E.

said so!).
Others available include a BASIC TUTOR

210. (comprises 8x4K programs) amid lots
more games. Note that these are ORIGINAL
PROGRAMS, NOT 101 VERSIONS of PRINT!
PRICES: 8K £4, 4K £2 all inclusive from
Mr. A. Knight,
28, Simonside Walk. Ormesby, Cleveland.
Phone (0642) 321266

,oftArare
(R)

See. &Lel

howIP

Akt"
..

010 e -C.

WOW
CtleaPrt%Olg rilrole. ; c(0--

Millft"
SOUt"

SEND JUST £1.00 for a cassette of THREE
BLIND MICE, a ridiculous new game from
SOUTHERN. You have to dodge the mice
while trying to cut off their tails.
The tape contains two copies of the game:

_1) In source BASIC See how slowly'it runs!

2) The same program compiled by ACCEL2,
Southern's new compiler for Disk BASIC.
See how Fast it runs!

Compare the two versions, and then think
what ACCEL or ACCEL 2 could do for your
BASIC programs.

ACCEL Compiler for Level 2 BASIC £19.95
ACCEL2 Compiler for Disk BASIC £39.95

SOUTHERN SOFTWARE, P.O. Box 39
Eastleigh, Hants. S05 5W0

PROGRAMS
/0391 OETRSAFR$=""THEN10391
10392 IFR$="A"THEN10000
10395 PRINTfl7",POKE59468.12,RETURN
11000 PRINT"ODSODBOMI11-1--00 *P -M ---If-"
110105 FORI=1T01000:0ETR$'NEXT
11010 WAIT59410.4.4
12000 POKE53460.14'PRINT"O
12005 PRINT" 1114, --4-1 L4, -,/l9"
/2010 PRINT"
12015 RETURN
13000 FORI=1T02000'NEXT:00SUE8000:PRINT"XPRES9 SPACE-BRR TO CONTINUE."
13010 WAIT59410,4,4
13015 FORI=ITCUO'OETRVNEXT
13020 CtRiDT=1.00TO5 Listing courtesy of Eurocalc Ltd 40

PET Bouncy
by Jeff Aughton

This will run on any PET and even has whose direction can be altered by inser-
sound effects, if you've a Soundbox. ting paddles in its path.
You have to hit targets with a ball,

II

11/

0

10 REM BOUNCY -JEFF AUGHTON
20 GOSUB600,PRINT.7"
30 A=32760: T=IP=40'Y=100:2=101
40 FOR1=1T038:A=8.T:POKEA,Y'NEXT
50 A=A+T
60 FORI=1T023,R=AAF'POKER,Z.NEXT

P70 A.A..IFT<OTHEN90
ao T= -1:P= -40'Y=99'2=103'001.040
90 5=59464:POKES+3,16,POKES+2,15:POKES,0
100 L=32970'C=0'B=1:P=0'T=0:Y=176'X=TI
116 2=INT(900*RNDCI))+A+40
120 IFCZ=L-B)OR(REEK(21(332)THEN110
ISO Y=V,/'POKEZ,Y

4,

41

41

140 REM START LOOP 40
150 GETRVIFAS=WORA3="2"THEN300

ID 170 K=PEEKCL+B):IFK332THEN200
180 POKEL,32
190 L=L+0POKEL,81'0070150 40
200 IFTI-X>3600THEN840

0 205 IFK>78THEN250
210 C=SON(B)*(41-ABS(B))
220 2=87,IFK=78THENC=-C'2=43 40
230 GOSUB830:1FPEEKCL+B+C)032THEN100
240 POKEL,32:L=L+13,B=C'001.0190
250 IFK=YTHEN270
260 8=-B,2=61:000UB030,0070190 41

270 2=225:FORJ=IT09:2=390-2:GOSUB8 O'NEXT
41 280 T=1'4.1:0070110

300 C=SON(B)*(41-ABS(B))
310 2=70:IFA$="2"THENC=-C'2=38 41

41
320 IFFEEK(L4C)032THENISO
330 POKEL,70+(A3="M"):GOSUB030

40

346 P=P+1,0=C,GOT0190
600 PRINT.n===="TABC167.BOUNCY
610 OOSLIB970
620 PRINT"IMM THE ULTIMATE GAME OF SKILL

4,

41
640 PRINT"MOUNCY GIVES YOU 1 MINUTE TO HIT AS MANY "

40
650 PRINT"TARGETS AS YOU CAN.YOU MUST HIT THEM IN .

660 PRINT"ORDER STARTING WITH NIN BY PLACING PADDLES"
670 PRINT.IN THE PATH OF THE BALL.= 41
680 PRINT" PRESSING 2 GIVES YOU A 41111

t90 PRINT" PRESSING M GIVES YOU Fl '

00 PRINT"OTHER KEYS HAVE NO EFFECT.HOWEVER,IF YOU "

710 PRINT'USE TOO MANY PADDLES YOU WON'T BE ABLE " 41
720 PRINT.TO REACH THE TARGETS AND YOUR SCORE WILL "
730 PRINT"BE REDUCED.= PRESS SPACE
740 GOSU6900
750 PRINT.7BOUNCY WILL NOT LET YOU HIT THINGS FROM " 40

4,
760 PRINT.VERY CLOSE RANGE(FAIR ENOUGH) AND MAY, .

770 PRINT"IF NECESSARY ERASE UNWANTED PPIDDLES.IM"
780 PRINT"CONNECT A SOUNDBOX TO THE USER PORT FOR . 40
790 PRINT"IRRITATING BLEEPING NOISES.=
000 PRINT" PRESS SPACE TO PLAY BOUNCY
810 GOSUB980KRETURN
830 POKES,S;FORI=07011'NEXT:POKES.O'RETURN 41
840 FOR2=250T04STEP-300SU6030'NEXT

41 850 PRINT.AMM
860 FRINT.MM ORME OVER .

070 PRINT.= "'00:3013970 41
880 FRINT"71E= YOU HIT.,T,.THRGETS

40 090 PRINT.X1 YOU USED.,P,"PADDLES
900 PRINT.A BOUNCY GIVES YOU A SCORE OF.,INT(8000*Ti(P,70))/10 X

905 FCRI=0709,GETAS'NEXT 41

910 PRINT.S= ANOTHER GAME"'INPUTR$
41 920 IFLEFTF(F4,1)<>"Y"THENPOKES+3,0'END

930 FRINT.M.:007030
970 FORI=1T02000'NEXT:RETURN 41

40
900 GETWIFFI$C3" "THEN980
990 RETURN Listing courtesy of Eurocalc Ltd

GATEWAYS
or, which ASKS the child to spell.
As the child taps out the spelling the
device repeats the name of the letter

TO LOGIC
and finally tells the child either that the
spelling is wrong, or compliments him
and gives the next word.

Continued from page 99 Again, the applications are enormous.
One begins to approach the dreams of

toy (Figure 17). Merely by altering the the science fiction writers. Imagine
ROM, different sounds can result - your cooker TELLING you when the
anything from a rumbling bomb blast to roast begins to burn!
a high pitched ricochet. In the shorter term, a sound generat-

It so happens that the human voice is or chip will provide students with many
composed of noise and musical pitch happy hours of experimentation to
so ti -At more and more products are produce an enormous range of sounds.
making their appearance that actually Adding on a few more bits and pieces
talk to the user and the vocabulary is opens up a veritable gold -mine for
limited only by the size of memory experimentation. Here are a few chips
store. Texas instruments has produced already available in addition to the
a gadget that looks like a large calculat- sound generator - (1) an organ master -
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oscillator chip that produces the 12
semitones of the chromatic scale, at a
very high frequency or pitch; (2) divider
chips that reproduce any input tone at
successively lower pitches, commonly
up to eight; (3) the chord generator
chip that produces a minor or major
chord from any keynote input and (4) a
rhythm generator chip able to trigger
up to 12 instruments at once in
any one of a number of named rhythms
(see Figure 18).

In the longer term the voice -reproduc-
ing capability of the sound generator
chip has enormous potential in the
education of the slow reader, the blind,
or the child not yet able to read.

Since a microphone is an analogue
device, it is clear that coupling it to a
computer through an A/D converter
opens up some interesting possibilities
and already circuits are available that
allow the human user to instruct his
computer through voice alone. Couple
that with the previous device and you
have a fully -interactive situation with
the computer and user talking to each
other in the most literal sense. As yet
the vocabulary that the computer
understands is generally limited to Basic
commands, but with careful programm-
ing, more can be added. That class
exercise with a child playing the role of
Fred becomes more important with
every passing day.

Transducers
According to my Penguin Electronics
Dictionary, a transducer is any device
for changing energy in one wave -form
to energy in another wave -form, taking
`wave' in its widest possible sense. Now
wave -form energy at its lowest possible
frequency is undiscernible movement.
As frequency increases it goes on to
visible movement, sound, heat, infra-
red, visible light, ultra -violet, X-rays,
radio and electricity. Therefore, a
transducer is a device for changing any
of these to any other - including any
that I may have missed out. The trans-
ducers with which we are most concern-
ed at the moment are those that effect
changes to or from electricity, such as
a microphone or loudspeaker. It would
be a good idea to have older students
write down as many transducers as they

can think of in a given time - say 15
minutes. Table 3 is the result of my
attempt at this exercise. It is of course
by no means exhaustive and readers are
invited to add to it.

The point to ponder is that the
electrical side of any transducer can
and probably will be connected to a
micro or computer. Dwell on it for
a while. Muse on it while waiting for a
bus, or in the bath. Pick one or two at
random and think of the possibilities,
the implications and the problems.
It can almost be guaranteed that no
matter how way-out your ideas,
someone will have thought of them
before you and will be working to make
them practical and commercial propo-
sitions.

Some combinations with the comp-
uter at first glance seem to be absurd.
Connect an aerial to a computer?
Whatever for? Yet for some years now
the BBC have broadcast extremely
accurate time information from their
transmitter at Rugby. So, couple a
micro to an aerial and your home
computer has access to real-time inform-
ation. Then there are the Viewdata
systems - pages and pages of informat-
ion receivable on any TV set with
suitable modifications. Several manu-
facturers retail their home computers
with an added board to receive View-
data. These computers not only receive
the news but are able to do something
about it! Then in that home of popular
computing - California - there is
already at least one radio station dedicat-
ed to micros, transmitting information
to be received and stored by home
computers.

Look for the unusual. Television
cameras are dirt cheap compared to
what they were ten years ago, but the
amateur has so far hardly used them
at all. Even commercial and industrial
users seem to confine their use to the
reduction of pilfering. Yet even as I
write, the Japanese are working on what
is essentially a battery -powered TV
camera in which the 'film' is a computer
memory. Plug it into the TV when you
get home.

SECRETS OF
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

PART7.TRE FIRSTSTAGEINSPECIFYINGA PROGRAM

Continued from page 67

sprocket holes and perforations. Many
printers cannot deal with the type of
multipart stationery that is commonly
used in offices. Of course, you bore
these limitations in mind when chosing
your printer and discussed them with
your stationer.

Typewriters have another useful
facility which does not occur on a
standard printer: the margin release.
If you have an 80 -column printer,
you are stuck with 80 columns and
cannot go any nearer to the edge of
the page than that. There may well be
a standard page length, too, so that you
cannot go right to the top or bottom
of the page. Your supplier will have

the exact figures.
It is very helpful to the operator -

and saves a lot of wasted paper - if
you make sure that the programmer
builds in a halt before starting on a
bit of printing, or even prints a dummy
line first, so that the paper alignment
can be checked.

Next month
So far, I have tried to cover all those
parts of the program specification that
refer to what goes on outside the
machine. If you can think of anything
else that is going to be happening on
your machine in terms of input or
output, make sure that your program-
mer knows about it. In a large main-
frame computer set-up, this would have
to be done formally, but better results
can be achieved in the micro situation
by user and programmer chatting about
them, but more of that anon. Next
month I shall continue with those parts
of the program specification that refer
to things going on inside the machine -
Processes and Files.

NASCOM GRAPHICS
VERY HIGH RESOLUTION

FOR NASCOM 2
380 x 220 individually addressable points

FEATURES:
* fully bit mapped from dynamic

RAM
* software controlled
* software supplied for point -plot,

line-draw,-block--shading and
display control

* mixed text and graphics
* real time plotting from

ASSEMBLER
* real time plotting from BASIC

with NAS-SYS-3
* BASIC plot -then -display with other

monitors
* display size variable to suit memor

memory available
(approx 10k reqd. for full screen)

* professional double -sided PCB
* built & fully tested with plug,

socket and cable
* comprehensive documentation

with full instructions for simple
installation.

Price including p&p . £55 + 15% VAT

a,4? systems ltd.
6 Laleham Ave, Mill Hill, London NW7 3HL

TEL: 01 959 0106

VETS FOR PETS
Anita Electronic Services (London) Ltd.
are specialists in the repair and service of
Commodore Pets.
We offer a fast on -site service, or alter-
natively repairs can be carried out at our
workshops should you wish to bring in
your Pet.
Pet maintenance contracts are available
at very competitive prices. Trade inquiries
welcomed.

For further information, tel or write to:
John Meade

Anita Electronic Services
15 Clerkenwell Close, London EC1

01-253 2444

We also specialise in the repair of all
makes of office equipment.

A family of high level languages
from R HA (Minisystems) Ltd.

ALGOL -60, the language from which
PASCAL is derived. A mature imple-
mentation with comprehensive operating
system and machine code interfaces.

SYSTEM -ALGOL, the subset of Algol -60
in which all the compilers are written.
Compiled code is shorter, execution
faster.

Z80 based CP/M systems including TRS80
RML Algol -60, includes the option of 32
bit integers instead of floating point.
About 7 times faster than TRS80 level II
BASIC, speed comparable with Micro-
soft Fortran. Document £10, system
£99+VAT. System -Algol £50+VAT, free
leaflet.

PDP11 with RT-11, RSTS, RSX or IAS and
POPS with OS/8 or stand alone

Complete package including both
compilers in machine readable source
form £250+VAT. Documents only £10.

The author of the compilers is available as
a consultant.

83 Gidley Way, Horspath, Oxford OX9 1TQ
(08677) 3625)
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MICRONIART

2:0(80
SOFTWARE
HANGMAN
OTHELLO
STARSHIP
ADVENTURE
HEXAPAWN

PONTOON
LUNAR LAND

AWARI
SOLITAIRE
DRAUGHTS

Send a large sae for the
NEW CATALOGUE

CDS MICRO SYSTEMS
10 Westfield Close, Tickhill

Doncaster DN11 9LA
Mail Order Only

Marick UK101 Software on tape
8K: Quest for the Golden Crown £5.50.
An adventure game - with graphics -
for the UK101. Search through the
Labyrinth for the Golden Crown and othe
other treasures hidden within, but beware
of the Guardians!

Our other popular programs:
£3.00 each or £2.50 each for 2 or more.
8K: Nuclear Holocaust 8K; Home Finance
8K: Asteroid Runner 5K: Space Descender
4K: Alien Invaders 4K: UK101 Breakout
4K: Snakes & Ladders 4K: Fruit Machine
4K: The MymYgame 4K: Drawing Machine

UK101 Hardware
Build our sound unit and bring amazing
sounds to your programs. We supply P.C.B.
Manual describing Software and Hardware,
Construction details and software on tape
for only £9.50.
Cheques, PO or SAE for details to:
Marick Department 21,
1 Branksome Close, Paignton, Devon
TQ3 lEA.
*Special Offer: Snakes and Ladders and
MymYgame only £4.00

DELTA SYSTEMS LTD
Agents for DYNACOMP SOFTWARE
PET. APPLE II Plus. TRS 80 (Level II).
BRIDGE 2.0 £7.50 (TRS-80 only)
Hearts 1.5 £6.25 Data
Cribbage £6.25 Smoother £6.25
(TRS-80 Only) Fourier
Chessmaster £8.30 Analyzer £6.25
(TRS-80 Only) Transfer
Startrek 3.2 £4.00 Function £8.30
Space Tilt £4.50 Regression I & II £8.30
(Apple only) Black Hole £6.25
Games Pack 1 £4.00 (Apple only)
Games Pack 2 £4.00 Valdez £6.25
Graphix £5.50 Flight
(TRS-80 Only Simulator £6.25
Tidy £4.50 Text Editor £6.25
All programs on tape with
superb documentation.
VAT extra. Postage 20p.
Send for full detailed list.
32 Finch Road, Douglas, Isle of Man.
0624 27522

To advertise in
MICROMART

Please ring Jacquie Hancock
on 01-631 1682

Continued from page 123

I hope you will implement this gen-
eralised program on your own machine.
It will probably be easier with program
A, but either of mine or a new version
of your own may be used. This will
allow you to solve the following puzzle
that I will leave with you till next
month.

The largest number of moves needed
to get from any square to any other
on a 4 x 5 board is four. What is the
smallest square board on which five
moves are needed to get from any
square to any other? And then the same
problem for six moves, and for as many
more cases as you and your computer
care to run.

Next month I shall be writing about
a game that is a cross between chess and
battleships. Each player moves a Queen
(or other chess piece) round a board
that the other player cannot see, trying
to land on or at least pass through the
square that the opponent's piece is on.
Without further information that would
be blind man's buff. But you are told
where the other player was before the
last move, as well as when a hit or a
pass has been made. Try it.

111 rk ;LIE
Continued from page 89
mind and the eyes rebel after a while.
Nascom's mode of entering maching
code, where you can just enter one byte
after another without having to step the
cursor in eight places for each new line,
is much easier.

The start of the toccata is a fast,
rising octave scale in D major. With an
instrument such as a harpsichord, the
decay of each note continues after the
next one has been struck, so I arranged
to 'strike' each of the first four notes
using voices one to four in mode one in
turn, sustaining the ones that had been
sounded. I had to come back to voice
one after this and repeat the technique,
but the effect of sustaining over four
notes was quite pleasing. I used mode
two to get a louder note at the bar line,
and mode three to get a still louder
effect for the next section, again with

good effect.
I have not been able to try out as

many things as I would like, owing to
editorial deadlines, but have done
enough to convince myself that the
MTU software provides a very power-
ful and versatile system, marred slight-
ly by noise and limited frequency range
in the sound, and by the complexity of
writing a musical score in hex code. I
look forward to the human interface
which will overcome the last. Musicians
would, of course, prefer to use a con-
ventional piano keyboard for entry, but
this would add considerably to the cost.
And, a practical point, couldn't the
booklet be decently bound with a spiral,
instead of being stapled at one corner
and punched with three holes for which
you can't get an American ring binder?

Acknowledgements to the City Univers-
ity Microprocessor Laboratory, for the
loan of a PET 3032.
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OFF UNI
Continued from page 63

but we have tried to look at Unix from
the points of view of several sorts of
users. At system programmer level
the Unix system is wide-open, having
been written in C and having commands
and system calls which make accessible
most of the system information and
operations. This provides a particularly
hospitable working environment for
system programmers and, in conse-
quence, it is probably within this group
that Unix finds its most ardent admirers.

For the applications programmer,
Unix provides a flexible and efficient
interface to its development tools

although the commands are a bit curt
for many tastes. On a busy system
where many users are making demands
on the system resources (although not
necessarily simultaneously) some sort of
housekeeping routines, as well as good
accounting and rationing procedures,
would have to be developed. On an
educational system where new program-
mers are being introduced to program-
ming and don't need to be confused by
having to learn the operating system
as well, a subset of the commands with
some more obvious names would
probably be an advantage. However, as
the students gained familiarity with the
system, Unix may become vulnerable
to the 'malicious junkie' syndrome
sooner than other, more restricitve
operating systems might. Finally, for
the commercial systems developer,
Unix affords a straightforward mechan-
ism for implementing a reliable, multi-
user turnkey system.

BLUDNERS
Last month's `Greenfingers' program has
been causing consternation among PET
aficionados. Rumour has it that POKE-
ing 59458 causes an internal conflict in
PET resulting (sometimes) in chip
damage. We spoke to the program's
writer who tells us that he uses it with-
out problems. He also tells us that
Commodore used to market the pro-
gram on his behalf. You have been
warned.

Sheridan Williams mentioned that to
convert from an old ROM to new ROM
involves the substitution of a single
chip. In fact, depending on your precise,
model, four or seven chips are involved.
Hence the price of £38 plus VAT.

Last month we announced the
winners of a 'Printer Survey' - it
should, of course, have been Reader
Survey.
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the incredible BIGBOARDSingle Board Computer

7.410 CPU! 64K RAM! FLOPPY
DISK CONTROLLER! 24x8OVDthl

PFM 3.3 2K SYSTEM MONITOR!..,

I

/.    " 111

woh,mato

ALLTHIS ON ONE
BOARD COMPLETELY
ASSEMBLED AND
TESTED AND JUST

i4501 IF)s 181:1s) and VAT
Twice as rnuch on ONE BOARD

at around HALF THE PRICE!

Buy in confidence! Full technical back-up provided in UK
Requires + 5V Cj 3 Amps +/- I 2V @ 0.5 Amps.

Three years' development went into BigBoard, designed
from scratch to run the latest version of CP/M, so just
imagine what software you could run WITH NO MODS!
Add a couple of 8" Disk Drives, a Video Monitor and
Keyboard, an enclosure and the Power Supply option - and

you've got a complete business system for about ONE
THIRD the COST!

That's what BigBoard can offer - flexibility, power, and
incredible economy! Send for your BigBoard TODAY!

YOU GETALLTHESE ON A SINGLE BOARD
64K RAM That's full 64K of RAM using industry 80 x 24 Gives a crisp, flicker -free. sharp display even on the

standard 41 16s. All 64K is available to the user,
(video and EPROM sections do not make holes in it,
for example), and extra special care has been taken
to ensure that the RAM array PC layout eliminates
potential noise and malfunction.

Character
Video

smallest monitors. Hardware scroll, full cursor
controls, composite or split video and sync. The
character set is supplied on a 2716 style ROM
(makes customised founts that much easier!), and
sync. pulses can be any desired length or polarity.
Video can be inverted or true Memory -
mapped VDU.

Z-80 CPU Handles an 41 16 RAM refresh and supports all Standard A separate parallel port (Z80 P 10) for use with an
MODE 2 INTERRUPTS. Fully buffered, the Z-80
runs all 8080 software.

I/O ASCII encoded keyboard for input. Output on the
80 x 24 character video display.

PFM 3.3 The on -board PFM 3.3 is the real power behind the
Floppy Uses the WD 1 7 71 controller chip with TTL Data 2K System BigBoard. PFM commands include Dump Memory,
Disk Separator for reliability. IBM 3740 compatible, it Monitor Boot C P 'M, Copy. Examine. Fill Memory, Test
Controller

/

will support up to four 8" drives and is directly
compatible with standard Sugar[ drives such as the
SA800 or SA801. Drives can also be configured for
remote AC off -on. Runs CP/M 2.2.

Memory, Go To, Read and Write I/O Ports. Disk
Read (Drive. Track. Sector) and Search. But, PFM
occupies one of the four 2716 EPROMs, so it
doesn't occupy any of the 64K of usable RAM!

Please send me completely assembled and tested Complete with technical Manuals
BigBoards at E523.25 (inc. E5 INSURED DELIVERY

PLUS THESE OPTIONS
ON THE BOARD AS WELL

Serial I/O Full 2 channels using the Z-80 SIC and the SMC
81 16 Baud Rate Generator. You get FULL RS232!
For synchronous or asynchronous communication.
and clocks can be transmitted or received by a
modem in the former. Both channels can be set up
for either data communication or data terminals.
Supports mode 2 Int. PRICE JUST L70 (inc. p&p)

Two Port Uses Z-80 P 10 to give full 16 bits, fully buffered and
Parellel bi-directional. User selectable hand -shake polarity.
I/O ONLY 135 (inc. p&p)

Real Time Uses Z-80CTCand can be configured as a counter on
Clock Real Time Clock. ONLY E22 (inc. p&p)

CP/M 2.2 The popular CP/M D.O.S. an modified by Micronix
Systems to run on the BigBoard is just E99 (inc.p&p)

Power Supply Complete assembled and cased E60 (E2 p&p)

Cheques payable to Maclin- Zand Electronics Ltd., please.

I
Cash with order.

I enclose cheque for Land 168.25 VAT) each , total L Name
or PAY BY ACCESS, giving card number and signature.

Serial I/O at E80.50 (inc. E10.50 VAT) each, total

Two Port Parallel I/O at E40.25 (inc. £5.25 VAT)
I each, total L

Real Time Clock/s at £25.30 (inc. E3.30 VAT) each,
total E

ICP/M 2.2 at E113.85 (inc. E14.135 VAT) each, total
L

f71.30 (inc. f2 p&p and E9.30 VAT) each, total
L Making state-of-the-art affordable.

achn -Zan Distributors wanted for UK and Europe
Maclin-Zand Electronics Limited,

E
Mount Pleasant, London WC I X OAP.

PCW03 I
Completely assembled and cased Power Supply/ies at

Sole European Distributor.

Tel: 01-837 1165/01-278 7369 Telex 8953084 MACLIN G.
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IF YOU WANT TO BE CONVERTED. . . READ ON

FAST 12 BIT A/D AND D/A CONVERTERS FOR A VARIETY OF MICROS:

FOR APPLE LOM 10
* 16 SINGLE ENDED OR 8 DIFFERENT-

IAL INPUTS
30 KHZ DATA THROUGHOUT

* INPUT RANGES ± 10y, ± 5V, 0-5V,
0-10y

* EXTERNAL TRIGGER UNDER SOFT-
WARE CONTROL

* A/D's CAN BE SYNCHRONISED.
£375.00

FOR 5100 LOM 11
* AS FOR APPLE, PLUS POWERFUL

TIMER
* EVENT TIMER, TIME OF DAY, AUTO

INTERRUPT ETC.
* AUTOCHANNEL INCREMENTING.

£495.00
D/A

FOR APPLE LOM 20
* 2 INDEPENDENT D/A's
* 3 MICROSEC SETTLING TIME
* 8 BIT PARALLEL PORT FOR PEN

DOWN, ETC.
* OUTPUT RANGES ± 2.5V, ± 5V, ± 10y,

0-5V, 0-10y.
£255.00

FOR S100 LOM 21
* 4 INDEPENDENT D/A's
* 3 MICROSEC SETTLING TIME
* OUTPUT RANGES ± 2.5V, ± 5V, ± 10y,

0-5V, 0-10y.
£275.00

FOR ANY MICRO WITH DUAL PARALLEL I/O PORT (380Z, ETC)
12 BIT A/D WITH 20 MICROSEC DATA THROUGHPUT - LOM 30

* GIVES 8 CHANNELS ON APPLE WITH CCS DUAL PARALLEL I/O CARD
* GIVES 4 CHANNELS ON 380Z, ETC.

* INPUT RANGES 0-1 V, 0-5 V, 0-10 V, SWITCH SELECTABLE
* A/D STANDS OUTSIDE COMPUTER FOR GREATER STABILITY

* OWN INDEPENDENT POWER SUPPLY.
£295.00

PRICES FOR COMPLETE APPLE, ALTOS, AND S100 SYSTEMS (PLUS SOFTWARE)
ON APPLICATION ALL PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF V.A.T. INCLUSIVE OF POST AND

PACKING CASH WITH ORDER

LOMBARDY
COMPUTERS

121, HIGH STREET, BERKHAMSTED, HERTS HP4 2DJ. TEL (04427) 4247

'Tie um I
2732 450ns £12.60
2716 450ns £ 4.50
2708 450ns £ 3.50
2114 300ns £ 2.46
2114 450ns £ 2.50
16K DRAM 200ns £ 2.50

5101 £ 1.25 74 LSO9 £0.15
8216 £ 1.33 74 LS90 £0.35
5623 4Ons £ 1.42 74LS163 £0.67
2 x 8 CMOS SRAM 150ns £23.50 74LS174 £0.44
7404 £ 0.15 74LS175 £0.44
74175 £ 0.46 74 LS257 £0.50
4049 £ 0.21 4001 £0.16

4011 £0.16

Please add 50p for postage and packing for orders under
£50.00. Prices include VAT. Minimum order £15.00.

Calona Limited
Third Floor Broadway House 112-134 The Broadway
Wimbledon London SW19 1R H
Telephone 01-543 1008 Telex 923416 CLNLDN G

MICROS MEMORIES TTL's

&INTERFACE DEVICES

Z80 £6.50 6800 £6.00 6502 £6.50
Z80A £8.50 6802 £8.50 8080A £4.50
8085A £11.00 6809 £16.00 2650A £16.00

LARGE RANGE OF PERIPHERAL DEVICES AVAILABLE.

SPECIAL OFFERS

1-24 25.99 100
2114L-450ns £2.00 £1.80 £1.60
2708 £3.90 £3.60 £3.40
2716 (+5v) £5.00 £4.50 £4.00
2732(+5v) £15.00 £12.00 £10.00
4116L-200ns £2.00 £1.80 £1.60

Please add P&P 40p and VAT at 15%

TECHNOMATIC LIMITED
Retail Shops:
17 Burnley Road,
London NW10

367 Edgware Rd., W2

Mail Order
17 Burnley Road,

London NW10
Tel: 01-452 1500/

450-6597
Telex 922800

I
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PC
S L TRITON TUSCAN

WE - SUPPLY any TRITON or TUSCAN system. Built,
customised or in kit form.
WE - ADVISE and can write any business suites based on
these systems.
WE - PROVIDE Standard Suites for Estate Agents,
Insurance Agents, Business Accounting and Word Processing.

KIT ENHANCEMENTS FOR TRITON
 VDU RAM Peek, Reverse Display, Screen Antiflash, Bleeper. REF. 502/1 £23.00
FOLLOWING PLUG DIRECT INTO MOTHERBOARD (On D/S. PCB) -
NO MESSY CABLEFORMS
 2708 EPROM Programmer. (L7.2 Er L8.2 Monitor). REF. 501/1 £29.50
 Modified BIOS ROM for 9.2 SYSTEMS TO USE 501/1. REF. 504/1 £10.00
 S100 Converter and "CONDUCTOR" Socket on D/S PCB. REF. 503/1 £25.00

ALL KITS SUPPLIED COMPLETE AND WITH FULL INSTRUCTIONS.
KITS READY -BUILT AND TESTED POA.

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE

PURLEY COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
21 BARTHOLOMEW STREET

NEWBURY, BERKS. Tel: 0635-41784

P. Et R
COMPUTER

SHOP

EPSON MX -80 80.GPs. DOT MATRIX
PRINTER WITH SPECIAL INTERFACES.
3982 IBM I/O PRINTERS. VDU's. ASCII
KEYBOARDS. ASR. KSR, TELETYPES.
PAPER TAPE READERS PAPER TAPE
PUNCHES. SCOPES. TYPEWRITERS.
FANS 4" 5" 6". POWER SUPPLIES.
STORE CORES, TEST EQUIPMENT,
AND MISCELLANEOUS COMPUTER
EQUIPMENT. OPEN:- MON TO FRI
9am-5pm SATURDAY TILL 1pm.

COME AND LOOK AROUND

SOLCOTT MILL, GOLDHANGER RD,
HEYBRIDGE, ESSEX.

PHONE MALDON 57440

2716
450ns SINGLE RAIL EPROMS
£3.95 EACH UP TO 100.
£2.95 1000
LARGER QUANTITIES POA.

EPROMS ERASED AND COPIED FROM
YOUR MASTERS WHILE -U -WAIT.
(All other memory devices available)

Erasing 45p Copying £4.00 per unit.
Various Video Game Conversions available from
£65.00 upwards.

TNISG1141,9 SL (LEISittE)LTS.

307 NEW KINGS ROAD, LONDON SW6 4RF
01-736 5503

(PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT)
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LONDON COMPUTER CENTRE
NEW! Revolutionary! Epson MX80F/T £425

the PRINTER with FRICTION & ADJUSTABLE
Removeable TRACTOR FEED

Dual print modes letter quality standard dot matrix
ULTRA QUIET.
LOWER CASE DECENDERS
BI DIRECTIONAL, LOGIC SEEKING PRINT HEAD
40,80,66,132 Columns per line
UNIQUE BOLDING BUILT IN FEATURE
64 Graphic Characters (TRS 80 & Prestel)
9 x 9 PRINT MATRIX. £ sign
Forms Handling; Top of Form
Horizontal and Vertical Tabs.
Centronics parallel interface standard.
Optional extra Serial PET & APPLE interfaces.
Easily replaceable head.
After 50,000,000 to *100,000,000 characters
the head can be replaced without technical
knowledge or assistance for £1 5.00
* Approx. 38,000 copies of A4 letters.

43 GRAFTON WAY, LONDON W1P 5LA (Opposite Maples )

Tel: 388 6991/2 OPENING HOURS: 11-7 MON-FRI 124 SAT
24 hour answer phone: 01-388 5721

programming
FOR THE
SINCLAIRZX 80

course
%WM% NEW EDITION WS.VIAM,

%.0% MORE PROGRAMS %10%

This popular course designed for the 2)(80 is now available in a new enlarged
edition. It consists of a book together with a cassette of ready -to -run
programs, which are explained in the text together with many other useful
programming examples. It is not just a book of programs - the emphasis is on
understanding the examples given and writing your own. PEEK and POKE, USR
and machine code, arrays, flowcharts etc. are all dealt with, together with
a section on problems, and a useful introduction to the workings of the Z80
microprocessor.

vos
%%%%I.M5MMIMO%
PRICE £8.95 INCLUSIVE
V6%%%%%%%%%7040706%

BLANK C12 CASSETTE WITH ALL PROGRAMMING COURSE ORDERS
RECEIVED BEFORE APRIL 1st

SEND SAE FOR OUR LATEST CATALOGUE 01 2080 SOFTWARE

Acorn Atom
ACORN ATOM SOFTWARE ON CASSETTE. FIGURES REFER TO TOTAL MEMORY REQUIRED.

ATOM INVADERS (12K) Exciting machine code game using graphics mode 4 and
sound output. 1 or 2 players, high score, 3 invader types, 11 columns x 5
invaders and all the usual features. PRICE £12.00

ATOM BREAKOUT (4K) Another fast and entertaining machine code game with 9
levels of play, advancing wall, high score etc. Sound output PRICE £5.00

PINBALL (6K) See if you can light up all the letters and win a free ball.
High score, 1 or 2 players, gravity simulation, sound output, graphics mode
2. Fast moving machine code game PRICE £6.00

THE FOLLOWING PROGRAMS REQUIRE 4K MEMORY AND ARE PRICED AT £3.50 EACH: -

PONTOON; BIO-RHYTHMS; BATTLESHIPS; ALIEN DESTROY; MINEFIELD; HORSE RACE.

Cassette of four 2K programs: Torpedo:Lunar lander;Reaction test; Hangman £5.

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE MAIL ORDER ONLY

EUG-BYTE
Software

251 HENLEY ROAD
COVENTRY

CV2 IBX

...and you've got
a daisywheel
typewriter.

O©ik L -Ma £998, VAT
(RO Version £836 + VAT)

Manufactured in W. Germany by OLYMPIA INTERNATIONAL
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR: DATAPLUS LTD.,

AT
39-49 Roman Road, Cheltenham GL51 8QQ.

H C.) Telephone 0242-30030 or 37373. Telex 43594DA P LU '
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KRAM ELECTRONICS
30 HAZELHEAD ROAD, ANSTEY, LEICESTER 053 721 3575

CENTRONICS 737
PROPORTIONAL SPACING

PRINTER £395

RS232 - CENTRONICS
INTERFACE £60

TRS80 DISK -DRIVE
£205

UK101 NUMERIC
PAD £12

VIDEO GENIE - CENTRONICS
INTERFACE £35

UK101 MEMORY
UPGRADE (4K)

£25

DUAL TRS-80
DISC -DRIVE

INC. POWER SUPPLY
£350

PHONE - MATE
TELEPHONE ANSWERING

MACHINE £85

UK101/SUPERBOARD
CASE £24

VIDEO GENIE
16K WITH MODULATOR

POWER SUPPLY
AND CASSETTE £279

DECODED
PET - CENTRONICS

INTERFACE £50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE BUT VAT IS EXCLUDED 41(

Memories

2114-30Ons
4116-20Ons
2708-450ns
2516-45Ons
2716-450ns

1k x 4 SRAM
16k x 1 DRAM

1k x 8 EPROM
2k x 8 EPROM
2k x 8 EPROM

Please add 50 pence for postage.
Send SAE for price list.
Prices not inclusive of VAT.

1.89
2.41
3.46
4.62
4.62

STRUTT LTD
3c, BARLEY MARKET STREET,
TAVISTOCK,
DEVON, England, PL19 OJF.

Tel: TAVISTOCK (0822) 5439/5548
Telex: 45263

111111Sales and Service

VISICALC £95
A program which can
generate complex models
using simple steps, for
virtually any financial
application.

APPLE PLOT £42
This program allows the
user to take advantage of
Apple's high resolution
graphics by plotting
numeric data in a variety
of ways. Links directly to
Visicalc.

Order both of these superb programs for only £120

ARISTOCARDS ONLY £65 EACH
A range of plug compatible boards for Apple II

or ITT 2020
HIGH SPEED SERIAL INTERFACE

PARALLEL INTERFACE
CENTRONICS INTERFACE

*Manuals available separately at £2 each
DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT
WE STOCK AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF HARDWARE

AND SOFTWARE FOR THE APPLE II, INCLUDING
COMPLETE BUSINESS SYSTEMS

FOR FURTHER DETAILS OR A DEMONSTRATION
OF OUR PRODUCTS

RING 01-880 4848

SIMON COMPUTERS LIMITED
28 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON,

SURREY CR0 6AA
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BARCLAYCARD

I LEVEL II
CASSETTE

GAMES
Adventures:-
Adventureland £9.50
Pirates Cove* E9.50
Mission Impossible* £9.50
The Count* £9.50
Voodoo Castle* £9.50
Strange Odyssey* £9.50
Mystery Fun House* £9.50
Pyramid of Doom* £9.50
Ghost Town* £9.50
Adventure Sampler* £6.50
Air Raid* £8.50
Air Traffic Contro, £6.50
Alien Invaders £8.50
Android NIM £9.50
Backgammon £6.50
Balloon Race £6.50
Barricade* £8.50
Baseball £6.50
Battleship £7.50
Bee Wary 69.50
Bingo £4.50
Bowling (Ten Pin) £6.50
Bridge Challenger £9.50
Challenge £6.50
Cribbage £6.50
Dogstar £6.50
End Zone II £6.50
Fastgammon* £12.00
Galactic Blockade £6.50
Galactic Empire £9.50
Galactic Revolution £9.50
Galactic Trader £9.50
Game of Life* £6.50
Gammon Challenger" ... £9.50
Gangster £5.50
Hangman £4.50
I Ching £6.50
Invaders from Space* £9.50
Kamikaze £6.50
Kreigspiel II £9.50
Lost Dutchmans Gold £6.50
Mastermind II* £5.50
Mean Checkers* £6.50
Noughts & Crosses £4.50
Othello III £6.50
Pentominoes £6.50

TRS-80.(9.1y, NERS! aur n..n auras

Pinball*
Pork Barrel

£9.50
£6.50

Inventory Control
IQ Builder (Vocab)

£11.00
£9.50 DISK

Pre School Games £6.50 ICI Builder (Spelling) £10.00 A.P.L. 80* (30.00
PR Dogfight £6.50 ICI Builder (Stories( £9.50 Accounts Receivable II £40.00
Robots £4.50 ID Builder (Pre School) . . £9.50 Advanced Personal
Round The Horn £6.50 ID Builder (Numbers) £9.50 Finance £15.50
Safari £6.50 IRV* £16.50 Amateur Radio System . 05.50
Santa Paravia £6.50 Keyboard 80* £7.50 Auto Disk Directory £9.50
Sargon II* £18.50 KVP" £9.50 C.C.A. Data Management £52.50
Space Battles £9.50 Level III Basic* £30.00 Compress It £15.00
Star Trek 111.5 £9.50 Linear Programming £7.50 Data Base Ill £30.00
Taipan £6.50 Magic Paper Calculator £9.50 DCV-1 £8.50
Time Trek" £9.50 Math Drill £5.00 Dynamic Data Base £22.50
Ting Tong* £6.50 Math Library I £8.50 Electric Pencil* £75.00
Trek '80 £6.50 Math Library II £8.50 File Manager 80 £30.00
Trolls Gold £4.50 Medump" £8.50 Forth (Incl. Primer) £45.00
Tycoon £5.50 Microtext Editor £6.50 General Ledger II £40.00
Warfare I 65.50 Minicrossword £9.50 Inventory 'S £40.00
X -Wing Fighter II £6.50 Mortgage Calculator £5.00 Inventory II £50.00

UTIUTIIES Multi -Choice £9.50 KVP Extender* £16.00
APL -80" £9.50 Pascal* £26.00 Level I in Level II* £16.00
Accounts REC II £13.50 Penmod" £11.50 Mailist IV £45.00
Appointment Log
Astronomy II

£6.50
£7.50

Personal Finance
Personal X -REF

£6.50
£9.50

Newdos Plus' £47.50
Newdos 80* £87.50

Basic IP"
Basic Toolkit*

£11.50
£11.50

Pilot 2.2"
Pre Flight

£9.50
£11.00

Payroll (Tridata) f249.00
Print Spooler* £16.50

Biorythms 64.50 Renumber' £6.50 Roots £14.50
Calendar Functions £7.50 Remodel +Proload* £23.00 RSM 2D Monitor* £16.00
Copys £9.50 RPN Calculator £6.50 Simplify -It £15.00
Data Base II
Debug*

E17.50
£12.50

RSM 2 Monitor*
Statistics

£15.50
£6.50

SCRIPSIT* £65.00
SUPERSCRIPT" £17.50

Dosort" £23.00 S.T.A.D. 06.00 ST -80D* Terminal £45.00
Electric Pencil* £50.00 Star Finder £7.50 ST -801I1* Terminal £85.00
Electronics Asst. £6.50 Super Simon £6.50 Visicalc £65.00
EMU 6502 £16.00 Super T -legs* £6.50
ESP Tester £4.50 T -Step" £7.50 Taranto & Associates Conversion
File Handling £7.50 System Copy" £8.50 of Osboume &Accnriates Business
Finance I £7.50 Timser £9.50 Programmes
Finance II £7.50 T -Short" £6.50 Accounts Payable £90.00
Forth (Incl. Primer) £37.50 T -Short+" £12.50 Cash Journal (for G/L) £40.00
Fourier Transforms £7.50 Tarot Cards £6.50 Invoicing £90.00
Graph Builder £9.50 Teachers Assistant ! £9.50 Accounts Receivable ....£90.00
G.S.F.* £17.50 Teachers Assistant 11 £9.50 General Ledger £90.00
General Accounting £8.50 Tiny Comp* £12.50 Complete Co-ordinated System
Ham Radio £6.50 TRS-80 Opera £6.50 with Manuals £350.00
Histograph/Scattergram £6.50 Typing Tutor £11.50

'MachineHome Finance E6.50 X -ref £9.50 *Denotes Language
Infinite Basic* £31.00 Yybar £9.50 TRS-80 Trademark of Tandy
Infinite Business* £18.50 76 Basic Programs £23.00 Corp. CP/M Trademark OD

Inst. Calculator £7.50 Manual for Above £7.00 Digital Res. C -Basic Trademak of
Inventory 'S' £16.00 Libtary 100 £40.00 Compiler Systems.

MODEL II
CPM 2.2X £165.00
CBasic 2 (CP/M) £80.00
Postmaster (CP/M) £85.00
Supersort III (CP/M) £80.00
RSM II £35.00
T/Maker (CP/M) £175.00
DSN1 II £87.50
GSF II 00.00
Development System £70.00
Utility Package £87.50
Basic X -ref Utility £30.00
Hard Disk Operating Sys.. f250.00

WORD PROCESSORS
Electric Pencil II (CP/M) . £200.00
Electric Pencil II TRSDOS £225.00
Magic Wand (CP/M) £230.00
Wordstar (CP/M) 6275.00

BUSINESS SYSTEMS
Osbourne & Associates Pro-
grammes in CBasic:-
Accounts Rec & Payable £150.00
General Ledger 050.00
In TRSDOS:-
Accounts Rec & Payable £200.00
General Ledger 6200.00

CP/M USERS GROUP
23 Volumes Each f12.00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT
15%, PACKING & RETURN
POSTAGE TO U.K. ADDRESSES.
PRICES TO OVERSEAS
ADDRESSES INCLUDE RETURN
AIRMAIL. SEND 50p FOR
DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGUE.

MICROCOMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

11 RIVERSIDE COURT,
CAVERSHAM,

READING RG4 8AL,
ENGLAND.

TEL: (0734) 470425

*to

TRIDATA COMPLETE
SOFTWARE PACKAGES
* SALES INVOICING
* SALES LEDGER
* PURCHASE LEDGER
* NOMINAL LEDGER
* PAYROLL
* STOCK CONTROL

for use on
* TANDY TRS 80
* TANDY TRS 80 Mk. II
* SHARP MZ-80K
* PET AND SUPERPET
* APPLE

Our business packages are supplied with master diskettes,
detailed operating manuals and training procedures.
For small businesses and traders with up to 700 employees,
9,999 customers and 9,999 suppliers, our proven programs
written by experienced DP professionals provide fast,
simple control, with built in security routines for prevention
of unauthorised use, abuse or mishandling.
Over 550 Tridata business systems are now in use.

TRIDATA WARRANTY
Every Tridata program has a written 12 month warranty and can be
automatically updated to conform to any legislation that may alter your
accounting procedures.

SEND THE COUPON TODAY
OR TELEPHONEcja 021-622 6085

TRIDATA MICROS LTD., Smithfield House, Digbeth, Birmingham

CRAG
pa,t

0.13.1°P-7:

rSend me details of the Tridata
PURCHASE LEDGER
SALES LEDGER
PAYROLL
NOMINAL LEDGER
SALES INVOICING
STOCK CONTROL
Name

Company

Address

Business Software Systems. I am interested in11111
For TANDY TRS 80

TANDY TRS 80 Mk. II
SHARP MZ-80K

PET
SUPERPET

APPLE

TRIDATA MICROS LTD., Smithfield House, Digbeth, Birmingham B5 6BS
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Xitan
South Coast Leaders in
Microcomputer Support
Application and Service

Xitan - First for Business &
Commercial Systems

Xitan's specialised Administrative and
Operational Microcomputer Systems
provide cost effective computer support
for wide ranging business organisations;
from low entry level, stand alone
systems for the smaller business, to
integrated multiuser/multitasking
systems to meet the more specific needs
of the larger business enterprise.

Xitan - First in Science and
Research

Xitan support the more personalised
requirements of the scientific and
research users universities and colleges,
and in government and independent
research establishments with
comprehensive practical experience
embracing hardware, system, and
applicational software.

SYSTEMS

Xitan - First in Industry
Xitan's depth in microcomputer

experience is playing an increasing role
in the rapidly developing industrial
applications for production and process
control, and in product and production
development operations.

Xitan - First for Service
Xitan's local reputation is founded

securely on Service- both in system
development- software and
hardware support, and service in the
field.

Xitan Systems Ltd 23 Cumberland Place Southampton SO1 2BB Tel: 0703 38740

CrtririeMCO SHARP North Star Horizon comart
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S T Cornmarco, Ltd
S T Cornmenotl SyM,m Ltd

CASH AND CARRY
SUPERDEALS
SUPERBRAIN 64k £1650
QUAD DENSITY
SUPERBRAIN £2250
NEC SPINWRITER £1600
DIABLO 630 £1600
CROMENCO- (All hardware and
software in stock for immediate delivery)

MATRIX PRINTERS
ANADEK The quietest, most
OKIDATA reliable printers
EPSON available -40, 80 or

132 characters per
line with graphics

Telephone:01-840-1926

SUPERSOFT
WORDSTAR
DATASTAR
MAILMERGE
SUPERSORT

£250
£180

£80
£125

Dealers:
Best Discounts

Telephone:01-840-1926

Floppy disc File

Easy reference filing system for your flexible
computer discs, files 20 discs per binder. File
sheets retain 4 discs, have reinforced binder
edge and file reference tab. Leaves punched
for 2 and 3 hole binders.Also available for 8"
discs, files 10 discs per binder.

-Please state size when ordering
Binder complete with 5 leaves £4.95 + VAT

Pack of 5 leaves only £1.55 + VAT

BASF and Memorex mini discs £27 + VAT per box (10)
Clean your monitor screen with the revolutionary
Quick Wipes, Anti -Static tissue. Removes dirt, dust
and static in one wipe. £2.75 per can + VAT

LEMESTER
computer centre limited

67 Regent Road, Leicester LE1 6YF.
Tel: 0533 556268

Machine -Independent Organic
Software Tools (MINT)
M.D. Godfrey, H.J. Hermans, D.F. Hendry and R. Hessenberg
July 1980, XVII) + 438pp., £12.00 (UK only) / $28.00, 0.12.286980.X

MINT (Machine -Independent Organic Software Tools) is a novel means for communicating
with and controlling computers. It provides all the information required to use and implement
software tools. Example implementations are given for two computer systems. The level is
such that it can be understood and used by anyone with a serious interest in computing,
ranging from home computers to major industrial or scientific systems.

Computers and People Series

Communicating with
Microcomputers
An Introduction to the Technology of Men -Computer Communications
Ian H. Witten
July 1980, xi, + 164pp.
Hardback: £8.80 (UK only) /$18.00, 0.12.760750.1
Paperback: £4.95 (UK only) /$10.50, 0.12.760752.8

With the controversial and much heralded microprocessor revolution upon us there is an urgent
need to unveil the mystery dividing Man from machine. This book is about communication
both within the system and between it end the outside world.

Computers and People Series

On Becoming a Personal Scientist
Interactive Computer Elicitation of Personal Models of the World
Mildred L.G. Shaw
1980, sail + 332pp., £23.20 (UK only) /$56.00, 0.12.639280.3

Personal construct psychology was developed by George Kelly intheearlyfiftiesto explain how
similar events could produce different bphaviour in different people. Central to histheorywasa
view of man as a personal scientist forming theories about his world, testing and revising them
against personal experience, and acting on the basis of them. He devised the repertory grid
technique to elicit the unique dimensions along which each individual, classifies his world.
Using the basic philosophy of personal construct theory andthe repertory grid, the author of this
book has developed novel computer techniques which interact with the individual's ideas to
produce, objectively and explicitly, a model of his view of the world and his attitudes towards it.

Academic
Press

A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovonovich, Publishers
London New York Toronto Sydney San Francisco
24-28 Oval Road, London NW1 7DX, England
111 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10003, USA
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rTHE BASIC HANDBOOle
An Encyclopedia of the Basic
Computer Language
By Dr. DAVID A. LIEN
360 pages Softback Price £11.70
"Everything you need to know about
the most important statements,
functions, operators, and
commands." (Book Reviewer)

"This book provides the key that
can open your computer to programs
written in BASIC dialects supplied with more than 50 of
the world's most popular computers."
(Kilobaud Microcomputing)
"The book is a very useful tool, which covers not only the
possible uses, but test methods as well for each command or
statement".
"The BASIC Handbook fills a void in the hobby computer
field and does it well."
"This book is what has been needed as a universal guide for
those like me who are not familiar with all of the various
'dialects' of BASIC."
"This is the only book now available to help software fans
convert 'foreign' programs for use on their own computers."
(Creative Computing)
Available at bookshops or your local computer
store. In case of difficulty, send Cheque/P.O.
for £11.70 to the U.K. Distributor

N The Computer
Bookshop

Temple House, 43/48 New Street,
Birmingham B2 4LH

PRICES
SLASHED

Commodore Computers
3032 32K. Basic 2.0 625
3040 Disks. Dos 1.2 625
3022 Printer 405
4032 32K. Basic 4.0 640
4040 Disks. Dos 2.1 640
8032 32K. Basic 4.0 855
8050 Disk. Dos 2.1 855
8024 Printer. 160 cps 1095

(Prices Ex. VAT)

We also have ready made packages for Account-
ancy applications, Business planning, Database
Handling and Word Processing. As experienced
data processing professionals we are the best
people to help you.

LOGIC BOX LTD
31 PALMER STREET
LONDON SW1

A Tel: 01-222 1122/5492

WESTEREM
COMPUTERS LIMITED

BLACKPOOL
flaPPla°

WESTERN COMPUTERS stock the full range of
Apple products and Apple compatible peripherals

48K APPLE with video output 695.00
DISK DRIVE with controller
(DOS 3.3) 383.00

DISK DRIVE W/O controller 299.00
PARALLEL PRINTER CARD 104.00
SERIAL INTERFACE CARD 113.00
PASCAL language system 299.00
FORTRAN for language system 120.00
12 inch VIDEO monitor
(green screen) 162.00

CP/M *Poe
Z-80 SOFTCARD for CP/M and
Mbasic version 5.0 195.00
BASIC COMPILER compatible
with Mbasic V 5.0 and 3-10
times faster execution. Includes
Macro -80 assembler. 195.00
FORTRAN -80 ANSI -66 (except
for complex) Much faster than
Apple Fortran. Includes
Macro -80. 205.00
COBOL -80 Ansi-74 Includes
I.S.A.M. 325.00
BUSINESS SOFTWARE for
APPLE CP/M.
SALES LEDGER 500+ accounts 295.00
PURCHASE LEDGER
with nominal 345.00
STOCK CONTROL 295.00
PAYROLL (up to 300
employees) 345.00

(All prices exclusive of VAT)
Please give us a ring or send for our catalogues.

WESTERN COMPUTERS LIMITED,
BLACK POOL AIRPORT,

BLACKPOOL, LANCS.

Tel: (0253) 42660/41879 Telex 67162
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Applesoftware from Leicester Computer Centre
thecorresp noent

by R. Wagner
* Now with mathematics routine *

THE CORRESPONDENT is sure to be one of the
most versatile programs in your library! It can be
used as:
A Text Processor: Upper/lower case, 1-80 cols.
(4 -way scrolling). Text move/copy/insert/delete,
tabbing, justify text, auto -centering and more!
A Database (with or without printer!) Extremely
fast find routine and easy editing make it a natural
for free -form data files. Create and fill out forms,
access phone lists or index your magazines.
A Programming Utility: (printer or not).
Examine, edit, transfer random or sequential text
files. Create versatile exec. files. Even put bi-
directional scrolling in your own programs!
Use the Correspondent to print-out your Visicalc
formula. Apple disk £29.95 + VAT
SUPER DISK COPY III
48K Er DISK II required, APPLE II or APPLE II PLUS
SDC is a menu -driven programme that allows manipulation of all
types of files under DOS 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. SDC is the only disk
utility available for the APPLE that combines these features:
COPY single files (Integer, Applesoft, Binary, or Text), COPY
DOS, COPY entire disk, UNDELETE deleted files, LOCK or
UNLOCK files, PLOT of disk usage, and optional rearrangement
of files so that they occupy contiguous sectors for improved
access times, SDC supports the wildcard character " =" in file
specifications. SDC makes the conversion to DOS 3.3 less painful
(than MUFFIN) and also allows files to be transferred back to DOS
3.2 since both 13 and 16 sectored disks can be accessed at the
same time. £24.95 + VAT

Apple -Doc By Roger Wagner
An Aid to the Development and

'Documentation of Applesoft Programs
This 3 program set is a must to anyone writing or using programs in Applesoft! It not only
provides valuable info. on each of your programs, but allows you to change any element
throughout the listing almost as easily as you would change a single line!!

With Apple -Doc you can produce a list of every variable in your program and the lines
each is used on, each line called by a GOTO, GOSUB, etc., in fact, every occurance of
almost anything! You can rename variables, change constants and referenced line numbers
or do local or global replacement editing on your listing.

Apple -Doc is a must for the serious Applesoft programmer.
Diskette complete with full documentation £24.95 + VAT

e ©,, PASCAL-FORTRAN COMPATABLE An exciting
new addition to your Pascal library - enables you to create
3D graphics, viewable from any angle and distance. As easy
to use as Turtlegraphics. Procedures include Ortho,

Perspec, Rotate, View, Move to -3, View -from. Complete with comprehensive instructions
£49.95 + VAT

Apple World is here. The fast 3D graphics package that
runs on your Apple II plus. Zoom, pan, tilt and scale your own designs
on the Apple screen, at only £24.95 + VAT
Plus a complete range of "off the shelf" programs for finance, commercial, scientific
and education. Keep yourself up to date, send for our "Fact Sheets" giving
full program details.
Now available Apple FORTRAN, Dos 3 .3, Apple Plot

74: B:10,
computer centre limited
67 Regent Road, Leicester LEI 6YF. Tel: 0533 556268

and Apple III! Send for details now

DEVELOPED BY G.W. COMPUTERS LTD
NOW AVAILABLE FOR DEMONSTRATION IN THE NORTH.

Freshfield Computer Services
MAIN MENU DISPLAY

 PROGRAMS ARE INTEGRATED ..

01='ENTER NAMES AND ADDRESSES
02=ENTER/PRINT INVOICES
03=ENTER KC RECEIVABLES
04= ENTER PURCHASES
05=ENTER KC PAYABLES
06r-*ENTER'UPDATE INVENTORY
07-ENTER'UPDATE ORDERS
013=ENTER'UPDATE BANKS
09='REPORT SALES LEDGER
10 -*REPORT PURCHASE LEDGER
11=INCOMPLETE RECORDS
12 -USER DBMS AREA

',SELECT FUNCTION BY NUMBER ....

13=*PRINT CUSTOMERS STATEMENTS
14 -,PR INT SUPPLIER STATEMENTS
15=*PRINT AGENT STATEMENTS
16=PRINT TAX STATEMENTS
17=LETTER TEXT AREA
18=ALTER VOCABULARIES
19 -PRINT YEAR AUDIT
20 --PRINT PROFITLOSS KC
21 -OPEN AREA
22=PRINT CASHFLOW FORECAST
23 -ENTER PAYROLL INO RELEASE)
24=DISK SWAP'EXIT

FOR FULL DETAILS SEE GW COMPUTERS AD

SUPERBRAIN + SUPERBRAIN + SUPERBRAIN
SUPERBRAIN 320K 1695.00
SUPERBRAIN 800K 2195.00
PRINTERS + PRINTERS + PRINTERS + PRINT
NEC-5530PR INTER 1595.00
MICRO LINE 80 120CPS 475.00

SOFTWARE + SOFTWARE + SOFTWARE
BUS VER 6.00 CP/M
BUS VER 7.00 CP/M
BUS VER 8.00 CP/M
BUS VER 9.00 CP/M

PLUS:

PLUS:

775.00
875.00
975.00

1075.00

Word Star - Mail Merge - MBasic 80 -
Supersort
Graham Dorian Software Systems -
Payroll, Stock Control, Ledgers etc.

Demonstrations by Appointment only

CONTACT DAVID MAWDSLEY ON FORMBY (070481 79186
RIPLEY HOUSE, 56 FRESHFIELD ROAD, FORMBY, MERSEYSIDE L37 3HW

ADD SPEECH TO YOUR COMPUTER SYSTEM

MICROSPEECH 50 SPEECH OUTPUT BOARD

LOW COST £99.50 + VAT

Price includes software on mini floppy disc (6800 Flex 1),
operators manual, circuit diagrams and postage (in the UK).
MICROSPEECH 50 enables your computer system to
generate a speech output. The text to be spoken is entered in
the form of phonetic spelling. Using the 'Synthesis by Rule'
technique, the MSP5 software converts the phonetic code into
control parameters that drive an electronic model of the vocal
tract. The output of this model is synthetic speech. Unlike
other techniques, this method has very low memory require-
ments for the text, and is capable of generating an unlimited
amount of speech.

FEATURES
 Plugs into the SS50 bus on the SWTP 6800 computer

system. It fits into the main 50 way slot, being the same
size as a memory board.

 MSP5 software uses only 4K of memory.
 9 parameter vocal tract model.
 Real time software converts phonetic spelling to speech.
 External input for special musical effects.
 Software includes male/female voice option, repeat

function, and text editing.

AVAILABLE FROM:
TIM ORR Design Consultant

55 Drive Mansions, Fulham Road, London SW6
Tel: 01-731 2077
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Eu/to- cdc Ltd
SHARP MZ8OK

48K
PRINTER
I.O.
DISC

460.87
417.39

96.42
642.61

CE commodore
32K
3040
C2N
8050
8032

550.00
635.00

50.00
850.00
850.00

NEW LOW
PRICES

c.ppk!®ga
computer

RING FOR DETAILS

MAIL ORDER
55/56 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON WC1
01-405 3113 '01 405 3223 MON-FRI

224 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1
01 636 55601/01 636 8161 MON-SAT

SHARP PRICES

SLASHED
PC1211
CE121
EL6200

82.57
11.26
48.65

PRINTERS
CENTRONICS 730 395.00
CENTRONICS 737 345.00
CENTRONICS 779 565.00

HP.HIC 130.39
CARD.READER 113.04
PRINTER 200.00
MEM MODULE 15.65
QUAD RAM 46.95

HP.85 1732.00
HP.83 1210.00
16K UPGRADE 165.00
HPIB 213.00

TEXAS
TI -59 139.09
PC100C 121.70
TI -58 56.48
TI -58C 60.83
T1-57 22.57
TI -51-111 21.70

CASIO
FX 502P
FX 501P
FAI
NEW
FX 3500
FX 2700

57.35
43.43
17.35

19.96
17.35

GTMC
Ansaphone

ONLY £11739
REMOTE PLAYBACK
FROM ANYWHERE
IN THE WORLD

Visicalc 72.00
SPECIAL
OFFER

ACCUTRACK DISC IN
LIBRARY BOX

ONLY 21.74

All orders received dealt with on ALSO DEALERS SEIKO, SILVER REED, SYSTEMS
same day. Most items ex stock. ATARI, MATTEL, PHILLIPS PEARL RECORDERS CANON

WE WILL MEET OR BEAT ANY COMPETITORS PRICE ON MOST ITEMS IF HE HAS GOODS IN STOCK.
NOTE PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE DELIVERY.

ACCESS BARCLAYCARD AMEX ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 15% VAT.

TRS 80
MODEL III

The ModelModel III has arrived in the U.K.
*NEW FEATURES AVAILABLE *

* Upper and Lower Case characters (standard * Real Time
Clock * 500 or 1500 Baud Cassette * Parallel Printer Interface
(standard) * Auto Repeat keys * Flashing Cursor * New
Characters, Greek. Japanese Kana * Numeric Keypad * 1 6, 32
or 48K * Room for two D.D. Disc Drives & Interface * 1 2" VDU

*AII in stylish cabinet.

16K £649 INCLUSIVE

S a e Engel tes. Delivery 46 weeks

IF71 MIL I. C
Unit 7, 61 Broad Lane, London N15 4DJ

Daytime 01-808 0377 Evenings 0"-889 9736

e Fondle!
14" COLOUR MONITORS
Colour display from EuroApple

WITHOUT Colour card

model AM 3781
£299 + VAT

Attractive trade
terms available

Model TMTV 3781 £299 + VAT
TV Programmes

PLUS

American Standard Video
PLUS

European PAL Video

FULLY GUARANTEED
LARGER SIZES AVAILABLE

PortaTel Conversions Limited
25 SUNBURY CROSS CENTRE
SUNBURY ON THAMES MIDDX

TEL. No. SUNBURY (09327) 88972

VIDEO MODIFICATION SPECIALISTS

lir ACCESS & BARCLAYCARD WELCOME
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MICROS & MICROSYSTEMS
Home Computers £

Commodore VIC 5K 299
PET 8K 4008 375
PET 16K 4016 459
PET 32K 4032 559
Cassette 39
Toolkit 24
Super Pet 799
8050 Disk 799

Printers
Epson MX8OB 359
Centronics 737 349

Professional Computers
Superbrain
32K RAM +320K . . 1299
64K RAM +320K . . 1399
64K RAM +688K QD1699

North Star Horizon
32K DD dual drive.
32K QD dual drive
48K DD dual drive.
48K QD dual drive.

Printers
Diablo 1199
Sp inwriter 1399

. 1399
1549

. 1549

. 1799

IA Software for North Star Horizon Automated Accounts - 520 and
Stock Control/Invoicing - 299 integrated with

Automated Accounts

Easily installed into existing Automated Accounts users systems
1 year Guarantee Prices Ex VAT.

INTELLIGENT ARTEFACTS LIMITED Cambridge Road, Orwell, Royston, Herts.
Discount Hardware and Software Telephone: Arrington (022020) 689

intracept
USER -DEFINED GRAPHICS

For Nascom I & 2 (or similar Microcomputer)

* 64 Defineable characters (16x8 dot matrix) - expandable
to 128

* No soldered connections to Nascom 2 - simply plug in.
(Details given of minor modification required for
Nascom 1).

* May be used in conjunction with existing graphics ROM.
(Software options allow 256 characters to be displayed
from all three sources [i.e. Alpha -numeric, Graphic
ROM & user -defined] at the same time).

* Bus expansion NOT required. (May be used on unexpand-
ed Nascom 1!) - characters are programmed through
the parallel ports.

USER -DEFINED COLOUR GRAPHICS

* Used in conjunction with above, enables each of the
256 characters (including alphanumeric) to be
INDIVIDUALLY programmed with 16 foreground and
16 background colours.

* On -board expansion to maximum 128 user -defined
characters. Price to be announced.

INTRACEPT ELECTRONICS LTD
(Dept PLW) 203 Picton Road, Liverpool
L15 4LG.
Tel: 051-733 3042. Extn. 143

MICROTYPE MODEL 3 CASE
Ready cut for SUPERBOARD/UK 101, NASCOM 2

and blank for HOMEBREWS
Produced in black ABS Plastic, complete with fixings and instructions,
space for PSU, expansion, force feed fan, numeric pad and
additional keys.

a

£24a50 p&p + VAT

NPS1 NUMERIC PAD
for SUPERBOARD/UK101 only

A 0-9 numeric pad in kit form, complete with
switches, caps, PCB, plug and socket, cable and
full instructions.

C1p,95+ p&p + VAT

Please send me a Model 3 case at £29.90 inc
My micro is

Please send me a NPS1 numeric pad for my Superboard/
UK101 at £14.32 inc.

Please send me your full literature. I enclose SAE.

(Please enclose your name and address with cheque or P/01

MICROTYPE
PO BOX 104 HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HP2 7Q7

158 PCW



Mine of Information Limited
Microcomputer Consultancy Er Booksellers

USING
CP/M
A SELF -TEACHING GUIDE

0

JUDI N. FERNANDEZ
RUTH ASHLEY

, 

-4011.1.1=11...

S117.7) FOR R FREE CATALOGUE

BOOKS FOR Z80 u E:06'0 SYSTEMS
3.00 The Z80 Instruction Handbook by Nat Wadsworth
3,90 The 8089 I/O Processor Handbook (+8289) by Adam Osborne
4.90 280/8080 Assembly Language Programming by Kathe Spracklen
5.90 The 8086 Primer by Stephen Morse
6.50 8080/8085 Software Design Book 1 by Titus et al
6.50 8080/8085 Software Design Book 2 by Titus et al
6.50 The 280 Microcomputer Handbook by William Barden
6.90 Using CP/M : A Self -Teaching Guide by Fernandez & Ashley
7.50 Z80 Microprocessor Book 1 (Programming) by Nichols & Rony
7.90 8080A/8085 Assembly Language Programming by L Leventhal
8.50 280 Microprocessor Hook 2 (Interfacing) by Nichols & Rony
8.50 Programming the 28000 (C281) by Richard Mateosian
8.90 The CP/M Handbook (C300) by Rodnay Zaks
8.90 280 Software Gourmet Guide Sr Cookbook by Nat Wadsworth
9.50 Programming the 280 (C280) - 2e by Rodnay Zaks
9.50 The S-100 Bus Handbook by Dave Bursky

10.50 The 8086 Book by Rector & Alexy
10.50 280 Assembly Language Programming by Lance Leventhal
11.50 The 8080/8085 Microprocessor Book by INTEL
12.50 28000 Assembly Language Programming by Leventhal et al

OTHER USEFUL 13001 -CS
3.60 Illustrating Basic by Donald Alcock
5.50 More Basic Computer Games edited by David Ahl
6.90 Beginner's Guide for the UCSD Pascal System by Ken Bowles
7.50 Pascal User Manual & Report - 2e by Jensen & Wirth
7.50 Programming in Pascal (Revised 1980) by Peter Grogono
8.50 Intro to Pascal Including UCSD Pascal (P310) by Rodnay Zaks
9,50 Microcomputer Problem Solving Using Pascal (UCSD) by Bowles
9.90 The Basic Handbook by David Lien
10.50 6502 Assembly Language Programming by Lance Leventhal
11.20 Writing Interactive Compilers & Interpreters by Peter Brown
14.90 The Byte Hook of Pascal edited by B W Liffick
8.50 Volume 1: Basic Concepts - 2e by Adam Osborne

29,50 Volume 2: Some Real Microprocessors + updates by Osborne
29.50 Volume 31 Some Real Support Devices + updates by Osborne

OF 1 00 SELECTED MSC ROC 01,11='UrTEF2 BOOKS)

Prices include P.P in UK. For overseas delivery add 10% (surface mail) or 20% (air mail )
Orders to: Mol (PW2)1 Francis Avenue S St Albans Herts AL3 6BL. England Phone 0727 52801 Telex 925859

SHARP MZ-80K SOFTWARE
For Games

Business
Education

Send now for our
FREE CATALOGUE

fT1RP21 LTD
9 Herbert Road, London NI1

Tel: 01-889 7615 (24 hours)

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
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AS RECOMMENDED BY COMPUTING TODAY - THE CENTRONICS 'MICRO -PRINTER'
Ask most people what they would like as their first peripheral and the chances are they will say "Printer". Here is an
attractive electrostatic printer from the famous firm of Centronics. Capable of printing in three sizes of typeface it is
easily attached to your machine by way of the parallel interface. The logic is fully TTL compatible and STROBE,
Acknowledge and Busy lines are provided to make life easy.
"Cost of this wonderful peripheral is a mere £195.00 + VAT The printer comes complete with documentation,
connector and cleaning paper as well as a roll of the printing paper." (extract from COMPUTING TODAY).

Ex -STOCK from HENRY'S
Ideal for PETS-TANDY-NASCOM's
Specification
 150 lines per minute
Selectable 20 40 80 columns
 120 m/m aluminium - Finish paper unaffected

by Heat, Light or Humidity.
 Full character ASC II set.
 Paper Feed, 220-240AC mains.
 On -Off Print Select.
Paper Advance - Empty Controls.
Size 10) x 13) x 4)" Weight 10Ibs

Ideal for Home or Small Business use.

LIMITED QUANTITY DON'T DELAY

Brand new boxed fully
guaranteed list price of
this machine. £459.95 inc.
VAT.

OUR PRICE

£195 .°4 of VAT
POST PAID

Complete with Full documentation
connector & Printing Paper -

HALF PRICE OFFER

Just Plug in and it's ready to go!
AS RECOMMENDED BY "COMPUTING TODAY" MARCH/MAY 1980

Your London & National Nascom Distributor.
Export Orders deduct VAT, but add 5% carriage
Official Export & Educational Orders welcome
Our Telex 262284 Mono Ref. 1400 Transonics

COMPUTER SEND
BROCHURE 15p
FREE STAMP

CENTRONICS
QUICK PRINTER

HENRY's
Computer Kit Division

404 Edgware Road, London, W2, England
01-402 6822

Cam,

TRS- 80 +VIDEO GENIE :MICRO 80

An equation that solves your
micro problems

More and more owners of these two computers are
finding that a subscription to MICRO -80 helps them to
get the best out of their equipment. MICRO -80 is a
specialist magazine devoted solely to these systems. It
is full of programs, hardware hints, problem solving and
other articles on the T RS -80 and Video Genie.

Find out what you have been missing by completing
the coupon and sending with your remittance.

TO: MICRO -80 (UK SUB DEPT)
24 WOODH I LL PAR K
PEMBURY
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
KENT TN2 4NW

PLEASE SEND ME A SAMPLE
COPY OF MICRO -80. I ENCLOSE
CHEQUE/P.O. FOR £1.50.

NAME

ADDRESS

PCW 3/81
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racu
Connects directly to TRS-80 Level 2 Keyboard. Operating and
file handling software in ROM. 8 commands add 12 powerful
functions to Level 2 BASIC. No buttons, switches or volume
controls. Full control of all functions from Keyboard or
program. Daisy chain multiple drives. Certified digital tape in
endless loop cartridges. Reads and writes in FM format at 9000
Baud. Soft sectored with parity and checksum error detection
for highly reliable operation-just like discs. Maintains
directory with up to 32 files on each tape, tapes may be write -
protected. Supports Basic and machine -language program files,
memory image and random access data files. 12 character
filespecs-: "FILENAME/EXT:d" (c1 is drive no. 0-7).
Automatic keyboard debounce. Full manual with programming
examples and useful file -handling routines.

COMMANDS (usually followed with a filespec and possible
parameter list).
@SAVE, @LOAD, @RUN -for BASIC programs, machine
language programs and memory image files. @GET, @PUT
-moves a 256 -byte record between a random access file and
BASIC's data buffer. @KILL -removes a file from the
directory and releases tape sectors for immediate re -use. @LIST -displays file directory along with sector
allocation and free sectors. @NEW -formats tape and creates a blank directory.

floppy tape,
The tape that behaves like a disc,
For TRS-80 LEVEL II and Video Genie.

Master drive with PSU, Manual and a selection of tapes.
For TRS-80 £169-00, for Video Genie £174 - 00.
Slave drives £125-00. (add £2-00 p.p. + vat).

(Export orders pp charged at cost)

For further
information,
Telephone
0525 371393

aculab Ltd.
24 Heath Road,
Leighton Buzzard,
Beds. LU7 8AB

You stand out in a crowd
Your business is not exactly the same as any other and
neither are its problems. Any solutions are probably

unique and must be tailored exactly for you.

You know your business better than anyone else and any
system designed should use your knowledge. The

micro -computer specialist should show you how to use
the computer to meet your business requirements

You should be able to get the micro -computer which
best suits your business. It should be chosen after your

requirements are specified.

You and your staff have a right to know all about
YOUR system, including helping to program it if you

want to. Training is your right - not an additional service.

If microcomputers cannot satisfy your business needs,
you want to know - you don't want false promises.

67 Nova Road, Croydon, Surrey CR0 2TN.
Telephone: 01-688 6013

.......
...

....
.......  ....... J
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MICROCOMPUTERS FOR BUSINESS,
EDUCATION AND HOME

FOR ALL YOUR BUSINESS, EDUCATION & LEISURE
COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS!!!

APPLE II
TRS-80
SHARP
NORTH STAR
HORIZON
TANGERINE
J.K. 101
NASCOM

 King's Lynn

Dereham 

+PRINTERS AND
OTHER PERIPHERALS
BOOKS** Bury

SOFTWARE* St. Edm

MAGAZINES**
STATIONERY***

BUSINESS+
INDUSTRIAL
CONTROL

Cromer

Great Yarmouth

NORWICH

Thetford

unds

 D iss

Ipswich

WE ARE HERE!!!

88 St. Benedict's Street
NORWICH NR2 4AB

Tel. (0603) 29652
24hr. Answering Service.

Lowestoft 
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osiintex
COMPUTERS

MICROPAY-200
£195.00 + VAT

Micropay-200 is a complete payroll System designed to run on a
COMMODORE 32K PET microcomputer, interfaced to dual
floppy disk drives and a printer.
The System provides:
1. Weekly/monthly payslips
2. Summary page of all payments and
3. Summary page of all payments and

year to date.
4. Weekly/monthly cash analysis slip for all cash payments made.
5. Monthly summary of all payments and deductions
6. Year end summary of all payments and deductions

deductions that month
deductions for the tax

STOCK CONTROL 3750
Stock Control 3750 is a complete stock control system designed
and written to meet the needs of a small business.
It will accommodate up to 3747 stock items and runs on a
COMMODORE PET micro -computer interfaced to a printer and
COMPU/TH INK disk drives.
The System incorporates programs to:
1. Set up a Supplier file
2. Set up Stock files
3, Copy Data files
4. Insert/delete stock records
5. Insert/delete supplier records.
6. Update/display stock file.
7. Update/display supplier file.
8. Print stock list.
9. Print supplier list.
10. Print reorder report.
11. Print stock movement report.
12. Print stock valuation report.

And perform other useful routines.
Stock Control 3750 is fully protected from misuse and can easily
be used by someone with no knowledge of computers or their
operation.
The System costs £195.00+ V.A.T. and this price includes a full
back-up and advisory service from INTEX DATALOG.

FOR FULL SPECIFICATION WRITE TO:
INTEX DATALOG LTD. DEPT PCW 0281

EAGLESCLIFFE IND. EST., EAGLESCLIFFE
CLEVELAND TS16 OPN. TEL:. 0642 781193

MAIL ORDER SERVICE ** CONNECTORS
USER/EEE PORT 1.30 1 78

BARCLAYCARD - ACCESS CASSETTE PORT 99 1.43

TOTAL
USERPORT COVER
MALE 'D' PLUGS

2.50
2.50

3.16
3.16

INDEX
***DUSTCOVERS

PRICE INC.
VAT FEMALE 'D' SOCKETS

'D' CONNECTOR COVERS
3.50
2.50

4.31
3.16

PET - ALL MODELS 5.75 6,90 ***RIBBONS
T/T43 PRINTER 5.75 6.90 TELETYPE 43 7.72 9.17
ANADEX DP8000 3.50 4.35 ANADEX DP8000 2.75 3.45
CBM 3040 DISK 3.50 4.35 ANADEX DP9500/1 15.00 18.40
CBM 3022 PRINTER 3.99 4.80 CBM 3022 2.75 3.45
COMPUTHINK DISK 3.00 3.75 QUME (FABRIC) 4.25 5.18
ACCOUSTIC COVER FOR QUME (CARBON M/S) 4.50 5.46
CBM 3022 PRINTER 49.00 62.00 QUME (CARBON S/S) 5.00 6.04
*** D/D DISKETTES IN FREE CASE DAISY WHEELS
BASF 35.00 40.83 QUME SPRINT 5 6.50 7.76
ACCUTRAK 30.00 35.08 ***PROGRAMMERS TOOLKIT
LIBRARY CASE 3.50 4.60 ***SPECIAL OFFER
***BLANK CASSETTES OLD ROMS 8K 65.00 75.90
C15 (PER 10) 4.00 5.75 NEW ROMS 8K 65.00 75.90
C60 (PER 10) 6.00 8.05 NEW ROMS 8/16/32K 45.00 52.90

PROKIT 1
PROKIT 1 - PROGRAMMERS AID.
ADDS THAT TOUCH OF PROFESSIONALISM TO EVERY
PROGRAM YOU WRITE,
NUMERIC INPUT ROUTINES - AUTOMATICALLY ADD
LEADING AND TRAILING ZERO'S AND RESPOND ONLY
TO MERIC KEYS AND DECIMAL POINT.
GENERAL INPUT ROUTINES -- SET THE LENGTH OF
FIELD REQUIRED. SPECIFY WHICH CHARACTERS YOU
WANT PET TO RESPOND TO AND ALL OTHERS WILL BE
IGNORED.
DATE INPUT ROUTINE -THE PROGRAM WILL NOT CON-
TINUE UNTIL YOU HAVE ENTERED A VALID DATE.
STRING SEARCH ROUTINE - FINDS A MATCHING SUB -
STRING WITHIN A STRING ENABLES YOU TO USE ON
GOTO WITH ANY CHARACTERS. NOT JUST NUMBERS.
SCREEN ROUTINES - CAN STORE SCREEN DISPLAYS
IN MEMORY AND RETRIEVE THEM IN A FLASH -SUPER
FOR MENUS AND GAMES!
PROKIT 1, DEFINITELY THE BEST THING FOR PROGRAM-
MERS SINCE THAT OTHER KIT! AVAILABLE ON DISK OR
TAPE READY TO INCORPORATE IN YOUR OWN PRO-
GRAMS'
PRICE £4025 INC. VAT AND POSTAGE

31313331E8E8:53333311:133317815333± intex
74LS SERIES

74 LSOO
74 LSO1
74 LSO2
74 LSO3
74 LSO4
74 LSO5
74 LSO8
74 LSO9
74 LSIO
74 LS11
74 LS12
74 LS13
74LS14
74LS15
74 LS20
74 LS21
74 LS22
74 LS26
74 LS27
74 LS28
74 LS30
74 LS32
74 LS33
74 LS37
74 LS38
74 LS40
74 LS42
74 LS47
74 LS48
74 LS49
74 LS54
74 LS55
74 LS63
74 LS73
74 LS74
74 LS75
74 LS76
74 LS78
74 LS83A
74 LS85
74LS 86
74 LS90
74 LS91
74 LS92
74 LS93A
74 LS95A
74 LS96
74 LS107
74 LS109
'74 LS112
74 LS113

.18

.18

.18

.18

.22

.22

.20

.22

.18

.22

.22

.40

.70

.22

.20

.22

.22

.22

.22
.22
.20
.26
.28
.26
.26
.22
.65
85

.85
1.00

.20

.20
1.50

35
.35
.42
.35
.35
.85

1.00
.35
.58
.99
.90
.65

1.00
1.25

.35
35

435

AGTRONICS LTD.

MAGTRONICS LTD
3 GOLDHURST TERRACE

LONDON
N.W.6.

TELE. 01-624-9847
74 LS114
74 LS122
74LS123
74 LS124
74 LS125
74 LS126
74 LS132

.35

.70

.75
1.40
.40
.40
.65

74 LS242
74 LS243
74 LS244
74 LS245
74 LS247
74 LS248
74 LS249

1.90
1.90
2.10
2.50
1.20
1.80
1.25

DISKETTES
UNCONDITIONAL GUARANTEE

5.25" MINI -DISKETTES SINGLE SIDED
1 SECTOR PER £10 £20.00 MEMORIES

74LS133
74 LS136

.40

.40
74 LS251
74 LS253

1.10
1.10

(SOFT) C.P.U.s
74 LS138
74 LS139

.70

.70
74 LS257
74 LS258

1.10
0.95

5.25" MINI -DISKETTE SINGLE SIDED
10 SECTOR PER 10 £20.00 SUPPORT DEVICES

74 LSI 45 1.10 74 LS259 1.65
74 LS148
74 LS151

1.70
.85

74 LS260
74 LS261

.30
3.50

5.25" MINI -DISKETTE SINGLE SIDED
16 SECTOR PER 10 £20.00 C.MOS.

74 LS153
74 LSI 54

.55
1.40

74 LS266
74 LS273

.40
1.75 SINGLE SIDED SINGLE DENSITY TRANSISTORS

74 LS155
74 LSI56

.75

.75
74 LS279
74 LS280

.65
1.75

26 SECTOR PER 10 £20.00
SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY DIODES

74 LS157
74 LS158
74 LS160

.60

.65
1.10

74 LS283
74 LS290
74 LS293

1.00
0.95
0.95

26 SECTOR PER 10 £24.00
8" DOUBLE SIDED SINGLE DENSITY

ALL STOCKED
74LS1 61
74 LS162

.8C
1.1C

74 LS295A
74 LS298

1.45
1.40

26 SECTOR PER 10 £30.00 PHONE FOR
74 LS163
74 LSI 64

.80
1.10

74 LS324
74 LS325

1.80
2.55

8" DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY
26 SECTOR PER 10 £30.00

4
QUOTATION

74 LS165 .80 74 LS326 2.55

All orders under £50 add 50 p P&P.
74 LS166
74 LS168

1.70
1.70

74 LS327
74 i_S352

2.55
1.35 Add 15% VAT to total.

74 LS169
74 LS170

1.70
1.70

74 LS353
74 LS365

1.35
.60 Many other types of hard and soft sector diskettes

74 LS173
74 LS174

1.10
.95

74L8366
74 LS367

.60

.60 available. Phone for quotation.
74 LS175
74 LSI 81

.95
2.75

74 LS368
74 LS373

.60
1.75 Magnetic cards, data cartridges, digital cassettes

74 LS190
74 LS191

1.20
1.20

74 LS374
74 LS375

1.75
-75 are also stocked.

74 LS192
74L3193

1.10
1.10

74 LS377
74 LS378

1.75
1.30 Official orders from schools, colleges, universities and

74 LS194A
74 LSI95A

1.00
.90

74 LS379
74 LS381

1.40
3.65 Govt. Bodies accepted.

74LS196
74LS196
74 LS197

.95

.95
74 LS386
74 LS390
74 LS393

.60
1.75
1.50

E. PROMS MEMORIES C PUS. SOCKETS
1702A 500p 2114L 400p 6502 800p L.P.

74 LS424
.95

4.50 74 LS395 1.80 2708 450p 2114L-2 500p 6800 700p 8 PIN 9p
74 LS445 1.25 74 LS396 1.70 27161+50 900p 2114L-3 500p 6802 1200p 14 PIN 10p
74 LS447 1.25 74 LS398 2.70 25321+50 2700p 4116L-2 500p 8080A 450p 16 PIN 11p
74 LS490 1.95 741..S399 1.60 6810 350p 8085A 1100p 24 PIN 22p
74 LS221 1.20 74 LS668 1.95

2.10 74 LS669 .95774 LLsS224401

1.90 74 LS670 95
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RAM AND EPROM NEW LOW VAT INCLUSIVE PRICES

2716 5v Rail £9-50
2716 3 Rail £8-50
2708 450 NS £4-50
2708 Ex Equip £2-25

All devices full spec. and guaranteed. Bulk enquiries welcome.

TELETYPE ASR33
I/O TERMINALS

E235
CAR

Fully fledged industry standard ASR33 data ter-
minal. Many features including: ASCII keyboard
and printer for data I/O, auto data detect circuitry,
RS232 serial interface, 110 baud, 8 bit paper tape

, punch and reader for off line data preparation and
ridiculously cheap and reliable data storage. Sup-
plied in good condition and in working order.
Options: Floor stand £12.50 + VAT

Sound proof enclosure £25.00 A- VAT

EQUIPMENT CASES
GIVE

YOUR
M. P.U.

A HOME
ONLY
£9.95
+ 1.85 pp

Superb professional fully enclosed, made for the
G.P.O. to the highest standard, offered at a
fraction of their original cost they feature
aluminium sides, hinged removable front panel,
which can be secured by 2 screws to prevent
prying fingers. All are finished in two tone G.P.O.
grey and although believed brand new may have
minor scuff marks/scratches due to bad storage.
Dimensions 16"D x 6 '/2"H x 14%"W

NATIONAL MA1012 LED
CLOCK MODULE

*12 HOUR
* ALARM
*50/60 HZ
The same module as used in most ALARM/CLOCK
radios today, the only difference is our price! All
electronics are mounted on a PCB measuring only
3" x 1i" and by addition of a few switches and 5/16
volts AC you have a multi function alarm clock at a
fraction of cost. Other features include snooze
timer, am pm, alarm set, power fail indicator, flash-
ing seconds cursor, modulated alarm output etc.
Supplied brand new with full data only
Suitable transformer £1.75. £5.25

/ L

SEMICONDUCTOR
'GRAB BAGS'

Amazing value mixed semiconductors, include
transistors, digital, linear I.C.'s, Macs, diodes, budge
recs. etc. etc. All devices guaranteed brand new, full
spec. with manufacturers markings, fully guaranteed.

50 BAG 12.95 100 + BAGS 15.15

MUFFIN FANS
Keep your equipment Cool and Reliable with our tested ex equipment
"Muffin Fans" almost silent running and easily mounted. Available in
two voltages. 110 V.A.C. E5.05* pa 90p OR 240x A.C. 16.15+pp
90p DIMENSIONS 4t" x 11

E LE CTRONIC
COMPONENTS
R EQUIPMENT 66%

DISCOUNT
Due to our massive bulk purchasing programme
which enables us to bring you the best possible
bargains, we have thousands of I. C.'s, Transistors,
Relays, Cap's., P.C.B.'s, Sub -assemblies, Switches,
etc. etc. surplus to our requirements. Because we
don't have sufficient stocks of any one item to
include in our ads., we are packing all these items
into the "BARGAIN PARCEL OF A LIFETIME"
Thousands of components at giveaway prices!
Guaranteed to be worth at least 3 times what you
pay plus we always include something from our ads.
for unbeatable value!! Sold by weight

2.5kis f 4.75+pp £1.25 51tIs f 6.75+pp f1.80
10kIs £11.75+pp £2.25_ 201ds £19.99+pp £4.75

4116 200 NS 16KX1 DYN. 8 for £19-95
2114L-3 300 NS 1KX4 ST. 8 for £22-50
2102L-3 650 NS 1KX1 ST. 8 for £ 5-50
TMS4030JL 300 NS 4KX1 DYN 8 for £ 9-95

NOW OPEN
MON DAY-SATU RDA

9.30-5.30
In stock now test equipment, microprocessors,

te etypes,

transformers, power
supplies, scopes, sig. gen's, motors, peripheral

equipment, I.C.'s, tools, components, variacs, keyboards,

transistors, microswitches,
V.D.U's sub-assemblie

+ thousands of

other stock lines. Just a mere fraction of our vast range, is

displayed below: 100's of bargains for callers.

ICL TERMIPRINTER SCOOP PURCHASE
300 BAUD TERMINALS 12"VIDEO MONITORS

£325 ++ vaR

Made under licence from the world famous GE Co.
The ICL Termiprinter is a small attractive unit with
so many features it is impossible to list them in the
space available! Brief spec. as follows; RS232
serial interface, switchable baud rates 110, 150,
300, 130 cpsl, upper and lower case correspond-
ence type face, standard paper, almost silent run-
ning, form feed, electronic tab settings, suited for
word processor applications plus many more
features. Supplied in good condition and in work-
ing order. Limited quantity.

CONNECT
DIRECT TO
YOUR MICRO

Made by the "BALL MIRATEL" CORPORATION USA
the CD12 is a self contained, mains powered chassis
professional monitor. All controls are inbuilt on a
single PCB with exception of the brightness control
which can be brought out for external use. Many
features such as composite video, quoted bandwidth
of 19 Mhz, superb linearity and definition make this a
must for any MICRO/CCTV application.
Brand new and boxed only
+ carriage + VAT. £9750
Input harness, brightness pot and connector £2.50
+ VAT. Dimensions 911 x x 111'W

HURRY WHILE STOCKS LAST

OP PRESS -STOP PRESS -STOP PRESS -ST

STEP INTO THE 80's EX
STOCK

WITH TOMORROW'S WORLD TECHNOLOGY
TODAY

The "TANTEL" Post Office approved

PRESTEL- VIEWDATA
ADAPTOR

At last this amazing piece of micro technology is available at
a price you can afford. Just connect to the aerial socket of
any colour or black and white domestic TV receiver and to
your Post Office installed jack socket and you are into the
exciting world of PRESTEL. Via simple push button use you
are able to view a staggering 170,000 pages of up to the
minute information on many services and utilities, order
goods from companies, even play games!! All this and
more without ever leaving your armchair!

ONLY £170 + £1.75 carr
+ VAT Send £197.50p

Note: When ordering please give the address and telephone number where the
Tantel adaptor is to be used, we will arrange all details with the Post Office for

installation of the jack socket (normally within 7 days!.

WE'VE BOUGHT ANOTHER SHIPMENT!
SAVE OVER £1300! !

DZM 180 CPS HIGH SPEED -

I a ;
This must be one of our greatest bulk
deals, this fabulous printer is listed at
over £1800 and judging by the
construction we are not surprised.
Made under license from the
LOGABAX Co. the DMZ180 is an
exceptionally sturdy high speed 180 cps
matrix printer, capable of printing up to
132 characters per line on standard "Fan Fold" sprocket fed paper. A
precision 7 x 7 matrix head using ruby bearings, gives a clear
concise type font. Many other features include internal buffer for
high throughput, standard ink ribbon, software controllable form
and tab functions, standard "CENTRONICS" ASCII parallel interface
etc. etc.
Optional extras Floor Stand £30.00 + VAT, Paper Stand £18.00 +VAT

NOW ONLY

£499 ++ faAr4-

       
     

    
ELECTRONICS
Dept. P.C.W. 64-66 Melfort Rd., Thornton Heath, MAIL ORDER
Croydon, Surrey. Tel: 01-689 7702 or 01-689 6800 INFORMATION
Unless otherwise stated all prices inclusive of V.A.T. Cash with order. Minimum
order value £2.00. Prices and Postage quoted for UK only. Where post and
packing not indicated please add 60p per order. Bona Fida account orders
minimum £10.00. Export and trade enquiries welcome. Orders despatched
same day where possible. Access and Barclaycard Visa welcome.

* LOW PRICE CHA:

A special bulk purchase enables us to offer t
at a lowest ever price. 49 coded keys encode
compatible 7 bit output. Features such as de
DC single rail operation and rollover prate:
absolute must for the MPU constructor!
with connection diagram and edge connects
"no time to test"
price of only

SUPER CASED VERSION Same as above
attractive two tone moulded,
free standing case. Unit also
includes an all TTL parallel to
serial converter (no details) etc.

EX
STOCK SOFTY

EPROM BLOWER
Software development system
invaluable tool for designers, hobby-
ists, etc. Enables open heart surgery
on 2716, 2708 etc. Blows, copies,
reads EPROMS or emulates
EPROM/ROM/RAM in situ whilst
displaying contents on domestic TV
receiver. Many other features. £115
+ carr. + VAT. Optional 2716, 2716
Function Card £40 + VAT. PSU £20

+ £1.50 carr. + VAT,
Write or phone for more details.

3K x 8 R

BRAND NEW PCB
8 page memory witl
650ns Rams, 4 Epr
TTL Chips for decor
teed.

Complete wi

£24.50
Dimensions;

0.1" cur

DIABLO S30 2.
HARD DISK D

organised as a 3K x
24 socketed 2102-L
m Sockets and 16
ing. All IC's guaran-

i circuit only

+ f1.75P.P
64 x 195mm.
nector.

Limited quantity of these ultra high speed access
hard disk drives type Diablo 30. They accept inter-
changeable 200 TP1 disk packs and require only a +
and -15v DC supply. Fully DEC RK 5 compatible,
supplied second hand and in excellent condition.

Only £425 + carr + VAT
Dimensions 7"H x 17I'W x 221"D

"THE MULTIVOL
The PSU to end all your MPU/LAB requirements,
made by "Weir" Electronics at over £200.00. The
supply features full regulation, current limit, and
overvoltage protection on all 7 outputs, just look at
the spec.
+5v @12 amps, +5v @4.5 amps, +5v@4 amps,
+30v @ 2 amps, +12v @ 2.5 amps, - 12v @ 2.5
amps and -9v @lamp.
A superb unit supplied in two grades, complete
with data.
Brand New, Fully Tested
Used and Untested
Carriage and Insurance

£59.99
£39.99

£7.50

KEYBOARDS
SIS *

he above keyboard
d into a direct TTL
ayed strobe, 5 volt
tion make this an
upplied complete

r, at a secondhand,

1'20+£1.85
pec but housed in

+ P.P.50

£1.95

5v D.C. POWER SUPPLIES
Following the recent "SELL OUT" de
3 amp P.S.U. we have managed to sec
tity of ex -computer systems P.S.U.'s v
spec.; 240 or 110v A.C. input. Outp
amps, 7.2v @ 3 amps and 6.5v @ 1
7.2v outputs are fully regulated and
variable current limiting" on the 5v su
contained on a P.C.B. measuring onl
The 7.2v output is ideal for feeding "
lators or a further 3 amp LM323K reg
effective 5v @ 7 amp supply.
Supplied complete with circuit at only £
Believed working but untested, unguar

mand for our 5v
ure a large quan-
ith the following

uts of 5v @ 3-4
rep. The 5v and
adjustable with
ply. Unit is self

y 12" x 5" x
on board" regu
ulator to give an

0.95 + £1.75 pp.
nteed.
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'THIS BOOK IS EXCELLENT'

-Clive Sinclair
This unique book contains 30 programs all designed to fit in the Basic lk
version of the SINCLAIR ZX-80!! With this book you will realise that the
ZX-80 is more powerful than you ever imagined!
112 pages packed with solid information!
BLACKJACK - actually contains a full pack of cards, shuffles them,
keeps track of the dealer and players card totals, and the money bet, all
within 1k.

MEMORY LEFT - an incredible routine especially useful as it enables
you to know exactly how much memory is left, even during the running of a
program. This also illustrates USR routines.

DR. ZX-80 - A conversational program with the computer as analyst
which uses an ingenious method of storage.

GOMOKU - the computer challenges you to this complex Japanese game,
Incredibly this program including display of the 7 x 7 board fits into 1k - it
only does so because it uses the display as memory!
Other programs included are HORSE RACE, LUNAR LANDER (with moving
spaceship), NOUGHTS AND CROSSES, NIM, SIMPLE SIMON, HANGMAN,
LIFE, MASTERMIND, PINCH and seventeen others.
As well as the programs, the book illustrates programming techniques you can
use in your own programs - space compression, PEE Ks and POKEs, USRs
and so on.

Please send me copies of 30 programs for the Sinclair ZX-80 1k

NAME

ADDRESS

le 6.95 (plus 50P p&p)

available by mail order only

MELBOURNE HOUSE
PUBLISHERS

Orders to: 131 Trafalgar Road, London SE 10
Correspondence: Glebe Cottage, Glebe House, Station Road,
Cheddingfon, Leighton Buzzard, Bedfordshire.

Please enclose cheque or P.0, for £7.45 per copy.
Orders outside the UK £7.95

From as little as £20 per week for your own business system
with video screen, keyboard, twin floppy disk unit ono printer.
Choose any of the software programs available i.e.:

Word processing
Payroll
Inyoicning
Stock control

* Incomplete records
* Time recording
* Information retrieval
* Cash flow

* Book-keeping * Projection analysis
And when you've finished your easy days work we've got a few
games for you to relax to including Space Invaders.
We have first hand experience in dealing with businesses and can
offer you expert advice in setting up your very first system.
We can also offer installation, training and maintenance contracts.

KNOW
IS THE TIME

EXTRAS & OPTIONS
Floppy disks
Continuous Stationery
Dustuovers
Automatic sheet feeder
Tractor feed
Daisy wheels
Punter ribbons

Special desk work station
Lockable disk boxes
Payslips
Sound boxes
HARDWARE
CAM 3032 Computer
CBM 3040 Floppy
CBM 3022 Printer

CBM 8032 Computer (new model)
CBM 8050 Floppy I New model)
Ourne Springs Daisy Wheel Printer
SERVICES
Installation
Training
Mal ntenance
Af to Sales Service

Call into the
DA VINCI COMPUTER SHOP
65 High St., Edgware, Middx.

Tel. 952 0526
Open Mon -Fri. 9-5.30. Sat 9.30-5.00

or send for details - -
PLEASE SEND ME DETAILS:

Name

Company Position
Address

Tel. No.
I am interested in

atnomerm

ISA
MIMS

!El---I

L J

H
..24 hours a day!

Yes that's right, we are at your service 24 hours a day offering a complete OHIO
SCIENTIFIC service, giving technical imformation, advice on hardware expansion
and satisfying your requirements in any of the following:
OSI SYSTEMS -including the popular SUPERBOARD II and CHALLENGER 4P as
either cassette or disk based systems.
OSI SOFTWARE -cassette and disk based software covering a broad spectrum of
uses. Some of the cassette based software can be run on the UK101.
BEAVER SOFTWARE -business, educational and entertainment software -prof-
essional programs with full listings and documentation. Also available for other
programs especially the UK) 01.
BEAVER PROGRAMMING AIDS -including video workpads, BASIC workpads,
machine code workpads, cassette index cards, labels and blank cassettes, all
available for OSI UK101 and TRS-80.
In addition to the above, we also have available cases for the SUPERBOARD II (and
others).
Demonstrations of all the systems and software available can be arranged in your
own home or business premises (within a 50 mile radius of Oxford).

NOW
AVAILABLE

NEW
MONITOR FOR

SUPERBOARD
UK 101

£29.50 +VAT

1:44.-faa.40
SYSTEMS

Norlett House, Dormer Road, Thame, Oxon OX9 3UC
Telephone Thame (084421) 5020 (24hr)
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Greenank
Greenbsrik Electronics

(Dept W3Ci 92 New Chester Road, New Ferry
Wirral, Merseyside L62 546

(Tel: 051-645 3391)

UV 140,
UV ERASER

Two easy to use units designed
for both the professional and
amateur UV -prom user

6..

a

--4'
 Can erase up to 14 proms.
 Special short wave ultraviolet tube. 1.5141""Thi-.'Ll aii""""ww"'
 Erase time variable between 5 and 50 minutes in 5 minute steps

(preventing over exposure which may shorten prom life).
 Sliding tray carries proms on conductive foam.
 Safety interlock switch prevents the timing circuit from operating

and switching on the tube with the tray open.
 "Mains On" and "'Tube On" indicators.
 Smart textured case.
 Complete instructions supplied.

Supplied complete with mains plug and flex

Model UV141. Price £77.70
Also available without timer as MODEL UV140: PRICE £61.20

Features

TERMS, VAT. CWO. Cheques etc payable to Greenhill( Electronics and crossed .. 1Add VAT to all prices at 15'. except where stated otherwise. Put etc: BM 35p 77iimai,
+5p VAT = 40p) per order. Export: NO VAT but add 35p (Eire). 75p (Europe) and ni,irim seri°
62.50 elsewhere. Access. Barclaycard. Visa. telephoned orders accepted. .1===ilj
(Polys. universities. ph depts. etc can telephone their orders for immediate lb,' 2
despatch on account.)

QUARTZ

TEX MICROSYSTEMS
"EPROMPT" UV ERASER

1611 410 -
A low cost alternative to the above es (UV 140. 141: claimed by the
manufacturer to erase up to 32 chips in 15raser30 mins. This is the cheapest eraser
we have seen. The unit has no timer, power switch or safety interlock switch. The
user places up to 32 chips into loose conducting foam in the erasure tray (16
along the base, 8 on each side). The chips are held in place by the UV tube which
sits in the tray. (Unlike the UV 140/ 141, no special precautions have been taken
to prevent the seepage of UV light, but the manufacturers state that "Incident
light from this device is quite safe at distances above 1 2 inches...)

.(Dimensions - 325 X 64 re 38rnrn) 1 EPROMPT ERASER Price £33

CMOS IThese cut prices Par Amateur Users and Export. Note: industrial users -g uanlity
prices available. Mostly Motorola. RCA

4001

4002

4006
4007

4008
4009
4010

4011

4012
4013

4014
4015
4016

4017

4018
4019
41125

4021

4022

4023
4024
4025
4016

4827
4026

4029

4030
4031

4032

4033
4034
4035
4837

44138

4039
4s4s

4041

18p
25p
25p
95p
18p
80p
40p
50p
25p
18p
50p
Mp
My
45p
809
89p
45p

9951
41.10
El.%)

27p
7101

27p
1:325

50p
Up
Mlp
74p

£4.31
41.31
42.63
E2.00
£1.10
El .99
£1.20
42.78
E1.00
41.59

4042 80p
043 90p
4344 90p
4045 42.63
0146 41.10
4047 41.71
4048 77p
4049 45p
4050 49p
4051 80p
4052 80p
4053 flOp
4851 E2.18
4055 E2.55
4056 £2.55
4059 E9.23
4060 02.10
4062T 010.00
4063 01.90
4%6 55p
46E7 47.21
4068 27p
4069 27p
4070 30p
4071 25p
4072 25p
4013 25p
4075 25p
4076 E1.07
4077 29p
4078 29p
4081 27p
4082 27p
4085 EI.35
4086 £1.35
4089 42.91
4093 8041

4094 E2.50

4095
4096

4097

4098
4099

40100
40101

40102
40103
40104
40105
401%
03107

40108
40109
40110
40114

40160
40161

40162
40163
40174

40181

40182

40192
40193
40191
40208
40251

4160
4161

4162
4163

4174
4175

4194

4408
4409

01.97
01.97
£5.98
£1.92
£2.00
(1.92
01.69
£3.67
£3.67
01.85
E1.85

E I.28
92p

£7.54
£1.28
£3.00
£1.77
£1.64
£1.54
£1.54
£1.54
11.54
13.03
ELM
£2.41
E2.41
E3.27
0.54
£2.31

98p
98p
98p
98p
90p

01.15
01.16
£9.37
£937

4410 0,96 4531 01.45
4411 010.72 4532 41.30
4412VP £14.93 4534 E5.60
44158 £5.24 4536 £3.69
4.422 E5.66 45371 E26.10
4433 £12.30 4538 £1.20
44358 45.40 4539 97p
4450 0.61 4541 E1.19
4451 u.si 4543 01.80
4461 43.93 4549 £4.38
4462 14.41 4552 £14.85
4490FP £4.20 4553 E4.50
449090 £3.14 4554 01.38
4500 £6.95 555 79p
4501 29p 4556 72p
4502 01.20 4557 £3.86
4503 70p 4558 £1.25
45115 £5.71 4559 £4.38
4506 50p 4560 02.50
4507 5541 4561 81p
4508 02.90 4562 15.60
4510 99% 4566 £1.59
4511 41,50 4568 £2.39
4512 8219 4569 £2.50
4514 E2.65 4512 40p
4510 £3.00 4580 £4.77

4516 ELIO 4581 42.62
4517 04.46 4582 CLIO
4518 41.00 4583 90p
4519 Bap 4584 90p
4520 El .00 4585 £1.27
4521 42.50 4597 12.44
4522 £I.11 4598 (2.98
4526 £1.05 4599 46.95

4527 £1.50 4700 E1.75

4528 £1.20
4529 £1.30
4530 70p

74C

EUROCARD COMPUTER BOARDS
'Custom 80' Modular Z80 Based System. Details in preparation,
free on request.

'BIGBOARD" 280 COMPUTER KIT
We hope this item will be in stock by the time this advert reaches
you, but please check to see before sending any money! Features
64K Dynamic RAM, Floppy Disk Controller, 80 x 24 Char. Video
output. £395. CP/M Disk Operating System to suit £99.

MODULAR COMPUTER SYSTEM CARDS
A range of 'International' (1114 a 203mm) sue cards which may be purchased
individually as desired, or to build up a complete system. Further details available
on request. All boards are epoxy glass with gold plated edge plug.
VDU A, B, G Met of 3)
SC/ MP -P SC/MP CPU
MPA-7 Buttered SC/MP CPU
M2B-3 280 -CPU
MXA-1 214 of 2102
MXA-3 OK of 2714
MXD-2 16K of 4116
PRM-2 4K of 5204
PRM-8 8K of 2708

E27.20
E9.40
E9.40
£9.40
£9.40
£9.40
£9.40
£9.40
£9.40

RRM-14 81C of 2516 612 of 21 14 TBA
S10-2 RS(232 (two) E9.40
TPA -2 Tape Interface E8.90
1P-2 Input Port £9.40
DCR-6 Keyboard Input E8.90
OP -3 Output Port E9.40
PP -2 PROM Programmer E9.40
PSU-A4 Power Supply E8.90
PSU-B 5V Power Supply E5.50
PSU-C 25V Power Supply E5.50
1 3 -slot backboard, can be used with most of the above boards, 13" x 44411
ISBUS-1 .1 011.50

74401)

74402
74404
744011

74410
74414
74420
74630
74432
74442
74448
74473
74474

28p
280
28p
28p
28p
90p
28p
28p
28p
95p

01.43
57p
59p

74LS
741000
741501

)71441%2

74476

74683
74485
74486
14489

74490
74693

74695
744107
744150
744151

744154

744157
744160
746161

746162

57p
41.34
41.34

67p
14.62

89p
89p

41.08
E1.27
E3.81
E2.55
E3.81
E2.29
£1.49
41.15
Ell 5

746163
744164
746165
744173

744174
746175
146192

744193
746195
746200
744221

746373
744374
/46991
746902

EI.15
21.08
£1.08

93p
93p
93p

£1.15
EI.15
£1.08
E7.46
E1.41

£1.79
01.79

57p
79p

I741055 30p 7410151 96p
741563 41.50 1410153 76p

149 741573 469 1410154 0.70
14p 741574 41p 14/0155 9641
16p 741575 48p 7413156 96p

741504
169 741076 40p 74E5157 76p

141105
169 741076 40p 7415158 96p

741508
20p 741583 E1.15 7410160 1.1 .21I

741509
22p 741585 ELIO 7415161 Sep
22p 741586 43p 7415162 £1.38

741510 20p 741.090 6011 7415163 41.18
741111 22p 741091 E1.04 7410164 £1.14
741012 23p 741092

38p 741053
8911 7415165 7541

741013 89p 7415166 £2.26
741014 759 741095 E1.16 7410170 £2.88
741015 30p 741596 E1.16 7410173 £1.05
741020
741521

2041 7410101 4441 7415174 E1.06
22p 7410109 55p 7415175 £1.10

741026 48p 7410112 55p 7415181 E3.98
741027 28p 7410113 509 7410183 £2.98
741528 48p 741.5114 509 7110190 £t.445
741030 22p 1410122 70p 7415191 41.40
74LS32 27p 705123 70p 7410192 E1.30
741533 39p 7415124 ELIO 7410193 £1.30
741137 39p 7412125 609 7415194 E1.66
741238 39p 7410116 60p 7415195 E1.36
741540 28p 7415132 95p 7410196 41.00
74LS42 95p 7415136 55p 7415197 £1.40
741541 909 7415138 859 7410221 969
141048 E1.20 7410139 85p 7415240 £2.36
741049 E1.20 7410145 £1.011 7410241 E2.32
741551 24p 7415147 £1.70 7413242 2.2.32 7412368 669
741054 2e41 7413148 £1.73 7410243 £2.32 7415373 ELM

744903

744904
744905
746906
744907

746908
744909
746910
746911

744912

744914
746915
746918

740921
744922
744923

57p
571

E7.53
57p
57p

MOO
01.69
07.45
£7.39
£7.39
£1.46
£1.15
£1.10

017.07
£3.78
£3.86

744925

744926
744927
746928
744929
744930

80E95

80696
60667
80498
82619
88429
88630

45.01
E5.01
E5.01
E5.01

417.90
117.90

85p
92p
85p
92p

£6.20
£2.90
£2.90

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER BOARD
This is used in conjunction with Kernoron Z80 boards
to interlace to twin single density 5/5 8 floppy disks. It
is not wadable as a bare board, but only built and tested,
Regrettably Kemitron do not supply circuit diagram

£166.00
To run CP)M on the system a serial interface (e.g. S10
board) to some sort of VDU or terminal is required and
48K of RAM leo. three MXD-2 boards). The M2B-3
board has facilities for power on jump and a boot
prom to load the CP / M operating system from the disk.
Boot PROM (2708) E19.95

CP M d'" £99.00
60 KEY ASCII KEYBOARD
High quality, Capacitive switches,
Metal mounting frame £49.70

DOT MATRIX PRINTER
This is Mei No um price as her crimple the Nue  Imp.
het hes rag bores saly previenuly Reid it wails settled
hoeireds it pond. sae.
StaRril Merinos luel 'ultras" RS -232. 204. I E 488.
Cadmic, I/O, 15 laud relic 1.4 9600. 100 characters per
mord. 64. 72. N. 96. 120 a 132 ch4r.cters per Me. rear.
bona r heat paper Raked. kitties or trecIer hied. uae
accept sear defile" ccccc clare. cu an prim graphics under
prairan cart.l. has as11.1.0 144114 Supplied Mt rows
call. ad loll aperatr's maseal.

Base 2 NMI 8£0 £325.00

7415244
7410245
7410247
7410246
7410249
7410251

7410253
1410257
7410258
7410259
1410261
7410266
741.0273

7412215
7415219
7415213
1415290
7415293
7415295
1411298
7415324
7412325
7411326

7411321
7410347

7411348
7411352
7412353
7412365
7412366
7412357

E1.70
£3.50
E1.90
£1.90
01.90
£1.34
£1.42
£1.10
£1.46
ELM
£4.50

52p
E2.44
1.2.50

66p
£1.92
£1.28
E1.28
£1.85
£1.621
£2.40
E2.90
£2.94
£2.96
£1.48
£1.86
£2.29
£2.28

65p
65p
65p

7415374
7410375
7410371
7410378
7410379
7410384
7410386
141 390
7415393
7415395
7415396
1415398
7412399
741.5445

7415447
7411490
7415658
7411669
7415670

I MICROPROCESSORS

SOME DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
High quality printer for use with word processing pack. I

P ages running under CP/M. 45 characters per second,
RS232 interface. (Check stock position before ordering).

flume Spring 5 Model 45/80 E1896.00
Also available on lease.
SOME SUPPLIES AND ACCESSORIES
Forms Tractor £110.00,
Standard Printwheels E 6.60
Word Processing Printwheels E 6.80

I RIBBONS (in packs of 12)
Medium Inked Fabric Black 127.60,
Multistrike Black £21.60'

1 Singlestrike Black 040.561

8" FLOPPY DISK DRIVES
DRE model 7100 £350.00,

T.V. MONITOR P.C.B. for OEM users
This is en assiumbler P.C.R. ail. 130 x 19044, which pm Jed I. your
awe 12'714" NM led whit. C.R.T. 190 . 200. dia. meal, te
Atm s T.Y. cellar at t east Megrettelly on mord supply
the CAT. el peeled.)

Pout motels, soarer. hrighiRess. lie., Ire mitred. led the ooly
Oats andod ere 15 Volts , 107, AC al 1.5 Amps lad I Von pk-pk
cospuile rides 11511.
Supplied with circuit dingra. 433.50

KEYBOARD CASES
405 x 2104en. Paul size 380 a 18110N
5113 s 34044. Pawl SU§ 4313 4 115ar4

EUROCARD 19" CARD FRAME
Kil el 2 nil FM. + HIM. 2 Irani ard 2 rear lie tars. 4
Rid. Warm strips £27.47
Accessories
Card pile pack el 101

Direcri Pig (64 orgy DIN 41612)
Furecard ticket (64 way ON 416121

09.66 ) Coisouter mutiog strips (pair)

(

Case coaursiu AO
£24.98 lor III lele nepnrille 3U 19" D type cr

£1.40
E2.22
E3.39
03.12

018.86
£2917

6502
6520/21

8602

6522
6532

280
£8.26

2804 -CPU 0.93
ZBOA.PIO £5.75
200A.CTC £8.76

1441 t1 to the Ulitz verso). of
any el th. .le. 3 chips)

6800
6800 MRS
6402 MU
6809
68101128 x 8 RAM
68A10 (128 x 8 HAM(
6820 6821 PIA
6845
6450 AC*
546680

05.95
09.95

419.95
E3.25
£3.75
£3.50

E22.30
£4.115
£2.64

SC /VIP II RAM I/O
SC/AP II 14%01 410
INS 8154 RAM I/O £9.40

CMOS
COSMAC COP 18024F £6.50
COSMAC COP 18021 410.85

COP 1864 17.25

STATICS (Mostly 4.5051
2102-16 x I 41.20
2111-256 x 4 42.25
2112-256 4 4 1225
2114/4045-1K, 4 E2.25
8x2114 El 7.M
21141 -Ike 4 £1.99
4118-1008 £8.95

DYNAMICS
4116 16K 20045 £1.99

UV ERASABLES
5204 X512 x 8) 09.95
2708 IK x 8 E3.43
2716/2516 20 s 8 mole 5r

E4.09
2532 46 08150 E18.00

5204/ 2708/ 2516 Program-
ming Service E7.5111/E7.50/
015.0 och pm. pros dm
net include prole We mut
handwritleintma worse cede -
wen he Mailemall

PROM 942141116 SERVICE

5041 each prom

UV PROM ERASER
08140 £61.20
40141 E77.70
EPROMPT £33.00

INTERFACE
811595/6/7/8
1488 1952321
75491 LEO driver
75492
26425
8126/8128
11.74

AY -3.8910
'EDI 711

£1.40
90p
50p
92p

43.95
12.64

48p

E29.00

£1.60
£2.12
E1.84
0215

86p
865

42.30

£2.18
42.15
4236
£230
41.50
41.44
EI.80
£1.82
E1.82
£2.48

32.768011,

[Vrefehl
60 KHz

1008 Kit
200.0 KHz
204.8 KHz
262.144 KHz
30/.2 Kit
312.5 MO
455.0 KHz

000 MHz
.008 MHz
010 Mt
.6 Nit
.8 MHz

.8432 MHz

.M0 MHz

.097152 MHz

.4576 NO

.500 MHz

.56250 NW

.0M MHz

.2768 MHz

.579545 MHz

.93216 MHz

.M0 Mt

.032 Mt
096 MHz
194304 MHz

433619 MHz
.608 MHz
.800 MHz

.9152 Mt

.000 MHz

.0688 MHz

.120 MHz

.185 NW

.0r00

.144 Mt

.400 Mb
55340 MN

.000 MHz

.168 MHz

.680 MHz
86432 MHz
000 lilt
.08333 MHz
38%08 Mb
.867237 MHz
.375 MHz
BOO MHz

0.000 Wiz
0.245 WO
0 700 MHz
0.92 MHz
1.000 MHz

2.000 WO
4.0 1110

4.31818 MHz
6.000 MHz
8.000 MHz
8.432 MHz

29.000 MHz
29.1104 MHz
24.0 MHz

26.690 MHz
27.0 MHz
21.145 10Iz
27.648 MHz
38.6666 MHz
48.000 WI,
1013.000 6110

116.000 MHz

43.23
E9.95
£3.62
£3.92
E3.92
43.52
43,92
£3.92
44.95
£3.62
£3.92
£3.92
£4.25
£4.25
E3.62
E3.62
£3.23
E3.62
£3.92
E3.62
£3.62
E3.23
41.95
E3.92
E2.90
£3.23
£3.23
43.23
01.25
E3.23
E3.23
E3.23
£3.23
43.23
E3.23
E3.23
E.3.23
£3.23
E3.23
E3.23
£3.23
E3.23
E3.23
£3.23
£3.23
13.62
E3.23
£3.23
E3.92
E3.92
E3.23
E3.23
E3.23
E3.92
E3.92
£3.92
13.92
£3.23
£3.92
£3.23
£3.23
E3.62
E3.23
E3.92
42.10
43.92
E2.10
£3.92
E3.23
43.23
E3.23
E3.23

VEROBOARO
0.1" Pitch with coppeiN

strips
2Li"x 1" OM al 51 74p
20i" x R." 53p
2Vi" x5" 62p
VS" x 17" 01.86
RV x341" 62p

x 5" 6941

3/4" x 17" 42.40
4.7.017.9" £3.14

0.1" Plainboard
010aoA

3L." 341p

Pi" x 5" 59%

314"x17 0" El.%
renown pies 01.50600
11.5 DIP hoard El .17
OP rearward 02.91
Spot fete ult., 93p
Pi merlin MN £1.28

SOLDERCON PINS
IN 50p IMO E3.95

DIL SOCKETS
8/14/16 pie

10p/12p/13p
18/20/V pit

lip/20p/25p
24/28/40 pie

30p/ 4401/50p
24 pm Tenor IRor type
tern martio. hrs. £7.00

EDGE CONNECTORS
43 wry. 0.1" pitch. air.
wrap. Rienzi.' slot pi. 37
Sleep. sided 110421(3.11
ORM sided 120420.10

TRIER ICs
NE565/556 ..21141/4941

OP -AMPS
IAN Mini dips'

CA 3130E btp
48 3140E 35p
OA 741 Reuel 22p

LED DISPLAYS
01.764E 999
0:727E/728E £2.00
0.-747E/7502 61.80
MD 500/560 E1.20

LIQUID CRYSTAL
DISPLAY

4 x0 5" Digits 40 pie 00
01.75

CLOCK CHIPS
60.512244 £2.60
MK 50253 E5.50
MK 50366 E6.50

SI8 DECADE
COUNTERS

1414 50395/6/7 E9.90
MK 50398/9 47.50

SWITCH MODE PSUs

AC 52210 59/106
AC 92215 56/56. 1211/1k -126/111. -U/0.16
AC 54210 59/20A
AC 94210 59/106. 129/26. -1211/24. -59/0.14

069.90
£84.80
099.20

£126.50

OPEN CARD SWITCH MODE PSU
FULLY ASSEMBLED P C B CARD 197 6 108 x
52mm. Outputs + 5V / 6A, -5V /0 5A. +12V/
11A. -12V/1A.,
Type AC9251 £79.80

CRT Controller: Urals
AY -5-1013 £4.00
At.5-1013A 14.70
AT.3.10144 £5.60
AY 31015 E5.60
6402 £4.60 1402 E4.501

CHAR. GEN. KEYBOARO
ENCODER

402302 015.29
R0-32513151 Uppercase) E4.76
OM 8678 CM," 111.27
AY5-2376 E7.00

SOFTWARE
To suit Z80 Tiny Basic
Moonlanding Game
Cassette £1.00
Listing £1.00
Noughts and Crosses

Cassette E1.00

Listing E1.00

RRMIVARE
IRON let 280 11 a 27081 £14.95
26 Tiu BASIC for 280 12 0 2705)

E19.95
dK Millar SC/MP 14 x 27081

£49.95
40 111111. -MM lor S4/14P )4 t 2708)

£49.95
IK urine. ler SC/MP II t 2708)

£14.95
[Descriptive leaflet available on
Kura Ref SO4, 51
1K Fidler levier 11,27081

£19.95
Irk ELM% px 52041 435.00

ET1506 I (1 x 5204) 414.95
811500 2 11 id 521341 E14.95
SCM 0/00 x 52041 114.95

UHF MODULATORS
001 111 136 ifisia. indulaer.
T.V. pre a clump cewpirta rype

£2.00
11/A1231 E36 Wide Icalwidth.
emperor 9011 type. 544/1111.
framer charnteristic E4.95
1%1233 E36 Wide Imeleriatk.
comfier roU type £4.70
11111286 136 Cebieed wide
Inedwielth shial Maar, with
wlarcarrior ..... . high puler -
MUM 48.25
VOLTAGE REGULATORS
71105 7541

7905 01.08
7812 97p
7912
781105 E5.61

VOLTAGE CONVERTER
MODULES
Ideal la m in oth.rwise Si only
Ryles. te Male +129. -122.
Ir dug 1211 power for ASCII
key....... RS -232 iaterfaces.
Mule RAMS .lc. 90 hypes toed
+5Y *Et.
Size el east Roble 'excluding
pins) 34 » 26 s ION..
ype ADIP-12A10

+1211 o11915. 125-84.41 04.95
Type AD1N-12A 1 0
-122 War. 125-841eA1 44.95
Type ARID -12A I 0

178 6111 arturt. 2 x 112.42041

PCW 165



Wego Computers Ltd

Cr CBM approved
£75.00 + VAT

Wego Sequential
Switching Unit

Allows up to 5 devices to be
connected to the mains, and with
one switching operation power up
and down all the devices, in the
correct sequence.

£89.50 + VAT

Numeric Key Pad
for the Apple.

A 13 digit Key pad (0-9, -,
ENTER) to run in parallel with the
numeric section of the APPLE
Keyboard. Supplied with connecting
cable, plugs and sockets.

Cc CBM approved
Prices from £620 + VAT

Mark Sense
Card Reader

"A pencil, a card, and this low-
cost reader... it's the new,fast way to
enter data into your microcomputer."
Versions available able to commun-
icate with PET, APPLE, TRS-80, or
any S100 or RS232 bus. Ideal for
business and education applications.

California Computer Systems
Cards for the Apple.

Synch Serial Card £119.97+VAT
Asynch Serial Card £106.37+VAT
Parallel Card 19.97+VAT
Arithmetic Proc. Unite 265.97+VAT
Programmable Timer £106.37+VAT
IEEE GPIB £199.50+VAT
A/D Converter 99.72+VAT
ROM/PROM Module £ 70.89+VAT

LS Sole UK Distributors Clock Card 83.33+VAT
Centronics Card 79.97+VAT

Available from your local dealers, or direct from Wego Computers Ltd., 22A, High Street, Caterham,
Surrey CR3 5UA. Tel: (0883) 49235 Telex: 933660

Authorised COMMODORE & APPLE Dealers

VIDEO GENIE PROGRAM
At last, a program for the Video Genie owner, which not only explains the many things not covered by the

instruction manuals but also shatters those many 'trade secrets', showing what to do to allow you to use the Genie
to its full potential:

Speeding up - which tells you how to speed up your Basic programs and at the same time save space. Machine
language - explains what you need to get into machine language and its benefits. Abbreviations - a list of all the
'shorthand' you can use on the Genie which is not shown in the manual. Memory size - obvious to the Tandy user
but not so to the Genie owner, this explains it all. InkeyS - is just not explained in the manual, yet a very useful
command as you will find out. Programs - tells you exactly why some TRS-80 programs are just not compatible.

Then comes the information concerning the hardware of the Genie:
Loading problems - the bugbear of all the micros. This will help considerably. Second Cassette - gives details

of exactly what you can do with it to your advantage. Getting sound - easily, without the need of a sound box
either. Converting television - get rid of the wobbles, use it as a monitor instead. Screen adjustment - no more
losing either the top or the bottom line. Gain adjustment - will sort out the loading difficulties for once and for
all. Azimuth adjustment - will show you how to check, and even adjust, the azimuth of your tape head.
Modifications - explains all the mods which can be undertaken. Peripherals - and what you can hang on to the
Genie. Dismantling - diminishes the fear of getting inside, which is very easy indeed. And finally, there's an
adjustment program included.

Written by a qualified engineer and authorised Genie dealer, this program really does explain everything. No
Genie owner should be without it.

It's from Kansas-and only from Kansas-

which means it's good and at a sensible price £9.50.

CKanS a
Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood,Chesterfield,Derbys.Tel 0246 850357

Ring for best
prices on modified
Video Genie and

peripheral,

All prices VAT paid and post free. First class return post service. Barclay-
card, Visa orders dispatched same_ ,ay if phoned in by 3pm. Answering
machine ordering service after 6pm and Sundays to allow use of cheap
rate. Catalogue available on request.
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NORTH STAR BUSINESS SYSTEM
WORD-PROCESSING
STOCK CONTROL
INVOICING
SALES & PURCHASE LEDGER
ETC. ETC.

C B A

EX -STOCK PROVEN RELIABILITY
1 YEAR GUARANTEE

SAMPLE RECOMMENDED SYSTEM (AS ABOVE):-
A Horizon Computer (64K Ram 2 D/D Drives) £2080.00
B TVI-912C VDU, numerous features £595.00
C NEC RO Spinwriter (RS232) + tractors £1775.00
COMPLETE SYSTEM PRICE (Includes cables) £4450.00
ABOVE SYSTEM WITH DOUBLE -SIDED DRIVES £4730.00
FREE ! ! WORDSTAR plus CP/M with above system.

INVENTORY Package - With Sales & Purchase Management System £295.00
KDS Development System for North Star BASIC £50.00
KDS Disk Despooler - North Star DOS despooler £50.00
CP/M V2.2 - supports double -sided drives £95.00
WORDSTAR V2.1 - Superb word processing package £175.00
MAIL -MERGE - Adds form letter generation to WORDSTAR £55.00
DATASTAR - CP/M compatible Database Management System £145.00
North Star UCSD PASCAL-D/Q System £105.00
Microsoft BASIC interpreter V5.1 £155.00
Microsoft BASIC compiler V5.1 0 £195.00
Microsoft FORTRAN -80 £205.00
Econoram I la - 8K Static Memory £100.00
Econoram XX - 32K Static Memory with bank switching £355.00
DMB-6400 - 64K Dynamic RAM with bank switching £495.00
Godbout Interfacer 1 -2 full RS232 serial I/O card £135.00
Switchboard - 2 Serial, 4 parallel I/O card £155.00
OKI Microline-80 Printer - Lightweight, 80 cps, Graphics £325.00
Paper Tiger Printer - 2K buffer, full graphics, form -feed £595.00
Anadex DP9500 Printer - Fast, bi-directional, logic -seeking £895.00
Morrow 26Mb Hard Disk Sys. + Timeshaver CP/M-North Star DOS £3345.00
Morrow 26Mb Hard Disk - Add on hard disk £2495.00

PLEASE WRITE OR PHONE FOR LATEST PRODUCT CATALOGUE

PHONE US OR CONTACT
YOUR NEAREST DEALER
CODAS LTD
Pontypridd Wales Tel: 0443-406450
CONQUEST COMPUTER SALES LTD
Benfleet Essex Tel: 03745-59861
DIGITAL DEVICES LTD
Southborough Kent Tel: 0892-37977/9
FYLDE MICROCOMPUTER SERVICES
Blackpool Lancs. Tel: 0253-692954
THE HARDCORE SOFTWARE CO.
London NW3 Tel: 01-722 6436
HOTEL MICROSYSTEMS LTD
Middlesex Tel: 01-890 9696
JAD INTEGRATED SERVICES
Plymouth Devon Tel: 0752-626164
KBS COMPUTER SERVICES
Liverpool Tel: 051-236 8333
KBS COMPUTER SERVICES
Cardiff Wales Tel: 0222-394313
KBS COMPUTER SERVICES
Coventry Warwicks. Tel: 0203-27266
LOVEDEN COMPUTER SERVICES LTD
Grantham Lincs. Tel: 0476-72000
MICRO FACILITIES LTD
Hampton Hill Middx. Tel: 01-979 4546
MICROSYS LTD
Prescot Merseyside Tel: 051-426 7271
MICROTECH COMPUTER SERVICES
Liverpool Tel: 051-236 2208/9
SAPPHIRE SYSTEMS
Billericay Essex Tel: 02774-57743
SPOT COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD
Doncaster Yorks Tel: 0302 50833
S. SYSTEMS
Crawley Sussex Tel: 0293-515201
STAG TERMINALS LTD
Teddington Middx. Tel: 01-943 0777
SUMLOCK-BONDAIN LTD
London EC1 Tel: 01-250 0505
VIDEO VECTOR DYNAMICS LTD
Glasgow Scotland Tel: 041-226 3481/2

INTERAM
UK Distributor:
INTERAM Computer Systems Ltd.
59 Moreton Street,
Victoria, London SW1V 2NY
Tel: 01-834 0261/2733
Telex: 925859
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COMPUTER PRODUCTS LTD

The North's Leading Nascom Specialist

NEW PRODUCTS FOR NASCOM
PROGRAMMABLE CHARACTER GENERATOR FOR
NASCOM 2
Gives 64 Programmable characters 8,192 Programmable dots.
Free demonstration software. Ask for details. £60.00
DISCS:
Single drive £380.00
Double drive with CPM & EBASIC £640.00
Ask for details. Professionally designed for your NASCOM.
KENILWORTH CASE:
A hight quality case made from stelvetite coated steel and solid
mahogany £49.50
Mounting kit for two cards £7.50
Mounting kit for five cards £19.50
SARGON CHESS PACK:
This pack includes the book and a tape with Sargon prepared to
run under NAS-SYS. Also included is a special graphics rom and
a PCB giving your NASCOM the ability to switch between two
graphics ROMs, your original and the chess ROM.
All the above for only £35.00
INTERFACE EPROM BOARD:
Provides sockets for both 2708 and 2716 EPROMs (up to 16
EPROMs) and also provides a fully decoded socket for the
NASCOM 8K BASIC ROM. This board is produced to full
NASBUS specification and can be used in "page mode" together
with the new NASCOM RAM B. Wait states may be generated
on board to allow a NASCOM 1 to run at 4MHz in BASIC.
The complete kit at only £55.00
CASTLE INTERFACE:
Gives the following features: Auto tape drive  Auto cassette
muting * Auto serial printer muting * 2400/1200/300 BAUD
cassette. This interface built and tested complete with
documentation at only £17.50
ASTEC 10" B/W MONITOR:
A professional cased 10 -inch Monitor giving superb resolution,
only £99.50
ANALOGUE TO DIGITAL CONVERTER:
This unit gives 4 channels with an Input Range of 0 to 120mV
up to 0 to 24V. Conversion time (average) 0.5 mSec. Supplied
built and tested at only £49.50
DUAL MONITOR:
This kit allows switching between two monitors on a NASCOM 1
e.g. T4 and NAS-SYS £6.50
PORT PROBE:
A very useful device for testing and evaluating ports and
peripheral software with improved documentation £17.50
HEX AND CONTROL KEY PADS:
Our popular range of add-on keyboards for the NASCOM micros.
HEX for NASCOM 2 £34.00
HEX & CONTROL KEYS for NASCOM 1 £40.50
CASSETTE MACHINE
Will reliably record data at 2400bd and above, manufactured
by SHARP £25.50
PROGRAMMERS' AID:
In 2 2708 EPROM gives the NASCOM rom BASIC many extra
commands: AUTO, RENU, DE LE, DUMP, FIND, HEX, APND,
H E LP. . . etc. £28.00
BITS & P.C.s GAMES TAPE 1:
Good value, ten excellent games £8.00
PRINTERS:
We have a good range of printers, all of which will work on the
NASCOM, RICHO, EPSON, IMP, QUME ANADEX.
BOOKS:
Full range including INMC mags.
MEDIA:
Paper, diskettes, ribbons, leaderless cassettes, VDU tables etc.
MEMORIES:
4116,4027, 2708, 2716.

BUILT SYSTEMS REPAIRS MAIL ORDER and ADVICE
are our SPECIALITY.

BITS & P.C.s Computer Products Ltd.
4 Westgate, Wetherby, West Yorkshire.
Tel: 0937 63744.
SAE for details: prices exclude VAT and postage and
package.
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FOR PET , SUPERBOARD ,UK101 , NASCOM
* COMPLEX EFFECTS AND MUSIC
* USES INCREDIBLE AY -3-8910
* COMPLETELY BUILT, SIMPLY PLUGS IN
* BASIC OR MACHINE CODE
* BUILT IN AMP & SPEAKER + STEREO
* INCLUDES 2 8 BIT I/O PORTS
* COMATIBLE WITH OTHER EXPANSIONS
* FREE DEMO PROGRAM + INSTRUCTIONS
Send for free information leaflets.
NB: 8T28 buffers (Superboard/UK101) next 6502 @ £3.00
per pair if required

£43
+ VAT
EX STOCK

SOON EPROM Programmer for Superboard/UK101.

AVAILABLE! ! Peripheral board 24 I/O lines for
PHONE WRITE FOR DETAILS relay driving etc., etc.

SUPERB ARD II 50Hz -0
610 EXPANSION £159 + VAT
CD3P FLOPPY DISC £285 + VAT
BASE 2 800MST PRINTER £359 + VAT

+ VAT

SOFTWARE EXAMPLES List of Pet, Nascom,
Nascom - Star Trek Basic 16k @ £6.75 Superboard + UK101
Pet - Cribbage Profesional 24k @ £14.95 Software free.

Trade enquiries welcome. Send
for extensive software list.

.Ecvicomp
Telephone orders Welcome
0603 416352

57 PARANA COURT SPROWSTON
NORWICH NR7 BBH 0508 46484

sr

Happy Memories
4116 200ns £2.95 2114 200ns £3.25
2114 450ns £2.55 2716 5V £6.75
2708 450ns £3.95

Memorex soft -sectored mini -discs with free
plastic library case £19.95 per 10.

Low profile I.C. sockets:
Pins: 8 14 16 18 20 22 24 28 40
Pence: 10 11 12 16 17 19 21 28 37

Memory Upgrade Kits for
TRS-80, Apple, 20-20 etc
from £23.60
Please phone (054-422) 618

ALL PRICES VAT INCLUSIVE
Please add 30p postage to orders under £10.
Government + Educational orders welcome

£10 minimum
Dept PCW

Happy Memories
Gladestry
Kington

Herefordshire
HR5 3NY

Tel: (054 422) 618

SAIKLAKAIND

p54
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RAM
® Apple is a trade mark of Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino, CA. USA.

£550
Send cheque or money order for

£645 INCLUDING VAT & DELIVERY IN THE U.K.)
Trade Enquiries

Welcome

11=Millw LIMITED

Refuge House, 2-4 Henry Street, Bath, BA1
Telephone: 0225.65379

Please allow 28 days for delivery

* New offices opening shortly at 15 Grand Parade, Brighton
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CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS
CC ELECTRONICS

SHARP FAZSOK
For the latest competitive

PRICE
Contact us

Before you accept discounts elsewhere.
GIVE USA TRY

CRYSTAL ELECTRONICS is the home of XTAL BASIC
ACCLAIMED BY MANY

Bi-directional serial board for your SHARP RS232
compatible' <150 Baud to > 2400 Baud adjustable.'
5,6,7,8 Bit words, plugs into MZ80 I/O £99.50 plus VAT

MZ8OK owners-are you XTAL followers?
NO! Then please read on.
XTAL BASIC (SHARP)

Takes 5K less memory, has all the features of SHARP BASIC
PLUS Multi dim strings, error trapping, logical operators,
machine code monitor, more flexible peripheral handling,
improved screen control, increased list control, auto run, If..
then.. else-and it doesn't stop there-it grows. You can
extend the commands and functions at will -10K, 12K, 16K,
BASIC?.

SHARP to XTAL BASIC conversion program is included.
£40 plus VAT

Members of Computer Retailers Association & Apple Dealers Association

Shop open 0930-1730 except Saturday & Sunday

40 Magdalene Road, Torquay, Devon, England. Tel: 0803 22699
Telex 42507 XTAL G

`Access and Barclaycard welcome. .4P1

111°
COMPUTERS

AND
COMPONENT

VIDEO DISPLAY UNIT

1

TEX VT64 - E299

*
UNIVERSAL KEYBOARD

TEX KB62 - £99

1

NEP VT64 & KB62 £389

 16 x 64 FULL SCREEN REWRITE IN 0.5 SECONDS.
 128 CHARACTER U/L SET FULL CURSOR/SCREEN CONTROLS.
 FOUR -TONE 'BEL'. V24/20mA. 50-19200 BAUD.
 KEYBOARD INPUT PORT ACCEPTS & POWERS MOST TYPES.
 UPGRADEABI E TO 24 x 80 VT80 DURING 1981.
 KB62 HAS 464 x8 -BIT KEYCODES IN EPROM.
 62 KEYS WITH DEDICATED CURSOR & USER FUNCTIONS.
 QUALITY 'FEEL'. ALPHA -LOCK. AUTO -REPEAT.
 QUAD -MODE ENCODING. 2/N -KEY ROLLOVER/LOCKOUT.
 LATCHED DATA. ± STROBE. CONTACTS OF USER KEY.
 KB16 SEPARATE ADD-ON NUMERIC PAD DURING 1981.

TEX EPROMPT ERASER - £39 inclusive
7

 SIMPLE 32 -CHIP 'A HOUR PROCESS ON 200-250V A.C.
 TUBE RUNS COOL AT EXACT WAVELENGTH FOR EPROMS.
 16 -CHIP INTERLOCKED -DRAWER 'GT' MODEL £45 INCL.
 SOLID-STATE 30 -MINUTE TIMER UNIT £15 INCL.

VT6411(B62 prices exclude shipping and value-added tax. Tr.& enquiries invited for substantial discato
Terms C.W.0.1C.O.D. or trade references for credit. 0.E.M. quantities avagaole with custom trirn.

All orders and enquiries post-free to: -

TEX MICROSYSTEMS LTD. FREEPOST
ST. ALBANS, HERTS. All 188 HATFIELD 69909IST. ALBANS 64877 IDAY/NIGHTIJ

FERGUSSON
COMPUTER SERVICES

For All Your

appie & ITT 2020
SALES AND SERVICE

Contract Maintenance:-
* On -site repair contracts
* Total system or only items required
* 24hrs response to calls
* Very competitive rates

Ad -hoc Repair Service:-
* Ring for repair quotation
* Same day service
* Collection from Red Star if required

Hardware and Software Sales:-
* 32K RAM free with each system purchased

with this advertisement
* Totally Integrated Ledger system complete

for £3262.00

For further information ring
Byfleet (09323) 45330

Fergusson Computer Services
"Sharberry", Maitland Close, West Byfleet, Surrey

Master Your
Micro FAST with...
Little Genius floppy diskette
based courses will teach you,
how to use your system and how
to realise the full potential of the
"Mighty Micro". These fully
interactive computer lessons will
guide you quickly to a high level
of understanding and confidence
in your ability to make the most of
your microcomputer system.
Courses now available
- Applesoft BASIC - Palsoft BASIC
- Advanced - Advanced Palsoft

Applesoft BASIC BASIC
- Using your Apple - Using your 2020

- PET BASIC
- Advanced PET

BASIC

Little Genius
Each course, comprising a floppy diskette, and starting

instructions, costs only £40.00 plus VAT.
SPECIAL"3 in one" OFFER for 3 courses covering the same

system only £99.00 plus VAT.
Little Genius courses are available from most computer retail

outlets, or direct mail order ;rom:
LITTLE GENIUS

Suite 504, Albany House, 324 Regent Street, London W1 R 5AA.
Telephone: 01-580 6361
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APPLE°11 DISK DRIVES
DUAL DISK UNIT £519
DISK CONTROLLER CARD £ 49
Two Disks in one Cabinet
Has its own Power Supply Unit
Connects to standard Apple Disk Controller Card
Runs all Apple Software including Pascal
Japanese quality and reliability

APPLE DEALERS:- Write or phone direct to Cumana and
specifications plus dealer discounts will be mailed to you.

Tits-scf DISK DRIVES
DUAL DISK UNIT

2 x 40 Track Drives £440
2 x 80 Track Drives £595

SINGLE DISK UNIT
1 x 40 Track Drive £236
1 x 80 Track Drive £315

TRS 80 DISK CABLES
2 Drive Cable £19
4 Drive Cable £30 TRS-80 DEALERS:- Write or phone direct to Cumana and

specifications plus dealer discounts will be mailed to you.

EDUCATIONAL es QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
VERY GENEROUS EDUCATIONAL AND QUANTITY PURCHASE DISCOUNTS

ARE NOW AVAILABLE ON CUMANA TRS 80 DISK DRIVES. OUR DEALERS WILL BE HAPPY TO
SUPPLY PRICE QUOTATIONS

Call your nearest dealer for a demonstration:
RADIO SHACK LTD.,
188, Broadhurst Gardens,
London NW6
Tel: 01-624-7174

COMPSHOP LTD., 14, Station
Road, New Barnet, Herts.
Tel: 01-441-2922

COMPSHOP LTD.,
311, Edgware Road,
London W2. Tel: 01-262-0387

MICRO -CONTROL LTD.,
224, Edgware Road,
London W2. Tel: 01402-8842

LONDON COMPUTER
CENTRE, 43 Grafton Way,
London W1. Tel: 01-388-5721

TRANSAM COMPONENTS
LTD., 59-61, Theobolds Road,
London VVC1.
Tel: 01405-5240
N.I.C. 61, Broad Lane,
Tottenham, London N15
Tel: 01-808-0377

ZERO ONE ELECTRONICS,
36, Oaklands Avenue,
THORNTON HEATH,
Surrey
Tel: 01-689-7924
P & J EQUIPMENT LTD.,

3 Bridge Street,
GUILDFORD
Tel: 0483-504801

SEVET TRADING, 14, St.
Paul's Street, Bristol 2
Tel: 0272-697757

PARWEST LTD., 58, Market
Place, Chippenham.
Tel: 0249-2131

COMPUTERAMA LTD.,
5, Cleveland Place East,
London Road, Bath.
Tel: 0255-333232

ENSIGN, 13-19, Milford
Street, Swindon, Wilts.
Tel: 079342615

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTER
STORE, 1, Emmanuel Street,
Cambridge. Tel: 0223-65334

PORTABLE MICRO-
SYSTEMS, 18, Market Place,
Brackley, Northants
Tel: 0280-702017
I.C. ELECTRONICS,
Flagstones, Stede Quarter,
Biddenden, Kent.
Tel: 0580-291 81 6

MICRO CHIP SHOP,
190, Lord Street, Fleetwood,
Lancs. Tel: 03917-79511

MICRO CHIP SHOP,
197, Waterloo Road, Blackpool.
Tel: 02534031 22

MICRO CHIP SHOP,
93, Friargate, Preston, Lancs.
Tel: 0772-22669

HARDEN MICROSYSTEMS,
28-30, Back Lord Street,
Blackpool. Tel: 0253-27590

NORTH WEST COMPUTER
CONSULTANTS LTD.,
241, Market Street, HYDE,
Cheshire
Tel: 061-366-8624

HEWART MICRO-
ELECTRONICS, 95, Blakelow
Road, Macclesfield.
Tel: 0625-22030

KARADAWN LTD.,
2 Forrest Way, Warrington
Tel: 0925-572668

PHOTO ELECTRICS,
459, London Road,
Sheffield
Tel: 0742-53865

GNOMIC LTD.,
46, Middle Street,
Blackhall, Hartlepool
Tel: 0783-863871

EWL COMPUTERS LTD.,
8, Royal Crescent, Glasgow.
Tel: 041-332-7642

CUMANA LTD 35 Walnut Tree Close, Guildford, Surrey, GU1 4UN.
Telephone: (0483) 503121.

Please add VAT to all prices.

Delivery at cost will be advised
at time of order.
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Hazeltine 1000
The low, low priced teletypewriter-
compatible video display terminal with 12"
screen (12 x 80) 64 ASCII alphanumerics
and symbols. Full/Half Duplex. RS232.

£199
All equipment reconditioned,
* unless otherwise stated.

BRAND

NEW.

Hazeltine 2000
The world's largest -selling teletypewriter-
compatible video display terminal. Features
include: 12" screen (74 x 27) 64
alphanumerics and symbols. 32 ASCII
control codes. Switch -selectable
transmission rates to 9600 baud. Three
switch -selectable operating modes full -
duplex, half -duplex or batch. Direct cursor
addressability. Dual -intensity video.
Tabulation. Powerful editing capability.
Remote keyboard. Selective or
automatic roll -up. RS232. £299
Low cost matrix printer.
Ideal for Microprocessor users such as
Hobbyists Er Educationalists or for any low -
budget application.
*Full upper/lower case ASCII PLUS
GRAPHICS Mode.
*80 -column printing with adjustable
tractor feed.
*30 cps print -speed with 1 -line buffer.

Modular one basic
Now with Upper Lower Case.
12" screen (24 x 80). XY cursor addressing
64 ASCII alphanumerics & symbols. Dual
intensity detachable keyboard. Choice of 8
transmission rates up to 9600 baud. RS232.
Range of options including
printer port (£70.00). £399
Modular one edit
All the above plus full edit capability,
tabulation, 8 special function keys
+ many other features. £695.00
POLLING MODELS also available- P.O.A.

*Standard and Double -width characters
(12 cpi and 6 cpi)
*Standard parallel (Centronics -type)
interface.
*Optional Interfaces available for
RS 232, IEEE 488, Tandy, PET, Apple II

ONLY £199 plus carriage Er VAT (mail
order total £240.351.

= Electronic Brokers Ltd., 61/65 Kings Cross Road, London WC1X 9LN. Te1:01-2783461.Telex 298694

Mini~Digital Cassette
An alternative to disc for

FEATURES

* The Philips MDCR 220 mechanism of
proven reliability

* Holds up to 120k Bytes/Cassette with
fast data transfer

* Extra memory board with RAM and
ROM to hold operating software

* Will read & write (in blocks from 256
bytes to 60k Bytes), backspace & search
for end of data on tape

* Compatible with 6502 based systems
ie PET, AIM65, OHIO, KIM, COMPUKIT
ETC.

LIMITED OFFER TILL END OF APRIL £195 + VAT

Recorder
program & data storage

el
.,-

PRICES (INCLUDING MANUAL)
MINI RECORDER MECHANISM

(TYPEA)
MEMORYINTERFACINGBOARD (WITHBOARD ROMS FOR 6502)
CASSETTES (BOX OF6)
CARRIAGE
PRICES EXCLUSIVE OF VAT @ 15%

£95.00
£42.50
£55.00
£15.90

£2.25COMPUTER
Unit 7

CURRAH
-

COMPONENTS
Hartlepool Workshops, Sandgate Industrial

Hartlepool, Cleveland
Est.
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Hire Bargain New
from Inc VAT Ex VAT
£20 ..PET 8K £320
£25 ..PET 32K £500
£25 ..TRS80 £280

ITT2020 48K £600-
£18 ..SOCCERER 32K...£400
£68 ..SUPERBRAIN 64K £1450
£60 . .HOR IZON 56K. . . .£900

£28 ..Euro & Apple II 32K £610

SALES or LEASE

or EXCHANGE

NEC PRINTER £1350 + VAT
CENTRONICS 779 £500 + VAT

APPLE II Guaranteed EUROPLUS.
Price 32K £610 + V.A.T. Lots of

exciting software, all types of cards:
Asteroids in space, Zork Adventure,
Rainbow software, hire text graphics

space invaders. Z80 Card/CPM/
COBOL, PASCAL, FORTRAL,

ALL NEW
SUPERBRAIN 64K

£1450 + VAT
HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES

AVAILABLE

PROMGLOW Ltd
01-368 9002 + EVENING

12 DENE ROAD
LONDON, N.11.

BASIC TRAINING COURSE
WITH EVERY

SHARP
MZ-80K

f41 8
4- VAT 1)

Includes
* 20K RAM
* One day BASIC course
* BASIC Cassette & Manual
* 12 months guarantee
* Many options & programmes

available

NETT VAT TOTAL

MZ-80 Computer 48K £478.00 £71.70 £549.70
MZ-80K 28K UPGRADE £87.00 f 13.03 f100.05
MZ-80 I/O Interface Unit £62.00 £6.30 £48.30
MZ-80 FD Dual Disk Drive £693.00 L103.95 £796.95
MZ-80 FDK Additional MZ-80FD f616.00 L92.40 L708.40
MZ-80 RS232 Interface f 110.00 L16.50 f126.50
MZ-80 P3 Matrix Printer f 430.00 £64.50 £494.50
CP/M Operating System £196.00 L29.40 £225.40
PC -1211 Pocket Computer /91.00 L13.65 L104.65
CE -121 Cassette Interface £12.60 £1 .89 £14.95
RP1600 Daisywheel Printer f1450.00 £217.50 £1667.50
Ledger and stock control packages free with computer systems

Please send me

Name

Address

I enclose cheque/P.O. for £ (f10 P &

Butel-Comco Limited
Garrick Industrial Centre

Garrick Road Hendon
London England NW9 6AQ

Telephone 01-202 0262
Telex 47523

Technology for business

Barclaycard

11111111111111
Access

III IIIIIIIIIIIIII
Signed

*INSTANT H.P. CREDIT AVAILABLE*
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For Conference details write to:
The Conference Administrator
IPC Conferences Ltd, Surrey House,
1 Throwley Way, Sutton,
Surrey SM1 4QQ

BETTER PRICES!
BETTER DELIVERY!
WIDEST RANGE OF
SOFTWARE
For the best deal
from the largest
sharp dealer
phone Newbear
(0635) 30505

Many unique products
Zen/Listings/Word Proc.

SHARP

Apple
II plus

For ex -stock delivery
12 months warranty

Wembley Conference Centre
Exhibition admission £1.00 A complete
study of microprocessors in use.
Microsystems '81 consists of a wide ranging exhibition,
together with a three day conference and three one -day
microprocessor awareness courses. Together they comprise an
invaluable opportunity for those interested in microprocessor
applications and the latest developments in microelectronics
technology.
Take advantage of this unique event to examine and discuss a
comprehensive range of microprocessors, peripherals, memory
products and personal computers together with the software
which accompanies them.

For *advance exhibition tickets at £1
each, write to:
Microsystems Tickets
IPC Exhibitions Ltd, Surrey House,
1 Throwley Way, Sutton,
Surrey SM1 4QQ

1117_-`L L X14

"Please note applications for tickets
cannot be accepted after February 23,
although tickets will be available at
the door price £1. Cheques should be
made payable in UK sterling to IPC
Business Press Limited.

Computing Store Ltd

ACORN
PROM PROGRAMMERS

PROM ERASERS

KEYBOARDS

51/4 AND 8"
DISC DRIVES

WIDEST RANGE
OF BOOKS IN U.K.

and Bear care
Bear Bargains

NORTH
STAR

* HORIZO
Installed on your site with full field
service anywhere in U.K. fully C.P.M.
compatible. Chosen by Newbear for
its reliability and performance.
64K Dual Drive Quad £1995.00
North Star Horizon
Newbury Laboratory 7009 terminal £795.00
Citoh8300 R.M. Printer £499.00
CPIM 2.2. £95.00

EPTease send urgently: - --
Sharp
North Star Horizon 0 Cat. 0
Booklist 0 Cit0h0 N.L. Terminals 0
Please contact me 0 Phone No
Name
Address

NEWBEAR COMPUTING STORE LTD. (HEAD OFFICE)
40 BARTHOLOMEW STREET, NEWBURY, BERK S
TEL. (0635) 30505 TELEX 848507 NCS
FIRST FLOOR OFFICES, TIVOLI CENTRE, COVENTRY ROAD,

BIRMINGHAM. TEL. 021 707 7170
220-222 STOCKPORT ROAD, CHEADLE HEATH, STOCKPORT.
TEL. 061-4912290
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e
Development Syste_4Software

EPROMSOFTY
NPROGRAMMERSystem

OtSOFTY is intended for the development of programs which will eventually become
software residing in ROM and forming part of a microsystem. During the
development stage of a microsystem, SOFTY will be connected in place of the
firmware ROM via a ribbon cable, terminated in a 24 pin DIL plug.
Data may be entered into the SOFTY RAM via the serial port, parallel port,
direct memory access, or the keypad, and manipulated using the assembler
key -functions. When the program has been entered, and the internal micro-
processor can be 'turned off', and the external microsystem and it's resident
microprocessor allowed to access and run the program in SOFTY's RAM ancllo
programming socket. In this way, modification can be made until the required
program is complete - the contents of the RAM being clearly visible as a 'page'
on TV or monitor. 4 pages are available, 2 of the Data RAM and 2 of the
programming socket.
In the end, when the program is complete and working, the DIL plus is removed
and replaced by an EPROM device programmed by SOFTY. SOFTY is able to
program the 270412708/2716 family which have 3 voltage rails -
To help in the process of program development SOFTY has various assembler
key -functions, which include - block shift without overwriting, block store,
cursor control, match byte and displacement calculations (for jumps etc).
A high speed cassette interface is also provided for storing working programs
and useful subroutines.
SOFTY kit of parts: (including zero insertion force socket for EPROM programmer)
Price £100 + VAT (postage paid). SOFTY built & tested - £120 + VAT (postage
paid), Built SOFTY power supply - £20 + VAT (postage paid).
Write or telephone for full details.

sI4
1/.1'

SOFTY CONVERSION CARD - EX -STOCK
Enables SOFTY to program the single rail EPROMs 2508, 2758, 2516, (INTEL
27161, 2532.
Selection of device type and 1K block are by 4 way pcb slide switches.
Programming socket is zero insertion force. Supplied ready built & tested with
Dip jumper for connection to SOFTY, £40 + VAT (postage paid).

4
C1*- SOFTY PRINTER CARD - EX -STOCK
 40 column electrosensitive printer  5 x 7 dot matrix
 software selection of characters per line 11 to 16 bytes)
 push button printing of EPROM/ RAM/ Intercursor contents
 Connects to SOFTY card edge  Well documented  Supplied ready built Et
tested, including power supply, edge connector & paper roll for £145 + VAT (post paid),
Spare paper rolls (28-30 metres/roll) - £6.96 + VAT

EX- STOCK EPROMS
1-9 10-24 25-49 50 up

2708 (450ns) £3.90 £3.50 £3.10 £2.90
2716 (450ns) £6.00 £5.50 £5.00 £4.50

Single rail
Deduct a further 5% for cash with older on
these low EPROM prices.

Add VAT at 15%. Postage paid.

MODEL 14 EPROM ERASERS <4.
\SI

16 .---0 Li I

MODEL UV 141 EPROM ERASER
 Fast erase times (typically 20 minutes for 2708 EPROM)
 14 EPROM capacity
 Built-in 5 to 20 minute timer to cater for all EPROMs
 Safety interlocked to prevent eye and skin damage
 Convenient slide -tray loading of devices
 'MAINS' and 'ERASE' indicators
 Rugged construction

Priced at only £78 + VAT post paid

MODEL UV 140 EPROM ERASER
Similar to Model UV141 but without timer
Low price at only £61.50 + VAT post paid
WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR FULL DETAILS OR SEND CHEQUES/OFFICIAL

COMPANY ORDERS TO:

GP Industrial Electronics Limited
Unit 6, Burke Road, Totnes Industrial Estate,

Totnes, Devon. Tel. Totnes (0803) 863360 Sales, 863380 Technical.
Telex No. 42596

TRADE & EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME
10

The
flexible

interfacing
system for your

Commodore PET or HP 85.
The Microlink interface makes it easy to use your

micro for tasks such as:
* Replacing chart recordings by computer analysis
* Automating experiments *Adding data
processing capability to monitoring instruments.

The MICROLINK interface consists of a
mainframe incorporating a power supply, an IEEE
488 interface and a cabinet holding up to 10
modules - this construction means that an interface
can be configured to your precise requirements.
Modules available include: *Analogue to digital
converters * Digital to analogue converters
* Analogue X -Y plotter driver * Analogue input
conditioning modules *Relay outputs * BCD
character inputs * Signal conditioning inputs
*High speed clock and multiplexer.

Write or telephone with details of your
application, and we will quote you for a
configuration to meet your needs.

iveitOtt:
Biodata Ltd., 6 Lower Ormond St.,
Manchester M 1 5()F.
Telephone:
061-236 1283.

It%1 70*
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The Midlands Professional
Computer Centre
The people with the personal approach

PECIALST5 (ROME=
Ewf

(Excluding printers)

Sharp Cassette Decks ASTEC 10"
Cased Monitors.

Nexos Ricoh RP 1600 Daisy Wheel
Printer. Diablo Daisy Wheel Printer.
Nascom Micro Imp, Dot Matrix Plain
Paper Printer. Centronics Dot
Matrix. Anadex Dot Matrix. Newbury
Laboratories Dot Matrix Impact
Printer.

Olympia Opus daisy
wheel printer breaks

£1000 barrier

Hauzon riaSCOM SHARP

SOFTWARE filAGAMPIES
Northstar. CAP-CPP. Cromemco.
Petsoft. Supersoft. Nascom.

Very full range of books on 6502,
Z80, Languages, Interfacing,
Introductory books and games and
General Programs.

Personal Computer World.
Computing Today. Practical
Computing. Educational
Computing. Liverpool Software
Gazette. I.N.M.C. Newsletter.

!OD**. :14440914
Input/Output Board. PIO Kit.
Counter Timer Kit. UART Kit.
Nas-Pen Text editor.

BUSINESS & LEISURE MICRO COMPUTERS

THE KalLWDeli /CASE
for the Nascom 2 to

complete a truly professional system

C1?.Milham A/D Converter

ZEAP 2.0 in EPROM or on Tape.
Nas- Sys 3 Enhanced version of
Nas-Sys1.
Nas-Dis - Disassembler.
Debug - Dynamic Debugger.

INTERFACE
Gemini floppy disc system D -DOS or
CP/M single or dual drive.
ROM EPROM board.
EPROM burner 2708 and 2716.

BITS AND PC's
Tool Kit. Port Probe. Hex Key Pad Sargon
Chess. PrograrnMers Aid. Dual Monitor
Board.

1111-11

Screen plus -
Reverse video and blanking control
unit perhaps the most advanced

video control device for your Nascom.

Castle Interface

WILLIAM STUART
Colour Graphics for
Nascom 1 & 2
Speech Recognition Unit.

WINCHESTER
TECHNOLOGY
Colour Graphics 1 & 2

Business & Leisure Micro Computers
16 The Square, Kenilworth, Warwickshire CV8 lEB. Tel: (0926) 512127

THE WESTFARTHING

SMALL
BUSINESS SYSTEM

for Apple/ITT 2020 micros

Designed from first principles for the family business, it will pay for
itself by keeping the accounts in good order, saving management time
on paperwork, and accountants fees.

FUNCTIONS: (in short, everything you need)

 Invoicing ( + discounts, quotations, delivery notes)
 Customer accounts and shop sales
 Bank and cash balances calculated weekly
 Sales and overheads (30 categories) totalled weekly
 VAT return calculated (while you have lunch)

SPECIAL FEATURES FOR OWNER -MANAGERS:

 VAT -inclusive bills split automatically
 Messages can be printed on invoices
 Automatic payment entry when customer pays on the spot
 Uses plain fan -fold paper, prints your heading
 S/A customer address labels printed
 User's Manual (50 pages) in clear, non -technical style
 Designed to be user -modifiable

Requires 48K RAM, Applesoft in ROM, 1 or 2 disc drives, printer,
Program lives in core. Includes pages of program information,
hundreds of REMs, disc map, etc.

Cost: £750 + VAT (L750 only to non-regd trader). For information,
send £1 for 10 page description or £10 for User's Manual.

Westfarthing Computer Services Ltd., 21 Wendron St., Helston,
Cornwall. Phone Helston [03265) 4098.

NEW SERVICE
Selling your micro?

Looking for a bargain?

Westwood Computers
As well as an extensive range of NEW mach-
ines we also have an agency department for
USED machines. We test and guarantee the
performance of the machines we handle!
Visit our showrooms and see our range of
microcomputers for business and personal
use. We can show you the SHARP MZ80K,
the APPLE II PLUS, the CYPHER 2684, and
the Z PLUS range which extends to a 20MB
hard disk multi-user system.

100 programs free with every SHARP MZ8OK

We have an extensive range of COMPUTER Fp
BOOKS, APPLE PROGRAMS, and are dis-
tributors for SCOTCH DISCS and TAPES.

BROWSERS WELCOME!

Westwood Computers
Limited

117 TENNANT STREET, FIVE WAYS,
On street parking
always available. BIRMINGHAM 021 632 5824
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Have we got a program for you!
EXCELLENT QUALITY PROGRAMS CHOSEN FOR THEIR SUPERB GRAPHICS

AND SMOOTH ACTION

Apple TRS 80 Video Genie ZX8O
ATTACK
FORCE

WITH SOUND!

Dodge the alian Ramships and fire mis-
siles to destroy them before they get you.
The alien Flagship uses his deadly laser
bolt to transform a Ramship into another
Flagship or into your ship's double.
Look out!! Destroy your double and
you could destroy yourself.
TRS 80 Level 1 or 11.16K Tape £10
Hours of exciting fun.

11441
ASTEROID

NOVA

For the first time the amazingly popular
ASTEROIDS pub game is now available
for your microcomputer. Huge asteroids
have invaded the galaxy. Your mission
is to destroy them and the alien saucers
before they destroy you. But beware,
big asteroids break up into smaller ones.
TRS80 Levels 1 & 11.16K
Tape £10
Video Genie 16K Tape £10
Apple 11 or 11+32K Disk £15

SEE OUR COMPLETE
RANGE

SEND STAMPED ADDRESSED
ENVELOPE FOR FREE

CATALOGUE

GALAXY
INVASION

WITH SOUND

di di rII rIg dm  fli
41. * V. 4 *

0144,1 #4,14,

The newest and most exciting invaders
type game yet! Cruel and crafty aliens
attack Earth. You are the sole defender.
As you fire your laser at the aliens
they swoop down and bomb you.
Exciting use of graphics! Must be seen.
TRS 80 Level 1 or 11.16K
Tape
Video Genie 16K Tape

£10
£10

THE ESSENTIAL SOFTWARE COMPANY
(Viscounti Ltd.)
47 Brunswick Centre, London WC1N 1AF 01-837 3154
I have a microcomputer
O Please send me your software catalogue. I

enclose a stamped self addressed envelope.
O Please send me
I enclose a cheque/postal order for

(plus 50p post & packing)

Signature
Name
Address

Postcode

VISIT US AT OUR NEW
ENLARGED PREMISES
MICRO BUSINESS CENTRE

?,0 PO

c \-0 \,..0

0- DN'-- 
\I\1

MICRO BLISWIESS CEOTRE
1ST FLOOR LEWIS HOUSE
LINTHOUSE LANE
WENESFIELD WOLVERHAMPTON
Tel: WOLVERHAMPTON 725 687

FOR BUSINESS, EDUCATIONAL OR
LEISURE USE:
CONSULT THE EXPERTS!

NEW ITEMS IN STOCK
* 8" DISK DRIVES
* 3.3 D.O.S. FOR 5" DRIVES
* QUME SPRINT 5 DAISY

WHEEL PRINTER
* OKI 82+83 PRINTERS
* Send for our comprehensive software

booklet*
Lots of new games, business programs listed

offers its ACCOUNTS' SUITE for 32k/16k new ROM
`PET', CBM disk & tractor printer.

Mutually compatible programs can be used
independently & do not need special stationery

ANALYSED CASHBOOK - the core of the system.
Item, Cheque No., VAT Rate, Bank, Cash, Vat, Net &
Account. Auto Vat calculation & Totals for each page.
Autoselection of nominal & personal items for posting
to Ledger. £75+VAT

LEDGER/STATEMENT - Dual purpose program
creates Ledger for each Account, balancing when you
wish. Also provides a Statement for customers.
£25+VAT.

INVOICE - Formatted Invoice with Item, Debit, Vat,
Vat Rate, Net and Account columns & Totals.
£25+VAT.

CHEQUEWRITE - Writes cheques, records "counter-
foil", auto -interface with ANALYSED CASHBOOK.
(Needs stationery approved by Bank). £25+VAT.

****************

Axon also offers:
DATASTAX - all purpose utility for transferring data:
keyboard/tape/disk/video/printer in any logical
direction. Disk not needed. On tape or disk. £15+VAT.

CUSTOM CHARACTER - design your own character
for printing. Mathematical symbols, Greek &c. On tape
or disk £8+VAT. ****************

AXON COMPUTER SERVICES
PO Box 12, Bentham, Lancaster
Phone: Bentham (0468) 61848

PON 177



ADVANCED COMPUTER EQUIPMENT(LEEDS)LTD
95, MEADOW LANE, LEEDS, 11. TeI.0532 446960

New microcomputer store NOW OPEN

--PRICES
COMMODORE PETPET
32K Professional keyboard green screen
Dual disk drive 347k
Cassete deck C2N
Printer 3022 Matrix Tractor

£575
£625
£ 50
£375

SHARP Z80
48K with 34K user RAM
36K with 22K user RAM
20K with 6K user RAM
Disk drives, printers etc.

£475
£422
£380

PRINTERS
BD8OP - Hi -speed bi-directional with adjustable
tractor feed 750 byte buffer. Fantastic offer £395.
IEEE * Parallel or RS232

APPLE II PLUS
48K Auto start
Disk with controller
Disk without controller
Hitachi 9" monitor B/W

£695
£345
£295
£120

SUPERBRAIN
64K with single density 320K disk
32K with single density 320K disk
64K with douple density 700K disk
Operating system * MBASIC * COBOL

£1450
£1395
£2300

* FORTRAN

SUNDRIES
Data tapes super quality (10)
514" certified verbatim (10)
Plain listing paper 2000 units
Books * Games * Programs * galore
Visicalc * Desktop planner special offer

£3.75
£27.00
£12.50

Please add VAT to all goods except books - cash & carry or 24 -hour delivery - your choice.
All equipment is factory fresh and fully tested in our own workshops

Standard conditions of sale applies too all products.

°vER40 PROGRAMS FOR

THE SINCLAIR ZX80 IN

THE ZX80
COMPANION

(SECOND EDITION)

LINSAC 410'
Z4V For a cassette of ten programs from the Com-

panion add £4,95.

THE ZX80 COMPANION
(Second Edition)

Maunder, Logan end Trotter

ISBN 0 907211 00 3. Price f7.95 incl. UK
postage.

This best-selling manual on the Sinclair ZX80
covers ZX80 BASIC, hardware and programs
and has a detailed explanation of the ZX80
Monitor, routines and entry points. A routine
for generating moving displays is also included.

Ch.1 - Operating the ZX80.
Ch.2 - Theory of Computers
Ch.3 - ZX80 BASIC
Ch.4 - The ZX80 Monitor
Ch.5 - Construction and Hardware
Ch.6 - 2X80 Programs
App.1 - Comparison of 2-80 Opcodes and

ZX80 Characters.
App.2 - The 8K ROM.

The ZX80 Monitor A complete assembly language listing of the ZXBO's 4K Monitor,
with annotations - Price f10.00 incl. UK postage.

All LINSAC program packs ar
stated. Price £10.00 per pack

GAMES PACK 1

GAMES PACK 2

GAMES PACK 3

EDUCATION PACK 1

EDUCATION PACK 2

EDUCATION PACK 3

UTILITY PACK 1

Cassette Software
Ion single C12 cassettes with printed run instructions. All run on 1K 2X80's unless otherwise
ncl. UK postage.

- Three Towers, Number Guessing, Mastermind, Sketcher, Hurkle, Nim, Symbol Simon.

- Nina Lives, The Maze Game, Plain Sailing, OXO, Chinese Puzzle, Tower of Hanoi, Battleships.

- (2Ke) - Fruit Machine, Fourino-line, Zombies

- Maths Drill, Dot Recognition, Musical Notes, Spelling Quiz, Day Finder.

- Graph Plotter, Prime Factors, Number Bases, Bar Charts, Statistics.

- (3K0) - CAL Quiz Package with three sample data sets.

- Memory Display, Hat Code Monitor, Renumber, Memory Search.

L1NSAC 68 Barker Road, Linthorpe,

Middlesbrough, Co.Cleveland TS5 5ES

OHIO SCIENTIFIC
NEW SUPERBOARD 3

111111,11,11...114,11
111.0100.0.441111.14.
1.11.111..1.0.,

The special offer of the century ( nloy
Swanley could do it!):- For just 4159
we will supply Superb and 3 with a free
power supply and modulator kit and our
free quard bank kit (A brilliant break
through in itself for this kit extends the
'display to 32 x 32, allows 1200 as well

as 300 Baud tape speeds, increases the
computing speed by 509) and coverts
the display to 50Hz for flicker free
viewing). 4K extra ram E16.95. Case
E27. Cassette recorder E16. Cegmon
improved monitor 229.50. Assembler/
Editor £25. Word processor E10. Guard
band kit also supplied separately 210.
30 lines x 54 character display expansion
kit for Superboard 2 (not 3) E20.

PRINTERS

Buy any of the below and get a free
interface kit and word porcessor
Oro

for UK101 or Suerboard 2:-
KI Microline 80 (Illustratped) E349.

Base 2 800 MST E299. Seikosha GP80
£250.

Cheapo memory expansion offer:- Buy a
610 expansion board with 8K rain on
board and space for another 16K for
£159 and get a free 5V 4A power kit
and any extra ram you want for 23k.
Buy a minifloppy case + power supply

2 copies of DOS for E275 and we will
do the extra ram for E2/K (Max 16K).

SHARP COMPUTERS

Sharp MZ8OK Computer with Basic
tape and a free tape of approx 50
programs:- 20K version E415, 35K E437,

M48K E459. MZ80 I/O 283. Z80P3
E499. MZ8OFD E772. PC1211 E83,
CE121 E12.

THE NEW OHIO
SERIES 2 CHALLENGER C1P

Cheap, beautiful and powerful! Sudden-
ly Ohio sales have gone through the roof
and everybode is screaming for the new
Challenger Program selectable 24 x 24
or 12 x 48 displays. Sound, music and
voice output. 8K ram expandable to
32K. 8K basic. Cheapo version (Made
in Swanleyl.d) E219. Official version
(Illustrated) E259.

MEMORIES YOU CANT FORGET
2114 450ns E2.15. 4116 200ns E2.83.
4027 E1.30. All low current.

SWANLEY ELECTRONICS
Dept. PCW, 32 Goldsel Rd., Swanley, Kent BR8 8EZ.

Telephone Swanley 64851. Please add 40p postage
and 15% VAT. Lists 27p post free. Overseas and

official credit orders welcome.
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the computer people's printers

design 0 documentation
illustration 0 typesetting

software/hardware interfacing

Specialist text preparation and typesetting for system
producers and retailers: special characters like ,u, f2,
and #, and dozens of typefaces in hundreds of sizes, with
on-line interfaces to word -processors. Reduce your print
costs and increase your impact and sales by professional

preparation of your material.

Call Tom Graves on Street (0458) 45359
19a West End, Street, Somerset BA16 OLQ

KING OF THE
JUNGLE

Lion has tamed the microcomputer market by amassing a
wealth of experience in micro -based small business systems, and
by selecting the best systems available to market and support.

Lion's Business Systems Division is ready to demonstrate the
power and flexibility of the micro in commercial applications, and
is backed by Lion's established reputation for professionalism and
support.

Phone now, at either location, to arrange a demonstration to
show how micro's can help you, and why Lion is King of the
Jungle. MEN

Credit cards welcome and lease facilities available.

LION MICRO -COMPUTER SHOPS LTD.I:. At Lion House
,okt 227 Tottenham Court Road London W1P OHX Tel: 01-580 7383

21 Bond Street Brighton Tel: (0273) 601838

C

AFTER THE BEST SELLING
'PET REVEALED' AND 'LIBRARY OF PET SUBROUTINES'

COMES ANOTHER BOOK FROM NICK HAMPSHIRE.

PET GRAPHICS
The way information is displayed on the screen can make or ruin any program whatever the
application. This book shows how you can fully exploit the graphics possibilities of the PET, essential
reading for anyone wishing to write good useful programs. The book contains dozens of example
programs including a comprehensive graphics package written in machine code (resides in the top 2K
of memory). The contents of 'PET Graphics' include: How the PET display works - designing a
display format - cursor control in PRINT - using POKE - an introduction to the machine code
graphics package (you don't need a knowledge of machine code to use this package, but the full source
code listings are given for those interested), among the packages over 30 routines are those to draw -
bars, borders, character blocks, reverse field blocks, double density point and line plot, fine density
bar plot, block scrolling, scrolled multiple page screen, repeat key and protected screen areas, multiple
page displays, macro character generator, etc. - Other sections of the book cover - interactive
graphics, with full circuit designs and comprehensive support software for adding a light pen to the
PET - simple switch and joystick input devices - a review of add on hardware to give the PET high
resolution graphics capability.

Price £10.00

All the programs in 'PET Graphics' are available on CBM format disk price £10.00

Cheques payable to Computabits Ltd

COMPUTABITS LTD,
P.O. BOX 13, YEOVIL, SOMERSET. Tel Yeovil 26522
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The Sinclair ZX80 is innovative and powerful.
Now there's a magazine to help you get
the most out of it.

Get in
sync

SYNC magazine is different from other
personal computing magazines. Not just
different because it is about a unique
computer, the Sinclair ZX80 (and kit ver-
sion, the MicroAce). But different be-
cause of the creative and innovative phi-
losophy of the editors.

A Fascinating Computer

The ZX80 doesn't have memory map-
ped video. Thus the screen goes blank
when a key is pressed. To some review-
ers this is a disadvantage. To our editors
this is a challenge. One suggested that
games could be written to take advan-
tage of the screen blanking. For exam-
ple, how about a game where characters
and graphic symbols move around the
screen while it is blanked? The object
would be to crack the secret code gov-
erning the movements. Voila! A new
game like Mastermind or Black Box
uniquely for the ZX80.

We made some interesting discoveries
soon after setting up the machine. For
instance, the CHR$ function is not limit-
ed to a value between 0 and 255, but
cycles repeatedly through the code.
CHR$ (9) and CHR$ (265) will produce
identical values. In other words, CHR$
operates in a MOD 256 fashion. We
found that the "=" sign can be used se-
veral times on a single line, allowing the
logical evaluation of variables. In the
Sinclair, LET X=Y=Z=W is a valid ex-
pression.

Or consider the TL$ function which
strips a string of its initial character. At
first, we wondered what practical value it
had. Then someone suggested it would
be perfect for removing the dollar sign
from numerical inputs.

Breakthroughs? Hardly. But indicative
of the hints and kinds you'll find in every
issue of SYNC. We intend to take the
Sinclair to its limits and then push be-
yond, finding new tricks and tips, new
applications, new ways to do what
couldn't be done before. SYNC functions

on many levels, with tutorials for the be-
ginner and concepts that will keep the
pros coming back for more. We'll show
you how to duplicate commands avail-
able in other Basics. And, perhaps, how
to do things that can't be done on other
machines.

Many computer applications require
that data be sorted. But did you realize
there are over ten fundamentally differ-
ent sorting algorithms? Many people
settle for a simple bubble sort perhaps
because it's described in so many pro-
gramming manuals or because they've
seen it in another program. However,
sort routines such as heapsort or Shell -
Metzner are over 100 times as fast as a
bubble sort and may actually use less
memory. Sure, 1K of memory isn't a lot
to work with, but it can be stretched
much further by using innovative, clever
coding. You'll find this type of help in
SYNC.

Lots of Games and Applications

Applications and software are the meat
of SYNC. We recognize that along with
useful, pragmatic applications, like finan-
cial analysis and graphing, you'll want
games that are fun and challenging. In
the charter issue of SYNC you'll find se-
veral games. Acey Ducey is a card game
in which the dealer (the computer) deals
two cards face up. You then have an op-
tion to bet depending upon whether you
feel the next card dealt will have a value
between the first two.

In Hurkle, another game in the charter
issue, you have to find a happy little
Hurkle who is hiding on a 10 X 10 grid. In
response to your guesses, the Hurkle
sends our a clue telling you in which
direction to look next.

One of the most ancient forms of arith-
metical puzzle is called a "boomerang."
The oldest recorded example is that set
down by Nicomachus in his Arithmetica
around 100 A.D. You'll find a computer
version of this puzzle in SYNC.

Hard -Hitting, Objective Evaluations

By selecting the ZX80 or MicroAce as
your personal computer you've shown
that you are an astute buyer looking for
good performance, an innovative design
and economical price. However, select-
ing software will not be easy. That's
where SYNC comes in. SYNC evaluates
software packages and other peripherals
and doesn't just publish manufacturer
descriptions. We put each package
through its paces and give you an in-
depth, objective report of its strengths
and weaknesses.

SYNC is a Creative Computing pub-
lication. Creative Computing is the num-
ber 1 magazine of software and applica-
tions with nearly 100,000 circulation.
The two most popular computer games
books in the world, Basic Computer
Games and More Basic Computer
Games (combined sales over 500,000)
are published by Creative Computing.
Creative Computing Software manufac-
tures over 150 software packages for six
different personal computers.

Creative Computing, founded in 1974
by David Ahl, is a well -established firm
committed to the future of personal com-
puting. We expect the Sinclair ZX80 to
be a highly successful computer and
correspondingly, SYNC to be a respect-
ed and successful magazine.

Order SYNC Today

Right now we need all the help we can
get. First of all, we'd like you to subscribe
to SYNC. Subscriptions are posted by air
directly from America and cost just £10
for one year (6 issues), £18 for two
years (12 issues) or. if you really want to
beat inflation, £25 for three years (18
issues). SYNC is available only by sub-
scription; it is not on newstands. We gu-
arantee your satisfaction or we will re-
fund the unfulfilled portion of your sub-
scription.

Needless to say, we can't fill up all the
pages without your help. So send in your
programs, articles, hints and tips.
Remember, illustrations and screen
photos make a piece much more inter-
esting. Send in your reviews of peripher-
als and software too-but be warned: re-
views must be in-depth and objective.
We want you to respect what you read on
the pages of SYNC so be honest and
forthright in the material you send us. Of
course we pay for contributions-just
don't expect to retire on it.

The exploration has begun. Join us.

T ,agazone for Ssncla, ,X130Lin=
27 Andrew Close

Stoke Golding
Nuneaton CV13 6EL. England
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CROMEMCO Systems & Software

SYSTEM ZERO - the latest low cost computer
from Cromemco
CP/M 2.2 for Cromemco systems £95
64K S100 Memory Boards £350

California computer systems S100
boards and complete systems available

10 Megabyte Cartridge Disk
(5 Megabyte fixed 5 removable)
and controller for the S100 Bus
£3,950 including installation
(London area)

We supply computer solutions to business
problems
* Software packages
* Hardware maintenance
* Hardware configuration and design

We also have an "Aladdin's Cave" of computer
spares, power supplies, boards, chips, etc, etc.

For further details and information, please
contact:
Independent Computer Engineering Limited,

L16/18 Littleton Road, Ashford, Middlesex.
Tel: 07842 47171/2
Telex: 8952042 (DPCUST G)

EPSON - MX80 DOT MATRIX PRINTER
The printer you have been waiting for
* 9x9 matrix (true descenders in lower case)
* 80cps bidirectional printing with logical seeking print

head (maximises throughput)
* 96 ASCII character set, plus 64 graphics incorporating

4 switch selectable European language options.
* Programmable forms handling
* 12 different print modes, up to 132 characters per line
* Operator controls and indicators, including self test

feature.
* - options - high resolution graphics, dual

friction/tractor feed unit
* £395 - with standard parallel interface (interface

options - RS232, Pet, TRS80, MZ80, Apple).
ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

MILNE
SOFTWARE

MICRO -WORD
Is a low cost letterwriter/word processor for the
16K PET & PET printer - ideal for the hobbyist,
small business, school club etc. Just look at the
features...
* Doesn't need a second cassette unit!
* Lower case, enlarged & reversed print!
* Save pages of text on tape, recall & edit on screen
before printing!
* Prints letterheadings & details - circular letters
can be printed easily & quickly!
AND THE PRICE? INCLUDING POSTAGE, PACK-
ING & INSTRUCTION BOOKLET.. JUST £9.95!!

CAR-PIC
Let "CAR-PIC" guide you through the problem of
buying your next car. Just feed in all of the require-
ments such as top speed, fuel consumpiton, etc, and
"CAR-PIC" will display from its files of old & new
cars the details of those that fit your specification.
INCLUDING POST & PACKING...JUST £7.95!!
(8K new ROM PETS)

MILNE SOFTWARE
153 WAKEFIELD STREET, EAST HAM, LONDON
E6 1LG.

The Best
CHESS COMPUTERS

New and second-
hand from

From
COMPETENCE
THE CHESS COMPUTER SPECIALISTS
FREE leaflet by International Grandmaster Raymond
Keene on "How to Get the Most Benefit from a Chess
Computer".
Simply send off the form below (or phone) for full
details of our range of new and second-hand chess
computers (all fully guaranteed) - including the
fastest and strongest, the BORIS/SARGON - and a
free copy of Raymond Keene's leaflet.
COMPETENCE, 30 Baker Street, London W1
Telephone: 01-229 8275 Mon -Fri 10 am - 5 pm

Name
Address

tel. date
Details and leaflet please!

PCW 3.81
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Cunard Hotel Hammersmith 10-12 September 1981

The Show which brings your market direct to you . . .

The Personal Computer World Show is the only exhibition exclusively. for the small
computer industry. It is your opportunity to meet, face-to-face, potential buyers who
visit the Show specifically to see demonstrations and discuss the application of
your products.

This is the Show where buyers come to buy ... not just look.
To discuss how the 4th Personal Computer World Show could form the focus of your 1981 promotional calendar contact
Timothy Collins on 01-486 1951 or write to him at Montbuild Ltd, 11 Manchester Square, London WI.
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The Job is a police magazine
and guess who appeared in it
recently? - Rupert Allason,
brother of 'Squire' Julian, no
less. It seems that while on
holiday in the Bahamas, he
hired a glass -bottomed boat
and hurtled off to 400 -yard
long Stocking Island for a
sunbathe. Imagine his amaze-
ment then when an aeroplane
decided to crash there. The
two very dazed occupants
run for the ferry which was
just leaving, shouting to
Rupert, 'The plane's yours,
you can keep it.' Rupert,
suspecting a crime, went to
investigate what appeared to
be hay bales but which
turned out to be bales of
marijuana. Rupert whizzed
off in the glass -bottomed
boat, managing to head off
the ferry, and on arrival back
to Stocking Island he
whipped out his polio.
warrant and arrested the
criminals for illegal entry to
the Bahamas. Back on
patrol as a 'special' he was
looking forward to a return
visit as a witness in the

court case when he heard a
rumour that the evidence had
disappeared, 'just as if it had
gone up in smoke,' one
Bahamian is rumoured to
have said... Latest gleeful
discovery of software vendors
is that their business is akin
to running a bordello - you
sell it and you've still got it.
Nigel Coster of London
Computer Centre asked us
not to mention his name as
the source of this epigram,
by the way... Rumour has it
that PET buyers are in the
very best of company
(kneel, kneel, curtsey,
curtsey) - Buckingham
Palace bought one from Ron
and Derek Bailey of
Birmingham's Camden
Electronics... Remember our
January cover? - it was the
one with the salesman and
the customer on it. A lot of
people rang to ask which
article it referred to - and
we thought the word 'Secrets'
was a dead give-away. ..
Another person who rang to
complain was the artist,
Colin Hadley. You may

have noticed that the 'bar
code' on the cover actually
gave Colin's name and,
even worse, his phone
number. Imagine how he
felt early on Boxing day
morning when some nerd
rang to say, 'I've cracked the
code - do I win a prize?'!!!

. Computer Genius Leads
Britain's Brains.' So ran a
press release from British
Mensa, announcing the
appointment of its new chair-
man - none other than
Clive Sinclair. . . While on
the subject, 'Uncle' Clive
was seen recently at the
Consumer Electronics Show
in Las Vegas. Well seen at
the show isn't quite true, he
was more often lying on the
grass outside the Hilton
Rotunda. Since Las Vegas
is in the desert, the grass has
to be kept permanently
watered so we presume that a
at the end of each day's sun-
bathing there was a Clive -
shaped patch of desert in the
middle of the lawn. .. We
must have had printer surveys
on the brain last month -
we even announced winners
for one!! It should have
read Reader Survey. Our
apologies to the 26 readers
who thought they'd turned
into printers... We suspect

(but can't prove it) that
Malcolm Peltu is really
Milton Friedman in disguise.
See the cover of the new
Free to Choose paperback
and then look at Malcolm.. .

A certain magazine which we
lovingly call Toady is about
to launch a low-Tudgett'
version of Chip Chat. Or so
we hear.. .
If you've got a
PET and you've POKEd
59458, then turn immedia-
tely to Bludners. .. Finally,
this is your last chance to
take advantage of our West
Coast Faire offer on page
46. Whether you're a dealer
or just plain interested, this
is the only exclusively micro
show in the USA. Covering
two floors it's got everything
on display, from stands you
couldn't swing a cat in, dis-
playing new products which
may one day become big, to
enormous stands put up by
the microcomputing 'establi-
shment'. Being in San
Francisco, it's well placed
at the top end of 'Silicon
Valley for visits to manu-
facturers and software
houses. If you don't fancy
that, San Francisco ain't too
bad, either.
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NEW REDUCED
PRICES

8K £399
16K £499
32K £599
RRP £795 for 32K

411119111Pur.

The PEDIGREE PETS
Vty popular tor

Ll,t! 11,01 ,1 ROM BK Per 32K b 16K shah
new iniproved keyboard All with green screen

Cassette Deck E95 extra Full range of sottware available

Interface PET IEEE - Centronics Parallel

Decoded £77.00 + VAT

We give a full one year's
warranty on all our products.

LA- 00T PRINTER FOR
00; GET YOURSELF A

SC YOUR PET AND SAVE
A FORTUNE

only £299 + VAT

Interface Cards for Apple,
Pet, TRS80, Nascom and
Compukit - EN + VAT

Full Pet Graphics including
cables. Ready to go. EX -STOCK.

ASCOM 2 DISC DRIVES
Add a powerful, double

C,dtt. density, mini floppy disc to
your Nascom system.

 Disc Controller Card (includes
Nasbus 6 S100 interface
 Will control 4 Drives.
 CPM operating system.
 Extended Disc Basic
Compiler.
 Power supply included

One Disc System - + VAT
Additional Disc Unit - £299 + VAT

DIN

NASCOM 2 GAMES TAPE
featuring Space Invaders and Android Nim, Re -numbering

program and other goodies!

£7.50 . VAT

NEC
SPINWRITER

only
£1490

+ VAT

NEC's high quality printer uses a print "thimble" that has
less diameter and inertia than a daisy wheel, giving a quieter,
faster, more reliable printer that can cope with plotting and
printing (128 ASCII characters) with up to five copies, fric-
tion or tractor fed. The ribbon and thimble can be changed in
seconds. 55 characters per second bidirectional printing -
with red/black, bold, subscript, superscript, proportional
spacing, tabbing, and much, much more.

TEAC
DISK

DRIVES

TEAC FD -50A has 40 tracks giving 125K Bytes
unformatted single density capacity
The FD -50A can be used in double density recording
mode.
The FD -50A is Shugart SA400 interface compatible.
Directly compatible with Tandy TRS80 expansion
interface.
Also interfaces with Video Genie, SVVTP, Heathkit,
North Star Horizon, Superbrain, Nascom, etc, etc.
Address selection for Daisy chaining up to 4 Disks.
Disks plus power supply housed in an attractive grey
case.

Single E225 + VAT
Disk Drive

Double £389+ VAT
Disk Drive

COMP POCKET COMPUTER
GREATEST BREAKTHROUGH

YET

)444-' 1214 se* + VATse* £99.90
si°at

COMPUTER
POWER THAT

ONCE FILLED A ROOM
CAN NOW BE CARRIED IN YOUR POCKET!

 Programs in BASIC  "OWERTY" Alphabetic
Keyboard  1.9K Random Access Memory
 Long Battery Life.

Computer power that once filled a room can now be carried
in your pocket! It's easy to load with ready -to -run software
from cassette tape (interface and recorder optional) or
program it yourself in easy -to -learn BASIC. 24 -character
liquid crystal readout displays one line at a time. Special
feature is advanced non-volatile memory allows you to
power on and off without losing the contents of memory.
Note: Memory must be transferred to tape before changing
batteries. Automatic statement compaction squeezes every
ounce of memory space. Features power -off retention of
programs and data. Powerful resident BASIC language
includes multiple statements, math functions, editing,
strings, arrays and much more. Multiple program loading
capability subject to RAM availability. Carrying case and
batteries included.

FANTASTIC FOR FILE HANDLING

ACULAB
FLOPPY

TAPE
The tape that behaves

like a disc, for
TRS-80 LEVEL 2.

only £169 VAT

The Aculab Floppy Tape for the TRS-80 and Video Genie is a
highly reliable digital storage system that provides many of
the advantages of floppy disks at less cost. Automatic
debounce routine for the Level 2 keyboard.
Connects directly to TRS-80 Level 2 Keyboard. Operating
and file handling software in ROM. 8 commands add 12
powerful functions to Level 2 BASIC.

THE VIDEO GENIE SYSTEM
Ideal for small businesses, schools, colleges, homes, etc.
Suitable for the experienced, inexperienced, hobbyist,
eacher, etc.

EG3000
Series

16K
£299

WITH
 16K user RAM

plus extended 12K Microsoft
- v Al BASIC in ROM  Fully TRS-80 Level II

software compatible  Huge .

range of software already available  Self contained, PSU,
UHF modulator, and cassette  Simply plugs into video
monitor or UHF TV  Full expansion to disks and printer
 Absolutely complete - just fit into mains plug.
The Video Genie is a complete computer system, requiring
only connection to a domestic 625 line TV set to be fully
operational; or if required a video monitor can be connected
to provide the best quality display. 51 key typewriter style
keyboard, which features a 10 key rollover. Supplied with
the following accessories:-  BASIC demonstration tape;
 Video lead;  Second cassetee lead;  Users manual;
 BASIC manual;  Beginners programming manual. Write
useful programs in the BASIC computer language yourself.

EPROM 2716 £12.50 + VAT

only £325

LEVEL 2 16K
Fully converted to UK T V Standard Comes complete with
easy to follow manuals UK Power Supply - Cassette Leads

Sample tapes Special box to enable you to plug into your
own TV Recommended for first time buyers Just plug in
and go Full Range of Software Available

Interface to Centronics Parallel for TRS80 f75.00 + VAT

only £ TRS80295
-

Expand your TRS80 bv4 EXPANSION
32K
32K Memory on board INTERFACE
Centronics parallel port
Disk controller card Rea:
time clock Requires Lev:.
II Basic Interface for 2
cassette decks complete

with power supply

YOU NEED NEVER MISS AN
IMPORTANT CALL AGAIN

TWO CORDLESS TELEPHONE
SYSTEMS - DIRECT FROM USA

THE ALCOM only £147 + VAT
Base station connects to your telephone line. Remote
handset clips to your belt and gives you push-button dialling
- Bleeps when call arriving - Nicad rechargeable batteries.
Charger in base unit.

LOW COST TELEPHONE f only

99.ANSWERING MACHINE VAT5
Microprocessor controlled answering machine. Plug into
your phone line. Records any phone call messages. Remote
bleeper enables you to listen to your messages from
anywhere in the world. Uses standard cassettes. Comes
complete with mains adaptor, microphone, remote bleeper,
base unit, cassette with 30 sample pre-recorded messages.

COMMERCIAL
EXPANDABLE  COMPLETE
TRS 80  MODEL II

64K
1 -Disk

Model II
£1995.00

RRP £2250.00

This new unit from the world's most successful micro
company is now available immediately with software.
The basic unit comes complete with 64 thousand characters
(bytes) of Memory. The built in 8" Floppy disc adds another
r/, million extra characters including the disc operating
system. More disc expansion is now available.
The Model II is a complete unit with a full keyboard including a
numeric pad and 12" screen which gives 24 lines of 80
characters. The computer is supplied with both the disc
operating system and the Level III Basic.
A full self test routine is written into the power up procedure
to eliminate incorrect operation. Both serial and parallel
expansion sockets are standard. A printer is a plug-in
operation.
Both hardware and software necessary to talk to a mainframe
are included. Terminal usage is very possible. With the
addition of CPM2 you can operate with COBOL, FORTRAN,
MBASIC, CBASIC in which languages are many other
applications packages i.e. accounting, payroll stock etc.

CP/M2 135.00 M BASIC E155.00
CIS COBOL £400.00 FORTRAN E220.00
C BASIC E75.00 WORDSTAR 1256.00

COMP PRO MIXER
Professional

1 audio mixer
that you can
build yourself

and save
over £100.

pie         ,         
 90.419  

411141i 414  

FULL RANGE OF
ACCESSIT AUDIO ADD-ONS

Only

£99.90
plus VAT for
complete kit.

Plus FREE
14,4,k -1111 power supply

ALI valued at
£25.00



RRP
£540 only

£399

ANADEX
DP8000

Super Quality - Low cosi pchh, I r,ictor reed with full 96
ASCII character set Accepts RS232C at band rates between

100 and 9600 and Parallel Bit data
Attaches either directly or through interfaces to Pet, Apple,

TRSRO. Sorcprer, Nascom, Compukit etc

THE NEW ANADEX1
DP9500 and DP9501

A PROFESSIONAL PRINTER
Bi-directional printing

 Up to 220 chars/line
with 4 print densities
 500 char buffer

 RS232C and Centronics
IP Parallel interface built in

 Full software control of matrix
needles allowing graphics capability

 200 chars/sec  Adjustable width tractor feed.

D P9500 - ONLY £795 + VAT
DP9501 - ONLY E845 + VAT

THE ATARI VIDEO COMPUTER
GAMES SYSTEM op

now offers more
than 1300 different game
variations and options in twenty
Game ProgramTM cartridges!
Most Cartriages only E13.90 + VA'

Prices may vary with special
editions Basic Maths, Airse
Battle, Black Jack, Breakout
Surround, Spacewar, Video

Olympics, Outlaw, Basketball
Hunt & Score', Space War,
Sky Diver, Air Sea Battle,

Codebreaker*, Miniature Golf.

Extra Paddle Controllers 'Keyboard Controllers
- E14.90 + VAT - E18.90 + VAT

SPACE INVADERS NOW IN STOCK E25

EUROPE'S FASTEST SELLING ONE BOARD COMPUTER

OMPUKIT UK101
* 6502 based system - best value for money on the market. * Powerful 8K

Basic - Fastest around * Full Qwerty Keyboard * 4K RAM Expandable to 8K
on board. * Power supply and RF Modulator on board. * No Extras needed -
Plug-in and go. * Kansas City Tape Interface on board. * Free Sampler Tape
including powerful Dissassembler and Monitor with each Kit. * If you want to

learn about Micros, but didn't know which machine to buy then this is the
machine for you.

40 pin Expansion Jumper Cable for Compukit expansion E8.50 + VAT

Build, Understand and Program your own
Computer for only a small outlay

KIT ONLY f179 VAT
NO EXTRAS NEEDED

Available ready assembled, tested & ready to go E229 + VAT

NEW MONITOR FOR COMPUKIT UK101
 In 2K Eprom 2716  Allows screen editing  Saves data on tape  Flashing cursor Text scrolls down £22.00+ VAT

Special Bonus SAVE W. New Super Monitor inc. in each kit or sold separately for E22 + VAT.

FOR THE COMPUKIT

Assembler /Editor

Game Pecks

E14.90 1. Four Games

Screen Editor Tape

Super Space Invaders ttiKi
Space Invaders

E5.00 Chequers

E5.90 2. Four Games

All Prices exclusive VAT

£5.50

E5.00

£3.00

E5.00 Real Time Clock

3. Three Games 8K only

HITACHI -7 r -
PROFESSIONAL

MONITORS
9" - 1.1-2 £99.95
12" - £149

 Reliability Solid state circuitry using an IC and silicon
transistors ensures high reliability.  500 lines horizontal
resolution Horizontal resolution in excess of 500 lines is
achieved in picture center.  Stable picture Even played
back pictures of VTR can be displayed without jittering.
 Looping video Input Video input can be looped through
with built-in termination switch.  External sync opera-
tion (available as option for U and C types)  Compact
construction Two monitors are mountable side by side in a

standard 19 -inch rack.

MEMORY UPGRADES
16K (8 x 4116) £29.90 VAT

4K Compukit x 2114) £29.90

NEVI TV GAME BREAK OUT
Has got to be one of the world's greatest TV games. You really
get hooked. As featured in ETI. Has also 4 other pinball games
and lots of options. Good kit for up -grading old amusement
games.
MINI KIT - PCB, sound & vision modulator, memory chip
and de -code chip. Very simple to construct. E14.90 + VAT

'OR PCB 12.90 MAIN LSI E8.50 Both plus VAT

WE ARE NOW STOCKING TH-E-1
APPLE II AT

REDUCED PRICES

48K £659 +

16K £599
2K £649

Getting Started APPLE II is faster, smaller, and mo e
powerful than its predecessors. And it's more fun to use too
because of built-in features like:
 BASIC - The Language.that Makes Programming Fun.
 High -Resolution Graphics lin a 54,000 -Point Array) for
Finely -Detailed Displays.  Sound Capability that Brings
Programs to Life.  Hand Controls for Games and Other
Human -Input Applications.  Internal Memory Capacity of
48K Bytes of RAM, 12K Bytes of ROM; for Big -System Per-
formance in a Small Package.  Eight Accessory Expansion
Slots to let the System Grow With Your Needs.

You don't need to be an expert to enjoy APPLE II. It is a
complete, ready -to -run computer. Just connect it to a video
display and start using programs (or writing your own) the
first day. You'll find that its tutorial manuals help you make it
your own personal problem solver.

i1011111EIN

VAT

E3.00

5.00 Case for Compukit E28.50

ENGLISH COLOUR TV/
AMERICAN NTSC

COLOUR MONITOR
Suitable for Apple, Atari and Texas 99 4 £295

8MHz Super Quality Modulators

6MHz Standard Modulators

i- VATi

£4.90

E2.90

C12 Computer Grade Cassettes

Anadex Printer Paper - 2000 sheets

Floppy Discs 53/4" Hard and Soft Sectored

Floppy Disc Library Case 53/4"

Verocases for Nascom 1 & 2 etc.

 Keyboard Cases

SPECIAL OFFER
We will part exchange

your Sinclair ZX80 for
any of our products.

Refurbished ZX80's-fully guaranteed £69.90
(Supply dependant upon stocks). +

VAT

10 for E4.00

125.00

0E24.9

E3.50

EI.90

+1M1s.

We have one of the largest collections of Computer Books under one roof
racks of software for the PET and TRS80.

Come and see for yourself.

along with

OUR Kr

L

SHOWROOM Et
SALES CENTRE AT
311 Edgware Road,

London W2.
Telephone: 01-441 2922

APPLE DISC II
Disc with Controller

£349 + VAT

Additional Drives
E299 VAT

 Powerful Disk Operating Software Supports up to 6
drives  Name Access to Files for Ease of Use  BASIC
Program Chaining to Link Software Together  Random
or Sequential File Access to Simplify Programming
 Dynamic Disk Space Allocation for Efficient Storage
 Individual File Write -Protection Eliminates Accidental
File Alterations  Loads an 8K Byte Binary Image in 6.5
sec. 11.2 sec. in Pascal)  Storage Capacity of 116
Kilobytes I143K Bytes with Pascal) on Standard 53/4"
Diskettes  Powered Directly From the APPLE (Up to 6
Drives) for Convenience and High Reliability  Packaged
in Heavy -Duty, Colour -Coordinated Steel Cabinet

rA- SELECTIONA OF APPLE INTERFACES
RE NOW AVAILABLE AT OUR NEW

SHOWROOM.
.

"Europes Largest Discount
Personal Computer Stores"

Delivery is added at cost.. Please make cheques and postal orders payable to COMPSHOP LTD., or phone your order
quoting BARCLAYCARD, ACCESS, DINERS CLUB or AMERICAN EXPRESS number.

CREDIT FACILITIES ARRANGED - send S.A.E. for application form.
MAIL ORDER AND SHOP:
14 Station Road, New Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 1QW (Close to New Barnet BR Station - Moorgate Line).
Telephone: 01-441 2922 (Sales) 01-449 6596 Telex: 298755 TELCOM G
OPEN (BARNET) - 10am - 7pm - Monday to Saturday
NEW WEST END SHOWROOM:
311 Edgware Road, London W2.
OPEN (LONDON) - 10am - 6pm - Monday to Saturday
* IRELAND: 80 Marlborough Street, Dublin 1. Telephone: Dublin 749933

COMPSHOP USA, 1348 East Edinger, Santa Ana, California, Zip Code 92705.
Telephone: 0101 714 5472526

COMP
COMPUTER
COMPONENTS

(Part of the Compshop Ltd. Group)

0003 0.1.
PIEKVIONAL



We are now entering our fourth financial year of dealing solely in
the personal computer market - in fact, we started it! Over this
period, Personal Computers Limited have formed a group of grad-
uate specialists who will help you in the fields of word processing,
financial planning, statistics, economic modelling, forecasting,
accounting systems, foreign exchange, banking and oil exploration.
We also do rather well with computer graphics and highly recom-
mend the graphics tablets and our plotter for Apple.
We can also offer two excellent items of software - Format 40
and Visicalc - at a combined price of ONLY £189, and the Super
Sound Generator for only £90! (excl. V.A.T.)

8" Disk Drive (above left)
Our 8" disks are still as popular as ever -- 2 drives give you 1.2MB with all
the reliable security of Shugart Technology. Easily interfaced to Apple,
uses the same D.D.S.

A.I.O. Serial and Parallel Card (above centre)
Three hand -shake lines (R.T.S., C.T.S. and D.C.D.). Firmware for serial
interfaces on -board, software for parallel printer available, 2 bidirectional
8 bit parallel ports, plus 4 additional interrupt and hand -shaking lines.

Light Pen (above right)
A much sought after product which we introduced to the U.K.

andwe do `gym
a.

it rather well !

Personal CoiiipuLcim Limited
194-200 Bishopsgate, London EC2M 4NR Te1.01626 8121

80 Character Card (below left)
. .. opens up the real commercial world for all Apple owners.

Paper Tiger (Below centre)
132 character line, plus graphics, 8 character sizes, ordinary paper, mutliple
copy, upper and lower case 96 character, parallel/serial, form control.

Centronics 730 (Below right)
A substantial, robust printer from a major manufacturer. 3 way paper
handling system, 100 character per second. Special low-cost including
interface. 96 characters.

Items pictured
Sharp MZ - 80K
A new generation of personal computer, self contained, versatile and
starting at only £570 (excl. VAT). Explore the Zilog Z80 now the easy
way. Disks and printer available shortly.
Numeric Keypad
... with 8 function keys is a must in all financial applications.
TCM 100 & TCM 200
... both now have graphics as well as their own power supply, essential
with this type of printer.
Qume Sprint 5
The quality word processing printer. Clean, clear executive reports the way
you want them. Can print up to 5760 points per square inch - or even
print in 2 colours.


